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PREFACE

i LL THE PAPERS in this voIuHie except one were presented in their original

^ form to a conference on Social Structure and Social Change in India held

xJL at the Uruvcrsky of Chicago, June J-S, 1965. The conference was co-

sponsored by the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research and

the Committee on Southern Asian Studies of the University of Chicago. In addi-

tion to the authors of the papers, more than fifty invited participants and observers

were present at this conference (see Appendix for complete list).

The proposal for the conference originated with William Rowe and Bernard

Cohn, who saw it as an opportunity to present and review research in the social

anthropology of South Asia which had been carried on over the last fifteen years,

but had not yet been reported in monographic form. They and many of the

younger anthropologists who had been engaged in this research hoped that the

conference and the publication of its papers would bring to the attention of their

colleagues in anthropology and in other fields some significant recent develop-

ments in South Asian social anthropology, as the Chicago conference and volume

on Village India edited by McKim Marriott had done over a decade before. In

this brief preface, I should like to introduce these developments to the reader who
is not a South Asianist, and to relate them to the mainstream of contemporary

social anthropology.

It is a regrettable but undeniable fact that the social anthropology of South

Asia, and of Southeast Asia as well, is thought of by many social anthropologists

as peripheral to the mainstream of socbl anthropology, This is of course a quite

unhistorical view, since at any g^ven time the mainstream draws its strength from

the particular tributaries which happen to be feeding it. In the I930’s and l940’s,

for example, field work in Africa, which was of very high quality, was practically

identified with the mainstream. So in the 1950’s and I960’s, beginning with M. N.

Srinivas’ Religion and Society among the Coorgs of South India, a vigorous flow

comes into the mainstream from Southern Asia. The date of publication of

Srinivas’ study, 1952, does not mark the first entry of South Asian social anthro-

pology inco che mam course. RadcUffe-Brown, Srinivas’ teacher at Oxford, had

already published The Andtcmm Islanders in 1922, and W. H. R. Rivers, Rad-

cliffe-Brown’s teacher, inaugurated the modem-style social anthropological mono-
graph in 1906 with his work The Todas. These are, to be sure, rare freshets in

the anthropological stream. Betu'cen 1906 and 1952, the bulk of South Asian

anthropology consists of descriptive ethnography and speculative ethnology,

except for some of the work of Hocart, Bougie, Ghurye, and Hutton, and some

papers by Emeneau, Mandelbaum, and Opier and Singh. I do not mean to depre-

ciate the value of the works of such men as Risicy, Crooke, Blunt, and Thurston,

or of the Indian Gazetteer reports. We read these works, however, not for
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powerful concepts or fruitful methods in social anthropology but for useful

compilations of infoimarion.

After 1952, South Asian social anthropology shows a sustained pattern of

growth which has not yet reached its peak. Conceptually and methodologically,

this growth owes much to the earlier models of Rivers and Radcliffe-Brown,

but It has also gone beyond these models and shows the influence of other

conceptual models, Redfield’s and Levi-Strauss’s, for example, as well as of the

distinctive features of South Asian society and culture. The contribution of

the papers in this volume to the growth pattern of South Asian social anthro-

pology is perhaps best summarized in terms of the distinctive modifications they

introduce to the study of social structure and social change.

The basic social units of joint family, caste, and village are not taken in any

of these papers as structural or cultural isolates. They are seen rather as intimately

connected with one another and with other social units, through social networks

of various kinds. This non-isolatiomst point of view was already adopted by social

anthropologists with respect to village studies in the Village India seminar of 1954

(see Marriott [Ed.], Village India, 1955) and became the point of departure for

the Redffeldian concept of a civilization as a structure of such networks and cul-

tural centers (see Rcdfield and Singer, “The Cultural Role of Cities,” 1954;

Redfield, Peasant Society and Culture, \9$6, Cohn and Marriott, “Centers and

Networks m the Integration of Indian Civibzation,” 1958, Singer (Ed ], Trait-

ttonal India, Structure and Change, 1958, Singer. “The Social Organization of

Indian Qvilizacion.” Diogenes, 1964, Singer [Ed.], Krishna Myths, Rites and

Attitudes, 1966). The interest of the present papers, however, is directed to the

specific patterns of interconnection which can be traced through empirical

studies of particular groups in particular localities, and to the changes in such

patterns. Generalizations about all-india patterns, or all-South Asia patterns, are

not eschewed, they are attempted rather as tentative hypotheses based on a number

of specified localized studies, as in Mandelbaum’s generic description of the inter-

relations of family, jati, and village, or Kolenda’s correlations of joint family,

caste, region, and other variables. Even cross-cultural generalizations about “the

caste system” in India and the U.S., as in Harper’s paper, must prove themselves

against the specific social and cultural contexts m which “the system” operates

in each country. This requirement was repeatedly affirmed in the discussions at

the conference, and the failure to agree on whether it is American Negro-white

relations, or the relations of religious denominations and ethmc groups, or the

battle of the sexes, that constitutes the best analogy with the Indian caste system,

shows that such comparisons are easier to suggest than to demonstrate.

Nowhere was this empirical nundedness of the conference more in evidence

than in the papers and discussion on the structure of mtercaste relations. The
traditional view of the caste system as a single hierarchy of the four varnas—
Brahman^ Kshatriyas, Vaishyas, Shudras, with a fifth Untouchable order beneath

the others—seems in these papers and discussion to have been plurahzed into as

many hierarchies and structures as there are operational methods for determining
them. Schwaitzberg, a geographer, uses entena of spatial location and dominance
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to map “caste regions.” Elder, a sociologist, employs an attitude questionnaire to

test for regional differences in attitudes toward intercaste relations. Marriott, a

social anthropologist, seeks to determine the order of caste-ranking in a village

with the help of a matrix analysis of verbal opinions and behavioral interactions.

Three linguists, Bright, Ramanujan, and McCormack, apply recent techniques

of anthropological linguistics and sociolinguistics to study how Brahmans talk

with non-Brahmans as well as with each other.

The results of these different operational methods are not quite the pluralistic

disarray of structures of intercaste relations one might have expected. Local and

regional differences make themselves felt, to be sure, but it is surprising, too, to

find that the traditional vama system still has relevance for these empirical

studies Alarriott’s caste-ranking studies found so much consensus about local

caste hierarchies between collective verbal opinions and interactional behavior

that several members of the conference protested the possible oversight of individ-

ual variability of both opinion and behavior.

Clearly there is nothing in empirical local studies as such that forecloses the

possibility of agreement between the results of different operational methods for

determining the structures of intercaste relations, or of significant relationships

between the local structures and the supra-Ioca! norms of the scriptural texts and

ideological movements. Marriott’s functional explanation of «uch agreements and

relations—the ranking of castes is w'hat the people of a local community col-

lectively believe it to be, and people know what the ranks of castes are by

looking at actual, formal interactions of certain significant kinds (especially

transfers of food and «ervices, among persons belonging to different castes)—not

only reconciles subjective and objective methods of caste-ranking but opens a

new field for research into the relations between local cognitive and behavioral

structures, and the relation of both to the great traditional structures of the

Dharmashastras and other texts. The failures of consensus among these different

kinds of structures may, as I have argued elsewhere, be as revelatory of significant

functional and dynamic processes as close agreement among them would be (see

“The Social Organization of Indian Ovilization,” pp. 99ff.). In any case, Oren-

scein's actempc co codify che cradicioa-jl vanu struefure by applying die linguiscic

analogy of a grammar and code to the scnptural texts, brings the social anthro-

pologist into direct contact with the materials and methods of the Indologist.

The functional relation of religion to social structure was the central focus

of Riv’er’s monograph on the Todas, Radcliffe-Brown’s on the Andamanese, and

Snmvas’ on the Coorgs. The charactensac problem of these classic studies was

to identify the religious cults associated with the different basic units of social

structure—family, village, caste, etc.—and to trace the network of functional

relations which bound them together. While this kind of study has been done

after 1952, notably by Louis Dumont’s Vne soits-caste de I'Inde dti Snd, many
recent studies, including those represented by the papers m this volume, have

extended the approach in two different directions. There is now an interest, on

the one hand, in tracing the functional relations of other aspects of culture to

social structure: of politics to social structure, of economics to social structure,
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of law to social structure, of language to social structure, etc. The work of

F G Bailey, Barth, Beteille, T S Epstein, and Gough, among others, illustrates

this trend At the same time, there is a nev' interest in the conditions and course

of change m these functional relationships. Nicholas, for example, seeks to deter-

mine the generic interrelations at the village level of political conflict, land

tenure, and social structure, and how these arc being changed by the coming

of universal suffrage and land reform Hazlehurst analyzes the political alliances

made during a municipal election in a North Indian town to trace the influence

of growing urbanization, and the economic and political opportunities that go

with It, on the caste system. His statement that caste is “a composite of tenuously

articulated parts" in the dynamics of social change might, with appropriate

changes, be converted into a general formula for the other case studies as well.

Galanter’s finding of a transformation in the pudicial recognition of castes from

a conception of them as parts of a sacred order to a view of them as voluntary,

autonomous associations, political pressure groups, or religious denominations,

seems to go beyond Hazlehurst’s formula Yet, during the conference discussions,

when one member proposed to apply Galanter’s typology as a sequence of phases

to the last hundred years of Indian social history, the proposal was strongly

resisted on the grounds that the available evidence did not demonstrate such

fixed sequences.

Whether this resistance is an expression of a negative attitude toward evolu-

tionary theories of social and cultural change I am not sure, but it is a striking fact

that none of the papers in the volume tries to make a case for social change as

a transformation of structural and cultural types The only generic processes of

social change that received wide recognition at the conference were Srmivas’

complementary processes of “Sanskrinzanon" and “Westernization ’’ His paper

and Rowe’s offer some new historical materials on the operation of these processes

during the prc-Bntish and the British periods Lynch's paper, which deals with a

contemporary upward mobile group that has rejected Sanskrinzation for political

participation, recalls Bailey’s Orissa studies and suggests that post-independence

parliamentary democracy and the organization of political parties bring new
paths for upward mobility. Whether this also introduces a new generic process

of change, which Lynch calls “elite emulation,” or whether it is but a changing

phase m the same historical process, as Srmivas suggests in his recent book Social

Change in Modem India, is a debatable issue. The question is not Maitland’s,

whether anthropology will become history or nothing, Cohn’s work demonstrates

that It can become a history of the relations of politics to social structure.

This issue is also raised by the conversion of Hindus to Buddhism, to Christian-

ity, and to Islam, as well as to soaalism, commurasm, and other ideological move-
ments These are not cases of “Sanskntizauon,” if this process is defined, as Srimvas

defined it in 19S2, as the process whereby a low caste moves up in the caste hier-

archy by taking over the Sanskntic customs, rites, and beliefs of the Brahmans.
If, however, we use Srmivas’ later and broader definition of Sanskrinzation as the

process “by which a ‘low’ Hindu caste, or tnbal or other group, changes its

customs, ritual, ideology and way of life in the direction of a high, and frequently,
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‘nvice-bom’ caste” (1966), then we can see the close family relation between

these different paths to upw'ard social mobilit>'. I doubt, however, that the sug-

gestion made by some writers that we subsume all these processes under a concept

of “social mobilit>’” does justice to the peculiarities of Indian society and culture.

This concept minimizes the important fact that the social hierarchy is also a

hierarchy of ritual purin and pollution, and that social mobility, upward or dow n-

ward, also involves a cultural mobility m ritual status. The constitutional abolition

of untouchabihty and general secularizing trends may be contracting the scope

of ritual pollution in social relations, but ritual pollution continues an important

and pervasive element m them, and Sanskntizacion continues to operate as the

d)Tiamic aspect of the ritual and cultural structure.

Srinivas has often remarked that Sanskntizadon involves a change in position

in the caste system but not a change in the system itself. Yet the system is chang-

ing, with the formation of voluntary caste associations and their entty into

political alignments and into industrial empIojTnents. A core of caste endogamy

and commensality may persist, but new patterns of social relations are also emerg-

ing in these new contexts. These processes of change are not adequately defined

in terms of the social anthropological concepts of “equilibnum adjustments” or

“structural change.” There are no linear transformations of “structural types,” and

yet there is significant social movement and change. One might interpret this

situation by arguing that the gradualncss of change in Indian society is simply

a refiection of the limited amount of industrialization, urbanization, and moderni-

zation, another, and to my mind equally plausible explanation is that Indian

civilization has built into it adaptii e mechanisms for incorporating new techniques,

new ideas, and newcomers with only a gradual displacement of the old. These

two explanations are not necessarily in conflict, although a test betw een them xvill

come with an acceleration of the forces of modermzaaon.

These general obserx-anons are also applicable to the papers on the jomt family.

Here, too, the evidence of specific empincal studies does not support the wide-

spread belief that the jomt family is “breaking down,” or that it is bemg trans-

formed under industrialization and urbanization into a Western-st>’le nuclear

family. Kolenda’s paper, on the contrarj", challenges the common use of statistics

on the relative frequency of nuclear to joint families m support of the “break-

down” thesis, by demonstrating the significant s*ariations m defimtions of family

tj’pcs and m the distributions of these types with region, caste, and other variables.

Gould’s paper casts further doubt on the thesis of linear transformation of “struc-

tural tj'pes” by appljing Fortes’ concept of the “domestic cycle” to data on the

Indian joint family m a small town. His results suggest that a preponderance of the

percentage of joint or nuclear families m one time period over another does not

necessarily mean structural change. It may onlj' indicate a cyclical rearrangement.

Such results are leading students of the Indian jomt family to greater skepticism

about the “breakdown” thesis, especially when the thesis is based on census data

and massive staasacal surveys. Scholars are turning instead to intensive, functional

studies of the adaptive changes which pamciilar families m particular itiUages,

tow ns, cities, and regions axe undergoing My own paper and Patterson’s illustrate
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the use of family histones for study of these problems. Perhaps social anthro-

pologists will be encouraged by these trends in South Asian social anthropology to

extend “the genealogical method” to the study of change in other areas. Perhaps,

too, they will be persuaded by these papers to recognize that the study of Indian

society reveals novel social forms and processes that call for novel concepts,

methods, and theories in social anthropology. To this renewal, we hope that the

papers in this volume, and the forthcoming monographs from which many are

selections, will make a contnbution worthy of India’s reputation m the past as

a nch source of modern anthropological and comparative studies.

Milton Singer



TRANSCRIPTION OF INDIAN WORDS

T
he present volume includes words from over a half dozen major Indian

languages. With the exception of the phonemic transcriptions of spoken

Kannada, Tamil, and Tulu m Part VI, the standard for transcription has

been literary; that is, an attempt has been made to transliterate the words from

their w'ritten forms in the regional languages. The standard conventions have

been followed for representing long vowels (5, », u) and retroflex consonants

(r, t- d, etc.). An interconsonantai r represents vocalic r, which is pronounced ri

as in rich. Aspiration is indicated by an h following the consonant, w’hereas c

represents ch as in “charity” and i and ; represent palatal and retroflex variations

of sh respectively. An m indicates the nasalization of the preceding vo'vel, as

in vaw.

In Part VI die contemporary linguistic usages of the authors have been fol-

lowed. Long vowels are represented by double or geminate letters, and a tilde

indicates nasalizanon.

Diacritics have been used on iuhcizcd words only. Proper names of persons,

castes and tribes, and geographic features have been reproduced in Roman script

without diacritics, as have all words defined in Webster’s New International

Dictionary (1961).
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PART I:

Caste and Social Structure



1 . NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF THE STUDY OF

INDIAN SOCIETY AND CULTURE

BERNARD S. COHN

T >iE STV)D^ of social change and acculturation has becomi, over the last 35

years one of the anthropologist’s major activities. Until quite recently the

American Indians and African and Latin American socieaes and cultures

have been the locus of most social change and acculturation studies.

The Amencan Indian studies have tended to focus on the overwhelming effects

that white American society has had on tnbal groups. The African studies have

tended to focus on the direct and indirect pobcical effects of European incursions.

The study of acculturation in Lann America has emphasized the initial effects of

Hispanization, the destruction of indigenous Indian society', and the emergence

of complicated new patterns of culture. Hiese studies have taken a total system

\iew of the societies in relation to overw’helming political, economic, and social

pouer which were directly or indirectly applied to indigenous societies. The
American Indian studies have illustrated how persistent indigenous patterns

have been and to a large extent how effective Amencan Indians have been in

the face of often ovenvhelming pressure, in maintaining many of their indigenous

patterns. In Afnca by and large the studies indicate that in the political realm

the Afneans have adapted European insatudons to their own political ends.

The societies of India offer a much different situation from that of the American

Indian or the Afncan to study long-term social change under colonial and post-

colonial conditions. Indian socien' and political development were recognized

by Europeans m the eighteenth centiir>' as being at relatively the same level

as European society. In India there was settled agnculture and a variety of craft

production on a large scale, pobacal institutions of kingship, a legal sj’stem

based partially on written law, taxation based on regular assessment, with record-

keeping, and militaty forces roughly organized along bnes similar to those of

Europe. Many of the political and economic roles familiar to Europeans-, clerks,

judges, tax officials, generals, bankers, and traders, existed. In addition, there

was a multiple cultural-rebgious s>'stem based on sacred texts, both Hindu and

Muslim, with a wide range of ntual specialists and scholars.

Relatively speaking, British domination until the middle of the nineteenth

centurj’ had little direct effect on Indian social, economic, and cultural life. As
a result of British revenue arrangements, there was some circulation of personnel

in the rural society as land became marketable and as new methods of acquisition

of land through the use of British administrative procedures allowed nonmilitaty

groups access to control of land. New* groups who tended to take advantage
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of the conditions established by the Bndsh fitted into the traditional structure

or were placed on top of the existing structure and took over life styles well

established by the eighteenth century.

THE STUDY OF INDIAN SOCIETY AND THE CASTE SYSTEM

There have been recorded observations on Indian society since the third cen-

tury B c. It IS useful in considering more recent developments in the study of

social change in India to sketch briefly the nature and content of the observations

and assumptions which observers have made of the Indian social system.

Classical and Arab-Persian Accounts

For the period 327 BC to 1498, there are scartcred accounts of Indian society

written by foreigners These travelers included Greeks, Romans, Byzantine

Greeks, Jews, and Chinese, and, increasingly from ao 1,000 onward, Arabs,

Turks, Afghans, and Persians Most classical accounts of Indian society follow

Megasthcnes, who had the advantage of direct observation of parts of India. But

as Each comments

Although he was an acute observer, Megasthenes was handicapped by his ignorance of

the native languages Like many Europeans since his time, he was unable to penetrate

deeply into the thought, literature and history of the country simply by looking and
listening, or by using interpreters (1945, 1 I, p 10^

Megasthenes described Indian society as being divided into seven classes (1)

philosophers, who offer sacrifices and perform other sacred rites, (2) husband-

men, who form the bulk of the population, (3) shepherds and hunters, (4) those

who work at trades and vend wares and are employed m bodily labor, (5)
fighting men, (6) inspectors, and (7) counselors and assessors of the king

(M'Oindle, 1901, pp 47-53) Megasthenes also noted that each of these seven

"classes” were endogamous and that one could not change his occupation or

profession (M'Cnndle, 1901, p. 53). From the context of his account it would
appear, as with many subsequent observers, that Megasthenes’ data came mainly
from observation of urban political centers. It is also interesting to note that,

at least in the matenals of Megasthenes which have survived, he makes no refer-

ence to the varna theory.

Although there was regular and extensive contact between Rome and India

through direct trade contact, Roman accounts, although fuller on geographic
information, add little in the form of sociological information to our knowledge
of the stratification system in early India.

The earliest Arabic accounts follow the Clascal view of Indian society m
reporting the division of Indian society into seven classes (Elliot and Dowson,
1867, vol I, pp 16-17, 77) AI-Birum (973-ca. 1030) appears to have been
familiar with Sanskrit sources and does mention the four-varna theory of the
caste system (al-Biruni, 1962, pp 132-40) In the seventeenth century many
translations were made from the Sansknt literature into Persian by Indo-Mushm
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scholars (Rehatsek, 1880; Sabah Al-Din, 1961). Abu’l Fazl ’Allami, the author

of the A’in-i-Akban, a late sixteenth-century gazetteer and description of Akbar’s

court, revenue, and administrative system, presents the viev." that the four vamas

were produced from the body of Brahma at the creation of the world. He recog-

nizes that there are internal divisions within the four vamas, but follows Brah-

manic theorj’ in attributing these divisons to the mixture of the original vamas

through intermarriage (Abu’l Fazl ‘Allami, 1786, vol. 3, pp. 82-84).

Functionally, as can be seen in the lists of military and revenue obligations

given in the A'm-i-Akbari, the Alughals clearly recognized that the operational

level of the Hindu social sj’stem was not at the level of the vamas but at the

level of kin-based social categories such as we arc familiar with in twentieth-

century’ literature on the Indian caste sy’stcm. The split view of Indian society,

which we A\’iil see is so typical of luneteenth-century European views of India,

of a theoretical vama-based society which sees the four major ideological based

categories of Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaishya, and Shudra as being the system,

e.xisted functionally along with the necessity’ on the part of the Mughals to

operate with localized kin-based caste groups.

The View of the Caste StsTE.M of the Early European Traxtlers

The earliest direct observers of the Indian caste system in modem times were

Portuguese adventurers, administrators, merchants, and pnests, who began pri-

marily on the iMalabar coast to have direct e.xpenence with Indian society’. Malabar

at one and the same Qme was a highly’ cosmopolitan society, with enclaves of

Arabs (iMoplahs), Syrian Christians, Jews, and other foreign peoples, and an

area in which the hierarchic pnndplcs of the caste system had been worked

out m one of its most e.ttrcme forms. The Europeans were also fascinated in

co.Tfronring matrilmeal and polyandrous groups.

Early Portuguese obsen’ers like Duarte Barbosa (1866, 1918, 1921) naively

but accurately reported major cultural features of the caste system which con-

tinue to be recognized as central today: the high posiaon of the Brahmans (1866,

p. 121), the sigmficance of polluaon in relaaon to untouchability' (1866, p. 129),

the bars to commcnsality among cndogamous groups (1866, p. 136), the rela-

tionship of occupation to caste (1866, pp. 135, 137), the application of sanctions

within castes to maintain caste customs (1866, p. 133), and the relationship

benveen caste and pobocal organizaoon (1866, pp. 103-106).

Striking in Barbosa’s description is his matter-of-fact and objective approach

in trying to describe what he satv and what he was told, he presents his descrip-

tion of the caste system organized as a hierarchy’ with Brahmans on top and

Untouchables on the bottom. There is no reference to the Hindu theory of the

vamas and no moralizing about the benefits or evils of the system- In many
respects European accounts for the nc-xt 250 years do not progress much beyond
Barbosa’s reporting. Unlike many’ of the Europeans who followed him to India,

for shorter or longer periods, Barbosa knew’ an Indian vernacular well and was
recognized by his contemporaries for his linguistic abilities (1918, p. xxxvi).

Aldiough there were others over die next 230 y’cars who became fascinated
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with Indian society, most accounts by Europeans which circulated in Europe

tended to focu-: on the Mughal courts and on political and commercial matters

rather than on Indian society itself. Jean Baptiste Tavernier, a French merchant

and traveler who made six voyages to the Middle East, India, and Southeast

Asia between about 1631 and 1667, wrote accounts of his travels that are typical

of the works of this period (1889) He descnbes in detail the various routes and

points of interest historically and corameraally in his travels in India, much

like a forerunner of Murray’s guide to India (1889, vol. 1, pp. 1—318). He provides

a history of the reign of Aurangzcb mainly based on oral evidence, and extensive

discussions of commercial activities. Finally, Tavernier reports on various Hindu

beliefs, rituals, and customs This reporting is based on conversations with Brah-

mans and on eyewitness reports. The caste system receives very brief notice.

Tavernier bases his views on what he ‘‘asccitamed from the most accomplished

of their priests” (1889, vol. 2, p 182), that is, that although there are believed

to be 72 castes, “these may be reduced to four principal [castes], from which

all others derive their origin” (p 182). Tavernier and other European travelers

appear to have had little difficulty m finding Brahmans to discuss Hinduism

with them

Abraham Roger, the first chaplain at the Dutch factory at Pulicat in Madras,

studied Hinduism from a Dutch-speaking Brahman, Padmanubha, in the 1630’s.

Roger’s account of Hinduism was published in 1670, twenty years after his

death, and contains Padmanubha’s Dutch translanon of Bhaitrihari’s Satakas (Yule

and Burnell, 1903, p xliii).

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE LATER EIGHTEENTH AND
EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURIES

With the establishment of British suzerainty m the later eighteenth century,

the rapid acquisition of knowledge of the classical languages of India by a few
British officials, the need for administrative purposes of a knowledge of the

structure of Indian society, and the intensification of missionary activities, sys-

tematic knowledge of Indian society began to develop very rapidly from 1760

onward Three major traditions of approach to Indian society can be seen by
the end of the eighteenth century the onentahst, the admimstrative and the

missionary Each had a characteristic view, tied to the kinds of roles which
foreign observers played in India and the assumptions which underlay their

views of India

The Orientalist

Although there was some knowledge of the learned traditions of India, both
Hindu and Muslim, before the middle of the eighteenth century, it was not until
the post-Plassey generation that a cumulative knowledge of Persian and Sanskrit
and the vernacular languages began to develop which enabled the British to
begin to comprehend the depth and range of texts and their contents through
W’hich the religion, philosophy, and history of India began to become known
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to Europeans. Alexander Dow, an officer in the East India Company’s army,

n as one of the first to publish a translation of one of the standard Persian histories

of India, Tarlkh-i-Flrishtahi, which was published as The History of Hinditstmi

in 1768-1771. As was typical for the period, Dow prefaced his translations with a

number of essays, one on the nature of Mughal government, one on the effects

of British rule in Bengal, and “A Dissertation Concerning the Customs, iManners,

Language, Religion and Philosophy of the Hindoos.” To Dow, customs and

manners appear to have largely meant Brahmamc prescriptions derived from his

study in Persian and “through the vulgar tongue of the Hindoos” of “some of

the principal shasters.” This he did with the assistance of a pundit from Banaras,

Although Dow had tried to learn Sanskrit, apparently his official duties prevented

him from mastering the language, but he was fully aware of the difficulties of

understanding Hinduism through Persian translations. Matters which we would

call sociological are treated in seven pages out of the fifty of his essay and cover

the four varnas, which he sees as four great tribes, each of which is made up

of a variety of castes, the tribes do not intermarry, eat, drink, or in any manner

associate with each other. Dow presents the Brahmanical theory of the origin

of the system as derwed from parts of the body of Brahma. The caste system

is treated in two pages. Other customs Dow thinks worth noting are astrological

concerns at the birth of a child, early marriage, suttee, disposal of the dead, the

privileged legal position of the Brahmans, the role of sannyasis as conveyers

of Hinduism and types of penances which both sannyasis and the public some-

times perform.

The orientalists seem to have been convinced that the texts were indeed accurate

guides to the culture and society of the Hindus. N. B. Halhead, who provided the

first compilation and translation from the Dharmashastras under the title A Code

of Gentoo Laws, or, Ordivauons of the Pwtdits. Fro??: a Persia?? Translation,

Made fro?n the Original, Written in the Shatiscrit Language, published m London

m 1776, commented that from these translations “may be formed a precise idea

of the customs and manners of these people” (Halhead, 1777, p. xi).

A view’ of Indian society w’hich was derived from the study of texts and

cooperation tvith pundits and sastris (scholars of Hindu scriptures) had several

consequences. In the first instance, it led to a consistent view’ that the Brahmans

were the dominant group in the society. This w'as the function of the view which

came from the texts themselves—a view which sees the Brahman as the center

of the social order, which prescribes differential punishments for crimes based

on one’s varna status, which prohibits other vamas than Brahmans from learning

certain texts, and which generally exalts the sacredness of the Brahman. The
acceptance of this view is all the more odd in that it flew m the face of the

evidence of the political structure of late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century

India, m w’hich there were few Brahman dynasties, and political militaiy power

rested in the hands of other groups in the society.

The acceptance of a textual view of the society by the orientalists also led

to a picture of Indian societ)’ as being staoc, timeless, and spaceless. Statements

about customs which derived from third century a d. texts and observations
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from the late eighteenth century were equally good evidence for determining

the nature of society and culture in India In this view of Indian society there

was no regional variation and no questioning of the relationship between pre-

scriptive normative statements derived from the texts and the actual behavior

of individuals or groups Indian society was seen as a set of rules which every

Hindu followed

Tiif Missionary

The missionary view of India developed slightly later than the orientalist

view The first full expression of this view’ was contained in Charles Grant’s

Obsenattom on the State of Society among the Asiatic Subjects of Great Britain,

Particularly u’th Respect to Morals, and on the Means of Improzmg It Grant,

who was one of the earl> evangelicals, and who served as a commercial official

in Bengal from 1774 to 1790, wrote the tract m 1792 for Henry Dundas, presi-

dent of the Parliamentary Board of Control, the bod> responsible for the

supervision of the East India Company’s government ’ Grant’s view of Indian

society and Indian character is summed up in the following quotation

Upon the whole, then, we cannot avoid recognizing in the people of Hmdostan, a

race of men lamentably degenerate and base, retaining but a feeble sense of moral

obligation, yet obstinate m thetr disregard of what they know to be right, governed by
malevolent and licentious passions, strongly exemplifying the effects produced on

society by great and general corruption of manners, and sunk m misery by their vices

(Great Britain, House of Commons, 18JJ. vol 14, p 41

)

Grant felt that the caste system, the legal system, government, and above all

the despotic role of the Brahmans who control the society are the cause of the

degraded state of the Hindus Since society and culture are based, directed, and

maintained by the religious system, the only hope for the improvement of

Hindus and Hindu society lies in the cUmination of Hinduism. This can be
accomplished by government support of a highly effective campaign by Chris-

tian missionaries to comen the Indian populaaon to Christianity.

The early nineteenth century saw a considerable literature by missionaries

and bv the evangelicals on Indian society Claudius Buchanan, Sir John Shore,

William Carev, and William Ward all produced extensive works in much the

same tenor as Grant’s Obsenations. In these later works, especially’ in William

Ward’s Account of the Writings, Religion and Alanners of the Hindoos, originally’

published at Serampore m 1811 m four volumes, but subsequently republished

with some changes in content and title in 1815 and m 1820, the nature and type
of “documentation” of the condemnation of Hindu society changed There is

much more of an attempt to condemn Hmdu society and to hold up the religion

to ridicule with translations from the Sanskrit texts. In addition, increasing

attention was paid on the basis of eyewatness and hearsay accounts of what the

I For a full and valuable discusstoa of Giant, his ideas, and career, see Amslie Thomas
Embree, Charles Gram and Bnttsh Ride tu India, London, W62. The Observations were pub-
^hed in the Parliamentary Papers, 1812-1}, X, Paper 282, pages 1-112, and m Parltamentary
Papers, 1831-J2, VIII, Paper 734, General Appendix no. 1, pages 3-92.
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missionaries took to be everyday examples of the depravity of the Hindu, suttee,

purdah, sale of children into slavery, veneration of the cou, \\orship of idols,

and the caste system. The caste sjstem ''"as described b\’ William Ward (1820):

Like all other attempts to cramp the human intellect, and forcibl>’ to restrain men

wthin bounds uhich nature scorns to keep, this system, however ^pecious in theory,

has operated like the Chinese national shoe, it has rendered tne whole nation cripples.

Under the fatal influence of this abominable sj’Stem, the bramhuns have sunk into ig-

norance, without abating an atom of their claims to superiority, the kshutri>'us became

almost extinct before their countr>’ fell into the hands of Musulmans, the v oishyus are

no where to be found in Bengal; almost all have fallen into the class of shoodrus, and

shoodrus have sunk to the level of their own cattle (vol 2, pp. 64—651.

The venom heaped on the caste sjstem appears not to have been accidental,

as the missionaries considered it necessary to destroy what they thought was

the social basis of Hinduism. As long as those vvho converted to Chnstianity

were merely another caste, as far as the rest of the Hindu population was con-

cerned, and as long as an individual who converted cut himself off from the

rest of society, there ^^as little hope of diffusion of Chnstianity through normal

channels of communication As groups and individuals converted, the missionaries

found themselves having to take on total economic and social responsibility for

them as ^\ell as providing them with a different religion (Ingham, 1956).

The major thrust of the missionaries m their writing was to condemn Hindus

and Hindu society along the lines indicated above, however, as a by-product of

their proselytiang endeavors, they often made major contributions to the em-

pirical study of Indian society. This partially came out of their need for transla-

tions of the Bible and religious tracts into the Indian vernaculars Perhaps the

first sociolinguiscic study we have of an Indian language is William Carey’s

Dialogues Intended to Facilitate the Acquiring of the Bengali Language, pub-

lished at the Press at Serampore in 1801. This work, which reads like a fore-

runner of modern language teaching materials for learning a language through

the oral-aural method, is a senes of dialogues betw ecn v’arious types of Indians—

zammdars and their tenants, zammdars and their officials, washennen and fisher-

men, culav'ators, and various types of women. The different social and occupa-

tional groups are recorded as speaking presumably as they would in normal

conversation.

William Adams, who came to Bengal as a Baptist minister in the early

nineteenth century, was commissioned to do reports on indigenous education.

These were highly laudatory of the nature of traditional vernacular education

and reported in detail on the continued \ngor of indigenous education in the

1830’s (Long, 1868). In the middle of the mneteenth century Robert Caldwell

spent fifty years of his life in South India. His study, ConipaTOtive Grtmmiar

of the Dravidtan or South Indian Family of Languages, w-as one of the first

systematic accounts of the Dravidian languages and was to hav'e considerable

mduect effect on the politics of South India. Stephen Hislop, a missionary in

Central India, provided some of the earliest and most useful descriptions of the
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tribal peoples of Central India In the twentieth centurv, Charles Freer Andrews

and Edward Thompson were important interpreters of changing Indian society

m relation to the rise of nationalism and were consistent defenders of India and

Indians in the face of official British policy.

The orientalists and the missionaries were polar opposites in their assessment

of Indian culture and society, but were in accord as to what the central principles

and institutions of the society tvere They agreed that it was a society in which

religious ideas and practices underlay all social structure, they agreed in the

primacy of the Brahman as the maintamer of the sacred tradition, through his

control of the knowledge of the sacred texts. Both groups essentially accepted

the Brahmanical theory of the four varnas and saw the ongin of castes in the

intermixture through marriage of the members of the four varnas Neither group

related what they must have known was the structure of the society on the

ground to their knowledge of the society derived from textual study and

discussions with learned Brahmans There was little attempt on the part of either

to fit the facts of political organization, land tenure, the actual functioning of

the legal system, or the commercial structure into rhcir picture of the society

derived from the texts. Both the onenulists and the missionaries agreed that

Hinduism as practiced within the realm of their observation in the late eighteenth

and early nineteenth centuries was filled with “superstition" and “abuses” and

that by and large the Hindus were debased and licentious. Their major differences

lay m that the orientalists admired m theory the civilizanon and religion embodied

in the texts and saw the difficulties of Indian society as being a fall from a golden

age. The missionaries saw the society and culture as always having been corrupt,

pernicious, and filled with absurdities

The differences in view of the missionary and orientalist were related to their

respective social backgrounds and their occupational roles m India The oriental-

ists tended to be better educated and from the upper classes of Great Britain,

some, as Sir William Jones, were trained as scholars before their arrival in India

and they wanted to treat Sanskrit and Persian learning with the same methods

and respect as one would treat European learnmg Their general political and

social stance was conservative in that they accepted the status quo. They saw

stability and order in the theory of caste William Robertson, one of the

ScotnsVi mota\ pVn\osopVitrs, who, aMiough not a Sanskrit or Persian scholar,

was a disseminator of early studies of Indian tradition, argued-

The object of the first Indian legislators was to employ the most effectual means of

providing for the subsistence, the security, and happiness of aU the members of the

community over which they presided With this view, they set apart certain races of

men for each of the various professions and arts necessary in a well ordered society,

and appointed the exercise of them to be transmitted from father to son in succession.

. . To this early division of the people into caste, we must likewise ascribe a striking

peculiarity in the state of India, the permanence of its insacutions, and the immutability
in the manners of its mhabitanis What now is in India, always was there, and is likely

soil to contmue. neither the ferocious violence and illiberal fanaticism of its Mahome-
dan conquerors, nor the power of ns European masters, have effected any considerable
alteration. The same disunctions of condmon take place, the same arrangements in
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ciril and demesne soeferj’ remain* the same maxims of religion are held m veneration,

the same sciences and arts are culmated (1828, appendix, pp. 52—55).

Many of the orientalists in India were concerned uith judiaal affairs of the

East India Company, as were Halhead, Jones, and Colebrooke. In their role as

judges they were confronted with Indians who b> the nature of court action

appeared to be litigious, purveyors of false testimony, dishonest, and cheats. On
the other hand, they were smd>Tng Sanskrit legal treatises with pundits and

were impressed with the learning and sophisdcation of Hindu law . They were

trying to apply Hindu law to the cases they w'ere hearing on the grounds that

Indians would be best governed under their own law rather than under imported

British law. The gap betw.een the wa> Indians behaved in the courts and what

the “orientalist” judges believed was the law and the theon.' of the society' was

seen as a fall from an older and better state of socien- caused by the intervention

of foreign rulers, Muslim and European.

The rrussionanes wnth much the same perceptions and informanon interpreted

the situation differently because of their differences m background. They largely

came, particularly the Baptist missiooanes, from lower orders m British soaetv",

they were committed to reform of their own socien* as well as of Indian soaety,

and they v ere concerned with changing India rather than with maintaining the

seams quo.

THE GROWTH OF AN EMPIRICAL KKOWXEDGE OF
THE STRUCTL^RE AND FLTCCTIONING OF INDIAN SOCTETi’

The period 1757 to 1785 was a time m which the officials of the East Inda

Ciompany in Bengal had to develop an adxmmstraave sv'Stem capable of main-

taining law and order and producing m a regniar fashion mcome to support

the ad.niinistratrve, miliraxy, and commercial acnvines of the company and to

provide a profit for its owners. Through this period, the company ofiaals had

to leam from scratch a great deal about India, Indians, and how they had been

governed. The assessment and regular coUectioa of land revenue, it became clear

by Warren Hasting’s time, required considerable detailed knowledge of the

structure of Indian socicti-. As the East India Company in Madras, m .Maharashtra,

and in upper India came mto contact with and had to establish relanons with a

wide range of states, a knowledge of Indian political historv* and a workmg
know ledge of the mtemal political structure of Indian sates became a necessity.

Persistently, inquiries into the nature of land tenure m Bengal w ere made, and

coUecrions of documents and records of previoas rulers w ere assembled to de-

ternune what rights and duties various persons connected with the production

of agricultural products had. Although it is clear that many of the efforts to

leam the nature of Bengal rural society were confused and incomplete, none
the less there were an increasing number of officials like James Grant and John
Shore, who from documents and firsthand experience had cousidtrabre knowl-
edge of the actual functioning of Bengali society*. The misundersandincs leadincr
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His work caught the attention of William Roxburgh, the great student of Indian

botany. It was Roxburgh x\ho recommended Buchanan to Lord Clive, Governor

of iMadras, and Lord Wellesley, the Governor General, when late in 1799 they

wanted a survey made of Mysore and the Company’s territories acquired

after the Founh Mysore War Buchanan’s instructions from Wellesley were

to collect information on agriculture, nature of tenures, natural products of the

countr)-, manufactunng, commerce, mines and quarries, and the climate. In

addition, Wellesley said: “The condition of the inhabitants in general, in regard

to their food, clothing and habitations, «jJl engage your particular atrention. . . .

The different sects and tribes of which the body of people is composed, will

menc your observance, you xvill liIcewTsc note whatever may appear to you

worthy of remark in their law s, customs, etc (Buchanan, 1807, vol. 1, p. xii).

Buchanan's report was published as a diary, in xvhich he notes under a particular

date what he obseived or was told about the wide range of topics he was sent to

obtain information about He was obviously a keen observer, and his descriptions

of technologx , historic sites, and plants arc excellent. He also obtained considerable

data on what we would today call ethnographic accounts of the vanous castes,

their subdivision, and occupations. Most of his information was obtained through

interviewing members of various castes, and he is frequently careful in telling

us of his sources and his guess as to their reliabilit>’

Buchanan’s great work, however, was his survey carried out on the orders

of the court of director’s of the Company' of January' 7, 1807. They’ wanted a

sutisGcal survey of the country, under the authority of the presidency of Bengal.

If It had been completed ic would cover what is today East and West Pakistan,

parts of Onssa and Assam, most of present-day Bihar and Uttar Pradesh exclusive

of Oudh, and the Bundelkhand discncts. Buchanan was engaged m this work for

seven years and completed 25 fobo volumes of manuscript The results of this

work have never been completely published and were know’n m the nineteenth

century largely from Robert Montgomery Martin's editing of the materials, which
are contained in The History, Antiquities, Topography, and Statistics of Eastern

India . .
. ,

published in three volumes in London in 1838. Martin’s volumes cover

the northern part of Bengal, the Districts of Dmajpur and Rangpur, the southern

part of Assam, and the portions of Bihar south of the Ganges, and Gorakhpur
District in Uttar Pradesh. In the twenneth century the Bihar and Onssa Research

Society and Bihar government undertook to edit and publish the full version of

Buchanan’s reports which related to Bihar. In all. five volumes on four distncts

were published, and in addition three volumes of Buchanan’s field journal which
give his Itinerary and incidental notes were also published.

The Bihar matenals differ greatly in quantity and quality from the Mysore
survey of Buchanan. There are extensive statistics on vanous aspects of the

society, estimates of the number of houses classified by general ty'pes of persons
who occupied them (that is, g«irry, traders, artificer, and plowman), health

statistics, statistics on types of farm laborers, size of families, types of houses,

attempts at statistically estimating standards of living and the numbers engaged
in various trades and crafts in the cities and distncts. In addition to the statistical
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material, there are extremely well-orgarazcd and detailed descriptions of educa-

tion and land tenure, as well as normative descriptions of a wide range of customs.

Buchanan organized his material under five main headings, Topography and

Antiquities, The People, Natural Products, Agriculture, and Commerce, Arts,

and Manufactures. Under the heading “The People," he discussed demography,

his statistics usually being based on interviews with native officials and various

registers, which he frequently spot-checked. He paid a great deal of attention

to the standard of living of the people and constantly tried to measure income

and consumption, he also gave materials on the form and content of education

in the districts he covered. He described the various sects of the Hindus and

Muslims found and their ritual and theological differences. His discussion of

castes was weighted to description of their occupations. Much of what he wrote

about the ethnography of Bihar was presented in comparison to Bengal, which

apparently was more familiar to him and his readers.

The Dentlopment of the “OFFiaAv” View of Caste

Buchanan’s w ork in Bengal and Bihar was the forerunner of a conunuing effort

undertaken by the British in India to collect, collate, and publish for official as

well as scholarly use detailed information about all aspects—physical, cultural,

and sociological—of every district in India, w hich reached its high peak with the

Imperial Gazetteer of India, published in the early twentieth century. The line

of w’ork stretches from Buchanan, through efforts in the 1840’s to publish district

manuals and histories, through the efforts of the 1870's such as the Statistical

Account of Bengal, edited by Hunter, to the Provincial and Imperial Gazetteers

of the early twentieth century. With the publication for the first time of the

census of India on a systematic and all-India basis in 1872, a whole new body
of material on Indian society became available, and in North India with the

successive waves of revenue settlements which produced a great deal of material

on the relation of people to the land and the organization of Indian rural society,

an implicit view’ of the nature of Indian society and particularly the caste system

began to emerge.

The “official” view of caste was ver>’ much related to how' the Bnush col-

lected information about the caste system. In the first instance, a caste was a

‘thing,’’ an entity, which was concrete and measurable, above all it had definable

charactenstics—endogamy, commensality rules, fixed occupation, common ritual

practices. These were things which supposedly one could find out by sending

assistants into the field with a questionnaire and which could be quantified for

reports and surveys; or one could learn about the castes of a particular district

by sitting on one’s horse or m the shade of the village banjTin tree as the ad)unct

of one’s official dut>’. What w'as recorded could be collated so that the Lohars,

or the Ahirs, or the Mahishyas, or the Okkaligas could be pigeonholed and one

could then go on to the next group to be desenbed. This way of thinking about

a particular caste was useful to the administrator, because it gav’e the illusion

of knowing the people, he did not have to differentiate too much among indi-

vidual Indians—a man was a Brahman, and Brahmans had certain characteristics.
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He was “conservative ” His inteUigence was “superior to that of any other Race.”

“His chief fault has been extreme exclusiveness” (Bmgley and Nicholls, 1897,

pp. 37-42). Not only could one know a “people" by knowing their caste and

what Its customs and rules were, what one “knew" could be reduced to hard

facts “The 1901 Census (of Bengal] found there were over 205 castes and tribes

over 25,000 in population in Bihar and Orissa. In Bengal there were 450 groups

from one to 22,000,000. Half of them did not ha\c over 1,000 members”

(O’Malley, 1913, p 440). India was seen as collection of castes, the particular

picture was diffeicnt in any given time and place, but India was a sum of its

parts and the parts were castes.

The “official’’ census-based view of caste therefore saw the system as one of

separate castes and their customs In order to understand caste one had to develop

classifications to order the data. The most famous classification is H. H. Risley’s,

in which he reduced the 2,00(>-odd castes which the census had found in India

to seven t\ pes tribal, functional, and sectanan, castes formed by crossing; na-

tional castes, castes formed by migration, and castes formed by changing customs

After the castes had been counted and classified and their customs and character-

istics recorded, the gnawing question remaining w'as whv did this “caste” exist;

what were its origins^ Here origins were taken not as a direct historical question.

Unlike the early orientalists, the “official” ethnographers of caste, although they

recognized the Brahnianica! theory as embodied in the texts, did not think the

texts were documents in which could be traced the history of caste By origin

they rather meant a very broad functional question Nesfield regarded caste as

having Its origin in the division of labor, and the occupation was the central

determining factor in the system H. H Risley argued for a racial origin of caste.

Ibbetson saiv the major impetos to the fonnanon of caste in “tribal origins.”

Crooke and others came out for more eclecnc theories of origin. This eclecticism

reaches its final form with the last of the British official ethnographers and census

commissioners, J H Hutton. He compiled a list of fourteen “more obvious

factors which have been indicated as probably contributing to the emergence

and development of rhe caste system" (1946, pp 89-90)

The administrative-official view of caste not only was an outgrowth of the

way m which information was collected but also reflected anthropological in-

terests and theories of the period 1870-1910. The reflection of contemporary
anthropological theory can be seen both in the general theoretical books written

about the caste s>stem and in the data assembled and classified for the senes of

provincial “tribes and castes” books, for example, \V. Crooke’s The Tribes and
Castes of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, published in four volumes in

Calcutta in 1896. In the accounts given of the castes, which are alphabetically

arranged, a good deal of space is devoted to “marriage rules” and subdivisions

of the caste, usually termed exogamous sections, which are listed by name with
customs of particular sections, for example, whether the\' worship a particular

deity or have a distinctive marriage ceremony. There are descriptions of life-

cycle ntes for most castes If any m)^oIogicaI origin stones are known about
the caste or the exogamous sections, these are recorded as well. There is usually a
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brief description of the occupation tradirionaliy followed by the caste. Statistics

on the geographic distribution of the caste and its major sections taken from

the 1891 census are presented in tabular form.

The data and their organization implicitly reflect the work of Morgan, Mc-
Lennan, Lubbock, Tylor, Starcke, and Frazer (see pp. clxi-ccvii of the intro-

duction to volume I for Crooke’s summaries of these Victorian anthropologists).

These men were concerned with the use of “customs”—for example, marriage

by capture, polyandry, or the levirate—to infer something about the origin of

culture or, as they termed it, “civilization.” Similarly, religious practices were

utilized as disparate bits of information to develop stages of the development

of religion. The “customs" were reponed and studied out of their contexts as

hard facts which could be compared and classified as to the stage of development.

The compilers of the handbooks and gazetteers, the recorders of the proverbs,

myths, and practices reported in Panjab Notes and Queries or in North Indian

Notes atid Queries were contributing not only to an antiquarian interest in

Indian society but to the eventual solution of general anthropological problems.

In 1901 an official effort was made to establish an ethnographic survey of India,

which would develop as part of the census of 1901. The expense and effort con-

nected with the ethnographic survey were justified on the following grounds:

“It has come to be recognized . . . that India is a vast store house of social and

physical data which only need be recorded m order to contribute to the solution

of the problems which are being approached in Europe with the aid of material

much of which is inferior in quality to the facts readily accessible in India"

(Government of India, 1901, p. 138). The need to collect this ethnographic

information was considered pressing because the “primitive beliefs and usages

in India" would be completely destroyed or transformed, another late Victorian

justification for ethnography. Finally, the suia'ey was justified on the grounds

that “for purposes of legislation, of judicial procedure, of famine rebef, of sanita-

tion and dealings with epidemic disease, and almost ever>' form of executive

action, an ethnographic survey of India and a record of the customs of the people

is as necessary an incident of good administration as a cadastral survey of the

land and a record of rights of its tenants” (Government of India, 1901, pp. 138-

39). One cannot help but w'ondcr what use knowledge of marnage customs

or a cephalic index would be to an administrator.

The final question connected with the “officul" view of caste was what effect

it had on Indian society. The history of Bntish rule in India is to some extent

to be seen in the unanneipated consequence of its actions. With the recent

increasing work on eighteenth- and nineteenth-century social history, for example,

the work of Ronald Inden on Bengali Kayasthas and Brahmans, Karen Leonard’s

work on Hyderabadi Kayasthas, and Robert Hardgrave’s work on South Indian

Nadars, a much different view of caste and the caste system is beginning to

emerge. In some castes in the nineteenth century the effecove unit, as in many
rural areas today, was the endogamous unit, not the exogamous unit, which the

administrators thought of as the effective umt in the s>’stem. Through changes

brought about by literacy, aspirations for upward mobility, and new geographic
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and occupational mobiUtj-, the endogamous unit began to take on a wider im-

portance. In the urban emnronment or m the modernized segment of the societj',

Indians increasingly identified themselves with endogamous groups and with the

caste name “Brahman,” “Kai-asthas,” “Nadar,” etc In this process of change,

the census, the constant need for government applications to identify oneself

bv caste, the apphcacon of varv'mg law to different castes, all seemed to have

plaved a part.

In the census of 1901, H. H. Risley, who was census superintendent, classified

castes on the basis of “social precedence as recognized by nanve public opinion”

(1915, p. HI). Rislei* argued that, although this turned out ro be very trouble-

some m terms of the amount of argument and pennons submitted by Indians

claiming different status than had been granted by the prov mcial census commis-

sioners, It indicated that this indeed was a successful classificanon. Risley also

noted that most of the pennons were m English, mdicanng that the educated

classes were suU very much within the caste sv'stem (1915, pp. 112-14). The
quesuon remains, however, of what was cause and what was effect. Did the no-

tion of social precedence on a provuicial basis, the ensnnmng of the caiegoncal

level of the caste s>*stem as against an> real social groupmg know n in the earlier

part of the nineteenth cencurv*. m effect create that level- The answ er, of course,

is not a simple one. The census operaaons were only one or many cnanges affect-

mg Indian soaen.* at the time The changes which were being simultaneously

recognized included the caste sabha movements, evpansion of marriage necw orks,

establishment of caste hostcb at coUeges, as well as the petitioning of census com-
missioners for changes m rank accorded a caste in the census tables.

The \'iu_4ce “View” of Indian Socitrv

In the early nineteenth centurv’ another “official” new* of Indian soaecv* de-

veloped alongside of and to a surprising e-xtent not articulated with the official

view of caste. This new was that India was a land of “village republics,” of self-

sufficient corporately organized villages. Professor Dumont has recently traced

the development of the concept of the “village communin’” (1966). Dumont
sees three connected but successive meaiungs in the term “village communit>’.”
In the first phase, the village communin’ is seen by Bntish w’nters as primarily

a pobncal societj’, in the second phase as a body of co-owners of the soil, while

in the third phase it becomes to Indians the emblem of traditional economy and

pobt)’, “a watch word of Indian patriotism” (1966, p. 67). Two documents con-

tain the basic ideas and descriptions of the Indian village communin’, the Fifth

Report of 1812 and Charles Metcalfe’s mmuces on the village of Delhi of 1830

(Dumont, 1966, pp. 38-70).

Although there is some vanarion in detail, through time the village communit)’
had certam unchanging components (Dumont, 1966, Srinivas and Shah, 1960,
Thomer, 1966). The village connsts of a body of co-sharers of the land and or

Its produce. It is not too clear if this mcluded eveiyone m the village or just the
dominant landholding group. This group made all decisions relevant to the vil-

lage, social and econonuc. In the South this group is represented by a headman.
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Decisions for and by the village are made in council (the panchayat). The econ-

omy of the village is self-suffident, both in producing what it needs and thus

needing little from the outside and in having all the crafts and sen-ices necessary

for the functioning of the village economy. The village is relatively unconnected

to other villages or other higher levels in the political s>'stem except that taxes

are extracted by the government from the village. The village has existed in this

form in unchanging fashion “from the days of Menu” (.Mark Wilks, quoted in

Dumont, 1966, p. 71), or, in the famous tenns of Metcalfe: “They [the dllage

communities] seem to last when nothing else lasts. Dynasty after dynastj' tum-

bles down; revolution succeeds to revolution; Hindu, Pathan, Mughal, Mahratta,

Sikh, English, are masters in turn; but the village communities remain the same”

(quoted in Spear, 1951, p. 117).

In the middle of the nineteenth ccntur>' Marx and Maine accepted the basic

assumptions and the idea of the village community, and it was incorporated into

general social and economic theor>' of the later nineteenth centuty. R. C. Dutt’s

important work. Econoinic History of IndiSy onginally published m 1902, seems

to have been one of the principal sources used by nvenneth-centur)’ scholars,

pubhdsts, and politicians for the concinuaDon of the myth of the Indian village

commumty, which became central to the Indian naiionahsts* view of their past.

In this view, India was both economically well off m the pre-modem penod and

reasonably democratically governed at the village level, and it v.as the evils of

British imperial rule which turned India from this idyllic state into the stagnated

rural economy dominated by moneylenders and rapacious landlords.

B. H. Badcn-PowelJ’s massive compilation. The Land Systems of British India,

published in three volumes by O-xford University Press in 1892, may be seen as

the culmination of the empirical study of the social structure of rural India which

grew out of the more than 100 years of British e.xpenence with attempting to

assess and collect land revenue. In this work Baden-Povcll gives a region-by-

region summarj' of the leading legislation affecting land tenures m relation to

the immediate history of the regions at the time of their acquisition by the British.

He then tries to trace the general effectiveness of the land tenure legislation m
terms of the collection of the revenue, discusses the protection of rights of various

groups M'ho n ere on the land during the nineteenth century, and makes passing

reference to effects of British legislation on the distribution of land. Baden-Pov.-

ell’s work is based on a close study of the land revenue regulations, annual and

special government reports, the settlement reports, and the distnet gazetteers and

manuals. He rightly argues that the empirical basis for a study of rural India had

greatly expanded in the uienty years since 1870, when Alaine had published his

Village Conmtunities East and West (Baden-Pow ell, 1908, ch. III).

Baden-Pow ell’s The Land Systems of British India was not just a compilation

of data but contained a senes of arguments about the nature of Indian village

communities in relation to the state. Baden-Pow ell recognized in general that

there were two claims on the produce of the soil, the state’s and the landholder’s.

He postulated that the government derived its revenue “by taking a share of the

actual gram heap on the threshing floor from each holding” (1892, vol. 1, p. 97).
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In order to collect this share, a wide range of offices and intermediaries between

the gram heap and the state developed through time. These were headmen and

accountants recognized or appointed by the government, local and district offi-

cials, and other revenue officials of the state. Often these officials were remuner-

ated by land grants, which were turned into permanent hereditary holdings, and

at later stages revenue farmers converted their contracts to pay the land revenue

into “ownership” of the land. In addition, tights over the land were established

by conquest. Under this level of the system, that established by the government

and conquest, existed the village, which was the result of a “natural instinct"

(1892, vol. 1, p 106).

Baden-Powell strongly disagreed wirh Maine, who saw onlv one type of Indian

village, by arguing that there arc two types of villages which were distinct in

their origin One type was vanously called “ryotwan” or non-landlord (Baden-

PowelJ, 1892, voJ 1, p 128), or “severalty.” In chis type of village, the cultivators

did not have any nght as a joint or corporate body to the whole estate. “The

land [estate] is divided amongst themselves and each man owns hxs own holding,

which he has bought, inherited or cleared from the jungle. The holders are not

jointly responsible to the state for revenue or other obligations" (1892, vol. 1,

p 107) This kind of holding, according to Baden-Powell, was closely connected

with ideas and government It was found in Madras, the central provinces, and

Bombav It ongtnaced, according ro Baden-Powell, in Aryan times when a chief

or raja was political leader and had no claim as a landlord but did have the right

to grant to individuals the right to settle on waste land (1892, vol. 1, p. 128). The
other type of village is termed by Baden-Powell a landlord or joint village. In

these villages there is “a strong joint body, probably descended from a single

head, or single family, which has pretensions to be of higher caste and superior

title to the ‘tenants’ who live on the estate . .” (1892, vol. 1, p 107). Those who
live and work m the village do so only by permission from the joint landholding

body. This type was found m Uttar Pradesh and the Punjab. It took its origins

from the break-up of raja’s estates, grants made to courtiers by rajas, the con-

version of land grants to revenue officials into a patrimony, the development of

revenue fanners into landowners and “from the onginal establishment of special

clans and families of associated bands of village farmers and colonists in compar-

atively later times" (1S92, vol. 1, p IJO).

Baden-Powell combined what he thought of as direct history with evolutionary

stages in the development of property, from a tribal stage in which land was held

by a tribe, to family property, to individual property. The logic of the stages

does not mesh with Baden-Powell’s broad-scale history, as private property is

found amongst the ryotwan villages, which denve from an earlier period in In-

dia history than do the joint or landlord villages, m which property is held by
families or lineages.

Even though Baden-Powell thought of himself as attacking Maine, his argu-

ments are of the same type as Maine’s and lead in the same direction. The Vic-
torian students of the Indian village were interested in the village as a type from
which they could infer evolunonaiy stages and which could be used ro compare
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siiiular developments or stages in other parts of the world. For the administrator

the types and classifications of villages had the same kind of advantage that the

official view of caste had: they reduced the need for specific knowledge. One

could act in terms of categories. Latently, the categorical or conceptual thinking

about villages directed attention away from internal politics in villages and from

questions of the nature of actual social relations, of the distribution of wealth, of

what was happening to agricultural production; in short, the Victorians were not

concerned with what the actual conditions of life in the villages were but with

general theoretical questions derived from social theory of the day.

STUDY OF THE INDIAN VILLAGE IN THE FIRST HALF OF
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

In the later decades of the nineteenth century, the British government became

increasingly aware that there were widespread difficulties in the rural economy of

India. The most obvious and tragic indicator of trouble were the famines, which

appeared to be increasing in number, spread, and intensity. The Famine Commis-

sion of 1901 estimated there were twelve famines and four severe scarcities in the

period 1765 to 1858. In the next fifty years famine or scarcity prevailed in one

or another part of India, in rwenty out of fifty years (sec Bhatia, 1965, p. 8).

There were widespread peasant riots in the Deccan m 1875 (see Catanach, 1966).

In the Punjab the British officials became increasingly concerned with what they

thought of as the alienation of land from peasants to moneylenders (Barrier, 1966).

The famines, the nocs, and the concerns over land alienation, as well as continu-

ing concerns with tenancy legislation, resulted in a spate of official investigations

by special commissions (for a listing sec the bibliographies in Bhatia, Catanach,

and Battier).

The investigations accumulated extensive and important information, often of

statistical nature, about rural India and recommended wide-scale administrative

and legislative changes directed to correcting the faults or difficulties uncovered.

The remedial action, whether it was aimed at securing better rights for tenants

or protecting small landholders from moneylenders, or recommending cooperative

societies or irrigation works, once again sent officials into the countryside to in-

vestigate local economic conditions. TTic methods adopted and the length of time

spent in investigation of specific local conditions led to superficial results and

were tied to the immediate political or admimstrative concerns which, once

solved in the form of legislation or an administrative recommendation for action,

M ere largely forgotten until the next cnsis. The tendency in the reports and in the

use made of the data by Indian and British cntics was to aggregate the statistics

and findings of specific studies, so that attention was directed to macro-economic

and social problems. Once again, although some knowledge w as accumulated, the

actual w orkmg on the ground of the economic and social system was ignored.

In the early twentieth century Dr. Harold H ,\lann, principal of the College

of Agriculture at Poona, w as responsible for directing two studies of the actual

functioning of x'lllage economies in the Deccan (Mann, 1917, 1921). In these
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studies Mann and his collaborators wanted to collect data on “numerous eco-

nomic and economic agricultural questions” by the “close study of a single vil-

lage”(1917,p iv) The table of contents of the two studies gives a good summarj'

of the topics covered m the survejs phtncal features of the village (rainfall,

geoloe}-. soil, etc.), the land and its divisions (tenures, hisTocy of land revenue,

landholdings)
,

i egetation, crops, and cultivation (all the crops are noted with

bnef descnpnons of methods of cultivation, amount of village land under the

crops, value, etc.), agricultural stock of the t^lbge (number and kinds of animals

and value), the people of the village (brief descriptions of the castes, their activi-

ties. and extensile discussion of their income and expenditures). .Mann’s assistants

collected data b\ mter\-ie\nng and obse^\^^g o\er relativelv long periods in the

\iUage and bx a studv of nllage records According to Walter Neale, although

questionnaires were used in the Mann survej's of the Deccan villages, much more

reliance was placed on direct observation and the actual measurement by his as-

sistants of all inputs and outputs m the village, “so that there w as no dependence

on the respondents’ memorj* or wnUingness ro tell the truth. Dr Mann’s surrev

quite hteraJh took o\er and ‘laid bare’ the village and its bfe” (Neale, 1958, p-

398)

The ngor of Mann’s studs was rarcK achiesed in the subsequent tillage sur-

se\s done for other nllages and small regions m India.* Etcn if their statistics

w ere found to be unrebablc and not comparable, the surt eys did give m graphic

tashion a detailed picture of the funcaomng of the village economies Few, how*
et er. related the economies to social structure in any direct fashion Tw o notable

exceptions to this generabzation are M’llbam M’iser. The Hindu Jajmjm System
( Lucknow. 1936). and S S Nehru, Caste and Credit in the Rural Area (Calcutta,

1932) In both these studies the authors related the social and pobtical structure

of Milages to the distnbunon of wealth and income and were able to point out

m a wax that Milage sunevs could show the dxnamic relations between the

orgamzanon of local socieaes and the functioning of the economv.

THE ETHNOGRAPHIC TRADITION IN
THE EARLY 'n\’ENnETH CENTURY

The census operations of the twenoeth centurx continued to have an ethno-

graphic and ph\-sical anthropological component. The emphasis on race and
physical anthropology of the 1901 census was repeated m 1931 when B. S. Guha
directed an e\tensi\ e study of physical tvpes in India as part of the census British

officials connected x\ith the census operations continued to produce books on the
caste sxstem as a result of their work on the census, notably L. S. S O’.Malley,

E H Blunt, and J. H. Hutton. Howexer, the major dex'elopment in the first

fom- \ ears of the tw entieth century anthropologically did not concern the bulk

3 For a of the important survey"*. Neale, -TTie Lmutanons of Indian X'HIaee
Data, jourml of Asum Studies. voL X\TI, no. 3. 1958, note J, the most ambiriotis set

ot nUaee surxej-s was that earned out by the Board of Ec0D0in.c Inquiry, Punjab, under the
general mle of Fimjib Villsge Sur-.eys.
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of the Indian population, as did nineteeoth-century proto-anthropological studies,

but concentrated on the tribal popularions of India.

Some ethnographic study was done in the northeast of India under government

auspices, by Hutton, Mills, and Hodson, who produced as government ethnog-

raphers extensive accounts of major Naga tribes. In the period before World War
I, with some government encouragement, Seligman did a study of Vedda of Cey-

lon, Rivers did his famous study of the Todas, and Radcliffe-Brown his study of

the Andaman Islanders. Grigson, an official assigned as a resident in Central India,

studied the Gonds, and Furer-Haimendorf, supported by the Hyderabad govern-

ment, studied tribal peoples in Hyderabad. The most active ethnographer of the

period was a civilian, Satat Chandra Roy, who carried out a series of important

studies in Chota Nagpur on the tribals of that region. It was through Roy’s en-

ergy and skill that Alan in India was founded and thrived. Vcrrier Elwin, whose

career encompassed work as a missionary and a Gandhian worker, also carried

out unportant \v ork amongst the tribals of Central India. A. A. Aiyappan was the

main exception to the generalization that professional anthropologists studied tribal

peoples. Aiyappan, a student of Malinowski, earned out two important function-

ahst-onented studies of castes in South India, the Nayadis and the Izhavas. In

addition to their ethnographic importance, both studies paid close attention to

social change in relation to the status and structure of the castes studied.

CONCLUSIONS

By the 1940's the study of Indian society cumulatively had the following com-

ponents (I) a broad-scale humanistically oriented tradition which emphasized

the relationship between textual studies and a static model of contemporary In-

dian society, (2) an administrative tradition centered on the census for the study

of caste which sought to see Indian society as a collection of discrete entities

whose tradiaons and customs could be classified and studied; (3) a tradition of

economic study which sought to describe the working of village economies, with

some attention to the social structure of villages, (4) an anthropological tradition

centered on the study of tribal peoples, and (5) an historical administrative strain

which centered on the general theory of village organization in a broad compar-

ative framework, but without an intensive ethnographic base.

One can go back to the eighteenth century and trace in a rough chronological

fashion a clianging view of Indian society as it relates to the two major institu-

tions which contemporary students of Indian society concern themselves with—

caste and village. Caste, which is a European word, has for the last 200 years been

used to circumscribe analytically four distinct components of the social system

of India, two structural and two cultural. The orientalist view of the caste system

emphasized the broadest ideological category of the system of the varnas, which

functionally provides the participants in the s>'stcm with a very general explana-

tion and a very rough set of categories to account for the hierarchy of castes.

The varna categones m the last 100 years, with heightened opportunity for social

mobility, may be taking on new meanings for the actors in the system. In addi-
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tion to the varna categories, the system contains jat categories, which are also

cultural A. jit is a named group usually spread over a wide territory roughly

occupying vis-a-vis other such categories the same position in the caste hierarchy

of a region Members of a jat roughly have the same traditional occupation and

may have some rituals and myths m common. The jit has no structural reality

in terms of corporate activities nor does it directly affect the behavior of those

who are classified in the category. In the last fifty years or so, however, for po-

litical and educational purposes there have been efforts to mobilize people around

the cultural category of their jats. It was the jat which the administrative view

of caste saw as one of the major parts of the system, and much of the data col-

lected and published by the admirastrators related to the jif category or level of

the system A ]at is still what is meant when someone uses the word “caste.”

Jats arc composed of groups of people who arc by kinship and marriage tied

into endogamous sections, often named, with deities, rituals, myths, and stories

in common and usually localized In a very few instances they have formal head-

men and temples, and may have accepted rules of behavior which can be en-

forced by the headmen In North Indian terminology these units are called jatis,

and in English thev are usually referred to as subcastes. The administrators were

aware of this level of the system and tried, generally unsuccessfully, to collect data

about them When after World War U social and cultural anthropologists began

to do intensive field work in villages, they concentrated in their study of caste

system on the lowest level of the system, the exogamous section, which in eastern

Uttar Pradesh are called birSdarh (brotherhoods). A tirSdari is a social group

made up of males who believe they are descended from a common male ancestor:

they are brothers. They occupy a known territory, a village or a group of villages

usually of very limited range. Frequently there are headmen, common property,

and effective means for controlling the behavior of members of the brotherhood.

This grouping is exogamous. When one talks of caste ranking, intercaste relations

in a village, vote banks m a caste, m fact almost any face-to-face actions in the

rural social system in terms of caste, it is the brotherhood that is being talked

about

One way of looking at the history of the study of caste is as a history of the

discovery of the levels of the system. This discovery is very much tied to the

methods of study and presuppositions of those doing the study In the Dharma-
shastras and Vedas studied by the orientalists one finds vamas. If one sends out

assistants and surveys with questionnaires, as did the administrators, one finds

jats, and jatis, if one does long-term, intensive field work in one place, one finds

brotherhoods.

The history of the study of the Indian village m an effective fashion began
with the intensive survey work connected with British attempts to collect land

revenue m the late eighteenth century. Paradoxically, the British began wnth col-

lecting an extensive amount of detail about the miicture of landholding m par-

ticular regions, for example, the Baiamahals and the villages of Delhi. In order
to make sense of these data, categories were developed and a theory of the Indian

village emerged into which further observations continued to be compressed.
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Through the nineteenth centur>’ both comparatively in terms of reconstructions

of European village histories (Maine), and through more knowledge about In-

dian villages (Baden-Pouell), the categones were refined. With the twentieth

centur} and growing concern over the Indian economy on the part of the British

officials and Indians, further development of the theory of the Indian village was

ignored in favor of intensive empirical studies of the economy of the villages.

By the end of World M^ar II, with extensive changes in the methods, theories,

and subject matter of social anthropology, the independence of India, and wider

avaUabilitj' in India, Great Britain, and the United States of funds for extensive

field w ork, the stage was set for a new ' lew of Indian society to emerge. Con-

sciously or unconsciously much of the research m the period 1945 to 1955 by

social and cultural anthropologists was based on the assumptions developed over

the previous 200 years as reflected by the anthropological thinking xvhich devel-

oped during the 1930’s and 1940’s.

These assumptions and methods can be summarized briefly. Anthropologists

study isolated or circumscribed systems, such sx'stems in India can be found in

tillages, in the self-sufficient Indian village community of Munro, .Metcalfe,

Maine, and Baden-Powell. The anthropologist’s model of change is based on the

assumption of a baseline or zero point of change. There was a time, anthropolo-

gists argue, v. hen the systems xt c w ant to study xvere stable or static, and the

anthropologist studies change by studying what happened from the postulated

period of stability. In India this xvas to be found in villages where ‘‘traditional

India” existed. This is the orientalist’s assumption of the unchanging character

of Indian civilization. Caste is the centra! institution of rural Indian society, it

governs behavior and values. This is the official view of caste as a “thing," as a

sec of attributes. The way \ou studv caste is to obsen’e it in action and ask

people about it.

The first publication in 1955 of two collecdons reporting the results of the

“first round” of modem field work in India. India’s Villages and Village India,

reveals the shock of recognition that great correction was needed both in the

anthropologist's assumptions about India dented from the traditions of study of

India and in the transfer of interests in particular subject matter, methods, and

theories from social and cultural anthropology as it e.xisted m the late forties.

The two collections also indicate the beginning of the new directions which

anthropologists concerned with the study of India xt ould travel in.

The present collection is one of many indications of the variety of directions

we are going in. Politics, studx of entrepreneurs, systematic study of cultural

rules, history, sociolinguistics, and law, are all underlaid bt nctv and more rig-

orous methods of quantification and model construction and are all tempered bv
wider comparatit e know ledge.
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2. FAMILY, Mr/, VILLAGE

DAVID G. MANDELBAUM

I. FAMILY: COMPLETING THE FAMILY CYCLE

The Gro^\th Phase: the Rearing of Children

T
he family crows. The bride settles in and in time brings forth her child,

the family’s child. Within the family circle the child learns the funda-

mentals of his culture and society, is taught to become the kind of person

who will, in his turn, fulfill the appropriate roles of family and society. We see

something of how this is done m a study of child rearing in Khalapur village, some

ninety miles north of Delhi. The authors observed life in a sample of Rajput

families, the dominant jati of Klialapur (Mintum and Hitchcock, 1963). There,

as elsewhere in village India, childbinh practices foreshadow the later lessons in

cultural fundamentals. The notion of pollution per\'ades m these practices. The
newborn infant arrives in a highly polluting state and must be carefully and

gradually brought into a safer ritual and social condition. While physiological

processes have produced the baby, only after the family performs the proper ritual

does the infant become a member of society. Society, not narure, has the decisive

word in adding a new person to its number.

The sharp difference benveen the status of male and female, a difference which

runs through all social relations, is presaged by rne kind of welcome u'hich is

given to a newborn infant son—with drumming, singing, and proud public an-

nouncements—while the advent of a daughter is much more quietly obscr\’ed.

One result cf this differential interest is that far fewer girl babies survive, not

because they are neglected but rather because much greater medical efforts are

made to cure a baby boy when he falls sick than are usually made for an infant

girl. The infant mortality rate for boys in one Khalapur sample was 25 per cent,

for girls 41 per cent (Alintum and Hitchcock, 1963, p. 284).

As a Rajput child in this village begins to speak and can be trained, the most

common form of punishment is scolding, and a usual form of scolding is to call

the child by “a derogatory but not obscene name”, that is, by the name of either

of the two lowest jatis, the Leaiherworkers and the Sweepers (Mintiim, 1963, p.

327). What he must not touch and w’ho he should not be are inculcated into a

child as soon as he can understand an)’thing. The training repeatedly reinforces

This discussion of three of the main elements of village social organization in India is

from a larger ^vork on the subject. The passages giien here deal with the structural principles
of each and with some of their intenelaDons. The purpose is to sketch those prmciples for
behavior that are generally shared by villagers and rfiat underLe the vananous of locality,

social level, and action context.

29
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the idea that there is a hierarchy of relations, inside and outside the family, and

a proper child carefully observes the propneries of subordinate and superior roles.

The demesne ecologj- drives home this lesson. In Khalapur as m many north

Indian viliages, men and m omen have virtualiy separate quarters; the women of

the familv do not usually enter into the platform vi here the men spend most of

their leisure ame, asleep and anake. The men come mto the women’s quarters

for some specific purpose and, having met that purpose, leave. Young children

scoot fairly freely between the two, but they cail> become aware of the women’s

quick covering of the face when an elder man of the family enters and of his

warning cough before he comes into the women’s side of the house. Social dis-

tance, respect avoidance, hierarchical calibration of action are daily made mani-

fest to the child m his home.

The child, as junior m the household, must soon be taught deference and obedi-

ence The virtues w hich Rajput parents m Khalapur most emphasized in interview s

were obedience, politeness, peaceableness. But Rajputs pnde themselves also on

being a marual, dominant people, so that while obedience m the family is empha-

sized, dominance over social inferiors is taatly encouraged. Perhaps because of

these cdoflicong injuncuotis-thac the child must be quite deferent to some and

quite impenous toward others-the KhaUpur children did not seem to the

observers to be pamculaxly well trained. They were not quick to obey their

mothers, nor were they closely attenove to the orders of their fathers (Mintum,

1963, pp 338-40).

The way in which adults discipbne and reward children m Khalapur, as every-

where, vanes not only by mdinduals but as between men and women and accord-

mg to the adulrs kinship reUaoa to a child. But on one principle of child training

aU agreed the bebef that a child should neier be praised to his face lest this make
him disobedient One Khalapur man summed it up in these words “If we praise,

the child will think that w e love him too much, and then he will not be under

our control’’ (.Mmtum, 1963, p. 325). This seems to mean, if we generalize from

the Khalapur data, some position such as this. Control of the child is of paramount

importance He must be named to be properly deferent, suitably obseri'ant of the

hierarchy of family relanons. Yet his deference and his adherence to the hierarchy

cannot be taken for granted, Tl ey arc jeopardized if the child hears himself

praised, “loved too much,” and so gets an overweening sense of his own impor-

tance And a child, or anyone, who comes to feel so important will not easily

accept subordinate status and the deferent demeanor that must go w ith it (iMin-

tnm and Lambert, 1964, p. 232). A child may mdeed be praised and held up as

a model for other children, but not in his presence. Nor should parents praise

their own childjcn m any company lest the evil eye be attracted. Excellence,

immoderate!}, flaunted, draws malevolence.

From quite a different part of Indb we get tesumonj of both these reasons

for not praismg children within their hcanng. It is from a study of child reanng
among the Na> ars of Angadi village m Caheut district. Khalapur is withm sight

of the snowy peaks of the Himalayas, Angadi is on the tropical coastal stnp of
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the southernmost state of Kerala. Yet the beliefs on this fundamental aspect of

child rearing are quite similar. In Angadi all praise is suspect. It is taken either as

untrue or, if true, as dangerous. The danger lies partly in encouraging the praised

one to “take advantage.” The latter explananon was gi\ en by everj’one \\ ho v\ as

inter\-iewed on this question. As one Angadi \nllager commented about praising
chUdren, “We u on’t say anything nice to them, feeling that if e sav it out like

that they uill take advantage. So praise and affection will be in our mind onlv.”

All through a rillager’s life in Angadi, as Joan Alencher reports, this attitude pre-

vails. People have a natural desire to be praised and also a fear of praising. It is

almost impossible to accept praise easily as being well desened (1963, p. 62).

There are other interesting parallels in child reanng been een these nt o tnllages

at opposite ends of the subcontinent. In the southern village as in the northern,

a child “should, above all, be obedient and respectful to elders." The Nayar child

in Angadi is not encouraged to assert himself, is not rewarded for being self-re-

liant or innovative; much the same evpectations surround the Rajput child in

Khalapur (Mencher, 1963, p. 57; .Mintum, 1963, p. 359). Such parallels should

not obscure the real differences in child reanng bet^veen different regions and

soda! strata.^ But there are similanties in child reanng w hich do point to a cer-

tain basis in personalia* development for the basic similarines m social relations

across India. And it is well to add that in all these \illages there are people who
have grown up to be outgoing, independent, entrcpreneunal persons, even though

the prevailing push on young children seems to be more on passivity, dependence,

defense.

The pressures on the Rajput boys of Khalapur change as they begin to spend

more time in the men’s area. When they are about uv elve, they move out of the

'' omen’s quarters entirely. This means that they are under stricter discipline and

ate exposed to masculine values which differ in emphasis from those of the

Women, pamcularly in respect to aggression and quarrels. \\'omen do not m*
to pass on their personal quarrels to their children; a woman will usually allow

her child to play with children of a mother with whom she is at odds or who
arc from a family antagonistic to her ow n. But the men must take care to instill

their posture of loyaltj' or hatred. They warn theur boys not to play w ith boys

who belong to a hostile hneage. They are equally careful to pome out the fam-

ily’s allies and the neutrals as well as the opponents. Men fee! that they cannot

afford to be passive about antagonisms. Each family has enemies in the village,

any one of them may in a fit of temper, drink, or zeal decide to settle a grievance

with a “conversation of sticks.” A youtn must be ready to defend himself and

his family in physical coraoac (Minram, 1963, p. 350).

_
1- For example, ttie caooo on praismg ouloren fa not eqoaliy observed everi^here (see

Kennedy, 1954, p. 7, Cormack, 1961, p. 62). Urban, educated mothers, possibly because of

acquaintance with western child-reaxing practices, do not regularly observe it. And yet in

interviews with eighteen such women, inotners of children in the Baroda Univerao* nursery
school, 6ve said that a child should not be praised to lus face because it would make the child

proud,” two that a child should not be praised at all, and two that a child should not
be praised when others are present (Poffenberger, 1964).
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The Dispersal Phase

The Raiput boys, like their sisters, experience a marked change in what is ex-

pected of them as they grow into adolescence. For the boys the shift is more

gradual and occurs in the roles they have taken all their lives, as sons, nephews,

and b'-othcrs But the girls must change more abruptly from one set of roles to

another, from being daughter and sister to becoming daughtcr-in-law and wife.

These changes bring on a sharp stiffening of discipline after a relatively permis-

sive childhood

The whole constellation of family relations, in most levels of Indian society,

shifts in this pattern as the children grow op There comes the time when the

daughter must be marned and sent off, when the son must receive a wife. This

necessary growth through incoming bndes also guarantees eventual dispersal,

because sooner or later thereafter the household becomes too cramped, psycho-

logically and socially if not physically, to hold the brothers and their wives and

children. Even if the brothers manage to say together as one joint family, their

sons almost certainly grow restive when they, m turn, become fathers, and then

they separate to establish families of their very own
Herein lies an inherent contradiction and continuing scram in family lift. The

partitioning of the joint family, typically the separation of brothers, is m fact

inevitable But the ideal belief is strongly held through the society that fraternal

solidarity should not be breached and. when it is. some one is at fault and

should be blamed Hence family separanon is frequently perpetrated in quarrel

and accusation Some amicable separations do occur, and, in any event, kinsmen

and village elders usually rry to restore friendly relations among brothers after

a stormy parting (Kapadia, 1956, pp. 125-26). But quite often long echoes of

recrmimacion leave a legacy of bitterness into another generation (see Mayer,

1960, pp 241-42).

The more property there is to divide, the more protracted are apt to be the

throes of parting, the more touchy each brother's honor (whether by jati tra-

dition or bv personal bent), the more bitter the aftermath. Those whose education

or job sends them forth from the household are often spared this fraternal fracas,

so too IS an only son spared. And among the poorer families of lower rank, the

tfrvrsrve quarrel fends to come ear/icr, usuaffy between father and son. The son

and his wife leave quickly, and whatever rancor flares then, generally dissipates

before long.

But among families of some substance, of the middle and higher echelons of

local rank, the division docs not usually akc place ail at once, in a clean, decisive

break The strains mount, but at every sage there are countervailing forces and

people urging continued cohesion. The first step in the process of family fission

IS usually that of esublishing separate hearths within the household all no longer

eat from the same kitchen, food stores are divided, cooking and eating are sep-

arately done (see Sengupta, 1958, p. 384, Mintum and Hitchcock, 1963, p. 232).

New walls may next be built inside the house, the physical partition portends

the economic and legal partition to follow. The brothers may next separate their
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fanning or craft activities and thereafter formalize the split in a legal act of joint

family partition. At any of these stages, the presence of the father tends to slow

the process; the death of the father and even more of both parents tends to

hasten the legal division.

The causes of family strain are commonly said to be quarrels among the women.

And commonly they do quarrel; theirs is a kind of accepted quarreling relation

as other dyadic relations are accepted as joking or as solidary relations. Whatever

may be the reasons for a particular argument, there are some general predisposing

factors. Most village women spend a great deal of their lives within a narrow

courtyard. The space is cramped, opportunities for friction abound. A woman,

after she is a mother and a secure matron, does not hesitate to defend her rights

in the household vigorously and loudly. She has come from another family, often

from another village; she harbors no special loyalty or affection for her sister-

in-law, who usually is from yet another village and family. Money in the common

purse is always in short supply for each woman’s needs. Food in the common
larder runs low m the lean seasons, and doling out food to the children of the

family can easily become a daily source of tension (see Karve, 195?, p. 79;

Srinivas, 1952, pp. 29-31, Mayer, 1960, pp. 178-79; Minturn and Hitchcock,

1963, p. 261; Nicholas, 1961, p. 1059).

As each wife pours out her troubles to her husband when he comes home, he

is apt to remember how one of his brothers or another has not done his proper

share In getting the family’s livelihood or has shirked a clear responsibility. A
younger brother is then likely to find the elder more insufferably overbearing

than before, the elder finds the younger more incorngibly impertinent than ever.

The brothers seek and usually find suppoit in different directions, from their re-

spective wives’ relations. Both brothers find the idea of separation attractive,

all the more so if a man’s mother and his wife are constantly at each other,

placing him in the uncomfortable and hopeless middle.

“As long as the brothers stay united, the social personalities of the younger

brothers do not attain completion,” Snnivas writes of Rampura in Mysore (1952,

p. 30), and younger brothers elsewhere in India as well find this a constant irri-

tant as they come into manhood. Each brother has an equal right, as legal co-

parcener, to change this state of inequality by demanding the formal assignment

of his share of the family’s property. If the father is alive, vigorous, and forth-

right he brooks no nonsense about family separation. He can only lose by it, in

power, comfort, prestige, and wealth. The mother, who may have helped set off

the outburst, now tries to calm it, she scolds, reasons, weeps, bemoans her cruel

fate and ungrateful sons.

The elders and leaders of the family’s lineage and yati-group counsel patience

and unity. They too can only lose if their kinsmen and community come to be

known as quarrelsome, irascible people. Parents will think nvice before betrothing

their daughters to a fracticus lot. These elders point out to the brothers what
they already know: that each will lose by the division. They will lose econom-
ically, by the immediate expenses of setting up a separate household, and in the

long run. by the dispersal of their land and labor. Then there is the danger—for
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which ample local precedents are usually quoted—of long lawsuits between

brothers about property rights which sap energy and dram away resources.

They will lose socially. The name of each one in the family mav be diminished

by their separation. Even more, no man can hope to stand alone and defend him-

self singly in the village. Each will go down before their mutual enemies, for

enemies are immanent, unless they can unite in strength of arms, of wealth, and

of patrons and clients. Each will lose as an individual. Who will look after the

children if the food-winner falls sick^ Indeed, who will look after the sick man

himself^ The elders may suggest various healing moves. Perhaps one brother

may go off to find work in a city (Ross, 1961, p. 47, Gould, 1961). Among some

groups a younger brother is encouraged to find personal freedom in the army.

Brothers who cultivate their own land together, whose pride, strength, and

security lie in their land, are usually ready to see the disadvantages of dispersing

the ownership Brothers whose income is in cash, or who can raise cash crops

as well apart as together, are less likely to delay the parting (Bailey, 1957, p. 92,

Epstein, 1962, pp. 176, 306) Yet whatever their economic circumstances may
be, there is usually some delay after the first rescless signs, because the parting

goes against the grain of the ideal and is contrary to the pattern of domestic

authority in which they have been reared This keeps the restive ones quiescent

for a time But only for a time. The smoothing devices successfully repair cleav-

ages only temporarily Before long, other cracks m family solidarity appear, and

the pacifying devices only paper them over, until finally no devices can hide or

stop the split The old family can no longer be mainraincd, and new’ ones are

established to succeed it.

The Family as Module and as Model

Relations within a family arc in cerrain important ways similar to relations

within a jdfi and m a community We should scarcely expect it to be otherw’ise,

no society can long endure a clashing incongruence between its smaller and its

larger social groupings But m India there is a particularly close nexus between
family and so that it is necessary to understand family life well in order to

grasp the nature of pus
What a villager does in his role as family member underlies his behavior as

ptt member His family serves both as module and as model for his pti relations

It provides the matrix for the beginnings of his conduct and contains the ends,

the purposes, of his social striving It js his fundamental corporate group, the

locale of much of his social action, and is also a main unit of attribution, by
which expectations for his behavior are projected and judgments of his activities

are made

It IS a module, a regular structural segment, of the pti, just as the pti is a

module of the community. Every person is born into a family as into a pti,

ana into one only He cannot readily opt out of cither family or pti As his

pti is the field of actual and potenual km, the family is the actual field of closest

kin All in a ptt are taken as ritual equals by the community primarily because

they are considered to interact as equals in their family capacities.
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Religious observ ances entail much parncipanon b\ famiK groups. In Senapur

village of Uttar Pradesh, for example, Oplcr found some fort>- calendrica! rites

being observed. Twenn'-fite of these retoUe mainly around family needs and

purposes, so that “a large part of the religious sx'stem is an elaborate apparatus

for putnng family members and family interests under the protecuon of benign

supematurals, and for defending the family from unfnendU supernatural arracks”

(1959, p. 273). Priests do not hate much to do uith these rituals, the\ are

usuallv planned, directed, and carried out by members of a famils . And it is the

women of the family who have the greatest responsibility for this sphere of

religion (see Mmtum and Hitchcock, 1963, pp. 273-74). Life cycle observances

are mainly family affairs, each of them marking an occasion when the family,

helped by its xnder kin, delivers up to societx’ a person in successive stages of

social completion, from newborn baby to ancestral soul. It is in the name of his

family and on their behalf as well as his own, that a man pa_\ s ritual homage

to the ancestors, thus linking each person with the remembered and with the

infinite past.

The village family is also the fundamental module of production and of repro-

duction. Most economic activioes—culavation, crafts, services—arc performed by

people operating m family groups or as representatives of their families. The inter-

change of goods and services according to jJti specializanon is an interchange

betw een families of different jarir. And the mcecchange among families of a jafi

in marruge is the basis of pu integration, of much of the cultural communica-

tion, and of a good deal of economic distribution.

As a reproductive, socializing group, the family provides the primarx' model

of social relanons for the child. The cxpectauon of hierarchical order in societj'

he first learns through the bcrarchv’ of the fainil} . Respect, deference, avoidance

are all inculcated as part of family roles (see Dumonr, 1957, pp. 7, 11, Ciarstairs,

1957, pp. 63-76, Sarnia, 1951, p 53) Inside the family, deference to elders is of

the essence of family relanons, yet m the tw o instances mentioned abov e, it seems

that the subordinanon of child to parents is considered to be precarious unless

it is constantlv guarded. Among families, each must strive to keep up and, if

possible, improve its prestige among other families of its ;Jri.

A child leams about pollution and puntj* in the round of household tasks,

m the preparanon of food, in the various degrees of puritv- of the separate

precincts of the house, in the daily avoidances brought on by one’s biological

functions, and in the periodic avoidance brought on by his mother’s menstrual

cycle The touch taboos observed between family members because of temporarv'

pollution set the stx'le for keeping permanent distance between members of

different The household is the scene of smeter puritv observance than is

the village outside, as the women are the most careful guardians of domestic

puriu
,
hence the child’s earliest CAperiences are with the more ngorous ob-

senances of the puncv'-pollunon theme (see Mayer, 1960, pp. 51-52).

The importance of matching conduct to comevt, of switching role behavior

as the social situation changes, is daily illustrated to the child m the household.

Thus he feels the restraint which descends over his relations with his mother or
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father, \%ho may have been playing gaily with him a moment before, when

his grandfather enters the room. He sees his mother joking with his younger

unde, bur withdrawing demurely from the presence of his elder unde. Even

while they quarrel, members of a family are likely to affirm the idea! of family

solidarity, each charging the other with dereliction of family duty and loyalty.

Both implicitly agree through their vehement disagreement that loyalty to family

must be put above all other personal and social considerations.

The basic patterns of social control, of svstematic counrerchange, are learned

and are used in family relations. Thus in one village of northern Mysore, as Alan

Beals observed, the giving or withholding of food is a main means of control.

In that village, Gopalpur, children soon learn the connection between social sur-

vival and social support. “The individual is brought to feel that the major securi-

ties and satisfactions of life are to be found in the acquisition of a large number

of fnends and supporters and in the control of them through the use of food.

The most important supporters of the individual arc the members of his family”

(1962, p 22).

In most of the day-to-day relations with his jati fellows in his village, a person

IS commonly perceived by them as a member of a particular family. In all

extraordinary situations of stress, a person’s first loyalty inclines to his family,

above all other considerations, even above jSti solidaniy (see Cohn, 1961, p. 1055).

It is scarcely possible to single out and deal w'ich a single person in a village. As

one man is called forth, his family comes with him, often enough this is physically

so, typically it is symbolically and figuratively true.

Yet in the expansion of the family, cleavages regularly appear. It is part of

the process of family growth, part of a family’s natural, inevitable, yet dis-

approved development. The pattern of family fission, with each new segment

setting up a living space and social space of its own, resembles the pattern of

pti fission.

A family can usefully be seen as a structure of roles and as a system of structure

maintenance. So view’ed, the similarities and recurrent crises of family life

throughout a vast population can be formulated. But family life in any one real

family Is much more than role structure and counterchange, just as a house is

much more chan the set of blueprints and a home infinitely more than a dossier

of behavior patterns, fn an actual family there are decisions, choice points, exi-

gencies, rewards, sorrows A villager’s emotions, motivations, conflicts, achieve-

ments are chiefly played out within his family and svith other families. The
central themes of traditional drama and story have to do with family affairs.

The scenes from the Ramayana which arc dramatized in the annual pageant of

Ram Lila in northern India are mainly concerned with family problems. They
show how a woman caused great difficulty by seeking to promote the interests

of her own son above those of the others in the joint family. They depict the

grief of a mother when her son is exiled, the devotion and virtue of a wife, the
loyalty of a younger brother (Opler, 1959, p. 288).

Scenes from the other epic are also staged, told, and retold in villages of every
part of the land. In Mrs. Karve’s words, “It is simply the story of a huge, big
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joint parti-family and illustrates the interrelations, the personality development,

the feuds, the strength, the weakness, the ethos of the joint family. . . . The

Mahabharata family is found today all over India and a Mahabharata battle is

being fought in most joint families” (1953, p. 21). Family battles there are in

plenty, but their very intensity and interest testify to the importance of family

to person and to society. For the family is at the core of a man’s allegiance, his

Ioyalt>’, his identification. It is his own gauge of his success in life, it is a main

standard used by others to measure his achievement. All the more is it so for

a woman. A man may have other interests and achievements; a village woman
cradles them all in her family.

Yet caste society is not just the family writ large, nor is a family only a ptt

in small. There arc other groupings, other bonds, other traditions within a jati and

among ptis which together make up village society.

II. JATI: THE COHESION OF THE ENDOGAMOUS GROUP

A main variation on the general pattern by which viUagers maintain their

respective jatis is benveen jatts of higher and those of lower rank. There are

usually more effective panchayats in the middle and lower blocs of a local system

than m the highest bracket. Hunon reports that “It has frequently been observed

that the lou er the caste in the social scale, the stronger its combination and the

more efficient its orgamzaoon” (1961, p. 99). This is borne out by recent

anthropological studies, as in parts of Uttar Pradesh, where the highest ranking

pus do not have intemllage panchayats, while all the others do (Sharma, 1956,

pp. 298-301). So is it also in Totagaddc in northwestern Mysore, “The formal

caste orgamzation~both incravillage and intervillage—of the Untouchables, who
are repressed by all other castes, is more tightly knit than that of the Sudras,

while the latter’s is more highly structured than that of the Havik Brahmins"

(Harper, 1959, p. 461). The lower groups have to unify against those who hold

pow'er, w hile the ruling Brahmans do not. The lowest in this vDlage are still strong

enough to maintain an organization.

But the very poorest can scarcely organize at all. The Untouchables of another

Mysore village, Wangala, have no panchayat orgamzation beyond the village

(Epstein, 1962, p. 118). When a ji<»-group—those of a jati who bv’e in the same

village—is ver>’ poor and totally dependent, its people cannot afford to move
about beyond the village. This holds true of whole v’illagcs also, if the inhabitants

are under the tight domination of landowners. In those villages of West Bengal,

for e.xample, where the village lands were owned by a single landowner or by
a few, the landowners imposed most decisions. Panchayats of any kind were

rare and feeble. In those Bengal villages where land ownership was more widely

shared, there was a corresponding increase m panchayat activity and effectiveness

{Nicholas and Mukhopadhyay, 1964, pp. 36-38).

Rivalr>', not poverty, contributes to the relatively loose cohesion of many high,

dominant ptis as compared with their middle-ranking neighbors. Thus in Kumba-
pettai of Tanjore district the resident overlords had little jati organization. Quarrels
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betueen Brahman families “drag on in a desultorv manner for months, sometimes

>ears. until both parties are weary or kinship or ceremonial obligations draw

them together again” (Gough, 1955, p 44) While thev would gather m council

to presen e a ritual norm or punish rebels of low jati, this w as not often necessary

As for other matters, a Brahman landowner did not particularly need to cooperate

with his peers, either economicallt or socialh. He was trained from childhood

to \alue the dependent relation of son upon father rather than the cooperative

relationship among brothers In the low jatis, howcser. the authority of the

father is re!ari\ eh- short h\ ed, broken shortly after a bov 's puberty when the

bo) becomes an independent wage earner Hence among them the main emphasis

IS on the equi% alence and sohdaiit\ of peers and on the sohdants of the jati-group

and ]ati (Gough, 1956, pp 845-46 )

Yet e\ en m a looseK organized jjti there is )oinr. corporate response in certain

situations The people of a pit do not march alwas's as a close social company,

hewing to a set dirccuon, fulfilling given functions, and mechanically correcting

deviations There arc often considerable differences within a ptt in wealth and

power, in goals and ideals In cenam matters, modes of worship for example,

there can be quite considerable desiation But m other affairs, particularly in

those which ha\e to do with permanent pollution, pti members impose sharp

limits on deiiaaon Pollution affects the external relations of all in a pu, and

w'hen thev feel that the> are collectiveh confronting others, the> tend to act

as a unified social group

Whv. then, does a villager feel so strongK identified with his jiti’ Part of

the answer is that he usualh knows of no alternative groupings for his loyalty,

but the more important reason is that he is dailv’ and through all his life identified

as a pti member bv others and he identifies himself as such He does so because

a verv large parr of all his social relations are withm his pti It is, first of all, the

harbor of his km All his kinsmen are of the ;ifi, none are outside it The valence

of kinship helps to hold a ptt together, despite the nvalries that beat at its unity

Men of one village mav be at odds with their jSti fellows m another Yet the

wives of some and the mothers of others have come from that place, and affinal

relanves are usuallv ones supporters, from whom a man is not usually long

estranged bo it goes through the thick web of kinship, and thus is pit disumty

diminished, if not alvvavs and for evervone, still m many instances for many
in the group

There is further the bond of common interest m work and livelihood A potter

does not have the same economic concerns as does an astrologer, nor does a

farmer find as close understanding with a merchant as he does with another

farmer of his own pti Even if onlv a few m a jJ/i-group actually practice the

traditional occupation, most are apt to be in a similar range of occupations A
man’s friends in the village are most often of his pti, all the more so for a woman,
w hose mov ements and social contacts are more restricted.

The great ritual events of the life c>cle, marriages and funerals, bring together

gathenngs of km, that is, of pfi fellows Many of the major experiences of a

person’s life rake place among those of his jiri When he goes to other villages
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he usually goes to \isit pti fellows. Communication between \illages is largely

between people of the same p*}. Jati fellows may e»en have a distinctive speech,

in some localities there are dialectal differences in the language used by each

of the pnncipal blocs of jjtis (Gumperz, 1958, 1961; Bright, 1960, .McCormack,

1960).

A child learns quite early to discriminate between his own kind and those of

other pus who have different degrees of pollution and with whom his interplay

must be more guarded. He absorbs the self-image of his pti in countless ways.

A boy of a Rajput pti learns about the martial sn’Ie and regal tradition of his

group by the bearing of his elders, by their contemptuous references to those

of other pits, by the tales, proverbs, and ballads he hears frequently. He may
later reject that ethos, but he is not often indifferent to it (see Hitchcock, 1958).

Similarly, one who was raised as an orthodox Brahman in a Brahman stronghold

may later deliberateh leave behind his early training, but it does not usually

leave him He is likely to prize learning, to abhor overt aggression, to remain

personalK (if not ritually) fastidious, quite in the manner of his village pti

fellows

It IS not onlv the higher ptis who entertain flattering views of themselves and

have heroic tales to prove it. One of the great folk-eptcs of northern India, the

Lay of Lonk, is sung by Ahirs. traditionally herdsmen, about one of their fore-

bears (De\a, 1958, pp. 87-89). Even the vert’ lowest pits have e\planator>’- tales

of how they fell from a higher state through no great fault of their own (see

Reddy, 1952, pp. 33-1-41; Fuchs, 1950, pp. 235-37). The origin legend of the

tribal Konds conveys a message w-hich is duplicated m the origin myth of many
lower jatis. “Konds belong to the same community as the rulers, Konds arc a

dominant caste, they hate fallen because they arc a little stupid and unlucky,

and hate had to come and live in the jungle, but in origin they are warriors

and the associates of kings” (Bailey, 1960, p. 161).

A nlJagcr ctpically identifies closely with his pt> because so much of his

social world is encompassed within it and because his idea of who he is cannot

be separated from what his pti is. He is continually identified by others as one

of his jJti Jati IS thus a leading reference categoiy in tillage life. Villagers often

deal with each other in terms of grosser categones, as yifj-cluster or varna, but

pti IS nonetheless at the basis of reference. The villager’s drive for higher status

is tied to the status of his pti. He cannot lift his family much higher than the

level of his jJti, and if his pti should fall in status, he is bound to suffer some

status decline with it. From the inside view of the villager, his allegiance to pti

is inevitable, necessarj’, morally proper.

From the outside view of an observer studying the whole system, a pti is both

a social and a cultural umt Yet for all that the endogamous group is the funda-

mental unit of the system, pti boundanes are frequently quite fuzzy. There are.

It IS true, some numencally small jitu which arc sharplv demarcated, as those Tamil

Brahmans w ho intermarn,' only among five villages, or the Ga\ aw als of the town
of Gaya, who have only some 120 families (Vidyarthi, 1961, pp. 53-57). But

in some larger pus the poorer families may take bndes from an adjacent but lower
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group (see Ma>er, 1960, pp 155), among Rajputs and similar martial groups of

North India, women are occasionally taken as wives from much lower groups,

though few official ties are then admitted with their natal kinsmen. Jatis which

are stratified into hypergamous sections may have little or no intermarriage be-

tween top and bottom sections, though all W'llI be taken as ritual equals for

certain purposes, as in interdinmg.

Such blurring of pti boundaries does not impede pti relations. A villager gen-

erally has the notion that his jati ts a quite firmly bounded group, and he can

indeed point out the mam lineages and jiri-groups with whom those of his own

lineage have repeatedly intermarried. But a man of the same ]ati in another

village may give a somewhat different list of the lineages and villages in his

endogamous circle, and both may choose to ignore certain marnages w hich are

rare or disapproved A jiti-group is a more clearly demarcated unit. Within a

village there is usually little question as to %vho belongs to which jatt.

Beyond the geographic spread of actual marriages there may be people of

similar name and status, with comparable customs and occupations, with whom
marriages could possibly be arranged. As the families of a /i// prosper, and as

means of communications improve, marriage affibations tend to be extended

to such putative jati-fellows

A measure of the pti as a corporate unit is in the number and character of the

leaders w ho gather for a large panchayat of the jSti But precise measures of ptt

boundaries are not ver>’ relevant to the operation of the system Villagers believe

and act as though their ptt were a firm, corporate entity, while at the same time

they allow for some modification in its scope. As each pti maintains its own group

cohesion, its people also help maintain the local system of caste The principles

of pti maintenance are also those used for system maintenance.

Ill VILLAGE THE EXTENT OF SOLIDARITY

A pti cannot stand alone Its people must cooperate with people of other ptis,

and they commonly compete with some of them for pow er and status The mam
locale of both cooperation and competition is the village. The groups involved

are primarily families and jjti-groups of the same village, rather than whole ptis

of a region A village is far more than a locale, more than just a collection of

houses, lanes, and fields For a villager ir is a pnme social reality, for the observer

it IS a principal unit for the understanding of the society. Yet some observ'crs have

doubted the sigmficance of the village either as a corporate group or as a useful

umt for analysis (for example, Dumont and Pocock, 1957, pp 25-32, and 1960,

pp 88-89)

These doubts arise, in part, as a reaction to the exaggerated notions of the

independence of an Indian village that once w'ere current Thev also stem from
the observer’s problem of showing the relationship between the multi-j5fj village

and the multi-village pti And village discord is apt to strike the observer’s eyes

and ears more stridently than does village concord.

A classic quotation, often reprinted, on the Indian village as a monolithic,
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atomistic, unchanging entit>’ is from a report bj' Sir Charles Aietcalfe, one of the

great founding administrators of British rule in India. The passage begins, “The

village communities are little republics, having nearly everything that they want

\vithin themselves and almost independent of any foreign relations.” It goes on

to tell that wars pass over it, regimes come and go, but the village as a society

always emerges unchanged, unshaken, and self-sufficient. Later writers of con-

siderable influence, among them Sir Henry' Maine, Karl Marx, and Mahatma

Gandhi, reiterated this idea and suggested that the village was so perduring

because it was so self-sufficient (jMetcalfe, 1833, p. 470, Srinivas and Shah, 1960).

When modem field studies came to be made, howeter, they' showed quite a

different situation. An Indian village typically' is hardly a republic; it had cer-

tainly' changed from time to time; and it clearly’ was not and is not self-sufficient.

The whole nature of traditional society militated against the independent isola-

tion of a village. In earlier days there was a good deal of coming and going among

villages, even though roads were poor and travel dangerous. Marriage affiliations

were commonly made benveen families of different villages, and each marriage

set in train a lifetime of visidng between the two families b\’ the married couple

and at least another generation of such visiting by their children. On the basis

of this interchange in marriage, jiti ties among people of different villages are

continually' remvigorated.

Economic needs send people in and out of the village. Few villages have a

complete roster of resident specialists. Senapur, near Banaras, has quite a large

number of jath, 24, but a family will require ser\nces provided by 35 to 40 jStis.

So there is constant movement by villagers of the local area for work and trade.

Each local area is a k-ind of labor pool, some villages m it ualize the surplus labor

of others, villagers «ith special skills circulate through the locality (Opler, 1956,

p. 7). In former times and all the more now, some services are available only in

the nearest tow’ns. Bricklayers and Lmeworkcrs, goldsmiths and coppersmiths,

florists and genealogists usually are found in towns or larger villages.

Movement benveen villages ako occurs when a man acquires land through

inheritance or purchase m another \'illage and has to visit there regularly to look

after it. Markets are also an important reason for travel to another village. Some
m practically' cscty village are ounvard bound for market weekly, unless the

\'illage IS itself the seat of a market concourse. A good many’ villages have been

involved in an interregional market economy' for centuries, producing crops which
were transported across regions and states (Snmvas and Shah, 1960, pp. 1376-77).

Added to the economic forces which necessitate travel, there long have been

the rehgious attractions of going to other phccs. A ceremony’ staged by' the

people of a \’illage often draws visitors from miles around. In every region of

India there are hoh’ places w’hich people visit on special days or at any time

when impelled by a pressing need. And there is the magnetic pull of the great

centers of pilgrimage which draw miUions yearly’.

All these movements hav’c been intensiffed and sped up in recent decades. New
reasons for trav el—education, administrative business, litigation—have augmented
the traffic. Not every villager travels, many a village woman seldom leaves the
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village bounds, and some men rarely go be>'ond the limits of their fields, either

because they cannot afford the expense of a few coins or because they are just

not interested in what lies outside their \illagc. But the village is not by any

means an isolated umt, its people are closely bound into a larger social sphere

and have long been so joined. Opler writes that the aiticulations of Senapur

people v\ ith other communities and far-flung places are “not a recent develop-

ment or a consequence of modem systems of communication or transportation.

They rest on ancient practices and patterns” (1956, p. 8)

Just as a villager is bound to many other people with multiple strands—pick

up one and a bevy of others follow—so his vilbge is linked by many ties to other

villages, towns, cities. A village is not a neatly separable social and conceptual

package. Moreover, when an observer first comes to live in a village, the internal

cleavages claim attention at once, m the very settlement pattern, in the daily

avoidances, in the division of labor and of power, so that any signs of solidarity

among the people of the v illagc tend to be overshadow ed

ViLUVCt SouDvRm

Yet, sohdantv potentiallv’ exists and villagers commonlv' show it on certain

occasions, for certain purposes, under ceruin circumstances. Geography and

government impose one kind of village umiy. Villagers live close to each other,

see each other, and interact more frequenil> than they do with people of other

villages Thev share the same famiLar life-space and share also common ex-

penences of famine or han-est bounty, of flood or epidemic, of village fast or

festivals B> edict of governments, from those of early record to now
,
a village

IS an administrative and revenue unit. This in itself enjoins common experience,

since alt use and are are affected by the same institutions, as of school, post ofiice,

or revenue collection Within his village a man commonly has his closest economic

associates-patrons or clients or workers or customers—w ith whose help he makes

his livelihood

When a man goes outside his village, he is identified first of all by his village

rather than by pti or other reference caregoty-. As two strangers meet at a

weekly market or m town and begin to talk, one of the first questions they

are bkely to ask of each other is, “To what village do v'Ou belong-” The word
used IS specificallj village (Karve, 1958, p 8J). Long after a family has emigrated

to a town, Its members still know and can identify themselves by their ancestor’s

native village In Maharashtra the village is also called by a term meaning “white

mother earth,” the habitanon area being so distmguished from the black fields.

A man uses this term m taking a solemn oath, and if he is excommunicated he

must beg forgiveness of all m the village before he can be taken back (Karve,

1958, p 87).

A village tends to get a reputation in its locality', and all in it are dubbed with
a common label, w hether as simple, or hard-w orking, or tightfisted These stereo-

tvpes do not ordinanly have great effect on relations among villagers, though
dunng quarrels between sisters-in-law each may belabor the other with the

less complimentary epithets of their nam-e villages. But sometimes the village
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reputation becomes a more serious matter. Carsiairs tells (1961, p. 105) of an

incident in a Rajasthan \’illage in which a youth, egged on by companions as a

dare, ate a bit of human feces. This became immediately know n, w ith depressive

results for the boy. Even more, all in the village came to be known as from the

place “where they eat feces.”

In the ranking of jatis, the immediate |udges and enforcers are the people of

one’s village. They are indeed influenced by the standards held in the region and

through the chilization, and they will not depart too widely from the regional

and civilizational norms. Yet it is they after all who perform the acts and give

the opinions which place a person and his jJti in a particular niche of the local

hierarchy. And this varies from localitt to localitt. For example, in Bisipara

village the w ashermen are ranked among the clean ptis, but in neighbonng Boad,

in the same district of Orissa, they are considered Untouchables.

Outside his own village, a person may find /if/V ranked somewhat differently

than in his home place. The people of Ramkhen in Dew as Distnct, of Madhya

Pradesh, for example, follow the customs of the places in w hich the\ are visitors,

but within certain limits. A guest may ad)ust his conduct to suit the standards

of his host CO the extent chat he max rake food from a person from w horn he

would ordinarily accept onlv water. One villager cited the example of two men,

of the Rajput and of the Farmer pus in Ramkhen. going together m a wedding

partj- to another village. The two could not cat in one line at home, but in the

other village this was done “W’e shall also eat in one line, and it will not be a

matter for our Ramkhen caste councils, because ir ts the custom of that village."

The author comments that a man going across the boundarv to another village

automatically sheds his status as a resident of his ow n \ illaee and can conform

to the commensal rules of the host xiUage. In this respect “the ullage is verj*

much a realitx’” (Mayer. 1960, pp 49, 159) In other pans of India as xxell, the

village is, in limited but appreciable degree, the arbiter of its ow n ranking practices.

Out of these common standards, expenetices, identifications, and practices comes

an allegiance to one’s xillagc which ma> be shown m a range of activities, as m
kinship, ceremonies, defense. There is in much of northern India the feeling that

all in the village share something of a kinship bond This feeling finds strong ex-

pression in ficrix e kin relaaons and x-illage exogamx . In some regions, a bnde

may not be taken from anx x'lllage into which anx daughter of the x'lllage, no

matter of xihat jJti, has prexiously been gixen m marnage Sometimes, as in

x^iBages near Delhi, x-iUage exogamy is expanded so chat a person may not cake

a spouse from any \ illage xx hose fields touch one’s oxx n village boundanes ( Karve,

1953, p 119, Lewis, 1958, pp. 160-61).

In the south of India also, a marnage can be of concern to the x'lllage as w ell

as to the family and the pti. This is particularlx true m a village like Gopalpur,
XX here, Beals wntes, a marnage is «en as a xnctorx' in the compention among
villages. Everx- marriage of a child of Gopalpur activates more kinship ties and

facilitates future alliances for the people of Gopalpur. “For this reason, the

village as a whole must sanction any marnage that takes place betxx'een Gopalpur
and any other xnllage. and the xillage as a xxhole undertakes the responsibilitx- of
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ensuring that people from other villages get value received when they arrange

a marriage in Gopalpur” (1962, p 28). Not all villages of south India, by any

means, display this kind of interest, where there is a vast social distance among

the pits, those at the top could hardly care less how the Harijans mate. But

even in such places the topmost are still concerned that no one in their village

should bring an evil reputation on it, and they too find useful the kind of validat-

ing function which daughters of the village can perform. Thus when a Gopalpur

man goes to another village in the local area, a woman from Gopalpur is apt

to be there to recognize him and vouch for his status. Among other uses, this can

facilitate economic transactions (Beals, 1962),

In the region of Gopalpur, village solidanty is explicitly demonstrated in festi-

vals called jatras which are given by a host village to honor its village deity. The

host families invite their relatives from other places and regale them with food

and entertainment. ^VrcsrJing matches between teams from different villages are

a principal feature of the festival As each contestant grapples with his opponent,

he is cheered on by his teammates and fellow villagers Young men from all ptis

except the very lowest and the Brahmans pamapare as teammates for their home

villages, their usual differences and cleavages forgotten for the occasion. On one

such team there were two men who had sworn to murder each other. “In the

hand wrestling as in other aspects of the latra, mtra-village differences of status

are minimized in order to create a representation of village unity’’ (Beals, 1964,

p. 107).

A mam purpose of staging the festival is to show the host village as a good,

friendly, and cooperaave place in which to live. Those who succeed in estab-

lishing a favorable reputation for their village through giving lavish festivals

gam advantages in marriage negotiations as well as in trade and employment.

Hence most people in a host village try hard then to please the guests as well

as to honor the deity. Women visiton “exist inside happiness’’ at these occasions,

in good measure because fathers and elder brothers provide a plentiful supply of

drink to their daughters and sisters who have come back for the festival. Far
into the night groups of women gather, sing, and pass the bottle.

Visitors, for thcir pan, do not really want to be convinced that their hosts’

festival IS better than their own, so there is a great deal of criticism and fault-

finding. “Visitors leaving a )atra talk about ‘our village,’ about how well ‘our

village’ behaved, and about the superiority of ‘our village jatra
’ ’’ This compe-

ution between villages occasionally leads to nots And Beals notes that a village

which actually is free of overt conflict hardly feels an imperative need to demon-
strate that fact at great cost. Hence a village which advertises its state of harmony
through holding a ptra may be one which is not particularly harmomous. But
in the very process of holding the festival, there is affirmation and demonstration

of loyalty of one’s village (Beals, 1964, pp. 109-113).

These ptra festivals are more speHfically directed toward solidarity than are

festivals in most other parts of India, but village solidanty rites are not un-
common. In Ramkhen, for example, there is a ceremony at which all 44 shrines

in the village are honored m succession as the concern of the entire village (Mayer,
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1960, pp. 10I-I02). In many villages, a particular local deity is worshipped as the

special tutelary spirit of the whole village. In Senapur and elsewhere in eastern

Uttar Pradesh the village guardian is supposed to protect all its people and animals

from external dangers. But the deity does so only “if they are willing to co-

operate by obe>’ing the accepted religious, moral, and spiritual discipline of the

community.” Each family must worship the local deity (Singh, 1956, p. II).

While village festivals are fading out in a good many places (see Nath, 1962)

because modem circumstances make it difficult to arrange for them and alternative

celebrations have become popular, they are still major events in some regions, as

around Gopalpur. And even when the ritual manifestation of village umty dimin-

ishes, that unity may continue to be shown in other ways.

One common way is the repelling of incursions by outsiders. If the forces of

government threaten all in a village, or if strangers attempt to harm a fellow

villager, or if the people of another village assault one’s own, the village neighbors

may well spring to the joint defense. An example of this occurred in Rampura,

near Mysore City, when the state agricultural department ordered that fishing

rights in the village tanks should be auctioned off and thereafter only the success-

ful bidder would be allowed to take the fish. The villagers had been fishing in

these tanks whenever they wanted to, and they felt that this was an encroachment

on their rights. So when a government official came to the sillage and opened the

auction, there were no bids. The villagers had seen to it that no one from their

village or from any other place could approach to buy their rights (Srinivas,

1955, p. 32).

A similar episode occurred in Wangala in Mysore when the revenue inspector

announced the auction of an acre of good land because of delinquent taxes. The
land belonged to a poor man of the dominant j3ti who had suffered a series of

misfortunes. Land is precious and scarce in Wangala, and eager bidders would

not be lacking. The o^vne^ "’as a member of one of the two opposed alliances,

yet when the leader of the other alliance heard of this, he declared that no

one would attend the auction because “to bid at such an auction would be

supporting the Government against a man of one’s outi village.” This was

decided at a panchayat meeting; the auction was later cancelled, and arrangements

were made for the owner to borrow enough to satisfy the tax arrears. Village

(and jati) unity overrode factional differences (Epstein, 1962, pp. 143^5).

Two such incidents are told for Shamirpet, near Hyderabad. One day some

soldiers from a nearby cantonment rode into the tillage in ru’o army trucks and

began loading firewood belonging to a tiUager, It was obvious that they did not

intend to pay, and, when the owmer remonstrated, they beat him up. Word
of this spread quickly through the village, and men armed with staves came
rushing up to stop the looting. At this, the soldiers retreated and threatened to

come back with reinforcements to destroy the whole village. They did not.

On another occasion water for Shamirpet fields was diverted under cover of

night to the fields of Aliyabad, a nearby village. Next morning an organked

group from Shamirpet attacked Aliyabad. The Aliyabad people protested that

It had been done by mistake; probably they had bribed the guards and had
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overreached th'rnseKes by not allowing any water at all to flow into Shamirpet.

“But in the dispute itself the nto villages had forgotten their interna] differences

and dissensions and each of them had acted as one body” (Dube, 1955, 210-11).

Shamirpet, \^'angala, and Rampura are villages w hich appear to have had rela-

tive!}' little internal friction at the time when they were studied. So their people

may have been readier to rally defensive!} than would those of a more deeply

divided village But most \ii!ages have a certain umt} because each is a node

for many activities central to the lives of the inhabitants T>pically, the village

IS where a man grew up, where his close hin live, where his work partners and

helpers arc, where his fnends are found, where he worships, where he is known

and placed He shares with his village neighbors the lore of the village, that

detailed inside knowledge which no others have When he travels out of it,

he is usually identified, in part at least, as a member of his village It has been

said that the village is a unit}' because of its extensions, not in spite of them

(Singer, 1956, p 4), that is, the v-illager’s relanons with other people take place

so great!} in the context of his home village that he is sociallv and psychologically

involved with the village as a whole This is not to say that the village is always

or even usuallv a unified communin', it is to say that it is an enntv of importance

ro Its people.

The analogv is someames used that a villager participates in two kinds of unity,

one “vertical,” the other “horizontal”, the village is the vertical unit and is made
up of honzoncal lavers, each of w hich is a jjtt But this tends to giv e coo static a

picture of a villagers affiliacions His support of one social entirv or another can

vat} bv social context and bv his own circumstances Thus in Rampura, Snnivas

observes, there are occasions when manv men of the village stand together, as

the> do occasional!} in a fight against another village during a regional festival.

Yet a Brahman of Rampura would not be likely to be attacked there by the

enemies of his village because he has a special ritual posmon as a Brahman. An
Untouchable or a Muslim of Rampura would be involved in the fight more
because of hiv attachment to a particular patron w ho w as also in the fray than

because of village patriotism The same three groups. Brahmans, Muslims, and

Untouchables, are not given impoirant formal roles in the annual village fesnval

of Rampura. and v et their cooperation is sought in staging the ceremonv (Snmvas,

1955, p 33)

Just as the occasions for "vcmcar’ umcv do not necessarily engage every last

man and group, so the occasions for “honzontal” unity do not necessanly bnng
in every man and familv of the jj/i-group Lovalty to jatt sometimes conflicts

w ith lov'alty to village An elder actmg in v illage council must someomes tread

a narrow line between what is good for the v’lliage and what is to the advantage

of his pti kinsmen The common suspicion is that km ties prevail over all, but
one test of an able leader is w hether he can somehow' reconcile the tw o, preserving

the public good while not neglecting the cause of his km
The relations among jjtis in a village are wavs of “being together separatelv,”

as Beals puts it. That phrase indeed summarizes part of the human condition

any'where each person is an individual m his familv, a member of one group in
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a collocation of groups, a part of a local society in a larger social order. But

for Indian villagers the togetherness and the separateness are carried on in the

same locale, with much the same set of people and with the ritual separations

pervasively significant. Separation often is a ruling concern, yet separation must

always be mitigated by the fact that a ptt cannot live alone. In Gopalpur, as in

many other villages, “The belief that jaiis are related to each other, like brothers,

and that all jatis provide essential services for each other creates a unity within

the diversity of jatis” (Beals, 1962, p. 41).

A village is clearly an important and viable social entity, and its people also

take part in the larger society and avilization. Hence the question which has

been put by some students of Indian society, as to whether the village is an

isolable unit for study, can lead to no absolute answer. In some ways it is, in

others it is not. The people and culture of the village must be studied both in

the local milieu and m wider perspective.
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3. A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF CASTE:

THE UNITED STATES AND INDIA'

EDWARD B. HARPER

O
NE OF THE MMS of social anthropologj' is to make meaningful cross-cultural

' comparisons of similar structural elements; but, when anv aspect of social

structure is examined in depth, it is found to be a rather complex phe-

nomenon—so complex, indeed, that one does not find an exact correspondence

of all components of the structure in any two societies. Caste, as one such

structural element, may be broadly defined so as to be applicable to the relation-

ships between two or more groups in many societies, or more narrowly defined

so as to be relevant to such relationships in only one societj". To paraphrase

Kluckhohn and Murray’s famous statement with respect to pcrsonalitj’, any

system of stratification is in some ways like all s>'stems of stratification, any system

of stratification is m some ways like some other s>’stems of stratification, any

system of stratification is in some ways like no other system of stratification

(1949, p. 35).

Broadly stated, my question is this To what extent does the fact that some

social scientists apply the term “caste” to both American and South Asian societies

indicate that they are referring to forms of structure which are analytically

similar? This question is complicated by the fact that both the United States

and India have regional and strata variations in their respectiv’e sj stems of caste,

variations which make it difficult to generalize and pose the problem of what

vanants to compare. This lack of uniformity inevitably decreases the ngorousness

with whitb ^ coTnpatatWe analysis may be made. My use of the term “caste”

m the case of the Umted States is restneted to relationships between Negro-white

groups, and in that of India to relationships between those units of stratification

in which intramarriage may take place, called in the modem anthropological

literature.

Caste systems axe but one of several types of social stratification. To be properly’

1. 1 wish to thank John Atkins, Ernest A. T Baith, and Raymond D. Fogelson, who read
drafts of this paper, for their helpful suggesdoits. I am, of course, solely responsible for its

shortcomings.

2. Although the term “jari” is now used by social saenusc with a rather spealic connoanon.
It must be understood that us meanmg in most Indian languages has at least as large a number
of connotaaons as does die term caste in colloquial English. In Kannada, for example, “;5ri”

most simply means “kmd.” A man may say, for instance, diat he prefers one of dgarettes
over another jati. If an indmdual is asked "what is your jatP” he may respond with the name
of the unit within which he confines his mamage relations, with Ae name of a collection

of these units that are sunilar (caste categoty or caste complex in anthropological jargon),
with his vama affiliation, or even widi the name of his religion, as for example, “Qirisdan
Jio'.”

51
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understood caste should be compared with and distinguished from lineage and

clan, groups which are composed only of real or putative kinsmen, are not neces-

sarily ranked, are generally exogamous, and may form subunits within a caste;

and castes should be further distinguished from tribes, which form complete socie-

ties that may be segmented internally mto castes. Castes are similar to some ethnic

and sect groups which define membership exclusively in terms of birthright, but

neither are these necessarily hierarchically arranged nor is an entire society neces-

sarily divided mto such mutually excluave groups; and rules of marriage for

class groups are preferenaal rather than prescriptive. Caste systems more closely

approximate the European “estate” system than they resemble modern class sys-

tems, in estate systems, however, some social mobility was legitimate, and inter-

marriage between estates was more a breach of etiquette than a sin (in Weber’s

words, a “mesalliance” rather than “absolutely and legally inadmissible” [1958,

p. 40]) Class, estate, and caste systems arc based upon groups of individuals who
are ranked into some kind of hierarchical ordering, and such systems are in this

way distinguished from systems of stratification which primarily rank individuals,

as the societies of some Northwest Coast Indian tribes are reported to do

(Drucker, 1939).

My concern is to compare m a general way the structure of the caste systems

of the southern United States and India. My model for caste m both regions is

best represented in their rural communities during the recent historical past

(approximately 1900-1945 for the United States and 1900-1947 for India). I shall

not consider the dynamics of modern change. In both societies I shall be con-

cerned with the ideal models of the systems as well as with deviations from

these models. I shall draw many of my Indian examples from the Malnad part

of South India, where my wife and I did field work.

DUAL VERSUS MULTICASTE SYSTEMS

In both the United States and India there arc regional differences m the rules,

functions, and nature of the respective nation’s caste systems. One of the most

obvious differences between the two systems is the number of units composing

their caste societies. Broadly speaking, the American ideal model can be thought

of as consuiting of endogamous moieties, whereas the Indian model coDtains

Within any region a large number of more or less differentiated but interde-

pendent units which constitute that region’s caste system, that is, the United

States has a dual-caste system, whereas India has a multicaste system. This does

not mean that more than two castes arc never encountered in any southern United

States town, or that less than three castes are never found in any Indian village,

but only that the members of these societies conceive of their respective systems

of caste stratification in these differing ways.

ENDOGAMY
Although the rules governing intercaste relations in the United States specify

endogamy, they do not always do so in India, as is demonstrated by the Nayar
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and Nambudiri Brahman castes in Aialabar, by the Kulin Brahmans in Bengal,

and by the Patidars in Gujarat. Although castes in both societies are often asso-

ciated with rules which require endogamy, and intracaste marriages are ahvays

approved of, when exogamy is not completely prohibited carefully defined rules

exist stating the other castes from which one may or may not legitimately seek

a marriage partner. Approved intercaste marriages or alliances are generally hyper-

gamous. In some instances, hypcrgamy is primarily “an exchange of prestige for

goods,” as Risley and Dumont suggest (Dumont, 1961, pp. 30-31); but at least

for Nambudiri Brahmans, more seems to be involved—possibly an exchange of

prestige by Nambudiris for descent group stability, and for economic hegemony,

by preventing the division of their estates.

Patterson (1958) has suggested that to characterize the Indian caste system

predominantly as one in which intercaste marriages are prohibited is to under-

emphasize the indn’idual’s preference to marry within his own caste. It is my
experience, however, that when the suggestion is made to an Indian that a fellow

casteman of his marrj’ someone of lower caste, the informant is more likely to

prefer endogamy than when the suggested intercasre marriage is to a potential

spouse of a caste higher than his own. It seems quire conceivable that if inter-

caste marriages uere generally possible in India, the preferred norm of marriage

would be to a higher caste person, as is suggested by the fact that, in those castes

which permit hypcrgamy, the girl’s family apparently prefers it to endogamy

(Gough. 1962; Pocock, 1957).

But should we describe caste as a preference for marriage to a member of an

appropriate or permissible group, we would be overlooking one of the major

ways m which caste differs from social class. Americans frequently express the

belief that intraclass marriages are more desirable than interclass ones~a rule of

pre(erence rather than of prescription. A caste ideology specifies that, even though

a male from caste X and a. female from caste Z are ideally matched in all other

respects, the fact that they belong to castes berueen which marriages are pro-

hibited is ipso facto sufficient reason for their not marrying. On the one hand

we are dealing with rules of preferred behavior which statistically might be

followed by most members of the society and on the other hand with rules of

prescription which might be statistically obser\'cd considerably less than 100

per cent of the time in a given society. The two systems thus differ in the nature

of their rules but not necessarily in the frequency of compliance with their rules.

From this point of view, a caste system is not just a more rigid class system

but differs from such a system in principle.

Although the American and Indian caste systems have rules prohibinng marriage

between certain specific castes, they differ in the ways these rules relate to their

respective cultural contexts. The explicit American ideology states that marriages

should be arranged by the involved parties and based solely upon love, while the

explicit Indian ideology states that marriages should be arranged by parents, who
have the wisdom to make a more desirable marriage for their children than the

children could make for themselves. The American ideal of mate-selection pro-

cedure flatly contradicts the principle of caste endogamy, while the South Asian

point of vicM’ is more congruent with a caste system.
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BOUNDED STRATA

Castes in both societies are botmded rather than ego-centered, or, as Nadel and

Bailey have worded it, they are “exclusive and exhaustive" (Bailey, 1963, p. 109).

In the ideal type all individuals clearly belong to one but to no other caste. This

IS unlike the American social class system, in which there may not be agreement

even among social scientists as to the class position of a particular individual. A
bounded stratum rests upon an either-or principle, American social classes are

more like arbitrarily defined categories on a continuum along which individuals

are placed according to their relanvc prestige. In both the American and the

Indian ideal conceptions of caste, all residents of a locality know precisely to

which caste they belong, and the one to which any other individual in their area

belongs, while in the American class system certain individuals are not easily

nor consistently assigned to one social class rather than another, by their own
valuation, the community’s, or the social scientist's Surely the American social

class system is much more difficult to analyze conceptually than is the Indian

caste system Not only are social classes more difficult to define rigorously, they

are also more difficult to place definitely in the esteem hierarchy, since multiple

criteria arc used for the assignment of prestige. Problems in the analysis of social

classes may be cut across caste boundaries.

HIERARCHY

A caste system is associated with societies sufficiently complex to allow the

differentiation of a population into two or more hierarchically arranged strata;

in Its association with such societies, caste constitutes one type of social stratifica-

tion Hierarchy is a necessary feature of a caste system and this distinguishes it

from ethnic groups in a plural society Nevertheless, hierarchy cannot be used

to distinguish caste from other forms of social stratification, such as class systems.

In the American dual-caste system, one group must be ranked directly above
the other if the groups are to be stratified at all, otherwise they would be merely
differentiated In the Indian caste system the same logic would lead to the state-

ment that some castes must be ranked above some other castes, but it would
not follow that, m order to have stratification m a multicaste society, all castes

in a given local region must fit neatly into a system of relative ranking vis-a-vis

all ocher castes One implication of a mulQcaste system is that any two castes

may be approximately equal in rank, or some may occupy indeterminate positions

m the hierarchy in respect to others This is often the case in India two
castes may be isogamous, as are Divams and Potters m the Malnad region of

South India, or they may dispute their relative rank, as two Untouchable castes

do in the Malnad and Lingayats and Brahmans in some parts of Mysore.

A caste system implies the existence of “a superiority-inferiority scale" (Wil-
liams, 19S1, p. 79). Although group superiority is probably always obtained and

maintained by the use of some form of power, it is justified and validated in these

two societies by reference to a credo which expounds the notion of inherent and
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immutable differences and explains these differences by reference to philosophi-

cal, religious, or pseudoscientific principles. The belief that certain groups are

intrinsically inferior to others is probably an inevitable accompanying rationaliza-

tion for any hierarchically structured caste system in which there is differentially

determined access to the culturally defined desirables.

In order for castes to be ranked sequentially in the hierarchy, there must be

consensus as to what criteria are relevant to evaluating a stratum’s relative worth.

The American class system is based upon a multiple-criteria hierarchy, in which

different individuals and social groups have different standards for evaluating rela-

tive esteem. When this is combined with the absence of a method to assign any

given individual infallibly to one and only one group, a rather fuzzy hierarchy

of hazily demarcated classes results, in which no one class is necessarily superior

to all other classes in all respects. Attempts to clarify this problem have engaged

the attention of American sociologists for the past several decades. In contrast, a

caste system seems to have a single criterion by which to evaluate each caste’s

placement in the hierarchy. In the United States this criterion has generally been

“race”; in India it has generally been ntual purity. In the United States, as long

as the dual-caste system is the focus of our attention, there is no problem in

sequentially ranking the castes (but if groups other than “Negro” and “white"

are brought into our analysis of caste in the United States, the problem of

hierarchy becomes less clear and seems to call for more than one criterion of

evaluation).

A multiple caste system such as India’s theoretically could use two or more

criteria for caste evaluation, but, if a clear-cut hierarchy encompassing all castes

were to result, there would have to be a near-perfect correlation among all cri-

teria and each caste’s relative standing with respect to each criterion. This would

be cumbersome and extremely difficult to implement. In Hindu ideology, ritual

purity or impurity constitutes the criterion generally accepted for justifying and

explaining a caste’s rank (Stevenson, 1954; Harper, 1964), although relative power

js more likely to determine caste rank (Marriott, 1959); in the United States, on

the other hand, “an innate difference between races” is the justification. If ritual

purity, to the exclusion of wealth, “race,” skill or knowledge, is the sole criterion

for ranking Hindu castes along points of a continuum, then lack of agreement

about the relative ranking of two castes is a dispute over which is more pure, not

over what standard of evaluation is to be used. Although the Hindu caste ideology

theoretically uses only a single “immutable” scale for evaluating a caste’s intrinsic

worth, in actual practice secular factors such as power derived from wealth are

employed when castes compete for positions on this scale. In contrast, in the

United States a Negro who is upwardly mobile usually does not jockey for

position on the attributional caste scale, but instead attempts to obtain a different

position within the class system. In both the United States and India, however,

the respective caste ideologies arc contained in a social milieu where many edu-

cated and influential persons profess a philosophy based more or less upon a

principle of social equality. Thus in both societies attributional theories used to

justify caste ranking are discordant with emerging modem national ethics.
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REGNANT STATUS AND STATUS GROUPS

Caste IS but one of many status positions, accompanied by culturally defined

role behavior, which an individual occupies and which forms part of his social

identity In every interactional situation each interactant has at least several

relevant statuses vis-a-vis the othcr(s) child-adult, aunt-niece; farmer-lawyer,

stranger-stranger, Republican-Democrat, Negro-white, Brahman-Shudra; Rajput-

Rajput, or upper class-lower class Castes are composed of individuals of equivalent

statuses and thus are status groups m which all members have the same ‘‘quality

of social honor or lack of it” (Weber, 1958, p 39) in respect to their being

caste members This “social honor” exists independently of such factors as wealth,

education, age, or accomplishment In the southern United States, any Negro,

and m rural India any Untouchable, is just as unwelcome in a restaurant which

caters to higher status groups as any other Negro or Untouchable. In a hierarchi-

cally ranked status group system there arc culturally' defined modes of interacting,

based solely upon status group membership, which are symbolically expressive

not only of differences but also of supenonty, deference, or equality. Although

hierarchy and consequent inequality are implied by the presence of two or more

status groups within a society, social equality within a status group is also im-

plied All members of a caste arc equal m their inherent worth because they are

defined as having equal degrees of ritual purity (India) or genetic purity (United

States) Certain behavioral expressions of equality are appropriate only between

members of the same (or isogamously ranked) C8ste(s), while certain behaviors

expressive of deference and superiority must be symbolically expressed when the

mteractants are members of different hierarchically ranked castes. In this way
caste status m both the United Stares and India can be thought of as a regnant

status—in overriding status that may take precedence over any other statuses the

mteractants may occupy Within the Havik Brahman caste, equality is expressed

by the willingness of any member to dine in a ceremonial situation with any
other member, regardless of other differing statuses of the mteractants (for

example, male-female, rich-poor, elder-jumor, enemy-enemy), while their su-

periority IS shown by their complete unwillingness to interdine with members
of any ocher caste, regardless of other statuses they may occupy (landlord-tenant;

friend-friend) It would be almost as deviant for one Havik to refuse to interdine

ceremonially with another Havik (provided his caste standing were not m ques-

tion) as It would be for an Havik to interdine with a member of another caste.

Untouchabihtv is another expression of a regnant status, in the Malnad, a mem-
ber of an Untouchable caste most be treated by members of all other castes as

untouchable simply because of his caste affiliation. Ego, a member of any Shudra

or Brahman caste, expects and can demand that any Untouchable show him
deference, even though ego is poor, ilbtemtc, and unmarried, and the Untouch-
able IS older, married, educated, and financially successful. In the southern United

States, the use of “Mister” as a form of address is expressive of equality when
used within a caste but of inequahty when used between castes. “Mister” is

not supposed to be used by a white toward a Negro, but an upper-class Negro
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may be required to address a lower-class white male as “Mister.” Although

in some situations of interaction the higher caste individual may choose to

hold in abeyance his regnant status in favor of other statuses which the two

interactants occupy (for example, a white clerk may attempt to make a sale

by addressing a Negro customer as “Mister,” or a Rajput landowner may offer

a place on his cot to an educated Chamar schoolteacher), he nevertheless may

reactivate his regnant status by demanding the appropriate symbolic expressions

of deference from the member of the lower-status group.

POWER, OCCUPATION. SEGREGATION, AND COMMENSALITY

Both systems of caste rest upon the unequal distribution of power between

status groups occupying different positions in the prestige hierarchy. In any sys-

tem of social stratification, the upper echelons face the problem of how’ to main-

tain their positions, which they or their ancestors at one time achieved, against

the more socially disadv’antaged segments of the population who desire a larger

share of the rewards available to members of that society. To maintain their posi-

tion of superiority, the higher strau must be able to control the mechanisms of

coercion. Presumably the more rationalized and internally consistent a system

of stratification becomes—the more all-per\'asive and encompassing, the more inte-

grated into other aspects of the culture—the easier it is to perpetuate it without

resort to direct force. One could probably develop the thesis that caste m India

IS a more involute and smoothly functioning Institution than it is in the United

States (except possibly in the pre-Qvil War slavery system), and therefore is less

dependent upon the use of the available direct and bare power. As Allison Davis

(1954) has pointed out, it is in those parts of the South where a substantial num-

ber of Negroes are economically better off than many whites, that is, where the

correlation of caste and economic rank is furthest from being congruent, that

force and violence arc most likely to be used by members of the white caste to

maintain their hegemony over the Negro caste. (Davis’s thesis could be expanded

to help explain x\hy, in the present-day South, racial conflict is more charac-

teristic of urban than of rural areas, for it is in the urban centers that the most

incongruities appear m the caste system.) This thesis is also in accord with San-

skntizaaon movements in India, w’hich seem to be successfully implemented only

by those castes whose economic position is discrepant with their ntual rank in

the hierarchy.

As in any civilization, occupational specialization is elaborated both in the

United States and in India, and in both countnes it is related to social class (but

more so in the Umted States) as well as to caste. These strands are difficult to

separate. Caste and occupation in the modem industrial and entrepreneurial sec-

tors of the Indian economy do not appear to be highly correlated (Morris, 1960,

1965), and in government semce law’s have been passed favoring previously un-

derrepresented castes. In rural India, caste and occupation are more highly cor-

related, occupations may be both presenbed and proscribed according to caste

affiliation. Almost all castes have a traditional occupation which their members
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mav or mav not follow ,
and some castes are simpU know n by their occupational

name (for example, Poner). Some occupations are the special prnilege of some

castes (for example, priestcraft) and others are too rituallv defiling to be per-

formed bx' an\ but the \crx low castes (for example, sweeping) Certain occu-

pations are open as primary or secondarx occupations to the members of man^'

castes (for example, agnculture), and other specialized artisan and serxice occu-

pations are the monopolies of members of the appropriate castes (for example,

oil pressing) In India the right to engage in some occupations is regarded as a

propert> right, to be defended against encroachment, some labor unions in the

United States treat occupational rights in the same wav, hut these unions most

certainlv arc not castes

The rural Indian sxstem of manx occupationalU specialized castes is possible

only in a rclatwelv sunple and stable economy where the occupations necessary

to the socictx 's continuance are limited in number and do not require a high

degree of technical skill For this reason the traditional Indian svstem of occu-

pational specialization b\ caste ceases to work m a complex modern industrial

economv This consequence of industrialism, and the logical consequences of a

dual-caste svstem, make occupational spiecialization bv castes impossible m the

United States.

Although the notion of “priMlcge” is much more firmh tied to low -status jobs

in India than in the United States, we find in both countries that routine, menial,

and degrading )obs tend to be filled by members of the lower castes. But this is

basical!) no different, except in staastical frequency . from a class sv stem m \\ hich

residual occupations are filled by members of the lower classes, whose position

m the class system is in turn partK demed from their performance of these jobs

In both socienes, the upper castes apparenth must exen or threaten force to get

the low er to perform their menial jobs, as is indicated b) the rapid social change
now seen in both societies as members of the lower castes mihtantly attempt to

shed these occupations (/or example, Cohn, 19SS, Harper, in press).

In the more tradmonallv onented segments of each societ)
,
certain types of

jobs are prohibited to the lower castes, not because of their prestige or lucralive-

ness but because of the authorin’ vested in them This is most clearly evident m
the American South, where most Negroes have menial, low prestige jobs for

which they receive minimal wages However, some few Negroes are high-status

professionals, but while Negroes mav become doctors, professors, lawyers, or

undertakers (onlv for other Negroes), every impediment is put in the way of

their becoming judges m courts of law, managers in retail stores employing white

clerks, or teachers in white schools Although some w hires mav accord respect in

a manner consistent with social class to a Negro minister or lawyer or professor,

the regnant caste status may be at any time invoked by the w hite, and thus re-

verse the flow of deference, making it consistent with the interactants’ respective

caste roles. Although prestigious high-status occupations are not entirely pro-

hibited to Negroes, occupational statuses that give an incumbent authority over
members of the higher caste tend to be prohibited to low -caste persons This bias
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explains the opposition of white southerners to Negroes’ occupying the lower

middle class job of policeman.

In both systems, the two cardinal sins are caste insubordinition and prohibited

marriages. Inequality is symbolized and reinforced by patterns of deference and

respect, and by social distance. Behavior symbolizing equality is tantamount to

insubordination. Social distance is expressed in both these societies by rules of

segregation regarding place of residence* and use of community facilities such as

barbers or barbershops, temples or churches, wells or drinking fountains. In India

untouchability is carried to a further extreme than in the United States, while

segregation in public facilities is carried to greater lengths m the United States.

As noted by Weber (1958, p. 397) “it has been impossible to introduce caste

coaches on the railroads [in India] in the fashion of the American railroad cars

or waiting rooms which segregate ‘White’ from ‘Black’ m the Southern States.”

Social distance is also expressed m both societies by rules governing commensality,

and in neither society may members of different castes freely interdine. In both,

an individual may be served by someone from a caste which he may not join for

a meal, in the United States, the upper caste person may have his food cooked

and served by the lower, while m India this order is reversed. In the United States

the concept of “sert'ice” by a subordinate is the ruling principle, while m India

the alternative principle of ritual punty takes precedence. In both societies, inter-

dming is symbolic of an equality which is not attuned to the hierarchical ranking

of castes.

In all these respects-pow’er, occupation, segregation, and commensality—the

caste systems of the two societies are broadly similar and can be interpreted as

extraordinarily rigid class systems, for all these features appear in less full-blown

form in class-stratiiied societies

RECRUITMENT
Caste systems have been similarly described as being composed of groups in

which “membership is hereditary and permanent” (Berreman, I960, p 120), as

groups in which membership is “ascribed on the basis of birth” and from which

“no change is possible because of personal qualities or achievements” (Wilbams,

1951, p. 89), as “closed social stratification” in w'hich “everyone, in normal cir-

cumstances, is born into one or another caste and stays in it for life” (Bailey,

1963, p. 109), or simply as “closed status groups” (Weber, 1958, p. 39). Certain

complexities arise w hen these statements are examined closely The most relevant

comparative questions we may ask are How' does an individual become a mem-
ber of a caste- Is any effort required of an individual to maintain caste member-

ship^ Is it possible for a person to lose his caste affiliation^ May caste affiliation be

changed’

3 In the traditional South, Negro servants often lived interspersed throughout white resi-

dential areas and residential integration was common Even m the modern South, residential

segregation does not seem to be as important as in northern cities As Ernest A T. Barth has
pointed out to me, this is true precisely because of the caste assumption that no Negro could
be a threat to the social position of any white
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In India, when parents belong to the same caste, children almost invariably

biUtcralK inherit their caste afhiiation. But, when Hindu parents who belong

to different castes have entered into a sociallv acceptable intercaste alliance (for

instance an hspergamous union with a spouse of an appropriate caste), several

different principles of descent may be used to determine the progeny’s caste. Be-

tween Nambudiri Brahmans and Nasars. and among the various Nayar castes, a

matnhneal pnnciple is used for ascribing caste to the progeny of hspergamous

unions, so that the child belongs to the mother's caste (Gough, 1962). Among

the patnhneal Patidars^ the opposite appears to be the case (Pocock, 1957). A

woman's children are added to her husband's descent group and thus are members

of their father’s caste These svsicms are not mirrot images, as in the Nayar situa-

tion the relam e social rank of the h\ pergamouslv allied castes docs not appear to

be affected by such unions, w hereas among the Patidars h> pergamous marriages

hate an equalizing effect each such marnage mat slightly dimmish the rank posi-

tion of the husband's caste and slightly enhance the rank posiDon of the ttife’s

caste, creating a fluid situation m which different families, lineages, or localized

\nllage segments may strive to be included m a higher caste or may be evpellcd

into a lower one A patrilineal pnnciple of asenbing status is also used in Swat,

but here true intercaste marnages are allowed, that is, both the hv pergamous and

hypogatnous t>‘P«5 are possible (Barth, 1960).

So far we have referred onl> to prescribed or permissible rapes of marriage

resulung in legitimate births, for which rules assigning caste affiliation to the off-

spring exist In all socieaes, however, some unions take place between proscribed

partners m defiance of customaiy or legal laws. Also, illegitimate births resulting

from premarital and adulterous relationships occur In all these instances, the off-

spnng must be given some status, no matter how nebulous or degraded, within

the socul system The licerafure on how this is accomplished in South Asia is

meager in the etiteme

Methods of social control in rural India are sufficiently effective to make illegiti-

mate intercaste common-law marriages infrequent occurrences. one tj’pe of

exception, the few participants in intercaste “marnages” I heard about in the

Malnad, where all castes arc stnctly endogamous, were regarded as men and

women of different castes who simply lived togerfver, not as marned couples.

Indeed, it would hav'e been impossible for these partners to have obtained either

pnests or guests for a wedding ceremony, and they were not sufficiently sophisti-

cated or motivated to think in terms of a civil marriage. 1 will first discuss the

exception.

Like many other veiy low castes in India, the two indigenous Untouchable

4 I prefer to conceptuiiize "Paadars” as a caste category (such as Oiamars or Okkaligas)
composed of numerous similar castes, rather than as a single caste (For another point of view
see Pocock, 1957 ) According to this mterpretatton, the caste (jiri) units are the Pandar’s
ranked “marnage circles,’’ which are idcall> endogamous but which under some circum
stances permit hypergamous marriages WTth other castes in their caste cacegoiy , and occa
sionally outside of it. It is wonh nonng that m the Paadar castes, or marnage circles, if a
family contracts an hypergamous numage it is subject to a fine, but the fine is less for the
family that mames a daughter ‘‘op” than for die family that mames a son “down ”
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castes in the Malnad, but no other castes, recruit by initiation as well as by birth.

I have fragmentary case histories on several individuals, both Brahman and non-

Brahman, who have applied for and gained admission into an Untouchable caste.

In all these instances the initiate also married an Untouchable. I do not know

whether an apphcation for membership from a married couple belonging to

another caste or castes would be favorably received. Similarly, the case histories

reported by Fuchs in which non-Balahis were taken into the Untouchable Balahi

caste also involved marriage with a male or female Balahi (Fuchs, 1950, pp. 18-19).

Higher caste individuals who are motivated to enter a low caste are generally in

some difficulty within their own caste, if indeed not already excommunicated. If

one party in this intercaste marriage is already a birthright member of the lower

caste which allows admission, and the other party changes his or her caste affilia-

tion to that of the spouse, the situation is not technically an intercaste marriage,

and the caste affiliation of children resulting from this marriage is bilaterally

ascribed.

Of the few stable intercaste unions for which I have some information, chil-

dren were not produced, and in each there were rumors of abortions. With the

possible exception of the instance of a Havik Brahman and his Maleru concubine,

children of these prohibited unions could not have been accepted as members of

either parent’s caste, even if the parents were not socially boycotted and thus

incapable of passing on their caste affiliations. Should concubinage have become

institutionalized in this area it would undoubtedly have involved only males of

one or two wealthy castes and women of a few lower castes. In this event it is

probable that a new caste or castes would have been formed for the descendants

of these unions, as has happened in Ra;putana (Karve, 1951, p. 15). Even in re-

gions which have institutionalized concubinage, it is likely that situauons could

arise in which common-Iaw' marriage or concubinage could take place between

members of castes which prohibited such alliances and for which there would be

neither a third caste for the children to enter nor a way to incorporate them into

either of their parents’ castes.

Provided the parents were permitted to remain in the village, the child of a

prohibited intercaste alliance in India could (1) emigrate from the area, (2) re-

main in the region where his ancestry was knowm but join an Untouchable caste,

or (3) remain in the region and become a truly marginal man—an individual with-

out caste affiliation. In the cases of either (1) or (3) and in the unlikely event that

such a person could obtain a spouse, the choice would be to perpetuate the anom-

alous situation by having children or to resort to birth-prevention techniques.

While it is sometimes possible for a couple from two indigenous castes proscrib-

ing intercaste marriage to live together and remain m a village in the Malnad, I

would speculate that their chances of having a tolerable existence w ould be much
more remote should they attempt to raise a family.

Illegirimacy resulting from premantal sexual relations also raises problems.

Among non-Brahman castes in the Malnad, when an unmarried girl becomes
pregnant (an infrequent occurrence), either the matter is hushed up and the girl
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married as if she ere not pregnant or a husband for her and pater for her child

from her o\\ n caste is eventually found by the sobcastc’ headman, and the child s

caste is then bilaterally ascribed. But here the presumption is that the genitor s

caste IS the same or higher than the mother’s. If it w ere “publicly prov ed ’ that

the unwed mother’s pregnancy was caused by a lo'ver-caste man, I simply do not

know what would happen to the mother’s and bastard's caste affiliation, as I have

no case histones to guide my analras In the Malnad it appears that such situa-

tions could not arise unless, as is quite unhkeK', the unw ed pregnant girl should

choose to admit her hypogamous fornication What usually happens, instead, is

that in the final analysis evidence of such misdoing never seems to be proved, a

ficuon of innocence is maintained, and the mother and child remain in the moth-

er’s natal caste. If the girl flagrantly lived w'lth an Untouchable she would be

boycotted (socially isolated) by members of her own caste but could join the

Untouchable caste and legally marr>’. If the loser with whom she openly lived

was of a caste lower than hers, but one that did not give entrance to applicants

from other castes, both w ould undoubtedly be bo> cotted and their children w ould

bilaterally acquire their lack of caste affiliation.

Among Havik Brahmans, illegitimate births were said to have been previouslv

nonexistent, as a result of the mandarorv* rule that a girl must marrv before

puberty, a rule now changing under the influence of legislation The only in-

stance known to my informants took place in a neighboring village, and, after

an unsuccessful attempt was made to force the accused genitor to take her as his

second wife, several young Havik males from the more progressive South Kanara

area boldly offered to marry her Although these events were concluded after we
left India, I suspect that the child will be regarded as an Havik, but stigmatized

m the eyes of less liberal members of the communitv Had the genitor been indis-

putably and publiclv proved to be a non-Brahman, I suspect there would have

been no altemauv e but to outcaste the mother.

Intercaste adultery among all castes m the Malnad seems to be handled b>

methods other than outcasting, and children belong to the caste of their mother

and her legal husband Although Haviks say thev would outcaste a woman who
was publicl) proven to have committed adulterv with a non-Brahman, thev could

supply no case histones of such events The few rumors of intercastc adultery

committed bv Hav'ik women that were reported to me were classed by other

informants as malicious and unfounded gossip, misconception of events, or true

but neither admitted nor "proved ” That outcasting for adulterv does not occur

IS more probably due to the fact that public evposure w ould bring discredit to

the entire caste and, for reasons of status honor, would compel representatives

of the caste to mete out punishment of a more sev'ere nature than the community
apparentlv would feel warranted, than a complete absence of adulterous relation-

ships

One other situation does sometimes arise among Brahmans but in no other

castes of the area, widows may not remarrv". Occasionallv
, a Havik Brahman

S. Following Gibn (1959) I use the term “subcastc" for die localized (village, hamlet, or
ward) segment of a caste, which genecaUg has a political structure
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widow gives birth to a child long enough after her husband’s death to make it

obvious that he was not the genitor. At the time of parturition, “public proof”

is incontravertible and the Havik mother is punished by being outcasted. Her

legitimate children remain Haviks who inhent their father’s property, and the

illegitimate child becomes a member of the iMaleru caste, a relatively high but

numerically small status group composed solely of illegitimate children of Havik

u'ido%s s and the descendants of such children. Again, I do not have data on the

caste affiliation of these children should their gemtor be publicly proved to be a

non-Brahman.

Another partial case history’ is of interest here. A powerful and wealthy Rajput

moneylender in a sillage in Chhato^rh District in Madhya Pradesh had a male

child by his Shudra maid sen'ant. The child was raised by his legitimate wife, by

whom he already had children. The maid continued to work for him but spent

the nights in her own hamlet. The father claimed that the illegitimate boy was

his son bi* his legitimate wife, although members of the commumrt' knew- this to

be untrue. Knowledge of this case historj’, supplied to me by Pumima Smha

(personal communication), ends when the boy was ten years old, so it is impos-

sible to tell whether or not the father was able to make good his claim that this

boy \N-as a Rajput. The crucial test w ould come at the time of the bo>'’s rtpanjyaiia

and marnagc. E.\trapolating from my personal knowledge of social relations m
the Malnad, I can well imagine that the father might be able to import Brahmans

from neighboring regions to perform these ceremonies, and even that the priests

would continue them if informed of the true state of affairs, replying that they

were acting on the onU formal knowledge they had. their patron’s statement.

Furthermore, it even seems to me possible that a Rajput bnde for the boy could

be obtained from a remote village. However, a necessary ingredient for the suc-

cessful completion of this deceit would probably be a wealths father who was a

patron and a man of influence. In analyzing this case h\ pothetically, I ha\e uti-

lized the approach that appears to me to be most frequently used in avoiding the

problem of assigning caste affiliation w hen there are absolutely no rules to cover

an unlikely contingency, that is, ignoring social facts in fas or of convenient fic-

tions, even when the real facts are commonly known. Only if the facts become
publicly known and formally proved do they become relevant, and “proof” of

cardinal sins is difficult to obtain.

In summary , the methods used in India to create boundaries around castes ap-

pear to be.

(1) To require endogamous marriages and to affiliate children bilaterally to the

caste of their iniual and/or adoptne pater and mater.

(2) To permit couples who belong to certain specific different castes to con-

tract marriages or form recognized alliances and affiliate any resulnng children

to the caste of either their mater or their pater through one or the other pnnciple

of umhnea! descent; or, if the child is not granted membership bi either its mater's

or Its pater's castes and yet the type of intercaste alliance that brought it into

existence is common, to affiliate the child to a third caste created for such a con-

tingency.
,
different from that of either its mater or its pater.
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(3) If an unmarried woman of marriageable status becomes pregnant and the

genitor is presumed to be of her caste or a caste recognized by members of her

caste as higher than their own, her child is affiliated to her caste. (In this eventu-

ality the woman is often appropriately marned before her child is born.)

(4) If a woman of unmarriageable status (for example, a widow) Decomes

pregnant and the genitor is presumed to be of her caste or a caste recognized by

members of her caste as higher than her own, her child may enter a caste different

from Its mother’s, one specially created for such a contingency.

(5) Children derived from other possible combinations of publicly known in-

tercaste unchastity are generally without caste affiliation Their anomalous status

IS difficult, for they must live in a society in which all individuals are assumed to

belong to a caste The difficulties inherent m such births undoubtedly help to re-

duce the likelihood of their occurrence and to expUin why they are often publicly

overlooked when they do occur. The resulting individuals arc without caste affili-

ation simply because the citcumstances that brought them into being are so rare

that other persons with a similar background with whom they could )oin to form

a caste do not exist m their local region

The basis for caste ascription in the southern United States is both more simple

and more complex In the United States, where both hypergamy and hypogamy

are socially disapproved and sometimes legally prohibited, caste is bilaterally as-

cribed Bounded strata are supposed to be visibly identifiable, but as this is not

always the case, caste ascription is made according to culturally recognized prin-

ciples of descent. It is when "race" and the most commonly presumed principles

of descent are not congruent that complexities begin to arise in the system.

Skin color is evaluated in both countries In India, light skin is a mark of beauty

and may enhance the desirability of a bride or groom in the marriage market

Also, there appears to be some statistical correlation m any given region m India

between the rank of a caste and the average degree of lightness or darkness of

skin color of its members, but the range of variation within a caste is often so

great that skin color by itself can seldom indicate much about an individual’s spe-

cific caste affiliation. Skin color is not used as a basis for assigning caste affiliation

—an extraordinarily dark Brahman does not become a Shudra any more than an

extraordinarily light Untouchable becomes a Shudra. Race in the United States

may identify an individual’s caste regardless of dress, demeanor, or dialect,®

whereas in India these cultural criteria are used to identify a stranger’s back-

ground

In the same way that the American kinship system is presumptively organized

around a biological model which it does not in fact follow (examples of devia-

tion being adoption or the distinction between genitor and pater), the American

caste system presumes a biological model which is not always in accord with

reality. Caste in the United States is popularly viewed racially. A member of the

Negro caste is customarily thought of as an individual who has any known or

presumed “Negro blood,” even though in such small quantity as not to be pheno-

6 This would not necessarily apply to an African visitor to the United States
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typically expressed; this folk taxonomy approximates the legal definition in the

laws of most southern states. Given this definition, the question of who is and
who is not a member of the white or Negro caste is sometimes difficult to answer.

To underetand the American caste system we need to start tvith the assumption

that there were initially two physically identifiable “races” and that belonging to

one or the other of these was the prime basis for ascribing caste, only then can

we analyze caste recruitment in rerms of descent. The Amencan ideal-type caste

system is thought to be composed of two racially differentiated and endogamous
groups, and children resulting from these marriages bilaterally inherit their caste

affiliation. Nonendogamous marriages go against customary law and sometimes

statutory law; extralegal hypergamous alliances are permitted but not approved,

and the rule for this contingency is that the children resulong from these unions

belong to the mother’s caste. As long as the “race" of all individuals is physically

identifiable, and as long as the rule that marriages should not cut across caste

boundaries is observed, the congruence of “race” and rules of descent combine
to form a caste system of relatively bttle complexity. But when hypergamous

alliances are permissible and children are assigned caste affiliation under the contin-

gency rule, the unanticipated latent consequence is to create eventually a situation

where some individuals’ caste affiliaaon is no longer unambiguously identifiable

from their physical features.

Although in the modern southern United States it is said that endogamy should

prevail in all sexual relations, deviations from the rules prohibiting mtercaste pre-

mantal, marital, and excramarical sexual relations do take place, and methods of

ascribing caste affiliation to resulting progeny do exist. The approi'ed method for

ascribing the caste affiliation of children resulting from hypergamous and hypog-
amous intercaste sexual relations is simply to assign the child to the status group

of the lower-ranking parent, even chough it may “look” like a member of the

higher status group. But in order for this comparatively simple rule of caste as-

cription to Work, the presumed genitor sometimes must be also the real genitor,

and the mater must be the same as the presumed gcnitrix. The following cases

exemplify this. (1) a secret premarital hypogamous alliance results m the preg-

nancy of a white woman, in the absence of contrary facts the genitor might be

presumed to be white and the expected child prematurely assigned to the white

caste, but thb “fact” would be abandoned in the face of sufficient evidence (a

“black baby”); the basurd would then be assigned to the caste of its newly pre-

sumed genitor rather than its previously presumed genitor. (2) The critical case

is that of hypogamous adultery. A white woman married within her own caste

engages in an intercaste adulterous affair known only to the participating parties

and gives binh to a child fathered by her lover. The child would, if it showed
sufficient identifying features, belong ro a caste different from that of its mater

Or pater: it would belong to the caste of its newly presumed genitor rather than

its previously presumed genitor. (3) A woman of white caste marries a man of

white caste who had previously been married to a woman of Negro caste by
whom he had had children who arc then adopted by his white wife. In this in-

stance, the caste of the children is determined by their genitrix; their caste would
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be different from that of their mater, pater, and genitor, their caste affiliation

having been inherited from their genitnx. Again, if a woman of white caste who

had previously had children whose presumed genitor was white married a person

sociologically defined as being of the Negro caste who became her children s

pater, the children would remain white and be of the same caste as their presumed

genitor but of a higher caste than their pater. However, children subsequently

born to this woman while she was married to or living with her Negro husband

would be Negro as long as he ^vas the presumed genitor even though their actual

genitor might be of the white caste *

The principle for caste affiliation in the United States is, then, that the child is

assigned to the lowest caste believed to be applicable to either its presumed gen-

itnx or Its presumed genitor, regardless of the caste of its mater or pater.

If we systematically examine the various contingencies under w hich caste affili-

ation might be assigned in the United States, w'e find a number of possibilities,

the vast majority of which lead to assigning a child to the Negro caste.

1 If customary norms are follow-ed, marriage and sexual relations are restricted

to individuals of the same caste In the case of marriage, children are of the same

caste as their mater, pater, genitnx, and genitor, or, m the case of a premarital

alliance, they are of the same caste as their mater, genimx, and presumed gen-

itor. (In this and the folloxving diagram = svmbohzes sexual activity resulting m
progeny, whether or not legitimized by marriage.)

2 The most straightforward deviation from this norm is miscegenation If the

couple IS married, the children belong to the status group of their mater-gcmtrix

or pater-gcnitor, whichever is lower If the children result from a premarital alli-

ance, they belong to the status group of the mater-genitrix or that of the pre-

sumed genitor, whichever is lower

O

7 In many instances, we have considered cases in which the social status of a member of
the white caste is lower, in the eyes of both whites and Negroes, than that of members of
the Negro caste Although these individuab may be despised, socially boycotted, or called
“nigger lovers, they remain members of the white caste A rough ranltmg of social stamses
in this hierarchy might go as follows whites who act as whites should, Negroes who act as

Negroes should, “uppity niggers’*, and “renegade whites" As was pointed out to me by
John Atkins, a similar hierarchy exists in the way we classify the sexes males who act as
males, females who act as females, lesbians, and homosexuals But in the same way that a
renegade white remains within the white caste, althougb he is considered to be of lower status
than a Negro, a homosexual is still regarded as a male, although contemptuously so by many
Amencans It is precisely because the highest status positions have the most “social honor” to
lose that those who repudiate the way of life most ssnitbolic of such positions are so heavily
punished
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or, more simply diagrammed, using a square to denote either a male or a female,

=
i

3- In the event of adulterous relationships (symbolized b\ x), the resulting

progeny belong to the status group of their lower-ranking presumed genitor or

gemtrix, and not to the status group of this individual's spouse if the spouse’s

caste differs from that of the presumed genitor or genitnx. (Here and below the

symbol = signifies cohabitation or marriage.)

A=0XA a=®xA
i 4 i

(depending upon

physical features)

A»OxA AsOxA AsSxA
i 4 I ^

4. In the event of secondary marriages, children from either marriage are as-

signed to the status group of the lower-ranking presumed genitor or gcnitrix,

their siblings may belong to a different caste. As in one of the contingencies un-

der adulterous relationships, ic is possible for children to belong to a caste different

from that of both their mater and pater. symbolizes “divorced,” “widowed,”

or “separated,” and = symbolizes a secondary marriage.)

m,m^m
^ 11 W 11
5. In the event of an adoption (symbolized by a broken line), a child takes the

caste of Its low est presumed genitor or genitrix rather than that of its new ly ac-

quired pater and mater, and thus a child may again be of a caste different from

that of either of its parents. Some of the examples, for instance that of a Negro
couple adopting a white child, are h}’pothedcal for the southern United States.
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The rules of caste ascription are sociological rather than biological in both the

United States and India. But in India matrilineal and patrilineal principles may be

used in addition to bilateral ascription, and children may belong to a caste dif-

ferent from that of their pater, mater, genitor, or genitrix (as is possible in a

multicaste system but not in the United States, insofar as the United States is

beheved to have a dual caste system in which all individuals belong to one or the

other caste). In the United States, the only alternative to bilateral caste ascription

is to place the child in the caste of the lowest-ranking person who could have

been its genitor or genitrix. Correct application of the respective rules of descent

may be more precisely implemented in the United States than in India, racial

features may give a sharper criterion for applying the sociological rules of caste

ascription than is available to a society in which caste membership and physical

features are not so highly correlated.

While in the United States caste membership is believed to be permanent—it

can be changed only by illegitimate means—m many Indian castes it is a privilege

which may be withdrawn by one’s fellow castemen. In South India an offender

against caste honor may be boycotted by denying to him the privilege of inter-

acting socially, ritually, and economically with other members of his caste. How-
ever, if the boycotted individual reforms and apologizes there generally exists a

ceremonial means by which he may be reinstated to full caste ritual status. Boy-

cotting, then, may become permanent, but only if the person who has violated

sacred caste norms is unwilling to make restitution. Although among Havik

Brahmans this temporary mechanism of social control (boycotting) is used, for

the greatest “sins” true ouccascing—permanent and irrevocable expulsion of the

offender-may be applied. In an outcasting ceremony the individual’s death rites

are prematurely performed and his kinship aes are symbolically declared null and

void. This conception of ceremonial outcasting docs not fit the Amencan scene

anv more than does the idea that some castes allow outsiders to join their ranks

officially. In the Malnad, a Brahman may marry an Untouchable and become an

Untouchable, whereas a man of white caste in the southern United States who
marries a woman of the Negro caste may be socially ostracized but remains a

renegade white who has married a Negro, only his wife’s children become mem-
bers of the Negro caste, not he.

In the United States there is a functional equivalent to being without caste in

India. This is true because the United States docs in fact have a multicaste system,

although it IS popularly conceived of as being composed of only two castes. Scat-

tered throughout parts of the South and southeastern seaboard are numerous

pockets of peoples who have mixed Indian, white, and Negro ancestry, graph-

icaUy portrayed by Berry (1963), who are not classed as Indians by the govern-

mental agencies that deal with Indian affairs, by Indians whose claim to this status

IS not in dispute, or by the local white populations. These marginal enclaves,

known by such names as Brass Ankles, Lumbees, and Red Legs, refuse to identify

themselves with Negroes, and are refused full white status by the locally domi-
nant white populations. However, these “outcastes” form a social group and thus
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differ from those scattered individuals in India who do not form a viable social

unit and are therefore without caste affiliation.

KINSHIP

Castes in India are sometimes said to be actual or potential kinship units, or it

has been said that, although economic ties cut across caste lines, kinship relations

exist only within a caste (Kar\’e, 1961, p. 17). These statements apply fairly well

to caste as it conventionally operates in both countries, but do not take account

of special circumstances In India h>'pergamous intercaste unions are exceptions

to this generalization, since in such cases a child’s matrilineal kinsmen are of a

different caste than his patrilineal kinsmen.

Another Indian exception is exemplified by the case of an Havik widow who

was outcasted after giving birth to an illegitimate child and was thus u-ithout

caste affiliation herself. Her illcgirimatc child, however, entered the Maleru caste

(which might be described as a degraded Brahman caste, composed solely of

illegitimate children bom to Havik widows and their descendants). Her legiti-

mate children and natal kinsmen remained Haviks.

There are few comparable situations in the United States. One possible exam-

ple IS the fact that according to the consonioon of South Carobna, an indmdual

whose ancestrj’ is one-eighth or less Negro is legally white (Berr>% 1963, p. 119).

To take the h>*pothetical «ampie of an ego whose mother was “clear white" and

w’hose father was one-eighth Negro and legaUy white, it would then be possible

for ego’s father’s father, say, to be three-fourths white, and thus legally Negro.

Nevertheless, I seriously doubt if local conunumt>’ norms for assigning caste affil-

iation would agree with this legalistic approach.

Other examples, although probably found only in the northern United States,

involve half-siblings. For instance, a couple of one caste could adopt children of

both castes, or a person of one caste could niarr>' a person of the other caste and

have children, but subsequently many a person of his own caste and produce

more children.

SOQAL MOBILl-n'

Although the caste sj’stcms in both societies have been accompanied by an

ideologj- that caste rank is immutable and a philosophy that harmony and justice

result from acceptance of the ideal-tjTJC s>-stem, nevertheless attempts at upward
social mobiJin," have been a persistent feature of both societies. Upward social

mobibn' may be attempted by a caste, a family, or an individual. The tj-pe of

soaal mobibn,' most often encountered in India is for the whole caste, or a seg-

ment of a caste, to claim higher rank than they had been previously accorded
and to justify this claim by creating a mjthologj’ that the rank they aspire to

was theirs in the distant past and they are merely attempting to recapture hat

b rightfully theirs (for example, Rowe, in press). At the same time they also

manipulate rebgious and cultural symbols which they identify as connoting a
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higher-status way of life in order to validate ritually their pretended rank (Srin-

ivas, 1955) Although much more frcqaenily attempted than achieved, social mo-

bility of a whole caste is possible over several generations, but, as many social

analvsts have pointed out, this strategy does not seem to be successful unless the

caste also effects a rise in its economic status (for example, Gould, 1961, Pocock,

1957, Srimvas, 1955)

Caste mobility movements in the United States have been of a much more rev-

olutionary nature in that they have attacked the caste system itself; their aim has

been the total destruction of caste in favor of a merging of the separate class

systems w ithin each caste. Negroes m the United States do not generally attempt

to “Sanskntize" their caste customs by emulating those of the higher caste, al-

though they do attempt, as do whites, to appropriate the symbols of the higher

classes they aspire t;o enter. When castes m India attempt to be socially-mobile,

they, in effect, support the system of caste but question their place m its hier-

archy In India, the rationale used to legitimize the desired change m the system

of stratification is based upon the traditional philosophy that supports societal

unitv through caste separateness and caste inequality, w-hile m the United States

the rcvolutionarv philosophy is drawn from the ideology of democracy and egal-

itarianism which lauds revi’ardmg individual achievement without consideration

of ascribed statuses In India the aim of a caste’s social mobility movement is to

surpass in the hierarchy some previously higher caste or castes, in the United

States the aim is to gam equality by doing away with caste distinctions.®

Both s> stems of caste have recently been under direct and persistent attack by

the governments of the respective countries These legislative bodies have at-

tempted to undermine the principle of caste by doing aw'av with privileges as-

cribed soleh by caste But in India this legal action does not have the same mass

support as in the United States and is certainly not the aim of the majority of

members of even the lower castes living in rural areas

In the best oiled social systems there are bound to be some flaws Although

both caste systems assign membership at birth, it is possible in both societies for

an adult to make good a claim of false caste identity When upward individual

caste mobility takes place in either countrv, the means must be illegitimate

Downward individual caste mobility, in the form of outcasting or joining a

lower caste, can be legitimate in India, while m the United States it is always

illegitimate, but neither heavily punished nor easily detected

“Passing” in the United States is open to those who are socially defined as Ne-

groes but w ho do not exhibit physical features which identify them as belonging

to that status group To pass permanently', the individual must move from the

community in which he is known Those who fulfill both these requirements—

phy'sica! indiscinguishabihty and altered residence—can then make the choice of

being Negro or white Although passmg is generally accompanied by stress and

8 This docs not apply to the Black Muslims, whose goal is to gain equality through sep-
arateness The Black Muslim philosophy appears to be a reacnon to the failure to obtain this

end by conventional means
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insecurity from having to reject kin and kith, partially or fully, and from the

fear of being detected, the re\\ards are e\idently sufficiently great to^ morivate

many Negroes to become white. Although social class affiliation

to be changed, a fair amount of learning of a new subculture—a rt^’^ife'stj’^'-,,^

(Frazier, 1957, Davis, Gardner, and Gardner, 1941), new uays oj^raisirig children '^1

(Davis and Havighurst, 1953), a new tj’pe of familv structure (Fra‘zie^Ql^3^Jb fs .

)

well as new forms of speech (Pederson, 1964) and new meanmas a common
Enclish vocabulary CBarth. 196D—must take niace. Nevertheles^ipA miire dos- ^C'English vocabulary (Barth, 1961)—must take place. Nevertheles^P^ quite pos- 'Q
sible that the amount of change is no more, and possibly less, tn^ti^ whrCIi^'''

many socially mobile whites and Negroes undergo u hen thej chan^

affiliation. But given the nature of American society, the stranger who enters a

new social group and learns the new subcultural patterns has a good chance of

starting a new life and even obtaining a spouse from the caste u hich he illegiti-

mately entered.
f & ^"*2

Passing in India is open to nearly everyone m the sense that caste affiliation is

not readily visible in physical features, and yet it is probably less frequent than

in the United States. The difficulty in passing dcnves not from denying member-

ship in one’s birthright caste but from making good one’s claim to belong to a

caste of which one is not legitimately a member.

In the Alalnad some artisans and unskilled laborers from other regions, regions

which contain locally unknown castes, often temporarily, sometimes permanently,

reside in a Malnad village. The ties these individuals hate to indigenous members

of the community tend to be economic rather than social. The caste status of

these outsiders is considered by village members to be relatively unimportant,

and any reasonable caste affiliation claimed by them may go unquestioned. Should

they be outcastes, children of illegiamate intercaste unions, or even Untouchables

claiming to be something else, their marginal position in the village Mould make
this fact somewhat irrelevant. They could reside in the village without being a

threat to the local standards of intercaste morality. The farther awa\ they uere

from their home region, the less likely would it be that their trickery would be

detected and that they would be treated in a significantly different manner should

vi becowfi. wicval telawons, at

marital, would be rejected under any circumstances The same case of passing in

this way w ould probably be true in urban centers. But in either case the price is

social isolation—the same price as is paid by many Indians w ho make no pretense

about their background but who leave their local area in search of employment.

Untouchables who move into the white collar sector of the urban Indian so-

ciety are more likely to try to hide their caste identitv', to attempt to treat the

question as if it were irrelevant, than to claim a false caste affiliation (Isaacs, 1965)

This IS quite the opposite of passing in the United States, where by hiding their

ancestry Negroes almost automatically claim to be white. Practical considerations

rather than a morality against deceit probablv explain these varjnng modes of

coping with similar problems, for should an Untouchable employed m a business

or government bureaucracy meet a legitimate member of the caste (ji«) m which
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he falselv claimed member^p, a not unlikely e%'ent, he w ould be all too easily

eiposei

Passine in India sv ould. as in the United States, mean breaking ties kin and

lirh but It uould mean doing so in a sodetj' where social support from kinsmen

and fellow castemen is customatT,-, and where new inomate socbl relations with

neighbors and associates w ho are not also fcUoss- castemen are more dificuJc for

adults to form, in other w ordi. the pnee might w ell be higher than in the United

States, w here supportive social ties sometimes are fairly easilv formed in a new

communin' In India it is unlikely that the claim of the passing individual to be

a member of a specific caste not leginmatelv his would be accepted without ques-

tion, and his chance of manying or finding spouses for his children in a falsely

claimed caste is remote.

Both socienes contain individuals who believe m the irrelevancy of caste. These

people, who belong to social circles which now have political influence, reject

the ideolog\ backing up their societies’ caste ss'siems, they function m a social

world m which intercaste mamages are possible, and their ethos does not see

caste dtsuacnoas as a propier way for sorang human beings mco groups of differ-

ing worth.

RELIGION

The caste s^stem in India is sometimes said to be comprehensible only when
viewed against the rebgious matru of Hinduism. If this is taken to mean that the

Indian caste svsteci could not develop or operate wathoot its philosophical or re-

Lgious props, several difficuloes arise. First, such a new does not explain the

existence of essenoaUs similar svstems of straaficaaon w ithm non-Hmdu groups

on the Indian subconanent, this diScultv, however, could probabh be resolved

b\ demonsmtmg that chose beliefs of Hindus most relevant to the caste st'stem

are also held, to some degree, by simibrlj stratified non-Hindu groups, such as

Chnsnans and Muslims.

Second, and of far greater importance, is the quesaon of which came first, the

caste s\-5tem or the phi!o<<»phica! pnnciples upon w hich it is based. I must admit

1 am among those who assume that a socien's philosophical jusnfications for an

cipknanon of its social institutions are more hkeh to be formulated as rationali-

zations of self-interest than to be developed first by pure philosophers and then

to influence the form chat the soaen'’s social msdeuDons take. Certain aspects of

Hinduism most ctrtainlv do support a caste ssstem, but other strands of Hmdu
philosophy can be used equally well to negate the mstirution, just as in the United

States Christian doctrines have been used both to justify and to condemn the caste

svstetn To say that caste m India rests upon and has developed out of religion

IS to be one-sided if not faibcious, but it approvimates the truth to say that a

religio-phiJosophical rationale develops around any important social institution

and that this ranonale m turn becomes a revered or sacred doctrine w hich is then

mterpreted by self-interest groups to support their desires to effect or to prevent

social change
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CONCLUSIONS

Although the systems of caste in the United States and in India are similar in

a great many respects, in two features—the importance of “race” and the number

of castes which compose the respective systems—they differ fundamentally, and

from these differences others follow.

Both countries have rules for affiliating the newly bom to a caste. Various

castes in India have matrilineal or patrilineal descent groups and thus have avail-

able to them principles of descent for ascribing caste affiliation not possible in the

bilateral kinship system of the United States. “Race” is more relevant to caste in

the United States than in India, and in the United States race may give silent

physical evidence that allows sociological principles of caste ascription to be used

with more precision than would otherwise be possible. But in the United States

caste is not solely “race,” as is most clearly exemplified by the fact that a member

of the Negro caste may have members of the white caste as his actual genitor

and genitrix, so long as his presumed genitor is Negro, as in

A £ O X A

Multiple castes make possible (but do not determine) the occupational speci-

ficity of caste in India; the dual cast^system of the United Stares precludes the

development of a system in which hereditary occupational specialization takes

place along caste lines. The multicaste system allows castes (jati) to be small and

localized and thus to have a greater degree of uniformity of customs within a

caste than would be likely in a dual-caste system. A dual-caste system in a large-

scale society facilitates the differentiation of social classes within the castes. The
existence of small and somewhat homogeneous castes in India helps to prevent an

individual from making good a falsely claimed caste identity, since proof of caste

affiliation through kinship ties or mutual acquaintance is generally a prerequisite

to fuii acceptance as a caste member or to a marriage affiance.

In both countries there are small localized caste-segments within which effec-

tive methods of social control exist and from which an individual may gain most

of his social succor. Once an individual in the United States leaves the local com-
munity in which his social history is known, he docs not have to prove member-
ship in order to move into another localized and socially supportive segment of

his caste or into that area of American society which is more impersonal and

where intimate social support is less crucial to his welfare. This is not true of a

society predominantly composed of “enforceably exclusive” small groups, each

within a caste which has boundaries that close it effectively to illegitimate en-

trance. In this latter type of system, sooal boycott and outcasting become severe

forms of punishment. It is precisely because these forms of punishment are so

effective in Hindu society that they are used so judiciously; individuals are moti-
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vated to punish in less drastic ways breaches of rules by their kinsmen, friends,

neighbors, and fellow castemen. When caste members feel that some rules are so

important to their caste honor that the violation of those rules must be punished

by complete ostracism, their only choices are either to mete out such punishment

or formally to ignore the informally knowti facts and declare the defendant inno-

cent. Outcasting in the United States would not have the same effectiveness, as

those social needs that are met often only within a localized exclusive segment

of a caste in India are in the United States generally met by other similar but

nonexclusive social segments of a caste. This also explains why in the United

States circumstances do not arise which w’ould make it necessary for adults legit-

imately to change ihcir caste affiliation and why such a change is possible in India.

In the United States the lack of numerous small bounded strata within which

social relationships are personalized means that other methods, such as the pre-

sumed correlation between caste and “race,” have to be employed to prevent

illegitimate changes in caste affiliation. Also, distinctive physical features that

usually identify caste membership make more effective the enforcement of pre-

scriptive and proscriptive rules regulating intercastc interaction and social dis-

tance when individuals move outside the local region in which they are personally

known than is possible within an Indian social class in an urban setting

Perhaps the simplest manner m which caste may be defined so as to be appli-

cable to both the United States and India is to say that it is a t>'pe of social strati-

fication system in which all members of a society, regardless of age. sex, lineage,

education, wealth, or political position, are clearly assigned to one or another

bounded social stratum, intaally through rules of descent. “Bounded” refers to a

system m which each individual must belong to one and to only one such group

“Qearly assigned” means that there must exist a cultural rule that caste member-

ship is based upon a “this-or-that” principle—individuals must classify themselves

as do other members of the society who know their social history. Social stratifi-

cation implies a hierarchy and specifies that at the mimmum the society must be

divided into two groups. By stating that caste affibation is initially assigned

through rules of descent we imply that some change, legitimate (India) or ille-

gitunate (India and the Umted States), in caste membership may be made after

onginal assignment

The most widely used mechanism for maintaining caste boundanes, and the

one most charactenstic of India and the United States, is a prescriptive rule which

confines marnage to partners from within the caste A rule of preferential endog-

amy would not distinguish castes from social classes and ethnic groups However,

endogamy itself is not always prescribed in a caste sj’stcm, instead, rules may
exist, as in parts of India, that allow intercastc marriages to take place w ith cer-

tain specified other castes, under certam conditions, as in the case of hypergamy
For caste boundanes to be maintained there must exist rules for status group

assignment of any individual bom into the society, whether or not the particular

union which brought him into existence wras in accord with or in defiance of the

society’s prescribed marriage rules. How* then are these rules enforced when
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members of one caste have frequent contact with those who may or may not

belong to their own caste?

It is doubtful if a simple “ethic of casteism,” internally inculcated in the indi-

vidual, would be sufficient to maintain boundaries around all castes in a society

which is sufficiently large and complex so that every individual does not personally

know every other individual and cannot easily find out the social history of any

person svith whom he has social contact during the course of a normal life. Even

if an “ethic of casteism” were combined with a system in U'hich each caste main-

tained its cultural identity by having distinctive customs, dress, and dialect, it is

doubtful if this would be suffiaenc to maintain caste boundaries, especially if the

rewards of belonging to a higher caste were great enough to motivate those who
belonged to a lower caste to attempt to be upwardly mobile. The end result

would probably be ethnic groups in a plural society, or a social class system, in

which boundaries were imperfectly maintained over any length of time.

One method for maintaining boundaries is to base caste identity upon physical

features. This method can be used in large, complex, and anonymous societies

(but only in those which have the additional prerequisite of being divided into

two or more physically identifiable groups). In this event, there need not be cul-

tural differences between castes, as every stranger’s caste is, in theory, identifiable,

and appropriate intercaste and intracaste behavior can be brought into play m
each interactional situation. In the long run such a caste system is inherently un-

stable, as the inevitable licit or illicit gene-flow from one caste to another under-

mines its foundation by producing some individuals whose caste affiliation cannot

be accurately determined by their physical features, as may have happened in

ancient India. A sufficient amount of geneac mixing would, tpso facto, make im-

possible the perpetuation of a caste system based solely upon “race.”

Finally, if neither physical features nor cultural uniqueness are available to

identify a stranger’s caste affiliation in a complex society, the only other practi-

cal means for maintaining caste boundaries is ro trace ties through kinsmen and

known fellow caste members. Such a caste system is facilitated by dividing the

society into a proportionately large number of small castes, as happens m many

parts of India, but this is not a prerequisite for its continuance. In a complex so-

ciety in which many social and/or economic contacts take place with individuals

whose claimed caste cannot be readily substantiated, each caste must make a dis-

tinction between inviolable norms of intercaste behavior and secondary norms,

creaung a system such that if the secondary norms are broken the consequences

are not irreparable, and such that there is little or no chance of anyone’s breaking

the primary ones. Inviolable norms must include those that deal directly with the

maintenance of caste boundaries-nilcs of marriage and principles of descent. For
these to operate efficiently in a large-scale society, individuals need to be able to

determine with assurance, through kinship and friendship, that any individual

with whom a marriage alliance is contemplated is of the appropriate caste. In

such a system, boundaries arc maintained by members of each caste checking the

references of proposed mates for their members and excluding those whose caste

is deemed to be lower than thcir own.
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Indian Plain, maps were prepared showing, by district or state, what percentage

they represented of the total pK>pulation For eleven of these, additional maps were

made show ing their rank hy population among all castes and tribes of the respec-

tive districts or states ®

My field work was conducted in the academic years 1958-59 and 1962-63. In

the former year the work was concentrated in. but not limited to, the North

Indian Plain Of 198 villages visited that year, 105 were in six study areas within

the broad area of the present study. The focus of the research in 1958-59 was not

on caste but on regional variations in the occupational structure of India. It was,

however, obvious that the role of caste was a vital consideration in any such study

and, from the beginning, systematic mquiries were made as to the caste structure

of the villages visited In 1962-63, the research focus was definitely on caste. Un-

like the previous year’s choice of areas, the selection of regions selected for study

was primarily on the basis of their caste composition, as revealed by the study of

the 1931 census Duplication of previous coverage was. however, avoided. To
obtain a more comprehensive coverage of the North Indian Plain, to which field

work Was then confined, the number of sample study areas was increased to sev-

enteen, consequently, the number of villages visited per area was greatly reduced

The total number of villages surveyed was 121, making a grand total for the two

years of 226 within the overall study area^

In the field, sample villages were selected more or less at random, generally at

three- to seven-mile intervals within any study area. An attempt was, however,

made to include wichtn the sample some villages close to large urban centers and

some relatively remote from such centers (m some study areas this question did

not anse, as no large urban center existed), some villages on or very near main

i. Examples of percentage and rank distnbution maps are provided for ten castes in an
eiiliet work of mine (1965, pp 477-95, and folded map plate). The castes treated are Brah-
man, Rajput, Jat, Kurmi, Lodh, Ahir, Sheikh, Chamar, Pasi, and Nai (there v/as no rank map
for the Nais) Together these castes comprised roughly 45 per cent of the total population
of the study area m 1951 The figure would be somewhat higher today because of population
changes attending the paninon of India It is desirable that the maps, graphs, and tables in
that arucle be consulted m reading the aniclc m hand. Reprints may be obtained from the
author. The additional castes I have mapped but not treated in the article cited include
Baniya, Barhai. Bhangi, Dhobi, Dusadh. Gujar, Julaha, Kahar, Kayastha, Kewar, Kori, Kum-
har, Lohar, Mahishya, Pathan, Santa] (mbe), and Teh The 27 castes named include all those
which had over 1.25 itulLon population withm the study area in 1951 and together constitute

roughly three-fourths of its rota] population
While my study of the census data was pnmanty for the year 1931, supplementary data for

the years 1881, 1921, and 1961 were consulted and partially mapped. The 1881 data were taken
from the handy single volume by Kitts (1885) Nmetecn of the most important castes were
mapped on the basis of data in this volume (The degree of stabiLty in caste distribuoons

between 1881 and 1951, as revealed by the maps made, is, on the whole, remarkable, but the
pace of change has undoubtedly increased since IWI ) The 1921 data consulted related only
to certam Muslim castes in Bengal, Bihar, and Onssa, since 1931 data for these groups are
far from complete m these areas The 1961 data consulted and mapped relate to “scheduled
castes” and “scheduled tribes” only

4 The precise distribution of Ae areas of field research m both years of study and the
number of villages visited in each area is indicated in my map, “Areas of Field IV'ork,” (1965,
map plate) By states, Ae number of villages stodieii and (tn parenAeses) the number o! field

areas are as follows Rajasthan (Ganganagar District only), 5 (1), Punjab 47 (4>, Delhi and
environs (not counted in Punjab and UP. totals), 9 (1), Uttar Pradesh, 97 (8), Bihar, 52

(4), and West Bengal, 36 (5)
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roads and some relatively remote from such roads, some large and some small,

some up on the doabs Cinterfluves), and some down in the flood plain (where

applicable). Thus, while no claim can be made that the samples are truly repre-

sentative in any statistical sense, it is probable that thev are, for the most part,

free from pronounced bias

Figure 4 shows by way of example the area of field work in Central Uttar

Pradesh (in November and December, 1958) and the distribution of the 48 vil-

lages surveyed therein, by far the largest sample of anv' area studied The villages

are indicated by circles scaled in proportion to the village population (in number

of households) The kej number of each village and a letter representing a sub-

jective evaluation of its relative stare of economic development are indicated in

bold type Below are indicated the number of households, the number of castes,

the number of households in the principal castes, etc »

The time spent in each of the villages surveyed was, in keeping with the nature

of the investigation, rather short. The time actually spent in interviewing ranged

from only around a half hour, m an exceedingly simple and small village of sev-

enteen households, to nearly eight hours m another All interviews were con-

ducted through an interpreter • The average interview' lasted nearly three hours.

Interviews were most commonly conducted w ith the village headman Otherwise,

some other prominent individual, usually a member of the panchayat, or the vil-

lage pacwari or schoolteacher, was selected More often than not, prominent or

knowledgeable members of various castes and the remarkably well-informed

village chokidar were present, often being summoned expressly to aid in the

interview Their presence and assistance gcncralh enhanced the accuracy and

completeness of the responses In a few large or dispersed villages the informa-

tion sought was obtained by iniervievts conducted separately m different wards

or hamlets In general, the cooperation of the villagers was exceedingly gratify-

ing, though in 1962-d) the disturbances on India’s northern borders occasionally

caused an attitude of suspicion which was not so apparent m 1958-59. Recalci-

trance, however, was usually dispelled on presentation of an official letter solic-

iting cooperation signed by Asok Mitra, the Registrar General, India, and/or by

assurances that we wished to know nobody’s name, that we would not inquire

about amounts of land owned, that we had no connection with the revenue au-

thorities, and that after completing the interview we would have no cause to re-

visit the village The total time spent in a village averaged less than a day.’

The interviews followed a standard format m both years of field work. A two-

S A full expJinacion is provided on a master legend sheet /or this and comparable maps of
areas of field study in 1958-59, m my doctoral dissenanon (1960).

6. A single interpreter (himself a villager and already experienced in village survey work
conducted under the aegis of the Delhi School of Economics) was used throughout the North
Indian Plain in 1958-59 and for all areas except Bengal in 1962-63 While he was fluent in

Hindi and Punjabi, his Bengali was poor, and the data for the sample of five villages studied
near Calcutta m the former year are, consequently, of little worth A native Bengali inter-

preter was used for all work conducted in Bengal in 1962-63.
7. Nights were usually spent in some nearby city or town or m rurally situated government

rest houses and only rarely in the villages surveyed The pattern varied greatly with the areas

and the available means of transpon mainly by bicycle m 1958-59, mainly by motor scooter
m 1962-63 Travel between sample areas was by train, bus, or motor scooter
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page pnnted schedule was used m 1958-59 and a six-page schedule in 1962-63,

with additional pages appended in the relatively few cases of unusually complex

villages. The questions asked sought, first, to leam something about the village

in general (for example, available amenities, crops grown, and relationship to

market towns), then to learn the number of households in each caste, and, finally,

caste by caste, to learn something of the land tenure status, the occupations fol-

lowed, adherence to the )a]mam system, and ties beyond the village.® Subsequent

to each mters’iew a subjective reliability rating, ranging from “excellent” to

“poor” svas assigned.®

Two carefully considered decisions determined the field method outlined above.

First, It was decided to saenfice depth for breadth of coverage. W'hile those an-

thropologists and other fieldworkcrs willing to devote a year or tw'o of their lives

to the stud) of a single village deserve great admiration, there is an equally great,

and all too often unrecognized, need for the study, through sampling, of the

broad regional contexts within which villages exist, and for comparative studies

among regions Given the first dechton and the paucity of scholars willing and

able to carry on broad-based regional research, it seemed advisable also, in this

imtiai period of systematic work on the social and cultural geography of India,

to sacrifice a measure of rigor and even of accuracy for speed. In both cases I

am convinced that the gains derived from these two basic decisions far ounveighed

the sacrifices involved Wbar were sought, esseniiaJ))’, were ensembles of regional

data sufficiently representative of reality to permit interregional comparisons and

generalizations of the sort made m this essay Judging from such limited compar-

isons of field and census data as are possible and from conversations and corre-

spondence with knowledgeable individuals, it is felt that the stated ends were

generally obtained.

SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES

The number of variables—of kind and of degree—which have potential utility

in the study and delimitation of caste regions is quite large, and choices of those

which arc most significant are bound to be more or less arbitrary. Aforeover, vari-

ables which appear to be of general significance may, in particular instances, turn

out to be eirher vnimponant or irreJevant. This makes the fiairung of a strictly

logical scheme of classification exceedingly difficult, and no claim is made that

the tentative regionalization of the area of the North Indian Plain presented in

this study conforms, as regionahzatians ideall)' should, to the canons of classifi-

8 The much longer schedule ui 1962-63 is explained by (a) a greater number of ques-
aons being asked, particularly m regard to the siUage as a whole, (b) the inclusion of space
for a rough sketch map of the village (made tin conclusion of the interview, usually by mem-
ory, after a guided walk throughout the village), (c) a more generous space allowance for
answers, and (d) the inclusion of a tabular foim for summarization of results

9 "Excellent" was assigned in 45 cases, “very good” in 75, “good” in 72, “fair” in 21, and
“poor” in only 11, including 4 of the S villages studied in the environs of Calcutta (see note
6) An “excellent” interview, it is felt, should be of a reliability comparable to that of the

census itself, "very good” signifies that accuracy is generally within a range of 5 per cent
to 10 per cent, “good” wirhin 10 per cent to J5 per cen^ “fair” within 15 per cent to 25 per
cent, and “poor” commonly worse than 25 per cent These, of course, are only estimates

There is no way to verify them short of detailed resurvey.
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cation laid down by formal logic.*® The variables used were not assigned partic-

ular w’eights or priorities and were not all consciously considered for each of the

regions and subregions portrayed. Nevertheless, it may be well, prior to present-

ing the map of caste regions, to itemize and discuss those factors which were

considered significant.

Possibly no single variable is quite as important in determining the character

of a caste region, over much of India, as is the specific dominant caste in these

areas where one may be said to exist. Related to this variable of kind is another

of degree, that is, the degree of dominance of a particular caste in a particular

area. In discussing the phenomenon of the dominant caste, the functional aspect

of Srinivas’ definition is generally followed. The dominant caste is taken to be

one which “wields predominant economic and political power.” In practice, as

Srinivas correctly observes, “A large and powerful caste group can more easily

be dominant if its position in the local caste hierarchy is not too low” (1955a,

pp. 17-18).”

Unfortunately, the dominant caste of a given area cannot be determined with

certainty from numbers alone (see note 11). This will be apparent from Figure 5,

which shows for each of the districts and princely states of and around the study

area the most numerous caste or tribe m 1951. It will be seen that there are a large

number of districts of Uttar Pradesh where the formerly untouchable, now “sched-

uled,” caste of Chamars were (and still are) the most numerous group, as they

were, in fact, in the state as a whole. But nowhere, it is safe to assume, are they

considered the dominant caste. Nevertheless, using the data of the census in com-

bination with that derived from field sampling and a general knowledge of the

caste system, one can frequently discern, or infer with reasonable confidence, the

dominant caste of a region. This is not always the case, however; m some areas,

most notably in Uttar Pradesh, the dominant caste of a given tract may not be

at all clear if, in fact, there is a dominance transcending control at the individual

village level.** It is noteworthy in this context that there are a number of districts

10. For a discussion of the logic of taxononuc classiiicaTioas and of regionalizanon as an
analogous process, see Grigg (1965). For more genera! discussions of the nature of regions

and the problems of regionalization see Richard Hanshome (1939), especially “The Concept
of the Region as a Concrete Unit Object," pp 250-85 (m which the notion implicit in the

ntle IS refuted) and “Methods of Organizing the World into Regions," pp. 285—364, Hart-
shome (1959), especially “Is Geography Divided Between ‘Systematic’ and ‘Regional’ Geog-
raphy’”, pp. 108-45, and \\'hjtt]esey (1954).

11. In die same passage (pp. 17-18) Snnivas makes two additional points I reject on the
basis of my field data and the findings presented in this article “The concept of the domi-
nant caste IS important for understanding intercastc relaoonships in any [sic] local area . . .

and “A caste may be said to be ‘dominant’ when it predominates numerically [sic] over the
other castes . . In a later (1962) discussion of the concept, hoivever, he abandons these
two posioons, noting that “dominant castes exist in many [sic] parts of India” and that
"Tradinonally, numencally small [sicj castes owmng land in rural areas, or wielding political

power, or inhendng a literary tradition were able to dominate the rural scene.” (See also his

introduction to India's Villages, 1955b, especially pp. 7-8, and his analj-sis of the funcaonal
attributes of a donunant caste, 1959, pp. 1-16 )

12. My maps of the distribution, by peiccnage and rank, of selected castes (1965, pp. 477-
95) will help clanfy this point with regard to areal dominance. With regard to dominance at

the village leiel, the distribution graphs m the same article and Table l in this article will
be instrucove. iMayer (1958, pp. 407—427), distiiiguishes between village and regional domi-
nance and shows how a numencally weak caste may become regionally dominant through io
central position in an implicit multicastc alliance (pp. 418-19).
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in and outside the North Indian Plain where the most numerous caste or tribe

comprised only 10 per cent or less of the total population (for example, Rampur,

9 per cent). With regard to the existence of clear-cut regional dominance, the

contrast between most of Uttar Pradesh, on the one hand, and most of East Pun-

jab and Bengal, on the other, is striking. Bihar is in an intermediate position (see

Fig 3).

There is probably no empirical justification for a belief that a region will have

but one dominant caste. Particularly in those districts or regions in which reli-

gious groups are intermixed or in which tnbats form a large part of the popula-

tion, there may well be a sort of dual or multiple dominance- one caste is dominant

within the Hindu population, another among the Muslims, and so forth. Within

the North Indian Plain, as defined for this study, areas of greater than usual com-

munity admixture in 1931 included the whole of Punjab (for which that situation

no longer exists), Rohilkhand, in Western Unar Pradesh, and virtually the whole

of West Bengal. As Figure 5 shows, one or another Muslim caste was the largest

single group not only in most of the districts of West Bengal but also in adjoin-

ing Purnea (Bihar), Rampur (U.P.), Delhi, and Kapurthala (Punjab).

In the areas just mentioned and in areas m which scheduled caste groups or,

south of the plains, tribal groups were numerically the most important group.

Figure 5 affords no clue as to the probable dominant caste within the community

of "clean” caste Hindus. Figure 6, however, helps overcome this deficiency,

insofar as the admittedly fallible ciiteiion of numbers alone may be taken as a

guide, (It will be noted that, for the purposes of this map, Hindus and Sikhs are

treated as a single community.) An mteresang picture emerges from this map,

the broadening of the several areas of Hindu caste dominance already discernible

from Figure 5, of the Brahman area in most of Uttar Pradesh, of the Mahishya

area in West Bengal, and so forth In general, the pattern has become much
simpler than that of Figure 5 and m some ways more meaningful.

The degree of ramification of the caste system is a variable of considerable

imponance in comparative regional study. Despite its obvious social and political

implications, this ramification does not appear to have received much attention

in the literature ** A simple count of the number of castes represented m a given

area or population is not, unfortunately, a rebable guide to caste ramification.

Many districts contain representatives of literally hundreds of castes. But what

15 of importance is the number of castes which are present m significant numbers,

that is, those that arc recognized as entering corporately into the life of the

local community. This, however, begs objective determination and could only

be ascertained with some sense of confidence after protracted field work. A
simple, objective, but not wholly satisfactory index of ramification, however,

would be provided by the number of castes (or tribes) with over n per cent of the

population of each district or other umt of study, n being taken as some arbitrary

13. A happy exception is provided by Marriott (196$). Marriott explicitly recognized the
number of "ethnic groups,” including both castes and tnbes, as the first of four principal
deienmnants of the “degree of elaboration” of hieratchical caste structure (pp 3—4, 7, and
passim) and provides an interesting graph of the number of local caste groups plotted against
village population for an all-India samjrfe of ISl village (p. 23).
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small number. Ideally, the study units should be standardized by area or popula-

tion; but the available data render standardization difficult. If, however, one is

willing to accept the district or princely state as a unit area (specific caste data

are not available for smaller units) and « as 1, then Figure 7, depicting the

number of castes or tribes with over 1 per cent of the total population in 1931,

serves as a rough guide to the regional variations in the degree of ramification in

the caste system. (In counting castes, Hindu and Muslim segments of a single

caste, such as Jats or Rajputs, were counted separately, while Sikhs were counted

as if they’ were Hindus.)

In Figure 7, the area of greatest ramification appears to be north^^ estem Uttar

Pradesh (excluding the tribal zone in the Orissa Feudatory States, which are

outside the study’ area), while within the plains portion of the present Repubhc

of India, the tier of districts bordering what is today East Pakistan seems to

be least ramified.'* East Punjab, which appears, by and large, to be only shghtly

less ramified with regard to caste than Uttar Pradesh as of 1931, would today

probably be show'n to have an appreciably less ramified caste structure. While a

large proportion of the emigrant Muslim population at the time of partition was

in a wide variety’ of cultivating, artisan, menial, and other caste groups large

enough to be counted in Figure 7, the Hindus and Sikhs who replaced them

w’ere dra^vn overwhelmingly from a few’ castes.

An alternative index of degree of ramification might be the average number

of castes per village in a given area. But, as the a\ erage village size varies con-

siderably* from one part of India to another (in some areas of dispersed settlement,

It is even difficult to ascertain just what the village is), the computation of such

an index might entail considerable bias, since the larger the village the more

castes, in general, ic ^vilI contain. Thus it is possible that in a region of large

villages, in which relatively few castes have over 1 per cent of the total popu-

lation of a given district, a representative sample of villages might suggest a

more ramified caste structure than in another area in which there w’crc many
small, dissimilar villages and many castes with over 1 per cent of the total

district population. Meaningful comparisons, then, will have to be m terms of

specific village-size categories. This necessitates a rather large sample of villages

from which to draw data and leads not to a single index number but to a senes

of numbers, one for each size-category considered.

Figure 8 is relevant in the above context. It shows the rate of rise in the

average number of castes per village with increasing village size for a sample of

48 villages in Central Uttar Pradesh (see Fig. 4 and Table 1) as against 33 for

Pimjab.’* The size categories are even intervals as plotted on a semi-loganthmic

14. The fact that the map and the method are somenhat arbitrary is borne out by the case
of Bi)nor District in Rohilkhand, which had no fewer than eleven castes with a population
of between 1.0 per cent and IJ per cent of die total. Had the cut-off point for counting the
degree of ramification been U per cent rather dian 1.0 per cent the relative standing of this
and a number of other districts would presumably be significantly altered. Similarly, if the
cut-off pomt were lowered, say to 0.7S per cent, comparable, but unpredictable, alteranons
would also be obtained.

15. A map of the villages in the Punjab sample is found m my dissertation (1960, map
appendix, map 31). Descriptions of the caste structure of the two areas are on pp. 333-38
and 455-63 respectively
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graph. There is, it M'ill be noted, a significantly greater rate of increase in the

former area than in the latter. On the basis of a soli incomplete analysis of the

a%’3ilable field data, it is felt that steep rates of increase are indicativx of relative

rural poverty while gentle rates betoken rclauvc prosperity. The reason appears

to be related to the persistent, if not absolute, determination of occupation along

caste lines. Briefly, in the more prosperous areas, such as Punjab, even small

villages can afford a relatively large number of such goods and services as are

available in the general region, the provdsion of each of w hich is the traditional

monopoly of a particular caste. Thus, one or a few households of a number of

such specialized castes, finding a ready clientele at hand, are willing to remain

in or, if need be, move to small but prosperous villages. Often, in fact, they

are given considerable inducement to come. By contrast, in small villages in

poor areas there would be little custom for many specialized castes and, as

poverty forced a severance in the jajinani tics on the part of their patrons or as

persons withheld their cash purchases of goods and services, the representatives

of such castes would dnft away, usually to the larger villages, toums, or even

cities where nealth is apt to be concentrated and where they would \erj’ often

find kin or, at least, other members of their caste. Thus, the larger villages
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M'ould gradually gam new castes at the expense of the smaller ones and the curve

as shown on Figure 8 would steepen”

It IS apparent that the degree of homogeneity of caste structure varies greatly

from one region to another. To a certain extent this follows from the preceding

discussion. Other things being equal, relatively prosperous areas ought to have

a more homogeneous structure than rebtively poor ones, that is, the caste struc-

tures of individual villages should conform more to a modal type or vary less

from the average caste composition of the area itself. But factors other than

relative prosperity enter the picture. In areas and villages where the population

is largely tribal (for example, near the Chota Nagpur) or Muslim (for example,

near the border of East Pakistan) village patterns are often quite simple. While

Hindus and non-Hindus are commonly intermixed in the same villages, there

are apt to be, in villages at a given size range, substantial differences in caste

structure (counting tribes as castes for present purposes) between those villages

which are predominantly made up of caste Hindus and those predominantly

inhabited by tribahsts or Muslims. Among other factors which may disrupt

local patterns are dislocauons caused by flood, famine, or other natural catas-

trophes, the implantation of colonics of a paracular alien caste in a select number

of villages in an area, and selective emigration.

Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the wide range of vanauon in local homogeneity of

caste pattern as revealed by two of the field samples one, of five villages, drawn

from Hoshiarpur District m Punjab, the other, of nine villages, from Midnapore

District in West Bengal. While a glance shows that the Hoshiarpur sample is

far more homogeneous chan chac of Midnapore, where no two villages appear

to be very much alike, an attempt to quantify the differences has been made.

At the bottom of each column appears an “index of deviation” indicating for

each village the degree to which its caste composition deviates from the average

composition of the entire group, on a zero to 100 scale, and, for the sample

as a whole, a weighted average deviation ” If these figures be accepted as mean-

id For a graph similar to that of Figure 8, reiatuig to US Villages in eight regions of
India (including five outside the North Indian Plain, see my dissertation (1960, p. 510) The
relevant discussion is on pp. 509-515. No comparable work has as yet been done with the
data collected in l962-d} Because of the small sample s«e in the several areas of field work
in that year, it may not be worth the effort unless some satisfactory method of aggregaQon
can be devised Even for the data gathered m 1958-59, sample sizes appear to be adequate
for only /our areas h should not be supposed that households of specialized castes /raving
small villages invariably drift to larger vilbges (though ffie vet shift should normally be in

rtiat direcnon) If, by chance, there is a nearby vtIUgc, of whatever size, which has well-
established members of the same caste as the households feeling it necessary to move, those
households may well gravitate to that place in hope of securing whatever assistance may be
forthcoming

17. The figures for the individual villages are derived by. (a) totaling the casce-by-caste
membership of all the villages in the sample and computing the average caste composition of

wtal sample in percentage terms, (b> compoaog foe each village the percentage of the
total village population in each of the castes represented therein, (c) obtaining the differences,
i^^^pecave of sign, between the percenuges derived in (b) and those derived m (a); and
(d) totaling the differences. The average deviation for the entire sample is the average of each
or me village deviations duly weighted for village size If all villages were identical in caste
makeup, in percentage terms, the devraaon index of eadi of the entire sample would be zero.
U, on me other hand, no two villages had any household of any caste found in another village
the individual village indices would approach the theoretical maximum of 100, bemg less only
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ingful and the samples as representative, one might say that the caste structure

of Midnapore, with an average index of deviation of 65.4, is more than two and a

half times as heterogeneous as that of Hoshiarpur, with an index of but 25.6.

In fact, no claim is made either that the method of computing homogeneity is

perfectly adequate or that the nvo samples used arc truly representative of the

districts named. On the contrary, they were selected to demonstrate the wide

range in variability which might be obtained in a presumably unbiased sample.

When we aggregate the data from the several sample areas, state by state, how’-

ever, it does appear reasonably certain that localities of a given size (say, twenty

miles square) in Punjab typically have more homogeneous caste structures than

is true anywhere else on the North Indian Plain. For West Bengal the opposite

is probably true. Bihar and Uttar Pradesh appear to occupy intermediate positions,

with the latter probably slightly the more heterogeneous of the tsvo, but closer

to Bengal than to Punjab.

CASTE REGIONS

Figure 9 presents a preliminary synthesis of the census and field data discussed

above in the form of a map of the caste regions and subregions of the North

Indian Plain. But prior to any discussion of the deviations portrayed on this map

it would be well to consider to what degree the entire area of study is itself a

meaningful entity with regard to caste. At the outset of the second year of field

work, confined, unlike the first, solely to this area, 1 had no intimation either that

It was or that it was not such an entic>-.** The choice of the area, then, was not

dictated b> any a prion nonons as to its caste structural unity. It w-as felt, however,

that this broad region warranted study on other important grounds. First, in the

broad expanse of the continuously settled plain, where natural obstacles to move-

ment ceased centuries ago to be of great consequence, it was felt that the regional

peculiarities in caste structure could not be simply attributed to variable and

divergent development in relative physical isolaoon, as might well be the case,

for example, in the Vale of Manipur, in the Chhattisgarh Plain, or in Kerala.

Rather, regional and subregional differences w-ould have to be explained in terms

of the socioeconomic mechanics of the caste sj'Stem itself or of that system

in interaction with other forces not of a basically physical nature. Second, the

sheer importance of the Plain as the core and culture-heanh of the subcontinent

and the home of a third of India’s people commended it to study. Finally, con-

sidering the good beginning I had made m studying parts of this area in 1958-59,

it appeared that, with an additional concentrated research effort in this area

in propomon to the degree to which their own populanon contributed to the average com-
^sinon o£ the enure sample. For truly adequate nvterttgional compansons, samples should

safne number of villages (moch larger than those illustrated) and the indices should
be village ske-spectfic; that is, muluple indices should be used

18. Ideally, this question should hate beCn resolved, in a general way, from the 19J1 census
data pnor to beginning field work. Bur a set of unforseeable circumstances brought me back

* }*sr earlier than 1 had hoped to go and, because of the exigencies of time, field
work had to begin as early as possible and proceed concurrently with the necessary tabula-
tions and ordering of census data by assistants working m Delhi
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in 1962-63, a reasonably compiehcnave view of the whole could be obtained.

In the light of what has been learned since 1962 it appears that the study area

is, in fact, rather well differentiated from neighboring areas along most, but not

all, of its perimeter. The differences between it and both West and East Pakistan,

especially the former, have, of course, been heightened and sharpened by partition

and subsequent population movements. To the north there is a marked break

as one leav es the complicated pattern of the plain for the simpler Hindu society

of Himachal Pradesh, Himalayan Punjab, and Kumaun, or the ethnically quite

different societies of Nepal and Sikkim. In the southeast, the change from the

plain to the largelj tnbal society of the Chota Nagpur is also great, though a

distinct, if not \ ery wide, transitional belt appears to e.tist. West of the Chota

Nagpur, however, as one goes south into Baghelkhand, Bundclkhand, and the

desert of Rajasthan—but not into Mewar (sec Fig. 1)—the caste structures of

the plain appear to undergo no very marked transformation. In fact, the differences

between Hindustan and Bengal or within Bengal between the southwestern dis-

tricts and the remainder appear to be significantly greater than those bcuvccn

the central and western parts of the Plain on the one hand and the hill and desert

areas to the south in Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan on the other. How’ far

southward in the latter areas the broad pattern of the plain persists has not yet

been determined. Conceivably, there is no major break in pattern up to the

Vindhya-Kaimur escarpment. While it is thus evident that the North Indian

Flam IS, to some degree, an arbitrarily defined study area so fat as caste is

concerned, it in no way follows that it may not be meaningfully regionalized.

In the following pages are presented a tentauve regionalizanon and an anal>'sis of

the five major regions and fifteen subregions recognized.

The major caste regions recognized are identified by letters A through E in

Figure 9 and the subregions by suflued Arabic numerals. Indicated for each

subregion ace those castes estimated to contain 10 per cent or more of the

total population, based on aggregation of distnct-wide totals given in the 1931

census (with pnor proportional division of the totals in those cases where

districts are split bj subregional or regional boundaries) and inferences as to

population movements since 1931, and especially subsequent to partition. These

inferences were facilitated both by the field study and by the published census

data on rebgious composition of the population in 1951 and 1961.*® No attempt

was made to refine estimates through hypothesizing or projecting differential

growth rates. Population estimates are given only to the nearest 2.5 per cent.

In view of the age and limitations of the data and the method of estimation,

anj' attempt at greater refinement would have been specious.

RECIO^ A
Region A is roughly coterminous with the plain portion of the state of

Punjab plus the adjacent irrigated poraon of Ganganagar District in Rajasthan.

19 Data on the locanon and origin of displaced persons in both India and Pakistan are
available in the 1951 censuses of both counmes. X ha\e not yet studied them, however. It is
probable that, with careful stud>, thej- will permit more refined estimates of the movement
w ithin pamcular caste groups
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The area is characterized most strikingly throughout by the high proportion of

the total population m the cultivating caste of Jats (mainly Sikhs, but also

including numerous Hindus, especially in the southeast) This caste led all others

in 1931 m every district and princely state except for Kapurthala, and today

almost certainly leads there as well Typically, the Jats were two or more times

as numerous as the second most populous caste {over six times as numerous in

Ludhiana) and, because of the exodus of Muslims (Jats, Rajputs, Gujars, and

numerous other castes) and the return of Sikh Jats from the Canal Colonies of

West Punjab to their ancestral homeland, their proportions have considerably

increased since partition There is currently, however, probably a considerable

net emigration of Sikh Jats to other pans of India in search of a wide variety

of jobs, largely military and mechanical, to which they gravitate (Gosal, 1965,

pp 119-24) In View of the ubiquity and pronounced dominance of the Jats

within Region A, the unusual homogeneity of the sample villages of the several

areas studied therein is hardly surprising, but the wide and fairly even diffusion

of such artisan and serving castes as are represented, as discussed in connection

with Figure 8, also contributes significantly to this trait.

The great majority of villages m Region A are clearly dominated by a single

agricultural caste, constituting rarely less than a quarter and about as often as

not over half the total population Most commonly, of course, the leading group

are Jats, but Rajputs, Saims (a gardener caste), Kambohs, and Ahaluwalias all

lead in certain villages. So too did Muslim cultivator groups, quite commonly,

prior to partition The degree to which these cultivating (or landowning) castes

mutually exclude one another is truly remarkable, yet the phenomenon of mutual

exclusivity does not appear, to my knowledge, in the literature on the area. Thus,

in a typical Jat village there will be not a single household of Rajputs, Samis, etc.,

while in a Rajput village Jats, Samis, etc will normally be absent Among the

villages sampled, exceptions were usually atrriburable to the arbitrary granting

of formerly Muslim-owned lands to displaced persons from West Pakistan. In

no other area of the North Indian Plain does the tendency toward mutual

exclusion (that is, village-wise monopolization) among castes of roughly equiva-

lent functional status manifest itself to the degree that it does in Punjab.

There is also a pronounced tendency toward almost complete mutual ex-

clusivity among those scheduled caste groups constituting the chief agricultural

labor groups of Punjab, one or another of which is, m a majority of cases, the

second most numerous caste in a given village Throughout most of the area

the principal such group are the Chamars, traditionally leather workers Those

following the Sikh faith arc usually called Raidas or Ramdasis, but were not

counted as constituting a separate caste from their Hindu counterparts. In and

around Amritsar District, however, the Majabhis (Sikh Bhangis), traditionally

sweepers, are far more numerous Since neither of these two groups will do the

lowly traditional work of the other, it is highly desirable, if not absolutely

essential, that at least one or a few households of each caste be present. Typi-
cally, then, a village of around 250 households, let us say, may have around

fifty families of Raidas and but two or three of Majabhis, or, alternatively, the
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proportions may be reversed. While each group would tend to its specialized

calling, one or the other would have a near monopoly as well on the performance

of agricultural labor, either on a casual basis or attached to specific patron house-

holds in jajmani-type relationships.

Among the more widespread professional artisan and serving castes of the

region, other than those just discussed, the priestly Brahmans, the carpenter-CKWi-

blacksmith caste (Tarkhans), the potters (Kumhars), the water-carriers (Chuhras,

Jhirs, Jh'.iwars), the barbers (Nais), and the goldsmiths (Sonars) are all worthy

of note. There are several merchant castes, largely urban, of considerable strength,

Khacris and Aroras, both very similar and sometimes intermarrying, and Ag-

garwals. The strength of all three of these groups was considerably augmented

after partition Among Muslim amsan groups, formerly well represented, the

blacksmiths (Lohars), weavers (Julahas), tailors (Darjis), and shoemakers (Mo-

chis) deserve mention. One effect of partition was to leave a less ramified caste

structure than had previously existed, but even more important was the major

blow dealt to the functional integration of castes within the general framework

of the jajmani system.

The characteristic features of Region A are most clearly present in its core

area, Subregion A-1. There, for example, the ascendancy of the Jats is most

evident. In Ludhiana District, and probably a few others, they approach or

exceed half the total rural population. The fringe belt, Subregion A-2, is largely

transitional to Caste Region B. While Jats are still predominant, Chamars and

Brahmans are relatively more numerous than in area A-1, the former especially

so toward the northwest, the latter toward the south Probably no other caste

has as much as 5 per cent of the total population, but Rajputs, Gujars, Samis,

and Chuhras may all approach that figure.

The transition along the boundary of Region A is sharp toward the north

and west, only moderately sharp toward the east, and more or less arbitrary

toward the south, as has already been intimated. The w'estern boundary with

Pakistan w as, of coune, much less sharp pnor to partition than it has become since.

Region B

Region B IS roughly coterminous with the plains portion of Uttar Pradesh

except for a small area in the east, xvith the addition of Delhi and other small

tracts of adjoining territor)’ in the southwest. It is by far the largest and most

populous of the five major divisions of the study area, is probably the most

exccnsive area of India w ithout a clearly dominant caste, and possibly has a more
highly ramified caste structure than any other part of the subcontinent. The
lack of clear-cut regional dominance is quite commonly iterated at the level

of the indnidual village. In the sample the most numerous caste in the village

averaged only 40 per cent of the total population in Region B as against 53

per cent in Region A. But xvhilc the most populous caste in Region A w’as

almost .ilwa>s one of cultivators, w'lth the second caste well behind in numbers
and e\ en further behind in power, most often a scheduled caste group, in Region
B it w as not uncommon for the most numerous caste to be in the scheduled
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category (in 24 cases out of 106), and quite commonly two or more cultivating

castes coexisted in significant numbers in a single village As has already been

demonstrated (Fig 8), there tend to be great differences in the caste composition

of large and small villages, greater by far than in Pun)al), for example There

is also much greater local heterogeneity of caste structure within any given

locality. The district indices of deviation in the sample ranged from a low of

36 2 (in Allahabad District) to a high of 61.4 in Rampur District, and averaged

53.5 as against 39 7 in Region A.

Much of the ramification of the caste structure in Region B can probably

be attributed to the prolonged interaction of Muslims and Hindus in this area

Certain Muslim groups are of distinctly foreign origin (for example, Pathans,

Mughals, Saiyids, and Turks), others are probably of mixed foreign and local

provenance (for example. Sheikhs), and numerous others, which are occupa

tionally specialized counterparts of Hindu artisan and serving castes (for example,

Julahas [weav'crs], Telis [oil-presscrs], and Nais [barbers]), are probablv pre-

dominantly derived from Hindu converts While the number of Muslims who left

this area for Pakistan at the time of partition was bv no means small, though prob-

ably drawn overwhelmingly from the higher caste groups, the number w ho re-

mained behind w'as larger by far In 1961 Uttar Pradesh was still 14 6 per cent

Muslim, and the district-wise proportion ranged as high as 45 0 per cent in Rampur

District in the core of Rohiikhand, the most heavily Muslim tract Bv and large,

the Muslims of Uttar Pradesh are relatively concentrated m larger \ illagcs, tow ns,

and cities (for example, Lucknow), but, according to the sample data, nearly

three-fourths of all villages have one or more Musliin castes represented*® The
most diffuse of all Muslim castes appears to be the beggar caste of Faqirs, though

Sheikhs, Pathans, and Julahas in that order, are far more numerous In rural areas

the integration of Muslims into the village polity, economv . and socictv appears

to be remarkably good, despite their being regarded as ritualh unclean bv their

Hindu neighbors Villages dominated by Muslims are bv no means uncommon
The most numerous caste of Region B are the lowly Chamars. who lead all

others in six of the seven subregions recognized and rank second in the seventh

Nowhere, however, is their plurality verv large, and over no extensive tract

do they constitute over a fifth, or less than an eighth, of the total population The
distinctive local flavor and the internal areal differentiation are, then, invirnbl>

imparted by other castes the Brahmans, for example, vv ho, though of considerable

importance throughout the area, are particularly well represented m Subregions

B-5 and B-6, the Ahirs, who are most numerous in B-3 and second nnlv to the

Chamars in B-6 and 7, the Jats. who arc important in B-1. the Upper Doab,

adjacent to their Punjabi hearthland, the landed Rajputs, in western Bhojpur.

Subregion B 7, various landed jMushm castes, especially Sheikhs and Pathans in

Rohiikhand, Subregion B 2, and, m western Oudh, Subregion B 4, even the

20 Since the villages in the sample were somewhat more populous on the average than
villages m the area as a whole, it is probable that the proportion of all villages in which
Aluslim castes are represented is sbghtlr less than the sample data would suggest
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low-status, allegedly aboriginal Paris, traditionally a caste of toddy tappers, but

generally agricultural laborers in practice.

Within Region B, the transitions between pairs of adjacent subregions are,

for the most part, not verj’ sharp. The most pronounced exception is Subregion

A-2, which, largely because of its high concentration of Muslims, is the most

distinctive of the seven subareas. If considerations of caste composition had been

the sole criterion for classification, it might have been desirable to single this

area out as a region unto itself rather than as a subregion within Region B; but,

in view of the total range of significant variables discussed, it appears to have

enough in common with the other subregions to justify being placed on a par

with them. Also fairly well set off from neighboring areas are Subregions B-1

and B-7. Subregions B-3, B-4, B-5, and B-d, on the other hand, appear to grade

into one another wnthout a sharp break, yet are sufficiently different m their

core areas to warrant individual recognition. The seven subregions are discussed

in numerical order in the following paragraphs.

Subregion B-1, generally corresponding to the area known as the Upper Doab,

benveen the Jumna and the Ganges, is, in some ways, transitional between

Subregion A-2 and the remainder of Region B An eastward extension of the

great area over which Jats are the dominant landowning caste, this subregion

is apparently a fronucr of relatively recent Jat expansion, with noticeably loxver

proportions of that caste in the total population than in Punjab or Rajasthan

(Mukerji, 1961, pp. 41-5J).'* Chamars, in fact, are considerably more numerous.

Among the traditional landowning and cuinvating castes, the Rajputs also appear

to outnumber the Jats m certain tracts, especially toward the east, while in the

infertile, sandy riverain along the Jumna, the tradioonally pastoral caste of Gujars,

largely cultivators in practice, is locally dominant. The tendency noted m Region

A for the three mam and other landowning and cultiv ating castes to be mutually

exclusive at the nllage level is probably more marked in this subregion than

anywhere else in Region B.

After Chamars and Jats, Brahmans are the third most numerous caste. Like

the Chamars, the Brahmans are ubiquitous, but are particularly important toward

the south, where they, too, outnumber the Jats. The onJv other castes of par-

ticular note are the merchant caste of Vaishyas (Bamyas), whose greater than

average concentration in this intensively irngated area presumably reflects its

high productivitx’ and commerciabzed agnculture; and the largely urban Sheikhs,

who in 1931 were by far the leading caste m the city of Delhi and presumably

in certain other cines as well. The exodus of Muslims from the area at the time

of partition was probably not so great as to displace this caste from its leading

posiuon in certain cities, numencally speaking, but the loss of many prominent
individuals and the great urban influx of displaced persons has undoubtedly

reduced their relative power postnon, especially in the greater Delhi area.

Subregion B-2 corresponds generally to the area known as Rohilkhand, which

21. MuVcrji dates the major Jat penemnoo of this area from only the late eighteenth
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was the last part of what is now Uttar Pradesh to fall under the sway of the

British (though Oudh did maintain nominal independence for several more

decades). It is hardly surprising that in this lingering stronghold of Muslim

resistance to British domination, Sheikhs and Pathans should be the two dominant

castes, though, as is usually the case in Region B, Chamars are the most numerous

group. Of the two leading Muslim castes, the Sheikhs are more numerous toward

the west and the Pathans toward the east, each approaching or exceeding a tenth

the total population m its area of concentration. In Rampur District, which s\as

a Pathan-ruled princely state prior to independence, Pathans, with 9.4 per cent

of the population, actually ranked first But in no other district of the North

Indian Plain did the first-ranking caste have so low a proportion of the total

population, and in no other subregion was this characteristic of caste structure

quite so pronounced Given the ruling position of the Muslims of Rohilkhand

and the fact that the dominant Muslim groups were better represented in the

villages there than in other parts of Hindustan, it is only natural that Muslim

representation in the artisan and serving castes should be rather greater than

usual. The Muslim components of these specialized castes (counted separately

from the Hindu components) not infrequently exceeded 1 per cent of the

population, especially among the weaving caste of Julahas. The peculiarly wide-

spread Muslim beggar caste or Faqirs arc probably better represented m this

subregion than in any other part of India (They uere encountered in six of

the nine villages surveyed in Rampur District

)

Of the clean Hindu castes, Rarputs were the most numerous, ranking third

among all castes in the subregion, with particular strength toward the west. Al-

though Brahmans ranked fourth, they comprised less than 5 per cent of the total

population, a lower percentage than in any other subregion or region of the

study area, save Region D in West Bengal These two castes increase in strength

outward from Rampur, the core district of Subregion B-2, where both reach

their nadir in the state of Uttar Pradesh. Among the cultivating castes, Kurmis,
Ahars (an offshoot of the pastoral Ahirs), Kisans, Bhumihars (cultivating Brah-

mans) and Lodhs, in that general order of importance, are worth noting While
each IS of local importance in one or a few districts, none is even as numerous
as the Brahmans in the subregion as a whole Their pronounced localization con-

tributes measurably toward a greater degree of internal heterogeneity within

Subregion B-2 than in any other part of Region B
Subregion B-3, with its core in Mainpuri District, constitutes the only extensive

tract within Region B in which Chamars are not the most numerous caste Even
here, however, they rank first m two distncts and second in the area as a whole

On the basis of numbers alone, the traditionally pastoral caste of Ahirs (in prac-

tice mainly cultivators) would clearly appear to be the dominant group, but it

may well be that both the Brahmans and the Rajputs possess more land and pow er,

despite the fact that each is only around half as numerous More populous than

these txvo groups are the cultivating castes of Kachis, who specialize in garden

crops, and Lodhs, both of whom are presumably dominant in a number of villages,

if not in any distinct multivillagc tracts. The shepherd caste of Gadanyas is prob-
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ably more numerous in this area than any other. Last, we may note the Vaishyas,

whose relative importance here may be e.Yplained in the same Avay as for area B-L

The t^vo most numerous castes of Subregion B-4 are the Chamars and the

almost equally depressed Pasis. The combined strength of these two groups is

chiefly responsible for the fact that this area probably has the highest proportion

of the population in scheduled castes of any in the North Indian Plain, close to

30 per cent of the total. (Subregion E-I has roughly the same percentage.) Pasis,

traditionally toddy tappers, but mainly agricultural laborers and petty culti-

vators in practice, are allegedly the aborigines of this part of the plain. They are

the most numerous of all castes in the three southeastern districts of this area,

while Chamars are slightly more numerous to the northu'cst. The former group

falls off ver>’ sharply in numbers beyond the Ganges to the southwest and also

northwesnvard toward Rohilkhand, but declines more gradually in strength to-

ward the south and east into Subregions B-5 and B-6.

Ahirs, Brahmans, Kurmis, and Rajputs are, in that order, the next most numer-

ous castes, their strengths ranging from close to 10 per cent to not much over

S per cent of the population. In terms of property ownership, pouer, and status,

however, Ahirs probably fall behind the others. The Kurmis are particularly

strong toward the northeast and the Rajputs toward the southwest of the sub-

region. The Lodh cultivating caste is fairly well represented in the southeast.

Ahirs and Brahmans are, characteristically, rather ei’enly dispersed. The only other

caste of note are the Sheikhs, who, though not especially numerous m the area

as a whole, have a considerable concentration in and around the city of Lucknow,

the capital of Uttar Pradesh and formerly of the Muslim kingdom of Oudh.

Subregion B-5 is the largest, most populous, most typical, and, in. a sense, most

nebulous of the seven under review, being the residual area remaining after the

delimitation of the more exceptional areas to the north, northw est, and northeast.

The first five castes in order of size, Chamars and Brahmans, each with over a

tenth the populaaon, and Ahirs, Rajputs, and Kurmis, with less, duplicate the

rank order uathin Region B as a whole. All these castes are fairly evenly spread

over the area, except the Kurmis, who arc concentrated in the south center and

southeast portions. No other caste has as much as 5 per cent of the total popula-

tion. But those \\ orthy of mention include the gardening castes of Kachis, Koens,

and Muraos, the Kachis being fairly strong toward the southwest and stronger

still beyond the plain in Bundelkhand, the Pasis and Lodhs, near Subregion B-4;

the Sheikhs, especially m the cities of Allahabad and Kanpur, and the Gadariyas.

This area, like most of Region B, probably has few large tracts over w hich there

is a clearly dominant caste, and even at the village level, the dominant caste is

often not obvious.

Of all the subregions depicted in Figure 9, Subregion B-6 along the Nepalese

border probably has the most ramified caste structure. As Figure 7 shows, the

districts comprising this area ax'erage 27 castes with over 1 per cent of the total

population. For an admittedly small sample of eight \-illages in Gorakhpur and

Deona districts, within this area, an average of 18.25 castes was found per village,

the average village in this sample contaimng 189 households. This appears to
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be slightly higher than for the Central Uttar Pradesh sample in the same size

ranges, judging from the cun’e depicted m Figure 8. Apart from this singularity,

which may or may not be rignificant, the subregion does not appear to be

markedly different from Subregion B-5 The proportion of Ahtrs is someuhat

higher and that of Brahmans somewhat lower, and no caste has a population

in the range 5 to 10 per cent of the total. Of the traditionally cultivating and/or

gardemng castes, Kuimis are most numerous, especially toward the west, while

Koens are more prominent tow’ard the east. Also, of note in the east are the

Kewats, a caste of agricultural laborers, petty cultivators, and fishermen. The only

other castes deserving mention are the Rajputs, who are, however, proporuonately

fewer and relatively weaker in this area than in any other subregion of Region B,

and the Pathans, who were locally (as of 1931) the most numerous group among

the Muslim population

Last, least populous, and in some ways the most distmctive among the sub-

regions of Region B is area B-7, centering on Azamgarh Distnct m Western

Bhojpur. This area is quite different from Subregion B-6 just across the Gogra

River to the north, but gradually blends m other directions into Subregions

B-5 and C-2 Here the three most numerous castes, Chamars, Ahirs, and Rajputs,

in that order, together account for approximately 55 per cent of the total popu-

lation, a figure attained, presumably, in no other subregion of the North Indian

Plain. The dominance of the Rajputs, the leading caste in power and landholding,

IS not at all apparent from their numerical strength Tw o other castes each have

over 5 per cent of the population, the Brahmans, who are virtually nowhere weak
m numbers in areas of Rajput strength, and the Bhars, allegedly the indigenous

populauon of this tract. There is also a sizeable group of Bhumihars, cultiv'ating

Brahmans, w'ho dominate a number of villages m the area. And, finally, the

tradmonal bme- and salt-making caste of Noniyas is bener represented here than

any place else m nonhem India, which fact is probably related to the unusually

widespread occurrence in this area of kankar (nodular limestone) concretions

in the soil and of the prevalence of reb (saline efflorescences) at the soil’s surface.

Region C
Region C comprises the northern plains portion of the state of Bihar, minus

most of Pumea Distnct in the nonheast, plus Ballia District of Uttar Pradesh

in the west. Throughout, this region is characterized by a numerical predominance

of Ahirs, locally called- Goalas In the core area. Subregion C-1, comprising a

majonty of the total area and populanon, this group far surpasses any other, and,

at Its strongest, m Bhagalpur, it was over three omes as numerous as the second

rankmg group. Yet, even in Bhagalpur, Ahirs were only 16.8 per cent of the

total population in 1931. It follow’s, then, that none of the remaining castes is

very strongly represented, except in the peripheral Subregions C-2 and C-3,

where Rajputs and Brahmans respccnvely arc estimated to comprise around a

tenth of the total. On the basis of numbers alone, one might assume that the

Ahirs are clearly the dominant caste, at least m Subregion C-1. While they

probably do dominate more villages than any other single group, they do not,
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however, lead in nearly as many villages as might be supposed. This stems

from the fact that they are a relatively evenh distributed caste, whereas a

number of other groups, to be discussed below, tend to be much more con-

centrated in fewer localities or ullages in which they enjov ascendancy. In

practice, then, the pattern of local caste dominance in Region C resembles Region

B more than Region A, which also has a uniform numerical preponderance of

but a single caste. Regions B and C are also similar in having high degrees of

ramification of overall caste structure, in their fairly steep average rises m the

numbers of castes per village with increasing village size and m their degree of

heterogeneity of caste structure at the local level

In terms of the relative strengths of specific castes, however, there are a

number of noteworthy differences between the two regions. Region C, except

in the specially delimited peripheral areas, has relativelv fewer Brahmans and

Raiputs than Region B and far fewer Chamars. On the other hand, Dusadhs, a

caste of petty cultivators and agricultural laborers scarcely found in Region B,

occur in significant numbers throughout Region C, where the\ have slighth

over 5 per cent of the total population and are second onlv to the Ahirs in

total numbers. Very close behind are the Koens, also found throughout the region

A peculiar feature of Subregion C-1 is that after the Ahirs, who, as indicated,

lead substantially in every district, the second ranking caste is not the same in

any two districts. After the more or less ubiquitous Dusadhs, who rank second

in the area as a whole and in Muzaffarpur, and the third-ranking Koens, the

castes of some numerical importance are the Brahmans, who rank second in

Darbhanga (but whose mam strength lies in the northern part of the district

within Subregion C-J), the Rajputs, the Kurmis, who rank second in Patna,

the Sheikhs, who rank second in Bhagalpur and who were concentrated in

Tifhut, on the north bank of the Ganges and in and near Patna, the Bhumihars,

a caste of cultivating Brahmans, concentrated in Magadha on the south bank of

the Ganges and second-ranking in Gaya, the fairh evenly spread Muslim

weaving caste of Julahas, the Kahars, Hindu water-carriers and domestic scrv’ants,

and, finally, the depressed pig-reanng caste of Musahars, who arc gcnerallv

more numerous toward the east and who rank second in Alonghyr.

Somewhat transitional in nature between Subregions C*1 and B-7 is Subregion

C-2, where, despite their second-place position numerically, Rajputs are almost

surely the regionally dominant caste. Ahirs, however, probably dominate a

larger number of villages, especially those of smaller than average size. The third

ranking caste are the Brahmans, with Koens and Chamars following fairly closely

behind, all three with between 10 and 5 per cent of the population. Of the

remaining castes only the Bhumihars and Dusadhs are sufficiently numerous to

be worthy of mention. Aluslims are quite poorly represented m this subregion.

The existence of a distinct Subregion C-3 could not have been reasonably in-

ferred from the district-wise data of the 1931 census alone. While Darbhanga
District does stand out from other districts as an area with a peculiarly high

concentration of Brahmans (10.1 per cent, over double that of any neighboring

district), this anomaly in itself would not have warranted its separation from the
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rest of Subregion C-1. It was only in the field that I discovered that there was

a distinctive belt of territory in Alithila, extending across the grain of adminis-

trative district boundaries through most of northern Bihar, m which the Maithil

Brahman community was established in sufiicient strength to warrant mapping

that area, tentatively, as a distinct subregion The Maithil Brahmans are said to

have fled into Nepal before the advancing Afuslim power on the plain and

reestablished themselves in the northern part of their home area only after

Muslim power there had waned. Apart from Brahmans, the castes significantly

represented are, by and large, the same as those mentioned for Subregion C-1,

except that the water-carrying caste of Kahars arc almost totally absent, while

a boatman caste, Mullahs (this area is particularly subject to flooding) takes

their place.

Region D
Extending southward from the Nepalese border all along the border of East

Pakistan to the Bay of Bengal is Region D, marked throughout by an unusually

high percentage of the population in but a single caste, the Sheikhs, who com-

prised almost the whole of the resident Muslim population. Pnor to partition

this group would have comprised close to SO per cent of the total population

of the area depicted, but an outflow of modest proportions to East Pakistan and

an inflow of Hindus in much larger numbers have considerably reduced their

relative strength (The figure of J7.5 per cent in Figure 9 is a rougher than

average estimate, but local percentages may run much higher. Murshidabad

Distnct was 55 9 per cent Muslim m 1961 ) Were the Sheikhs Hindu, rather

than Muslim, their dominant position, regionally, would be assured, since no

other group even approaches them m numerical strength. But as members of a

communal minority the Sheikhs presumably find their strength somewhat vitiated,

since there is always the nsk that m situations of potential conflict the otherwise

factious Hindu community would unite against them. Yet, within their own
hamlets or villages or clusters thereof, where they lend to constitute a very

large propomon of the total population, it is probable that they exercise authority

much as they did before Indian independence Villages or hamlets tend to be,

on the whole, clearly Mushm dominated or clearly Hindu dominated, Muslim

villages having far fewer castes in general than those dominated by Hindus.^

The non-Muslim groups who are most commonly found m large numbers in

Sheikh villages are depressed Hindu castes or tnbal or semitnbal people, who
are, for the most part, petty cultivators, fishermen, and agricultural laborers.

Insofar as these groups interact socially and economically with their Muslim

neighbors, questions of ncual polluuon and tradiuonal jajmani relationships

probably have little or no importance. This, howrever, is not to say that between

Hindu and Muslim no (ajmam tics exist. The caste structure of the area as a

27 The only smgle-caste village among die 22} surveyed was a Sheikh village of 52 house-
holds m the environs of Calcutta, just west of the boundary of Region D. Presumably, all-

Sheikh villages and certainly smgle-caste hamlets are not pamc.Jarly rare in Region D itself.

The closest approach in the sample, however, was a two-caste village in which non-Sheikhs
were represented by but four depressed Hindu (Hari) households out of a total of 89.
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whole is not highly ramified, but the intermixing of Hindu and Muslim com-

munities commonly yields a local caste pattern with a verj' high level of

heterogeneity.

In mo not ver>’ desirable, but fairly extensive, tracts of land, only recently

becoming densely settled, there are non-Muslim groups of rather appreciable

strength. To the north there is the so-called Barind Jungle Tract (ver>' little

jungle still remains) in the districts of Dinajpur and Malda and for some distance

across the border in Pakistan. Here the aboriginal Rajbanshis, often in small,

simple villages almost exclusively their own, constitute up to a fifth of the total

population. Today the group is split into a more tnbalistic group, the Deshi

Rajbanshis and an upward-aspiring (Sanskntizing, to use the well-knouTi term

of Srinivas) group, who st>’le themselves Paliyas. In the same general region,

moving northeastward from the Santal Parganas of Bihar, are the tribal group

of Santals, who for generations have been reclaiming jungle throughout much

of West Bengal and xvho are becoming particularly well established in the

Barind tract, xvhere conceivably they may now constitute as much as a tenth

of the population.

The second area in which a non-MusIim group registers particular strength

lies on the prograding portion of the Ganges delta m the swampy terrain known

as the Sundarbans, which, like the Bannd Tract, e.ttends well into East Pakistan.

There the depressed Hindu fishing-laboring caste of Pods (currently st>’Ied

Paundra-Kshatriyas) has a position much like that of the Rajbanshis to the north,

except that they are more apt to be found as laborers on lands oxvned by

Sheikhs or various clean Hmdu castes. In 19)1 they constituted a fourth of the

total population of the district of 24 Parganas and may even have been a majority

in the southernmost sub-divisions, where they proridc most of the labor in-

volved in poldering and reclaiming the prevalent mangrove swamp, often on

tracts held by absentee landlords. Other groups have been specifically recruited

or have immigrated spontaneously for this work. These have been tnbals, for

the most part, particularly Santals, from the Chota Nagpur.

Of the clean Hindu castes, the cultivating Mahishyas are the most numerous

particularly toward the south, where they may today constitute over an eighth

of the total population. To the north, near Region C, the Goalas (Ahirs) are of

note. Not nearly so numerous as the Mahishj-as, but with rather similar general

distributions, arc the Brahmans and the clcncal or senbe caste of Kayasthas. In

practice, these txx’o groups are often landlords. Their holdings in East Pakistan,

where Kayasthas constituted the most numerous clean Hindu caste, were con-

siderable. iMost of these two groups hax-c now immigrated to India, and it is

probable that their strength in Region D is now well above what it was m 1931.

Region E

Region E comprises the portion of Bengal extending west from Region D to

the Chota Nagpur Plateau and the narrow coastal plain of Orissa. Here, regional

dominance, insofar as it can be recognized, resides throughout in one or another

clean Hindu caste. Among these castes, only the Brahmans arc found in really
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significant numbers throughout the region, though they are outnumbered by

the not quite so ubiquitous Mahishyas Though the Muslim caste of Sheikhs are

also important over all of this area, their numbers and influence are far less than

in Region D Here, their dominance is presumably limited to a relatively small

number of villages, generally larger than average in size and located along more

important roads or near the border with Region D. Almost as numerous as the

Muslims, but much more diffuse, are the tnbal groups, overwhelmingly Santal,

who are generally Hinduized in \arying degrees While Santals constitute the

largest group m a number of villages, m some cases even an absolute majority,

they do not normally enjoy much power.

The caste structure of Region E is not as ramified as that of Regions B, C, and,

probably, A, though it is more so than m Region D. This is true whether one

analyzes particular localities or individual villages In the sample of seventeen

villages in Birbhum and Midnapore Districts, the average number of castes per

village was not quite eight. Even after making allowances for the relatively small

average village size, this was much less than one finds, typically, in Uttar Pradesh

and Bihar. On the other hand, the degree of local heterogeneity of caste structure,

as evidenced by the data for Midnapore (Table 2) is probably greater than for

any other major caste region of nonbern India. (At the subregional level, area

B-2 may well be comparable.)

Very few villages of Region E appear to have the broad complement of artisan

and serving castes (such as blacksmiths, carpenters, potters, barbers, and leather

workers) which characterizes most villages m Punjab and Uttar Pradesh. Insofar

as these castes exist locally, each tends to be found in a relatively small number

of villages, rather than to be highly diffuse, and to provide its services over

a more or less broad area, rather than in one or a very few villages. Brahmans,

however, are an excepuon, being found m most villages, but even the barbenng

caste, so widely and evenly spread in most sample areas, is here found in only

around half the sampled villages Certain artisan castes (for example, potters,

weavers, mealsmiths, oil-presscrs. and confectioners), are believed to be par-

ocularly concentrated in but a few centers, from which they provide their wares

over a rather extensive area, largely via the weekly or bi-weekly outdoor markets

{h3ts), which are more important in Bengal than m other parts of northern

India, where customary exchange within the traditional Hindu jajmani system

is better developed. Greatly facihtating market exchange in Bengal is the fact

that population densities are exceedingly high. Thus, in an area with a population

density of 1,000 per square mile (a figure commonly reached in Regions D and

E) a group of artisans clustered in a single village will have a potential clientele

of nearly 80,000 persons within a radius of five miles (that is, within two hours’

walking time where no natural obstacles arc interposed).

Of the two divisions recognized within Region E, Subregion E-I to the

north IS much the smaller and the more heterogeneous from one locality to

another. Throughout the area, however, there is a remarkably high proportion

of the population in scheduled castes and tribes, who together constitute around

a third of the total population, more than in any other subregion of the North

Indian Plain The principal such groups are the Bagdis and, especially toward
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the south, the Bauris, both agricultural laboring castes, and the recently immigrant

Santals. When the Muslim population, predominantly of Sheikhs, is added to

these groups, not much more than half the total population remains in “clean"

caste Hindus. Of these, the two principal groups are the Brahmans, whose

numbers have presumably risen as a result of heavy emigration from East Pakistan

and immigration into the rapidly developing industrial area along the Damodar

River (extending on into the Chota Nagpur), and the Sadgops, the most numer-

ous and wealthiest of the cultivating castes. No other group has as much as 5 per

cent of the total population. Goalas, however, come close to that figure and sur-

pass it in Bankura District. The only other castes w'orthy of note are the TiIis and

Telis (also called Kalus), actually two subcastes of oil-pressers found in un-

usually large numbers in this area, and the relatively prosperous Kayasthas, who,

though not especially numerous, are quite widespread in the area and presumably

on the increase since partition.

Subregion E-2, with its core in Midnapore District, straddles the Hooghly

River in the east and includes Calcutta and the great Hooghlysidc conurbation,

which is among the largest metropolitan clusters in the world. The largest caste

by far within the subregion is the dominant cultivating caste of Mahishyas, who
numbered not quite a third of the total population of Midnapore in 1931 and who
may now constitute a clear majority of the total population in the eastern part

of that large and very populous district. Formerly Sheikhs were clearly the

second most numerous caste, and possibly first east of the Hooghly, but a certain

relative reduction in their numbers since partition, and the immigration of various

Hindu groups, may have dispbced them from that position. It would appear

that Brahmans today arc nearly as numerous, if not more so, with a particularly

heavy concentration in the Calcutta-Hooghlyside complex. A third group, par-

ticularly well represented in the city of Calcutta itself, are the Kayasthas, who
slightly outnumbered the Brahmans there in 1931, and who can be presumed also

to have gained notably m strength since partition- In the subregion as a whole

they may now exceed 5 per cent of the total population. Apart from the castes

already mentioned, the only other noteworthy groups of clean Hindus are the

Goalas and Sadgops and possibly a newly emergent group styled Solankis.”

Of the depressed groups, the Bagdis, who constitute the fourth most populous

caste, and the Santals arc most important.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

That there are distinct regional vanaaons in the caste composition and caste

structure of India is obvious. This article presents what is thought to be the

first systematic attempt at a holistic mapping of those variations in the important,

21. The field sample reveals a total]}’ onanacipated result in that in two out of nine vil-

lages surve>ed in western Midnapore the most numerous (and most powerful) caste were
SolanLis, who are not even menaoned in the I9J1 census and who were unknown to Pro-
fessor Ralph Nicholas, who did field work in the eastern part of the distnct (personal cor-
respondence. dated October IJ, 1964). ConceivabI}' they are a schismatic group among either
Mahish)as or Bagdu who are aspinng to higher corporate status than the remainder of the
caste, whom they no longer recognize as caste fellows The lower than anncipated numbers
of both Mahishyas and Bagdis in the sample lend plausibility to this hypothesis.
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but arbitrarily delimited, area of the North Indian Plain. The mapping is a

synthesis, based on a detailed study of the caste data of the 1931 census and of

a large number of maps of individual caste distributions made therefrom, of

graphs showing the ten most numerous castes in each district and princely

state, as computed from the 1931 census, and of the data from a sample of 223

villages studied in two years of field research No claim is made that the field

sample data are perfectly accurate or truly representative of reality, but it is

believed that they are sufficiently accurate and representative to afford a sound

basis for regional generalizations about a number of variables relative to local

caste structure which cannot be made on the basis of the census data alone.

These variables and others, which can be studied directly from the census data,

have been explained and illustrated Among the variables, the locally dominant

caste, the degree of dominance, the degree of ramification of the system as a

whole, the rate of rise in the number of castes with increasing village size, and

the relative heterogeneity of caste structure within the villages of a particular

locality are considered of special importance

The map presented, depicting five major caste regions and fifteen subregions,

cannot be considered as definitive Inevitably it incorporates certain subjective

decisions, particularly where regional and subregional boundaries do not closely

follow district boundaries and where more or less intelligent guesses had to be

made relative to major changes since partition. Inferences and assumptions as

to the nature of the local caste structure inbetween the areas of sampling may
not always turn out to be correct. There is a definite need for densification of

the field sample. One might argue that the number of regions or subregions

recognized should have been greater or less. The decision not to recognize

certain singular areas of particularly small population or size as separate subregions

(for example, Saharanpuc District in Uttar Pradesh, which was split between

Subregions B-1 and B-2, but which fits neither really well, or the highly cosmo-

politan metropolitan areas of Delhi and the Calcutta-Hooghlyside conurbation)

IS admittedly arbitrary Somevvhere, however, a line must ultimately be drawn.

Although the map has shortcomings, it seems reasonably certain that for its

scale it provides an essentially correct picture of the regional variations in caste

structure and composition within the area of purview

So long as the institution of caste retains a fundamental role in contributing

to the character of Indian society—and the evidence suggests that this will be

the case for some time to come—there will be a need for understanding it in its

regional dimension. The almost fnghtemng complexity of the caste system and

the paucity of interested scholars with the requisite geographic skills and inclina-

tions and the resources to carry out the necessary work have, however, too long

delayed any attempt to map and describe that dimension in a systematic manner.

It IS hoped that the present contribution will provide an impetus to other

scholars to conduct further investigations of the geography of caste, aimed both

at improving what is offered here and at extending the work throughout the

area where caste exists.
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5. TOWARD A GRAALMAR OF DEFILEMENT IN

HINDU SACRED LAW

HENRY OKENSTEIN

C
m.TvrRE, IS “coded”; all of its subsystems are structured in much the same

manner as is language. This is almost certainly true of the legal subsystem.

The frequent coupling of the words “code” and “law” may not be wholly

accidental, although its significance is not, perhaps, completely apprehended; the

coded qualitj' of culture is probably more evident and its philosophic implica-

tions are surely more striking in this than in most other aspects of culture. In a

previous paper (1965) I began an analysis in these terms of one legal—more

properly, quasUegal—subsj’stem, the sacred laws of Hinduism, or Dharmashastias.^

That analysis covered regulations regarding caste, usually rendered in sacred

law as “vaina.” Here I will carT>’ the analysis further. I will summarize briefly

the results of my earlier inquiry’ and then show that the “grammar” holds, not

only for caste but also for many other conditions of Hindu life.

A GRAMMAR OF CASTE AND DEFILEMENT

Hindu sacred law contains an impbcit opposition of pollution (defilement,

impuric)’) and purity’. Pollution signifies involvement with life substance and

process, which is to be avoided so far as is posable and proper. Polluting things

or processes include birth, death, sexual intercourse, bodily excretions, harmful

actions, and so on. Purity means, perhaps “spiritually,” in any event the absence

of biological mvolvement Polluted things defile pure ones, and exposure to the

latter removes the effects of the former.*

Pollution in the Dharmashastras falls into a number of implicit t>’pes, to which

Con Do Bols and J. A. B. Van Boitenen were kind tnoagh to read my paper with mneh
care and give me dieir construcoTc cridcKim and helpfol suggestjons. I have taken their

adnee in some matters. Some others which called for fairly marked altendons in my trend

of thought are mdicaied in the notes to this paper. At present ! am considering these sng-
gesaons while working on the final version of tfiis study. In the meanwhile I should lie to
thank Professors Du Bois and Van Buitejien for their tune and effort in behalf of my work.

1. Two references are given to each code. The nttmbeis of die relevant subdivisions of a
code are placed after the name of the code-wnter, and tfiis is followed by the kind of refer-
ence usual in anthropologi’, naming the translator. The translators insert parentheses in the
texts, presumably to convey accurate meaning. 1 retain these and and use square brackets for my
own insertions or substituaons. I have used two ratiier different versions of one code, Apa-
stamba, a rectnssion from Bengal, I refer to as Apastamba-B. For discusaon of the codes
and the manner in which I use them, see my earlier paper (1965, pp. 1-3, 13-14).

2. In regard to matters that concern us. die matit goal of the shastras, as I see it, was the
avoidance of pollution, living was a batde against life, a constant struggle to put aade en-
gagement with things of the body and, as Robert Aliller has pointed out to me, in this way

115
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I have assigned uhat is largely my own nomenclature. (1) When a birth or

death occurs in ego’s km group he is sub;ect to relational pollution. He is defiled

for a stipulated period of time \arj-ing with his genealogical distance from the

deceased or newborn Defilement is believed to “spread" through the kin group,

which is conccued. m the words of the Mitakshara, as “connected by particles

of the same body.” Relational pollution is incurred neither through ego’s actions

nor through the actions of others upon him, he is simply the recipient of defile-

ment by virtue of his biological connection with others. (2) Act-pollution is

brought about by some form of contact with biological phenomena. It is sub-

div ided into (a) internal pollution, in w’hich ego, as sub)ect, acts upon objects, and

(b) external pollution, in w’hich ego is the object One is defiled internally by

injuring living things External pollution is brought on if one contacts biological

substance or process, for example, by touching or eating bodily secretions, one’s

own or another’s *

Each of these types of pollution is associated with d/snneru’e “paradigms,”

by which I mean orderly variations on rules not unlike the declensions of

grammar. The paradigms for internal and external pollution are fairly obvious

and easily explained The amount of internal pollution ego incurs is propor-

tionate to the purity of his victim’s vama, for example, the penance for killing

a Kshatn>a is less than that for killing a Brahman, and so on down in vama

rank Defilement is simply dependent upon the magnitude of the crime, which

depends, in turn, upon the punty of the victim The extent of ego’s external

pollution is proponionate to the defilement of the vama he contacts, for example,

a Vaishya’s corpse defiles more than does a Brahman’s Pollution here simply

involves “catching” defilement from someone or something, the more defiled the

source, the greater the pollution.

The explanation of act-pollution and relaaona! pollution is more complex. Ego’s

relational defilement is inversely proportionate to his caste rank, that is, the higher

the rank the less the defilement in case of a birth or death Brahmans are usually

said to be polluted for ten days, Kshatnyas for tw'clve days, Vaishyas for

fifteen, and Shudras for thirty. In contrast, the amount of act-pollution is pro-

to achieve nioksha, the ultimate "not-so” Van Buitenen dissents from this emphasis on the

negative side of the codes, if I understand him cocreedy, he views the central aim of the

shastras as the attainment of a positive state of punty, which, in turn, gives spintual power.
nay t* vsttect m vVns, tw vkt tnne being \ ^vnVt n best to btA4 vo niy tiriginal

posmon. Obviously the diHerence as one of emphasis and does not substannally alter the

conclusions of this paper
3 This classification is preliminary, it is intended to cover only the regulations discussed

in this paper and will later be elaborated On the advice of Du Bois, Van Buitenen, and
©then, I have changed the nomenclatorc employed in my earlier paper, adopting in part
a suggestion of Du Bois' For "relational poUraon" I formerly used ‘‘intransiave pollution,”
for “act-poUunon," the term “cransiave polluDon." Though they serve to describe fairly
well the kinds of pollution involved, I am not yet fully satisfied with the new terms and
may alter them in the final version

I retain the words “external” and “intemaJ,” although when I first chose them I had for-
gotten that they hid been used earlier by ftevenson for very different kinds of pollution
U9f4, pp 56-58) However, my distinction is one of kind, Stevenson’s is one of degree,
his “internal pollution” is more severe than his “external,” and one can, it seems to me, simply
refer to them as more or less severe. Neverdieless, I would yield on this small matter were it

not for the fact that my usage t$ based on that of Baudhayana (circa 500-200 b c ), which
gives It precedence
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poitionate to rank; if one touches a corpse or kills a cow, one’s pollution is

greater if one’s caste is higher.

To explain this reversal, we must assume, first, that in the minds of the

sacerdotal lawyers, all human beings, all living things, were conceived as to

some extent polluted, and, second, that the amount of pollution “normally,”

“naturally” associated with each caste was believed to vary with its rank; that

is, low castes were conceived as naturally more deeply implicated with life

substance and process than high ones. Any deviation from normal pollution

requires a piuifying process or period of time to return to the normal state.

Since the latter differs among the castes, a different amount of purification is

required of each.

Relational pollution was taken to be something that happens to a kinship group

(people “connected by particles of the same body”), something that “spreads”

throughout the group. “Spreading” affects pollution in a manner analogous to

multiphcation. Holding constant such factors as degree of relationship, birth

or death results in a “multiplication” of normal pollution by the same amount

for each caste. Because the normal condition of lower castes is to be more

defiled, the increase in relational pollution for them is greater than for higher

castes.

Act-pollution was conceived as impinging on the individual from without. Its

extent was seen as determined, other things being equal, entirely by the phe-

nomena with which ego interacts. To recover a normal state after act-pollution,

a member of a high caste, hence, must nd himself of more defilement than some-

one of low caste, for his normal state involves less defilement.

In order to make this position as clear as possible, I represent the distinction

between relational and acc-pollution graphically, exaggerating the precision of

the rules.

normal
Aet-Follution Condition Relational Pollution

Remainder Object 1

(— Abnormal
Condtfton)

(Brahman)

Event Abnormal
Condition

Remainder

8 10 2

(Kshatriya)

(xS) 10 8

7 10 3

(Vaishya)

(xS) 15 12

5 10 5

(Shudra)

(xS) 25 20

2 10 8 (x5) 40 32
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Of course, multiplication and subtraction did not take place in this precise

fashion The penances vari.- from code to code, and many of the paradigms are

not given numencally. I suggest not an anthmetical model but rather a lin-

guistic one.

TOWARD A GENERAL GRAMMAR OF DEFILEMENT

This, in broad outline, represents the essential features of a grammar of de-

filement in Hindu sacred law. However, it has been referred only to differences

and v ..nations in pollution associated with caste rank,^nd there are other relevant

matters. For example, while each caste was thought of as havmg a normal amount

of defilement incxtncably associated with it, the impunty of individuals was

beheved to be changeable Changes could be temporary’, such as the addinonal

punty that accrues to persons engaged m religious tttes. In many cases there are

permanent alterations in natural pollution, that is, the polluted condition to which

the individual is expected to return after defilement is, itself, altered. Thus, w hen

an indindual becomes learned m the Vedas he is elevated, when he refrains from

doing his religious duty, he is “degraded,” mrguna. If our grammar is valid, it

should be applicable to condiuons of this kind as well as to caste I will now
show that It IS

Relational Pollution

Some of the codes classify Brahmans according to the number of sacred “quali*

fications” they possess, those classified as more sacred (hence less pollut'd) are

less subject to relaaonal pollution. Atrt (83) and Parashara (lu 5), for example,

put in one group Brahmans who know the Vedas and keep the sacred fire, in

another group those who know the Veda but do not keep the sacred fire, and

in a third those w ho arc “without cither the \'eda or the fire,” The most sacred

group attains punty, in the event of a birth or death, in one day, the second group

attains it in three days, while the last must wan out the full ten-day penod (Dutt,

1907, p. 296, Bhattachar>’ya, 1887, p. 1 J). Ushanas (vi 7, 34) puts forward differ-

ent qualifications, implj-mg four groups, of which the most “qualified” is pure m
one day, the next in three days, the third m four days, and ordinarj’ Brahmans in

ten days (Dutt, 1907, pp. 239, 243). Ushanas (vi 4-5, 23-25, 51, 55-57) and

Parashara (m 19-20)* make other starements, more general but of the same type,

which allow immediate purification or curuiled pollution for those given to re-

hgious study, for those who give daily chanty, and so on (Dutt, 1907, pp 238-39,

241—42, 245-46, Bhattacharyya, 1887, pp 15—16). Gautama (xiv. 1), Baudhayana
(i, 5, II 1), Yajnavalkya (lu 28), and Shankha (xv' 21) also exempt from
relational pollution indiv’idual Brahmans who have undergone special purificatory’

ntes, such as the hmta sacrifice, or w'ho perform highly sacred duties, such as

4. The reference to Parashira m Bhanacharyya’s \eiston, which 1 have used here, apparently
corresponds to sloka 28 in Dun’s recension, where the statement is not relevant to this topic
(Duct, 1907, p 549)
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those of the sacrificial priest (Buhler, 1879, p. 246; 1882, p. 177; Dutt, 1907, pp.

122
,
641).5

On a number of occasions one is in a temporarily heightened state of purity.

The rules here are consistent with others. One should not perform marriage cere-

monies, vows, sacrifices, or other religious rites when in relational pollution; this

would defile the deities involved in the ritM. But once such ceremonies have be-

gun, one is temporarily elevated to a highly spiritualized plane, and one is, hence,

immune from relational pollution. Codes that provide for exemptions of this kind

are Manu (v: 93), Vishnu xxii: 49-53), Yajnavalkya (iii: 28-29), Ushanas (vi:

23-25), Atri (84, 97-98), Katya>’ana (xxiv: 5), and Apastamba-B (x: 16). Para-

shara (iii: 20-21) mentions it only in regard to birth pollution (Buhler, 1886,

p. 185; Jolly, 1880, pp. 92-93; Dutt, 1907, pp. 122, 241-42, 296, 298, 407, 749;

Bhattacharj’ya, 1887, pp. 15-16).®

The king is usually thought to be in a highly sacred state and is, hence, not

subject to relational pollution. Thus Manu (v: 93-94, 96-97): “For a king, on

the throne of magnanimity, immediate purification is prescribed. , . . Because

the king is per\’aded by [the eight guardian deides of the world], no impurity is

ordained for him" (Buhler, 1886, pp. 185-86).^ Vishnu (xxu: 48) exempts kings

from impurity, but he specifies that this holds for them “while engaged in the

discharge of their duties” (Jolly, 1880, pp. 92-93). Gautama (xiv: 45) also relieves

monarchs of the burden of impurity but adds that this is “lest their business be

impeded” (Buhler, 1879, p. 251).* Thb is difficult to interpret. It is possible that

Gautama and Vishnu release kings from such necessities m order to facilitate

affiairs of state, that is, as a matter of rimple practicality, uhich would place this

regulation among a number of others that I will consider m later publications. The

ruling may be interpreted as one of practicality and increased purity, for the

c\vo principles, in this instance, obviously do not clash. Other codes, such as

5. A irauta sacrifice is one presenbed in the Vedas. There were a number of different kinds

(see Kane 1910-62, iii, Ch. 29). An addioonal ruling by Gautama may be interpreted as

exempong very pure Brahmans from poUuaon. Sec note 9.

6. ^e note 5.

7. Van Buitenen has been good enough to give me a more accurate translation of rhU
passage. The most important discrepancy with that given by Buhler is in the words “pervaded
by,” which can be rendered as either “inhabited by” or "governed by.”

Van Buitenen believes that the king is a unique, singular case, not comparable with, for
example, ordinary Kshatriyas or even unusually pure Brahmans, who comprise aggregates
or groups of persons. The king’s immunity from pollution is, therefore, not comparable with
others, he is exempt because of his unique position, and, if 1 understand Van Buitenen
correctly, because of the importance of his work, because of pracncality. This is quite
possibly correct, for, as I recall, the king is exempted from other forms of pollution in some
texts. I will take up this problem at a later date. Meanwhile, I would argue that his exalted
secular condition, howeser unique, was bebeved to bestow on him greater purity, even
if he was seen to be only "governed by” and not “inhabited by” deines, hence, both ex-
planations apply.

8. In the sutra immediately following the one on kings, Gautama exempts a Brahman from
pollution “lest his daily study of the Veda be interrupted.” I conjecture that Gautama was
employing a turn of phrase here, knowing that his reader would understand his meaning
as “A Brahman who daily studies the Vedas is never impure,” much as Manu and other codes
put It. I think this inte^retanon may also apply to the preceding sutra, referring to kings.
However, I am not equipped to resolve problems such as this and must leave their resolution
to those who are.
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Manu, exempt the king without qualificarion Parashara (iii. 19—20), Yajnavalkya

(ill 27), Ushanas (\i 5j-57), Am (184), Daksha (vh 5), and Shankha (\v: 21);

Buhler (1879, p. 251), Bhattachar)ya (1887, pp. 15-16), Dutt (1907, pp. 122,

246, 296, 450, 641)

One shastra wnter, Ya]navall:\*a (lii- 22), makes special provisions for Shudras

in birth and death pollution. He first gives the usual paradigm prescribing thirty

days of impunt}’ for Shudras and then adds, “and half of that for well behaved

(Shudras)” (Dutt, 1907, pp. 120-21).*

This paradigm w as applied, at least in part, to the ashramas, the orders or stages

of life through which the high-bom Hindu should pass. The orders, of course,

differ in puntA . The householder, or gnhastha, was most polluted, the student, or

brahmacan, less so, the forest hermit, vanaprastha, jet less, and the wandering

ascetic, yati or sannyasi, least. Manj' of the codes mention the effect of birth or

death on students. Vishnu (xxii 85-87) saj's that a student maj', if necessary,

perform the funeral of his deceased guru and implies that this holds for a de-

ceased parent as well. If he does so, he undergoes the regular ten-daj' pollution

How ever, the student is not polluted if he does not actualh’ perform the funeral

ntes and he is not polluted at the death of other sapmda (close kinsmen, primarily

pamlineal) unless he offers them w'ater libations after his studentship ends, m
which case he is impure for three daj’s. The recent commentator Nandapandita

is consistent with this when he exempts the student from impurity on the demise

of all kinsmen but his parents (Jollj’, 1880, pp. 92, 96). According to Katj'ayana

(xxiv. 6), a religious student does not become impure even at the death of his

father, the impuntj’ takes place after his studies cease “or [and-] lasts for three

days” (Dutt, 1907, p 407) The remainder of the codes that mention the matter

state, w’lthout qualification, that the religious student is exempt from relational

pollution Gautama (xiv 1), Baudhayana (i, 5, M 1), Parashara (lii 17),

Yainavalkya (ui 15), Ushanas (vi. 55-57), Atn (97), Shankha (xv 21), Buhler

(1879, p 246, 1882, p. 177), Bhattacharjya (1887, p. 15), Dutt (1907, pp 119,

246, 298, 641).

Vasishtha (x 27), Jajnavalkj’a (ill 28),’® Shankha (xv 21), and Atn (97)

assert that ascetics are not affected by binh or death (Buhler, 1882, pp. 48-49,

Alandlik, 1880, p 247, Dutt, 1907, pp 298, 641) There are no further statements

on ascetics and none whatever on hermits. This lack is comprehensible, if students

are said to be subject to httle or no pollution, then the immunity of these orders,

which are considerably purer than that of student, maj' have been considered too

obvious for much discussion.

Those who consistentlj’ fail in their religious duties are thereby degraded, in

case of birth or death they are more polluted than others Ushanas gives a number

of rules of this type (vi 6, 9, 15). If a \ery young child dies or an abortion

occurs, he prescribes no impurity for sapmda, but if the sapmda is “NtTgitna

(unmentorious),” then he is polluted for one day or one day and a night. Ushanas

9 Van Buitenen Shudras “who abide by the rules"
10. Reference is to Mandbk’s version of Yainavalkya Putt’s rendering differs, as a result

either of a difference m translation or of the recension used (1907, p 122).
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states that on the death of an adult the period of imporit)* of the unmeritorious

extends over the usual ten da}*s» and riien later adds: “The period of impuritv

of those who do not perform religious rites, who do not read in the \''eda, and

who suffer from Iepros>',** etcL, terminates with their death.” According to Atri

also (102-103) perpetual impurity is tfie lot of the unmeritorious (Dutt, 1907,

pp. 198, 239-41).

A nearly complete paradigm for relational pollution, taking in most of the

conditions we have mentioned, is given in a highly sj'stematic manner by Daksha

(vi: I-ll). He begins by asserting that impurin' can cease immediately; it can

last for one day, two, three, four, ten, twelve, fourteen, or thirtj' daj’S; or it can

terminate wath death. He then goes on to describe those who are “immediately

pure,” such as kings, sacrificial priests, and those engaged in religious rites. Next

he adds, “One day is spoken of for him who maintains the Sacred Fire and studies

the Vedas. Two, three, and four days arc for those who are inferior and more

inferior.” He then gives the usual paradigm for the vamas. concluding with the

thirty-day period of pollution for Shudras. He ends wath those for whom “per-

petual impurit>’” is ordained, such as people who do not bathe or give gifts,

the illiterate, and those who do not do shraddhas (ancestor propiriarion ntes)

(Dutt, 1907, pp. 450-51).

Acr-PoLLcnoN*

The anticipated regularity also holds for act*poIlution; the normally less pol-

luted require more purification. If one is bitten by a dog, a wolf, or a similar

animal, a penance is required. Parashara gives several penances (v: 1-5). If a

man, “whether religious or not,” is bitten he need merely salute a number of

Brahmans, who purify him by looking at him. If a “supenor Brahman” is bitten,

he must wash and recite the highly sacred Gayatn mantra maodibly, while a

Brahman sanctified by knowledge of the Vedas must wash with water touched

by gold and eat clarified butter. If one is bitten while engaged in a religious rite,

one must fast three nights, take clarified butter, and dnnk sanctified water

(Bhatcacharyyi, 1887, p. 14). In Atri (66, 68) we find a paradigm like this one,

involving animal bite, but with different details (Dutt, 1907, p. 194).

Alanu gives a special rule on self-defilemeac (for example, after unnatioa) for

superior Shudras. First he asserts that one must sip water three rimes in the ritual

and adds that a Shudra should do so only once (v: 139). Then he modifies the

rule (v: 140), saving that for “Shudras who live accordmg to the law . . . their

mode of purification (shall be) the same as that of \’aishvas.” A number of com-
mentators mterprcc living “according to the law” as “who serve Arv-ans” (Buhler,

1886, p. 193). It is possible that the idea m regard to sippmg is not that by servin'^

Aryans the Shudra’s normal defilement is decreased, necessitatmg greater purifi-

canon, but rather that they must keep themselves in a purer condition rh:Tn other

Shudras because they arc m contact with the twnce-bom. Baudhayana (i, 5, 10:

20) asserts that Shudras serving the twice-bom should sip water accordmg to the

11. Many diseases, especially leprosy, »ere tbooghc to be die result of grave sins comnittsd
i former lives.
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same rule as the latter, and Apastamba (ii, 2, 3 5) prescribes that Shudras who

prepare food for the ceremonies of the twice-born must follow the same rules

for sipping as their masters (Buhler, 1882, pp. 174-75, 1879, p 103). However,

the two explanations are not inconsistent, I believe both apply.

In the eyes of the code-writers women differed from men in natural pollution.

To be sure, there was ambivalence on this topic. As Yalman has shown (1963),

the purity of w’omcn is of extraordinary importance among Hindus, for it is

through them that “blood” is perpetuated, hence through them that caste purity

is preserved. In some contexts this attitude is reflected in the codes. One finds

statements such as “women are free from all stains,” “pure in all limbs.” They

“never (become) entirely foul.” Agni (fire) gave them “perfect purity.” They

can no more be sullied by impure substances than a nver. For examples of such

statements, see Vasishtha (xxviii 5~6, 9), Baudhayana (ii, 2, 4 4-5), Yajnavalkja

(i: 121), and Atri (139, 189), Buhler (1882, pp, 133, 223), Vidyarnava (1918, p.

137), Dutt (1907, pp. 303, 308).

However, women were simultaneously conceived of as impure, perhaps be-

cause they were believed to be more intimately involved with life process.

Women are permitted no exposure to the sacred mantras according to Manu
(u- 66), seconded by the commentator Balambhatia (Buhler, 1886, p 42, Vidyar-

nava, 1918, pp. 102-103). Others allow 'them but one exposure to mantras, at the

time of their wedding. Apart from this occasion, their samskaras (rites intended

to rid the body of defilement) arc devoid of mantras. See, for example, Vishnu

(xxvii* 13-14), Vyasa (i- 16), and Yajnavallcya (i 13); Jolly (1880, p. 114),

Dutt (1907, p 503), Vidyarnava (1918, p. 54). As Alanu has it (ix* 18),

“women[,] (who are) destitute of (the knowledge of) Vedic texts, (are as

impure as) falsehood (itself), that is a fixed rule” (Buhler, 1886, p. 330). The

commentator Balambhatta directly compares women w’lth Shudras in matters

pertaining to rebgion (Vidyarnava, 1918, p. 144), and, indeed, as will shortly

be seen, they are often grouped with Shudras when penances and purification

are put forward.

The impure condition of women is reflected in some of the rules. According to

Apastamba-B (iii: 6) and Angiras (i- 33), it is a general rule that a woman's

penance is half that of a man. A number of commentators agree (Dutt, 1907,

pp. 272, 730, Buhler, 1879, p. 84; Vidyarnava, 1918, p. 138). Children of outcastes

could be readmitted to caste if they underwent a penance, Baudhayana (ii: 1, 2,

24-25) requires a milder penance for w'omen (Buhler, 1882, p. 221). Parashara

(v. 2, 5, 7) and Atn (66-67) require lighter penances for women in cases of

dog bite. Vasishtha (xxvill: 7) attests that only major enmes, such as the murder

of Brahmans or of their own husbands, justify outcasting w’Omen (Bhattacharyj’a,

1887, p. 24, Dutt, 1907, p. 294, Buhler, 1882, p. 133).

Some of these regulations might be interpreted as concessions to the “w eakness”

of women, as matters of practicality, for the sacerdotal lawyers were not in-

sensitive to such problems. However, I doubt that this holds for all the rules, for

women are frequently linked with Shudras in regard to the quantity of water

required for purification; the expresMon often employed is “a woman and a
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Shudra." Lile Shudras, but unlike men of higher caste, they are purified, in

Vishnu’s words (Lsii: 9), “by svatcr which has once touched their palate.” State-

ments akin to this are made by Va^htha (iii: 34), Baudhayana (i; 5, 8: 22-23),

Manu (V 138-39), L'ajnai-alkya (i: 21), Shankha (ix: 4), and a number of com-

mentators (Jolly, 1880, p. 199; Buhler, 1882, pp. 21, 167; 1886, p. 193; Vidyamava,

1918, pp. 60-61; Dutt, 1907, p. 627). As will be seen in connection with internal

pollution, women arc also sometimes grouped with Shudras when penances for

murder are given.’^

Clearly die paradigm holds for the ashramas, the ideal stages of life. Vishnu

first gives the rules for cleansing oneself after voiding e\crement-one cleans the

left hand ten times, the right seven, etc.-and then adds (lx: 25-26), “Such is the

purification ordained for householders; it is double for students; treble for hermits,

quadruple for ascetics.” Other instances of this paradigm, xvith minor variations,

are in \'asishtha (\h 19). Alanu (v: 137), Daksha (v: 8-9), and Shankha (.xvi:

22); Jolly (1880, p. 196), Buhler (1882, pp. 36-37, 1886, p. 193), Dutt (1907,

pp. 448—49, 644). According to a recension of Angiras not available to me, this

paradigm also holds for internal pollution; when householders, students, hermits,

or asceacs inflict injury on living things, their penances are increased in the order

given. Angiras’ rule is seconded by the Mltakshara (Gharpurc, 1942, p. 1739; see

also Kane, 1930-1962, i%’, 83).

The rule for act-pollution is applied not only to people of different degrees of

pollution but also to different parts of the human body, for these are believed to

differ in the extent of natural pollution. A rough classification, as given, for

example, by Baudhayana (t, 5, 10. 19) and Manu (v; 132), is that the portion of

the body above the navel is pure, while that below is impure (Buhler, 1882, p. 174;

1886, p. 192). In fact, this is a simplification, for the classification of the body is

somenmes further refined, the head being purer than most other parts, the mouth
the purest, and so on For illustrations, sec Manu (i* 92, iv; 82) and Vishnu (Ixviii:

83), Buhler (1886, pp. 24-25, 141-42). Jolly (1880, p. 220). It is understandable,

then, that uc should find in a number of codes, including Apastamba (i, 5, 16:

14), Vasishtha (iii 38), and Manu (v 145), that water must be sipped after

sleeping in order to purify the body. This is explained by Daksha (ii 8) as due
to the fact that the body secretes substances in sleep, and “the superior organs
thereby come to be level with the inferior ones” (Buhler, 1879, pp. 58-59; 1882,

p. 22, 1886, p. 194; Dutt, 1907, p. 435).

The rules of act-pollution applied to the body follow those we have previously
discussed. Yama (45) and Apastamba-B (i: 10) assert that if one is “sullied” by
impure substances below the navel, one must wash the particular spot and rub
it with earth, but if one is defiled above the navel, one must bathe the entire body
(Dutt, 1907, pp. 282, 743). The Mitakshara refers to Dcvala (a code unavailable
to me) in agreement on this point, and the commentator Govinda’s interpretation

12. X\omen are not mennooed « subject to looget periods of relational pollution despite
thetr greater natural iinpunt>-. As Irawad Kaive pointed out at the conference at which this
paper was given, such lengthening of the poUuoon period «ould present an imposable
siniacon, for women must prepare food for the household and could not do so if in an
abnormal state of defilement.
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of Baudhayana, which specifies being touched by a dog, also gives this rule

(Vidyamava, 1918, p. 286, Buhler, 1882, p. 18J). The same idea is given in other

law texts, sometimes with refinements. Thus Vishnu (xxii 77-80) gives a similar

rule for defilement with liquor or bodily excretions but adds that pollution above

the nave! necessitates cleaning the spot with earth and water as well as bathing.

He then states that if the mouth or lip is likewise defiled, one must fast, bathe,

and drink pancagavya (cow urine, milk, dung, curds, and clarified butter)
; Jolly

(1880, p. 9J). According to Ushanas (ix- 8I-S2), if a man is bitten by a dog below

the navel, he must drink only milk in the evening for three days, if the bite is

above the navel, “threefold is the penance.” If he is bitten on the head, the

penance :s fourfold. Atri ignores the grosser division of the body and asserts

(206)' “The head, neck, thighs, and feet being contaminated uith spiritous liquor,

one should fast, in order, for ten, six, three, and one day” (Dutt, 1907, pp. 264,

3 10) .’3

The paradigms for act-pollution make sense of the extent to which things

perceived as supernatural in India are shielded from contacts with things of this

world. They are the purest of things, hence they arc highly susceptible to defile-

ment and, therefore, require elaborate defense against polluting influences The

Vedas are the most sacred of ail phenomena m Hinduism, the codes abound in

stnctures regarding them. For example, one may not study the \^ed3s within the

heating or sight of Shudras or other low castes, according to some, not even m a

village inhabited by a “vile caste.” One should not study the Vedas when a dog,

jackal, or ass emits a noise, or in the vicinity of such animals. Study is prohibited

for three days after one is invited to a shradda, or for that matter, anywhere in

the vicinity of death or when in any way affected by it. It is obviously prohibited

when one is defiled by food leavings, excrement, or the like Some codes require

that one should not even chink of the Vedas when impure. Rules of this kind can

be found, for example, in Apastamba (i, 3, 9. 6-10, 17, i, 3, 10 2-5, 10), Vasishtha

(xjii. 11-16, 20-29), Baudhayana (j, II. 21 4, 8. IS, 21), Alanu (iv. 108-1],

127), Vishnu (xxii 6, xxx. 10-14, Ixviii J8). Yajnavalkya (i: 144, 146, 148-49),

Ushanas (iii 65-69, 74, 78, vi* 1-2), and Shankha (iii 4-7), Buhler (1879, pp
34-37, 1882, pp. 64-66, 208-11, 1886, pp. 146, 149), Jolly (1880, pp. 87, 124,

220), Vidyanamava (1918, pp 251-54), Dutt (1907, pp. 210-12, 238, 614-15).

Deities and other supernatural beings and phenomena are also conceived of as

highly susceptible to pollution, although, probably because they are not con-

sidered so pure as the Vedas, the codes do not give as much attention to them

One must not pronounce the name of a deity when “unclean." There must be no

blemish on one's clothing during a sacrifice to a god. While performing a religious

rite one must not touch oneself below the navel One cannot step on the shadow

of a god’s image. It is forbidden to look at the sacred celestial bodies, the sun, the

moon, etc
,
while unclean. A cow must not be touched while one is unwashed.

Indeed, one must not approach a fire too closely m hen defiled, for fire is a deity.

Even when pure, one should not blow on a fire with one’s breath for fear that

13. Van Bnitenen suggests that this may be a metaphorical way of referring to degrees of

drunkenness rather than to distinctions between pans of the body.
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saliva will pollute it. Eating is prohibited in a house wherein a sacred fire is pre-

served. One should not urinate in a nver or in any body of water and not in the

direction of a fire or the sun. No bodily impurities should be thrown into water.

Regulations of this type are present, for example, in Apastamba (i, 5, 15: 18-20;

i, 11, 30: 19-20; i, II, 39: 4), Vasishtha (xii: 11-12), Baudhayana (i, 5, 10: 18; j,

6, 13: 4), Manu (iv: 130, 142^3), Vishnu (xxii: 6; Ix: 15, 18-19, 21-22; Ixviii: 37,

47), Yajnavalkya (i: 134-35, 137, 152, 155), and Ushanas (ii: 36-38, 41-42;

ix: 85-86, 89, 96-99), Biihler (1879, pp. 56, 93-94; 1882, pp. 60, 174, 186; 1886,

pp. 149, 151), Jolly (1880, pp. 87, 195-96, 220-21), Vidyanarva (1918, pp. 246-

48, 255-56, 257), Dutt (1907, pp. 201, 264-66).

Internal and External Pollution

Paradigms pertaining to variation from normal pollution occur not only when

the subject but also when the object of action ts involved, that is, in regard to

internal and external pollution. Internal dehlemenc is not difficult to document.

When an individual is killed while In an unusually pure state, the murderer is

more polluted than otherwise. If one kills a Brahman, the usual penance lasts

twelve years; however, according to Apastamba (i, 9, 24 7, 20, 24-25), if the

Brahman was a student of the Vedas or had completed a Vedic sacrifice, the

murderer must perform the same penance for the remainder of his life (Buhler,

1879, pp. 79-81). Yajnavalkya (ni: 252) and Shankha (xvii; 7) assert that if one

kills a Brahman while he is engaged m an important religious ceremony, the

normal penance is doubled, requiring 24 years of austerity (Dutt, 1907, pp. 153,

645).

Similar principles are applied to Kshatriyas and Vaishyas. Vishnu (1: II) pre-

scribes a 24-year penance for the murderer of a king, which is much more than

that for the murder of an ordinary Kshatriya (Jolly, 1880, p. 158). Apastamba (i,

9, 24- 6-7) holds that the murder of a Kshatnya or a Vaishya “who had studied

the Veda, or had been imciated for the performance of a Soma-sacrifice" is

equivalent to Brahmanicide. Manu (xi- 88) says the same, but applies the rule

only to those from these castes who are engaged in or have completed a Vedic
saciifice (BuWti, i%79, p. 79, p. 44B). Vasi^tha (xx. 34), Vishnu (xxxvi:

I, 1: 6-7), Yajnavalkya (iii: 251), and Shankha (xvii: 4) give rules of much the

same kind, pertaining to Kshatriyas or Vaishyas who are engaged in ceremonies

(Buhler, 1882, p. 107; Jolly, 1880, pp. 133-34, 157; Dutt, 1907, pp. 152, 645).

A woman being less pure than a roan, her murder requires a lesser penance in

most of the codes that mention the subject. According to Vasishtha (xx: 37-40),
the murder of a Brahman woman requires the penance appropriate for killing

Kshatnya men, the murder of a Kshatriya woman that appropriate for Vaishya
men, while killing a Shudra woman rcqiures but one year of the penance for

Brahmanicide (Buhler, 1882, p. 108). Gautama (xxii: 16-17), Baudhayana (ii,

I, 1: lO-II), and Yajnavalkya (iu: 269) assert that the penance for killing a
woman is the same as that for killing a Shudra (Buhler, 1879, pp. 281-82- 1882

p. 212, Mandlik, 1880, p. 267). Atri (164-67) also prescribes a lighter penance for
killing a woman (Dutt 1907, p. 306). According to Parashara (xii: 74), the
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murder of a woman engaged in a sacrifice, that is, one who is in an unusually pure

state, IS equivalent to the murder of a man (Bhattacharyya, 1887, p. 73). Apast-

amba (i, 9, 24- 5) is, in part, an exception regarding women. He asserts that the

penance for murdering women of the Kashatriya, Vaishya, or Shudra castes is the

same as that for murdering men of those castes. He makes no unqualified state-

ment about Brahman w-omen but does say that the murder of a Brahman woman

“during her courses” is a major sin, hke the murder of a Brahman man. The

murder of a menstruating woman is always classed as a much graver sin than the

murder of a woman under ordinary circumstances (a subject I will discuss in a

later publication), thus a lighter penance is implied for killing Brahman women
than for killing Brahman men (Buhler, 1879, p. 79).

The murder of persons "degraded” for one or another reason requires a milder

penance Airi (278) prescribes that, if one kills a deceitful Brahman, the penance

IS that for Shudra murder (Dutt, 1907, p 320). Yajnavalkya (in 268-69), as I

have mentioned, equates the murder of a woman with that of a Shudra, but he

asserts that, if the woman be unchaste, the killer need merely give a gift, in the

case of a Brahman woman, this gift would be a leather vessel, of a Kshatriya, a

bow', and of a Vaishya, a goat and a lamb (Mandlik, 1880. p 267).** Manu (xi

139) makes a similar statement regarding unchaste women, but docs nor menaon
the penance for killing the chaste among them (Buhler, 1886, p. 458). Gautama

apples the same principle (xxii 16-17, 26-27) but mentions only Brahman women
and adds that there is no penance for killing harlots (Buhler, 1879, pp. 281-83).

I have found but httle data on external pollution involving permanent variations

in normal defilement, although—more likely because— it is one of the most obvious

features of the grammar of defilement that pollution is “contagious,” that the more

polluted the source, the more polluung will be the contact One case is from

Vasishtha (xxi 16-17), who requires a severe penance of a Brahman for adultery

with a Brahman woman but a yet more severe penance if the woman’s husband

IS debased, negligent in his religious duties (see xxiv 2, for penance) Buhler (1882,

pp 113, 123-24) The defilement of sinful persons is “catching” According to

Parashara (iv 7-11), if a Brahman associates, even unintentionally, with someone

degraded by sin, "he becomes as degraded as they ” The length of the association

determines the seventy of the penance required to free him from degradation.

Indeed, Parashara asserts that one should not even approach a degraded sinner

(xu 53), Bhattachary’ya (1887 20, 71). Much the same idea is conveyed by
many other codes, association with one who has committed a inahapataka (the

gravest sins) is itself a mahapataka and requires the appropriate penance in order

to restore purity, association with an outcaste similarly results in loss of caste,

see, for example, Gautama (xx 8-9, xxi- 3) Manu (xi S5, 182), Vishnu (xxxv

2-5), Yajnavalkya (iii 227), Ushanas (viii 1), and Atri (164), Buhler (1879,

14. Mandhk’s version of Yainavalkya refers to women “not greatly misbehaving,” while
Duns' (111 270) refers to women "who have gone a little astray" (Dun, 1907, p 55) I believe
that the difference is one of translaoon and that Mandhk is closer to the intent of the original.
Van Buitenen corroborates this

15. In some cases adultery nas conceived of m terms of internal pollution, for example, see
Gautama (xxii 29-30), Buhler (1879 281).
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pp. 275, 277; 1886, pp. 441, 468), Jolly (1880, p. 133), Dutt (1907, pp. 149, 250,’

306).

\\Tiile there are relatively few rulings on e.xtema! pollution incurred through

contact with persons ^\hose normal condition of pollution is permanentK altered,

there are numerous cases involving pollution through contact with the temporarily

defiled. That this is polluting is well known to anyone familiar with Hinduism

and does not require heav’y documentation here. People of twice-born caste,

ordinarily not polluting, pollute on contact when thcv have the remains of food

in their mouths; people with whom contact ordinarily pollutes but little pollute

more when they are unwashed after having eaten. This kind of rule can be found

in, among other codes, Angiras (i 8-9, II), Yama (281), Atri (283), Apastamba-B

(v: 12-13), and Parashara (hi- 21), Dutt (1907, pp. 269, 281, 283, 743), Bhat-

tacharyya (1887, p. 38). Additional illustrations of this type were given in my
earlier paper (1965, pp. 6, 9-10).

CONCLUSION’

Some of the data of this study lend greater plausibility to the wording of one

rule of our “grammar.” It was suggested that relational pollution differed among

the vamas because it w as considered to affect the indiv idual m a manner analogous

to multiplication, the event itself, the birth or death, was of equal “potenev” m
all groups, but the differences m their natural defilement resulted in varvmg

durations of pollution Contrary to this, one might argue plausibly that the event

was thought to have different “potencies” m different varnas, thus, because a

Brahman is believed to be purer than a Shudra, his corpse might be thought to

pollute his kinsmen less than the Shudra’s defiles his \\’e see now that this is

probably not what was in the minds of the sSstris. The condition of the living

kinsmen was taken to be of greatest importance Without special reference to the

condition of the deceased, impure Brahmans, for evample, were said to be more
defiled by a death, and especiaU> pure Brahmans to be less defiled.

Most important, the “codified” svstem of rules that in mv earlier studv was
shown to be relev’ant for caste we now see applies, as well, to many other facets

of Hindu life. It applies to, among other conditions, the life historv of the

individual, the extent to which man is dutiful, differences between the sexes,

different parts of the human body, and the disunction becw cen man and the super-

natural. Even in this as yet incomplete study, we find that structured regulations

subsume a very large slice of life indeed At a later date I will take up other

aspects of this grammar of defilement, some of which involve modifications—

structured modifications—of the rules thus far discussed. For the present I should

bke merely to mention some of the implications of this approach for the studv of

law and ethics.

To start, I would point out that my data arc not peculiar. A cursors glance at

traditional Chinese law gives hints of the possibility of similar regularities there

(Ch’u 1961, pp. 16-18, 65-70, 72-74, 128-29, 186-87, 196-98) Clearly this

approach is not to be conceived of as applicable only to this one case or even to
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this one kind of cultural subsystem A number of studies of kinship systems show

that these are highly structured, more so, or in any event more plainly so, than

legal systems (for example, see Goodenough, 1951, pp. 92-110, 1956; Lounsbury,

1956, 1964; Buchler, 1964). Folk medical concepts and practices are probably

similarly structured (Frake, 1961, Yalman, 1964). The outlines of this kind of

coding are being discerned in a native system of color perception (Conklin,

1955). Aesthencs is not excluded, Jacobs has applied something of this method

to the study of an ora! literature (1959). Levi-Strauss, who pioneered the ap-

proach represented here, has, in one of many studies of this kind, depicted

totemism in broad strokes as part of a larger system of categories probably in-

volving innate tendencies of thought (1963).

Working from a perspective far different from ours, some legal theorists are

reaching conclusions having interesting parallels to our own. Lon Fuller (1958,

1964), for example, has maintained that some of the very characteristics entering

into the definition of law involve an element of uhat we usually consider to be

justice There is a “morality that makes law possible,” which includes such fea-

tures as a degree of generality in most laws and a lack of contradiction among

them. A completely chaotic, self-contradictory, constantly shifting agglomeration

of commands. Fuller makes clear, would be utterly unjust in its demands and cor-

respondingly remote from law as that term is normally understood.

Fuller (1964, ch. 4) and other jurists go beyond these purely formal criteria.

Thus Roscoe Pound has shown that the legal order inescapably contains moral

ideals of a more substantive character (for example, 1926, 1952, 1958). He writes:

It IS futile CO reject i^holly an ideal element in legislation, administraaon and abjudica-

tion. Men are governed consciously or unconsciously m what they do by assumptions

as to what it is that they are doing and of purposes of their domg it. The words “idea”

and “ideal” are derived from a Greek word which may be rendered as picture. What
IS done is done to a picture of what is being done and this picture is shaped to why
it u being done (1952, p. 132).

F. S C Northrop (1946, 1959) holds a view akin to this, although the direction of

his analysis differs.

To put Pound's position in our own terms, tve might say that the legal order

involves a quasi-deductive procedure, laws (and, I would add, ethical rules in

general) are framed for particular arcumstances, but the manner in which they

are framed is ‘ deduced” from generally shared, though usually not consciously

formulated, abstract moral and cognitive principles Preserving at least a part of

the meaning of a venerable expression, one may conclude that there are “natural

principles of justice” necessarily implicated in any given body of law, if it is to

be law, “properly so-called.”**

16 A summary as brief as this of Pound’s h^ily complex legal theory runs into danger of
distortion To my knowledge, the fullest discosioii of the aspect of his theory relevant here
IS his The Ideal Element tn Lau (1958), which I recommend to those interested. I recognize,
of course, that a legal or ethical system cannot too closely approach complete consistency
without Tiolaang other principles, for example, what I call practicality. Fuller has observed
(1964, pp 41-44) that most of the essential chmctenaics of law are part of a “morality of
aspiraoon” rather than a “morality of duty”, that is, no legal system is ever perfectly legal.

I expect to discuss this problem more thoroughly at another time.
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One implication of Pound’s theor>' and of the approach to law and ethics taken

here is that legal or ethical rules, even if one considers them to be u'holly relati\'e

to the culture in which they are embedded, may be objectively judged and per-

haps condemned by nonparticipants in the culture. The orientation of the mem-

bers of a society to a norm is not significant in this regard; they might, one and

all, display deep emotional attachment to a rule and carrj' out its injunctions

fully; yet the rule could, by reference to the general principles they themselves

implicitly hold, be censured as unjust and illegal

This does not exhaust all of the implications of the grammatical approach to

law and ethics. I give my conjectures on one more. It is becoming increasingly

esudent through recent developments in linguistic theoty {Chomsky, 1957; Lees,

1960) that languages are not learned in a simple inductive fashion; a child seems

almost to deduce the grammar of its language from pre-existing general principles

—probably, in fact, to assimilate xerj- rapidly such principles and then readily,

although largely unconsciously, to fit in or deduce particular applications. In brief,

man may be innately prone to be grammatical (see, for example, Lees, 1957, pp.

406-408; Chomskj’, 1959, Berko, 1958). !t is possible that this holds, not only for

language but for all or most of the other subsx'stems of culture; a genetically de-

termined, quasi-deducGve process may be involved m rheir acquisition. WTiile it is

not proved that the legal or ethical subs>’stcms are as fully and complexly struc-

tured as IS the linguistic, this study, however preliminar>’, demonstrates similarities

too great to be set aside. Contraty to the claims of the relanvists, there may be at

least one sense in which man. can be said to have a moral sense; he may be innately

prone to be just.
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6. C\STE RANKING AND FOOD TRANSACTIONS:

A MATRIX ANALYSIS

McKI.M iMARRIOTT

T
his p\p£r reports an attempt to understand a local caste hierarchy in

village terms, and more particularly an attempt to connect local ideas and

opinions about caste rank with a model of this hierarchy as a s\'stem of

symbolic interaction, also local. The attempt is experimental, the results are in-

complete. The paper is written somewhat autobiographically, not because a sci-

ence of such things does not e-tisr, but because 1 hope to set out in some detail

the problems as they arose and the solutions attempted. I do not here say much

about similar work by others because, at the ome this attempt began, not much

other work on local caste sx'stems existed, I reserve for discussion elsewhere the

rather large amount of such work which has developed since.

I did not begin in a vacuum, of course. I had read Hutton’s summar>* (1946)

and other large-scale theones. and was aware that scholars had held, vanously,

that castes are related and ranked by ancient law, by royal decree, by die value

of their contributions to the division of labor, by Brahmanical convemence, by

magical contagion of impunn% etc. I was pledged, however, as a field ethnog-

rapher, to build m> understanding upon what 1 could learn in the village.

THE DIFFICULTIES OF AN ATTRIBUTION’AL INDEX

This cvpenment begin for me in predominantly Hindu villages of AJigarh Dis-

met, Uttar Pradesh, w here I was trving to make meaning out of the verbalizations

of villagers concerning the highness and lowness of the many castes present. At

first I was tounng, making rough local census tabulations in many villages m order

to decide where to settle for a year’s study. The principal local castes were

usually listed in an order which began with the castes that my high-caste respond-

ents regarded as higher and ended with the castes that they regarded as lower.

\’'ery often, adjectives like “high” and “low’’ were attached to the names of castes

or sets of castes m the lists suppbed. My tnquines as to why some were regarded

as high, others as low, were answ cred with many other kinds of expressions: the

castes at the top—Brahmans, Jats, Baniyas, and so on—w ere said to live in fortresses

and mansions, to require service by the other castes, to lead a pure life, to feed

The data of this paper were gathered with die help of an Area Research Training’ Fellow-
ship granted by the Social Science Research Cotmctl during 19iO-52 The central fonnnlations
of the analysis were developed with support by a Pidilic Health Service special fellowship
award (MF 17, 3 11 of the Naaonal losumtes of Health) for work at the Center for Advanced
Study in the ^hanoral Saeuces, Stanford, California, during 1961-62.
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upon pakka foods—those prepared in the finest manner. The castes below were

said to serve their betters, to eat ordinary, kacca preparations of food, to consume

“dirty” things like garbage, beef, pork, etc Brahmans were the top caste especially

because they purified the world by performing rituals of worship. Other reasons

for the low castes’ being low, my explainers thought, should be obvious to me

simply from a description of their occupations Barbers shaved people, Potters

drove donkeys, Leatherworkers flayed carcasses and made skin buckets, and

Sweepers collected garbage and swept the streets

Much of this verbalization was of a sort that I should have expected to hear ac-

cording to those theories of caste rank which hold that objects, persons, and states

of being are ranked by the inherent qualities or attributes of relative purity or

pollution which they possess, or by the impurities which they absorb in the

course of carrying on their traditional work (for example, the theory of Blunt,

1931, pp 87-103, or of Stevenson, 1954) If such theories were correct, I sup-

posed that I might predict caste rank by methods like those used by sociologists

of the United States for the quick estimation of individual social class position

(for example, Warner, Meeker, and Eells, 1949, pp 121-85) I might first sample

local opinion to get an overall ranking of the units (here castes rather than in-

dividuals), and then gather opinions on the ranking of the various attributes or

qualities associated with those units I assumed that such attributes would serve

villagers as criteria for ranking the units By regression analysis, I w ould be able

to determine the relevance of various criteria to ranking and would be able to

assign relative weights to those criteria. Finally, I would combine the most

weighty attributes to form a predictive index of caste ranks

The kinds of statements [ had heard repeatedly from villagers left me no doubt

that opinions as to the relative ranks of at least some castes were clear enough to

yield a reliable and sharply delineated hierarchy Six months later I was to begin

to collect samples of such opinions, as reported later in this paper. At the outset,

I could see that some opinions about rank were held strongly enough to lead

directly to action As soon as I began residing m the village called “Kishan Garhi,"

I found that persons of different castes were struggling to assert and establish a

caste-ranked order of social relationship around me, governing the activities of

my employees, and affecting my personal uses of food and water, house, furniture,

automobile, household rubbish, and so on

Yet the alleged attributes of castes which villagers had adduced for me as

explanations of the highness and lowness of castes began to seem less and less

likely to prove satisfactory as correlated predicton of opinion. Manpower, a

conceivable determinant of rank, was diffused widely among castes other than

Brahman Landed wealth was highly concentrated, three-quarters of it being in

the hands of members of three castes, but this fact could be of little help in ex-

plaining the relative ranks of the 21 other castes represented in the village (see

Table 1) Observing at close range members of the 24 different castes, I could

see nothing about their persons, their households, or their habits in which I could

find objective referents for the common ascription of relative “cleanness” or

“dirtiness ” Occasionally they exhibited certain differentially valued features of
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diet and occupation. However, these features did not contrast among all castes,

and neither dietary nor occupational features as such seemed to possess any order

of rank among themselves that could be readily stated.

In diet, for example, the contrasting supenor {pakka) and inferior {kacca)

types of food could not as attributes distinguish the ranks of any castes, for all

castes prepared and consumed food of both types on the same sorts of occasions.

In this now generally vegetarian “Brahman village,” certain dietary contrasts did

constitute differential attributes of castes, certain meats and eggs were currently

and publicly proclaimed as desirable foods only by the four Muslim castes

(numbers 26-30 in the following tables), the Hunters (35), the Sx\eepers (36),

and the Saheb. But these seven castes did not occupy any uniform rank, for the

Saheb (to the extent that I came to have a caste rank) stood next to the Jat Culti-

vators (2), )ust below the top of the hierarchy, the Muslims certainly ranked in

the midst of the “lower” castes (19 to 36). the Hunters and Sweepers, respectively,

came at the very bottom. The eating, respectively, of vermin and of filth-fed pork

might keep the Hunter and Sweeper at the bottom, one could grant, gu’cn pop-

TABLE I

Kishvv GArhi Castes, families, and land rent (1952).

Caste No. of Land Rent

Verbal Code

Class No. Name

Families

Total

Average

per Family

"Highest" 1. Sanadhj 3 Brahman 43 Rs 2362 Rs. 55

1 2. JacCulavator 15 404 27

1
3. BarahsenuMerchanc 1 0 0

1 4. Kulasrestha Scribe 2 40 20

\ 6. Maithil Carpenter 8 0 0

/ 9 Jogi Devotee 3 0 0

“High” \ 11. Phulmah Gardener 1 0 0

1
12.KachiCulmator 3 147 49

1
13 Baghele Goatherd 6 589 98

\ 14 Turai Waterman 4 20 5

‘ IS Thakvir Barber 6 12 2

j
19 Gola Porter 12 0 0

I

20 Darzi Tailor 1 0 0

1 21. Karhera Cottoncarder 5 0 0

\ 24 Koli Weaver 6 0 0

j
25 Khatik Culmaior 9 84 9

“Low” / 26. Muslim Faqir Devotee 11 140 13

j

27. Muslim Mirasi Smger 1 0 0

j 29. Muslim Manihar Bangleman 1 0 0

1

30. Muslim Teh Oilman 1 0 0

! 33. JatavLeatherworker 16 206 13

\ 34. Alathunya M’ashemian 6 112 19

"Lowest”
!

J' KanjarHumel 1 0 0

( 36. Bhangi Sweeper 4 5 1

Total 166 Rs.4121 Rs.25
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ular repugnance against such foods. But self-stjled non-meat-eating castes (3

through 25, 33, 34) w ere interspersed at intervening ranks among these confessed

meat-eaters. The \^'ashennen (34), recentiv mutton-eating and noM’ becoming

vegetarian, were ranked as equal to the recentiv becf-eaung Leathern orkers (33);

Leathern orkers were ranked as superior to Hunters (35) and Sweepers (36),

whom none accused of haiing e\er eaten beef. Washermen, Leathern orkers.

Hunters, and Sn eepen n ere ali ranked as infenor to the potentially still beef-

eanng Muslims. Even if one mentally remoied the beef diet ascribed to Muslims

and allowed that their position is a specul one connected with a previous political

status, e\ en if one turned back, in one’s nund, the gromh of sectarian \’aishnai ism

and other \egetanan movements through several past centuries, e\en if one re-

versed the recent filip to claims of vegetarianism giien by Mahatma Gandhi’s

personal precept and example during the struggle for national independence-

even if one remoxed all of these recent disturbing, unorthodox influences, one

still would not ha\e found meat-eating closely correlated with low rank, for near

the top and polincalJy controlhng the village 100 or 500 jears ago one would

has e found Rajput or Jat gentry sponsonng the annua! sacnfice of young buffa-

loes, certainlx themselves consuming at least eggs, chickens, and liquor, as most

Jat and Rajput landlords of adjacent tillages do today. Reputation held that

mutton was regularly eaten by Jats in past generations Xot improbably at earlier

times one xx ould have found many others among todax ’s non-meat-eadng castes

foUowuig the carnivorous lead of the then local aristocracy. \’egetan3ns xx ould

then, too, haxe been found standing beloxx meat-eaters. A dietarx ind?\ for pre-

dicting caste ranks would thus have been as difficult to construct for any known
past era as it seemed to be for the village of 1951.

The job of constructing an occupational index of caste rank seemed to pose

problems as formidable as those of a dietarx’ index, but more complex because

the number of occupaaonal differentia is so much larger than the number of

nutritional differentia An index might be constructed along the lines implied

b) Hocart (1950, pp 7-12) and later bv Stexenson (1954) for a senes of personal

serxice occupations which deal xxith bodilx contacts, exuviae, or emissions, or

perhaps for a senes of trades deabng xxith more or less pure things, proxided

that the relex ant occupational attnbutes could themselx es be specified and ranked

reliablx and consensuallx by villagers. But could one elicit meaningful opinions

as to the relative impuntx' of salixa-polloted food and hair (remoxed by the

Barber), feces (removed bx the Sxxceper), and menstrual blood (remoxed by the

Washerman)' Most people haxe no common context in which to compare the

degrees of impuntx inherent in these substances There xxould seem to be a

vast number of questions to ask about differences in occupational puritx' as

among, sax-, Senbe, Potter, Oilman, and Leatherxxorker. Grannng that some attn-

butes of these occupations max be influential in their rank, just xxhich are the

attributes^ The materials (paper, earth, oil, skins)* The animals associated (horse,

donkey, ox, etc.)- The processes (wnong, animal driving, seed pressing, tanning,

etc.)' Or perhaps all of these and others, too- Next, presuming that I could

isolate the important features, I would have had to scale each relex ant occupa-
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donal attribute in relation to all the others, comparing villagers’ relative distaste

for mustard oil and human hair, saliva and donkeys, contact with menstrual blood

and the sin of killing plants, etc. This seemed in prospect a ver>’ doubtful and

difficult operation, requiring me to obtain and to combine heterogeneous judg-

ments of an abstract and hypothetical nature in which I could have little con-

fidence and even less assurance of a predictively useful result.

Furthermore, there remained in Kishan Garhi a substantial number of hard

cases of ranking and nonranking for which no person and no idea suggested

any consistent justification in terms of occupational attributes. Why in terms

of occupational purity were Carpenters felt to rank above Gardeners, Gardeners

above Kachi Cultivators, Kachis above Watermen, and Watermen above Tailors^

All seemed equally free of polluting attributes. On the other hand, Goatherds,

Barbers, and Watermen, while differing quite markedly in occupational purity,

I supposed, did not seem to differ in their ranking by local opinion. The question,

“How are Goatherds, Bathers, and Watermen alike in occupational purity'”

sounds something hke a conundrum and probably is capable of being answered

only as a conundrum is—by ad hoc or specious rationalizations. My impression

grew that much of the patchu ork of explanatory talk which one could elicit from

high-caste persons by such leading questions represented ex post -facto ingenuity

rather than any actual, local process of judgments ansmg from systematically

applied criteria.

A variety of other kinds of attributes were mentioned by villagers in their

casual remarks on highness and lowness of caste. Wearing the sacred thread

was ennobling. Customs such as permitting the remarnage of a w idoxv, allowing

divorce, or receiving bridewealth rather than paying dowry* were regarded as

lowering. Haling wealth made a caste high, some said, while begging made it

low, etc. Many more good and bad attributes were cired and argued by villagers.

As long as their discussions concerned the judgment of castes by single attributes,

however, the relanvc ranks of the castes seemed to shift disconcertingly, both

from person to person and within a single person’s conceptions. The style of

life of the Jat Farmers of the tillage would be called “\ery low*” by a Brahman
when speaking of the Jat tolerance of w idow' remarriage, but “very high” when
speaking of the present Jat trend toward a vegetarian diet. A Jat would not

accept widow remarriage as a relevant enterion for ranking, he would admit the

supenority of both his own and the Brahman caste m their purity of diet, he

w ould go on to declare the Brahmans a miserable lot for living on religious aims

(bhik), as some of them do. The possibility of discovering much consensus in

such judgments of castes by their styles of life thus seemed quite remote from

my grasp.

i\Iy desideratum had been an index which could accurately predict the caste

ranks of a locality w hile re\ eallng the values b}* which highness and lowness of

caste are locaUy judged. It appeared to me that previous attributional theorizing

about caste rank would ultimately stand or fall by* the test of producing 3

satisfactory* index of this kind for some locality. Of course, no list of my' doubts

and difficulties can rule out the possibility that an attributional index of caste
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rank for Kishan Garhi—probably an index of great complexity—might ultimately

be constructed by combining dietary, occupational, and other traits in numbers

beyond the mind’s ready reckoning. But the failure to date of any ancient law-

giver or modem ethnographer to produce such an index adequate to explain

caste ranking in any multicastc locality further discouraged me from believing

that such an index could be made at all. (For further doubts, see Marriott, 1959;

Dumont and Pocock, 1959.) At the same time, other evidence close at hand

in the immediate concerns of villagers m Kishan Garhi suggested that more

profit might be found in setting aside the effort to interpret village culture

through the foregoing kind of logic which assumes the operation of criteria

through attributes and contagions.

LOCAL CONCEPTIONS OF RANKING

It was a return to the intended first step of my method, following six months

of study in Kishan Garhi, that presented the local logic of social relationships

most forcefully to my attention. Whatever might be the cnteria, if any, by
which ranks are ascribed to castes, I felt that I would first need direct judgments

about the caste ranks themselves. Using a technique of moveable cards suggested

m an American community study by Hollingshead (1940, pp 29-40), later

described by Freed (1963) as it was subsequently applied to Indian castes in

another village, I sought to elicit a sample of local opinions. 1 now asked simply,

“Which caste is high, which is low>” repeating this question for each pair of

castes Villagers found this a natural kind of questioning and often responded

with grave interest They seemed to take care m answering, sometimes shifting

ranks as new castes were introduced and cross-checked, but maintaining and

justifying their opinions m the face of final inquiry on a long regional list of

36 castes Twenty-four male vitlagen belonging to ten different castes were

individually interviewed about the local castes The way they placed the cards

for each caste is recorded in Table 2.*

From the preceding discussion of chaos in attnbutional thinking about the

local castes, one might have expected to find little clanty in conceptions about

ranking, no more than a few generalized rank levels distinguished, and little

consensus among various respondents In fact, a contrary state of affairs was

discovered Each respondent was found to have a quite clear notion of how he

thought most people would rank the castes. Each arranged the 24 local castes

in from 11 to 24 different ranks, the average number of ranks stated being 18 5

(Table 2, last line) Consensus was also quite high 93 per cent of all 6,463

opimons given were m agreement svith each other (Table 3) After contemplating

all 552 possible pairs of castes among the 24, two-thirds of the respondents

independently agreed on which caste is higher in 516 of the pairs. When these

two-to-one (and in most pairs much stronger) majorities in the 516 cells were

placed in one total configuration, they were found to form a collective caste

1. A full statement of the method of ranking by opinions, with resulting data from this

and a dozen other villages, is given in the forthcoming book by Marriott, Freed, and Nicholas
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hierarchy with thirteen agreed ranks (Table 4). Opinion was overwhelmingly

consistent, transitive, a single instance of intransiavity occurs over the question

as to whether the Muslim Mirasi Singer (27) is superior or equal to the Muslim

Manihar Bangleman caste (50).

Naturally, my inquiries were directed now toward discovering the sources

(«)
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of this amount of precision and consensus in ranking. Spontaneous remarks

during the ranking interviews offered strong clues to an explanation. While

deciding where to place the caste cards and while responding to my further

probes after all cards had been pbced, villagers m almost every difficult case

referred to ranked transactions in food and sometimes also to ranked relation-

ships of sen ice as bases for their decisions. Some examples of these contextual

remarks are the following:

Brahmans are higher than any other caste—ei'eiybody takes their inferior (kacca)

food.

Previously we [a Brahman family] had the Carpenter M. L. working for us. But he

wouldn’t work at our house, or take food here, so we left him.

Barbers ate lower than W'atermen because the Barber takes inferior bread from the

Waterman’s house after shaving him.

The Waterman has no religious preceptor (guru), so he must be lower than the

Barber.

TABLE 4

COILECTIVE CASTE HIERARCHY OE KisHAV GarHI ViLLACE.

(Based on opinions given in Figures 2 and 3)

Castes

Code

Same

1. Sanadhya Brahman
2. Jat Culuvatof

B.Birahsem Merchant
4 Kulasrestha Scribe

d. iMaithil Carpenter

9 jogi Devotee

11.

Phulmali Gardener

12.

Kachi Gardener
13. Baghele Goatherd
15 Thakur Barber

14. Turai Waterman
19. Gola Porter

20 Darzi Tailor

21. Karhera Cottoncarder

24. Kob Weaver
25. Khatik Culuvator
26. iMushm Faqir Devotee
27. Muslim Mirasi Singer

30. Muslim Tell Oilman
29. Musbm Manihar Bangleman
34 Mathuriya M'asherman
33. Jatav Leatherworker
35. Kanjar Hunter
36. Bhangi Sweeper
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Goatherds are bgher \\'arenr5ea, because Watenrsea pick np the diiT>- plates of

Goatherds.

Barbers, ^^aterT2ea, Goatherds, aad Jar Cclticators are all equal because they all take

ggf4i odier's feasts.

Barbers are better diaa Potters because the high castes will take the Barbers' superior

(psikj) food, while they won't take k from Porters.

kVe musictaits IMaslim Faqir Devoteesl w31 not play for any caste below Barber.

kVe serve only where we can eat.

Brahmans and Thakcrs [Jit ColnvatorsJ won't use a Barber who shaves Leather-

workers.

The Learfierworker is verj low because he is evers one's servant—he eats from every

hocse.

A cardinal assirmprion of rankine in such statements about food could be

formulated vcr\' simpU givers are higher, receivers are lower. If a member of

caste A gives food to a member of caste B. then the sihole of caste A must be

regarded as higher than caste B. If a member of the rcceivmg caste B also

gives food to a member of caste A, then castes A and B are of the same rank

once more. Concern for cnnsnivin is endent wherever three or more nnics

are involved, if A gives to B and B gives to C then A is higher than C even

if there is no direct transfer of food from A to C .Anthmeoc computations are

also implied if A gives to C while B does not. A is higher than B, if A gives to

C and D while B gives to D but not C. then .\ is higher than B
Food and services are closely linked m the above statements, as in ever>'day

life, for food ts often the pay of servants. Giving a service implies a readiness

to receive some land of food, and citing food impbes an espectation that service

will be rendered. The logic for denting rank from service is the eiact inverse

of the logic for denting ra-il from food transfers. If a member of carte serves

a member of caste B, then caste must be regarded as lower than caste B. If

caste A serves many other castes and B serves few. .A. ts low cr. Transiatitj' and

anthmenc compntanons occur, as ttiih foods, and so does the possibility of

equalizing ranks through reaproatj'. Statements made about services and about

foods further seem to refer to tiie same donum of discourse, as they are readily

introduced mto the same utterances, or arc subsntuted for each other.

A parr of such nUare thinka^ sbom caste rank aiay be andsirrood as es-

pressmg the value of avoiding pollution, for some of the food transferred-

garbage and feces—is recarded as polluting, while certain personal serrices are

thought to remove nnpnnnes: Garbage char is, food left on plates after

canng, is felt to hare been polluted by sahva flowing from the mouth of the

eater. Such garbage is to be handled in die family onlj by persons such as wives,

whose states is thereby marked as infenor to the carer, it may be fed to domestic

anrmals, but among humans outside the famils can be given only to Sweepers.

Human feces, commonly deposited at night in the doorwaj's of their houses by

higfa-casre women, are also extremely poUuting to other castes. Outside the

family, thej' can be handled only by Sweepers, and will be consumed only by
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those animals which are therefore low, such as the Sweeper’s pigs and chickens,

perhaps the Potter’s donkey. The services of the Sweeper, like those of the

Leatherworker, of the Washerman, and some of those of the Barber are em-

ployed with the explicit aim of removing certain kinds of bodily or household

pollution, thereby creating a relatively purer, higher condition for the master

and his caste. Hocart’s Ceylon-based understanding of caste rank as an order

of pollution-transfer (1950, pp. 8-20), fits this part of Kishan Garhi’s transac-

tional hierarchy very well.

Yet in itself, as an attribute of the person or caste, self-induced fecal, salivary,

or other pollution is not dreaded as an absolute evil instead, it may be manipu-

lated or even enjoyed, may be used as a state from which to undertake the

domination of inferior persons or castes, or may be removed ostentatiously

before approaching superiors in order to show' respect for them. Superiors,

whether gods or men, are generally best reverenced or supplicated when they

are in a polluted condition, and when one is oneself recently purified. Others

whom one docs not dtsuc to ctak excessively tAtt oneself are bettei appsoacKed

without punfying oneself too much. So it comes about through frequent con-

frontations between higher and lower castes that most villagers, including Brah-

mans, prefer to remain ordinarily in a protected, impure state Brahmans come

to eat feasts directly from w’orking in the fields, washing only their hands and

faces, servants begin their morning’s labors directly after defecating, without an

inten’cmng bath. Purity is not, cannot be, should not be pracuced to the exclu-

sion of pollution. Seen in the conie.xts of daily transactions, values of purity

and pollution appear to be necessarily complementary, as Dumont and Pocock

(1959, p. 34, also Dumont, 1966, pp. 76-81) have insisted on other theoretical

grounds.

Even understood in their relativistic uses, considerations of pollution and

purity do not seem to underlie all or most of the several kinds of transactions

on which villagers say that caste rank is based Values such as independence or

power and luxurious display are also prominent m villagers’ talk about the

mam kinds of food transfer other than transfers of garbage and feces. Thus

the best state of food is raw (sldba). Raw flour, sugar, ghee, or whole fruit, or

a set of such foods forming the materials for a complete meal is sent as a gift

to the house of a Brahman or other higher-caste patron for him to prepare in

his own house. Such a gift is honorific, my respondents emphasized, for the

recipient may “enjoy it at will” without the necessity of lowering himself by

appearing to eat a cooked meal at any particular tune and place, in who-knows-

whai company. Such a gift earns diffuse spiritual merit (pu7i) for the donor

The simple sugar confections (batasa) which ate distributed by the hundreds to

all comers and to passers-by on auspiaous occasions m the family of the donor

oUare with raw foodstuffs the virtue of being freely combinable as ingredients

in whatever the receiver may choose to eat and are similarly producuve of

merit. Unground grain and nonfoods such as land, animals, and money are

prized even beyond foodstuffs for the same sorts of transactional reasons they

are convertible at will into food, or service, or into many others among the
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desired things of life. Accepting them involves a clear gam along with only

the slightest degree of subordination.

Somewhat less freely convertible, and therefore less honorific than raw food-

stuffs, IS pakka food. This is the superior category of cooked food, the only

kind of meal which can be offered in feasts to gods, to guests of high affinal

status, to those who provide hononfic services, and generally to persons of other

castes. Villagers save and borrow heavily toward the costs of giving large feasts

to such persons in order to earn both religious ment and individual social prestige.

The pakka food of feasts, according to the definitions given to me repeatedly,

IS not food that is free from the impunty of water or salt, for it may contain both

of these ingredients, rather, it is food containing ghee as an extra inducement

to attendance and eating. Ghee (clarified butter) is the costliest of the fats

known locally. It is prized for building health, strength, and virility. It is

especially welcomed when applied to the preparation of fried cakes of wheat,

wheat being the costliest and most desired of grains grown in the area and itself

the prime gram of feasts. Preparations of relatively expensive vegetables, such

as red squash or potatoes, are also included m the pakka menu With pakka food,

the subordination involved m any situation of being fed is qualified by the high

value placed on the food itself

Third comes inferior cooked food (kacca), typically the dry-baked cakes

of barley which are used as ordinary family fare or as daily payment for de-

pendent artisans and servants Some kinds of pickles, and also the cheaper curries

of home-grown, dried pulses are also regarded as kacca and are eaten with kacca

bread The inferiority of this category of food is defined by villagers as deriving

from the absence of the honorific ghee or other highly valued contents, not from

the presence of pollutants To accept inferior food is to accept one’s lack of

honor, one’s more intimate, routine dependence upon the food-provider Such

dependence carries with it also a degree of security resembling that of famil>

members A servant may go to the “mother-and-father” who provides him with

kacca food and legitimately beg help in any personal emergency Loud acknowl-

edgment of his nutritive dependency is generally effective in getting some addi-

tional pa) ment or a loan from the flattered employer

Placing garbage and feces at the end of this series of food categories, one sees

that the lower role of these materials is consonant with their small monetar)

and nutrmonaJ worth, and with she ewejmty of domioation which their transfer

involves, as well as with the attribution of impunty to their nature.

If a theory of pollution offers an incomplete understanding of the values

involved m food transfers, it also fads to account fullv for the hierarchy of

services While some services are declared by their practitioners to be concerned

with the removal of pollution from the emplo>er, others are not. Many pur-

veyors of services emphasize what they contnbute to the refinement, aristocracy,

good fortune, and commanding appearance of the emplo>er The Carpenter’s,

Jogi Devotee’s, Gardener’s, Waterman’s, Cottoncarder’s, Alirasj Singer’s, and

Hunter’s ritual services, as well as part of the Barber’s, Potter’s, Faqtr Devotee’s,

and Brahman’s services, are explicitly intended to exalt the master and his caste.
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not by avoiding or subtracting negative qualities, but by adding proof of his

honor, religious merit, liberality, or power. Without any necessary conveyance

of pollution through the nature of the service, an order of relative highness and

lo5vness can be asserted simply through the transactional idiom: honorific acts

are performed, payment is given and received.

Villagers often seem to apply a strictly transactional logic, treating all foods,

objects, services, and persons as if they were substantially equivalent. Their main

concern is to see that a previously enacted order of castes is currently re-enacted.

Thus with foods, although persons of castes abov'e the lowest two refuse to

accept food in any form, not even in the pure form of whole grain, from a

Sweeper as gift or payment, they will nevertheless accept grain which w’as

actually han’CSted or threshed by a Sweeper if he worked as an employee under

a landowner of a caste higher m rank. Not the substance, or the Sweeper’s touch,

but his rank m the transaction is what matters Similarly, flour ground by a

Leatherworker woman in her own house and sold or given away by her is

regarded as inedible by Brahmans, while flour ground by her working as an

employee in a Brahman house is quite acceptable to the same consumers. Not
touch or house, but control of the work defines purity or pollution m this case.

Again Sweepers and Leathern orkers, for reasons of “pollution,” should avoid

casual trespass upon even the exterior platform of a house belonging to a person

of high caste, ytt they may enter the same house and have a purifying rather

than a polluting effect on it, provided that they come on the owner’s command
to do their respective )obs of cleaning and repainng. Obviously the maintenance

of rank, not pollution by proximity, is the issue on which acnon turns in such

instances. A Brahman may ualk into a Leatherworker ’s house to call him for

work without incurring any pollution dangerous to the standing of the Brahman

caste, but a Leatheru’orker may not enter a Brahman's house to call hun without

exemng anger, and possibly suffering a beaung to redress the disturbed pecking

order. The Potter caste’s rank as such, rather than the danger of pollution to

porous vessels, seems most at issue in the ban on a Potter’s serving food to high-

caste persons m feasts, although the carthenuare vessels are made and delivered

by the Potter’s hand, and are accepted by all castes as pure, they may not be

taken up by him in the role of feeder, villagers say, simply because “his caste

is low.” Even when any chance of pollution is technically circumv’ented, the

suppressed issue of high and low may still be felt and be acted upon. Thus a

wealthy person of low caste who w’lshes to demonstrate his power is not for-

bidden to feast high-caste persons, so long as he hires high-castc caterers to

cook and serve, and does not attempt to feed the guests with his own hand,

but in no such case which I investigated were the high-caste invitees pleased

to attend (and thereby to accept even indirect, financial dominance) unless they

were assured that some member of the host’s caste would acknowledge that

caste’s inferiority unambiguously on the same occasion by gathering up the

garbage-laden plates of the high-caste diners.

If there is one master conception on which village thinking about caste

rank constantly focuses, this appeared to me to be the idea of the intercaste
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transaction. In their transactions with each other caste, the members of a caste

take either higher rank through giving or commanding, or lower rank through

receiving or serving. From an economical viewpoint, they may attempt to take

a higher rank as hosts or masters, expecting some material loss through payment

of costs, or they may settle for a lower rank as receivers or servants, rewarded

by material gam m the form of gifts, feasts, or payments Social rank and ma-

terial gain stand in a relation of complementanty, as do purity and pollution

at the level of values While a variety of other values, such as power, health,

luck, and piety, also stimulate apologies for and rationalizations of caste ranking,

I was persuaded that village opinions depend both immediately and ultimately

upon transactions

PROBLEMS OF REPRESENTATION THE MATRIX

Given a clear picture of opinion on the ranks of castes in Kishan Garhi and

given the above understanding of the idiom of relationships on which opinions

were said primarily to depend, I strove for an additional six months to accu-

mulate further data on intercastc transactions m food and services. Directly

connected with the gathering of these data were many problems of how best

to represent and analyze the great number of relevant relationships

The unit which I would need for this analysis was now quite sharply defined-

it had become the symbolic transaction of highness and lowness between two

castes, represented by any members of those castes. Any publicly exhibited

transaction between any members would be equally relevant to ranking, since

caste ranks are the corporate property of the whole membership Corporate

liabilities and powers of corporate representation arc vested m every adult mem-
ber of the caste everyone gams, loses, or retains the same caste rank m conse-

quence of the transacuons made by every other caste member. Frequencies of

uniform, individual activity within the same intcrcaste pair-relationship seemed

unlikely to prove relevant, but coverage of all possible pairs of castes would be

crucial, I thought, for testing the conceptions developed above. The kind and

extent of data gathered are described m the section following this one.

While still in the field, I endeavored for a short time without success to devise

a system for scoring transactions based on a rating of the several types of food

transferred and on the differing degrees of honor or pollution implied in the

many kinds of services rendered 1 was puzzled then as to how to cope with

ambiguous problems of measurement like the one implied m the statement,

typical of previous analyses of intercaste relations, that a Brahman caste might

occupy a low position m food taking (for example. Blunt, 1931, pp 90-94)—

that a caste might not be demeaned by taking food from another caste below

Itself if the receiving caste were sufficiently high, the giving caste not too far

below, the food and vessel of the proper sort The simple rule derived above

that receiving is lowering would have to have an appendix of corrections m
the case of certain castes, certain vessels, etc At the very least, there would

have to be differing weights assigned to transactions m different food media.
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Among the service transactions I saw similar difficulties are Brahmans not

low ered by giving priestly ser^nces to other castes, as Barbers are by giring their

services? Is a kingly caste which commands many ser\’ices not therefore higher

than a Brahman caste which commands fewer? (For Dumont, 1966, p. I2I,

such considerations invalidate the attempt to derive ranks from service trans-

actions.) Also, services are of a great many more kinds than foods are and

might not have identical values. A Barber, for example, does not merely pronde

one face-shaving and hair-cutting service for all men. He does this for some,

but not for others. For some he addiaonally prondes manicure, pedicure, mas-

sage, surgeiy, fanning in hot weather, perfume for the cars, valet and messenger

service, cooking, dishw ashing, and various kinds of ritual assistance at ceremonies

of the life cycle. The Barber’s wife has an analogous range of offices to perform

for females m the same households. Both Barber and Barber’s wife graduate and

radon their many seivnces according to the caste, economic status, and generositj’

of their employers. Like the attnbutional mdex which 1 had considered at the

beginnmg of my field work, this qualitaovely differentiated s>'Stem for sconng

transactions which I was now contemplating would have required an elaborate

pteliminar}' interviewing and pcobably precise testing of oplmons about h\-po-

theocal situations in order to devise a single, and then probably uncertain

weighmg or scalmg of the many variables to be combined.* Yet the structure

of opinions on caste rank which I had found seemed at once simpler and more

sharply delineated than anv such mulavamte mdex of foods and services which

I could hope to design

At this pomt, I listened once more to the simple logic used by villagers in

responding to my questions on caste rank Suppose this logic were literally and

consistently true—suppose that any transfer of food alii'ayr makes the giver

higher, the recciv er low er, suppose that anv rendering of servnee al-^jys makes

the master higher, the servant lower If such logic were to be trusted, then a

weighnng or scalmg of degrees of importance to be applied to different media,

distances, castes, etc., w ould not be required. I determined therefore to postpone

the attempts to construct such a weighted index, and proceeded instead to gather

data on transactions of all tv-pcs equally I observed several hundreds of such

transactions.

After leavmg the village, my first attempts to represent the observed food

transactions took the form of soaograms like the one for pikki food reproduced

in Figure 1 A general impression of the preponderantly downward direction of

food transfers may be apparent to some viewers from such a sociogram. But just

how a precise order of rankmg might be denved from this picture is not at all

clear to the eye. A long list of graphic conventions about the discover}- and

representation of rank would have to be adopted and evplamed, such e.xplanations

would reduce the socjogram’s apparent mitial advantage of immediate intelLgi-

2. .\1>- earbest efforts m 1951 were based on a questioonaire ebciting opuuons on “social

distances” or “interdicnoas” cIo$e{> resembling those used b>* Mahar (1959) and Orenstein
(1965, pp 526-50), respecnvel) I abandoned this technique on realizing that 1 could more
directl) deal with an obiecnve, moliilaceral system of relanonships than with snbiectise
repons of uiulawral distastes and asoidances.
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HGURE I

SoaOCRA-M OF TlWJs&ACTIOVS IN SUPERIOR {Pakkd) FOOD.

bilin Giant) of representation conflicts xsith full presentation of such data.

Finall), m) attempt to combine in one sociogram all data on the several kinds

of food transactions led me to a tangled, mulocolored result (not shown) which

I could not readily interpret myself, and which even the most expert other

viewers found unintelligible

A suitable, more complete means of representation already widely used and

understood m the field of sociometry was suggested to me by Harnson C. White

m 1961, as exempbfied in the text of Kemeny, Snell, and Thompson (1957, pp.

307-315) This is the mathematical matnx of binary numbers. Such a matrix

permits a conase, orderly, and exhaustive statement of all data on dichotomous

transactions among many participants.* The use of binary numbers facibtates

ngorous analysis of simple propositions and makes explicit provision for such

mathemaacal manipulations of groups as may later be required An example is

the matnX given m Table 6, whidi represents the same dau on pakka food that

3. The Ditaialness, one might say die inevitability, of matnx-Lke, if not of binary nomerical

representations, is implied by their adoption by Wiser (1936, pp. IZ—13), by Machur (1964,

p. 130), by Orenstem (1965), p. 330), and as this book is in press, by Dumont (1966,

pp. 116-17).
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are represented in the sociogram of Figure 1. Avoiding the question of assigning

different weights to the different foods, I proceeded to set up a separate matrix

for each of the five types or states of food discussed above, namely, rau food-

stuffs {sidha), superior (pakka) cooked food, inferior (kacca) cooked food,

garbage and feces (gfi). These five matrices are given as Tables 5 to 9.

In these matrices, the rows represent the 24 castes as givers, while the columns

represent the same 24 castes as receivers. The sequence of listing the castes’ code

numbers along the main diagonal is the approximate order of ranking as sub-

sequently determined from the results of the present analysis. Any such set of

24 units can form 276 pairs arranged with the giver first and another 276 pairs

with receiver first. Hence each 24 X 24 matrix provides 552 cells in which trans-

actions of food may be displayed.

Each cell of one of the matrices in Tables 5 to 9 represents a type of encounter

between two castes, a potential giver and a potential receiver. Wherever a

transfer of food is known tc occur, the digit “1” is written. Wherever no transfer

is believed to occur, a zero is wntten instead.

There are two cells and four possible outcomes of confrontations between

any pair of two castes, A and B, as m the diagrams below. The asymmetrical

Receiver Receiver Receiver Receiver

Bn IQB QjB D
(6) o2 (B) o

_L O » IB)

1 II III IV

outcomes of types (1) and (11) set up orders of ranking between castes A and B,

while the symmetrical outcomes (III) and (IV) do not set up any order of rank.

In outcome (I), caste A gives to caste B as shown by the “1” in A’s rotv as giver

and in B’s column as receiver, B does not reciprocate, and shows a "0” in B’s

row as giver and A’s column as receiver. In outcome (II), there is ranking, but
in a reverse order which makes caste B higher than caste A. Outcome (III)—
reciprocal giving and receiving by both A and B—leaves the two castes equally
ranked. By outcome (IV), where no giving or receiving occurs, the two castes

are left in a not unequal state of unrelatedness.

Each of these logical possibilities occurs among the castes considered m the
matrix of pakka food transactions (Table 6), excepting outcome (11), which is

eliminated by the perfect transitivity of the data. Outcome (1) occurs between
Thakur Barbers (caste 14) and GoJa Potters (caste 19), with the effect that these
mo are ranked m the order (14) over (19). The positive equality of outcome
(III) occurs m the reciprocating subsets (2) to (14) and (26) to (29), the
members of each subset ranking as equals. Unrelated equality of type (IV) occurs
throughout the subset (19) to (24), as well as within the pairs (l)-(6) and
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To make the matrices more readable, zones of identical entries are outlined

Mith a solid line WTierever a balanced zone of either zeros (IV) or of digits (III)

cuts SN-mmetncallv across the main diagonal of the matrix, the zone is empha-

sized by a dotted-hne houndars'

THE DATA ON INTERCASTE TRANSACTIONS

The occurrences and nonoccurrences of transactions represented by the digits

and zeros in these matrices are actual beha\ior for the most part and expectations

of actual behavior for the rest In the course of fourteen months’ residence in

fushan Garhi, I obsen-ed and recorded instances of encounters in perhaps JO

per cent of all the cells 1 obtained verbal reports on specific transactions m about

25 per cent more of the cells. I have completed the remaining cells according to

villagers’ general statements as to what would normally be expected to occur

bent een those pairs of castes

That raw foodstuffs-grain, flour, sugar, etc—may be transferred among all

castes above (35) and (36) as shown m Table 5 is well attested by information

on specific transactions in about JOO cells. Alost information on gram transfer

TABLE 5

Matrix of raw rooosrtTFS (SidhS)

Received
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was obtained incidentally in the course of systematic observation and interview-

ing on agricultural sales, emplo>’ment, and credit. Observations of and reports

on instances of meritorious alms-giving in raw foodstuffs to Brahmans, to collec-

tion agents for charities, and to beggars add nearly a hundred further cells of

information. Observed distributions of sugar on auspicious family occasions—

births, wedding ceremonies, dowry payments, etc.—nearly complete this first

matrix, while interviews indicate a general expectation that the remainder of the

cells will be filled ultimately as marked.

The matrix of superior cooked food and water (Table 6) is based to the extent

of about 60 per cent on observation at some thirty large feasts “to the whole

village” given mostly on the occasion of weddings by members of eight castes.

It is based also on observation of pa>Tnents at fourteen annual festival days to

members of six of the eight jajmam serving castes. The transactions occurring at

a single wedding feast in one of the higher castes often approximate what is

symbolized by a solid row of digits in this matrix, while a single low-caste serv-

ant's tour of his cbents’ houses on a festival day often exhibits what is shown as

a long column of digits. Pakka transfers thus provide some of the most compre-

hensive and public dramatizations of caste rank. Intercaste transfers of water, on

TABLE 6

Matrix of transactions in superior (Pakka) food.
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the other hand, give more frequent, pair-by-pair repetition to many scattered

cells of the same matrix.

Transfers of inferior cooked food (Table 7)—payments for the routine services

given by the Watennan, Barber, Potter, Washerman, Leatherworker, and Sweeper

—are known from scattered observations, and are more generally confirmed by a

comprehensive survey of all employers and employees. Alms consisting of kacca

food were observed in transfer between many pairs of castes. They were reported

as having gone from many castes to Muslim Faqir Devotees (27) in the recent

past Muslim castes feed each other reciprocally in both kacca and pakka food

and clear away each other’s garbage. Brahmans, when asked or hired to do so by

persons of lower caste, may provide either kacca or pakka meals to out-of-village

wedding guests of caste too high to take pakka food from their hosts, according

to several observations and specific reports The remaining unobserved 7? cells

of this matrix are completed according to a few reported cases plus general asser-

tions by members of both giving and receiving castes to the effect that they ex-

pected to act in similar fashion should the need anse

The entries concerning the disposal of food-soiled plates in Table 8 are based

largely on statements of expectations held by both hosts and diners, and on verbal

reports of past occurrences, since activity in most of the cells in which garbage

TABLE. 7 -S

MaTFCX or TRANSACTIONS IN INFERIOR (KaCCS) FOOD
g

t
^

Caac«*) g £ *
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disposal can occur is infrequent. Feasts testing the behavior of the castes from (1)

to (15) and (26) are frequent enough and could be observed. Feasts sponsored

by members of ten castes showed the Sweeper disposing of the scrapings from all

the diners’ plates. Actual]}’, among the high castes /ust below’ the Brahman, there

is reluctance on the part of guests to insist that their hosts pick up the garbage-

soiled plates, It is polite for each guest, even if he is of higher caste standing, to

do his own disposal; that is, carry his plate to the waiting Sweeper. How’cv'er,

relatively few’ instances were observed or remembered in which castes from (19)

through (35) sponsored feasts (with a high-castc cook, of course) for members

of castes (1) to (15). About 100 cells of this matrix are thus based on statements

of precedent and willingness to follow the precedent.

The professional disposal of feces by the Sw'eeper alone (Fjg. 10) is a matter

of daily observation to all who rise early enough to witness that event.

This review of some of the many contexts in which food transactions con-

tinually occur—trade, agricultural work, credit, religious merit-seeking, feasting,

private celebrating, domestic serx’ice, visiting, etc.—suggests also the pervasiveness

of caste-rank-defining acuvity in village life.

Variations occur within castes, of course. Most Jats eat pakka from any caste

of the subset (1) through (15), but a few Jar famibes would not eat the feasts
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by the giving scores agrees closely with its rank by the receiving scores, but

reversals can occur the four Muslim castes (castes 26-30) stand higher as gisers

than they do as receivers m Tables 6, 7, and 8, the Maithil Carpenters (6) stand

higher as recen ers than they do as gii eis in Tables 7 and 8. Since both giving and

recen ing are mentioned (often separately) by villagers as being relevant in their

thinking about rank, both need to be included m an\ general analvsis. Net scores

thus seem preferable as reptesentmg the two wavs of thinking in combination.

FIVE T\PES OF FOOD TRANSACTIONS CO.MPARED

The matnt for each t\pe of food also differs somewhat from the matrix for

ever)’ other type of food A comparison of the five matrices in Tables 5 to 9 by

the Guttman scaling technique employed by Mahar (1959) would reveal that

transactions m the diffenng food media are in fact scaled at four steps, moving

from many transactions to few transactions in the order (a) raw foodstuffs, (t)

pakka food, (c) kacca food and garbage disposal together, and (d) feces disposal.

In this senes of steps, each later step implies all earlier steps This finding that the

five systems of food transaction arc scaled solves the problem initially felt in

cr>ing to rank or weight the tvpes of food bv direct questioning Differential

weightings of the several media would be justified and necessary if one were

dealing with each medium in isolation, identical weightings are retained here, as

the several media are themselves all retained in the aggregate analysis.

As between eating another caste’s kacca food and disposing of its garbage,

there is no clear overall scaling some high castes (those from 9 to 13) shrink

from receiving kacca food from castes (2) to (6). vet willingly clear away the

same castes’ dirty plates at feasts On the other side, the Waterman caste (14)

and three lower castes (33 to 35) refuse to pick up the garbage-soiled plates of

certain castes (15 and 19 to 25 or 34, respectively) from whom they willingly

accept kacca food Had the high and low castes in this contrast both reversed

their choices of medium, their overall ranks would not have been altered in any

apparent wav One might say that these higher castes take more pride in their

independence in matters of food supplv, while more readily conceding to the

top castes a strictly s)mbolic supenontv’, these lower castes, on the contrar)’,

reaUttveaUy accept then dcpeudeuct m food, yet jealously sesw awy fwithet,

mannered subordination to their nearer competitors for rank.

The net effects of the five kinds of food transactions upon the rankings of all

castes may be compared by inspecting their respective senes of net scores These

are brought together in Table 10. Here one notes that no two media of transac-

tion yield exactl) the same series of net scores or the same distinctions of caste

rank Nevertheless, since these transactions are related systems within one small

communitv
,
they are to a very high degree mutually compatible, as one would

expect them to be Only one set of reversals occurs berw een media the Khatik

Cultivators (25) stand sLghtly below the four Muslim castes (26 to 30) in pakka

transacQons, rather than being equal to or slightly superior to Muslims, as they
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are m all other kinds of food transactions. One might anticipate a corresponding

divergence in opinion at such a point of incongruitv'.

That pakka and kctcca food-handling distinctions are more useful in ranking

the lower castes while garbage-handling distinctions arc more useful in ranking

the upper castes is also demonstrated b\ the comparison of net scores in Table 10.

More than one t\pe of food transaction would be needed to differentiate the

whole range of castes, it seems.

In some ways, the five types of transactions are redundant, as some of the same

distinctions recur in more than one of them. Net caste scores in three of the food

media in particular—pjjbjba, kacca, and spread out ov'er wide ranges and

afford many distinctions of rank, w hile scores in the other tw o media—raw food-

stuffs and feces—spread o\er smaller ranges and afford few distinctions of rank.

Furthermore, the n\o last-mentioned media repeat distinctions made in one or

more of the first three, w ithout adding any new distinctions peculiar to themselves.

TABLE 10

DISTI^CTIO^S OF CASTE RANK CONTRIBUTED BY TRANSACTIONS IN' FIVE TYPES OF FOOD.

(Net Scores by Caste from Tables J to 9)

Caste

Raw
Foodstuffs

Supertor

(Pakka)

Food

Inferior

(Kacca)

Food

Garbage

(fiitha)

Disposal Feces Total

1. 2 13 22 22 1 60

6. 2 13 15 19 1 50

2. 2 13 14 18 1 48

2 13 14 18 1 48

4. 2 13 14 18 1 48

9. 2 13 14 10 1 40

U. 2 13 H 10 1 40

12. 2 13 14 10 1 40
13. 2 13 14 10 1 40

15. 2 13 4 4 1 24

14. 2 13 - 1 4 1 19

19 2 - 6 - 6 -10 1 - 19

Ifl. Z - - -W \ - W
21. 2 - 6 - 6 -10 1 - 19

24. 2 - 6 - 6 -10 1 - 19

25. 2 -11 - 6 -10 1 - 24

26. 2 - 9 - 9 -10 1 - 25

27. 2 - 9 - 9 -10 1 - 25

30. 2 - 9 - 9 -10 1 - 25

29. 2 - 9 - 9 -10 1 - 25

33. 2 -14 -14 -10 1 - 35

34. 2 -14 -14 -10 1 - 35

35. -22 -22 -22 -11 0 - 77
36. -22 -22 -22 -22 -22 -no

Ranks 2 6 9 6 3 12

Range 25 36 45 45 24 171
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This suggests a way of simplifying the present analysis. Since an equally differ-

entiated ranking may be had without recourse to transactions in raw foodstuffs

or feces, I here eliminate those tw'o types of transactions from further part in the

experiment Were they to he retained at this point, their effects would substantially

disappear later in the final matrix of scores anyway m the final matrix, they would

affect only the last tu o columns, and would affect all of the scores evenly, raising

each value m column (35) by 1 and each value m column (36) by 2. The existence

and importance of transactions in raw foodstuffs and in feces should not be for-

gotten in other contexts, however; the first qualifies most other distinctions of

rank by its large area of untrammelled mutual exchange, while both severely

reiterate the low status of the Sweepers.

The remaimng three types of transactions—pjWa, kacca, and garbage—all seem

necessary for developing a complete picture of the distinctions of rank afforded

by transactional systems generally. The hierarchy of kacca food, with its nine

ranks, is the most differentiated of the three if one had to choose a single trans-

actional medium as an indicator of rank, kacca food would be the medium to

choose in Kishan Garhi. However, such a simple index would be quite incomplete,

for transactions in garbage add two further distincdons to these nine, and trans-

acoons in pakkS food add still one more distinction, bnnging the total number of

disrincrions by food transfer to ru-elve. In narrowing consideration to these three

most differentiated media, t am also selecting those three sorts of transactions in

foods which are most often mentioned by villagers in explaining their opinions

about caste rank.

Does study focused on )u$t these three types of food transfer provide enough

of the full actuality for the purpose at hand^ Or must additional kinds of trans-

actions be considered in order to construct a model that will be fully true to

village thought as well as to action^ 1 would be happy here to incorporate for

consideration any further systems of ranking that emerge out of serving or other

relationships, but I am not satisfied that 1 yet know just what these systems arc.

Ranked behavior occurs in the transfer of other consumables, such as that found

m the drawing of water from wells, the use of metal and pottery vessels, the

grinding of flour, processing of milk, etc There are further media of interactional

rankmg in forms of greeting, sitting, etc. However, none of these other media was

mentioned by any respondent as affecting his decisions about ranking, and, as far

as 1 know, none would add any further distinction of rank to those already

present. Intetcaste usages surrounding the smoking of tobacco were occasionally

mentioned as providing current information on close points of reciprocal domi-

nance between equal castes, they seemed, however, to add nothing to an already

comprehensive scheme of scranfication. Smee smoking involved only small groups,

often located out of public view, its usages were difficult to know and seemed

susceptible to a greater amount of individual vanation than uansfers of food. I

therefore ignore them until evidence meriting their consideration appears. The

three types of food transactions seem likely to provide as full a senes of rankings

as can be developed from the data at hand.
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THE SUMMARY MATRIX (TABLE 11)

To consider the food transactional system as a whole, I now w to combine

the data of the three most rele\'ant matrices in some fashion. Maintaining my
earlier postulate that a transaction in any type of food is equal to a transaction in

any other t>T)e of food, I now add the matrices of transactions in pakka, kacca,

and garbage (Tables 6, 7, and 8) to form the summary matrix of Table U. Here

the patterns of the earlier matrices overlap each other transparently, so that one

can readily perceive the scaling of the several types of transactions as values rise

toward the upper righthand comer.

The constant meaning of a unit in this matrix is “a transaction in (any one of

the three types of) food.” Where “1” appears, the type of food is always pakka,

as in Table 6. Where “2” appears, two types are transferred, either pakka and

kicci (in the lower right and in row 15), or pakki and garbage (in the upper

left). Where “3” appears, all three t>'pes of food are transferred.

This summaty matrix yields in its righthand column a series of summary net

scores for all the castes. These are scores by which the castes mav he set in a

TABLE n

Sec

ARY .XtATRCC OF TRA.VSACTIONS IV THRCE TYPES OF FCOD—SV?ZK!OH, fS FERtOK, C<ir5‘SI?C.

(Sum of Tables 6, 7, and 8) "S

sniT 3 3 3 3 T T 3 67 10 57

3 3 3 3 57 10 47

*7' 2) 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 5S 13 45

2 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 S8 13 65

1 (‘ 3 3 3 3 S7 12 65

1 1 3 3 3 3 53 16 37

1 1 1(11) 3 3 3 3 53 15 37

1 1 IM 3 3 3 3 S3 16 37

1 1 AH 3 3 3 3 3 S3_ 16 37

1 1 1 1 2 3 3 SO 29 21

1 1 2 2 3 61 29 16

0 0 0 0 0 iM) 0 0 D 10 32 -22

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 JP 32 .22

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Q 3 10 32 -22

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i. 0 3 10 32 -22

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A 0 2 3 g 36 -77

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 16 42 -28

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 3 16 42 -28

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0d 3 0 0 2 3 14 42 -28

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LL 3ft9) 0 2 3 16 62 -28

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 3) 0 2 3 5 63 -38

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 66^ 2 3 63 -33

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^5) 1 1 56 -55

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 67 -66

10 10 13 13 12 16 16 16 16 29 29 32 32 32 32 3S 62 62 62 62 63 63 6 7
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summary order of rank. Each of these summary scores has the meaning of “the

net number of wins or losses in encounters with other castes concerning the three

food types.” Since the maximal possible number of encounters for each caste in

the three matrices together is 138 (3 times 23 other castes, each met once as giver,

once as receiver), a caste’s summary net score could reach as high as a positive

69 or as low as a negative 69. The actual values approximate these maxims- the

Brahmans show a net score of positive 57, while the Sweepers show a net score

of negative 66 (The Brahmans may be said to spend a few of their credits by

taking feasts from others ) The range of the net scores for transactions in the

three types of food is therefore large in proportion to the possibility— 123 out of

139. Half of the possible ranks, 12 out of 24, are evenly distinguished in the scores

of giving, m the scores of receiving, and in the net scores. Transactions in the

three types of food taken together are thus rather highly discriminating of grada-

tions in rank. These are the gradations that are to be compared below with the

rankings obtained independently through a sample of collective opinion

THE MATRIX OF NET SCORES (TABLE 12)

The summary matrix of Table 1 1 depicts the whole of the essential transactional

system and yields a summary net ranking of the castes From the summary matrix

one can further extract a report on the net score obtaining finally withm all pairs

of castes One does this by caking the summary matrix and subtracting its re-

ciprocal, negative values (all the values in the lower left mangle) from its positive

values (all the values in the upper right triangle) The values remaining after this

subtraction appear in the matrix of net scores (Table 12). All mutual relationships

have been removed, only distinctions of rank remain The numbers of Table 12

are no longer code symbols for certain food media, as are the numbers in Table 1 1,

instead, they arc abstract values expressing the ultimate differences to be found

within each pair of castes One here confronts the final balance sheet of intercaste

dominance

This matrix of net scores displays more clearly than any preceding matrix the

total configuration of ranks It exposes (svithm dotted lines) those blocs of castes

whose final positions in food transactions are mutually undifferentiated m rank

by direct transactions The visual configuration of ranks (castes and blocs of

castes) will be seen now to agree precisely with the continuities and discontinuities

in the series of net scores at the right of the matnx
From this matrix of net scores, one also obtains confirmation of the reality in

action of that basic division into “high” and “low” which villagers initially ex-

jiressed to me through their approximate, absolute uses of these broad terms

Among themselves, both the high subset of castes and the low subset of castes

show little transactional dominance—the low castes least of all—but a superbloc

of high castes (1 to 15) prepondeiates strongly over a superbloc of low castes

(19 to 36).
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CASTE ROLES IN THE DIFFERENTIATION OF RANKS
(TABLE 13)

The matrix form of representation makes possible a separate analysis of the

distinctions of rank made by each caste in its vector of transactions with the

others. Table 13 presents this final, caste-by’-caste analysis. In this table, the castes

of one rank or bloc are classed together in one column, since their roles in inter-

action with other castes are by definition identical. As there arc twelve ranks in

the transactional system, there are twelve columns, each column accommodating

one of the twelve transactional role types that are found to exist among the 24

castes.

The values entered in this table are extracted from the matrix of net scores

(Table 12) simply by’ reading down the column to find what, if anything, the

caste receives, then across the row to find what, if anything, it gives. Negative

signs are prefixed where it gives.

Table 13 is best read column by column, starring each column from the top.

TABLE 12

Matrix of kut scoeuls of tra-ssactions in three types op toob-

2 2 « 6 6 < IS 18 32 32 32 32 3S 33 33 33 33 43 43 5S 66



(Net
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W'ithin each column, a blank space occurs where a caste role type’s constituent

castes are related to themsehes. A neutral “0” occurs where a caste role type is

related to the castes of other role t>*pes without distinction of rank, that is,

without a net balance of transactions m either direction, A high-ranking caste

role t>'pe such as that of Carpenter (column 6) may be related to castes below

itself by getting the lower castes to accept food in one, two, or three media, thus

according them from one to three negative degrees of mferiorin’. The role types

of lower-ranking castes, such as Khatik Cultivator (column 25), show positive net

scores of from one to three, representing the degrees of superioritj’ accorded

through food transactions to the higher castes listed at the left margin of the table.

No more than seven ranks (scored as 3, 2, 1, 0, —I, —2, —3) can possibly be

distinguished by means of any one caste’s dealings in the three types of food. Yet

there are at least tw elve ranks collectively distinguished through transactions bv

the whole hierarchy of castes in Kishan Garhi. As Table 1 3 show s in its penulti-

mate row, no one of the castes of Kishan Garhi achieves even as many as the seven

possible distinctions, although five castes (19 through 25) manage to realize dis-

tinctions among as many as six ranks. That these five more discriminating castes

stand near the middle of the hierarchy is not surprising, since such middle castes

will have more opportunities to engage m all kinds of transactions, both receiving

from castes above and giving to castes below.

The old notion (cited by Hutton, 1946, pp. 62-63, and by many others) that

the Brahman’s transactions in food prosnde the most complete guide for conduct

in*any local transactional system seems from Table 1 3 to be both untrue for this

village and impossible generally. The reason for this impossibiIit>’ is that castes

at the upper and lower extremities of any such hierarchy have comparatively

restricted opportunities to engage in rank-defining transactions, as is indicated

by the lower “possible” values for the top and bottom castes in the last row’ of

Table 13. The Brahman is not in a posiuon to receive all media of foods, while

the Sw’ccper is not in a position to give them. The castes w hose own practices will

in fact provide the most discriminating guidance are hkely to be those castes dis-

cussed above which stand near the middle of the hierarchy. To be sure, some of

the middle castes, such as Barber or Waterman, make only half of the maximum
number of distinctions in food, apparently because too many refusals would

interfere with their work as domesne ser\-ants. In fact, however, no one or two

castes’ transactions can exhibit all the distinctions of the collective system: at least

four caste role t>'pes out of the nvelve would have to be taken into account in

order to comprehend all ts\ elve of the ranks found. The hierarchy of transactions

is not a unilateral but a multilateral structure.

That persons or groups m any social system tend to make finer distinctions

close to themseh es and cruder distinctions at a greater distance from themselves

appears to be borne out by the distribution of distinctions which emerges in

Table 13. The higher castes’ transactions seem to discriminate better among the

high castes, the low er castes’ among the low; each seems to deal with castes at the

opposite end of the hierarchy as a relam ely undifferentiated bloc. I shall return

to this obser\'aaon later in comparing transactions with opinions.
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A Striking fact in Table IJ, as in tfic net and summary matrices (Tables II

and 12), is that nearly every caste by its transacnons makes a distinction of rank

between the Waterman (caste 14) and the Potter (caste 19). (Only for the

Sweeper’s transactions is this distinction unimportant) The same point of dis-

tinction IS observed in each of the three principal food types (Table 10) Here

again is the grand contrast between the castes verbally categorized as “high” and

“low,” marked now’ by a gap of 38 points (the brgcst gap m this series of scores)

in the transactional scores of the castes above and below it At this same gap a

distinction occurs betw cen the high castes whose scores make them net winners

or creditors in food transactions (they give to more castes than they receive from)

and the low castes whose negative scores make them net losers, or debtors in food

transactions (they receive from more castes than they give to). An aggregate

scoring of transactions thus yields an objective understanding of the epithets

“clean” versus “dirty,” which arc occasionally applied to the higher and lower

castes, respectively A lower caste aspinng to become “clean” or “high” by

crossing the (14/19) line faces the task of negotiating changes m possibly 38 of

Its transactions with other castes.

MOBILITY AND CONSERVATISM
THE CASE OF THE GOATHERDS

The formidable barrier in the middle of the hierarchy of food transactions in

Kishan Garhi appears to have been crossed during the past two generations by one

caste group-the Baghele Goatherds. The Goatherds are now caste 13, but are

said once to have been at a level w ith the Potters and other castes m the bloc of

castes from (19) to (24). Their case is instructive when examined m terms of food

transactions

The Goatherds became one of the richest groups per capita in Kishan Garhi

during the I930’s w'hen they bought cheaply at governmental auction one of the

best plots of land from an insolvent Jat landlord Playing the persuasive roles of

employer and moneylender, the Goatherds began trying to increase their standing

as donors of kacca food to their near-equals, who are now’ the Goatherds’ servants

Before their gam of wealth, some Goatherds provided honorific services at wed-

dings and at the harvest for ten of the higher castes, they’ used to receive payment.

It is said, m kacca as w ell as in raw and pakkd food. With new wealth in hand,

one large Goatherd family dissuaded the others from accepting kacca food pay-

ments and thus drew the caste up to the level of the Kachi Cultivators in their

lessened intake of subordinating food. Specialists in the Waterman and Barber

castes were rich!}’ paid by the Goatherds to provide their fullest services at feasts,

both w’ould soon have been waiting at the Goatherds’ doors for loaves of inferior

bread, but for the jealousy of the Kachis and their allies, who included certain

Brahman debtors-to-the-Kachis Brahmans then threatened to discharge Barbers

from their work in Brahman homes and feasts if the Barbers picked up the

garbage-soiled plates at Goatherd feasts, Goatherds continued to employ Barbers

at high rates while excusing them from the garbage-connected duties. Some time
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later, the Goatherds began to succeed in making kacca payments to both Water-

man and Barber, however.

The Goatherds' next move m as to drop their former local Brahman priest, who

would not take their pakka food. In his place, they called a priest of a neighboring

village in w hich the Brahman group was of separate and somewhat doubtful status

within the caste. The new priest had no concern about the local Barber and was

himself willing to eat the Goatherds’ feasts. But an outside, dubious Brahman

feaster was not as good as a local one. The Goatherds therefore aimed their

suasion at the most impecunious members of the oldest Brahman lineage of Kishan

Garhi, and, by a secret codicil to a liberal loan, arranged for these Brahmans to

come and dine. One result was a near-spht in the Brahman caste group of Kishan

Garhi. Another result xv’as the Goatherds’ gam of enough pakka credits to insure

their standing in that food medium along \nth the “high” castes 2 through 12.

The Goatherds finally completed their kacca food-giving scores in relation to the

lou er castes, aided by the transitive logic that they w ere givers of kacca food to

castes such as Barber and Waterman, who were themselves established as givers

of kacca to the lower castes. At last, some members of other Brahman lineages

began to attend the Goatherds’ feasts.

The case of the Goatherds illustrates both of the two basic tacDcs for upward

mobilm’- give food to more other castes (that is, increase one’s row sums) and

receive from fewer (that is, reduce one’s column sums). Other castes in Kishan

Garhi have been known, on a smaller scale, to apply just one or the other of these

tacucs—Jats and Leathern orkers the giving tactic. Carpenters, Potters, and Faqir

De5 otees the tactic of refusing to receive.

The Goatherds’ miaal difficulacs also illustrate the interconnectedness of the

system of food transactions as a whole. What happened in one cell of the matrux

betw een Goatherds and Barbers affected relauons in other cells and other matrices

betw cen Barbers and Brahmans, Brahmans and Kachis, etc. A great many recipro-

cal controls are apparent in all those zones of equal values which cut across the

mam diagonal. In the largest reciprocal zone, the Carpenters once refused to con-

tinue taking pakka food from Sanadhya Brahmans, the Carpenters being launched

on a campaign for rccogmtion as “Alaithil Brahmans” themselves, the established

Sanadhya Brahmans could then simply reply by a reciprocal act of refusal The
Carpenters therefore gained no net score by their umlateral withdrawal from a

bilaterally reciprocal pair.

The more promising spots for upward mobibU' by refusal to accept food

w’ould appear to be those cells (pairs of castes) where there is initially no such

reciprocal transfer, but rather simple dominance. The Carpenters did gam nvo
points at such spots by ceasing to accept kacca food and to dispose of soiled plates

coming from the Sanadhya Brahmans. Certain other cells in the matnx of kacca

food (Table 7) also seem ripe for change by the lower partner: (1/2), 6/2), and

(15/14). But the structurally similar rank of Goatherds over Barbers, (13/15),

is, of course, firmly stabilized by the Goatherds’ great economic pow er. In the

pakka matrix (Table 6), most situations of this structural type similarly appear

to be buttressed against change by the supenor wealth of the higher partner.
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Withdrawal by the lower partner would cost him not onK a portion of his food,

but loss of a diffuse status of patronage and fa\or, as richly detailed by Wiser

(1936, pp 61-123). One such cell (24/25), nevertheless seems unstable, given

an ambitious and new ly w ealthj’ Khauk Cultivator pushing up from below

.

Tw 0 kinds of structural openings to upward mobilin hai e been implied above-

(a) one in which, unlike the (14/19) line, relatively few castes make the dtstlnc-

oon or make it in few types of food, and (b) one in w hich reciprocal penalties

may not be invoked. Such apparent opemngs might be listed and the intercaste

relations around them examined sv’stematically Conversely, where many castes

are concerned in many distinctions, or w here ntual, economic, or other retribu-

tion is possible, a stable order should prevail If food transactions form a kind of

“economv ” with a rationalitv of its ow n, that cconomv nev ertheless overlies other

analogous economic matrices having more material or political content As in the

instances described above, castes seem often to alter or to maintain their positions

m food transactions according to the advantages and disadvantages available in the

corresponding cells of other, nonntual matrices Manv further investigations

seem desirable on these matters.

RANKINGS BY FOOD TRANSACTION AND OPINION COMPARED
(FIG 2)

In all the hvpothetical reasoning about food transactions that goes before, I

have neglected to applv one of the best available tests of that reasoning's validity

—a comparison of the rankings obtained here through observation and logic

(Table 12) with those obtained separately through the sampling of opinion de-

scribed earlier (Tables 3 and 4). This comparison is represented diagrammatically

in Figure 2

The two sets of rankings might be expected to agree on the order of ranking

the castes, especially at the major lines of div tsion m the matrix of transactions.

They should agree on the grouping of castes at equal ranks and on areas of un-

certaintv or change of rank In general, the two sets of rankings do agree in all

these vv'a>s

The food ranks are twelve, the opinion ranks are thirteen, and among these

the ranks common to both are mne One may therefore say that gross agreement

between the two is about 75 per cent. M'TuIe each set of rankings distinguishes at

certain spots where the other fails to distinguish, neither reverses the order of

ranking of any pair of casts

Where transactions in foods distinguish ranks by the largest gaps (ten points or

more) between the scores of adjacent castes (1/6, 13/15, 14/19, 29/33, 34/3S,

and 3S/36), one might expect that opinions would also make a sharp distinction.

In five of the six cases they do, failing only to distinguish the Goatherd-Barber

(13/lS) ranking, which is ver>’ strong in transfers of both kacca food and garbage.

Deviant opimons might be expected to occur in greater numbers at locations

where food transfers are ambiguous in their meanings for rank, and m the minds

of persons occupying such ambiguous positions. Although a thorough testing of

these propositions is not attempted m this paper, they seem likely to prove correct.
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hms”) that may complicate the distinctions of food transfer which are otherwise

systematic and pervasive.

CONCLUSIONS

The approximate correctness of the transactional model of caste ranldng de-

veloped in this experiment appears to be validated by its resemblance to the

picture of caste rankings de\ eloped through a sampling of opinions. But perhaps

I should rather say, with villagers, that the rankings stated as opinions are validated

by their resemblance to the realities and presumed potentialities of the rankings

established by food transfer. Opinions are often explicitly based upon known

transactions in food. “Known transactions” arc not only those local, current ones

scored in the 1952 matnces, but also nonlocal or earlier ones recalled and de-

scribed by travelers and by elders. Opinions are based not only upon the person’s

own caste’s transactions with other castes but also upon his obserx ations of remote

pairs of castes within the whole multilateral system of transfers. The system is an

objective fact for all, so that differences of caste participation and individual

membership are generally unimportant in their effects on opinions.

The mulalateralitj' of interests in food transactions appears to be a principal

reason for the consen’arism of the system. A change in the transacaons of any one

caste may affect the relauve standing of any other caste, and a change of relative

rank can never be in the interests of ever>'one. Reciprocating features of the s>’s-

tem seem likely to restrain change between castes in many pairs. The large amount

of redundancy in the system as a whole—the actual occurrence of many transitive

transactions, the repeuaon of the same transactional rankings m several different

media—also tends to buttress many distincrions against change. Wealth and pow er

may be applied congruently outside the ^’stem so as to restrain change in certain

transactional pairs or ma\’ be appbed incongrucntly so as to stimulate change.

Gaining dominance over others through feeding them or securing dependence

on others through being fed by them appear to be comprehensive goals of actors

in the system of transactions. Puritx' and pollution, among other values, arc used

as expressions of aci^e\ement toward these goals. I^ietary or occupational purity’

and pollution, regarded as attnbutes of the castes, do not correlate w ell with the

rankings found either m transactions or m opimons. However, major distinctions

in verbalized opinion among higher and lower blocs of castes correlate closely

with large distinctions in the transfer of food, pollution, and other sjunbols of

dominance and subordination The distinction of “high” versus “low” corre-

sponds With a shift from net creditor to net debtor status in food transactions.

Styles and tactics used in managing these transactions varx' with high and low’

rank, and differ from caste to caste.

The transactional model developed here uses a many-layered matrix form of

representation which permits both concise summation of all transactions and re-

duction of that summation to its most essential components. Separate analj-sis of

the five layers (media of transaction) imnally thought relevant shows that just

three— food, kacca food, and garbage—are essential to the distinctions of
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rank made locally. Separate anah'sis of the rectors of the three-layered niatii.x

reveals that the roles of 24 castes in lankin? can be redoced to twelve distinct

role tj^pes, of tvhich not all, bnt at least four are essennaL

This model is based on an implicit local postulate of the sjTiibolic equivalence

of transactions in any medium between any tw o castes, high rank aiss as'S deriving

from the givme, low rank from the receiving of foods. Serving relationships, here

represented only through their paxmems in food, appear to create rank by com-

plementary- logic- givers of services are low er than receivers, w hatever the nature

of the service. Services themselves seem likely to xncld to a amilar, but more com-

plex, transactional analx-sis involvmg a much larger number of media.

A^Tule this model of stratified transactions attempts to represent a ranking of

Castes m the local cultural terms of a particular Indian village in a region of some

peculiant)’, I believe that variants of its mati« forms of representation may help

in analj-zing and comparing c^tsie hierarchies in other commumties and regions of

Sooth Asia as n ell Soch forms of represe/itaoon can be adapted to the srudy of

actual sj-stems of stratification effected through gift or potlatch, .Mauss (1954)

notes many such sj-stems. Simibr represenianons max- help to examine sx-stems

of tribute, hxpergamy, games, and cempeonve behavior generally. They can be

used to exanune corporate or noncorporate, mnsiove or mtransjtive. redundant

or noaredundauc compenaon, so long as outcomes of confrontations among the

eaimpentors may be scored dichotomouslv Thev may help to discover the es-

sential features of complex, actual sx-stems. to generate and test hx-potheacal

altemanves (as proposed by Barth. 19541. or to create xvhoDy hx-pothetical

systems for theoredcal studx fas is done by UTiite. 196J. pp 31-93).
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7. CASTE AND WORLD \7IEW; THE APPLICATION OF

SURATY RESEARCH METHODS

JOSEPH W. ELDER

T
hose using sur\'ey methods in India have occasionally questioned whether

the assumprions underl>’ing the use of such techniques in the West apply

in the Indian content. Lloyd and Susanne Rudolph, for example, have asked

whedier most people in India have opinions they can articulate on a broad range

of issues and whether the individual in India is a relevant unit of opinion (1958,

pp. 235—44). Members of the Cornell Cross-Cultural Methodology Project in

India, while not challenging the underlying assumptions of survey techniques, have

shown that the interviewers’ affiliations can markedly bias their results, even when

they ask questions with idendcai wording (Rails, Suchman, and Goldsen, 1958,

pp. 245-60), The purpose of this paper is to describe certain limitations and

problems, as well as advantages, I have found m using survey research techniques

in India.

sur\t:y research as a supplement
TO FIELD OBSERVATIONS

From November, 1956, to March, 1958, I gathered data in a small village

in Uttar Pradesh for my Ph.D. dissertation on industrialism and Hinduism. The
techniques I used were essentially those of anthropology, participant obser-

vation, intennews with the better-informed or at least more talkadve members

of the village, lineage-tracing, census-taking, map-making, and taking of copious

field notes.

Two months before the end of my stay I added a type of data-gathering not

generally included in an anthropologist’s kit. With the aid of a structured

schedule, I interviewed o\et 200 respondents selected as random samples of five

groups I considered important for my research topic. Following are some of

the mam conclusions I drew from these interviews.

1 . Such mterviewung helps counteract the “self-selection” of respondents so

familiar to field workers. Before I started the interviews, my best informants

had been a tailor of the Dunha caste, a Bhangi boy, the Brahman village priest,

and two or three of the younger Jat and Chamar farmers. My systematic

The overseas portions of the research descnbed m this paper Mere conducted with the aid

of a felloM-ship from the American Insotme of In^an Studies and a grant from the Uiuveraty
of Wisconsin Office of International Studies and Programs. The computer time for processing
the data was made possible by a grant from die Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation,
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interviews forced me to talk with categories of villagers 1 had missed in my
Jess structured interview s, for example, village women (especially the new brides),

men who were out of the village much of the time, and persons from some of

the less numerous castes. From the respondents’ point of view the fact that

their name was “on the list” appeared to Justify their dropping what they were

doing to talk with me.

2. An interview schedule that needs to be filled out can “legitimize” quite a

lengthy, far-ranging discussion My questions included views on reincarnation as

well as attitudes toward urbanization and industrialism The structured nature of

the question, furthermore, permitted me to cover a wider range of topics in forty

minutes than if 1 had been having a more informal conversation.

3. Asking the same questions from 200 people permits comparisons of their

replies according to caste, age, income, religious belief, and other broad categories.

For certain questions, such as “How many pakka houses were there in the village

before the sugar mill was buill^” or “What happened to the Muslims in the vil-

lage at the time of partition^” three or four good informants are all one needs

But for other questions, such as, “On the whole, would you say that the mill

has brought more benefit or more harm to the village-” some people will say

“benefit" and others “harm.” From the researcher’s point of view, the relevant

question is v.ho says "benefit” and i.bo says "harm” and what proportion of the

total population each group represents

As a matter of fact, the tabulations of my interview results forced me to change

some of my tentative conclusions based on other discussions with respondents.

For example, my general impression was that the poorer villagers looked back

with nostalgia on the days of the British, whereas the richer villagers were glad

that India was independent When 1 had totaled my interview returns, however,

I saw that the rich-poor distinction w’as not as important as the caste distinction,

with the highest and lowest castes feeling things had become better since inde-

pendence while the middle castes felt things had been better under the Bntish

Unless I had systematically interviewed a sizeable sample of the population, I

would not have been able to correct my initial error

By the ame I had completed my analysis of the interview data, I was convinced

of the advantages of supplementing standard field work methods with systematic

interviewing. However, with oxJ,v 200 jicqple in najv there were all kinds

of interesting questions that I was unable to pursue. For example, the nature of

the group I interviewed was such that the higher castes were also highly educated

and had spent a considerable length of tune m cities, whereas the lower castes

were largely illiterate and had lived most of their lives m the village When the

two groups differed m oudook, as they frequently did, there was no way m which

I could attribute their attitude difference to caste, education, or urbanization I

could only note that, if my sample size had been larger and my respondents more

heterogeneous, I could have separated caste from education and urbanization and

have seen which of these factors correlated most closely with the attitude

difference.
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SUR\'EY RESEARCH AS AN INDEPENDENT
DATA-GATHERING TECHNIQUE

Four years after completing my industriaUsm and Hinduism study, I was back

in India on another project, this one dealmg with changes in attitudes from “tradi-

tional” to “nontraditional.” Stimulated by the findings of my first study as well

as by the work of such writers as Everett E. Hagen, David McClelland, and W.
W. Rostow, I had decided to conduct a large-scale study of such attitudes as

mobility aspirations, universalistic versus particularistic identities, causality con-

sciousness, empathy, authoritarianism, caste orthodoxy, and political awareness. I

W'as concerned that writers describing the attitudes of persons in nonexpanding

economies tended to lump all sorts of opinions under the general rubric of

“traditional attitudes” (see, for example, Hagen, 1962, pp. 83-84). They then

occasionally concluded that, as one part of these “traditional attitudes” changed,

all other parts also changed.

My own experience m India suggested that the picture w'as more complex

than this. I myself had met highly emanapated social reformers who were still

orthodox, pure vegetarians. I had met religiously conservative and devout parents

who insisted their children should have the highest university degrees possible.

And I had met innovative farmers who still insisted that man proposes but God
disposes. To my way of thinking, these people were full cf contradictions. But,

after meeting enough of them, I began to wonder how much of what I was seeing

was contradiction and how much was merely different from some implicit no-

tions of a pnon western logic I was carrying about with me. One purpose of my
research project was to determine the frames of reference being used by people

themselves within a society undergoing change.

THE RESEARCH DESIGN

In order to be able to control for a sizeable number of variables (something I

had been unable to do in my first study), I sec up the following research design;

1. My sample would consist of a minimum of 600 11-year-oId boys, plus their

fathers, their mothers, and any resident grandparents. I chose ll-year-old bo>-s

hoping that they would be young enough to reconstruct the child-rearing pat-

terns in their homes yet also old enough to answer the attitude questions. Gen-

erally this hope was reahzed. One reason for selecting boys, their parents, and

their grandparents was that I would have three generations for comparison.

2. Half my sample would come from one section of India and the other half

from another. This would make it possible to determine to what extent patterns

of responses were regional and to what extent they might be the same through-

out India. For example, do Hanjans in all of India have the same attitude toward
the caste system, or do Harijans in the South view the caste system differently

from Hanjans in the North’

3. My sample would be divided equally benveen villagers, townsmen, and city
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dwellers. This would allow comparisons of differences between relative degrees

of urbanization. In order to make the towns roughly comparable, I decided

their populations would have to be approximately the same size and they would

have to be tahsil (taluk) headquarters, similar to county seats in the United

States. To make the cities more comparable, I decided they would have to be

political-administrative centers, either state capitals or large distnct headquarters.

4. In each of the designated areas, my sample would be a random cross section

of the population. This would provide me with a variety of religions, castes,

occupations, and levels of education and would allow internal comparisons.

SELECTING THE SITES

Having set up my overall research design in terms of more or less carefully

thought-out criteria, I selected the actual sites according to conveniences of time,

place, and previous acquaintance. My three North Indian sices and three South

Indian sites were as follows

Uttar Pradesh (North India)

City Lucknow, population 656,000, capital of state of Uttar Pradesh.

Town Mabhabad (15 miles west of Lucknow), population 8,000, headquarters

for Mabhabad cahsil

Villages- Utraitia and viciruty (8*12 miles east of Lucknow), population of

each less than 2,000.

Madras State (South India)

City Madurai, population 425,000, headquarters for Madurai district and par-

tial headquarters for Ramanathapuram (Ramnad) district.

Town Mclur (20 miles east of Madurai), population 15,000, headquarters

for Mclur taluk

Villages Chirtampatti and vicinity (9-11 miles east of Madurai), population

of each less than 1,000.

DRAWING THE SAMPLES

In the towns and villages my teams of census takers went from door to door

finding ll-year-old boys. If the parents weren’t sure of the boy’s age (as was

often the case), the census-taker was instructed to guess. If the boy passed muster

as being (more or Jess) 1
1
years old, and neither his father nor his mother proved

to be dead or away on an extended trip, the census-taker recorded the boy’s

name, his father’s name, and some form of neighborhood address. In the towns

and villages we used as house addresses the orange malaria-control numbers the

public health people had painted by each doorway. Despite these efforts to specify

the location of given families, we soil “lost” a few of our respondents between

the initial census-taking and the intennewmg that took place a few weeks later.

In the originally enumerated villages m both North and South India we literally

ran out of eleven-year-old boys before the interviewers reached their quota of

100. In both cases we had to make a hasty additional census of several more vil-

lages to meet our quota.
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In the cities n e faced considerably greater difficulties. It was obvious from the

size of both Lucknow and Madurai that a door-to-door census ^vas out of the

question. In Madurai I Avas able to obtain street maps of the 33 census zones plus

information as to the percentage of total city population living in each zone. On
the basis of this information I determined how many of my 100 Madurai families

should come from each zone. Then I measured with a stnng the total street

frontage on that zone’s map, divided with knots the measured length of string

into as many parts as there were to be families drawn from that zone, and meas-

ured the street frontage again, placing an “x” on the map whenever I reached

a knot. I then sent a census-taker to those “x’s” and instructed him to obtain the

name of the 11 -year-old boy living closest to the “x," Occasionally the census-

taker found the “x” to be in the middle of a paddy field or a factory compound,

but on the whole the system worked effectively in providing us with a random

cross section of the Madurai population of ll-year-old boys. As for recording

the addresses in Madurai, we often had street names and house numbers by which

to go, although we w’ere occasionally reduced to such addresses as “house over

grain shop beside water tap."

Lucknow' posed even more serious problems than Madurai. The recent Chinese

im asion had sw ept most maps and census information out of public circulation for

security reasons. In fact, the only way I was able to obtain a map of Lucknow

district w'as to borrow the relevant district planning book from a local library

and trace the map in the back of the book m>’sclf. At any rate, we were unable

to carry out as reliable a s>-stem of randomization in Lucknow as we w ere able

to carry out in Madurai.

Since Lucknow has a compulsory education bill, I decided to use school reg-

isters as my population source. After obtaining the names of as many primary and

secondary schools as w e could from the education offices, the Lucknow telephone

directory, and general information of Lucknow residents, the census-takers went

to the schools, perused the school registers, and recorded the names and addresses

of every fifteenth boy bom in 1952. By thk method w'C obtained names and

addresses for about 400 ll-year-oId bo>’s in Lucknow. We were aware that our

sampling procedure automatically ruled out any boys not enrolled in schools

(despite the compulsory education bill) or enrolled in private tuition “sidewalk

schools,” and probably skew’ed our sample toward the higher castes and occupa-

tions. Nonetheless, we could think of no better way of w’orking it.

One of the most serious deficiencies in our Lucknow’ census concerned street

addresses. The school register might carr>' something like “Ram Lai son of

Roshan Singh, Aminabad Park.” Several thousand people lived in the area known
as Aminabad Park. How’ one was to find Ram Lai son of Roshan Singh was a

neat problem. In the end w'e were forced to abandon nearly three-fourths of our
Lucknow sample pool because we could not trace the addresses.

THE INTER\TE\V SCHEDULE

The interview schedule presented unusual methodological problems. Certain

English concepts do not translate into Hindi or Tamil. For example, one question
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asking whom people trusted more and providing paired alternatives had to be

dropped after the schedule pretest because there was no well-known Hindi syno-

nym for “trust,” and the roundabout explanation of “trust” that I had devised

sunply confused the respondents. Because of translation problems, I almost

dropped another question about adults “standing together” or not “standing

together” when one of them punished a child. The best I could do was to ask if

all adults in the house should punish a guilty child with a “common mind,” or

should one adult protect a child from the punishment of the others, which was

hardly a smooth way of handling it.

Another wording problem arose regarding the three questions dealing W'lth

willingness to abandon caste orthodoxy. For example, should the question read,

“Would you be able to eat food prepared by someone from a low caste'^” or

“Would you be able to eat food prepared by someone from a caste lower than

youTs^" A high-caste respondent might be willing to eat food cooked by some

other relatively high-caste person while objecting to eating food cooked by a

lower-caste person. If I held to the “caste lower than yours” form, respondents

were apt to ask “which castes” and “how much lower.” If I held to the “low

caste” form, a low-caste respondent might think, “I’m a low-caste person, and

I eat my own cooking, hence I should answer ‘yes.’ ” In the end I chose the “low

caste” form of the question, hoping that the context would imply that the “low-

caste" person was intended to be lower than the respondent.

In both the Hindi and the Tamil translations of the schedule, 1 went to con-

siderable effort to have the questions put in normal, conversational language, so

that a minimum of reinterpretation would be necessaiy in the field. Only those

familur with the gulf between the spoken and written languages in most of India

can fully appreciate how difficult it was to convince both translation assistants

and printers that I wanted to write the language spoken m normal conversations

The final phrasing of the interview schedule brought a few additional problems

The lack of a generic term for “you” in both Hindi and Tamil (see 'Hum" and

“ap" in Hindi and “«i” and "nmgaP m Tamil) meant that the same pronouns and

verb endings could not be used in the parents' and sons’ interview' schedules. The
difference in male and female forms meant that changes had to be made between

the fathers’ and the mothers’ schedules. Entire working days went into proof-

reading the schedules in order to ehminate “carryovers” from one schedule to

another.

THE RESEARCH TEAM
In order to observe the local proprieties, I had female interviewers talk to the

boys, their mothers, and their grandmothers, while male interviewers talked to

the fathers and grandfathers In both North and South India my advertisements

m the local papers and my inquiries in local colleges and universities brought a

large enough pool of experienced candidates so that I could eliminate those with

questionable talent, motivation, or energy. At the peak of operations, my North
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Indian team included nine females and five males (all of whom were high-caste

Hindus except for one Muslim). My South Indian team contained five females

and four males (who represented a range of Hindu castes and included one

Christian).

After an initial training session, I reqiured all candidates to complete two prac-

tice interviews with the trial interview' schedule. These tnal interviews ser%'ed

two purposes: they helped eliminate a few more candidates, and they provided

a pretest of the interview schedule. In neither North nor South India did I send

the final schedule copy to the printer until I had added modifications recommended

from the pretest.

To check against dishonest reporting in both north and south, I hired one per-

son as “back checker.” His }ob was to take completed interview schedules, return

to the respondent, and to find out if the respondent had really been interviewed

and whether the date and length of inteniew' time described by the respondent

corresponded with the date and ume recorded by the interview er on the schedule.

The “back checker” also asked the respondent what questions he remembered

and re-asked half a dozen questions to see if the respondent’s answ ers the second

time tallied with the answers he ^^as reported to have given the first tune.

I desenbed in advance to all the interviewers how the process of “back check-

ing” worked and informed them that they would be paid only for their “satis-

factorily completed” interviews On the whole, the knowledge that there was a

“back checker” discouraged dishonest reporting. However, in South India the

“back checker” uncovered one inteniew er who had “coffee-housed" two dozen

interviews The offender was promptly sacked, and the other members of the

team completed the inteniews he reported he had done.

THE FIELD OPERATIONS

The field operations in the Lucknow area began in late May and continued into

early June. In Malihabad and the Utrairia village area we used public w’orks de-

paitment and wiigadon department vTspecnon bungalows as oar base, the male

interviewers remaining in the bungalows throughout the period while the females

commuted from Lucknow every day by hired taxi. Public earing facilities were

unavailable in these areas; so I had to hire cooks and arrange for utensils and food

supplies to be transported to the bungalows. In both Malihabad and Utrairia the

interviewers frequently had to walk miles between mterviews. Special arrange-

ments for bicv’clcs and horse-drawn tkkas allevdated, but did not solve, the

problem.

In South India, w here we intervicw’ed m July and August, the logistics were

considerably simpler. Melur contained numerous satisfactorj’ “hotels” for meals,

and buses were constantly pMng between Melur, Chittampatti, and Madurai.

In the Chittampatti area there were still many miles between villages, but even

here the problem w as easier to deal with than in the North, since one could rent

bicycles for a nominal sum near the bus stand.
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THE INTERVIEWS

Periodically, before going into the field, the interviewers received the names of

respondents they were supposed to interview. Their instructions were to locate

the person at the given address and conduct the interview W'lth as much privacy

as possible. As a matter of fact, from the moment they arrived in the neighbor-

hood they were frequently surrounded by children eager to tell them where the

given respondent lived. Often after the interview began the audience expanded

to include relatives and neighbors. At times the interviewers had to use con-

siderable tact to discourage members of the audience from interjecting their own
answers to the questions being asked.

Occasionally the interviewers met resistance. In Malihabad in North India a

Chamar neighborhood insisted that after Independence they did not have to per-

form favors for anyone, therefore they would not answer questions unless they

ivere paid. No amount of discussion or explanation dissuaded the Chamars. In

the end, we were forced to abandon their neighborhood. In the town of Melur

m South India the rumor started that the interviewing was part of a government

program to recruit 11-year-old boys into the army to tram them to fight the

Chinese. In this case the interviewer set an 1 1-year-old boy in the midst of the

questioning townsmen and asked them if they seriously believed the government

wanted boys this site m the army. The townsmen had to agree it was unlikely,

and there were no further objections to the study.

The field team was instructed to e.xplam that the interviews were part of a

large attitude study being done in two parts of India. However, it quickly turned

out that people wanted answers about other aspects of the survey as well. Further-

more, upon checking one interviewer’s answers against another’s, they sometimes

discovered discrepancies For example, some of the interviewers, m their eagerness

to elicit cooperation, promised that after the survey the neighborhood would re-

ceive schools, roads, and electricity, other interviewers denied it. The static began

almost immediately. I called the interviewers together and insisted that they make

no promises of government largess. The survey had to sell itself on its own merits.

Even more touchy was the matter of the interviewers’ salary. Early m the

survey, some villagers overheard two interviewers totaling their day’s interviews

and figunng how much they had earned. The word was out. Respondents de-

manded that they receive pan of the interviewers' pay. It took weeks for these

demands to die down In the meantime, I informed the interviewers that, if ques-

tioned, they were to state that they were receiving subsistence and expenses

Beyond that, they were never to discuss their salary while in the field.

The most effective way of eliciting support for the project was to describe it

as an effort by university students to meet degree requirements. As most of the

interviewers were umversity students, this explanation seemed plausible. We were

surpnsed at how much sympathy there was for the plight of students trying to

meet professors’ demands and how much recognition there was of the neutrality

of academic research In a few places, especially in the South, we met respondents
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who had been polled as part of earlier biscuit and soap surveys. Such respondents

seemed even more willing than the others to be part of the survey.

In order to keep morale high, in both North and South India I held periodic

all-expenses-paid celebrations. These included such events as a special bus trip to

a newly built dam, movies, dinners at a good restaurant, and mango and litchi

feasts. Within the contexts of Aladurai and Lucknow, this “big daddy” approach

seemed appreciated.

THREE EXAMPLES OF RESULTS FROM THE SUR\^EY

A major drawback of survey research methods is that one loses the clarity of

detail and the supplementary' interpretive information that one obtains in a case

study. A major advantage of the survey research method is that one typically

deals uith sufficiently large numbers of respondents {in this case over 2,500) so

that one can control for several variables. Below are three illustrations of how the

use of such controls can radically alter the conclusions one draws from one’s

data. In the first illustration, an apparently significant associauon proves to be

no association at all. In the second illustration, an apparent non-association proves

to be "hiding" some association. And in the third illustration an apparent associa-

tion proves to apply only to a portion of the population.

1. An Apparent Associauon: Apparently a significantly greater proportion of

lower-caste people believe that events occur because of fate, a significantly greater

proportion of high-casce people believe that events occur because of discoverable

reasons (sec Table 1).

Question: One learned man says, ^‘Most things that happen like disease and

poverty are caused by fate. As n is vsrmen, so must tt happen.’^ Another learned

man says, ‘'There are many other reasons besides fate for why these things happen.

If we Can discover the reasons, we can change what will happen." Which of these

learned men do yon thmk is correct?

TABLE 1

Mothers and Fathers

Tirice-Bom Intermediate Scheduled

Castes Castes Castes

“Caused by Fate” 53% 64% 73%
“Caused by Discoverable Reason” 47% 36% 27%

100% 100% 100%
n= 353 n = 320 n = 337

(Chi2 for difference between ‘Twicc-Bom Castes” and ‘Intertnediate Castes” =5 10.4, sig-

nificant at the 0.1 let el Chi^ for difference between “Intermediate Castes” and “Scheduled
Castes” = 6 OJ, significant at the 0.02 Icsel. Chi^ for difference betwween "Twice-Bom Castes"
and “Scheduled Castes” = 27.19, significant at die 0001 letel.)

With an association such as this, we might set out to discuss the “fatalism” en-

gendered by the caste sy’stem, the way in which this “fatalism” is most thoroughly
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concentrated at the bottom of the ^»stein, how the stability of the system through

time may have depended on this concentration of fatalism at the bottom, etc.

HoHCver, before starting off on a chain of plausible conclusions, it way be

wise to control for other variables. Controlling for sex, we separate the fathers

from the mothers. The association remains in both groups Controlling further

for North India and South India, the association remains for North and South

Indian fathers but disappears for all mothers. And finally, controlling for “No

Education” and “Some Education,” the pattern of caste association disappears

entirely, to be replaced by a consistent pactecn of association of “Caused by Fate”

with “No Education” and “Caused by Discoverable Reason” with “Some Ed-

ucation.”

Had we plunged ahead with our initial sfaristically significant association, we

might have come up with plausible explanations of wh)' low status generates

certain types of “world view” fatalism. The only trouble would have been that

our explanation would have been based on a spurious association.

2. An Apparent 'Non-AssOCiatton' Apparently there is no significant association

between caste position and unwillingness to eat food cooked by a low’-caste person

(see Table 2)

Question' Would you be able to eat food prepared by someone from a loi: caste?

TABLE 2

Mothert and Fathers

TvHce~Bom Intermediate Scheduled

Castes Castes Castes

11% 12% 16%
89% 88% 84%

100% 1M% 100%
a=J5J n = 516 n = 335

(Chi2 for difference between "Twice-8orn Castes" and “Intermediate Castes” b negligible

Chi2 for difference between “Intermediate Castes” and “Scheduled Castes” is 2.7S, not sig-

nificant at the required 005 level. Chi* for difference between “Twice-Bom Castes” and
“Scheduled Castes” is 3 41, soil not sigmficant at the required 0 05 level

)

“Would be able to eat”

“Would BOf be able to eat”

Although there is a tendency for lower-caste respondents to be more willing to

eat such food than higher-caste respondents, the difference between the highest

and lowest categones (5 per cent) is too small to be statistically significant With

this absence of any significant association, we might he tempted to write an essay

on the equal penetration of pollution taboos on all caste levels. We might even

be tempted to expand on this and desenbe how the equal support of caste-avoid-

ance taboos on all levels reveals the strength of the present caste hierarchy.

However, before starting off on this or some other chain of plausible conclusions.

It may be useful to control for other variables.

Controlling for sex, we separate the fathers from the mothers. The slight trend

of differences between the “Twice-Bom Castes” and “Scheduled Castes” appears
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on both tables, but continues not to be statistically significant. Controlling further

for North India and South India, two markedly different patterns suddenly

emerge, each statisticalK significant (see Tables ? and 4. To simplify the tables,

I have again combined the fathers and mothers).

TABLE 3

tiortkem Mothers and Fathers

Tvdee-Bom Intermediate Scheduled

Castes Castes Castes

‘Would be able to cat” 11% 3% <5%

‘Would not be able to eat” 89% 97% 94%

100% 100% 100%
n = 24S n= 149 n = 211

(Chi2 for difference between Twice-Bom Castes” and “Intermediate Castes" = is 6.3. sig-

nificant at the 0 02 Ie\el. Chi- for difference between “Intermediate Castes" and “Scheduled

Castes" IS negligible Chi^ for difference between “Twice-Bom Castes" and “Scheduled Castes”

= 3.42, not significant at die 0 05 le\el

)

TABLE 4

“Would be able to eat”

“Would not be able to eat”

Southern Mothers and Fathers

Txnce-Bom Intermediate Scheduled

Castes Castes Castes

10% 15% 33%
90% 85% 67%

100% 100% 100%
n= 108 n = 367 n= 124

(Chi* for difference between “Twicc-Bom Castes” and “Intermediate Castes" =1.23. not
significant at 0135 level. Chi* for difference beaveen “Intermediate Castes” and “Scheduled
Castes” = 112}, significant at the 0 001 level. Chi* for difference between ‘Twice Bom Castes"
and “Scheduled Castes” = 16 06, also significant at the 0001 level >

Controlling for “No Education” and “Some Education,” we discover that the

above association pattern remains firm. Therefore, quite unhke our original con-

clusion that there is no association between caste position and unwillingness to

eat food cooked by a low-caste person, it now appears that there are patterns of

association by Caste, but the patterns differ in North and South India.

Where in North India the most imprcssiv'c break with tradition appears among
the “Twice-Born Castes” (a “rebellion from above”), in South India the most

impresswe break appears among the “Scheduled Castes” (a “rebellion from be-

low”). However, eating food cooked by a low-caste person is only one form of

unorthodoxy. To see if the pattern is general, one needs to look at the other two
caste orthodoxy questions in the schedule “Would you be able to be friends with

someone from a low caste*” and “Would you be able to marry your son or

daughter to a boy or girl from a low' caste*” Sure enough, the same pattern does

appear to hold. One is then free to ^in plausible links between the “Twice-
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Born,” Gandhianism, and the struggle against caste m)ustices in the North, and

the Justice and Dravida iMunnetra Kazhagam Parties and the struggle against

caste injustices in the South One is also free to look for parallels between the

Indian data and comparable data on the soaal and ideological correlates of “rebel-

lions from abo\e” and “rebellions from below.”

3. An Apparent Association. Apparently a significantly greater proportion of

South Indians than North Indians feels that India needs an autocratic ruler

Question: One man says, "Our country needs a strong leader \cho 'iiill take over

the government and make everybody obey hnn.” Another man says, “Our country

needs leaders nho have been chosen by the people and uho will act in accordance

with the people's wishes.” Which of these men do you think is correct^ (see

Table 5).

TABLE 5

Sons, Mothers, and Fathers

South North
India India

“Pro-Autocracy” 46% 26%
“Pro-Democracy” 54% 74%

100% 100%
n= 1152 n= 1390

<Oii2 for difference between “South India” and "North India”

ODOl level

)

= 106 4, significant at the

With an association as high as this one, we might begin looking for roots of

autocratic preference in the power structure of South India. Perhaps the long

centuries of Brahman domination have produced a general pattern of subservience

to power figures. Or perhaps the more recent anti-Brahman struggles in the South

have generated pro-autocracy sentiment. Before following these possible chains

of reasoning, however, it may be useful to control for other variables.

Controlling for religion, caste, and residence m city, town, or village, the

difference between North and South India remains. Then, controlling for sons,

KwytVitis, atsd fathtis, a diffeiem paitein suddenly trmtTges (see TaWt 6).

TABLE 6

South India

Sons Mothers Fathers

"Pro-Autocracy” 56% 54% 25%
“Pro-Democracy” 44% 46% 75%

100% 100% 100%
n = 364 n = 360 n = 345

(Chi2 for difference between “Sons,” “Moiheis,” and “Fathers” =813, significant at the
0 001 level )
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Interestingly enough, the North Indian pattern does not change when con-

trolled for sons, mothers, and fathers (see Table 7)

TABLE 7

North India

Sont Mothers Fathers

“Pro-Autocracy” 25% 29% 22%
“Pro-Democracy" 75% 71% 78%

100% 100% 100%
n= 45I n = 433 n = 403

(Chi- indicates no :s]g;niiicant association between “Sons,*
’ “Mothers," and “Fathers.”)

As Table 6 shows, in South India the support for autocracy appears to come
from the sons and mothers. The associanon that seemed to hold bet^^’een North
and South India now needs to be refined, for the Southern fathers are very

similar to the North Indians in this response. To discover why this is so requires

further questions In South India uhat access to mass media do sons and mothers

hate, and does their access differ from that of the fathers' Does the sons’ and

mothers’ pattern of political participation differ from the fathers’* In what other

wavs do the Southern sons' and mothers’ perceptions differ from those of the

Southern fathers^ Can these help explain the association* To find answers to these

questions, one turns to other questions on the schedule and one tries to control

additional variables. Such steps do not neccssanly provide explanatory hjqjotheses

for phenomena, howe\er, thev do from time to time permit certain hypotheses

to be discarded, such as the one suggesting that long centuries of Brahman domi-
nation m South India have produced a general pattern of submissivencss to power
figures If such were the case, one would hardly find such a dramatic difference

betueen the mothers and fathers in South India.

Sun ey research methods, then, appear to have some use in the Indian context.

1 mvself prefer to use them as one of several methods of gathering and analyzing

data so that the strengths of one might be supplemented bv the strengths of

another Yet e\en by themselves, sur\’ey research methods can permit the identifi-

cation of relevant associations and, depending on the nature of the questions

asked, e\ en permit a certain amount of checking of alternative explanations for

a gnen finding One of their greatest contributions comes in the fact that, by
dealing ith sufficiently large numbers of people to permit controls, field survey
methods help direct the search for explanations to focus on genuine, rather than
spurious or accidental, associations.
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PART III:

Is the Caste System Changing?



8. MOBILITY IN THE CASTE SYSTEM

iM. N. SRINIVAS

WHILE TWDtTiONAL, that IS, prc-Botish, Indian society was stationary in

character, it did not preclude the mobility, upward as well as downward,

of individual castes in the local hierarchy. This fact, however, has not

received sufficient emphasis nor have its implications been commented upon by

analysts of caste.

The two most potent sources of mobility were the fluidity of the political sys-

tem, especially at the lower levels, and the availability of marginal land which

could be brought under the plow, itself the result of a static demographic situauon.

I shall consider each of these sources briefly.

It was the establishment of British rule over the Indian subcontinent that closed

the door finally to families and bigger groups achieving mobility through resort

to warfare. Until then, it was always possible, though not easy, for an official or

soldier, or the head of a locally dominant caste, to acquire political power and

become a chief or king. Thus, ev’en during the heyday of the Mughal empire,

Shivaji (1627-1680), the son of a jagirdar or fiefholder of the Muslim kingdom of

Bijapur in South India, was able to found a large and pow'erful kingdom (Maj-

umdar, 1963). Shivaji’s was no doubt an exceptional case, but it illustrates, though

somewhat evaggeratedly, the fluidity or openness of the pre-Bntish political sys-

tem. Recent detailed studies of this system m such different parts of the country

as eastern Uttar Pradesh (Cohn, 1962) and Centra! Gujarat (Shah, 1964) make

clear how’ ambitious and unscrupulous tax collectors and officials could take ad-

vantage of periods of confusion to found their own chiefdoms or kingdoms.

Political fluidity In pre-Bntish India was in the last analysis the product of a

pre-modem technology and institutional s>'stem. Large kingdoms could not be

ruled effectively in the absence of railways, post and telegraph, paper and prinung,

good roads, and modem arms and techniques of warfare. A ruler, how'ever able,

had to delegate his authority to his subordinates. Succession to political office

followed the rule of primogeniture, and this posed a problem to kings who had

uncles (father’s younger brothers) and younger brothers who had to be kept out

of mischief. Fratricide and parricide w ere deemed to be great sins, and a man was

indeed expected to show* affection for his brothers and his father’s brothers who

stood in the social relationship of fathers. Appointing uncles and younger brothers

to posts w’as one way of solving the problem, though it was not without its risks.

Where the kingdom was big, they could be posted to jobs far away from the

capital.

The life of ordinarj’ folk was regulated by such institutions as caste and village

189
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community, and the elders of the IocaI]\ dominant caste pum'shed violators of

the social and moral code. This suited the rulers, even Muslim rulers, excepting

those tvhose prosel^’tizing zeal xtas stronger than their political trisdom. Warfare

was endemic, and frontiers as well as loyalties changed frequently. A great ruler

brought a brief period of order to the kingdom. The death of a great king was

often folloxved by eiforts on the part of tnbute-paying chiefs to declare them-

selves free and stop paying tribute.

Opportunities for seizing political power were more likely to be available to

the leaders of the dominant castes, and even tnbes, than to others. This is why
in South India dominant peasant castes such as the Marathas, Reddis, Vcllalas,

Nayars, and Coorgs have been able to claim Kshatri) a status. Numerical strength

and the prestige and power coming from owtiership of land put them in a

strategic position for capturing political power m periods of uncenainty, which

w ere only too frequent. This situation, how ever, does not seem to have been con-

fined to South India The mediet’al Pala dynast>' of Bengal was “Shudra” in origin

(Pannikar, 195S, p. 9). The Patidars of Gu|arat, in ongin a peasant caste, became

politically powerful in the eighteenth cencur>', when they claimed to be Kshatn-

yas. Arvind Shah has wncten “The Patidars were the principal local supporters

of the Gaekwads [Maratha rulers of Central Gujarat]. Some Paadlrs had taken

to arms, and a couple of them had estabbshed petty principalities. All this had led

the Patidars to claim the status of the Kshatnya vjrria and to adopt many ‘kmgly’

customs and manners” ( 1964, p. 94).

HistoncaJJy, the Kshatnya vama was recruited from a wide variety of castes

all of which had one attnbute m common, that is, the possession of political power.

According to Athclstane Baines “There is. in fact, no section of the Brahmanic

hierarchy into which recruitment from the outside has been more extensive or to

which the claims to membership have been more numerous” {1912, p. 30). The
historian K. M, Pamkkar has suted that ever smcc the time of Mahapadma Nanda

ra the fifth century 6 c., every known ro>-al family has come from a non-Kshatnya

caste (1958 8). Even the upper levels of mbes, such as the Bhumij, Alunda and

Good, established their claims to be Kshatnyas (Sinha, 1962)

When a leader of a dominant caste or small chieftain graduated to the position

of a raja or king, acquiring, m the process, the sj'mbobc and other appurtenances

of Kshatnyahood, he in turn became a source of mobility for individuals and

groups bving in his domain. A necessary concomitant, if not precondition, of such

graduation was Sanskntization, that is, the acceptance of the ntes, beliefs, ideas,

and values of the great tradition of Hinduism as embodied m the sacred books.

For instance, a kmg who did not have the requisite number of Brahmans for per-

formiTtg an important ceremony did not hesitate to raise members of a lower

ranking group to the status of Brahmans (Barnes, 1912, p. 27). Where, however,

there was an entrenched group of Brahmans, the king had to recognize their

power and make the necessary’ adjustments.

By virtue of his position as the head of the social order, the Hindu king had

the responsibility to settle all disputes wdth regard to caste and the pow’er also to

raise or lower the ranks of castes as rew’ard or pumshment. Muslim kings, and even
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the British in the early days of their rule, exercised at least the first function. Most

of the Hindu maharajas ruling oxer the larger ‘‘name” states during the British

period allow ed their pirisdiction in caste matters to lapse onlv at the beginning of

the twentieth centurj (Smith. 1963).

I shall now consider the second source of mobility, that is, the “open agrarian

system” of medieval India. According to Burton Stem, a historian of medieval

South India, “marginally settled lands suitable for cultivation” were always avail-

able, and this “permitted the establishment of new settlements and even new

regional societies” (Stein, in press). This situation was not, how'ever, confined to

South India, but was true of the country' as a whole Irfan Habib has written-

“The Ain-i-Akban and RennePs Atlas (1780) show that down to the 18th century

large cultivable tracts still lay behind the forest-line The mediaeval governments

attempted to encourage extension of ciiltwation and improvement in cropping by

grant of revenue concessions and loans to finance [the] purchase of seeds, cattle,

or excavation of wells by the cultivators themselves” (1962, p 62). In other

words, there was a premium on human labor, miciatix'c and skill, and rulers offered

incentives to individuals to open up new frontier. Such a situation imposed a

check on the authority of chiefs and kings, who had to treat their rural subjects

reasonably well in order to keep them The ability of citizens to flee to frontier

areas provided a sanction against excessive oppression by rulers.

Burton Stem has argued that the modern phenomenon of competition among
castes for enhanced status w-ithin a narrow , localized ranking system is inappropri-

ate for understanding medieval mobility. Social mobility m medieval India in-

volved spatial mobilitx’, and the units of mobility were individual families, the

need as xvell as the facilities for “corporate mobility” did not exist. Stem has

pointed out that the xanous subdivisions which now exist among the Tamil

peasant caste of Vellalas arose out of their former mobility. (Stem, in press).

Similar subdivisions also exist among several other peasant castes

While the sources of mobility lay m the political and economic systems, San-

skritization prov’ided a traditional idiom for the expression of such mobility. This

is not to say, however, that ail cases of Sanskntization in traditional India were

always preceded by the possession of political or economic pow er, or ev'cn that

Sanskntization alwav’s had a mobility aspect.

THE BRITISH PERIOD

The establishment of British rule resulted, on the one hand, m closing the tradi-

tional avenues to mobility and, on the other, in opening several new- ones. iMore

important, it set forces in motion which altered fundamentally the overall char-

acter of society, Indian society ceased to be stationary' and became mobile, and

the quantum of mobility increased as the years w ent by.

I shall now mention bnefly, and in a grossly oversimplified form, the factors

directly’ bearing on the new mobility which came into existence as a result of

British conquest. For the first time in Indian history there was a single political

power straddling the entire subcontinent, and this was made possible b>’ the
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new technolog)- as we!] as bv certain forms of administrative and military

organization which the British brought with them to India. The land survey

and settlement work of the nineteenth centuf). the introduction of tenurial

reforms, the application of British concepts of ownership to land which made

It saleable, and the availabilit>- of new economic opportunities in the port cities

and capitals, all had far-reaching effects on mobility. Land could be sold to

anyone who had money, even members of “low” castes (Bailey, 1957, p. 49).

There came into existence a class of men, recruited generally from the upper

castes, who resided in urban areas but who had a pted-a-terre in villages. Land

ownership was a sjmbol of security as well as high social status even for them,

and there was, in addmon, a sentimental attachment to ancestral land and village.

But gradually the high cost of urban living, including the education of sons,

and later, daughters, celebrating expensive weddings, performing funeral and

other ntuals, and fulfilling obligations to a large number of relatives, forced

this class to sell their land to peasanr and other rural castes

The British were instrumental in bringing modem knowledge to India and

Indians and also such new values as the equalin- of all citizens before the law,

the nght of ever>’ man not to be imprisoned without resort to due legal processes,

and the freedom to practice as well as to propagate one’s religion So also there

was a new humamtananism or, rather, the extension of humamtarianism to new
areas, resulting in the abobtion of suttee, human sacnfice, and slaver)’. Western
rationalism appealed quite earlv to the Indian elite, and by 1830 there was a

small but articulate body of rationalists m Calcutta (O’Malley, 1941, pp. 70,

309, 314).

I should make it clear that I am not concerned here w ith the argument that

the British belief in the equalit) of all human beings was far from being un-

equivocal, and that some of them were indeed racists, that in their desire to

remain m power thev supported such reactionarj sections of Indian societ)’

as princes and landlords, and indeed, ev en resorted to the time-honored principle

of divide and rule. My mam concern here is with the understanding of the

changes in social mobilit)' brought about by British rule and their implications

for Indian society as a whole

European missionar)- effort was a sigruficant factor in the modernization of

India Spurred by an evangelizing zeal, missionaries highlighted the evils of

mdrgenous society, quite unmindful of the bitter hostifit)’ which their criticisms

roused among Indians One of the causes of the Indian iMutiny was “a genuine

fear that government intended to Christianize Hindus and Muslims alike. This

idea seems to have been entertained chiefly m North India, where missionary’

propaganda was active and recent” (O’Malley, 1941, p 78). Untouchability,

suttee, human and ammal sacnfice, idolatiy’, ritualism, po^theism, polyg)^)’,

infant marriage, and the ban on widow mamage among the higher castes, all

were subjected to sharp and persistent criticism.

The missionary onslaught was particularly significant inasmuch as it threw
the new, Westem-onented Indian elite on the defensive and made them address

themselves to the immense task of reforming their society and reinterpreting
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their religion. This reaction was more prominent among Hindus than among

others for a variety of reasons which are not relev^ant here.

Missionaries were also active in humanitarian work and education. They ran

hospitals, orphanages and schools, concentrating their attention on the poor and

lowly, that is, Untouchables and others from the low castes, tribal folk living in

remote areas, and women behind the purdah (Spear, 1962, pp. 290-91, Tangri,

1961, p. 377). They stimulated the growth of regional literatures by setting up

printing presses, cutting types for various Indian scripts, printing books and

founding journals, writing dictionaries and grammars, and translating classics

m the regional tongues into English

New’ economic opportunities came into existence as a result of the establish-

ment of law and order, reinoxal of internal customs barriers, and the extension

of communications linking, first, the different parts of the country' into a single

economy and, second, the country w'lth the world outside. The building of

railways, digging of canals and roads, introduction of such plantation crops as

indigo, tea, cotton, coffee, and |utc, and the growth of towns and factories,

provided employment for thousands all over •the country. However, for an

Indian to take advantage of the better-paid and more prestigeful occupations

such as the higher levels of the administration and commerce, and the professions,

English education was indispensable. The new opportunities, at least at the

higher levels, were usually taken advantage of by the high castes, resulting

m a considerable overlap benveen the traditional and new elites. This had the

twin effect of increasing the cultural and ideological distance between the high

and low castes, as well as making the new opportunities doubly desirable. In

the first place, they were w’ell paid and prestigefui, and in the second, only the

high castes had access to them. Eventually, this gave rise to the Backward

Classes Movement.

Less frequently, and in some ateas, a few low castes had access to new trading

or cmploynnent opportunities. Bailey mentions how the prohibition policy of

the government of Bengal (of which Onssa was then a part) resulted in relative

prosperity for the Ganjam and Boad Distillers (19S7, pp 160-61). Oilmen (Telis)

all over eastern India benefited from the enlarged market for trade in oil and

pressed oilseeds brought about by improved communications and population

growth. The Noniyas of eastern Uttar Pradesh, Kolis of the Surat Coast in

Gujarat and members of several other groups also benefited from the new’ em-

ploy'ment opportunities resulting from railway, road, and canal construction.

In all such cases, the wealthier families or sections became possessed of a desire

to move up m the caste hierarchy by acquiring the sy’mbols and ritual of the

higher castes The absence, in British India, of legal barriers to donning the

sacred thread and chanting Vedic hymns (mantras) on ritual occasions, both

symbolic of “twice-born” status, W'as certainly' an important factor in this

process. But every’where the locally' dominant castes w'ere antagonistic to the

mobility aspirations of the low castes, and they' used physical violence as w'el!

as economic boycott to prevent the low’ castes from Sanskntizing their style

of bfe. They did not ahvays succeed, however. An ambitious low caste had a
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neu remed\ at its disposal it could appeal to the police and law courts against

dominant caste violence The ntentieth ccntur\ has indeed witnessed a great

increase in the quantum of mobility m the caste s\ stem, and Sanskritization

plajed an important role in this mobility by enabling low castes to pass for high

The mobility of a few low castes had a “demonstration effect” on all the

others in the region The latter felt that they were no longer condemned to

povert\, oppression, and lack of esteem The\ could also move up if they

tried hard enough Social horizons suddenly expanded for the low castes It

IS probable that this widening of social honzons contributed to the vigor and

strength of the Backward Qasses Movement of the twentieth century.

The Backward Classes Movement was widespread in the Indian subcontinent

as a whole and was particularly strong in peninsular India, where it had a

distinctive ideology and pervaded every area of social life. The importance of

the motement is beginning to be appreciated by Indianists, particularly in the

context of the significant changes occurring among Hanjans But it is necessary

to stress that the moxemem affected not only the Harqans but a wide variety of

castes and, in South India, all castes except the Brahman.

The consersion of the so-called low castes to Islam and Christianity in many
parts of India, and to sects such as Sikhism and the Ar>a Samai in the Punjab and

western Uttar Pradesh, was often motivated by a desire to shed the odium at-

tached to being low But the converts found that it was not at all easy to shake

off their caste and that, in fact, they carried it with them to their new faith or

sect Indian Islam and Christianity arc both characterized by caste, this is not

to say, however, that caste among Indian Christians and Muslims is the same

as caste among Hindus

THE BACKWARD CLASSES MO\'E.MENT

Speaking broadly, the Backward Classes Movement passed through two stages,

in the first the low castes concentrated on acquinng the symbols of high status,

whereas in the second the emphasis shifted from the symbols to the real sources

of high status, that is, the possession of political power, education, and a share

in the new economic opportunities The leaders of the Backw ard Classes Move-

ment realized clearly that all three were interrelated and that one could not

be secured in full measure without the others Thus political power was necessary

to introduce the principle of caste quotas for jobs in the administration and seats

m technological, medical, and saence courses, and, later, to secure the licenses

and permits necessary for trading in a variety of goods and for undertaking

other economic enterprises Education, on the other hand, was indispensable for

obtaining the higher categories of posts m the administration and even for the

effecave exercise of political power.
It IS this emphasis on power that led to such seeming inconsistencies as a

caste claiming to be “backward” m official and political contexts and of high

rank in traditional contexts Classification as “backward” enabled the members

of a caste to obtain preference as a matter of right in the matter of seats in
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educational institutions, scholarships* and |obs in the administration, and this

was not counted against it in esaluating its rank in the traditional hierarchs.

The “low ” castes realized clearlj that, once they had the necessars pow er, the

acquisition of the s\ mbols of high ntual rank would be easy and also meaningful.

It also meant that they were aware that a new prestige system had emerged, m
which education, political power, and a Westernized sts le of life were important

ingredients. Otherwise, the high castes, which had a head start over the others

with regard to the new sources of power and presnge, would continue to remain

on top. The kind of situation depicted bv Harold Gould for a few villages

in eastern Uttar Pradesh for the mid-1950’s (1961), belongs, properly speaking,

to the first phase of the Backw ard Classes Movement and not to the more sophisti-

cated second phase.

In the first phase, the traditional aspects of the caste ssstem were still strong

and the high castes resented the appropnatton of the symbols of high rank by

the low . It IS true that they could no longer reh on the political authorits' to

punish the par\ enus w ho dared to appropriate those s.vmbols TTie latter, how e\ er,

had to overcome their own resistance to such appropnation, and, even when

they did, the high castes had enough “moral authonn.” if that is indeed the

proper term, to ostracize and even phvsicalK punish them As important was

the fact that the new opportunities thrown up b> Bntish rule were taken

advantage of mainly by the high castes Brahman. Baniva, \’aidva, and Kajastha.

It was in this context that the insatunon of the decennial census, introduced

by the Bntish, came unwimngh to the aid of ambitious low castes Sir Herbert

Risley, the commissioner of the 1901 census, decided to make use of the census

investigations to obtain and record the exact rank of each caste. Not unnaturallv

a number of castes decided to seize this occasion to claim high rank. They seem

to have felt that, if thev succeeded in getting themselves recorded as high in the

census, an official document of the government of India, no one would indeed

be able to dispute then rank In other words, the census became the equivalent

of the traditional copper-plate grants of Indian kings declanng the rank and

ptwileges of i caste, wvcvdewxally twgMvghwwg the To\e of the poktitaf -awthoitty

in the caste system. There was a widespread move among castes to assume new

and high-soundmg Sanskntic names generalh ending with suffixes indicating

“rw ice-bom” rank, and mvthologv. traditions, and particular customs were also

cited in support of the claim to high rank. (No disnncnon was made between

mvthologv and historv ) Not infrequently, the different sections of a single

;J« living in different areas claimed to belong to different vamas, and ambitions

also changed from one census to another. Over the vears, an increasing number
of castes assumed new names in their desire to be recorded as high castes, and

this was one of the factors which made intercensus compansons of particular

castes impossible.

The coming into existence of caste sabhas or associations was an important

factor in the spread as well as the acceleration of mobility. Initially, their aims

were to reform caste customs In the direction of Sanskntization, to lay claim

to high rank, to undertake such welfare activities for caste fellows as building
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hostels, houses on a cooperative basis, and c\en colleges and hospitals m some

areas, and to found journals and endow scholarships With the gradual transfer

of power from the British to Indians, caste associations tended to become political

pressure groups demanding for their members electoral tickets from the principal

political parties, ministerships in state cabinets, licenses for undertaking various

economic activities, jobs in the administration, and a variety of other benefits.

I may add here that castes performed these functions even where thev’ were nor

organized into formal sabhas or associations

CASTE AND CLASS

According to Burton Stein, the modern phenomenon of competition among

castes for enhanced status within a narrow, localized, ranking system is inap-

propriate for understanding medieval mobilicv’ (Stem, in press) The need as

well as the facilities, such as the printing press, for “corporate mobility” did not

eMst in medieval India The units of medieval mobility were individual families,

and the “open agrarian s> stem” favored spatial mobilitv
.
which, in turn, facilitated

social mobihtv Burton Stem has cerramlv enhanced our knowledge of Indian

society, but in his analysis of mobility processes m medieval South India he has

ignored the need which has alwavs existed in the caste svstem to translate

familial mobilit> to caste mobilitv’. Otherwise mobility does not obtain public

recognition Whom will the sons and daughters of the mobile family marry*

Marriage within the old caste group, the most natural solution, would be the

negation of such mobility Another solution would be hvpergamy, by which

rhe parent group continues to give its girls in marriage ro the mobile family,

while the girls born in the latter cither matey into a higher caste or remain

unmarried The connubial drag on mobilitv was far less sev’ere in South India

where cross-cousin and cross-uncle-nicce marriages were, and are, more preferred

than elsewhere Ideallv’, in South India a simple, nuclear family could m the

course of tw o generations achieve connubial self-sufficiency Howev er, m every

part of India it was necessarv for the mobile family or section of a caste to

break with the parent caste and claim a new identity To that end it was necessary

to form a separate endogamous unit Having hypergamous relations with the

parent caste was only a second best Further, ei'cn apart from marriage, a mobile

family or section had to become a caste, for only then could its relations with

other castes be defined.

The new opportunities created by British rule resulted in greater spatial

mobility and increased economic dispanty among members of the same local

caste group These two effects became heightened as the Indian economy de-

veloped and political power was gradually transferred to the people from the

rulers An important feature of social mobibtv in modern India is the manner
m which the successful members of the backward castes worked consistently

for improving the economic and soda! condition of their caste fellows This was

due to a sense of identification with one’s caste, and also to a realization that

caste mobility was essential for individual or familial mobility. Thus a rich
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Distiller or Butcher had to get the name, customs, and style of life of his caste

changed in order to shed his idenut>' as Distiller or Butcher and acquire another

that was more esteemed. Herein came the enormous usefulness of the traditional

avenue to mobility, Sanskritization. However, it had now to cope with a far

greater number of castes than before.

The kind of mobility I ha\ e described abov'e may be regarded as typical. There

was, however, another, much less common, but which might become more com-

mon in the future. In the big cities of India there are small numbers of rich

people vv ho are educated and have a highly Westernized style of life. These may

be described as living minimally in the universe of caste and maximally in class.

The occupations practiced by them bear no relation to the traditional occupations

of the caste into which they w'ere bom. They ignore pollution rules, their

diet includes forbidden foods, and their friends and associates arc drawn from

all over India and may even include foreigners. Their sons and daughters marry

not only outside caste but occasionally also outside region, language, and religion

The introduction, in independent India, of universal franchise at all levels

of the political system has placed before vast sections of the populace new

opportunities of mobility through the acquisition of political power. This is

parucularly true of the dominant peasant castes and even nondominant castes

which are numerically strong. There are highly influential political leaders from

Harijan and other backward castes In these cases, there exists a wide cultural

and economic gulf between the leaders and their 4:astes. The leaders’ style of life

tends to be Westernized, and their associates and friends are not restricted bv
caste and regional considerations But political leaders have to maintain their

links w ith their castes and regions if thev’ wish to stav in power, whereas

members of the professional elites need not

COMPETITION .AMONG CASTES

Edmund Leach recently stated that “wherever caste groups are seen to be

acting as corporations m competition against like groups of different caste, then

thev are acting in defiance of caste principles” (I960, p 7). Again, “People of

different castes are. as it were, of different species—as cat and dog. There can

therefore be no possibilitv’ that thev”^ should compete for merit of the same sort.”

.According to him. in a caste svstem as distinct from class, only the dominant

castes, who are alwavs numencallv’ in a maiority, compete for the services of

indiv’idual members of the lower castes (1960, p. 6) There is also competition

between members of different grades of the same caste “the grades would not

exist unless their members were constantly in compention one against the other”

(1960, p 7). According to Leach, then, the position of each caste is fixed, while

the grades within each caste are in a relation of competition with each other.

If such competition results in mobilin, the position of the mobile grade ought

not to be higher than that of the caste of which it was a grade, for that might

result in competition between different castes.

I have tried to show earlier that the traditional or pre-Bntish political and
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economic s> stems favored the mobility of particular castes, especially the domi-

nant peasant castes. Several of them claimed, some successfully, to be Kshatnyas.

Indeed, as many obser%'ers of the Indian scene have noted, the Kshatnya cate-

gory has been a very popular one, and all kinds of castes have claimed to be

Kshatnyas This would run counter to Leach’s statement that there can be no

possibility that different castes “should compete for merit of the same sort.’’

Again, it is a commonplace of obseiy'ation that the caste system, in any given

area, is not a clear-cut hierarchy with the position of each caste defined precisely,

but that vagueness characterizes the position of many castes This is the position

today, and there is no reason to think that the situation was radically different

in pre-British India This lack of claniy is not accidental but an essential feature

of the system, inasmuch as it makes for the mobility of individual castes (Snnivas,

1962) It is relevant to note here that during the traditional period the ultimate

authority for settling disputes with regard to the rank of a caste was the king,

who could also, incidentally, raise or loner the rank of castes. All this is not

consistent with a situation in which different castes are in a noncompetitive

relation with each other.

If Leach’s “principles” are not applicable to the caste system in traditional or

pre-British India, thev are even less applicable to the situation today In inde-

pendent India competition between different castes seems to be the normal

situation With the passing of political power to the people, castes have become

pressure groups and are competing for power and for the fruits of power.

Burton Stein’s characterization of mobility m modern India as “corporate,”

in distinction from medieval mobilitv, which was familial, is important. While

the existence of modern means of communication facilitates “corporate mobility,"

the motive force for corporaicncss comes from the prospect of obtaining political

power and using that power to benefit caste fellows This tendency has become

stronger in independent India, where every adult has the vote, and the govern-

ment pursues the polic> of providing special facilities and concessions to back-

ward castes with a view to enabling them to catch up with the advanced castes

in education and economic position Numbers mean strength, and divisions vv hich

previously seemed important are now ignored As Beceilie has pointed out, “Com-
petition for power and office requires a certain aggregation of segments The
thousands of minimal segments in a given region cannot compete individually

in the struggle for power When thev come together thev’ follow alignments

inherent in the traditional structure of caste That is why the larger segments

which compete for power today regard themselves as castes or jatis and are

so regarded by others” (1964, p 1J4) However, the political need for aggrega-

tion IS so great that sometimes distinct caste groups occupying different positions

in the regional hierarchy manage to come together As an example, I mav mention

the Gujarat Kshatnya Sabha, in which Rajputs arc admitting the populous but

low-status Kolis to the rank of Kshatnyas in order to capture power in Gujarat

State The Yad.ivs of North India provide an even more egregious instance

of a large number of castes from different linguistic areas coming together and

trying to form a single caste-category in order to strengthen their political power
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(Rao, 1964). It is likely, ho\ve\er, that aggregations attempting to span great

social and cultural distances are apt to be less stable than those ^vhich only

bring together the different segments of the same caste or even structurally

neighboring castes.

The situation mav be summarized by stating that mobility in medie\a! India

was based on fisnon and, in modem India, on jusion. But the fusion of like units

has had consequences for the entire sjstem, for instance, it contnbutes to the

weakening of pollution ideas, and it is also a result of such weakening. The unit

of endogamy is beginning to widen to include adjacent segments or grades. In

other words, in the process of exploiting the new opportunities, significant

changes are occurring in the caste system. This is why Bailey’s formulation that

“Castes still exist: but they are used as building blocks in a different kind of

system,” is unsatisfactorj- inasmuch as it ignores the changes w hich have occurred

in the individual “building blocks” (1963, p. 123).
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9. MOBILITY IN THE NINETEENTH-CENTURY

CASTE SYSTEM

WILLIAM L. ROWE

I
T IS POSSIBLE to discern a \anety of problems which demand investigation

if we are, in general terms, to reach a more sophisticated, cross-culturally

\alid understanding of social mobility processes, and if, in particular terms,

we are to understand the cultural content of mobilirv’ movements in India. One

area which has received relatively little attention so far. although a number

of papers prepared for this conference allude to it (see Srimvas. Lynch, and

Singer m this book), is the quesnon of intragroup processes by which patterns

of choice are made among available alternative models for social emulation.

While there is considerable evidence concerning intergrouo conflict m the process

of re-stratification. we should also look rather closely at intragroup struggle,

particularly since, with the growth of manv Indian mobilitv’ movements, in*

creasing heterogeneity and breadth of membership occur. Struggles for preced-

ence among subcastes over ranking and intragroup relations at the state and

national levels also need examination

Snnitas’ formulation of the concepts “Sanskritization” and “Westernization”

(1952. 1955) has been utilized, qualified, and discussed by a number of anthro-

pologists in varied settings .Marriott’s use of universalization and parochialization

(1955) has also contributed to the discussion. Singer, m discussing some of the

limitations of the t> pological approaches, calls our attention to the compart-

mentalization of stsles tspical of persons occupying roles in both “modem”
and ‘‘tradmonar’ sectors, w'hile both Damle (in press) and Lvnch stress the

aptness of reference group theor\

In an earlier paper (in press), I discussed the emergence of the Chauhan Rajput

movement among the Noniya (saltmakers) caste of North and Central India,

pointing out that in its earliest phases (roughly from the 1890’s to the 1940’s)

the aims of Chauhan leadership had been almost classically those of Sanskritiza-

tion. How ever, the more recent developments w ithin the movement, emphasizing

class and secular aims, were seen largely as a result of impinging sociocultural

change from outside the movement. Leaders seemed to stress this factor them-

selves dunng mter\’iews (1955-57) m Bombay and m North Indian cities. In

Bombay, caste associations seemed ver\’ concerned with politics as such (Rowe,

1964a), while in rural areas in the north, the emphasis was more solidly on

Sanskritization.

Preliminary analysis of caste historv’ materials obtained in London in 1964

201
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indicates more intracaste struggle in mobibtj mo%ements than was evident solelv

on the basis of contemporarj* information. F. G Bailey and Alav Glucknian

have recently and forcefully stated their positions on the “boundaries” which

social anthropologists should maintain (Glucknian, 1965) in their studies. Bailev's

principal argximent against the anthropologist’s stepping into Indology (“to Jump

a lot of disciplines together-Indolog)',” page 59) seems to be that such ventures

will not help us to “better understand our own problems” (as distinct from being

more knowledgeable). Of course all inquiries about social mobilitv implicitlv

utilize a time dimension (“What oras your father’s occupation'" seems to be the

standard question) and indeed, in Bailey’s own major contributions, history is

explicit (Bailey, 1957, 1960, 1963).

One of the attnbutes of group rather than individual mobility in India is

that groups, for a variety of reasons, are more likely to publish accounts of

their activities. Records of caste associations, at least in some instances, tell us

thmgs which do substantially alter our understanding of mobility The resultant

insight should allow us to fonnulate more meaningful questions which then can

be asked in the field situation.

Specifically, in the materials available (dated 1890-1915) on both the Kayascha

(wnters) and the Kham (Punjabi merchants) castes, we find descriptions of

conflict and accommodation over both the choice of symbols for emulation and

the relaove ranking of competing intracaste groupings Paradoxicallv, a closer

examination of written history serves not to enshrine historical causation but

rather to pinpoint processes to be examined m the contemporarv struggle for

mobiliry

KAYASTHA CLAIMS AND THE COUNTERATTACK

The Kayasthas of Bombay', Bengal, and the United Provinces claimed the

rank of Kshatnyas (narnors) m a forceful and persistent manner over many
decades While these people were steadily improving their secular status during

the late nineteenth century', Bntish courts ruled that they were Shudras (K C S

Varma, 1904, pp 86-90) Their proverbial literary talents were widely utilized

in a flood of pamphlets, books, caste histones, family' histones, and a monthly

journal, all directed toward (l) exerting ptessuce on the government for recog

niQon as Kshatnyas in the census reports, (2) reformation of caste practices,

frequently in both the Sansknoc and Westernized directions, and (3) creation

of a powerful all-India high-statos endogamous caste of Kay'asthas (see Basu,

1911, Chowdry, 1913, Gupta, 1912, Joshi, 1914, Knshna and Narain, 1877,

C. K N Varma, 1893, K C. S. Varma, 1904, Sinha, I899-I91S)

Undoubtedly, to the Kay'asthas and to odier castes attempting to change varnas

at the turn of the century", the villain for a long time was Mr H Risley, who

had instituted a ranking of castes in order of their social precedence for the

1901 census Many of the caste publicauons are specifically addressed to RisIey

and to other officials, ranging from district level census officers to the King

Emperor himself As supplicants before authority', castes follow traditional pro-
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cedure (see Sriniv'as’ paper in this book, also Rowe, 1964b) in validating “lost”

status, as in the following petition presented to the king by the Hindu Alair and

Tank Kshatriya Rajput Sabha of Lahore (a caste of Sonars or goldsmiths) on

the occasion of the Coronation Durbar at Delhi in 1911.

In early times we occupied the same high position in society as our brother-Rajputs.

But under pressure of many ticissinides we were driven to making our living by some

handicraft, \^'e generall> preferred working in precious metals. Hence we came to be

called Sonars (or jewelmakers) by the populace—Today, by the grace of the Almighty

and the kelp of the British Officers, we have regained what we had almost lost, our

Rajput prestige and title (quoted with italics by K. C. S. Varma, 1904 [note xv]).

Although the recording of caste claims by census officials and the attempt

m 1901 to rank castes in the census gave an opening to the socially mobile,

many if not most groups failed to be accorded the right to claim membership

m a higher vama. This is partially c.\plained by the decentralization, in many
cases, of the procedure by which claims w'ere judged. A portion of the intra-

caste conflict was caused by inconsistent judgments of the district-administered

“committees” appointed by the government census officials to evaluate claims.

While m one district a claim was approved, it might well be denied elsewhere.

One response to this was to claim that one’s own subcaste was superior. Hence,

Chowdrj’ attempts to place the Barendra Kayasthas on the highest step within

the Bengali Kayastha fold And in the Punjab there was considerable conflict

between the Khacris and the Arora Khatns, the latter being considered inferior

to the former, both groups were claiming Kshatriya rank. Arora petitions to

the government specifically mention the Khatn leaders as their enemies, w’hile

some Khatn wnters take pains to explain the lower status of the Aroras This

illustrates a general tendency to deny relationship with “backward” sections if

the socioeconomic level or special circumstances of the case make general mobility

of the total caste unlikely.

In many cases, specific castes of Brahman purohits (frequently low-ranking

Brahmans) seem to have a symbiotic relationship with a mobile caste, thus ex-

plaimng something of the nexus behind Brahman support. Both the Khatns of

the Punjab and the Pathare Kayasthas of Bombay had such relationships, and

m each case had gotras identical to those of their Brahmans rather than to

Kshatriya divisions. Brahmans who supported low’-caste claims in the form of

learned opinions {vyavasthds) were subject to attack. K. C. S. A'^arma calls them

“hired mercenanes,” and other commentators point out the shaky scholarly

grounds of the opinions as such.

Beyond the suspicion and reaction to harassment by government officials, there

w ere the rival claims of sections within the caste, as well as the considerable

hostilin of caste groups adjacent in rank to the mobile group. Finally, there

w’as the ire of the “real” Kshatriyas (K. C S. Varma, 1904, Krishna and Narain,

1877). A'^arma partially directed his ire at Risley, but largely at the Kayasthas,

Khatns, and Jats It seems clear, however, that he blames much of the opportun-

ism on British influence, although he finds it contradictory that “it is even
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found that modem education and enlightenment are made, by certain sections

of the country, to serve the purpose of advancing their respective claims” { Varma,

1904, p. xv).

Both the claimants and critics, such as Varma, point to “actual native opinion”

and CO actual rules of social interaction as the best guides to status. \’^arma writes

(p. xx)- “The Khatri who would fain rank himself with the Sesodias of Meywar,

With the Jadus of Karauli, or with the Bhatis of Jaisalmere, still remains a Panjabi

Bania; and no species of argument will ever transform the quiII-driving caste of

Kayasthas into a Rajput clan. It is rather late in the day for these would-be

Kshatriyas to claim a higher status than that which for centuries past the}' have

been entitled to, and have accepted without question
"

A detailed record of the development cycle of a caste association is available"

in the volumes of the Kayastha Samachar of Allahabad, which began as an Urdu

language monthly in 187J, converted to an English monthly m 1899 (under the

editorial guidance of a “modern” hamster), and became The Hindustan Reviev:

and Kayastha Samachar in 1905. In the 1899-1904 period the journal is entireh

taken up with caste agitation, the question of Risley’s ranking of castes, monchlj

installments of the “Kayastha Ethnology,” and reports of district-level caste

meetings By 1905, the specifically “caste” matters have been relegated to the

rear section of the journal, with an increasing number of articles on national and

political questions. Parsi, Muslim, and foreign writers also appear in the journal

for the first time. By 1915 the Kavastha section has been reduced to a few pages

Yet, even in the 1899 issues, a number of potential conflicts have alreadv

appeared, for all the elements of (1) Sanskntization, (2) Westernization, and (3)

national political integration are present as styles for emulation Little direct

guidance is given the reader in making choices, but the editor becomes increas-

ingly bold m urging the essential unimportance of much of the caste-ranking

agitation In “Caste Conferences and National Progress” (unsigned, June, 1901,

pp. 428'-5d) the author reports that, as a result of the nefarious attempt bv the

census officials to rank castes, the columns of the Pioneer (an English-language

Allahabad daily) are filled with fighting over caste precedence While deploring

the “many dangers” of caste conferences, he points out that this is the onK

form of organization currently available as a vehicle for social reform Caste

feehng is seen to hinder the growth of "true nations) fee)ing,’' and hniili the

author suggests that instead of the eight or ten annual province-wide caste

meetings, all caste conferences should be combined into the Indian Social Con-

ference, each caste sending its own group of delegates

The journal was still entirely devoted to caste matters, vet m Julv, 1901, the

editor writes (following a report of the agitation on census ranking) “At the

same time, we cannot help thinking that all these grand demonstrations

[referring to Kayasthas, Khatns, Kurmis, etc] seem to us to displav a morbid

anxiety which is by no means commendable ” Although not directly criticizing

the Kayastha movement, he states “In fact it has come to be that anv caste

as soon as it rises m the social scale m the Hindu communicv claims for itself
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a Kshatriya origin, and the poor old Kshatriya caste is thus made the stocking-

horse on which each community rides its hobby to death.”

In almost each issue, alongside articles expressing pious hopes of attaining

Kshatnya status for Kayasthas, items appear which arc critical of such attempts.

In March, 1902, in an article by Alfred Nandy, “Caste as a Factor in Indian

Politics,” the author makes the following charges:

1. The (caste associations) betray a retrograde tendency in that the forces at work are

scattered and thereby enfeebled.

2. They foster a spirit of selfishness, and antagotusm to the other communities.

3. The unnecessar>’ waste of time, money and energy' by the holding of separate meet-

ings (of the vanous associations).

4. They foster within the narrow* limits of caste itself strife, jealousy and uncharitable

feelings.

5. They are antagonistic and destructive of national movements like the National Con-

gress and the Social Conference.

By 1908, the entire tone of the journal has changed. The “modernists" seem

to have won, yet at the back of the journal in the reports on Kayastha conferences

one reads of a meeting at which the proposal for a resolution favoring an end

to subcaste endogamy is met by the suggestion that perhaps there should iirst

be an attempt at mterdming among the various subcastes' The resolutions passed

by the Kayasthas in 1899 and 1915 are strikingly similar, combining elements

of reform in emulation of Kshatriya ritual and caste regulations, as well as

“modem” reforms such as the education of women.

This IS not a process limited to the Kayasthas ot to a specific period. Reporting

on an Onssa-W’ide conference of Oilmen held at Pun in May, 1959, Patnaik and

Ray (1960, pp. 69-79) desenbe a similar combination of elements, w-hich in

this case centered about a question of the priority of claims- to build a caste

dhannsala (rest house for pilgrims of the caste worshipping at the famous Jaga-

nath Temple) or to build a caste hostel for college students- Significantly, at

the conclusion of the three day conference, resolutions were passed on both

education and construction of a dhannsala, so that both “consen-attve” and

“progressive” demands were met.

Another important theme which appears in many caste publications is the at-

tempt to create the widest possible caste endogamy, to extend effectively the

boundaries of the marnage network. I have discussed clsew’here (1963) the

necessity of new marnage networks for the elites who must maintain and

strengthen the new standards, whatever the style or combination of life styles

characteristic of the group. Although resolutions such as the 1959 Orissa Oilmen’s.

"There should be complete freedom (of arranging marnage) without any preju-

dice among all sub-castes . . . are common, we know little of the extent to

which such marriages occurred Tins tiTie of resolution appears at the turn

of the century m Kav-astha literature, and the journal even publishes notices of

inter-subcaste marnages at this time. But this question might w ell be investigated

for a state-wide caste such as the Kayasthas m Bengal or Uttar Pradesh, or
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Khatns in the Punjab. To the extent that state-wide resolutions on caste reforms

have been uniformly translated into custom over time, the possibility exists for

broademng the area of the marriage network and hence strengthening, building,

the solidity of a caste on a regional or national basis.

Finally, the caste association functions as a political interest group, a problem

taken up elsewhere in this volume. This mechanism is also evident in activities

of the Kayasthas early in the century, w’hen the economic basis of their mobility

was threatened by a United Provinces government decree on limiting numbers

of Kayasthas to be hired m government service Organized response through

the caste association was effective in countering this attack on the fundamental

basis of mobility.
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10. THE POLITICS OF UNTOUCHABILITY:

A CASE FROM AGRA, INDIA

OWEN M. L\TSJCH

The problems discussed in this pajjer are two. The first was posed by

M. N. Srinivas in the discussion of the concept of Sanskritization: “To

describe the social changes occurring m modem India in terms of San-

skntization and Westernization is to descnbe k primarily in cultural and not

structural terms” (1962, p. 55). Employing materials from a study of Chamars

in Agra Gty, India, this paper attempts to give a solution to the problem of

how structurally to analyze Sanskriazarion.* Discussions of Sanskritization often

mention another process called Westernization. Snnivas notes that, with the

advent of the British, Westernization began. Westernization involves the accept-

ance of Western dress, diet, manners, education, gadgets, sports, values, etc.,

though this varies from region to region in India (Srinivas, 1962, pp. 49-62).

The net result of the Westermzaoon of the Brahmans ^^as that they interposed them-

selves between the British and the rest of the naave population The result was a new
and secular caste system superimposed on the traditional system, in which the British,

the new Kshatriyas, stood at the top whde the Brahmans occupied the second posiaon,

and the others stood at the base of the pyramid (p. 51).

This latter quotation from Srinivas and the former one in the second sentence

of this paragraph tell us t>vo things about Westernization as conceived by Snnivas

and as used by those who follow him on this point. First, the former quotation tells

us that Westernization, too, has been defined in cultural and not structural terms.

Second, the latter quotation tells us that Westernization does not necessarily

mean a structural change in the society. Note that Snnivas says, “the result was

a new and secular caste system", that is, it was not the caste system as a structural

system which changed but rather the cultural symbols which identified those

at the top of the hierarchy changed. The British were “the new Kshatnyas,”

while the “pyramid” of caste remained. It is for this reason that we do not use

For enneal comments and help in writing tfiis paper I am grateful to Conrad M. Arensberg,
Robert Murphy, Ainsbe Embree, Bernard Barber, and John Lally. The paper’s weaknesses
and misunderstandings are wholly my own. The field work on which this paper is based was
carried out for fifteen months during 196J-64. This field work was sponsored in part by the
National Defense Fellowship and ui part by project number MH oJ5227-03 of the National
Institute of Mental Health. Time for wnnng of this paper was wholly sponsored by the
latter project.

1. I consider social structure to be composed of statuses and their counter statuses, the roles
that relate them, and the analytical properties diat such structures may possess.
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the term “Westernization” when we refer to basic structural changes in post-

independence Indian soactj-. For the same reason, our discussion of Sanslcritiza-

tion in this essay applies equallj* to ^Vcstemizarion.

To make the anah^is, 1 has e rebed heavily on reference group theorj* as de-

veloped by .\Ienon (1957) for the purposes of defining both the social situation

m w hich mobibt>’ takes place and the structural posiaons from w hich mobilin*

begins. Such a discimion necessarily includes some answer to the problem of

'j:hy such reference group behavior occurs Once a social situation has been

defined, organized action for social mobibt}* ma\ take place. This action may

lead to conflicts with other groups in the sv'stem. For the structural analysis

of such conflict, I have relied on status rhcorj* as developed by .Merton (I9J7)

and role theory- as developed by Nadel (1957).

The second problem to w hich this paper addresses itself w as posed by Gould

m 1961 (p. 949) He noted.

By the erne they [the low castes] reach their destmaaon [of Sansknozaaon], however,

they will discover that the Brahnun has himself vacated the spot and moved on [to]

the higher hill of Westemizaaon where he soli gazes coniemptuonsly dosm upon them
from an elesated porch. No doubt it w-iU be at this point that the lower castes also

commence abandoning their craze for Sansknozaaon and then the book will have to

close on this concept, as the resultant new Indian soaet>' comes to gnps with the prob-
lem of hierarch) m rjJicjlly different and et thu juncture hardly fotteeable termi

(italics added)

This paper considers that the point of which Gould spoke has been reached,

at least in Agra, and that, though the terms may be ndically differenc, they

are now to some extent foreseeable Such a consideration necessarily examines

the onbt>' of the concept of Sanskntzzatton, espeoall}- in its appbcaciOR to post-

independence India.

THEORY AND DEFINITION OF TER.MS

The sociological aspects of reference group theory* have been summarized by
Merton (1957, p. 234)

Thar men acr in a social frame of reference yielded by groups of w hich they are a part

IS a notion ondoubtedly ancient and probably sound. Were this alone the concern of

reference group theory, it would merely be a new term for an old focus in soaology
which has alw a)*s been centered on the group determination of behavior. There is, how-
ever, the further fact that men frequently orient themselves to groups other tksn thetr

O'-cn m shapmg their behanor and evaluaoons, and it is the problems centered about
this fact of orientation to non-membership groups that constitute the disnnctiic con-
cern of reference group theory

In general, then, reference group theory aims to systematize the determmants and con-
sequences of those processses of evaluatioa and self appraisal in which the individual

takes the values and standards of other individuals and groups as a comparanse frame
of reference
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In using this theor>", the data have forced me to identify three, among many pos-

sible tj'pes of reference groups, as foUotts:

1. Reference group of hnitJtioTi. This is a group ^hose values and/or norms

and/or ways of behavior are accepted as right and proper and therefore to be

imitated in behavior and belief by the group making the reference.

2. Reference group of identification. This is a group to which an individual

refers w hen identifying himself; it is usually a nonmembership group to w hich he

claims to belong or seeks to belong.

3. Negative reference group. This is a “general concept designed to earmark

that pattern of hostile relations between groups or collectivines in which the

actions, attitudes and values of one arc dependent upon the action, aratudes and

values of the other to which it stands m opposition” (Merton, 1957, p. 301). It

is, then, a group rejected by or in opposiaon to ego’s own group, it is “the enemy."

These three t^-pes of reference group are anahucal tj'pes and may be over-

lapping m a concrete case, that is, they may all be located in one concrete group.

Yet this is not alwaj's so; for e.\ample, the Jatavs of Agra now identify wnth

Buddhists throughout the world, they are, however, unitaong other Indian po-

litical parties such as the Congress and the Jan Sangh. and their negaove reference

groups are the orthodox Brahmans and the nch upper castes and class.* ^'V^ut

these three reference groups do. then, is to answer three questions basic to the

definition of the social atuation in which a group attempts to nse m status These

are (a) MTio arc we (or who do we claim to be)* (b) How must we behave in

order to vabdate w ho we are (or claim to be)* (c) WTio is blocking our w ay or

rejecting our claim*

The usefulness of this theor>' is that it enables the analyst to identify the socially

structured frame of reference which defines for a group or individual its or his

social Situation \-is-a-ns other groups or individuals. In terms of this definition

of the situation, a group or an indnidual may compare or evaluate itself or him-

self relative to other groups or individuals. Such a comparison in structural terms

involves the identification of ego’s status as it compares w^ch alter’s status. This

is so because

some smdanty m ttatos attnhutei bemeen the individual and the reference group must

be perceived or imagined, m order for the comparison to occur at all Once this minimal

simil2nt>' obtains, ocher similannes and difierences pertment to the situation will pro-

>nde the context for shaping evaluanons (Merton, 1957, pp. 242—13, italics added).

The identificarion of these statuses is important because, once they are defined,

a mobile group can engage m the appropriate social interaction.

Reference group behavior occurs withm a social structure, and m the soaetj-

under consideration the caste sj'Stem is paramount. I consider caste to be an

mvolute sj’stem or a sj'Stem based upon mutually exclusive status-sets or subsets.

2. X\Tiat Srinivas sa>-s of the caste s>‘5tein may just as weU be applied to interacnoa within
It. “Caste is an instinmoa of prodigious soength and it will take a lot of beatinz before
It will die. The first lesson to be learnt here is to not nnderesamate the strengdi of your
‘enemy.’” (1962, p. 72).
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The most recent statement of this model is that of Bailey (1963), uho follows

Barth (I960) and Nadel (1957). Bailey lists six criteria for defining a caste system:

(1) exclusive—everyone is in only one group, (2) exhaustive—everyone is in-

cluded in a group, and (3) ranked-groups are hierarchically ordered. The first

three criteria are considered to define any system of stratification; therefore, three

additional criteria are added to define a caste system. (4) closed-recruitment to

a group is ascribed by birth, (5) involute-relations between groups are organized

by role summation,® (6) cooperative-groups m the system do not compete.

To these six criteria I would make the follownng qualifications First, I believe

there can be competition in the system so modeled To allow for this, I make use

of Bailey’s own distinction between conflict and contradiction.

“Contradiction,” as disonct from “conflict,” is primanly an heuristic device used to

diagnose the presence in a social situation (or social “field”) of more than one structure.

. . . Conflict appears at the level of dynamic anabsis, and it can only be recognized

as a contradiction by the absence of self-regulating factors . If a man follows rule A
and deviates from rule B, and if there is a rhird rule or institution designed to settle

such situations on the grounds that in this particular situation one or the other rule is

appropnate, then this is not a contradiction If the group which comes into action

IS not neutral between A and B but is m fact one of the sanctions of B (or A, as the

case may be), and if it is effective, then there is a contradiction between the two al-

legiances and not merely a conflict (Bailey, 1960, p 2J9, see also p 7)

Contradiction is taken as “symptomatic of social change” (Bailey, 1960, p 7).

Second, for the term “involute” 1 prefer to substitute the term “mutually ex-

clusive status-sets or subsets” to designate the organizing mechanism of relations

between groups* This means that each caste is defined by at least a subset of

statuses which are idiosyncrauc to it and w hich are the basis of its identification,

ranking, and interaction within a caste system Were this not so and were all the

statuses m the status-set cross<utting, that is, open to all levels of the hierarchy,

we would have a class system. Third, I consider these criteria for a caste system

to be an ideal type of the system and therefore not an exact replica of any
particular system in rcahty. The difference between a real caste and a real class

system, then, is based upon which end of the continuum, that is, mutually ex-

clusive versus cross-cutting status sets, they approximate In this paper the terms

“mutually exclusive” and “cross-cutting status sets" rather than “involute” versus

“non-involute systems” will be used.

Three other structural concepts remain to be defined. The first is the notion

of “dominant” status, which is the status that ego asserts ought to take normative

3 By role [read "status”] sumniation is meant that m a paracular society an individual
occupies a set of linked or mutually exclusive statuses which in another society may be
found separately Thus in soaety A, a “family head” also occupies the statuses of wise man,
pnest, and estate manager. However, in society B the status of "family head” and “estate
manager” are linked together and are mutuaUy exclusive of the linked statuses of “priest”

and “wise man.” Society A would therefore be more involute than society B, since m society

A statuses are summed up in one individual while in society B they are not (see Nadel, 19f7,

for further explanauon)
4. For the ideas of mutually exclusive and cross-cutting status sets as well as the ideas of

“dominant” and “salient” status, 1 am indebted to the snmulating lectures of Dr Robert
Aferton Any misunderstanding or imsose of these terms is, however, my oivn responsibility.
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and beha\ioraI precedence in interaction %\ith alter. The second notion is that

of “salient” status, which is that status from a number of possible statuses of ego

that alter imputes to him. It may thus be an accorded “dominant” status or a

non-accorded “dominant” status, in which latter case “conflict” or “contradiction”

is present. For example, an Untouchable (ego) asserts that he is a Ksh3tn>a A
Brahman (alter) actnates ego’s “salient” status of Untouchable and therebs fails

to accord to him the claimed Kshatriya “dominant” status. This is a situation of

“conflict,” since neither ego nor alter is questioning the legitimacy of caste

statuses as such. It is only a question of whether ego mav occup\ or be accorded

the status he is trving to assert However, when ego claims a “dominant” status

of citizen and alter accords him the “silient” status of Untouchable, then in our

terms “contradiction” is present. This is true because there is m this case a rejec-

tion not onh of the asserted “dominant” status but also of the legitimacy of that

status and the social system of which it is a part. It is, in effect, an attempt to

change not only ego’s status but also aher’s, that is, both would be ciozens. In

the former case, alter, w ho is a Brahman, can interact w ith both a Kshatriya and

an Untouchable, while m the latter case a Brahman cannot interact with ego as

a citizen, since neither is a counter-status of the other m an\ logical way Third,

there is the notion of “ohsen’ability,” w hich

IS concen ed as a properi) of groups, it directs anenuon to the w ays in w hich the struc-

ture of the group affects the input of information and the output (of response) which

thereupon w orks to c\en social control.

[It] IS a name for the extent to which the stnicturc of a social organization provides

occasion to those sariousK located in that structure to percene the norms obtaining

in the organization and the character of role-performance by those manning the organi-

zation. It refers to an attribute of social structure, not to the percepoons which individ-

uals happen to have (\Ienon, 1957, pp 321, 350)

BACKGROUND

The Cirv

Agra Gty is situated in the state of Uttar Pradesh at a distance of about 120

miles south of New Delhi ror some time it was the capital of the Mughal Empire
and afterward it was the capital, under the Briosh, of the Northwest Provinces

and Oudh until 1868. Todav Agra is mainlv a commercial and cottage industn.’

citv", although there are the beginnings of power industrialism, especiallv’ in small-

scale industries Todav, however, Agra’s reputation lies in the fact that it is the

home of the famous Taj Mahal According to the 1961 census, the populauon of

Agra IS 462,020 (Census of India. 1962, p 237) As a city, it has a complex of
institutions that distinguishes Agra from the village, so that it approximates ^\’eber’s

“urban community” (Weber, 1962, p. 88) There is a law court as well as an
administrative headquarters for the dismct, there has been for some time, though
with interruptions, a local municipal government, there is a school svstem, includ-

ing colleges and Agra Umversitv, the citv has a marlvec-tv pe economv, and,
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finally Agra is a communications center, as a major railway depot, a telegraph

and postal center, a newspaper and book publishing center, and since 1945 the

site of a major airport.

The Caste

The particubr caste vnth which this paper is concerned is a Scheduled Caste

known as Jatar.® Formerly, as leatherworkers, Jatavs were pollunng to upper

castes and were, therefore, knotvn as Untouchables At present they form about

one-sixth of the cit) ’s populaoon and are the cit) ’s largest single caste. The

residenoal wards, neighborhoods, or mjhjlUs of the Jatavs tend to be dominated

by or completely occupied by them The Jatavs are, therefore, segregated resi-

denQally into caste blocs. Furthermore, these mihilljs tend to be in low-lying

areas of the city, near drainage ditches or in former villages on the outskirts of

the old cit\’ but nou, because of growth and expansion, they are included within

the municipal boundanes of the at>’. The case study presented here is limited to

the spatial unit of Agra Otj’ and the social umi of the Jatav caste

PRE-INDEPENDENCE PERIOD

The first change m the Jatav caste for which there is some evidence before 1900

was in the economic status of some of its members In Agra some Jatavs had

become contractors for stone cutting, for construction work, for obtaining hides

and skins, and for scavenging m the city The most famous of these were the

Seth brothers, Sita Ram and Man Singh, who were able to open a number of

cotton-pressing mills before their deaths in the 1890‘s. These occupations, except

for cotton pressing, w’cre merely elaboranons of the vanous occupaaons the

Jatavs had performed in the vi'lages and were, therefore, left to them by default

of the upper castes, for whom they were poUuang or degrading, although

profitable.

These vanous t>'pes of occupations continued to be the mam employment of

the Agra Jatavs until about the 1920’s, when a shoe and leather industry, which
had begun about the turn of the cennir>', blossomed into a full-fledged industr>’.

Shoemaking has, since 1920, become virtually the only occupation of the Jatavs

and has mvolved them in a market system that is not only nanonal but also inter-

nanoiul m scope. Agam, this was a w'ork with which the Jatavs, as Chamars,

were tradinonally associated, and, because of its association with pollution, it was

a work which they virtually monopolized and controlled

The soaological effects of these ecouomic changes w'ere many. To the early

contractors there came some leisure time as well as economic independence and

secuntj’ They were not bound to upper castes by jajmani-type relationships

(though it IS possible that the contractors had such relationships with members

S. The term “scheduled caste” deiwes {nxn Ae fact Aat the government his listed certain

castes on a schedule These castes are considered to be Untouchables within Ae conteitt of

the caste system. The purpose of Ac schedule was to mate available to Aose castes on it

special privileges to help Aem improve Aeir social and economic position. This is known
as Ae government’s “protective disciiiiunation'’ policy.
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of their own caste). With leisure, independence, and security, these wealthier

Jatavs had the time to engage in activities other than breadw’inning. The advent

of the shoe industry added a significant dimension to this situation. Since the

making of shoes was initially completely m their hands, the Jatavs became not

only residentially but also occupationally segregated. Thus, interaction with

other castes was reduced to a minimum. In other words, the “observability” of

the Jatavs’ role performance was reduced and thereby control of them by other

castes was also reduced. In temporal terms, this also meant that patterns of so-

cialization could develop which were, as far as the upper castes w’ere concerned,

deviant or nonconforming to the traditional Chamar place in the caste system.

These factors of residential and occupational segregation, social isolation, eco-

nomic independence, and leisure time were, however, only’ conditions, perhaps

necessary’ conditions, for mobility’ w’lthin the caste sv-stem. There w'as at this

time a similarity’ of status attnbutes, that is, wealth and the wealthy’ way' of life,

which provided a basis for reference group behavior vis-a-v’is upper and wealthier

castes. “Once this minimal similarity obtains, other similarities and differences

pertinent to the situation, will provide the context for shaping evaluations” (Mer-

ton, 1957, pp 242-4J). This “assumes that individuals comparing their own lot

w’lth that of others have some knowledge of the situation in which these others

find themselves” (Merton, 1957, p. 247). It is precisely this knowledge of simi-

lanaes and differences perttnent to the situation which most of the earliest Jatav

contractors and shoemakers did not have, though they were somewhat wealthy.

The opportunity structure, which could be opened to some extent by education,

was closed because of the “dominant” status in their mutually exclusive status

subset, that is, their status of Chamar, w’hich included the status of Untouchable.

This “dominant” status precluded “obserx’ability” and therefore knowledge of

the situations in w’hich other castes found themselves

A significant change in the opportunity’ structure itself, however, was the

growth of the mission schools in Agra and more importantly the growth of

the Arya Samaj. It was the Ary’a Samaj that taught to the Jatavs not only the

three R’s but also knowledge of Sanskrit symbols, rites, and beliefs necessary for

identification of similarities and differences pertinent to effective reference group

behavior in the caste sy’stem. This began before 1900 with Seths Sita Ram and

iMan Singh, who came under the influence of a Nepali Brahman named Swami
Atma Ram.

Swami Atma Ram wrote a book called Gyan Satmidra (Ocean of Knowledge)

dated about a d. 18S7. In this book it was said.

Indra, Shiva, Vanin, Yam, Surya, Agni, Ash\ani, etc These ten gods are counted as

belonging to Kshatnya varna If, according to the Lomash and other Ramayans, the

ongin of the Jatav race [idmj] is traced from Shiva’s gotra, then how can there be
any doubt that it [Jatav race] is from among the Kshatnyas (quoted in Yadvendu,
1942, p. 98).

The Lomas Ramdyan w’as supposed to be found only’ in Nepal, w'hence came
the Sw’ami Nevertheless, this was the first claun to Kshatriy’a status on the part
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of the Agra Jata\s. The Seth brothers organized a Jatav Committee of Agra

City %\hich had the purpose of bringing about social reform among the Agra

J3ta\s. It IS said that an all-citv panchasat of the Jatats was held at this time, in

which It was resohed that the eating of beef and buffalo should henceforth be

prohibited

During the first two decades of 15HX), a number of these early contractors’ sons

recewed some education m the mission, Arva Samai. and government schools.

In 1917 these men banded together and formed the Jiitnv Vir Mahisabha (Jatav

Men’s Association) and, in 1924, the Jjtn Pracarak Matidal (Jatav Propaganda

Circle)

The purpose of these societies was to enlighten the Jatav s as to who they

“really" were, as well as to stimulate them to get education and to Sanslcntize

their wav of life. Education was considered of primarv importance, because

without penment knowledge effectiv e reference group behav lor and a claim to

higher status were impossible At first, the problem was to create an awareness

and acceptance among the Jatavs themselves of a new definition of their status

and the means to legitimize it Thus, one of the leaders of this early period writes*

"But there arc some Jatavs also who being crushed by them [upper castes] think

It to be a great sin to educate their children Thev do not understand that it is

learning and education which makes mankind above all creation” (Sagar. 1924)

In 1924 a book called jatav jnan was written to prove the claim to Kshatnya

status This was followed in 1942 b\ a more sophisticated book by a Jatav lawyer

called Yaduvatni ka Itihas (Historv of Yadu Race) The earlier book notes

"Through this book w e want to tell other castes that the Jatav race is one of the

sacred and highest races and is not untouchable" (Sagar, 1924, italics added).

What, then, is the structural definition of this movement for upward mobibtj*’

In the first place it must be noted that there was not a single reference group.

The Arv’a Samai was a reference group of mutation, since it was the Vedic

practices of this group that the Jatavs tried to imitate in behavior, rite, and

belief. This meant that meat-eaimg and scav enging w ere to be eschewed, and the

pracuce of the \'edic samskaras, espeaally the sacred thread ceremony, was to

be adopted. It is significant that the Arva Sama) taught not only the Vedic

way of Lfe hut also that an individual's caste status was achieved, not ascribed.

This was translated by the Jatavs into group acoon for a change of status for

the whole group The notion of individual achiev ement and its legitimac)* had

been planted in the Jatav mind as an awareness of a potenual alternativ’e form

of social structure and social mobility. The manifest function of the Arya

Sama) was to convert or bring back the scheduled castes to the fold of Hinduism.

This it did by a process of sociaiizanon that included an anticipated rise in status.

The latent function of the Arya Samaj was to undermine the caste sv stem itself

by those traditionallv associated with its immutabilitv
, the Brahmans, though

they were Arya Samajists In other words, the idea of achievement was dys-

functional at that time but cufunctional as anticipator) socialization for the fu-

ture. At that time, however, the Jatavs accepted the notions both of achievement

and of a caste sjstem based on Hinduism
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How e\ er, the reference group of identification was the Kshatriya vama, which

IS not really a group but rather a social categorj". The aim of this identification

was not assimilation and intermarriage; rather, it aimed at a change of “domi-

nant” status and therefore of status rank. The crucial factor here was to prove

an acceptable genealogy and thereby to legitimize their claim. It was claimed

that the Jatavs were reallv of Yadav vams (clan) and that they were reallv

Kshatriyas The legend of the Brahman Parashurama® was pressed into sen ice.

and it was said that Jatavs were really sunnors of the ancient war between this

mj'thological Brahman who attempted to kill all Kshatnyas “The mam reason

for the non-availability of our complete history is the jealousv of Parashuram

and his disciples towards the Kshatnya [warrior] race” (Sagar, 1924) The

condition of being shoemakers and contractors W’as rationalized as a defense

and disguise to which the\ were reduced to escape the wrath of Parashurama.

Proof of Kshatri\a ancestr\ was found in a series of correspondences or status

similanties between Jatav and Yadav varus. These included identical gotras, and

such Kshatn\a-hke ceremonies as shooting a cannon at weddings and the use

of the bow and arrow at the binh samskara. These similarities of status attributes

were the basis on which identitx of status was claimed and taken as proved, at

least for the Jatavs

Finally, there was a ucgatii'e reference group in the smatam (orthodox) Brah-

mans. who were the enemj both in fiction, as the descendants of Parashurama

and, in fact, as the significant others who were rejecting the Jata\ claim While

other castes also reiected the claim, it was the Brahmans who, in Jatav eyes,

were responsible for the behavior of these other castes It was, then, these three

reference groups which defined the social situation for upward mobility of the

Jatavs.'

The “conflict” in this situation was between the Jatavs with their definmon of

themre/ver, as Kshatruas. and the others, who were higher in the caste hierarchv

and who rejected this claim to a position higher m the caste hierarchy. In struc

tural terms, the Jatavs were laving claim to a new “dominant” status, that of

Kshatrua, which the other castes would not accord to them In making this

assertion, I am trving to consider the structurallv intended consequences of the

Jatav’s social acnon That is, vv ere the claim to Kshatnv a status accepted bv other

castes, two things would structurally result

(1) All those statuses which are normatively and behaviorally ascribed to and

open to achievement bv Kshatnvas would be open without “conflict,” of the

mobditv'-induced type, to the Jatavs. In effect, this w ould mean that the oppor-

6 Parashurama is a legendarv Brahman nhose hosnliry to Kshatn>'as was so great that
he IS alleged to hate cleaned the canh of them 21 times His stor> is told m the Mihibkirjtj
and the Puraaas (Dowson, 1961, pp 2JO-32).

7 “Sansknozanon does not auiomaDcall> result m the achievement of a higher status for
the group. The group concerned must cleail> put forward a claim to belong to a parucnlar
vrmi, X’aishv'a. Kshitri) a, or Brahman They must alter their customs, diet, and way of
life suitablj . and if there are an> inconsistencies m their claim. the> must try to “cTpIain” them
by inventing an appropriate m>*th In addinon, the group most be content to wait an
indefinite period, and during this period it must maintain a continuous pressure regardmg
ICS claims” fSnmvas, 1962. p. 57).
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tunity and power structures would be both normatively and behaviorally open

to them and, therefore, the benefits of power, prestige, education, and wealth

that flow therefrom.

(2) The newly acquired statuses of nch men and educated men would not

elicit sanctions from other castes, because such statuses are legitimately part of

the status-set of one who occupies the status of Kshatriya, while they are tra-

ditionally illegitimate for one who occupies the “dominant” status of Untouchable.

Such “conflict" as the Jatavs engendered by their mobility-oriented behavior

was not “contradictory” to the caste system. It was, in our terms, “conflict,”

since it accepted the caste system as such and did not aim at its destruction. This

IS proved by the fact that those Jatavs who were most committed to the position

already outlined rejected a claim of certain other Chamars, called Guliyas, to be

Jatavs and therefore Kshatriyas It was said that the Guliyas were really Chamars

and not Jatavs Another incident might also be adduced During the 1930’s

there was a low-caste swami named Achhut Anand, who led a movement named

the Adi Hindu Andolan (Original Hindu Movement) * This movement had fol-

lowers throughout Uttar Pradesh and some in Agra, where the swami taught

for some time. However, he was driven out (some say he was stoned out) of

Agra by the leaders of the Jatav-Kshatriya movement because of his teachings.

The swami taught that the scheduled castes were really the original inhabitants

of India and that the caste system had been imposed upon them by foreign

conquerors He taught that the caste system was wrong, and he advocated the

abolition of caste diflerences and caste endogamy. He furthermore advocated

accepting help from the Christian missionanes in the form of education but not

of conversion His Christian sympathies made him objectionable and persona

non grata to the Arya Samaj-leamng Jatavs His advocacy of caste intermarriage,

especially with other castes, went contrary to their claims of Kshatriya status

and made him more objectionable. A Jatav leader of the Kshatriya movement
had earlier* wntten-

We do not want to be absorbed into others (castes and religions] and thereby lose our
identity as some of our Jatav brothers have done by accepting Christianity, after being
tortured by false and proud castes.

Would not ladia brighten her face if the highest qualities of the Jatav race are given
the highest place (Sagar, 1924, italics added).

The second result of the Jatav-Kshatriya movement was the rise of a parallel

leadership to the ncreditary caste caudharis (headmen), called the bare admi
(“influentials”). These men were either nch men or sons of rich men who were
organized into the Jatav Yuvak Mandal (Jatav Youth League) in 1930 or the old

Jatav Pracarak Mandal. Many of these men were literate, though not necessarily

8. The extent of this movement, as well as other scheduled caste movements of this tune,

IS a strategic research site that has not as yet been explored m North India. Why all these

movements did not gam the strength that they did in South India is a question that needs
to be answered The roots of these nonhem movements and their possible relations to the

southern movements are, as yet, unSenown and sigiufictnc questions for the social historian.
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well educated. Structurally they had added to their status-sets the statuses of

rich man {seth, byohar) and literate man (parhe-Ukhe adtrii). These statuses were

not involute or mutually exclusive to their Chamar or Untouchable status;

rather they had become cross-cutting scituses, since they were part of the tra-

ditionally mutually exclusive status-set of the upper castes, but not of the

lower castes. It is such a structural change and inconsistency which is one

of the possible determinants of upward mobility within the caste system.

The bare advil were “influentials” both within the caste and without it vis-

a-vis other castes and the local administration. They functioned as translators and

problem solvers and attempted to exert political influence.

The functions of translation and problem solving were internal to the caste.

As translators these leaders tried to make intelligible and desirable to other

Jatavs Sanskritic values, rituals, and behavior patterns which they had absorbed

from the Arya Samaj. Since they were also literate and some were engaged in

politics, they also communicated to their caste mates other values and ideas of

a Western type. As problem solvers, it was they who took over many of the

problems of the caste wth other castes and with the administration. They

were in a sense a link between the caste and the world outside.

The caste-external function of these big men centered on political influence

in legitimating their claim to Kshatriya status.® Vis-a-vis the Bnosh Raj this

took the form of “advice (consisting of opinions and recommendations but not

commands)" and “manipulation (when the influencer’s objectives are not made

explicit)”; and vis-i-vis the upper castes, influence occasionally took the form of

“coercion (force, violence)” when court acoon was threatened (Merton, 1957,

pp. 419-20). Yadvendu (1942) said of the actions of the )atav vir MahSsabha:

“In the villages landlords used to treat the fanners with all possible atrocities,

and the situation is the same today. Legal acaons were taken with the oppressors

and they were made to undergo pumshment” (p. 140).

One of the first actions of the Jatav Vir Mahasabha was to lobby for the in-

clusion of one of their members in the State Legislative Council. Thus, in 1920,

a Bohare Khem Chand was appointed member of the legislative council of Uttar

Pradesh, where he served nvo terms. Sohare Khem Chand then made the pro-

posal that one member of his community*'’ be appointed to each district board

in Uttar Pradesh. The motion was admitted, and Bohare himself was appointed

to the district board of Agra from 1922 to 1930. He further proposed that one

member of his community be appointed to every municipal board, town area,

and notified area committee in the state of Uttar Pradesh. The motion was ad-

mitted and passed. Bohare was appointed to the municipal board of Agra, where

he ser\’ed from 1926 to 1928. In 1926 he further proposed that Jatav (or Untouch-

able) students be given scholarships in all schools. He withdrew this motion,

however, on the assurance of the government that it would consider the matter

9. This would seem to confirm Weiner’s hypothesis that “the economic improvement of
ritually low status groups is likely to stimulate the political orgauizaDon of such com-
munmes” (1962, p 70).

10. The word used m the text is stmtudSy. The exact referent is unclear, but that the Jatav
community was meant or included is certain.
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favorably. He also became a member of the Agra Central Jail Committee, the

Excise Committee, and the Housing Comminee of the district board. More sig-

mficantly, in 1928, he gave testimony before the Simon Commission Electoral

Committee

The structural significance of all these added statuses of a man whose “salient”

status was Chamar, as far as other castes were concerned, was that, while it

may not have given him much direct power, it did give him (a) a voice to make

his community’s demands known, that is, he performed the function of “inter-

est articulation” (Almond, 1960, pp. 17fT.) and (b) “observability" over the

actions of other castes both in terms of their decisions and m the ways the deci-

sions were made. This “observability” was translated into communication to the

other big men and ultimately to the rest of the caste. Thereby the caste itself

became more aware of its position in the power and opportunity structures,

as well as of the political instrumentalities that would influence a change in

caste position. The communication function was formally organized through an-

nual meetings of the Jatav Vir Mahdsabha These meetings were held up until

1925, when the organization dissolved because of internal factionalism. Before

Its dissolution, however, the movement had spread from Agra City to all of

Agra District and had branches in neighboring districts.

Education in the community steadily increased and the first B A. degree was

awarded to a Jatav m 1926 As a consequence, other men were able to move into

statuses previously closed to them, such as clerks and tahsildars, and one man

also became a deputy superintendent of police These more educated men also

formed in 1930 a new organization known as the Jatav Yuvak Mandal (Jatav

Youth League) In these newly added statuses, they increased the structural

pressure for a “dominant” status, that is, Kshatriya, concordant with these new
statuses Pressure was also increased upon members of their ou n caste to adopt

Vedic (Arya Samajisc) ways and ritual From time to time newspapers were

published to spread this message as well as more general information useful to

the caste. The growing political consciousness of the caste was e%’ident in the

annual resolutions of this organization, which by 1941 had branches in other

states such as Rajasthan, the Punjab, and Madhya Bharat (now part of Madhya
Pradesh) The following resoluaons were passed in 1937 and 1938 respectively

The conference takes a decision that the aim of the League in the future will be to

attain political freedom by suitable constitutional and \erbal means

This conference would impress upon the Jatav members of the Provincial Legislative

Assemblies that regardless of the political party to which they personally belong, they

should vote unanimously on any tssue concerning the interests of their community
(Yadvendu, 1942, p 163, italics added).

It should be noted, however, that the whole movement was not against the

caste system as such. The object was merely to raise themselves in the caste

hierarchy by changing their "dominant” sutus. This is clear from the Jatav
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Yuvak MandaFs resolution in 1939 against the Adi Hindu movement, which

had as its express aim the end of the caste s>’stem and caste endogamy.*^

This conference declares that Jaiaxs haxe no connection widi the “Adi Hindu Move-

ment” and considers the Adi Hindu Movement to be harmful for the Jatav race. There-

fore, the workers of the League, the members of the League and the Jatav people should

not take part in the Adi Hindu Movement otherwise the League will take disciplinar>’

action against them (Yadxendu, 1942, p. 167).

During the 1930’s, when the Jatav Yuvak Marjdal was organized, the Round

Table Discussions w ere taking place in England. As far as the Scheduled Castes

were concerned, there w ere nvo protagonists, both of whom claimed to be “the”

leader of the Untouchables. Mahatma Gandhi and Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. Of

these two, Ambedkar alone was an Untouchable and one of exceptional quali-

fications and accomplishments. The struggle betxvcen Ambedkar and Gandhi

over the issue of separate elections was not unknown to the Agra Jatav “influ-

ennals.” They, along with other Untouchable groups, sent a telegram to London

asserting that Ambedkar was their leader. The significance of this move svas

that it brought their problems and activities into national focus by a process of

analogical identification, that is, the problem, insofar as it was a matter of the

Agra Jatavs, \xas local and different, but, insofar as it was a matter of untouch-

abilit}’, the problem was national and similar.

Further pohcical acnon of the Jatav “influenaals” during the 1930*s involved

lobbjdng for acceptance of the name of Jatav by the government. A first attempt

to have the caste listed separately in the census was made in 1931 m the form of

a letter to the Viceroy and the Census Commissioner. However, when in the

1936 list of scheduled castes the Jatavs were not hsted separately, the movement

went into full operation with three demands: (a) that in all government papers

the caste be hsted as Jatav and not as part of the Chamar group of castes, (b) that

the caste be listed separately as Jatav m the census, and (c) that the U.P. gov-

ernment recommend to the British government the acceptance of the Jatav

community as a separate caste m the list of scheduled castes. The Jatavs again

in this case took the posidon that they were not Chamars and that they should

not be included under such a status group. In a letter addressed to the Secretarj'

of State for India in London, dated December, 1938, the position taken was

that Jatavs w ere by force of circumstances in a depressed condition and that they

were not really like other scheduled castes or Untouchables. The letter says

It is needless to mention that the Jatavs, as constituted at present, form the most promi-
nent class of the commuruty styled as Scheduled Castes. .

. . . M’e desire to make it plain that we, as Jatavs, daim to be recogniied as a separate
caste amangst the Scheduled Castes without bemg amalgamated w4th other castes under
the list of Scheduled Castes with which we have no endogamous connection (All India
Jatav Youth League, 1938, italics added).

The technique was an effort to get the government to recogmze their claim to

II. The story of this movement can be found in Jigyasu (1962) See also text above at note 8.
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being Jatavs in name, which they connected with Nesfield’s assertion that they

were possibly an offshoot of the Yadu tnbe from which Lord Krishna came.

Once this was done, their claim to Kshatnya status would be recognized, at least

by the government.

The political machinations involved in the problem of name recognition were

not unsophisticated for a previously totally depressed and powerless caste. A
deputation of “influentials” went to present their claims to Govind Vallabhai

Pant, then Premier of the U.P. government. One of the two Jatav members of

the U.P. Legislative Assembly, elected in 19J6, pressed the U.P. Minister of

Education with questions on this problem in the Assembly. A memorial, sup-

posedly with 6,000 Jatav signatures, was sent to the Secretary of State for India

in London. As a result, all the demands were accepted by the government. How-
ever, World War II intervened, so that a follow-up on these actions was not

forthcoming. Nevertheless, the conclusion that the Jatavs had an effective or-

ganization for “interest articulation” and political influence is inescapable. The

structural fact on which these actions were based is the expansion of their status-

sets, which by 1942 included educated men with college degrees, members of the

assembly, nayab tahttldars, inspectors of police, and clerks. Occupants of these

statuses further helped to open the power and opportunity structures. Slowly

the Jatavs were entering these structures by moving into statuses previously

closed to them. The Jatavs, themselves, did not seem to be willing to grant these

new statuses to other Untouchables because of the Jatav claim to a Kshatnya

"dominant” status.

Two significant anomalies remained, however. The first was that the occupa-

tion upon which they based much of their economic independence, that is,

shoemakmg, was still part of their status-set, and as such it was very visible

and therefore easily identified them as Chamar and as Untouchable Had they

been able to leave this polluting occupation, their claim to a new dominant

status might more easily have been achieved and legitimized. The point is that

the Jatavs were not trying to add new statuses to the mutually exclusive status

subset of Chamar, rather, they wanted to supplant the Chamar subset with the

mutually exclusive subset of Kshatnya, which did not include the status of

shoemaker. They could not easily do this because of the economic need to

retain the profitable but visible occupational status of shoemaker

The second anomaly was that involved m opting to include themselves under

the list for scheduled castes. This option brought them very real benefits from

the government, but it also included them under the Untouchable groups m fact.

This was inconsistent with their portion in claiming Kshatriya status.^*

One further point might be noted. None of this action on the part of the

Jatavs can be considered as “contradiction”, it was “conflict” within the caste

system. The calling upon the British to validate their claim is m accord with the

“self-sealing mechanisms” for dealing with conflict within the caste system

Such was formerly the duty of the king, whom the British had supplanted. The

12. For this very reason the Kolis of Agra did not want to be included on the list of the

scheduled castes, though Kolis elscMdiere were so included
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Jatavs themseK'es, unlike the Adi Hindus, were attempting to rise within the

sj'stem, and, in doing so, they accepted iL The intended consequence of their

social action, at this time, was not to destroy the caste system, it was to rise

within it.

TRANSITIONAL PERIOD

During the I930's and early 1940’s the attention of the Jatav elite centered

upon a new’ problem. This was the independence movement and the position

of the Jatavs in an independent India, though the latter issue w’as overshadowed

to some extent by World War 11. However, two things happened. First, the

more liberal concepts of the independence leaders, such as democracy, individual

freedom, and achievement were not lost on Jatav ears. These ideas w ere already

familiar to them through the Arj’a Sama}. Second, the notion that India was to be

free w’as translated into “if India is to be free, then the Jatavs too must be free

in an independent India.”

In 1944-45, these political undercurrents crysulhzed into the foundation of

the Scheduled Castes Federation of Agra, which was linked to Dr. Ambedkar’s

All-India Scheduled Castes Federanon. This was a major turmng point The

Jatav’s reference group of ideiitificatioti now became the scheduled castes, which

considered themre/t’er the oppressed, unenbghtened, and deprived section of the

countrj’. These status attnbutes were the basis of Jatav identification Such an

identification, however, was an about-face, in that the Jata\s now identified w’lth

» those groups considered Untouchable bv the other, that is, upper, castes

This about-face might be e.vplained to some extent by the reference group of

hmtation. This group contained the liberal leaders of the independence movement

in India and, for some of the ebte, leaders of other independence movements of

the oppressed, such as the French and American revolutions. These were the

groups to be imitated both as activists who advocated liberation of the oppressed

and the poor and as idealists who would build the new socictx’ that independence

was to usher in to India.

Finally, the reference group of riegation was still the Brahmans, those who were

seen as oppressing and causing the misery of the Untouchables through the instru-

ment of their repression, the caste svstem. It was these three groups that defined

for the Jatai his position in the society at this time.

The Jatavs had defimtely become antagonists of the caste system Much of

this is due to the influence of Ambedkar, who was both the ideologue and the

leader of the new’ moiement The ebte were cognizant of his ideas and his ob-

jectixes, which he summed up in the phrase “Liberty, Equality, and Fraternit)
”

Ambedkar’s experiences as a student m Amenca, where he took a Ph D. in eco-

nomics, and m England, where he became a barrister, must have colored the

interpretations he gave to this phrase

The years of “political soaabzation” that had preceded now became years of

“political recruitment” (Almond, 1960, pp. 17 ff ) into a united Jatav front

Leadership moved steadily from political influence to political participation. These
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shifts solidified into three acts. The first was the Scheduled Castes Federation

satyagraha at Lucknow, in which the Agra Jatavs claim to have taken a leading

part both in numbers and in leadership. The satyagraha presented to the state

government in Lucknow eleven demands including that of reservation of govern-

ment jobs for the scheduled castes*® Those, including women, who participated

in this march and were subsequently held in pnson still claim it as a mark of honor.

Gandhi’s technique for getting independence was imitated and turned into a

technique for procuring the “rights” of the scheduled castes, and the use of this

powerful political tool is not forgotten to this day.

The second act taken at this time was a parade through the streets of Agra.

The main symbol in this parade was a wolf representing the Poona Pact. The

Poona Pact was the wolf of the Brahmans which went around devouring the

scheduled castes Ambedkar’s interpretation of the pact as a betrayal of the

scheduled castes by Gandhi was publicly accepted and displayed by the Agra

Jatavs, who still hold to this interpretation The wolf was publicly burnt, and

the significance of the event was not lost upon Agra upper castes, who were sym-

bolically destroyed.

The third event of this time was the election for the reserved seats in the Legis-

lative Assembly. It was this election which crystallized a split in the Jatav front,

a split which remains today. The split was bemeen the Congressites and the

Scheduled Caste-ites, originally the Congressites were in favor, but they have

steadily decreased in influence to the point that today the tables have completely

turned In the 1946 election the Jatav Scheduled Castes Federation candidate, who
was a former Congressman and M. L C (Member of the Legislative (Council),

was defeated by a Jatav Congress candidate. It was said that he w'on because of

the lOint electoral system, m which upper castes gave votes to the Scheduled

Caste Congress candidate No doubt, too, the prestige of the Congress Party was

still high at this time and contributed to the success of the Congress candidate. The
same thing happened again in 1952 and 1957. However, some of the defeat was

due CO internal factionalism, lack of organization, and lack of money in the Sched-

uled Castes Federation group.

INDEPENDENCE PERIOD

The transitional period quickly came to a close with the achievement of inde-

pendence in India. This brought with it parliamentary democracy, a constitution

whose basic values included democracy and the freedom of the individual, and,

more important, the universal franchise. This created a basic change m the status-

set of the Jatavs, who now occupied the status of citizen, equal to other individ-

uals, and also the status of voter, holding an important tool, the vote. It is on

13. A leading English language newspaper of Lucknow, the National Herald, gave little

publicity to this satyagraha except to note in inner pages that groups of sixty to seventy,

etc, were put m prison for defying Secnon 144 Cr PC of the law. Most of these notices

were of about four or five lines, and none tells of the aims of the movement. This news

blackout seems significant, especially when a fairly reliable recorder of the movement told

me that a total of 3,023 persons were, at one time or another, in prison.
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these structural terms that the Jatavs are now tr>'mg to open the opportunity and

power structures. So, too, they are attempting to make the politically ascribed

status of citizen, and not the religiously ascribed status of caste, the “dominant”

status uhich takes precedence oter odier statuses in cases of conflict. The social

situation is that “in u hich both caste and open class norms obtain in a society,

uith a resulting uidespread ambivalence toward the de facto class and caste mo-

bility of those assigned to a lower caste” (Merton, 1957, p. 192).

Untouchability was abolished legally under Article 17 of the Constitution as

well as other forms of discrimination. Two further pieces of legislation, the Acts of

1955-56, unifying Hindu law' on marriage, inheritance, etc., and the Untouch-

ability Offenses Act of 1955, further strengthened the position and safeguarded

the rights of the scheduled castes.** What these pieces of legislation did, in effect,

was to make caste illegal as a “dominant” status and replace it by the “dominant”

status of citizen. The appointment of the Commissioner for Scheduled Castes and

Tribes to safeguard the nghts of the scheduled castes brought in the state as the

third patty' to observe the role performance of persons occupying these statuses.**

This third parry, w ho at the local level becomes the Hanjan W^elfare Officer, is,

pubbely at least, no longer neutral berw een the stamses of caste and citizen and

the s>'stems in w hich the)- operate. “Contradicuon” is now possible, since the state

is legally bound to settle cases in favor of equality of status as citizens, though

informally caste does cononuc to operate.'® Funhermore, the possibility* of

“bridge actions”** is now introduced into the Indian social s>'stcm. An individual

may now activate as “dominant” either his caste or his citizenship status to obtain

certain goals.

These changes in the structure of Indian society are basic to the redefinition of

the social situation by the Agra Jatavs. First of all, m 1956, most of the Agra

Jatavs followed Dr. Ambedkar into Buddhism. They claim to be the original

Buddhists of India, w ho w ere forced underground by the Brahmans through the

instrument of Brahmamcal oppression, the caste si'stem. Identification with the

ancient Buddhists as a reference group, however, was more than a religious mo\e.

Four factors might be noted (a) Buddhism was an indigenous Indian religion and

therefore could not be treated as foreign, as were Chnsuamti and Islam, (b) It

was stronglj anti-caste, at least in Ambedkar's version of it. It therefore appealed

to an indigenous but alternative Indian tradition Buddhism presented an alter-

native sjstem to the caste system in which attempts at social mobility’ were not

successful enough for the Jatavs. The Buddhists are counter-moralists in that they

14. This legislation and the problems iiiTohed therein are admirably summed up in
Galanter (1963).

15.

This IS a good e'tanvple of the pohocKation of roles under the principle of dtchotointzattoji
of roles (XadeU 19S7, pp. 85, 88).

16. It IS a constant complaint of the Jams, especiallj of the members of the Republican
Part>’, that the Hanjan W'clfare (Officer reall) does not tiant to assist them, since he is a
member of an upper caste. They want a scheduled caste person to hold this posinon. In
other words, they feel that, while pubbely he activates his status of Hanjan Welfare Officer,
pnvatel) he acts m accord uith his upper caste status I uas not able to observe any acts to
lusafy this complaint.

17. “
. . the actor ina> play upon the roles which he has in different sj*stenis of social re-

latiOTiships, so as to win for himself the support of 'er' (Bailey, 1960, p 251).
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consider themselves to represent the true values of the new India, (c) Buddhism

exists in countries outside India. A number of informants have told me that it was

their hope that non-Indian Buddhists would take up the cause of the depressed and

“persecuted” Buddhists of India in an international forum. There was in 1964 a

strong identification with the persecuted Buddhists in South Vietnam just before

the downfall of the Diem regime, (d) The “we are the original and ancient In-

dians” theme gave an ideological and moral justification to underpin the political

demands of “give the land back to the oilers and give the government back to the

people ” Such demands, incidentally, have more than a local and communal appeal.

The Buddhist movement now has very few publicly avowed members, though

privately most Agra Jatavs will identify themselves as Buddhists The reason is

that, in the U P ,
scheduled castes are defined as Hindus.’® Therefore, in order not

to cut themselves off from the government benefits of scholarships and job reserva-

tions, most Jatavs will publicly say that they are Hindus. However, the demand

for extending these benefits to the Buddhists is one of the most important m the

Republican Party’s list of demands (see below)

The second element in the redefinition of the social situation by the Jatavs is

the location of a negative reference group, and this continues to be the Brahmans.

Now, however, the Brahmans have become the Congress and the Jan Sangh

Parties, the capitalists such as Birla and Tata, and the bare petvalSs (the rich men),

a caste-anomalous class of the bourgeoisie. This lack of differentiation between

religious status and social class is indicative of the operation of both caste and class

status attributes in a changing Indian society.

Closer to home, the so-called Punjabis are the negative reference group against

whom the Jatavs arc pitted. The reason for this is that after independence a

number of Hindu Punjabi merchants from Pakistan came to Agra and took over

the stores of the middlemen m the Agra shoe market. This posinon was formerly

held by Muslims. These middlemen are now resented because it is they who make

the major share of the profits in the shoe trade, and, furthermore, they are now
trying to set up or buy shoe factories of their own. This is seen as an intrusion

on the ownership of means of production, which Jatavs had held for some time

What aggravates the situation is that Punjabis have capital, while the Jatavs have

little or none of it A Jatav writes m a local newspaper

Formerly we were slaves of the Mohammedans We enjoyed great profit by wearing

felt caps for some time Our brothers who have come from the Punjab have obligated

us to them m one way, they have freed ns from the slavery of the Aluslims, and put

us in their own slavery They have provided for many of our brothers by opening shoe

factories m Agra and Delhi

The day is not far away, when not a smgle Jatav factory owner will be visible, and all

the factory owners will have turned into shoemakers . . Have the Jatav factory

18 "The courts found this religious classification a reasonable one m view of the fact that

Scheduled Castes are intended to include those who suffer under the stigma of disabilitties

of untouchabiliry, a condinon which supposedly exists only within Hinduism and which

change of religion supposedly effaces, at least in pan" (Galanier, 1961, p 63).
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owners seriously considered the consequences of the policy they are following* (Nau

Jagrti, Oct. 22, 1956).

The sarcasm in this passage is most evident in the word “brothers.”

The third element in the redefinition of the situation of the Jatavs was the

formation of the Republican Party of Agra in 1958. This is a branch of the All-

India Republican Party and is the successor of the Scheduled Castes Federation

of Agra. The reference group of imitation upon which this is based is the other

political parties of India, especially the Congress Party. In another sense, the

party is, on the part of those castes who followed Ambedkar, an adaptive response

to a political structure in which their interests are not being articulated in the

way that they want. Structurally, it is an organization based on the statuses of

citizen and voter in a parliamentary democracy. The difference between the party

and the Buddhist movement is that the party emphasizes the “exoteric” issues, the

harsh here and now, the economic, political, and social plight of the Jatavs as

they live with the other castes, while the Buddhist movement emphasizes the

“esoteric” issues, the sweet by-and-by, when the Buddhists will inherit the land

and caste will no longer be. Buddhism provides both a psychological justification

and an ideological rationalization for the Jatav position.^^

The relationship of the party to the Buddhist movement also lies in the fact

that Dr. Ambedkar, in effect, founded both. Many of the ideals of the Buddhists

may also be found in the Constitution of India. It is not insignificant that much
of the Republican Party literature is concerned with the fact that Dr. Ambedkar,

the now-apotheosized (as a bodhisatva) culture hero of the Jatavs, was the major

architect of the Constitution of India. Because of this, there is a strong attachment

to the Constitution and the parliamentary system as envisioned by Ambedkar, who
is affectionately called "Baba Saheb”

Baba Saheb framed the constitution. . . . Baba Sabeb placed in it the highest principles

of justice, equality, freedom and fraternity. If the 90% of the people of India, who are

oppressed, backward, exploited, and deprived, want to take these rights by constitu-

tional means, they can do so. And if they want, they can also acquire control of the

whole admimscrauve machinery. The Republican Party of India is the most valuable

and proper means for achieving the objectives of the Consdeution (Jigyasu, n.d., p. 7).

Under conditions of a political and social structure based upon the cross-cutting

statuses of citizen and voter, it is easy to see why the Jatavs have given up claims

to a “dominant” status of Kshatriya and Sanskntic cultural behavior, and have

become antagonists of caste and the caste s)^tem, in effect, they have reversed

their old position against the Adi Hindu Movement. The change is due to the

fact that Sanskritization is no longer as functional as is political participation for

achieving a change in style of life and a rise in the Indian social system, now com-
posed of both caste and class elements. The object of Sanskritization was ulti-

mately to open and legitimize a place in the opportunity and power structures of

19. The disnnctioii between esoteric and exotenc teachings was taken from Essien-Udom
(1964, p. 22).
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the caste society The same objects can now be better achieved by active political

participation It is no longer ascription based on caste status, but rather achieve-

ment based on citizenship status that, manifestly at least, is the recruitment

principle for entrance into the power and opportunttv structures."*’ It would

appear that caste and the caste system are now illegitimate but do continue to

function latently and, no doubt, efficiently (Gould, 196J).

The Republican Party is an organized response to a changed sociopolitical

environment It bids for a share in the opportunity and power structures of post-

independence India While it is the upper castes which now resent and label the

Jatav's as troublemakers and nonconformers, it must be noted that “it is not in-

frequently the case that the nonconfonnmg minority in a society represents the

interests and ultimate values of the group more effectively than the conforming

majoritj” (Merton, 1957, p J67)

The relationship of the party to its negative reference group (Congress, to

which the Republicans will not conform) can be summed up m the words of

Tangn

Increased mtergroup contacts are raising the levels of aspiration without increasing the

levels of achievement Consequently, the sense of absolute depriiation is increasing

among urbanites Closer contact with upper classes and their modes of living increases

the sense of relative deprivation At the same time, urban political and social ideologies

are sensitizing the norms whereby people evaluate “social miustice," thus increasing the

intensity of resentment and hostility. Indian motion-pictures and literature, plar-

foims of political panies and political speeches, and the sermons of preachers and social

reformers often reflect as well as stimulate this emergent social ethos (Tangn, 1962,

p 208).

As an adaptive organizational response of the caste to the changing pobtical

and social structure of Indian society, the Republican Party performs four func-

tions It provides power, programs, integration, and leadership.

1 Power The Jatavs through the Republican Party seek to place their own
men in status positions that help them in (are functionally relevant to) their

attempt to hold power, such plaang assists them in changing their owm posi-

tion in the economic and opportunity structures. They now have the opportunity

to do this through the statuses of citizen and voter in a political system which

has instuvitvowalvxed the vKwvessal {lantbvst. and tbt pailvamentary of

government Thus elections to legislative posts assume great significance, since

they are the structural (and legitimate) means for entering the power structure,

at least the forma! pow cr structure, of Indian society’.

In 1959 Agra City’ became a municipal corporation under the new Municipal

Corporation Act of the State of Uttar Pradesh This same year elections w’cre

held for 54 corporators of Agra City. The Republican Party won seventeen seats,

SIX of which were reserved for the scheduled castes. Of these sev'enteen, eleven

20 Long ago Bailey (1957, p. 227> noted that the Boad outcistes were tending to separate

themselves from the rest of the village and to order their relationships with other castes

in the village not by the village structure but through the administration. The reason is similar

if not identical with that given above.
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Significantly, this statement was written by a well-informed and experienced

Brahman politician who has recently joined the Congress

Some of the success of the jatavs in these two elections is due to a number

of factors which may be peculiar to Agra As already mentioned, the Agra Jatavs

form about one-sixth of the aty’s fwpulation, and they are concentrated into

segregated caste wards of the City. These two factors of numbers and segregation

are sociological facts that, given an enbghtened electorate, are powerfully adap-

tive in a political system with the universal franchise Added to these two factors

was the political socialization and enbghtenment (it is spoken of as pgrtt) of the

pre-independence years In this socialization process might be included the fact

that the Jatavs had a literate elite and to some extent a literate public, who

could and did make effective use of the communications media available m the

city, such as newspapers and leaflets

In the 1962 election, already mentioned, there was a union between the

Muslims and the Republican Party A Muslim was nominated for the parliament

scat, and three Republicans, including the Vaishya doctor, ran for the state

legislature The point I wish to underline is that, while caste as a “dominant”

status IS no longer legal and publicly asserted, it docs continue to funcuon

illegally and informally The Jatavs, as well as the other castes, can activate

It as “salient” m any situation m which it is eufunctional for them, though it

IS not necessarily the status which is formally appropriate to the situation, that is,

citizenship. Thus, after this election, two leaders of the Republican Party pub-

lished a public denunciation of a slogan w'hich accused them of communalism

and therefore would implicitly put other castes m opposition to them and their

party The Republican leaders said it was false that their party had used such

a slogan as

Jatav Muslim Brotherhood

Where did these Hindus come from, anyway’

]3tav Muslim Bhai that

Htndit kaum kaham se aye)

This slogan was raised by other parties when they feared their defeat (Amar
Ujala, March 27, 1962)

Another instance of this occurred in the elections for the deputy mayor of

Agra When the Republican Party put up as their candidate the B A graduate

of their ow’n caste, he received only sixteen votes, all from his own party This

took place in an elective body where the Republican Party is the second largest,

next to the congress, which does not have a clear majority in the corporation

On the other hand, when the Rcpubbcans subsequently put up the Vaishya doc-

tor as a candidate for this post, they were able to form a coalition with the Jan

Sangh and some Independent members As a result, the Republican Vaishya won
and IS deputy mayor today In such situations, the Jatavs activate their “domi-

nant” status as citizens, while the other castes activate their (the Jatavs’) “salient”

but illegal status as Chamar ot Untouchable This is an. instance of engaging in
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“bridge actions,” that is, acting in tenns of the caste s>’stem or the democratic

sj’Stem, as the situation demands.

The Jatavs, too, do the same thing when they activate as “dominant” their

status of scheduled caste. Such a status is “dominant” when it is a question of

government privileges granted to such castes. It is in these situations that the

upper castes attempt to activate citizenship as the “salient” status and claim that

there should be equalin.’ for all and special privileges for none. In such cases, how-

ever, the government is not neutral betw een the tw o parties. It decides in favor

of the scheduled caste status. Such action is “contradictory” to the caste system.

2.

Progr^tns. The program of the Republican Part>', in general, is set out in

its election manifesto, whose ma|or demands are concerned with improving

the lot of the poor and “downtrodden” of India. More recently a charter of ten

demands was presented to the late Prime Minister Shastri These demands were:

1. Portrait of Baba Saheb Dr. B. R. Ambedkar “The Father of the Indian Constitunon”

must be giv en a place in the Central Hall of Parliament.

2. Let the land of the Nation go to the actual tiller of the land.

3. Idle and waste land must go to the landless labourers.

4. Adequate dismbuuon of Food Grams and Control over Rismg Prices.

5. Lot of Slum Dw ellers be improved.

6. Full implementation of Minimum Wages Act, 1948

7. Extension of all privileges guaranteed b> the consoruaon ro such Scheduled Castes

as embraced Buddhism.

8. Harassment of the Depressed Gasses should cease forth-vnih.

9. Full jusnee be done under the untouchabilit>' (Offenses) act, to them

10.

Reservaaon m the Services to Scheduled Ciaste and Scheduled tribes be completed

as soon as possible not later than 1970 (Republican ParT>’ of India, 1963, pi)

In addition to such resolutions as these, the state umts of the part)’ generally

make their ow n annual resolutions. The U.P. Partv- generally includes m its reso-

lutions that (1) Urdu should be taught m the schools on a par w^th Hindi, if

it cannot be made the official state language, and (2) ta.xes on shoemakers should

be resemded The first is a concession to the Muslims, with whom the partj’ has

close relations, especially in the ncighbonng citv’ of Ahgarh. The second reflects

the prominence that the Chamar group of castes, especially those of Agra and

Kanpur, has in the U.P. Republican Partj-. The seventh resolution shows again

the relationship between the pajtj- and the Buddhists, ]ust as the first resolution

shows the primarj' place Dr. Ambedkar holds m the minds of both the partj’

and the rebgion.

The ten resolutions noted above are instructive for manj’ reasons. All of them

are of immediate concern to the Agra Jatavs and are part of dailj’ conversation.

These resolutions might be summed up as the “Pobucs of Scarcitj’.”-- Thej’ are

the demands of a partj’ that feels it has too bttle of the scarce economic, social,

and political resources of the countrj’. All these demands are iterated and reiter-

22. “The gap between government plans and decisions and the many demands of organized

groups IS so great that the danger is ever present that neither democratic mstituoons nor
effective polic> will survue” (^\’el^er, 1962. p. nv).
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ated at rallies and meetings throughout the } ear. Politics, among the Agra Jatavs,

IS not just a matter of elections, it is, on the contrary, invoI\cd in the basic

issues of da\-to-da\ life and conversation.

The tenth resolution is a subject of debate within the party itself There is

one group that feels all reservations should be continued for some time. There

IS another group that feels that, as a minimum, reserved elected posts, such as

iM L A and M P ,
should be abandoned As a maximum, members of the latter

group hold that all types of “protective discrimination" should be abandoned.

This second group reasons that it is because of reservations that Congress

“yes men” are elected from the scheduled castes, and not men who will repre-

sent and fight for the "real” interests of the scheduled castes Those who feel

that all “protectn c discnmmaiion” should be abandoned sav that then the sched-

uled castes will be forced to act m the status of citizen and not be kept m their

“conforming” and dependent status as scheduled castes through congressional

handouts The policy of protective discrimination is, they say, a Congress trick

to divide and rule the scheduled castes, if ic is abandoned these castes w’lll be

forced to unite

These demands are made known not only through formal presentations and

public meetings but also in parades and satyagrahas. In 1963. a parade of Jatavs

marched through the streets of Agra to the commissioner’s residence. On the

way they shouted "rou, rosi am inakan" (food, work and shelter) The parade

presented sixteen demands to the commissioner, similar to the ten already stated

above At this time, too, there was also much discussion on whether to go to

Lucknow once again and conduct a satyagraha for the release of B P Nlauiya,

who, as a Republican member of parliament, had been imprisoned under the

Defense of India Rules (DIR) An abortive attempt was made to do so, but it

was postponed due to tack of leadership and organization. Maurva was subse-

quently released, and the project was abandoned.

3. Integration. The integrative function of the partv follows a double pattern

It is uniting castes on a regional and interregional scale, so that the Jatavs of

Agra are in contact with Jatavs of the rest of the UP, as well as with other

castes of Chamars m Eastern UJ* Strong links with the Alahars of Maharashtra

also spread down to Mysore There was also hope that a party unit would grow
in Bengal undec JogetidEmatk Mandal, focmet Lav. MvEustei of Pakv«iti. How-
ever, he was impnsoned under the D.l.R. before any effectwe action could take

place Identification in the Buddhist movement is also linking these castes to-

gether into a common group for concerted social action

Integration is taking place not only horizontally between castes but also

vertically. Politics and the whole governmental structure of patronage and de-

velopment have integrated vanous individuals of the caste into higher levels of

state and national organization The same is true of the schools, the administra-

tive structure, and the market system of economy. A direct effect of this has

been a gradual replacement of the hereditary caste candharis by the neta log

(see below ) or politicians as the leaders of the caste and a disintegration of the

urban panchavat sjstem (Lynch, 1S>67).
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All these movements may be seen structuraily as the movement of the Jatavs

into status positions actually or normatively closed to them in the past because

of their “dominant" status of Chamar. These expanded status-sets exert a struc-

tural pressure, or a strain toward status-set consistencj’, for the Jatavs to occupy

a “dominant” status that is not as incongnient with these new statuses as is their

Untouchable caste status. Once occupying these new statuses, the Jatavs attempt

to exert political pressure to open the opportunity and power structures still

more, so that the status system will be open to all. This pressure is ultimately

toward a system that is “cross-cutting” and based on citizenship as the “domi-

nant” status, rather than one that is “mutually exclusive" and based on caste

as the “dominant” status,

4. Leadership. The rise of the Republican Partj’ of Agra has brought forth

a new tj’pe of leader called the “politicians" (netd log). These men are distinct

from the old “influentials” {bare ddmi), uho still continue to exist but who
are now primarily the wealthier entrepreneurs of the Jatav caste. The “influ-

entials” are mostly Congressmen and do not on the whole engage in direct

political participation. They consider membership in the Congress Party as a

matter of survival because it is Congress which largely controls the financial

resources upon which they to some extent depend. Their aims and sympathies

are with their caste, but their tactics are somewhat different and might be

summed up in the saying “Why bite the hand that feeds you*””

The “politicians” (nets log), on the other hand, though they all have some

independent means of support, are pnmanly engaged in politics. They are no

longer merely “influentials” as in pre-independence days. These men deal m
patronage, power, and influence. They can conveniently be discussed under the

headings of structural position and functions.

1. Stntcttcre. While some of these politicians—for example, some of the party

leaders and officers—do not occupy elected offices, most of them do, and it is

these elected men who are the de facto caste elite. Included in this group are

the municipal corporators and/or the members of the state legislative assembly

They therefore occupy these statuses on the basis of achieved, not ascribed,

criteria. As members of these assemblies, they are also members of various com-

mittees and thus they have structural “obseivabilit)’” over the actions and deci-

sions of these committees. The power of these committees is formally little,

but informally it is not inconsiderable Committee members in the Agra Cor-

poration are able to reduce assessments on house taxes and to decide on devel-

opment projects, etc. The importance of thk is tw’ofold. First, structural

“obsers-abihex’" is translated into commumcation to the members of the caste

in such a way that its members are aware of the decisions being made as well

as of the substance and effect of these decisions upon them. Second, the Jatavs

occupy these positions on a basis of equality with members of other castes.

In these status positions, therefore, relations arc manifestly coordinate, not sub-

25. The parallels in the developmem of these too t>'pcs of leadership with the deselopmenc
of the leadership among the Eta of Japan are so striking as to seem more than coincidental

(Cornell, 1963).
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ordinate Thus other castes are forced to bargain and work with them in ways

not possible in a caste system.

One example of this is the pact, already mentioned, between the Republicans,

the Jan Sanghis, and some Independents, to elect a mayor and deputy mayor of

the Agra Oty Municipal Corporauon Through this pact, an Independent is

now the mayor and a Republican is now deputy mayor, though he is not a

Jatav. This coalition succeeded in defeatmg the Congress candidates.

It IS interesting to note how the Congress in the 1962 elections responded to

this pact by playing caste poliucs, that is, by activating caste as a “salient”

status Through its scheduled castes mouthpiece, the Dalit Varga Sangh (De-

pressed Classes League), a handout was circulated, which read as follows

We humbly request all the downtrodden people and especially the Jatavs to seriously

consider in casting their vote m the General Election on March 12th, with which party

candidates their good lies Some persons of the Scheduled Castes, who are in positions

of power [that is, the neta iogl and who call themseUcs policy makers and leaders of

the Jatavs, want to sell their Jatav brothers for their selfish ends It is because of this

that they have entered into a contract with the Jan Sangh, those communal, narrow-

minded and primitive sloganeers of the Brahmanical Hindu State These leaders have

not even consulted the voters, their Jatav brothers.

We cannot understand how there can be a union of straw with fire These devotees

of Brahmanism, these priests, these pnmitive Jan Sanghis and their kind have con-

anualiy been inflicting all sorts of tyranny, injustice, insults and disrespect upon us,

according to the Laws of Manu Smriti (Daltt Varga Sangh, n d )

The position of the Republican Vaishya who was elected deputy mayor is

interesting First of all, in order to get elected, he needed the support of the

Jatavs in his electoral ward This he got by joining the party and contributing

financially out of his not-mconsidcrable wealth Second, the Jatavs use his

upper caste status to assert that they are not a communal party Third, and most

important, his higher caste status, wealth, and influential connections allow him

a structural "observability” over informal situations where untouchable caste

status IS "salient” and Jatavs cannot tread Thus, he is a valuable liaison with the

informal structures of power and influence where one's caste is important And
fourth, he is a man of experience and wealth and, as such, he is the virtual

leader of the "politicians” {veta log) in the Republican Party of Agra He is, in

effect, the "outside leadership” which Weiner has so aptly described as char-

acteristic of many secondary organizations in India

Generally by reason of their income, education, family background, land ownership, or

caste, they arc of higher social status than the groups they lead Of the various hy-
potheses, status is perhaps the most persuasive, and most adequately explains the general

phenomenon Although Indu has a hierarchical social system in which subservience to

authority and acceptance of one’s role, no matter how onerous, are important values,

people have not been reluctant to protest through political organization But in organiz-

ing politically, they turn to those of higher status for their leadership (or at least are

organized by them) (Weiner, 1962, p 99)

24 He IS also a real estate speculatoi and developer During the election there was a

rumor that his mother was really a secret Chamar Just how many votes this rumor actually

won or lost w’lll probably never be known
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2. Functions. The functions of the neta log or politicians may be grouped

into three: (a) goal achievement, (b) “interest articulation,” and (c) organiza-

tion. By the goal-achievement function is meant that the neta log through

political participation and representation have made substantive gains for their

party and caste. The first and most important of these involves the decision on

the allocation of development funds for their electoral wards of Agra. In many
of the Jatav •mahallas one can now find electricity, brick-paved roadways, and

additional water outlets. The municipal corporators have the right to decide

which mahalla should receive these development projects, and in making their

decisions they do not forget their own caste. Second, there now hangs in the

meeting hall of the corporation a picture of Dr. Ambcdkar, along with other

national and local notables. This picture would not have been there unless the

Republicans had fought for it. Also resolutions are now pending to install a

statue of Ambedkar at a place called Tikonia Bazar in the center of the city

and also to rename a road Ambedkar Marg. Symbolically, this is forcing public

recognition of the achievements of a citizen of the Indian Union, because vis-

a-vis upper castes Ambedkar’s “salient” status is Untouchable. Third, the fact

of these office holders’ elecnon and positioning in the local power structure is

considered by other members of the caste to be no mean achievement. As one

informant answered, when I chided him provocatively, saying that the cor-

porators are scoundrels, “No matter what they do. we’d elect them again,

just to show the Hindus that we can do it.” Note again how the Jatavs do

not consider themselves Hindus.

The function of “interest articulation” involves presenting the Republican

Parc)’’s demands and views in the local, state, and national legislatures, as w'ell

as before the administrative authorities. Furthermore, men m status positions

of some power, and with public forums from which to make grievances known,

are able to intercede for their caste mates and for other scheduled castes in the

courts and with the administration. In fact, as already noted, they have taken

over many of the functions of the hereditary caste caudharis. An omnicom-

pctency to solve all problems of the caste and individuals m the caste is imputed

to them as neta log, whether or not they actually possess it.

Finally, the function of organization involves joint action of the party and

the caste m specific actions. Thus the various satyagrahas, andolans (campaigns),

and meetings throughout the year depend upon the decision and organizational

skills of the neta log to make these events successful. A striking example of

this was the First All-lndia Buddhist Conference at Agra m 1963. The party

supplied the leadership and orgamzational skills to make this meeting a success,

after the Buddhist leadership had proved unable to do so.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis presented in this paper leads to the following conclusions.

1. The concept of Sanskntization is of limited utility for the appraisal of

social mobility in India It would be more useful to subsume Sanskntization under
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the more general theories of reference groups and of status and role. The rea-

sons for this conclusion are:

a. Under the frame of analyns provided by reference group and status-role

theories, Sanskriozanon can, be defined not only culturally but also structurally.

That IS to say, it can be seen as more rfian a borrowing of status attnbutes or

as more than a change of behavior of a particular caste, whereby it substitutes

the ritual, pantheon, and practices of an upper caste for that which it previously

held. Sanskriazaaon can now be seen as a structured relation between groups

or castes. Thus a Sanskriozing caste defines the social situation in which its mo-

bility is to occur (reference groups) and thereafter interacts svith members of

other castes. In such interaction particular statuses are activated (dominant and

salient statuses). Such social action has the intended consequence of a nse in

status within the caste hierarchy and an opening of the pow er and opportunity

structures to members of the Sansknttzing caste. More often than not, such

social action has the unintended consequence of “conflict” or “contradiction."

t). A structural analysis of Sanskriozation also points out a major difficulty of

the concept, that is, tt is ailture-bound. In this paper a frame of analysis has

been proposed which uses generalized types of reference groups (identification,

mutation, negation) and generalized types of statuses (dominant and salient)

which can be applied cross culturally. Sanskntization subsumed under such a

generalized frame of reference might then be compared to other mobility move-

ments in other societies with the expectauon of revealing significant similarities

and dissunilarities.

c. The analysis of Sanskntization under such a general frame of reference

might help to avoid the growing proliferation of terms now ansing on the

Sanskntizaoon analog, such as Kulimzation (Prasad, 195?), Kshatnyaization and

Desanskntizacion (Snvastava, 196J), and Brahmanizauon.

d. Sansknozarion as a process is not appbcable to all movements for social

mobility m post-uidependenct India. When a caste, such as the Jatavs, rejects

Sanskntizanon and the caste tystem and opts for political participation and

parliamentary democracy, the term docs not apply. Nor does the term “West-
ernization” apply, which, as defined by Srimvas, designates a replacement of

Sansknac symbols, ntes, etc., by Western ones and, at the same time, a replace-

ment of a religious caste-hierarchy by a secular one (Srinivas, 1962, p. 51).

Westernization so understood js both a way to maintain position in the caste

system and a way to preserve the system itself, "nie frame of analysis provided

in this paper is applicable to mobility based on political participation and par-

liamentary democracy as well as to Sanskntization In this sense our frame is

not only cross cultural but is also cross temporal and allows for the analysis

of significant differences of mobihty movements under different or changing

social structures.

2. The second of out introductory problems as posed by Gould (1961, p. 949)

may now be anstvered. Having realized the point uhere reference group be-

havior on the Sansknac model is no longer eufunctional, some castes, such as

the Jatavs, have turned to political participanon. Structurally this shift is due
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to the fact that these castes now occupy and activate the “dominant” status of

citizen and also the status of voter. Conflict is now within the field of politics,

in terms of attempting to make citizenship and achievement the recruiting prin-

ciples to the structures of opportunity and power, on the one hand, and, on the

other, to destroy caste and caste-ascnbed rank as the recruitment principle to

these structures. However, since both these statuses can now be asserted as

“dominant,” there is “contradiction” within the social structure as well as the

possibility of “bridge actions.”

Scheduled caste status, when activated, vis-a-vis non-scheduled castes, brings

in a third party, that is, the state, which has structural “observability” over the

role performance of both. This third party is not neutral in the matter of

the precedence of citizenship-and-equality over caste-and-inequality. In addi-

tion, scheduled castes, such as the Jatavs, by activating their status as voters,

have been able to elect and place their own people m statuses of power wnthin

the power structure. Scheduled caste “observability” over the role performance

of other castes is not only made possible but also sanctioned by the law of the

land. Such reverse “observ’abtlity” is impossible in a caste system.

3. One further point has been implicit in the analysis, and it now needs to

be made clear. We have considered Sanskritization as a means to social mobility.

Yet political participation has now become one of the alternative means to the

same end, such as revolution and passing If. then, we were to construct a list

or typology of means to social mobility, we would find that political participa-

tion, revolution, passing, etc., are concepts sufficiently generalized as to be

applicable cross culturally. Not so Sanskntization, which is as culture bound as

“keeping up with the Joneses,” though they seem to be alike in some ways.

Under what more generalized concept can we consider Sanskritization and

“keeping up with the Joneses'” For want of a better term we might call this

more generalized means to social mobility “elite emulation,” of which San-

skrirization and “keeping up w’lth the Joneses” are but specialized cases. “Elite

emulation” appears to be of the same level of generality as the terms “revolu-

tion,” “passing,” etc., and is also capable of cross-cultural application. In this

sense, then, our frame of reference for the analysis of Sanskritization has led us

to a structural definition of the general process of elite emulation.*®

4 1 would hazard the prediction that the model of political participation, as

presented m the preceding section of this paper, is the direction that movements

for social mobility will increasingly follow m India. The danger lies in whether

the more conscious and vociferous demands of these movements can be met in

an cconomv of scarcitj without jeopardizing the goal of democratic socialism

that India has set for itself (see Weiner, 1962).

5 I would hypothesize that the ideas of Frazer (1963) and Fnedl (1964) can

be located theoretically in reference group theory and the notion of “observ-

abilitv.” These two theories of “lagging emulation” and “one-way visibility”

attempt to explain the Sanskntization of low'cr castes and the concurrent
25. I am indebted to Dr Herbert Passin for pointing out this fact to me.
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^Vestemiiincn of upper castes in peasant society through the notion of differ-

ential objervabiL'n of inutanvc reference groups. The lower peasant castes hare

oppornmin- to obstrre only \iUage models, while the upper castes, with greater

mobilit\' and urban contacts, imitate the urban prestige model. These n^o

theones, when located in reference group theory and observability, eliminate

the need for three theones rather than one. Thus what is happening in villages

can be seen and located theorcacally as identical in process with what is hap-

pening m cines.
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11. STRUCTURES OF POLITICS IN

THE VILLAGES OF SOUTHERN ASIA

RALPH VV. NICHOLAS

INTRODUCTION

WHAT ARE the ob)ectives of political activity in Indian villages^ Can the

concepts used to analyze Indian village politics be employed in the

analysis of other kinds of political systems^ By a detailed comparison

of political events m nvo villages, this essay attempts to reveal some major ob-

jectives of political activity in rural Southern Asia. In the course of examining

the kinds of prizes, privileges, and obligations for which village politicians com-

pete, and the objective circumstances which surround this competition, something

IS discovered about how villages come to be organized as they are during po-

litical events. In order to derive generalizations about Indian village politics, the

findings from my detailed comparison are set against those of other social anthro-

pologists who have written on village politics in Southern Asia. The only hope

I have for wider generalities, however, lies in having a good theory about politics

m society. Therefore, the paper begins with consideration of some of the terms

which seem essential in a general theory of politics, and with the place of politics

m the structure of society.

David Easton (1959, p. 210) has said that there is not yet a full-fledged “po-

litical anthropology,” and that such a subdivision of social anthropology cannot

“exist until a great many conceptual problems arc solved.” This essay does not

solve many of these problems, nor does it develop any elaborate models of vil-

lage political structure, it remains too close to ethnographic accounts to permit

genuine model construction. My efforts at generalizing are to be understood

as progressing only part way to the goal of either the theorist or the model-

builder. I stay primarily in the two methodological realms most common in

social anthropology analysis and comparison.

A number of people ha\c read earlier versions of this paper and commented helpfully upon
some of the ideas contained m it. 1 would like to thank particularly F. G. Bailey, Bernard
Cohn, Henry Hart, Marc J. Swartz, and my wife, Marta The field research which was the
basis for the discussion of poliocs in the two Bengal tillages was earned out in 1960 and
1961 under a Ford Foundation Foreign Area Training Fellowship. The Ford Foundaoon is,

of course, not responsible for any of the statements made here. I am very grateful to the
Asian Studies Center at iMichigan State Umversity and to Mrs. Amy Lee for assistance in
the preparanon of the manuscript. The names of die two Bengali villages, Radhanagar and
Chandipur, are pseudonyms, as are the names of all persons menooned in the discussion
of the two villages.
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PoLmcu. Anthropology

In attempting to analj-ge the structures of South Asian ullage society", 1 have

been impressed by the madequacj' of onitaiv' conceptions of soda! sj'stems to

deal uith the diverse facts of actual social life. Anthropologists uho concern

themselves svTth societies in which most sodal relations of all kinds are among

kinsmen may be able to make some statements about socul structure u hich com-

prehend a large proportion of a sodet>*’s relations, whether these are relaaons

of kinship and afiinitj-, or legal, political, and ritual relations. How ever, recent

anthropological attention to the completity of actual societies seems to repre-

sent a step beyond the view that social structure ts a sj'stcm of invisible trolley

tracks guiding social actors m their cvciy morion. As Nadel (1957, pp. 153-54)

has pat it “It seems impossible to speak of social structure in the singular
”

It is impossible even to articulate the different “sectors” of social structure (or the

several social smicnires of a socier> ) with one another; at least, it cannot be done

wtthm the same logical framework, using onl\ one set of terms. Rather, we need at

least three different terms—recnutment. interpersonal command, and relanve command
over resources and beneSts Onli the second set of terms corresponds to the conven-

tional entenon of social structtue. relaaonships in virtue of direct interactioo, the ffrst

indicates onI> the mechanics {or 'organizaaonal* factors) underl>mg the assumpaon of

posiaons and rebnooshipis, and the third introduces an extraneous reference point, de-

fining relaaonships indirectlv. Finally, the two command cnteru demonstrate little

more than the distnbuuon of power and aothont>', so that social smicmre comcides

widi power and anthont>‘ structure.

Eshaustive anal>-sis of social action m terms of recruitment and command does

not tell all that needs to be said abont a social structure But recruitment and

command seem to be of overriding importance in the political “sector” of a

soacn,', what Xadel might have called the "pobncal social smicrure"

Anthropologists and other social sacntists have frequently dealt with the

problem of defiiung the terms and scope of research necessars to comprehend
political smicmre The most common terms—power, authontj-, politics, and

government—have received the most numerous and most confusing definitions.

I have selected a few existing defiiuaons and distmctions which seem most useful

for the purposes of this research. Bailey (1963b, p. 223) defines “the pohrical”

as “that aspact of any ao. whscb ctmctmo the disttibcmDn of power, pitfriding

that there is competition for this power, and provided, secondly, that the com-
petition takes place under a set of rules which the competitors observe and which
ensure that the competition is orderly.” It is helpful to specify that the “power”
sought by contending poliricians or groups is “pubbe”, neither political action

nor any other kind of aenvitj- ever imolves all social power. \Vhere pubbe
power IS used without competition, the action is not politics but administration

or government, seen here as a process rather than as a smicmre. M. G Smith

(1960, pp. JS-19) conceives of “power” m the context of administration or

government as “authontj-.”

The distinction between political and adnunistTam e action . . . derives from the
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distinction ben\ een po\% er and authorit> . Aothonty is, m the abstract, the right to make

a particular decision and to command obedience. . . . Power, in the abstract, is the

ability to act effecthely on persons or things, to take or secure fasourable decisions

\\hich are not of right allocated to the indmduak or their roles.

David Easton, a political scientist who has given thoughtful attention to the

work of social anthropologists on politics, objects to the conceptual approach

to politics through power and the conflict ov'cr power. He is concerned with

the development of a coherent set of concepts which facilitates research, he

finds that the use of “power” as a central idea does not ser\'e his purposes,

though It is superior to the concept of the “state” as a focus for political research

(Easton, 1953, pp. 115 ff.). TTie difficulty in the “power approach” to politics,

at least as k has been practiced, is that it

omits an equally vital aspect of political life, its orientiuon toward goals other than

power Itself. Political life does not consist exclusively of a struggle for control; the

struggle stems from and relates to conflict over the direcuon of social Ufe, over public

policy,as\ve say today in a somewhat legal formulation (p. 117).

I indicate this objection to the approach tvhich I take to my subject in order

to make k clear that, for the time being, I am talking only about the conflict

over power, not about admimstrarion, government, or the direction of public

policy in South Asian villages.

Power and Conflict

A convenient, bnef definition of polirica! activity is “organized conflict over

public pow er.”^ A good deal of political conflict is of a perfectly ordinary variety,

as when t\5o candidates stand in opposition to one another for election. Conflict

of this kind is controlled by a socially recognized set of rules and is generally

regarded as “compeation.” In other circumstances, particularly where political

change is under way, conflict is not regulated by a single legitimate order. This

kind of conflict is of primar>' importance in contemporary South Asian villages.

Political conflict frequently occurs not between mdividual actors but between

groups—corporate groups, such as political parties or lineage segments, and non-

corporate quasi-groups (xMayer,. 1965), or factions (Nicholas, 1965).

Occasionally, councils or committees of certain kinds are thought to make
consensual decisions over which there is no conflict. We may be tempted to

regard decisions of this kind as part of the “process of government” not involv-

ing the “struggle for power,” since conflict does not appear to be an essential

part of governing. In many oligarchic regimes (“elite councils,” Bailey, 1965)

1 Although I have employed this deflmaon as a guide in the present research, I do not
regard it as disongmshing between all important polincal phenomena and all other social
acmiw’ In hts dsscussion ol this paper. Professor Henry Hart argued that this defimaon deprives
politics of some of its most important ingredients. I have stayed with thig more resmeted
defimaon for the ame being because I think it is more fruitful to cast a smaller net at this
stage of research, and because of my interest in all forms of social conflict. The recent volume
on Pobttcal Anthropology (Swartz, Turner, and Tuden, 1966, p. 7) offers a more compre-
hensu e and more useful defimaon of poliacs than this one. Unfortunately, the present analysis
was completed before the introduction to that book was written.
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where decisions are reached through consensus, no overt conflict within the

regime can reasonably be expected, since the dominant political cleavage in the

society does not run through the council, as it does in the British Parliament,

for example, but between the council and the public. Thus, even where con-

sensus IS the normal method of decision-making, conflict occurs as a regular

and essential part of political activity. The problem for the investigator lies in

locating the cleavage across which conflict occurs, since it is this cleavage which

organizes the political arena The rules of politics in a society organize the ac-

tivity of politicians and political groups, the political cleavage orients them to

one another and defines the extent of political activity in the society.

Before discussing the procedure employed to detect the dominant cleavages

in South Asian village politics, I shall examine in a little more detail the kind of

conflict not regulated by a single legitimate order Bailey (1960, pp. 7-8) dis-

tinguishes between “conflict,” such as that which occurs between the roles of

a single actor who is both a father and a mother’s brother, and “contradiction,”

irresolvable conflict which "indicates that the total situation cannot be under-

stood within the framework of a single omnicompetent structure.” Conflict of

the simple kind is governed by rules contained within a single structure and

“w’lll even play a crucial part in maintaining the structure.” Contradiction, on

the other hand, is tc be understood through the assumption that “there are two

OP more structures,” each with its own set of rules, “operating in a single

social field.” Contrasung with equilibrium-maintaining conflict, contradiction

“is symptomauc of social change.” Observing this disuncnon, we shall find, in

most cases, conflict within and maintaining the “older" political structures of

South Asian peasant communities, while contradictions occur between “old”

and “new" polmcal structures. Conflia and contradiction cannot be distin-

guished from one another in individual empirical instances, one of the chief tasks

of this essay is to perform the analysis which distinguishes between them.

The concepts elaborated above—power and authority, conflict, and contra-

diction—are comparatively high-ordcr abstractions. They do not facilitate re-

search by themselves but can be put to work easily when they arc combined

with the concept of the “poLcical arena,” or “field” (Bailey, 1960, pp. 243-48).

A difiiculty in comparative poliocal research is to determine what it is that

should be compared. At the highest level, politics of national states can be, and

frequently are, compared. States fulfill certain minimal functions which guar-

antee that some aspects of their political life will be comparable. Clearly, there

are many political arenas below the level of the nation in federal systems there

are component states, elsewhere there arc constituencies, counties, cities, and

other umts which have political structures of their own. But it is well known
that certain Amencan cities, for example, have ancient political boundaries

which do not include modem suburbs, each of which then has a miniature

middle-class polmcal life of its own; whereas the boundaries of other cities

extend to include their middle-class populations for miles around the center

of the city. Two such umts are clearly not comparable, or need contrastive

analysis primarily on account of their fundamental differences.
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Looking not at the struggle for power, for the moment, but at the process

of policy formulation, we may say that parliaments and legislatures are arenas

or fields of conflict for political parties. More frequently than is expected, how-

ever, parties themselves compose arenas, often to the virtual exclusion of multi-

party competition. In the state of Louisiana there is, for practical purposes, only

one party, but it is divided into txvo factions; “bifactionalism has injected clanty

and order into the confusion of one-party politics” (Sindler, 1955, p. 662). An
unprepared comparativist from Ohio might observe the Louisiana legislature in

operation for some time before discovering that the important arena of political

conflict in that state ^v’as located not in the legislative chamber but in the Demo-

cratic Party caucus room, where the actual decision-making was under way.

In short, there is nothing to tell one beforehand that a particular social unit

or governing body is significant for political research. The arena of political

conflict must be identified “on the ground,” so to speak, and a handy guide to

its identification is the location of the breach across which most conflict passes.

The nature of the conflict itself is determined by the rules of the system, it may

be blood feud, sub-homicidal violence, invective, or peaceable voting. Knowing

something of the rules, the student may quickly identify the sides which the

various participants take, thereby detecting the dominant political cleavage.

And by identifying the group to which all of the participants belong, one

detects the arena in which political conflict occurs. It goes Mithout saying that

no society of any scope has only one important political arena. Bailey (1963b)

has recently examined politics in Orissa by looking down the wrong end of a

telescope at progressively less-encompassing arenas, from the state, to the con-

stituency, to the individual village. This essay is concerned only with arenas

of the minimal son, villages.

For the most part I shall be discussing South Asian viUages in the post-inde-

pendence penod. Here and there, however, historical examples are used to show
what IS meant by a particular form of political organization or political conflict.

When discussing systems of land tenure, I utibze nineteenth-century materials

in order to explain how these systems existed de jure. Reforms in independent

India have worked major changes in the legal land tenure positions of many
cultivating families, but, when the contemporary situation in South Asian

villages is e.xamined, I am more concerned with the effective than with the

legal landholding system.

POLITICAL CLEAVAGES IN TWO BENGAL VILLAGES

Radhanagar, an agricultural village of nearly 600 persons, is located in the

low-lying eastern portion of Midnapore District, West Bengal, about sixty miles

southwest of Calcutta. Chandipur village has a population of nearly 1,000 per-

sons; it is situated on the bank of the Bhagirathi River in Murshidabad District,

about 120 miles north of Calcutta. There is a fundamental difference between

the kinds of cleavages across which conflict passes in these tw'o villages; I hope

to reveal this difference by contrasting the forms of political organization found
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in these communities The most obvious difference between them, as I shall

show in more detail later, is that the dominant political cleavage in Radhanagar

IS vertical, while that in Chandipur is horizontal.

Vertical political cleavages are characteristic of the ideal unstratified society,

while horizontal cleavages are characteristic of the ideal stratified society. This

is a statement about political systems in the most general and abstract terms, it

IS apphcable to the analysis of political systems m societies of all scales at all

times. In contemporary South Arian peasant villages, vertical political cleavages

appear most frequently in the form of factions, and within certain castes, in

the form of divisions between segments of pacnlineal descent groups. Horizontal

political cleavages in South Asian villages are found most frequently between

caste groups and between ruling autocrats and their subjects Elements of all

of these sources of cleavage are found at work structuring the political arenas

of Radhanagar and Chandipur.

Politics in Radhanagar

Though there has been human habitation in Midnapore District for many
centuries, most of the villages in the eastern part of the district arc probably

not old. It IS likely that some of the most ancient towns in the eastern area-

Tamralipri, Ambikanagsr, and Ghatal—were centers of a popularion which grad-

ually expanded into the less attractive interior deltaic areas (Mukerjee, 1938,

p. 127). The earliest known kings of the area were Kaibamas, members of the

same caste which is today dominant in the district. They were Buddhists until

perhaps the tenth century (Hunter, 1868, p. 100), traces of ancient Buddhist

village institutions are still found in villages of eastern Midnapore and in Tamluk
town, successor of the classical port of Tamralipti. Midnapore, in the south-

western comer of Bengal, escaped most of the impact of Muslim rule and was
not hard hit by the Maratha invasions. The area became imponant early in the

British period, however, as a source of salt, as well as for land revenue.

As in most of Bengal proper, the parganas into which Midnapore was divided

by the Mughal land revenue system were intertwined and sometimes wholly or

partially enclaved m one another. This situation tvas not simplified by the Per-

manent Settlement of Revenues m 1793. On the contrary, divisions of estates

among joint heirs, and numerous auctions and re-auctions of tax-collecting rights,

brought on by the inability of zamindars to pay fixed revenues on an agriculturally

fickle area, lent additional complexity to the land tenure system.

Radhanagar village is a part of a mauza (revenue village) located in Mandalghat

pargana, which, in turn, w'as formerly part of a small domain subordinate to the

Maharaja of Burdwan. The village contiguous witl» Radhanagar on the east paid

its taxes “directly” to the Burdwan Raj The village of Govindapur, which is

physically and in many respects socially contiguous with Radhanagar on the

west, was part of the little zamindari “kingdom” of the Kashijora Raja of

Raghunath Ban, Midnapore District. In the Ka^ijora pargana the standard unit

of land measurement is a bigha, equal to 0.52 acre. In the Mandalghar pargana,

to which Radhanagar belongs, the standard bigha is 0.33 acre. The boundary
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between the tw o parganas cuts through the middle of a cultivated field directly

south of the inhabited area of Radhanagar tullage. Kashijora pargana was styled

a kamcd mahal, on which revenue was not collectable in years when the annual

flood was too deep for the local variety of nee. In Mandalghat, however, taxes

w ere not remitted on any account, which may explain in part why Radhanagar is

today a comparativ'cly poorer village (1.31 acres of land per family) than Gov-

indapur (1.87 acres of land per family). Traditionally, when the marriage of a

son of a Radhanagar cultivating family was arranged, in addition to bride wealth,

the groom’s father had to contribute a bab (rural Bengali form of Arabic abvab,

an additional cess) of Rs. 11/8 to the zammdar (which now goes to the village

fund). If the bride came from another pargana, however, the bdb was Rs. 12/8,

including a rupee for the zammdar from whose domain the bride came.

Beneath this complex set of interloclcing httle kingdoms, there is a pleasing

simplicity. Each village is very much like the others in the area. Even in the

nineteenth century, apparently, the zamindars did not concern themselves much

with the affairs of individual villages in eastern Midnapore. The area is low-lying

and generally regarded by outsiders as one of the most unhealthy parts of Bengal.

Some members of the Burdwan Rap family once donated a tiva Unga to the

Radhanagar village temple. And once the zammdar is said to have ridden through

Radhanagar on a horse and left a patta (literally, “information,” “whereabouts")

stuck m the thatch of a village house, the inhabitants w’cre required to cultivate

the land described m the pitta. Although no one is quite certain when this event

took place, the land gained in this way is still regarded as somehow “special” by

the family which cultwates it. For the most part, however, cultivating families

simply paid their taxes each year after the winter harvest to the zamindar’s agents,

who came around in the company of the village headman.

The tahsildar and gotnasta, the local agents of the zamindan system, interposed

themselves m the affairs of Radhanagar largely in pursuit of their tax-collecting

duties and their personal financial schemes. It was apparently a custom of minor

zamindari officials in rural Bengal to levy illegal cesses m their own interest on

villages within their control. The village headman was reduced by developments

in the zamindan system during the Bntish period, from an independent, hered-

itary spokesman for the peasants to the lowest rung in the tax-collecting

apparatus. He took as his reward one-fourth of the amount collected and, in

addition, had a portion of his own taxes remitted on account of his service to the

zammdar. It seems likely that he colluded with the zamindai’s agents in the col-

lecoon of abvabs, of which he took a share. The standard abvabs paid by villagers

when they held auspicious ceremonies were supposed to go to the zammdar.

However, in a large zamindan like that to which Radhanagar belonged, news
of such events rarely passed up through the hierarchy to the zammdar, so that the

tahsildar appropriated many of the fees for himself. If the headman succeeded in

keeping a marriage or first-rice ceremony from the tahsildar, he might retain the

abvab, announcing that it would go into the village fund.

When I worked m Radhanagar, the headman was thought by villagers to bne

his own pockets at the expense of the village fund and of individual villagers at
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every opportunity. An example is the following description of a land transaction,

which was told me by Dhiren, the man who served as witness:

The maternal grandfather of Basanta Das owned much land m this village. He had no

sons, so Basanta’s father, who was poor, became a gbar jamat [son-m-law in the house],

but he died before his father-in-law, so Basanta became heir to the land. Now his ma-

ternal grandfather kept a mistress. Perhaps she lived in Calcutta—I don’t know. She

purchased three bighas [one acre] of land in this village, but when her lover died he

had the title to the land. Basanta decided to obtain the land without paying for it. The

woman was in financial distress shortly after her lover's death and offered to sell the

land to Basanta He said he would not give any money for it So she made a visit to

Radhanagar to try to find another villager who would buy her land. She told some

people that if they could arrange the sale she would make a contribution to the village

fund Suren Mukhya, the headman, privately told her that he would buy the land with-

out title for Rs. 600, though the current price was nearly Rs 6000 [probably an exag-

geration]. Suren Mukhya called for me to witness the transfer, because I did not know

the details of the affair.

After the title had been registered m the Subdivisional headquarters, he told me what

he had done No one was sorry for Basanta. but everyone was angry that Suren Mukhya
had taken the opportunity to buy the land for so much less than it was worth. Villagers

asked that Suren Mukhya at least make a contribution to the village fund, but he re-

fused. Everyone is happy when Suren does not appear at village litigation because this

means that the fine which is collected can be used for an all-village affair, rather than

going into the headman’s box.

The final sentence of this testimony can be taken as a gratuitous bit of propa-

ganda. Moreover, it is likely that Dhiren knew quire well what was under way
when he witnessed the transaction, but at the time of the event he was a member
of the pro-headman faction m Radhanagar politics. By the time he told me this

story, however, he had become an opponent of the headman. He was not as

strong an opponent as Basanta Das, however, who often drank heavily in the

evenmg and went around the village vilifying the headman’s name and telling

tales, true and fictitious, about his misdeeds. Basanta even had the nerve to stand

as a candidate against Suren Mukhya in a village election, an act regarded as

irresponsible by most opponents of the headman This election provided an event

which “crystallized" all of the lines of political cleavage in the village and made
clear the alliances and oppositions of almost every family. Before examining rhese

cleavages, however, it will be necessary to explain some relevant features of

Radhanagar’s social structure.

As in most South Asian villages, the population of Radhanagar is divided into

a number of distinct, named, ranked caste groups, which are indicated in Table 1.

The SIX castes of the village arc clearly divided by public opinion into five ranks.

Looked at in one way, Radhanagar might be said to have a very elaborate form

of social stratification for such a small commumty. However, compared to other

South Asian peasant villages, Radhanagar appears to be remarkably unstratified by

caste, a great majority of Radhanagar villagers arc members of the sing)e large

group of Mahishya {mihifya} Cultivators. The Vaishnava {baisnab) caste, com-

prising about 9 per cent of the population, is deviant for reasons connected with
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the facts that it is, strictly speaking, a religious sect rather than a caste and that

virtually all descendants of illegitimate unions are regarded as members of the

group. Thus, the Vaishnavas of Radhanagar (with the notable exception of

Basanta Das, who ^tas mentioned earlier) generally have no agricultural land as

a consequence of having no patrimony. The Muslim M'^easers are also poor (with

the exception of one man who has become prosperous as a cloth merchant). The

houses of all of the Muslim Weavers stand upon a small plot of land which

formerly belonged to a Radhanagar \nllage temple The Weavers purchased this

land after zamindari abolition, though verv little agricultural land is owmed by

members of the group.

The Brahmans of Radhanagar earn their livelihood by performing religious

ceremonies in Mahishya households and in the village temples. Most of their

small plots of agricultural land are on usufructuary mortgage to the headman.

The Washermen are tillage servants who live far from the main part of Rad-

hanagar, on the edge of a large tank belonging to the village The Fishermen

are residents of another distant corner of the tillage, near the point where the

borders of three villages meet. A small neighborhood of their caste-fellows

straddles the three village boundaries.

A village affair in Radhanagar means a .Mahishta affair. The headman is a

Mahishya. All the important political leaders of the community are Mahishyas.

Differences in caste rank and caste power do not serve to distinguish among vil-

lage poUucians in Radhanagar Yet there is poUdea! conflict in the village, so

there must be cleavages of some sort.

A natural inclination for a person from Western industrial society is to look

TABLE 1

Tut SYSTtVt Of CASTE STRATinCATlOS tV RaDH-^NACAR VqXAQE.

% Of

Caste total population

Mahishya Brahman 1.5

Vaishna'a 9.1

iMahishya Cultivator 76.7

Kaibartta Fisherman 1.5

Washerman 1.5

Muslim Weaver 9.7

100.0%
Note: The method empIo>ed to rank the casas of Radhinagai js closely similai to Aat

described by Freed (196J). Differences between Freed’s method and that employed here,
as well as the method for preparing the “blocL diagram” shown above, were described by
Marriott, Freed, and Nicholas 11963).
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for these cleavages m “social cJass” differences Indeed, in the reckoning of

Radhanagar viHagers, differences of social class do exist. There are men xvho

o\5n enough agricultural land to support their families \\ithout outside xtork.

There are men who are landless or own so little agricultural and garden land

that they must get most of their incomes by hiring themsehes out as daily

laborers. Finally, there are a few men tvho o«n more land than they can con-

veniently culavate themselves and give it to others who share-crop it for a 50

per cent share of the produce. There are no Radhanagar landholders who engage

in this practice on a consequential scale. But the difference between those who

have enough and those who must work for others m order to earn a living is the

basis of a distinction between “big men” and “small men" m the milage. Big

men, independent Mahishya Culmaiors, have the right to participate fully in

village decision-making Small men may talk, and even dispute, when the affairs

of the village are under discussion, but the big men may take just as much

account of the opinions of the small men as they like

To a small man who has no land except his house plot, the gap between

himself and Suren Mukhya, who has a little more than five acres of agricultural

and garden land, appears quite large Yet a man can gam or lose five acres in a

lifettmc. Ahemaavely, we may $a) that the economic pow cr represented m five

acres carries with it political power for the holder, but not very much more

power than several other men in the village have. Compared with peasant socicues

elsew-here m India, Radhanagar has a relatively equitable distribution of land.

The dispersal of economic power among various famibes in the community

implies a dispersal of poliuca) power also

One of the most obvious ways of dividing Radhanagar, and all the other

villages in its area, is into geographical units, which I shall call “neighborhoods”

(Bengali, para). The villages of eastern Midnapore and other parts of the acuve

delta of Bengal are settled in a dispersed pattern It is about a mile from one side

of Radhanagar to the other Because of the routes of the pnncipal paths through

the inhabited area and the location of important households, the village is divdded,

in the conception of villagers, into three pans the east, north, and w est neighbor-

hoods Each neighborhood has a degree of autonomy m the settlement of local

disputes and an acknowledged leader or set of leaders, the big men of the neigh-

borhood, whom I call neighborhood elders Further, each neighborhood is ex-

ogamous, though v illage endogamy is permitted. These and other features serve

to define the neighborhoods of Radhanagar and, thereby, the primary spheres

of influence of the political leaders of the village. Even Suren Mukhya, though

he is recognized as the headman of the entire village, settles most disputes and

otherwise exercises his authonty lately in his own east neighborhood.

The east neighborhood is the most populous of the three major divisions, about

37 per cent of the population resides m it. Besides the members of the Brahman,

Fisherman, and Washerman castes, and most of the poor Vaishnavas, this neigh-

borhood includes three large groups of Mahishya kinsmen, one of them the

headman’s kin group. The headman may intimidate members of minority castes,

but he must form political alliances with the major groups of kinsmen if they
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are to respect his authority and gi\e him polincal support. This he has done with

moderate success. The north and west naghborhoods are largeiv alien to the

headman, howeter, and he has onh a few supporters in them.

The west neighborhood, the smallest of the three, contains about 29 per cent

of the tillage population. The acknowledged leader of this neighborhood is

Dhiren, my informant for the siorj' related earlier. Dhiren’s family was much
wealthier and more powerful before 1942. That tear brought flood and famine

to the village and ruined the fortunes of Dhiren’s familv. Dhiren learned the

elements of what the villagers regard as “homeopathic medicine” and earns a

small income from his medical practice. He owns only about 2.4 acres of land,

but part of that is a relatively large, taluable betel garden. Thus, while Dhiren

Doctor is not wealth) , he is still one of the wealthiest men m his vcr>' poor neigh-

borhood, w here most men are agnculcural laborers. He senously reduced his

influence in the ullage when he came into sharp conflict w^th the largest land-

holder in the north neighborhood, but his \ ounger brother has maintained good

relauons with the families alienated from Dhiren.

Thirn--four per cent of the villagers Ine in the north neighborhood, which

is the most rebellious against the headman's authonn . One Mahishya km group

and the senior of n\o Muslim Weaver descent groups support Suren Alukhya,

the remainder, two important Mahishva kin groups and the jumor lineage of

.Muslim M'eaters, support the most skillful and successful of the headman’s

nvals, a 40'year-old .Mahishta named Gopak Gopal, with only 3.4 acres of land,

is not unusually wealths. He is a member of a large bn group slx separate

households, each headed by one of Gopal’s brothers or classificatory brothers.

Two of these men are older and wealthier than Gopal, but he was informally

chosen as poUtical spokesman fot the group and for the neighborhood. He has

had a few* sears’ more educaaon than the others and is regarded as an excellent

speaker. Dormg the 1942 Bengal famine, Gopal, his two elder brothers, and an

east neighborhood man built their little fortunes by smuggling nee from Onssa.

Gopal acquired a special reputation for cunning dunng this period.

I may now summarize some outstanding features of political organization m
Radhanagar before turning to an important recent poLneal event. Radhanagar

was a part of a large zamindan before the abobtion of this s>'stem of ta-X-coUecting.

The zammdar had Lttle occasion for mter^ening m the affairs of the village,

though his agents probablv plagued the \nUagers frequently with illegal extra

cesses. The village headman was pivotal under the zanundari s>'stem. He had

hereditaiy- authoritv as the only spokesman for the entire village and also ac-

quired authorit)- as the lowest rung in the zamindar’s ta.x-coiIectmg apparatus.

A’illage pobocal and legal acti\nties seem to have been largely mtemal matters

before 1947, and the headman enjoyed a preeminent posiaon m these affairs.

The abobtion of the zamindan sjstem depnved the headman of some of his

authonr.*, but the economic power which he had accumulated under the old

order remains At the same time, the village is weakly stratified by caste and

b\ something like economic classes. These cleavages do not divide Radhanagar

families sharply or thoroughly for pohncal purposes. Much clearer lines of
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cleavage dmde the geographical neighborhoods of the village, with residents

of different neighborhoods supporting their local leaders.

There has long been jn Radhanagar something called a “panchajat,” or village

counal. ^ATienever a senous dispute arises or a crime is committed, the neigh-

borhood elders and other big men who care to consult with them are invited

by the headman to meet in the common \nllage pasilion to settle the dispute or

punish the offense The panchayat continues to evist m Radhanagar, but on top

of it the gos emment of \^'est Bengal has superimposed a new statutor)' pancha-

j-ac with pow ers limited b\- Jaw- and members chosen by unii ersal adult franchise

Universal adult franchise was known and sagucly understood in the silJage

before the autumn of 1959, when the elections for the statutory panchayat were

held. In both 1952 and 1957, Radhanagar residents had voted in national general

elections, had been courted by represeniames of the Congress and Communist

parties, and had been taught the value of their sores But the result of the tote

was invisible to them. A member of the W'est Bengal Legislative Assembly- was

far removed from their lives, and this was particularly true of theirs, who was

a Minister A member of the Lok Sabha in Delhi was an even more distant

figure. AJl an uneducated man might reabze was that bv voting in one way or

another he could please or displease his neighborhood elder, the village headman,

or a stranger from a polincal party. That his vote had some value was clear

from the fact that he was offered money for ir, but by the peculiar rule of

secrecy', the purchaser could never see what he had bought

The election of the new panchayat was almost cntirelv different, villagers

were choosing among men whom they knew. This time there was no one to

offer money’ for votes, though the pobdcal party workers came around again.

There were, however, acquaintances and authority figures from each villager’s

everyday life who were vitally concerned with how he voted, who told him

what he must do and what he must not do. The secret ballot was no longer

strange; what seemed strange in tins election was that important differences in

the village w ere momentarily erased Not only was there no difference betw een

big men and small men inside the voting booth but there w as not ev cn a difference

between men and women. Perhaps only a big man could be a candidate, but all

adults could vote The full impact of this change is still to be realized in rural India.

I need not giv e details of how the election w as run, as I hav e written about this

elsewhere (1963) Very briefiy-, the village was divided into two constituencies,

with two members of the panchayat to be elected from each. Candidates allied

with and opposed to the headman were nominated for each position-, those sup-

porting the headman w ere elected from the east constituency, opponents of the

headman won in the west constmiency. The headman himself did not run for a

position because he w-as w ainng to be elected to a higher-Iev el interviUage

panchayat. He was opposed for this seat by his enemy Basanta Das, but the

headman w-as able to defeat this “upstart” eaaly. It is much more important for

present purposes that I explain how the votes were organized.

At the Dmc of the panchayat elections diere were seven facaons, or would-be

factions, in Radhanagar. Elsewhere, I hare defined factions as “noncorporate”
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political conflict groups, the members of which are recruited by a leader on the

basis of dherse ties (1965, pp. 27-29). At the time of the panchayat elections,

only two political leaders were successful in recruiting supporters on the basis

of all the kinds of ties possible in the village. Suren iMukhya and Gopal, the north

neighborhood elder, organized large groups comprising 36 and 22 per cent, re-

spectively, of the village population. Both w'ere senior men in large kinship

groups, both had a number of economic dependents, both held a kind of hegemony

over low and subordinate castes living near them, both were neighborhood elders

and thus had strong neighborhood support, and both served as rallying points

for disaffected followers of opposed leaders.

However, many votes la> outside these two key factions in smaller independent

groups. Suren Alukhya was allied with the leaders of two large kinship groups

which together comprised 16 per cent of the village population. Gopal brought

some votes to himself and his supporters from Basanta Das's small family and

his one economic dependent. Dhiren Doctor and the west neighborhood stood

somewhat outside this polarization of factions, as did a large east neighborhood

(w'lth 33 members and over seventeen acres of land) and a few of its neighbors,

who, for various reasons, opposed the headman. The election strategies pursued

by these two groups baffled me for some time In the west constituency, Dhiren

Doctor stood for election in the headman’s camp, his younger brother stood

with Gopal’s opposition group. Similarly, an elder brother from the large east

neighborhood family stood for election on the headman's slate, while a younger

brother stood with the opposition It was later explained to me that they were

merely protecting their family interests Uncertain which way so unintelligible

a thing as a universal adult secret ballot would go, these families decided to be

winners either way. Now that the election has made the tendencies m the village

clear, the east neighborhood family seems to have thrown m strongly on the

side of the headman, while Dhiren Doctor, evidence indicates, is insinuating

himself into a stronger position in Gopal’s opposition group

When I witnessed political activity in Radhanagar, there seemed to be room
for a great deal of movement of this sort A big man might pursue his self-

interest in a variety of w’ays within the village. The goal toward which politi-

cians were aiming, it seems, was the expansion of their personal authority. Public

power in the village is very limited there is a relatively stable number of men

over whom one can expect to exercise command and very restricted resources

which one could conceivably control. Within these limits, however, any man

might rise to supreme authority.

Politics i> Chandipur

Chandipur village was the site of a flourishing bazaar in 1757 when Clive

defeated Suraj-ud-daula at Plassey, four miles south of the village. Clive stayed

the night of his victory in Chandipur, where he found provisions for his troops

The village stands alongside the old high road, which ran from the Mughal

capital of Murshidabad and the trading center of Kasimbazar to the now-useless

port of Saptagram. The road once constituted the eastern embankment of the
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Bhagirathi River, the first distributary of the Ganges in the Bengal delta. Now
the river has moved its course about a mile to the west, so that Chandipur

stands at a distance from the channel But the river no longer carries the bulk

of commerce m \v estern Bengal, and Alurshidabad is no longer the capital of the

province nor even of the district that bears its name, the British built their

headquarters south of the Mughal citv m Berhampur.

The villages surrounding Chandipur, and those directly across the river from

It, were divided among three different parganas Fatehsing, Beldanga, and Mahi-

sar Chandipur itself, early m the nineteenth century, became the headquarters

of an mdigo plantation which supplied a refinery located a few miles down-

stream from the village. Judging from the disposition of the former indigo lands,

the planter must have built up, with government assistance, a zamindari of sev-

eral square miles almost exclusively in the rich river bottom. The zamindars

around him were high caste Bengalis The Raja of Kandi, chief zamindar in

Fatehsing pargana, was a Kayastha. During the latter part of the nineteenth cen-

tury, zamindari rights m the village north of Chandipur were purchased by

Kalipada Chakladar, a Barendra Brahman who had made his fortune as a bar-

rister in Patna courts

Also at the end of the nineteenth century, German synthetic dyes began to

destroy the indigo market The roots of the present political order in the village

he in the rum of the Chandipur indigo plantation. I shall relate here a narrative

of the rise of the Pradhan family of Bhumihar Brahmans, more or less as it was

told to me by a Vaishnava religious man of the village This man, who had few

partisan interests in the village, was about 55 years old when he told me this

story, so some of these events occurred before he was bom or when he was a

young boy Other villagers have confirmed various parts of this story, so I feel

confident that this is how events are remembered, whether they are true or not.

The last mdigo planter was Smith Sahib. His land was yielding less of the “blue stuff”

each year, so he pressed harder on the cultivators. He kept 150 horses and a gang of

tnbal lathtyals [hired clubmen] to nde them. He also had an automobile Chittaranjan

Pradhan was his gomasta Toward the end of his life Smith Sahib went heavily into

debt m Calcutta, bringing fodder for his horses, gasolme for his automobile, wine, and
food in tins When he died, the lands and the busmen passed to his son in England,

who did not even care to find out what was happening In the meantime, even when
Srrmb Sabib was abve, Chittaranjan Pradhan had been getting plenty of money hy sell-

mg rice from the Company’s stores, by falsifying the records, and I know not what
other ways Soon after Smith Sahib died Chittaranjan set fire to the Indigo House, and
aU of the records were destroyed. Chittaranjan said that much paper money was burned
m the fire, but no one believes that

It was some time before Smith Sahib died that Kalipada Chakladar purchased the old

Mamknagar zammdan for Rs. 50,000. Kabpada came from an ummportant family. He
wanted to live like a nawab, and he bmlt the great house which now stands ruined in

Mamknagar. He used to have big parties which went on for days, with plenty of wine

and dancing girls He went into debt and began to sell to Smith Sahib inferior tax-

collecting rights on some of hiS land located m the uninhabited vtauzd along the river

west of Mamknagar When Smith Sahib died m debt the court gave temporary tax-

collecting rights over his own land and much of Kalipada’s land to two creditors, who
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were to take turns collecting the taxes until they were paid off. The first creditor to

get this right had difficulty in collecting from the peasants. So he promised that if they

would pay one year’s lax, he would write off the taxes for three years. The next

creditor could offer nothing less, so he said he would write off four years’ taxes for one

payment. With the taxes for seven years gone, the land reverted to Kalipada Chakladar.

Kalipada was desperate and prepared to get whatever he could from the land. He
announced that he would auction it off. The cultivators sold their gold, silver, brass,

and everything else they had, expecting to purchase rfie land for Rs. 30 to 40 per bigha.

The night before the auction Chittaranjan went to Kalipada and convinced him that the

land would bnng him nothing if he sold it at auction. Kalipada’s financial position

worsened, and he finally sold almost all of his zatnmdari to Chittaranjan for Rs. 8 per

bigha. That was the end of Smith Sahib and the Chakladar family. It was the beginning

of the Pradhans and the Bhumihar Brahmans.

Chittaranjan was already rich when he purchased most of the Maniknagar zamindari.

He gave both money and rice on loan to cultivators. He got 75 per cent interest per

annum on cash loans, and 100 per cent on loans of nee—more if he collected in cash

rather than rice. He died soon after zamindari abolition, and most of his zamindari

was seized by the government. People say he left Rs. 300,000 and 1000 bighas of land

when he died. His brother, Ramnarayan Pradhan, who is headman now, is trying to

get back some of the land by saying it was pnvate property, not zamindari But that

fanuly already owns more than the legal ceiling, they say they base divided their joint

family into three separate families, but it is still Ramnarayan’s family.

In all these transfers of zamindari rights, it is worth noting that the right to

collect taxes on Chandipur village itself was never transferred. This is because

the village was a khas muhal, an area over which the government, rather than a

zam'mdar, had the tax-collecting rights. 1 am not cenain why these rights were

resumed by the government; the village was once part of the great Burdwan

zamindari. The resumption of Chandipur may have been connected with the

“Indigo disturbances’’ of 1859-60, following which the right of the peasants

not to plant indigo, if they so chose, was recognized by the government. At any

rate, Avhen I worked in Chandipur, the tahsildar of the village was a classificatory

brother (FaElBrSo) of the late Chittaranjan Pradhan and of the present head-

man, Ramnarayan Pradhan. As I shall attempt to show in more detail later,

although Chandipur was a khas inahal for several generations, it is more like the

domain of a powerful zamindar than is Radhanagar, which was actually a zamin-

dari village. One bit of evidence for this statement concerns the standard abvab

of Rs. 22 collected whenever a Chandipur girl of one of the higher castes is

married. The abvab is a feature of zammdan tax-collecting systems, if the

actual zamindar of Chandipur—the government—were to be the recipient of this

cess, the tahsildar xvould be expected to collect it. The abvab being illegal, the

revenue minister could scarcely ask that it be paid, though the tahsildar might
try to collect it in his own interest. In fact, abvabs m Chandipur are collected

by Ramnarayan Pradhan and, before him, by his brother Chittaranjan.

Ramnarayan’s lineage, which includes the tahsildar’s family, also includes two
less powerful Bhumihar families headed by men from other villages affinally

connected to the headman; presumably these marriages were arranged to

strengthen the Pradhan family relarive to the other Bhumihar lineage groups in
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Chandipur. One of the other two lineages, the Tewans, is small and less wealthy

than either the Pradhans or the headman’s chief rivals, the Dubes. Altogether,

there are 21 Bhumihar families, 160 members of the caste, m Chandipur.

The Bhumihars are a prominent landholding caste in the neighboring state of

Bihar, their prominence extending at least as far into North India as Banaras

(Cohn, 1961a, p 619). During the last seventy or eighty years they have moved

into northwestern Bengal Although the group claims Brahman status, it may

have been Rajput m origin (Hutton, 1961, p 276) The Chandipur Bhumihars

migrated into the village about sixty years ago, from the village directly across

the Bhagirathi Their previous home was washed away by the westward move-

ment of the river channel. Much of the agricultural land which they own is still

located in riparian villages on the west bank of the Bhagirathi and in other vil-

lages of Kandi subdivision, where the caste is more strongly represented than

It IS on the eastern side of the nvcr In view of their relatively short career in

Chandipur, the rise of the Bhumihars is somewhat spectacular They have

acquired most of the land and have virtually erased all traces of the old author-

ity system.

The Chandipur caste hierarchy, shown in Table 2, is obviously quite elaborate.

There are eleven distinct ranks among the nineteen castes represented m the

community. Both social and ritual interaction among these nineteen castes, and

several other castes resident in nearby villages, is complex. I shall consider here

only those relations between members of different castes which most obviously

involve power economic and political relations.

Members of most castes either own agncultural land or work on it as laborers

or sharecroppers Members of some artisan castes own a Jirtle land, which is

ordinarily cultivated by sharecroppers. The Confectioners. Merchants, and Oil

Pressers are primarily shopkeepers and likewise depend upon others to farm

their lands. Most of the land which is owned by Chandipur residents, however,

is owned by Bhumihar Brahmans, they comprise 16 per cent of the population

but own over 62 per cent of the land. The significant feature of the sharecrop-

ping System IS that, because land is scarce, the landholder has considerable

authority over his sharecroppers, servants, and employees, and these economic

dependents or clients arc almost invanably members of castes ranking lower

than, the castes of theic patrons Thus, most pattotv-chent t«s ate between Rbuinl-

hars and members of other, lower castes. And the anisan and trading caste

members who give land to sharecroppers usually give it to members of groups

ranking lower than themselves In other words, the system of economic strati-

fication in Chandipur corresponds m a genera! way to the system of caste

stratification.

There is an important set of patron-client or employer-employee links in the

village which do not concern the land. The Carpenters have a thriving industry

in the manufacture of bullock cart wheels. Their wheels have a good reputation

over a wide area, and the demand for them has grown at a faster pace than

the natural rate of population increase in the caste. As a consequence, the Car-
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TABLE 2

The system of caste STHAnncATioN iv Chavdipur Village.

Catse

% of

total population

1

- Bhumihar Brahman 16.3

1

I* Funeral Brahman 0.2

1

c Vaishnaxa 2.8

D Confectioner 30

E Herdsman 114

F Garland-maker 28

G Barber 82

H Potter 3 1

I Hindu Weaier 7.8

I Carpenter 11.5

K Goldsmith 1 9

L Merchant 42

M Jugi Weaver 0.9

N Oil Prcsser 3 7

o
i

Raibanshi 2 2

P Chandal Fisherman 5.5

Q Patunt Boatman 0.6

R Scav enger 9.0

S Leathenv orker 4.9

100%
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penters ha;e had to begin empIoMng members of other castes, teaching them the

skills of Moodsiorking. The workers thus emplosed include most of the men

of the Chandal and Jugi Weascr caste groups in Chandipur The Carpenters

have mvested the profits from their business in agricultural land, and one > oung

man from the group, Jagannath Mistn, spends most of his time and energv in

village poliDcal affairs: he ats in the “polmcalK important” tea stall, where

most discussion goes on. This tea stall is patronized b\ several Bhumihar men.

mcluding the anti-headman Dube brothers, and bj Lalchand Qiakladar, the

Communist grandson of the old Mamknagar zamindar

Patron-client oes m Chandipur arc readily converted into political nes. Ja-

gannath \Itstn and Lalchand Chakladar arc close fnends, together thev or-

ganized the emplov ecs of the Carpenters and some Herdsmen w ho liv e nearby

to vote for the Communist candidates in the I9'“ general election The Dube

brothers organized fnends and dependents to vote for the Revolunonarv So-

cialist Partv . Ramnaravan Pradhan contented himself \\ ith turning out a maiontv

of the village for the Congress Pam To this extent, there u ere significant fac-

Dons in Chandipur politics. Higher-caste poliacal leaders organized lower-caste

dependents, as well as kinsmen and fnends. into polincalh opposed groups

Their abilirv to do this, however, was directlv dependent upon Ramnaravan

Pradhan s inacDon

Ramnaravan owns about M" acres of land, much more than anv other vil-

lager. 16 per cent of the total land held bv all villagcn. and per cent of the

total owned bv Bhumihan Ramnaravan operates a modest cloth shop in the

Chandipur bazaar, in a small bnck building of verv solid, fireproof construction

He does not sell as much cloth as one or two other shopkeepers in the bazaar,

and his shop is rarelv crow ded Most of tho<e w ho come are men seeking loans

or making pavments on loans which Ramnaravan has made to them \’illage

rumor savs that he sometimes has as much as Rs lO.OOO in his shop at a tune.

He rarelv leaves the shop, and when he does, on some financial or political errand,

he IS alwavs accompanied bv two or three of his gang of /ar/'n J/r. srrongarm men
recruited from among his dependents in the Mushm village south of Chandipur

Ramnarav an holds village tnak at his ow n com enience in the open courrv ard

beside his shop He beats accused thieves or adulterers until thev confess, then

fines them and pockets the proceeds Refusal to accede to one of his decisions

mav mean a visit from the Ijthyjis. who naght acadentallv beat a man to death.

There is. without doubt, much 1 do not know about events in Chandipur be-

cause Ramnaravan deaded that no one should tell me about them Only two

villagers spoke to me freelv on pobncal subjects a religious mendicant w ho had

alreadv renounced the material world, and the head of the small, independent

Bhumihar lineage Ramnaravan is an autocrat who cares I'ttle about the dis-

tinction between legiamatc and illegitimate power
The example of the village panchavat election is instrucove here, as it was

for Radhanagar. Earlv m 1960 the Block Development Officer and Panchavat

Secretary informed Ramnaravan that members ^ould be elected to the village
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panchayat, and that those chosen should select a member for the higher inter-

village panchayaL He called a village meeting, attended largely by the tea stall

politicians and family heads from the Brahman and middle-ranking caste groups.

Ramnarayan named the members of the panchayat, all Brahmans save the secre-

tar>', who is a young man from a Hindu Weaver household. The young Weaver’s

father is a prosperous cultivator loj’al to the headman; the young man himself

is an ally of the Dubes. He is apparently meant to represent the lower castes

and the insurgents in village politics. The Carpenters and their faction received

no such concession, hon ever. Ramnarayan chose himself as member of the inter-

village panchayat and easily became president of that body. He now favors

the appellation “President” more highly than his old titles of “Pradhan” and

“Zamindar.”

^^^hen I interviewed Ramnarayan Pradhan. he gave his age as 75 years. This

was probably somewhat too high an estimate; he feels that he is aging. He has

made all the preparations necessary’ to die, including “adopting” tivo of his

elder brother’s grandsons to light his funeral pyre and to inherit his share of the

property’ (he had no children of his own. though he was twice married). He

feels no compuhion to settle all the disputes in the ullage nor to make decisions

about every’thing that affects the community.

Jagannath Mistri, under the tutelage of Lalchand Chakladar. managed to get

funds from the local Communin’ Dc\e!opment Block to construct a night school,

ostensibly to give basic literacy classes for the Carpenters’ scheduled caste em-

ployees. Ramnarayan could have interfered with this project, either bv using

his influence with the Block Development Officer to prevent the Communists

from receiving money or simply by forbidding it. He took no action, how ever,

and the Communists constructed the night school, which senses as a social

center for the neighborhood and a credit to the “social work” of the Com-
munist leaders in the ullage. The Dube brothers got a similar grant from the

Community Development Block Co construct a combmacion library' and club-

house, which serves as a social center for the politically’ minded young men of

middle castes and the anti-headraan Bhumihars. In this case also, Ramnarayan’s

political interest would seem to have dictated that he intervene to prevent his

opponents gaming organizanonal advantage, ^et he did not interfere.

In his declining years, Ramnaravan seems to see political events which do
not represent an immediate threat to his sovereignty as representing no threat

at all He will be dead before these projects bear their sedmous fruits in the com-
munity. Thus, there is room for maneuver in Chandipur politics, based upon
the age of the headman. In other tyrannies the leeway' might be built into other

characteristics of the ty-rant’s personality'—his love for sports, for women, and
for dnnk, his distaste for administration, or even his poor way with figures

But a political system of this kind, based upon umque individual personahtv

differences, cannot be e.\tensivc nor can the tyrant’s idiosyncrasies be great, or

the svstem will fall.
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SOURCES OF CLEAVAGE IN SOUTH ASIAN
VILLAGE POLITICS*

The point of the descriptions of political activity and political change in the

preceding section is to indicate, by detailed comparison, some ma)or differences

among varieties of cleavage found in Indian and Pakistani village politics. The

principal task of this section is to draw the general conclusions from the specific

events. This will be done by contrasting the forms of political organization in

Radhanagar and Chandipur and comparing them with forms found in other

South Asian communities. In this section I consider, first, contrasts in the direc-

tion of political cleavage, second, the relation between landholding and political

cleavage, and finally, the relation bcnveen caste and cleavage Under each of

these headings recent changes in village politics are examined.

The Direction of Political Cleavage

As I stated earlier, two ideal types of political conflict can be constructed

conflict betxvccn groups which arc structurally equal and conflict between groups

which stand m a relation of super- and subordination to one another. This is a

statement in political terms of the differences between stratified and unstratified

societies, between societies m which solidarity is “mechanical" and those in

which solidarity is “organic” The characteristic unstratified society is a tribal

or “folk” society, m w'hich differences of wealth among economic units are not

great and in which, ideally, there is little scope for individual accumulation. In

such a society, political cleavages are vertical, conflict groups recruit members

of descent groups to fixed genealogical depths or utilize some similar principle

The characteristic stratified society is urban and industrial, it is divided into

social classes by differential relations to the means of production Political cleav-

ages in a stratified society, ideally, follow the horizontal lines of stratification,

political conflict is between social classes I hardly need to sa> that such a pair

of polar types grossly oversimplifies any known political sjstem, but this form

of characterization is helpful in explaining very large contrasts between differ-

ent political systems.

Peasant societies are “simpler” in some sense than stratified, urban, industrial

societies, but they are also clearly more "complex” than the ideal folk society.

They do not fit well into either of the ideal categories Whatever else it may be,

the caste system of South Asian villages is a system of social stratification Given

the ideal types of political conflict posited above, we might expect that political

conflict in a caste-stratified peasant commumty would arise between castes, not

between the more or Jess “equivalent” factions which predominate in Rad-

hanagar and which play an important but smaller role in Chandipur However,

Bailey (1963a, p 118), in analyzing the fundamenul features of the caste system,

2 The line ot thought implicit >n this anal>sis. that conflict is an imponant part of much
social acoon, and that dynamic features of social structure emerge from conflict, owes a great

deal to the wncings of Max Gluckman (for example, Gluckman, 1956), F. G Bailey (I960),

V. W. Turner (1957), and Lewis Coser (1956)
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points out that structurally “the ^’stem do« not allow of competition bet%veen

castes.” There is an important polirical implication contained in this character-

istic of the caste sj’stem.

The absence of competition ben\ een castes is connected x^nth the direction of political

and economic relationships. All castes are corporate groups so far as ritual is concerned.

But (. . . stating the rules of the game and not the way it is played nowad3>-s) political

cleavages (i e., competitive relationships) are between vertical groups, not social strata:

co-operative relationships run up and down between families in the dominant caste and

families in the service castes. Only the dominant caste has an autonomous political exist-

ence, not as a corporate politieal group, but as a field for polirical comperirion. Cer-

tainly no subordinate caste is a corporate political group.

I shall discuss the role of caste in tillage politics at greater length later. The

point to be made here is that, on structural grounds, caste ought not to appear

as a principle organizing political conflict. The structure is more complicated

than it is ideally represented, however; and, more important, it has been sub-

jected to powerful agents of change in the recent past. To return to the

question of social stratification and political cleavage: peasant societies are not

tribal societies with structural equivalence between indmduals or between seg-

ments. Social stratification in its less readily identifiable but more familiar form

of “social class" is present, even in so equalitarian a communitj’ as Radhanagar.

The difference between big men and small men is of considerable importance

in the running of village affairs. The big men do not constitute a corporate

group, though all or most of them may come together to compose a traditional

village panchayat for the purpose of making legal or governmental decisions.

The difference between big and small is clearly marked when decision-making

is underway; Radhanagar socieU' is divided bv a definite horizontal line. But

this horizontal division, sigmficant for public decision-making, is not an impor-

tant political cleavage in the village. The important cleavage runs through the

catcgor>' of big men, not betw een it and the catcgor>' of small men.

In Chandipur, by contrast, horizontal divisions in the societj’ are the most
significant poliacal cleavages. The clearest dwisLon, is that between the headman
and the remainder of the village. His authoritv' is greater than that of the aggre-

gate of other responsible villagers. He is the ruler, they are the subjects. There

are, however, marked differences m the degrees of subjection among the vil-

lagers. Loyalty, fear, and complacency are irirved with sedition, courage, and

involvement among the various factions and caste groups in the village. Many
Bhumihar families have a great deal of authontv’ over the lower-caste families

which are economically dependent upon them. The Carpenters, horizontally

demarcated from the Brahmans by difference in caste rank, have made significant

efforts to increase their power, which implies a reduction in the scope of Brah-

man influence.

A clear w ay of bringing out the relative importance of horizontal and vertical

cleavages in the politics of Radhanagar and Chandipur is by contrasting the

roles of factions in the two vilbges. In political activitv’, factions resemble certain
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kinds of corporate conflict groups, such as hneage segments in acephalous polit-

ical systems, in the important characteristic of “structural equivalence”—or per-

haps 1 should call it quasi-structural equivalence. 1 mean that, although m any

particular instance one faction may have more or fewer members, greater or

less power than another, the factions in any arena are not functionally different

from one another, as are political parties, for example. Factions, in other words,

are divided from one another by vertical rather than horizontal cleavages. These

divisions may originate in one social stratum and be extended to others, or they

may internally divide a single group or category which is united in its external

relations, but factions do not represent the interests of superordinate against

subordinate or other counterpoised, straafied groups.

In Radhanagar, factions correspond rather closely to this idealized repre-

sentation Faction leaders are big men, followers arc small men. Corporate group

affiliations, chiefly of kinship and caste, are important but do not go far toward

explaining loyalties in the community. Taken together, economic relations, resi-

dence locality, kinship, caste, and enmity dating from past conflicts can identify

the factional affiliation of any follower and the position of any leader vis-a-vis

the headman Further, almost every adult male is somehow involved in a faction,

thus determining the position of almost every household in village politics.

The two principal factions in Chandipur originate in competition between

two Bhumihar kinship groups The structural equivalence benveen these nvo

groups IS largely an anthropological Action, since one is so much more wealthy

and powerful than the other The third faction has originated m the recent

economic independence of the Carpenter caste group, which, according to

structural principles, ought to be dependent and subordinate. These three factions

do not come near exhausting the population of Chandipur, many families are

able to avoid identifying themselves with one or another faction because the

factions are of only secondary importance in the running of village affairs. Thus,

while there are factions in Chandipur, they do not represent the dominant po-

hacal cleavage in the commumty.

Another way of looking at the contrast between Radhanagar and Chandipur

IS to examine what happens when power is to be distributed, as occurred in

connection with the establishment of the statutoiy’ panchayats in the two villages

In Radhanagar many villagers xvent to work organizing support, assessing rela-

uve strengths, and calculating advantages, the outcome was uncertain until all

the votes were counted In Chandipur the only person who took effective action

concerning the new panchayat was the village autocrat, who held court to

announce his nominees This view of the political situations in Radhanagar and

Chandipur suggests another ideal distinction between tjpes of society, parallel

to, but not the same as, the contrast between unstratified and stratified societies.

The distinction here is between the condmons of maximum concentration and

maximum dispersal of power in pobtical communities. What would politics in

Chandipur be like if the headman held absolute power, controlled all the land,

and set all policy for village society—if all public decisions were made in his
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court? What ttould politics in Radhanagar be like if each householder in the

village had equal po%\er-

A society in which all power is concentrated in a single individual or role—

a barely imaginable situation—w ould not constitute an arena of political conflict

at all, since competition for power with an absolute tyrant is impossible. This

conclusion suggests that Chandipur is not an important political arena for the

headman; most of his political actisiu’ is outside the village with others of his

own kind rather than inside the village, where there is little for him to gain.

A society in which no person had any political advantage (a sort of Weberian

classless society) would also, ideally, be free from politics, since no enduring

leader-follower groups, in which leaders received greater rewards than fol-

lowers, could be established. This conclusion directs attention to the shifting

alignments of villagers and faction-leaders, which, in Radhanagar, accompany

e\ en minor changes m the path of personal interest.

Looking at the cleavages in Chandipur politics, then, we may say that they

are primarily horizontal, running benveen the headman and the public, and

between the Brahmans and other castes, particularly the rebellious Carpenters.

There is also a major \ertic3l cleavage, however, running between nvo Brahman

descent groups and continuing between members of various other castes or-

ganized by them. The pnncipal cleavages m Radhanagar, by contrast, run

vertically bet^veen the various factions, both major and minor. The horizontal

cleavage benveen “big men” and “small men” appears only when weight is

given to various opinions presented to the traditional village panchayat.

Land, Po\'er, and Political Cleavage

The title of this essay speaks about “South Asian villages,” not only about

two villages in West Bengal. This implies that there is a way of making sensible

and moderately realistic statements about village political organization in all of

southern Asia In fact, there are probably several w'ays of making statements

of this kind. Some of the most informative anthropological accounts have at-

tempted to make generalizations about the linguistic and cultural regions into

iihich [he subconanenc is divided. Here I shall aaempc co formalace general

propositions in a different way I shall divide the villages of India and Pakistan

into several types based upon major features of social structure.

Recalling Nadel’s criteria of soc»al structure—"recruitment, interpersonal com-

mand, and relative command over resources and benefits”—I can now formulate

a few’ central questions about politics m rural southern Asia. (I) How' is relative

command over resources and benefits allocated in a particular village^ The pnn-

cipal resource in a peasant socieU’ is, of course, agricultural land, it is not too

great a simplification to say that most benefits flow, directly or indirectly, from
agncultural production. Therefore, I ask. Is control over agricultural land and
its products centralized m the hands of a single individual or caste, or is this

control dispersed w'idely throughout the society^ The answer to this question

has a direct bearing upon the direction of political cleavage in a society. ( 2 ) What
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are the locus, nature, and extent of interpersonal command in the pohncal svstem

of a particular villaee- For the villages 1 discuss here, the ans\\er to this question

is closely related to the \vay in which resources are allocated Village politi-

cians convert control o^er resources and benefits into interpersonal command,

w'ealthy, high-caste men tell poor, low-caste men u hat to do and how to do it.

(3) How are persons recruited into political groups in a society' Where castes

or descent group segments are the principal political conflict groups in a village,

recruitment is largely by birth. But pohtics in most South Asian villages are

organized by factions which recruit their members through many and various

channels

There are two kinds of information about Indian village politics which appear

to go at least part way tow’ard answering these questions Data about systems

of land tenure, which, of course, tell us most about the answer to the first ques-

tion, also shed light on the answers to the second and third. Data about indi-

vidual forms of village pohtical organization provide answers pnmanly to the

second and third questions but also direct our arrention, in answering the first

question, to the importance of de facto rather than de jure interpretations of

local land tenure systems

There are two approaches to systems of land tenure which permit generaliza-

tions about the relations between landholding and political organization. The

most productive approach relics on informatioo about the distribution of hold-

ings in the villages actually under analysis. Unfortunately, information of this

kind IS still not consistently reported in social sciennsts’ accounts of Indian

village politics The second approach, which is taken here, relies upon in-

formation about land tenure which covers large portions of the South Asian
‘

‘ Information of this kind has the advantage of giving breadth to

lizadons about land and political organization, but it is of little use in the

: , of politics m any panicular community

Two of the three “classical” systems of land tenure found m India give us

names for polar-opposite situauons the zammdari s>’stem ideally implies perfect

concentration of land in the hands of a single individual, the ryotwan system is

ideally characterized by a set of socially equal, independent cultivators, each the

owner of the land he farms The clarity of the ideal distinction disappears when
Cases are considered, however Under both zammdari and ryotwan tenures, as

well as in joint villages, all degrees of concentration or dispersal of landholdings

may be found And, in a cyclical process wherebv wealthier families get more
heirs and less land when they arc at the pinnacle of success, a village marked

by high concentration of landholding at one time may appear very equalitarian

a generation or two later Part of the difficulty m using the classical labels for

land tenure systems is connected with the fact that each of these systems is

concerned with a slightly different set of rights m land the right to collect

taxes or rents, the nght to sell, the right to cultivate but not to sell, etc What
is important for political relations about rights m land is whether these can be

made to serve political ends, whether possessing a certain set of rights makes

a difference in one’s interpersonal command Clearly, where land is scarce.
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almost any right in land can be used to improve the command posirion of the

holder. In looking at the three systems of land tenure which existed prior to

modem changes in rural India, my concern is to show how the rights vested by

these s>’stems may be employed in village polirics.

1. Tjzrmndari villages. Properly speaking, zamindari is not a system of land

tenure but of tax-collecting. Thus, Baden-Powell, in The Indian Village Com-

munity (1896), does not treat villages in uhich de facto political pow’er is

held by a zamindar, though he does examine some village systems with “traces

of over-lord right” (pp. 380ff.). The reasons for this omission are multiple,

but basically Baden-Powell was concerned wdth de jttre rights. The East India

Company, from its earliest efforts at revenue administration in Bengal, attempted,

by and large unsuccessfully, to protect the legal rights of the cultivators from

the great de facto powers of the zamindars (Baden-Powell, 1892, I, p. 393). I

cannot here follow the entire historical argument showing that zamindars, w’ho

became agents of revenue under the Bntish, m ere, in pre-Muslim times, “chiefs”

whose original authority was primarily political rather than economic or ad-

mimstrative (sec Moreland. 1929, p. 8). WTiat is.important is that even to the

last under the Bntish, zamindars held preponderant political potver in their

domains.

The term “zamindar” is misleading in that it covers such a variety of figures.

A man \nth ta.x-colleaing rights over only one or two villages was a zamindar,

a self-st>'led maharata whose domain, though a million acres in extent and m-

cluding a thousand villages, was part of Bnash India was also a zamindar. De jure,

the two-village “zamindar" might be one of a long series of intermediaries stand-

ing between the tax-paving peasants and the man actually responsible for

handing the taxes to the govcmmenc This complex picture is greatly simplified

if we look at the zamindar from the point of view of the cultivator. Villagers

characteristically regarded as “their zamindar” the most powerful landholder

on the local scene, whether he w as a true zamindar, an intermediary, or a pow’-

erful independent owner of khis land like the Chandipur headman. A million-

acre zamindar, such as the Maharaja of Burdwan, who held ultimate ta-x-coUecting

rights ov er Radhanagar, could not intervene in the everyday political affairs of

any individual village within his domain. Thus, paradoxically, Chandipur, a

khas niahal, was structurally a zamindan village, while Radhanagar, in which
de •jure zanundan rights existed, was verj’ much like a rv'Otwari village.

Perhaps the best desenption of zamindar-peasant relations in mneteenth-cen-

turv’ Bengal comes from a reabstic novel set m a village of Burdwan District

(Day, 1878, pp. 259-61).

The zamindar was a large-bmlt man, taller than ordinary' Bengalis, and proportion-
atel> corpulent. He w as sitting like a lion crouchant. . . . Jayachind Raya Chaudun
(for such was the name of the zamindar of Kanchanpur) was, strictly speaking, not a

zamindar, but a middle man, for he held a PattxnitMuk under his Highness the Ma-
haraja of Vardhamana; but though he was only a Pattinidar, he w as usually called the
zamindar of Kanchanpur and of scores of other villages lying round about. He paid
2,000 rupees a j ear to the .Maharaja for the village of Kanchanpur: but it was generally
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believed that he himself realised in rents about rfifce times that amount. For the whole

of his zamindari, or rather pattani, he gave eighty thousand rupees to the Raja, but he

himself has admitted that after paying the Sadar ]ami, his own net profit amounted to

the round sum of two lakhs, or £20,000 a year. Such immense profit could only be

obtained by a system of rack renting, of illegal extortion, and cruel oppression.

The activities of this evil zamindar would be of less interest if the author did

not also portray the futile attempt of the peasants of Kanchanpur to organize

a stnke against an abvdb being collected by him. The representation of the dis-

cussion among the peasants (significantly tided “Politics at the Smithy”), the

fact that the discussion was reported to the zamindar by a spy, the shoe beating

that the zamindar gave to the principal protagonist, and the subsequent burning

of his house by two of the zamindar’s gang of Idthtyals all strike me as extremely

realistic—they might easily be duplicated in the life history of the Chandipur

headman (cf., Neale, 1962, pp 203-205).

Chandipur and Kanchanpur are both small-scale autocracies backed up by

private police forces and only vaguely sanctioned by external authority. The

history of the Chandipur headman illustrates another important principle of

politics under zamindan or pseudo-zammdan land tenure. The extension of the

Chandipur headman’s little domain had to be earned out at the expense of

neighboring zarrdndars, particularly the Chakladat family in Mamknagat vil-

lage. While the ordinary citizens of the community can direct their political

ambitions only against the superordinare zamindar, the zamindar himself is

involved in compenuon with others equal and opposed to himself, people from

whom he might conceivably gain something From the point of view of the

zamindar, his domain is largely an administrative concern, extending it is a

political and economic concern In terms of a pair of ideal types established

earlier, zamindari land tenure approaches the condition of the maximum con-

centraaon of power m society.

In general, the larger the domain of the zamindar, the more extensive his

authority. At the same time, the larger his domain, the further removed he is

from individual village political affairs Thus, for present purposes, small-scale

zamindars, intensely involved in local affairs, are the most significant. The prin-

cipal political cleavage runs between the zamindar and the taxpayers, and is

thus strictly horizontal. When a zanimdar is not present on the local political

scene, either because his domain is large or because he is an absentee landlord,

the direction of political cleavages will be determined by other considerations,

as has occurred in Radhanagar.

Of the mulutude of changes which being wrought in South Asian vil-

lages, I shall concern myself here with only two. land reform and voting. In

general understanding, the expression “land reform” refers to a governmental

attempt to alter the relation between land and cultivator m the interest of some

social objective. Particular local condmons give concrete meanings to this term,

so that the abohtion of the z.3mmdart system of tax-collecting is a special aspect

of land reform in rural West Bengal, East Pakistan, and other parts of South

Asia. Similarly, government efforts to prevent fragmentation of fields into un-
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economically small units is another aspect of land reform. In both West Bengal

and East Pakistan, where rural population density is exceedingly high, the goals

of equalization and prevention of fragmentation are mutually contradictory.

I cannot examine here all of the details of land reform laws passed state-by-

state in India and for the two wings of Pakistan.^ The land ceiling laws, which

are very significant for local power structures in rural areas, still permit indi-

viduals to hold amounts of land sufficient to guarantee their continued hegemony

over individual villages. The abolition of zamindari tax-collecting deprives zamin-

dars of a great deal of their former power. However, the fact that zamindars

have been able to retain most or all of the agricultural land which they o^vned

outright obviates some of the expected democratizing force of zamindari aboli-

tion. And there are many loopholes m the laws passed thus far which allow

large landholdings to remain intact. Nonetheless, the general direction of the

influence of land reforms on zamindari villages is away from autocracy. There

is a contradiction between the rules for local politics implied in land reform

laws and those upon which zamindari systems are based.

The effect of universal adult suffrage upon autocratic political systems is

potentially very great. Elections which are of most concern to villagers are,

of course, elections to local office village panchayats in India and the bottom

tier of Basic Democracies in Pakistan. The Basic Democrats in Pakistan seem

to have been uniformly elected by secret ballot, which gives some substance to

the voting right. In Radhanagar, voting was done by secret ballot, which affirmed

the relatively great degree of pobtical equality which existed in the community

before the statutory panchayat. In Chandipur, however, the election of members

to the village panchayat was not conducted by secret ballot. The “consensual”

procedure for selecting panchayat members is justified in some Indian govern-

ment circles by the strange assumption that villages which put on a show of

unanimity m political decisions will not be split by factions * Thus the Chandipur

headman was given an opportunity to continue the administration of viDage

affairs m his own way. A compulsory secret ballot in local government elections

would undoubtedly hasten the devolution of political power into the hands of

a larger number of villagers. Like effective land reforms, effective voting rights

are contradictory to the principles of zamindari political systems.

2. RyotiL'aTt ullages. I have only the slimmest personal experience with vil-

lages under the ryotwari system of land tenure as it was developed under the

British. Most of what I know about the political organization of these villages

I have gained from reading between the lines in Volume III of Baden-Powell’s

Land Systejm of British India (1892), his Indian Village Covmmmty (1896),

and from the numerous anthropological accounts of Mysore villages where I

3. Neale <1962, pp. 211-78) examines much of ihe background relevant to zamindari aboli-
tion m Uttar Pradesh, including factors m the structure of village society, prior to analyzmg
the “accomplishments” of the legislation.

4. The lack of justificaaon for this assumpaon is borne out in numerous recent accounts
of village politics. For example, K. Ranga Rao (196J, p. 1375), reporting on an Andhra .village
in which politics are patently organized by faettons. says "Currently the village is known to
be faction-ndden. . . . The present Pancluyat vras unanimously elected early in 1964. But it
IS very inactive.”
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believe rj’ocwari tenure prevailed before independence. What I say here, there-

fore, is tentative; I am anxious to receive further information on the kind of

political activity which characterizes ryotwari villages.

Ryotwari land tenure is, in one sense, the exact opposite of zamindari tenure.

Under the latter form, one individual is responsible for the payment to the gov-

ernment of all the taxes from one or more villages; under the former system,

each cultivator is mdividually responsible for the payment of his taxes directly

to the government. If zamindari tenure places great de facto power in the hands

of the zamindar, rj’onvari tenure would seem to disperse power widely among

cultivating families. The effect of r>’otwari revenue settlement on the village

of Namhalli m Mysore, for example, was to take control of much village land

out of the hands of the former proprietor of the village and give it to individual

cultivating families (Beals, 1955b, p. 84).

Baden-Powell’s figures (1892, HI, p. 142) for the old iMadras presidency sug-

gest that an average ryotwari viUage might have about 100 tax-paying culti-

vators. Besides the peasant families there would, of course, also be a ivuStvber

of village servants, priests, ctCn but recent accounts suggest that a majority of

the population would be made up of members of a single large cultivating caste,

or occasionally a block of such caste groups. There is no evidence that members

of these castes reckon kinship deeply, as would be expected in a segmentary

lineage political system, yet mdigenous poliacal acQvicy seems to have been

based upon a compedaon of equals within the village. If this is so, then we
may presume that village councils, in one form or another, were probably sig-

nificant And perhaps from Tef>' early tunes these councils were divided by
what we would recognae as vertical, factional political cleavages.

This is a grossly idealized and simplified picture; I could begin to make it

more realistic by caking account of the effect of demographic factors (see Beals,

1961, pp 31-33) or the number of village officers, either tradinonal or govern-

ment appointed, present in the communit)'. However, this would lead me aw’ay

from the point which is to mdicate how much Lke Radhanagar this ideal pic-

ture is. Baden-Powell (1896, p. 34) suggests that the indigenous tenure system

of Bengal proper (before the Mughals, and then the British, extended zamindari

tenure throughout) w’as ryotwan 1 have no idea what evidence led Baden-

Powell to tlus conclusion, but histoncal continuity aside, I would assign Radha-

nagar village without hetitaQon to the ryotwari type on grounds of political

structure.

Compared with the effect on zamindan villages, neither land reforms nor

voting would be expected to have a great impact upon the political systems of

ryotwan vOlages. Where a majority of villagers already hold agricultural plots

of limited size and no one owns a great deal more than anyone else, as is true

in Radhanagar, land reform is not an occasion for the redismbuaon of economic

or political power Because no one is extremely wealthy, the relatively more

prosperous culuvators would conanue to maintain dominant positions, to be

the “big men” of the community. The extension of political nghts, in the form

of voting, to “small men” and to members of minori^ castes which previously
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counted for little in village affairs might intensify old lines of cleavage between

factions. Whereas under the traditional political structure the big men might

fight out decisions affecting the entire community among themselves, now they

are required to recruit supporters and to consciously organize factions or parties.

A group of ablebodied men was previously of value to a leader only in physical

conflict, given universal adult suffrage, however, followers become essential in

nonviolent political conflict. Increased social and political functions for factions

imply that leaders must be more attentive to the needs of their followers—that

they must, in at least a marginal way, become “representatives.”

3. Joint villages. From the point of view of land tenure, jointly held villages

are more complex than either zamindari or rj'otwari tenures. From the point

of view of political structure, however, thanks to the thorough study given to

acephalous segmentary political systems in Africa, joint village politics are quite

intelligible to social anthropologists. And, in addition to the accounts of joint

land tenure systems (Baden-Powell, 1882, 1896), wc also have several recent

anthropological accounts of joint villages which explicitly or implicitly make

the connection between land, power, and politics (Opler and Singh, 1948, Cohn,

1959b, Barth, 1959a, 1959b; Lewis, 1958). As with the other systems described

above, I am forced to present the political structure implied by joint village

tenure in idealized outline here.

Two castes of northern India and West Pakistan, Jats and Rajputs, do not,

or did not in the past, ordinarily particion their agricultural lands. Land was

the collective property of a patrilineal descent group and was apportioned on

some equalitarian principle to all household heads. On the peripheries of quasi-

feudal Rajput states in medieval India (Ghoshal, 1929, pp. 234-36; Thorner,

1956, 133-43) and even within the dominions of the Muslim conquerors of

northern India (Opler and Singh, 1948, p. 468) were relatively extensive estates,

called mahals, held jointly by members of Jat or Rajput patrilineal descent

groups. The British encouraged the continuation of these joint holdings by set-

tling the revenue on entire mahals or upon individual villages, but making the

dominant caste “brotherhood” collectively responsible for payment. Respon-

sible men were named nambardars (number-holders) and were charged with

the responsibility of collecting and handing over the taxes, but these men seem

to have been no more than lineage elders, pruni mter pares (Baden-Powell, 1892,

II, pp. 30, 101).

Within the dominant propnetary caste, politics seems to have functioned

rather strictly on the principle of the opposition of equal lineage segments. Thus,

the Thakurs or Rajputs of Senapur (also known as Madhopur; Opler and

Singh, 1948, pp. 468-69; Cohn, 1961b) were divided into six structurally equiv-

alent lineage segments, each reckoning its descent from one of the sons of the

founder of the village (who was also founder of the mahal of which it was
part). Three lineages compose a moiety in opposiuon to the other three. Several

villages compose a mahal; in the taluk there are twelve mahals, each of which
was originally the domam of one of the sons of the sixteenth-century apical

ancestor of the group.
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An interesting question is raised by the persistence of such a “tribaJ” form

of social and political organization in a peasant society. First, it should be re-

membered that this description fits only the dominant caste, not any of the

subordinate castes. If we follow Bailey’s proposal that the dominant caste be

regarded as a “field for political competition,” then we may say that the Rajput

and Jat unilineal descent groups serve to organize the dominant caste of a

village into vertically divided segments for political conflict. This principle

does not in any way obviate the subordination of lower castes to the dominant

caste as a whole, nor does it hamper the development of patron-client ties be-

tween families in the dominant caste and lower artisan and serving castes.

In view of the widespread tendency for patrilineal families to partition their

property within a very few generations, the persistence of joint property or

joint rights of any kind over two or three centuries is remarkable. The explana-

uon for this system may he, initiall}', in the fact that the groups in which such

joint holdings persist are notable miliransfs The Rajputs and Jats expanded

to become dominant over large parts of northern and western India by warfare.

Sahhns (1961, pp. 341-42) has argued convincingly that, while segmentary

lineage systems “appear at the tribal level of general cultural evolution,” lineality

is a principle of social structure under ecological circumstances requiring “repeti-

tive, long-term use of restneted resources,” and “a segmentary lineage system

develops m a tribe that intrudes into an already occupied habitat rather than a

tribe that expands into an uncontested domain.” These conditions were undoubt-

edly met in ancient and medieval northwestern India. One effect of the British

settlement of land revenue under the tnahalvM system in the 1820’s may have

been actually to strengthen Lneage organization among the proprietary castes

by giving the lineages legally recorded corporate property in perpetuity. This

step contributed to the development of deep lineages and, thereby, fostered

the system of politics which brings lineage segments into conflict with one

another (Marriott, 1955a, pp. 185-86).

In many joint villages, land reforms would undoubtedly imply the distribu-

tion of land to lower castes whose members had tilled it for generations as

servants. A joint village was joint only for the dominant caste, and, as Baden-

Powell (1896, p. 26) has expressed it, “The idea that, e.g., a body of proud

Rajput co-sharers would acknowledge their cultivating tenants, and a fortiori

the potter, the carpenter, or the camar, as a part of their brotherhood ... is

something quite grotesque.” Thus, an expected effect of an utterly contradic-

tory new structural rule—rights in land for subordinate castes—would be the

creation of new horizontal cleavages between castes in village politics where

there had been only vertical cleavages between lineage segments in the past.

Similarly, voting suddenly gives political rights to members of all castes, where

these had belonged previously only to dominant-caste landholders. The general

consequence of recent changes in jomt village political systems is a weakening

of the authority of the dominant caste and a strengthening of subordinate castes.

Cohn's (1955) account of the difficulties and defeats sustained by the Madhopur

Chamars at the hands of their Thakurs when the Chamars attempted to take
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advantage of land refomis, legal protecrion, and voting rights is an indication

of the marked disparity between expected and realized political and economic

change in rural India. However, looking beyond the immediate situation to the

long-term consequences of recent legislation, Cohn (1959a) forsees the devel-

opment in India of something like the kind of peasant society which existed in

medieval Europe.

The Do.mi.vant Caste and Political Cleavage

In his original definition of the concept of a “dominant caste” m a South

Asian village community, Srinivas (1955, p. 18) emphasized four criteria of

dominance' (1) numerical preponderance, (2) preponderant economic power,

(3) preponderant political power, and (4) relatively high caste rank. The latter

two criteria seem to me to be derivative from the first two: a village caste group

IS, ideally, the only caste which “has an autonomous political existence,” and

as the chief recipient of services from other castes, has high caste rank as a

consequence of direct interaction. Later, Srinivas (1959, p. 15) added Western

education and occupations to his list of criteria, but these accomplishments are

directly dependent upon economic position and are not relevant to the many

South Asian villages still largely unaffected by Western education. The concept

of the dominant caste, as Mayer (1958, p 425) points out, is a descriptive rather

than an analytic one. But there seem to be only two essential terms contained in

It the dominant caste must be more populous than any other caste m a village,

and It must be economically the most powerful of the village castes, it must

have these properties, chat is, if it is to exercise “decisive dominance" (Srinivas,

1959, p. 15). In the absence of a numerical majority and perfect control over

wealth m a village, \\t might say that a caste exercises “relauve dominance,”

which implies that, m fact, most communities are characterized by several castes

exercising various degrees of “relative dominance” and attempting to expand

their control at the expense of other “relatively dominant” caste groups.

Bailey’s structural analysis of the caste system, predicated upon the existence

of an “absolutely dominant” caste at the head of a village society, suggests that

the “rules” of the system preclude the possibility of competition between castes

within the system. It is not necessary to construct a second model of the

caste system here, basing it upon a structure of relative dominance, it seems

sufficient to mdicate that even in pre-Bntish India there was undoubtedly com-
petition for position among castes, and considerable change in rank and power
benveen established and expanding or emerging caste groups. In the latter part

5. In the ideal model of a Mibge caste system, dominance derives from a superior power
alone, numbers play no necessary part m the establishment of a dominant caste. As I have
suggested at various points in my argument, the significance of numerical strength is not
great untd the introduction of uruversal adult franchise elections. There may have been occa-
sions in the past when the numerical size of a caste group was of importance, but, for the
most part, the legitimacy of the rule of even a smaQ dominant caste was rarely questioned. In
the words of a Senapur Chamar leader who had received a beaung from “his Thakur". “I was
capable of taking revenge, but I thought BBS was my Thakur and therefore equal to my
mother and father and he should not be insulted” (Col^ 19S9b, p. 87). This same village be-
came the scene of intense Thakut-Chamat conflict as early as 1938 (Cohn, 19SS, p. TO).
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of the nineteenth century, intercastc competition became, m certain regions

and in certain kinds of villages, a regular feature of local politics. One effect

of the anti-Brahman movement in Madras, a movement related, at the village

level, to the provision of economic opporturatics that would make low castes

independent of former Brahman patrons, may have been to solidify caste groups,

healing former factional cleavages and making intercaste competition the domi-

nant mode of political conflict (see, for example, Gough, 1955).

Bailey (1963, pp. 122-23) considers the fact that, nowadays, castes are fre-

quently found in competition with one another, even within a single village,

not to say m the wider society with which I do not deal here. In Tribe, Caste,

and Nation Bailey (1957, pp. 211-27) examines in detail the political assertion

of the Boad Outcastcs of Bisipara village in Orissa. In the decline of the old

order, under which the Boad Outcastes were clients of patrons in the dominant

Warrior caste of the village, the Outcastes found that new economic oppor-

tunities, legislative favors, and increasing population had created the possibility

for the caste group to act as a corporate political unit. “They are no longer

content with the position of ritual and political subservience, which formerly

the village offered them” (p 227).

Political affairs m Chandipur village are primarily the business of the dominant

Bhumihar Brahman caste group and, within that, of the powerful headman But

the economically mobile Carpenters have recently taken on a distinct political

role in the village, irritating to both in- and out-of-power Bhumihar Brahman

lineages Like the Boad Outcastes of Bisipara, the Chandipur Carpenters have

removed themselves from relations m which they acknowledged subordination

to the dominant caste and, instead, have themselves become patrons for several

families in the still lower-ranking Chandal and Jugi Weaver caste groups

In comparing Chandipur with Bisipara, I am struck with another similarity

The Bhumihar Brahmans of Chandipur constitute 16 per cent of the village

population and are the most numerous single caste in the village, the Carpenters

are the second most numerous, with 12 per cent of the population The most

populous group in Bisipara is the Boad Outcastes, who constitute 22 per cent

of the population, they are closely followed by the dominant Warriors, with

20 per cent The caste demographies of these two villages, in which intercaste

conflict figures importantly in local poliucs, contrast markedly with Radhanagar,

where the dominant Mahishya cultivators constitute 77 per cent of the popu-

lation In Radhanagar it is the factions of the dominant caste which really partici-

pate in village politics, non-Mahishyas are in no position to upset the balance.

It would be a mistake to attempt to characcenze politics in Radhanagar, Chan-

dipur, or Bisipara as exclusively “factional affairs” or “caste affairs.” Political

leaders m Radhanagar were suffiacntly concerned with the possible alignments

of the small (10 per cent of the population) Muslim Weaver caste group to offer

the semor man of the group a place on the Congress panchayat ticket (Nicholas,

1963, p 28). Factional alignments in Chandipur are still almost exclusively de-

termined by competition between different lineages in the Bhumihar Brahman

caste group And Bailey (1957, p. 1S>4) says of Bisipara “Division into factions
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starts uithin the Warrior caste group . . . [and] is extended into other castes

mainly through attachments of individuals to the heads of nvo Warrior caste

factions. . . For the Indian peasant villages considered here, politics appears

to be something of a nuxture of conflict between horizontally divided social

strata and conflict between verticalK divided factions.

There is a range of demographic patterns among village caste populations.

The proportions of conflict betx^een honzoncally and vertically dhtided groups

which go together to compose the structure of politics in any communin' seem

to be directly related to the proportions of various castes in the population.

In Bisipara and Chandipur, where intercaste conflict has poliacal importance, the

dominant caste is clearly a minorin* of the total village populaoon—the Bisipara

Warnors are not even the most numerous caste in the village. In Radhanagar,

w'here there was no intercaste conflict, the dominant caste is a distinct majorin’

of the population.

In Table 3, I hate arranged information about nineteen South Asian villages

according to the ratio of the dominant caste population to the population of the

most numerous nondominanc caste. Thus, the first tillage in the list is the My-
sore village of Hanpora, where the dominant Peasant caste composes 93 per

cent of the population and the second most populous caste, the Potters, make

up only 3 per cent The final village in the bst is the Madhya Pradesh village

of Ramkhen, where the dominant Rajputs compose only 13 per cent of the

population while the Khaa Farmers make up 20 per cent.

Some villages do not fall easily into the categones established in Table 3.

For example, no intercaste conflict is possible m a village bke Pul Eliya, m
Ceylon, where all the inhabitants are members of the Buddhist Govigama caste,

although members of other castes come into the village, both to work in the

fields and to participate in ncuats (Leach, 1961, p 2S) The U.P village of

Kishan Garhi was formerly dominated by a descent group of Jat landlords,

who, in 1952, made up 9 of 160 village households. In recent times, however,

Brahmans, composing about onc-quarter of the village population, hav e become

tenants of half the village lands. The Jats arc clearly no longer dominant, but

the Brahmans, when Marnott observed them, were still “trving to organize their

own effective dominance over die village.” In this ambiguous situation, there

are both intercaste conflicts between Brahmans and Jats and sharp facuonal

conflicts which cross-cut caste bnes (Marnott. 1955a. pp. 174-85, and 1955b,

pp. 103-5).

An even more elaborate storv’ of political succession is implied in an account

of the West Bengal village of Ranjana. In 1820 one of the great men of nine-

teenth-centurv' Bengal was bom of a poor Brahman family in this village.

Evidently, Ranjana w as, at that time, dominated by the Sadgop Culnvator caste.

During the lifetime of the Brahman “giant,” the new wealth which came mto
the hands of Ranjana Brahmans evident!} brought about a change in the bal-

ance of power: Brahmans became, for a time, the dominant caste. During the

tw entieth centurv’, control has gradual!} passed back into the hands of the Sad-

gops, especially ance the descendants of the great Brahman hav e left the village.
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However, the numerical superionty of the low-ranking Bagdi Laborer caste has

begun to be felt as a result of the elections which have been held over the past

fifteen years, so that, although the village council is made up exclusively of

Sadgops, there is reportedly no significant factionalism within this caste. The

dominant cleavage is between the Sadgop and Bagdi castes (Chattopadhyay,

1964, pp. 35-36, 46-49, 56).

Recent changes in the situation of the dominant caste in the Mysore village

of Gopalpur have resulted in a fluid and ambiguous factional system. There are

fifteen castes m the village, ranging from Brahman to Leatherworker. The head-

manship of the village is hereditary m the single Brahman family (less than 1

per cent of the village population). Traditionally, the headman was lord of the

village, arbitrator of disputes, and spokesman and representative for the village

in external relations. The grandfather of the present headman had control over

seventeen villages, and his father was also very powerful The family fortunes

have dwindled, however, and at the same time the headman’s political interests

have shifted from the village to a wider political arena. He has established a

house for his family in a nearby town “where he lives for a good pan of the

year" (Beals, 1962a, pp 59-63).

Nowadays in Gopalpur, “nearly all” village families “own land and nearly

all wish to own more land
” “Dominance” is shared among three castes of

“approximately equal status” Saltmaker (10 per cent), Farmer (45 per cent),

and Shepherd (21 per cent). When a group of relatively low-caste Stoneworkers

(12 per cent) bought a plot of ncc land, they were attacked by a group of

Farmers and Shepherds In the post-headman era, most major political conflict

IS between factions, locally known as “parties.” On the whole, Gopalpur politics

are now very much like politics m Radhanagar, with the difference that the

dominant 75 per cent of the population in Gopalpur is made up of three castes

instead of one. An entry could be made in Table 3 for Gopalpur showing the

Saltmaker, Farmer, and Shepherd castes as jointly dominant. I have not done

this, however, because I am not certain of the meaning of “dominance” in this

case (Beals, 1962a, pp. 36-44).

There is, likewise, no clearly dominant caste m the Mysore village of Namhalli,

rather, 70 per cent of the villagers w'ere of “middle class” castes, and 75 per cent

of the v’lffagers possessed enough agncuftural land to live on When Beals first

studied Namhalli m 1952 and 1953, factional cleavages cross-cutting caste lines

were clearly dominant in the village, a caste cum sectarian conflict developed,

however, over the attempted reassemon of Jangama Lingayat precedence in the

village (Beals, 1955a, pp. 133-39, 1955b, pp 88-95, and 1962, pp. 262-63).

Some villages formerly held under joint, or mahalvart, tenure pose special

problems for the simple categories I have used in Table 3. Political cleavages in

these villages, as I indicated earlier, characteristically follow the lines of seg-

mentation between dominant caste descent groups (Marriott, 1955a, p 186),

especially as this segmentation is instiniDonalized in the formal division of the

village into tolas (Lewis, 1958, pp. 22—26) or pattis (Oplcr and Singh, 1948, p.

468, Smith, 1955, pp 148-50, Inayat UUah, 1958, pp. 174-76) Conflict in villages
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of this kind frequently took the form of blood feud (Darling, 1934, especially

pp. 95-97, Inayat Ullah, 1958, pp 182-85). Exclusively on the basis of present

caste composition, one might expect most political conflict in the West Punjab

village of Tararwala to occur between the dominant Tatar zamindari caste (8 per

cent) and the low-ranking but numerous Musalli (18 per cent). However, con-

flict IS primarily between two pattl-haseA factions, with a third small faction in

development Three factors seem responsible for the reported pattern of cleavage

in Tararwala (1) Land is actually held by members of several different zamindari

castes, collectively termed “Jat” (probably jat), comprising 38 per cent of the

village population and occasionally intermarrying with one another. (2) Most

families of subordinate kamm castes are individually tied to households of zamin-

dan castes and, thereby, to pattis rather than to their village caste group. (3)

Before 1947 the village was 30 per cent Hindu The Hindus inhabited a major

patfi of the village, their departure must have worked a great change in village

political alignments (Inayat Ullah, 1958, pp 172-81).

If we can assume for a moment that the nineteen villages listed m Table 3

are somehow representative of rtie villages of Southern Asia, then there seem to

be three major implications of the findings contained in it (I) The dominant

mode of political conflict m Indian villages is benveen factions. (2) Intercaste

conflict IS important m village pobtics only where the dominant caste makes up

less than half of the total village population (3) Intercaste conflict can be the

dommant mode of political conflict m a village only where a »ubordinate caste

is more numerous than the dommant caste.

To elaborate on these conclusions (I) The dominant mode of political conflict

in Indian villages is between facuons 1 have deflned a faction as a noncorporate

political conflict group, the members of which are recruited by a leader on the

basis of diverse ties Careful study of a few cases of Indian village politics has

recently led Bailey to conclude that all political conflict groups in these villages

are factions, that is, in no case can all leader-follower ties be accounted for on

the basis of a single structural principle or a single kind of recruitment. In this

study I aim not at generalizing about the nature of political conflict groups in

Indian villages but rather at making a gross distinction between conflict groups

which are divided from one another by horizontal cleavages, either conflicting

castes or autocrats and their subjects The frequency with which factional con-

flict appears m the tabic as an important form of political conflict suggests that,

despite the distinctions among Indian villagers based upon differences in caste

and wealth, villagers are more “like” than “unlike” one another, that “mechanical”

prevails over “organic" solidarity in most village societies.

(2) Intercastc conflict is important in village politics only where the dominant

caste IS less than half of the total village population. Examination of the cases

in which mtercaste conflict seems to be important reveals that most of this

conflict is not between castes which are in adjacent hierarchical positions but

between high-ranking dominant castes and populous low-ranking castes While

competition for rank position between adjacent castes may have been an im-

portant feature of village life before the twentieth century, direct conflict
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benveen low- and high-ranking castes, challenges to political and economic

supremacy seem to be primarily features of the new order. E.\planations for this

change in the character of intercastc relations revolve around several changes

instituted by the Indian government, (a) unhersal adult franchise, giving low-

ranking but populous castes an element of power in the tillage, (b) legal

privileges for members of scheduled castes, reserved seats on panchayats, in

legislative asemblies, in schools, and in government offices, (c) legal protection

for all tillagers, which, ideally, provides recourse to the police and courts for

individuals illegally punished or threatened by the dominant caste.

(3) Intercaste conflict can be a dominant mode of political conflict only m
a village where a subordinate caste is more numerous than the dominant caste.

This conclusion is a corollan.’ to proposition 2 abo\e and simply states that,

where the threat from a subordinate caste under the new order is sufficiently

great, where the subordinate caste has been able to realize the strength in its

numbers, the dominant caste may draw together into a cohesive unit at least

long enough to deal with the external danger.

SUMMARY

I have proceeded by two steps m this essay. The first was to treat, m some
detail, nvo contrasting forms of poliacal organization in Indian villages. In this

contrast I saw some simple pnnciples which arc applicable to politics m other

South Asian peasant communities. On the basis of the assumption that political

aedntj' is most fruitfully conceived of as organized conflict over public power,

I began by locating the social cleavages which organize political conflict m
ullages. The simplest and most obtrusive contrast between n-pes of political

cleavage is seen m the opposite directions and effects of vertical cleavages, w hich

divide structurally equivalent political groups, and horizontal cleavages, which

divide super- and subordinate groups from one another.

The second step in this paper was to show the relationship between some

crucial features of village social structure, found generally in South Asia, and

the direction of political cleavage. The findings from this procedure can be

summarized in the form of three propositions:

1. There arc t\\o factors, found repeatedly m Indian villages, which are con-

duche to the development of vertical political cleavages (a) considerable dis-

persal of agricultural lands among cultivating families as is found, ideally, under

tyotwan land tenure, and (b) a dominant caste group that is a majority of the

tillage populauon. A combinauon of these two factors is ordinarily associated

W’ith political conflict bet\i een factions.

2. A second set of factors, often closely associated with one another, also

frequently leads to vertical political cleavages, these are joint, or mahjlvari, land

tenure, by a dominant caste group organized on segmentaty lineage principles.

Each of the vertically dinded political groups in this case is generally composed
of a patrilineal segment of the dominant caste group, often localized in a “quarter”
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of a village, and its servants and dependents among the subordinate castes. Al-

though the dominant caste in joint villages is often decisively dominant, having

both economic and numerical preponderance in a village, it is not rare to find

villages in which the dominant caste is less numerous than a low-ranking, tradi-

aonally dependent caste. In such instances, nowadays, horizontal cleavages be-

tween the dominant caste and low-ranking rebels are frequently found to be

organizing political conflict in joint villages

3 Political conflict between stratified groups, honzontally divided from one

another, is the least frequent form in contemporarj’ South Asian villages. Such

conflict IS most often associated with concentration of agricultural lands in the

hands of one or a few individuals as is found, ideally, under zamindari land tenure,

and/or dominance of a village by a minority caste

In most villages there is a combination of horizontal and vertical forms of

pohtical cleavage at work at the same time. This combination of cleavages is

an expression of two facts (a) In addition to the frequently recurring structural

features which permit vertical cleavages, even a small local caste group can

have a significant political influence, promoting a horizontal cleavage, (b) There

are economic class differences, not direcrJy dependent upon caste, which also

favor the development of horizontal cleavages Furthermore, the variables con-

sidered under the three proposioons listed above are not always interdependent,

so that, for example, dispersed landholdings and a relatively small “dominant”

caste may be associated m one village, while concentrated landholding and a

large dominant caste may be found in another.

Of the changes which have been brought about in rural India by social and

economic reform, the effects or potential effects of two seem most important.

Universal adult franchise generally has a great impact upon the political systems

of villages in which the dominant caste is a minority of the population. Land

reforms, when they become effeenve, will bring major changes in the political

systems of villages in which control over land has been concentrated in a small

number of hands.
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12. CASTE AND MERCHANT COMMUNITIES

LEIGHTON W. HAZLEHURST

INTRODUCTION

T
here appears to be a growing consensus among those engaged in South

Asian studies that the institution of caste is now, more than ever before,

undergoing some fundamental changes, especially as caste is increasingly

exposed to conditions generally associated with modernization. Among the

more obvious factors esrpected to shape the future of caste in India, one must

include urbanization, greater economic and political opportunity, and the im-

plementation of both national and state policies engineered to minimize the

inequities of the caste system. While it is relatively eas>' to delineate the factors

which can be expected to shape the role of caste in the future, it is much more
difficult to assess the manner m which these factors will bear upon the actual

functioning of the caste system. Indeed, one might suspect from the outset

that the ver>' complexity’ of Indian society confounds any effort to develop

general theories which would give us clear indications of the implications and

direction of social change in India.

On the other hand, it is dear that progress in the fields of both anthropology

and South Asian studies depends upon the development of general theories to

explain otherwise unrelated facts and, further, that an important step in this

direction can be gained by a systematic study, focused upon a number of

communities in different regions of India, of the relationship between caste

and those factors generally associated with modernity’. While such an ambitious

project is far beyond the scope of the discussion here, one objective of this

paper is the preliminary analy^ of the impact of these factors upon the struc-

turing of caste relations among merchant communities in a single North In-

dian city.

The study of merchant communities might be looked upon as particularly

relevant for our undertaking of the impact of modernity upon the caste sy'Stem

and social change in India, especially since the merchants’ interest in the occu-

pations of moneylending, banking, and trading have for centuries brought them
into contact with urban centers and the ideas which emerge from such centers.

Further, these occupations have long been associated W’ith a wide range of

cross-cutting social and economic relationships and, at a minimum, some form

This paper is based upon research conducted in India in 1962-63 and supported by a Re-
swch Training Fellowship from the Social Science Research Council. I wish to thank the
Council for its supptort during both the initial penod of field research in India and the sub-
sequent period del oted to u ndng.
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of local regulation At the same time, the impact of these factors upon the

functioning of caste among merchants is difhcult to evaluate. Ac best, the study

of merchants suggests t^at we should not expect uniform results, or a single

response, from the interaction of caste and factors associated with modermty.

In this regard, I suspect that there are few persons m the field of Indian studies

who have failed to notice that, althou^ merchants have repeatedly been ex-

posed to an environment conducive to soaal change, they appear, as a whole,

to be among the most conservative elements %vithm Indian society. This would

again suggest that it is important to pay close attention to the differential impact

of modernity upon the structuring of caste relations among different commu-

nities and in different regions of India.

At least part of the apparent ambiguity ansmg from the juxtaposition of

modermty and tradition among merchant communities stems from the failure

on the part of the observer to differentiate between the cultural and the struc-

tural dimensions of caste Culturally, the merchant castes might appear from

without (that IS, appear to non-merchants) as well as from within (that is,

appear to themselves) as separate, autonomous, clearly differentiated social units.

From this perspective, their distinaiveness is expressed m principles which the

anthropologist has long identified with the Hindu caste system jdti endogamy,

considerations of ritual pumy and pollution, dependence upon Brahmans for

the proper performance of religious rituals, and the bke. While merchants differ

in the intensity with which they adhere to these principles, we are sail able to

identify an individual as belonging to a particular merchant caste and to arrange

the castes themselves in some kind of hierarchical order on the basis of these

principles In this context, caste is most easily understood in terms of the cultural

dimensions which enable us sharply to differentiate one merchant caste from

another

Beyond the acceptance and recogmtion of caste principles, there is a sphere

of relationships reflected m the structural composition of merchant castes which

appears to be in conflict with the notion that merchant castes are homogeneous

social units, or isolates. What we observe among merchants m structural terms

IS a wide range of relationships elicited not by caste principles but by the de-

mands of certain political and economic situations. The behavioral goal in these

situations is not necessarily incompatible with maintaining the integnty of caste

as defined by cultural dimensions Yet, significantly, the situations themselves

often demand the structural fragmentation of caste.

In the discussion which follows, caste will be considered in its cultural dimen-

sions against a background of certain economic and poliQcal situations which

require that decisions be made, and which seem, in some instances, to confound

caste loyalties Ultimately, our goal is to assess the significance of these situations

for an understanding of the role of caste among merchant commuruties

THE SETTING

The discussion in this paper is Lmited to a number of merchant castes of North

India, representatives of which are to be found within the confines of a single
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The citj' itself, which we call Ram Nagar (pseudonym), is located some

130 miles northwest of Delhi, in Distnct Ambala, Hanana (until recently a part

of Punjab). Prior to the partition of India in 1947, Ram Nagar was sparsely

populated and relatively insignificant. In spite of the existence of a sugar mill,

paper mill, and timber market in this area. Ram Nagar was little more than a

bazaar situated alongside the railroad. The significance the area did base was

derived from its proximity to another town which had long been an important

center for North India’s small-scale brass industry'.

During the years following partition. Ram Nagar cook on a new shape and

significance. Most notable was a rapid increase in its population. According to

the census of India, the population of the city in 1961 had grown to some 51,000

persons, representing an increase of 36,000 persons dunng the peiiod 1951-61.

The large influx of persons into Ram Nagar was primarily the result of the

resettlement of refugees, that is, Hindus and Sikhs who fled from ^^’est Pakistan

following partition.

By and large the refugees Avho settled m Ram Nagar were businessmen, traders,

and moneylenders from West Pakistan who found that their new status as refu-

gees entitled them to certain compensations for the losses suffered m the process

of emigrating from their prenous homes in West Pakistan. These compensanons

took the form of government grants and loans intended to re-establish the refu-

gees as shopkeepers, businessmen, and small-scale industrialists m, among other

places, Ram Nagar. The most successful of these individuals, both historically

and in the present context of Ram Nagar. have been members of the Khatri

and Arora castes. Although they claim a traditional status of warnor (Kshatma)

in the vama hierarchy, both the Khatns and Aroras have long been engaged in

commercial pursuits. Amongst Punjabi peasants, their cle\ emess in matters per-

taining to business is proverbial. Thus, as local legend has it, “Eien if a Khatn

puts ashes on his head (i.e., even if he becomes a religious holyman), he will make

a profit,” and again, “Even if they sleep, do not trust a crow’, a ifr/rar (Arora)

or a dog” (Darling, 1925, p. 177).

No less skillful in business matters are those I shall here identify as local

merchants, individuals belonging to the Agganval Baiu>'a and Sud castes w ho

settled m Ram Nagar prior to partition and the arrival of the refugees. Perhaps

the earliest and most enduring description of these local merchants can be attnb-

uted to Jean Bapaste Tavernier, whose early travels and adventures m India w ere

recorded in an account published in 1889. According to Tavernier,

The members of this caste [Baniyas] — accustom their children at an early age to shun

slothfulness, and, instead of letting them go into the streets to lose their tinie at play,

teach them arithmetic, which they leam perfeedy, using for it neither pen nor counter,

but the money alone, so that in a moment diey will do a sum, however difficult it may
be . . . (quoted in Darling, 1925, p, 177).

Prior to partition, the local merchants had enjoyed a virtual monopoly over

the occupations of moneylending, shopkeeping, and trading in both the rural

and the urban areas surrounding Ram Nagar. In Ram Nagar itself, the Aggarwal

Baniyas were primarily engaged as shopkeepers and commission agents, while
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the Suds exercised almost complete control of the timber market, in which they

had invested considerable amounts of capital.

Following partition, the local merchants suddenly found themselves in com-

petition with the equally astute, and in some cases more vigorous, members of

the refugee community. The sudden confrontation of local with refugee mer-

chants, and the ensuing economic competition, were intensified by sociocultural

factors which tended sharply to differentiate the two merchant communities

Here e may mention the fact that the refugees had already begun to exhibit

characteristics of social mobility, partly as the result of the influence of reli-

gious reform movements such as the Arya Samai, and partly because partition

had de-emphasized the already diminished importance attached to such elements

of Hindu orthodoxy as sub-caste (]ati) distinctions and obeisance to Brahmans.

On the other hand, the local merchant’s life continued to be permeated by the

strictures of Hindu orthodoxy and caste proprieties. A reflection of the con-

frontation of these two communities is nowhere more apparent than in the spatial

arrangement of houses within the aty, where one finds well-differentiated neigh-

borhoods consisting of refugee and local households respectively This spatial

separation of the communities is complemented by a considerable degree of

social exclusiveness.

SOURCES OF CREDIT

In Ram Nagar there is a further mechanism, economic in nature, which is

related m an important way to the differentiation between local and refugee

communities I am speaking here of the phenomenon of credit and its impact

upon the structuring of relations among merchants Joseph Schumpeter once

remarked, in a statement full of meaning for our understanding of the role of

the entrepreneur in Ram Nagar

The entrepreneurial function is not, in principle, connected with the possession of

wealth, as analysis and experience equally teach, even though the accidental fact of

wealth constitutes a practical advantage (an individual! can only become an en-

trepreneur by previously becoming a debtor (1934, pp 101-102).

Credit has always been an important economic tool for Indian entrepreneurs,

but the function of credit m the aty of Ram Nagar is significantly different

from that historically associated with the activiues of merchants in rural areas,

in respect both to the individuals involved in creditor-debtor roles and to the

kind of security which enables one to enter creditor-debtor relationships. In

contrast to rural areas, where one finds merchants lending money, with farmers

as their principal debtors, in Ram Nagar, just as for Schumpeter’s entrepreneur,

It IS the merchant himself who wishes to become a debtor (that is, to gam the

use of another’s capital).

Both refugee and local merchants find credit essentia! to the entrepreneurial

function Yet the conditions which enable a merchant to establish credit in

Ram Nagar are not so obvious In large part this is due to the fact that many
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of the objective measures of wealth and status, such as land and property, are

not reliable indices of real secunty, without which one is unable to receive

credit. The diminished value of land and propeny- as objectwe measures of

security has come about as the result of basic legislation, such as land reform

in the rural areas and tenancy regulations in regard to urban properU' holdings.

Legislative acts, histoncal circumstances, and sociocultural differences all con-

tribute to creating divergent sources of credit for the merchants in Ram Nagar.

Generally speaking, it is possible to isolate two forms of credit in the city,

legal credit and social credit. The abilin’ of an individual to exploit these forms

of credit IS largely dependent upon his abiHtv to manipulate the structural

features of his own community. Legal credit is based upon the fact that refugee

merchants enjoy certain benefits as a result of their special status as refugees.

The benefits, as we ha\e seen earlier, have come in the form of specific economic

incentives introduced by the government to rehabilitate the refugee popula-

tion and to give impetus, at the same time, to the development of small-scale

industry m Ram Nagar. It was an acceptance of this status of refugee, rather

than the caste status of Khatri or Arora, which helped one to secure “electnc

connections, quotas for raw materials, import and export licenses, railway pri-

onties, etc.” (Ministrx' of RehabiLtation, 1949-1950, pp 4-5). Small-scale in-

dustrj’ m Ram Nagar, as elsewhere m Punjab, became ‘‘a means of employment

of displaced persons” (Punjab Government, 1957, pp. 1-2). The allocation of

government loans, raw materials, machinery, and shops was offered by the

government, acting in the role of creditor. To qualify as a debtor, one had to

be a refugee, a status which, as we have alreadx, seen, is accompamed bv a

particular histoncal expenence and “stx’le of life.”

For local merchants, as for refugees, the determinants of credit are to be

found in adherence to a particular status But unlike that of the refugees, which

IS defined by relationships with an cxicmat governmental bureaucracx', the local

merchants’ status is derived from relanonships with others of their own com-
munity. These relationships are inextricably related to the phenomenon of social

credit, w’hich, for the local merchant, i^ neither ad hoc nor based upon secunt>

provided by the possession of land and propertx. Rather, the local merchant's

access to social credit is denved from his abilitj’ to manipulate the internal

features of the social structure of his own communin',*

Social credit provides a basis for the local merchant to secure loans at low rates

of mterest and also to obtain certain concessional pnvileges within the local

community which are not available to refugees. An example of concessional

priv-ileges is found in the common practice by which a local merchant of good
standing will bid at auction for a quannty of raw' materials being sold on the

“open” market but will actually pay considerably less than the amount he pub-

hcly bids. A local merchant is considered to be entitled to such concessional

rates from the local capitalist w hose raw' materials he buys on credit, while the

1. For a more detailed account of the determinants of legal and social credit for the mer-
chants of Ram Nagar, see my Entrepreneursbip and tbe Merchant Castes m a Puniabi City
(.Monograph no 1, Programs m Oimparanse Sradies on Southern Asia, DuVe Universit>', 1966).
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refugee is not Thus, while such economic transactions are theoretically open to

all, the\ are in fact closed to those who, b\ \irtue of their status, fail to qualify

for social credit and concessional rates.

The phenomena of social credit and concessional rates are probably widespread

among merchants throughout India Thus the author of one of the few studies

of Indian merchants reports

The cotton trade's of Indore, who are also bankers, kept with them a piece of cloth,

and wheneter a trader wishes to transact some business with another, he spreads the

cloth ot er his hands and brings the other pan> 's hands also under the same cloth Then

the two proceed to talk in a quaint language, the actual offer of a transaction is made

under the secrecy of the cloth, while the rejection or acceptance is made serbally. So

that e\ en if one is hearing the con\ ersation near b> , he can hav e no idea as to the size

or price of the bargain (Jam, 1929, p 91

)

The sigmficance of legal credit, social credit and concessional rates, then, is

that they sene the function of selectivitv among the merchants m Ram Nagar

and further strengthen the cleaiages between local and refugee communities.

Mv objeeme thus far has been to set forth characteristics of the citv of Ram
Nagar and to cite the significant features which differentiate the two merchant

communities within the city In focusing attention upon these features, I have

purpose!) limited the scope of anahsis to the broad lines of community affilia-

tion, while excluding from anaixsis the equallv important cleaxages within both

the local and the refugee communities This mtemal fragmentation of merchant

communities is brought about b> occupational specialization and by the fact

that individuals within a single commumtv experience \ar\ing degrees of success

in their attempts to obtain credit from a common source The implication of

these factors can best be seen if we turn our attention at this point from the

broad lines of communit) affiliation to a closer look at the internal composition

of a gixen merchant commumtx* The purpose in the next section of this paper

IS. first, to examine in more detail the make-up of a specific merchant com-

mumt), m this case the local community of Aggarwal Baniyas and Suds, and,

second, to set forth the relatively unstable points of articulation and discord

within the communitx which become apparent in the light of specific situations

requiring economic and political decisions

CULTURAL AND STRUCTURAL DI.MENSIONS OF THE LOCAL
MERCHANT COMMUNITY' AGGARWAL BANIYAS AND SUDS

The Aggarwal Baniyas of Ram Nagar are orthodox Hindus who view others

in terms of a rigid interpretation of the concepts of purity and pollution As
is customary among orthodox Hindus, the Bamyas are strict in their commensal

relationships and marrx only xxithin the confines of their oxvn caste, or pu.

Among the more impoitant exogamous gotras (clans) in the area of Ram Nagar

are the Goyel, Garg, Bansal, KansaL .Mittal, Singal and Kaushal In addition, the

Jams fall into the category of an Aggarxxal gotra, as they provide eligible

marriage partners for other Aggarxval Baniyas.
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There are also low-caste Aggarwals known as gattas with whom the others

will not marry and with \\ horn high caste Aggarwals will neither eat nor smoke.

Individuals are relegated to this status for having committed one of the following

violations of kinship and caste rules: (1) incest; (2) marriage of a younger

brother to the wife of a deceased elder brother, (3) selling a daughter for pros-

titution, and (4) marriage of a daughter into a lower caste.

It is generally accepted by others that the Aggarwal Baniyas are of Vaishya

(merchant) status m terms of the traditional varna hierarchy. Thus they are

ranked below the Brahmans and Kshatnyas but above the Shudras Legendary

history does not confirm a ritually high status for the Baniyas, in fact, some origin

myths indicate a common ancestiy’ with Chamars (Untouchable leatherworkers).

Regardless of legendary histor\% the fact remains that the Baniyas do occupy a

ritually high status in the area of Ram Nagar. In large part, this status is derived

from Brahman-Baniya relationships. Traditionally, the Baniyas, as village money-

lenders, traders, and urban merchants, contributed to the material welfare of

the Brahmans m their pursuit of the priestly profession, that is, the Baniyas

provided land and food for Brahmans in exchange for the Brahmans’ validation

of a ntually elevated status for the Baniyas.

The pnnciples just outlined above, of jati endogamy, recognition and accept-

ance of the gotras within the jati, and a sense of common historical origins and

ritual status, all contribute to defining the boundaries of the Baniya caste on the

basis of cultural dimensions. So, too, does the status of gatta, to which one is

relegated for transgressing these boundanes.

Yet from another perspective, a structural one involving occupational or-

ganization, the Baniyas cannot be considered as an isolate, for members of the

caste are, in fact, engaged in a number of different occupations. Basically these

occupaaons fall within the categories of shopkeeping and employment as timber

merchants. As shopkeepers xx’ithin the city of Ram Nagar, the Baniyas are largely

self-employed gram merchants, general merchants, and cloth merchants. On the

other hand, Baniya timber merchants are engaged as middlemen between the forest

lessees (the Suds, see below) and those, such as saw millers and paper millers,

who utilize wood or wood products in the manufacturing of specific items.

The occupational differentiation between Baniya shopkeepers and Baniya timber

merchants is based primarily on differences m relative wealth and the volume

of credit to which one has access, that is, Baniya shopkeepers are, as a whole,

less wealthy and have fewer opportunities to obtain credit than do Bamya timber

merchants. In other terms, all Baniyas would like to be timber merchants, but

only some have managed to become nierchan.ts in fact.

As the distinction between refugee and local merchants is reflected in separate

residential areas, so Baniya shopkeepers and timber merchants also live apart from
one another. While Baniyas reside within a single xvard of the city, each group of

occupational specialists maintains its owm residential area within the w’ard, with

shopkeepers living less ostentatiously than timber merchants.

This sketch of the cultural and structural dimensions of the Aggarwal Baniya

caste illustrates tw’o points of equal importance: First, we can observe the
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manner in \\hich Bamyas are considered an isolate within the local community,

on the basis of the recognition and acceptance of, and adherence to, certain

caste principles uhich differentiate members of this caste from members of

all other castes Second, we can observe that when vse specify an economic

context, neither the Bamyas themselves nor outsiders (that is, non-Baniyas) regard

caste pnnciples, as reflected in the concept of Banix as as an isolate, as the primary

motivation for economic decision-making In situations involving economic de-

cisions, It IS not the fact that one is recognized simplv as a Baniya that is of primarj

importance, but rather whether one is, in fact, a Baniya shopkeeper or a Bamva

timber merchant The distinction becomes clearer if vv c now consider the role

of the Suds, the other caste which is a part of the local merchant community.

The Suds are, numerically speaking, a caste minority in Ram Nagar Members

of the caste settled in the city some fifty years ago, when they helped to initiate

the development of the timber market there Prior to that time they were en-

gaged in mercantile pursuits and agricultural moneylending, pnmarily’ in the

area of Hoshiarpur, Punjab The Suds are proverbially acute and prosperous busi-

nessmen who have traditionally occupied a socio-ntual status inferior to that of

the Aggarwal Bamyas

In Ram Nagar, the Bamyas continue to perpetuate, amongst themseh es, stones

of the low-caste origin of the Suds Popular among the Bamy as is the myth w hich

portrays the Sud as the bastard offspring of a Baniya woman who, in her quest

to have a son, had sexual relations with an unknown man Later, the man was

revealed to be a Muslim, and the Bamyas, on hearing this, refused to accept the

offspring into the caste, calling it simply a Sud It should be noted, however,

that the Bamyas are not eager publicly to confront the Suds with this account,

while the Suds themselves claim to he Kshatnvas, and therefore of a higher status

than the Bamyas.

The Suds, while numerically insignificant, are generalK acknowledged to

be the wealthiest persons in Ram Nagar Much of their capital has been invested

in the timber business through the process of obtaining government leases to

forest areas. While the Suds do not actually “own" the forests, they do lease

the rights to the timber They have been successful m this business for two
very simple reasons first, they have enough capital to outbid their competitors

at government auctions, and, second, they are wealthy enough to survive the

risks involved in the timber business, including forest fires and losses incurred

in the process of transporting timber from the hill regions of northern India

to Ram Nagar by' a series of nvers and canak.

Baniya timber merchants, m turn, obtain the timber from the Suds on the

basis of social credit and concessional privileges, to w'hich they' are entitled

as members of the local merchant community', and then sell it to others who
utilize timber or wood products in their businesses In their capacitv as middle-

men, the Bamyas are dependent upon the Suds for the success of their business,

and together they monopolize the timber market in Ram Nagar. It is this rela-

onship between the Suds as forest lessees and the Bamyas as umber merchants
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that unites these two local merchant castes in a mutually satisfactory economic

network.

In addition to common economic interests in the timber market, the Baniyas

and Suds are spatially united by the fact that the houses of Sud forest lessees

are located within the same residential area, or ward, of the city adjacent to

those of Baniya timber merchants and thus separate from the dw ellmgs of Baniya

shopkeepers. The fact that both Suds and Baniyas reside within the same ward

has important implications in terms of the structuring of political pow er within

the local merchant community, and indeed within the entire cit>". The impli-

cations can best be seen if we take a close look at a situation which demands

both political and economic decision-making, as, for example, the election of

a member to the Ram Nagar Municipal Committee from within the ward in-

habited jointly by Suds and Baniyas.

The Election of x Committeemxn from the Locxl Merchwts’ Ward

Three candidates were nominated from the merchant ward dunng the Ram
Nagar municipal election, held in Januarx’, 1961. One was to be elected to

represent the ward on the municipal committee. The caste affiliations of the

three candidates were respecti\el> Sud. Aggarwal Baniya, and Sikh.

The Sud candidate w as a forest lessee who resided in an area of the w ard in-

habited b> others engaged in the timber business. The Bamya candidate was a

gram merchant (shopkeeper) who resided m an area occupied by other local

shopkeepers The Sikh w as in manv respects an uninffuential marginal candidate,

employed in sersTce, who also resided with the shopkeepers Both the Bamya

shopkeeper and the Sud claimed to be pobcical independents, while the Sikh

backed his candidacy with claims of allegiance to the Congress Party.

The conspicuous absence of a Baniya umber merchant from among the candi-

dates IS significant, as was the absence of a candidate from among a small group

of Harijans who cast their votes m municipal elections along with the merchants.

The former group could have offered a candidate but dechned, w hile the latter

group was apparently unable to offer any candidate How ever, both Bamya
timber merchants and the Hanjans played a significant role in the outcome of

the election.

The Sud was the victorious candidate from within the merrhanc xvard. He
was supported by, m addition to other Suds, two segments of the ward, the

Bamya timber merchants and the Harijans. Both \oted for the Sud for what xvere,

apparently, purely economic reasons. The particular Sud who was elected, and

who is, incidentally, the wealthiest of the small group of forest lessees, xvas

elected on the basis of the economic power which rested m his hands, both as

an individual and as a representative of other Sud forest lessees.

The Suds in their capacitx’ of forest lessees determine both the rate of sale

and place of sale of the timber which the Bams a merchants depend upon
for their business. In addiuon, as xve have seen earlier. Banij as depend upon the

concessional rates and social credit which the Suds extend to Baniya timber mer-
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chants during the auction of rimber in the Ram Nagar market. It was thus

clearly in the interests of the Bamya timber merchants to support the Sud candi-

date rather than to nominate a candidate of their own or to support the Baniya

shopkeeper, even though the latter was a member of their own caste. This

decision of the Baniya timber merchants was encouraged by a rumor circulated

by the Suds and interpreted by the Bamyas as an economic ultimatum “Elect

the Sud, or prepare yourselves for a finandal disaster.” The fact that a large

aucaon of the Sud’s timber was scheduled for shortly after the election en-

couraged the open support of the Sud candidate by Baniya timber merchants.

The point to be emphasized is that the sense of loyalty to one’s caste fellows was

clearly nonoperative. More precisely, the notion of the Baniya caste as an isolate,

defined on the basis of cultural dimensions, seemed relativ’ely unimportant when

certain members of the caste were faced with a situation requiring a decision

which they were convinced would affect the future of their economic relation-

ships with the Suds

On the other hand, the Sud exercised no comparable control over Baniya

shopkeepers, as the pursuits of shopkeepers are, for the most part, independent

of the activities of forest lessees This factor was apparently responsible for

the large number of votes captured by the Baniya gram merchant from other

shopkeepers Had the Bamya timber merchants voted for their own caste member,

he would easily have won the election However, since they did not, the election

was closely contested and the deciding votes were cast by the Hanjans, who
found themselves in the position of arbiters and wlio, correspondingly, sought

their share of the campaign wealth. The Sud managed to capture the votes of

the Harqans purportedly with the help of cash bribes. The Bamya shopkeeper,

a man of modest means, could offer no comparable inducement to gain the

votes of the Harijans

Finally, the Sikh candidate was for all practical purposes defeated at the outset,

having no substantial support and receiving far fewer votes than either of the

other two candidates

Impucations of the Election

The Sud, as the elected member to the municipal committee from the merchant

ward {and also, incidentally, the committee chairman does, in a broad sense,

represent the interests of the timber market and, to a lesser extent, the interests

of the entire local merchant community. Yet the fact that a Sud was elected to

represent the merchant community, rather than a Baniya, reflects not consensus

on the part of the local community but the cleavages within it The Sud re-

quired the support of the Baniya trniber merchants not only as a means of

expressing the structural bonds which unrte individuals engaged m the timber

business as opposed to others, but also as a means of expressing the basic dis-

tinction between Baniya timber merchants and Sud forest lessees as separate cul-

tural units within the timber business itself. The former were implicitly coerced

by the latter to support the Sud candidate, rather than a member of their own

caste, on the threat of economic repnsal In this regard, the election results
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reflect most clearly an act of entrepreneurship rather than an attack upon the

caste system. Structural networks of interpersonal relations which cut across

caste boundaries in this case have not appreciably altered caste principles as

defined by cultural dimensions. The Baniya caste remains a cultural isolate, while

at the same time situations demanding »^onomic and political decisions ha\ e

brought about the structural fragmentatioh of the caste.

CONCLUSIONS

One of the objecthes of this paper has been to make clear a basic, hut often

neglected, distinction between the cultural and structural dimensions of caste.

The distinction is a crucial one for an understanding of the role of caste among

the merchants of Ram Nagar and is reflected in the fact that merchants par-

ticipate in numerous cross-cutting social relationships and pursue diverse eco-

nomic interests while still maintaining the cultural boundaries of caste.

When discussing the cultural dimensions of caste I was primarily concerned

with the principles of the Hindu caste svstem, and as such m\ task was one of

classification. For example, I was interested m the criteria which enable one

to distinguish between Baniyas and Suds and. further, to differentiate members

of the local merchant communit> from refugee merchants. In this connection

It was seen that the status of “merchant” is, in a broad sense, associated with

what Barth (1962) has called a “summation of part-statuses” Thus Baniyas and

Suds, w'hile separate cultural units for some purposes, are also able to align

themselves as a local merchant community’ in opposition to the refugee com-

munity composed of Khatris and Aroras. Further, we saw that certain economic

factors, such as the sources of credit available to merchants, tend to reinforce

the broad cleavage between refugees and locals. The former are granted access

to what I have termed legal credit, derived from their status as refugees, while

the latter rely almost exclusively upon social credit, derived from status achiev’ed

within the local community and associated with certain concessional privileges.

But in shifting attenrion to the structural dimensions of caste it was found

that caste is, m fact, a network of “substructures” (Bailey, 1960), rather than

a number of self-contained caste isolates or cohesive communities When atten-

tion W'as focused upon specific contexts, or situations, it w’as seen that members

of a caste find themselves confronted xvith events which give rise to cleavages

w’ithin a single caste as xvcll as to alliances between members of different castes.

This was illustrated by reference to the local merchant community, within

w’hich structural fragmentation is brought about by occupational specialization

and differential access to a common source of credit Here we found that Baniyas

do not respond to economic and political situations as a single entity but are,

rather, drawn apart by different, if not conflicting, interests. This is clearlv

the case in the structural alliance which developed between Baniya timber mer-

chants and Sud forest lessees and which was perhaps best reflected during the

municipal election held in Ram Nagar.

The distinction betw een structural and cultural dimensions of caste might
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help to clear up some of the confusion which consistently accompanies the dis-

cussion of social change in India. Generally, our understanding of change is

clouded by the tendency to fuse different levels of anahsis and to consider

caste as a u hole rather than as a composite of tenuously articulated parts. As a

resulr, our picture of the process of social change is distorted we tend ro

equate social change with the dramatic leap to Westernization, Sanskritization,

modernization, and the like, otherwise, we are nor convinced that there has

been any social change

This leads back to a second obiective of this paper, which was to assess the

significance of the relationship bctsscen factors of “modernity” and the func-

tioning of the caste s>stcm among merchants Earlier, I delineated some of the

more obvious factors expected to shape the role of caste for example, urbaniza-

non, greater economic and political opportunity, and the implementation of

legislation engineered to minimize the inequities of caste. I would conclude

that the impact of such factors has been far from uniform Further, while these

factors do create structural relationships which reach across caste boundaries

among merchants, there is no comparable evidence to suggest that the caste

principles xxhich define these boundaries have been altered To assume that such

alteration should occur is again to confound the structural and cultural dimen-

sions of caste

On the other hand, it is equall) clear that cross-cutting social and economic

relationships do indeed alter the structure of caste among merchants. As new
economic and political opportunities arise in Ram Nagar, members of the mer-

chant castes continue to express what thev consider to be appropriate responses

to meet the exigencies which accompany these opportunities As a result, new
structural alignments continue to form within and between the merchant castes

of Ram \agar These alignments reflect the results of entrepreneurship rather

chan attempts to subvert the caste system The evidence which 1 have presented

suggests chat this process bears little relationship to che broadening of hori-

zontal bonds between castes, or jaus, and corresponding loss of caste con-

sciousness, such as would be reflected, for instance, in the frequent occurrence

ot inter-jir; marnages Quite to the contrary, the process is accompanied by a

persistent cultural gulf between newly found allies. What is of significance m
terms of cukura} change cs char the process of stcuceura} change creates corre-

sponding cultural gaps between caste fellows, as occupational specialization,

differing degrees of success m obtaining credit, and intensified entrepreneurial

efforts on the part of merchants m Ram Nagar further emphasize the cleav-

ages within caste For example, amongst the Aggarxval Baniyas, while all unmarried

members of the opposite sex w ho meet the qualifications for marriage as defined

b\ kinship principles and jati endogamy are eligible marriage partners, some are,

in fact, “more eligible” than others. The factor of selectivity in matters per-

taining to the selection of marnage partners, to the performance of religious

rituals, and to the interpretation of caste precepts withm the Baniya caste is

becoming more obvious as greater individuation becomes associated with entre-

preneurial skills In fact, xse might postulate that this process follows rather
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closely Diirkheiin’s (1933) notion of the transformation from mechanical to

organic solidarity. Rather than a general process of cultural inclusiveness which

extends across caste boundaries, we witness a greater degree of exclusiveness

within these boundaries.

In concluding, I w’ould hasten to add that the method of analysis used in this

paper may not be applicable to the data collected by others who have worked

with different castes and in different areas of India. It may well be that rny

conclusions are unique to Ram Nagar, or to merchant castes, or that they are

characteristic of urban life as contrasted to village life. In this regard, it is

apparent that only through a comparison of a number of unrelated communi-

ties in different regions of India can we arrive at any meaningful general theories

concerning the processes of cultural and social change in India. What I have

done in this paper represents no more than a step in that direction.
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m dealing with concrete issues. Often the judicial response to an issue may

employ more than one of these models of approaches. It is probably unnecessary

to emphasize that the “models” discussed here exist in the eye of the present

beholder Courts do not often speak explicitly in these terms. It is my con-

tention that the models are demonstrably but implicitly present in the work

of the courts (and legislatures). The models point to different ways of visualiz-

ing the caste group and prove useful in describing recent changes in the legal

view of caste.

The first model sees the caste group as a component m an overarching sacral

order of Hindu society. Hindu society is seen as a differentiated but integrated

order in which the different parts may enjoy different rights, duties, privileges

and disabilities, these are determined by the position of the caste group in rela-

tion to the whole We may call this the sacral view of caste

In contrast to this is what we might call the sectarian view, which sees the

caste as an isolable religious community distinguished from others by idiosyn-

cratic doctrine, ritual, or culture.* It is a self-contained religious unit, disasso-

ciated from any larger religious order. The rights and duties of the group and

Its members follow from its own charactensacs, not from its place in a larger

order. Where the sacral view visualizes castes as occupying the various rooms,

shrines, courtyards, and outbuildings of the great labyrinthine temple of Hindu-

ism (to each of which is attached special prerogatives and disabilities), the

sectarian view visualizes castes as a series of separate chapels under independent

management. In the sacral view, the rights and duties of a caste (or its mem-
bers) can be determined by its relation to the whole (or at least to its surround-

ings), m the sectarian view, they can be described by reference to its own
internal order. It is the difference between a ward m a great and dense city, and

a self-sufficient small town.

Both these views characterize caste in terms of religious factors * The second

pair of views is secular, not m the sense that they omit religion entirely,

but because they do not give it a central place. The first of this second pair

might be called the associational view of caste. Here, the caste is seen as an

autonomous association with its own internal order and rule-making powers,

but characterized neither by a fixed place m some larger religious order nor

endogjtnous groups, regional networlis, whether they conain endogamous subgroups, etc. My
general impression is that the courts have made htde distincuon between these kinds of
“castes.” I suspect that there may be some differences in the kind of groups involved in
different sorts of cases, a suspicion that I hope to confirm upon a recheck of the cases. I have
followed the designanon and spellmg of the coons in referring to castes, tribes, and sects.

5 In employing the term “sectarian” it is necessary to resist both the connotanon that such
groups have been “cut off” from some larger body and the impLcanon that such groups are
associated with a disancCive and precise doctrme.

6. Western and Indian wnters alike disagree about die “religious” character of caste groups.
To some they are the very umts of Hmdnism, to others they are “purely social,” with oiy
an accidenul relanon to Hinduism I shall not attempt any reconciliation of different views of
rchpon,” I have not attempted to define “religon" or “religious,” but have been content to

call “religious” those characterizations of caste that involve such rubrics as religion, worship,
sacred, denominanon, Hinduism, impunty, polluaon, etc. References to castes in terms of
clubs, associations, corporations, economic and educational level, polmcal influence, etc., I

have deemed nonreligious.
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by di5rincfive and idiosyncratic religious beliefs or practices. It is a body with

its own principles of affiliation and its own internal order. These may be in

some respects like those of a corporation, a club, a dissenting church (in English

law), or some other voluntary association, but they render the caste a form of

association stu generis. The nature of the tie is not characterized solely or con-

clushely bv religious fellowship. The bonds of association may include religious

ones, but the religious tie is only one among a constellation of affinities. As is

the case with the sacral view of the caste group, the associational view avoids

characterization in terms of specific religious factors And in common with

the secutian view, it does not identify the caste by its standing in a differen-

tiated religious order of socict)’- The sacral view regards the caste group in

terms of us relation to the larger body of Hinduism; the sectarian view sees

it in terms of its ow’n religious distinctiveness, the associational view defines caste

in terms of its associational bonds, which may include religious features, al-

though they are not conclusve m identifying or characterizing it.

Recently, we find evidence of a fourth \ie%v of caste, which I call the

organic. Here, the caste group is seen as occupying a particular place in a social

order made up of manj’ such groups. This place is determined by a certain les'el

of resources and attainments relative to other groups m the society. As does

the sacral model, this view characterizes the caste group m terms of its relative

standing in a larger whole. But this ocgaruc view- sees the standing of a caste

as determined, not by its possession of Hindu ritual values as does the sacral

\iew, but by its share of mundane accomplishments and resources. It does not

take religious factors as the sole or primary determinant of the nature of the

caste group, in this respect it resembles the associational view. But, this organic

view, m contradistinction to both the associational and the sectarian views, does

not see the caste as an isolated or Idiosyncraoc entity.

These models may be sci ematized as on the following chart:

Charactertzatioa of the group

in terms of its position in the

larger society

Yes No

ConclusLveness

of religious

factors in

characterizing

the group

H SACRAL
View’

SECTARIAN
View

Religious

Views

ORGANIC
\^ew

ASSOCIATIONAL
View

Secular

Views

Holistic

Views
Segmental

Views

In order to trace the changing judiaal conceptualization of caste, I propose

to e\amine several kinds of cases in which caste comes before the courts. The
matters 1 ha\e chosen are (1) the administration of “personal law”, (2) the rec-
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groups into wider congregations (McCormack, 1966). Thus the caste group

was seen as a carrier of a distinctive sec of cultural traits When these traits

were employed in assessing varna standing they implied the sacral view of

caste, when employed to vary the textual law they implied a view of the caste

group as a corporate body culturally distinct from its neighbors

Precedence and Disabilities

Prior to British rule, some Indian regimes had actively enforced the privi-

leges and disabilities of various caste groups Indeed, such enforcement of the

caste order is urged by Hindu legal tradition as the prime duty of the Hindu

king During the latter part of the British period the prerogatives and dignities

of castes received only limited support by active governmental sanctions. This

limited support was undertaken on the basis of upholding customary rights,

but these rights were often conceptualized in terms of the religious character-

istics of caste groups.

With respect to the use of religious premises, caste groups did enjoy the sup-

port of the courts in upholding their claims for preference and exclusiveness.

Courts granted injunctions to restrain members of particular castes from entering

temples—even temples that were publicly supported and dedicated to the entire

Hindu community.'® Damages uere awarded for punficatory ceremonies neces-

sitated by the pollution caused by the presence of lower castes, such pollution

was actionable as a trespass to the person of the higher caste worshippers.'® It

was a criminal offense for a member of an excluded caste knowingly to pollute

a temple by his presence These rights to exclusiveness were vindicated by

the courts not only where the incerlopeis were “Untouchables” but also against

such “touchables” as Palshe Brahmans and Lingayats, whose presence in the

particular temple was polluting.

In these cases the couns were giving effect to the notion of an overarching,

differentiated Hindu ritual order in which the various castes were assigned,

by text or by custom, certain prerogatives and disabilities to be measured by
concepts of varna, of pollution, and of required ceremonial distance. Thus, in

Anandrav Bhikaji Phadke v. Shankar Daji Charya the Court upheld the right

of Chitpavan Brahmans to exclude Palshe Brahmans from worshipping at a

temple, on the ground that such an exclusive nght “is one which the Courts

must guard, as otherwise all high-casce Hindus would hold their sanctuaries

and perform their worship, only so far as those of the lower castes chose to

allow them.”®'

In 1908 the Privy Council upheld the exclusion of Shanars from a temple

and granted damages for its purification after a careful scrutiny of their social

18. Anandrav Bhikiji Phadke v. Shankar Dap Cbarya, I LJl. 7 Bom. 323 (1883), Sankaralinga
Nadan v. Raja Rajeswara Dorai, 35 lAC 176 (1908), Chathunm v. Appukuttan, AJ.R. 1945
Mad 232.

19 See cases cited, note 18 supra SiC. Wodeyar v Gamspatt, AIR. 193S Bom. 371,

where damages were awarded although the parties agreed there should be no finding on the

question of pollution

20. Amararn v King-emperor, AJ.R. 1924 Nag 121.

21. 7 Bom 323 at 329 On the origins tjf this dispute, see Joshi (1913).
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Standing. Finding that “their position in genera! social estimation appears to

have been just above that of Pallas, Pariahs, and Chucklies (who are on all

hands regarded as unclean and prohibited from the use of Hindu temples) and

below that of the Vellalas, Maravars, and other culdvaung castes usually classed

as Shudras, and admittedly free to worship in the Hindu temples,” the Judicial

Committee of the Privy Council concluded that the presence of Shanars was

repugnant to the “religious prinaples of the Hindu worship of Shwa” as well

as to the sentiments and customs of the caste Hindu w orshippers.^* ,As late as

1945, Nair users of a public temple were granted damages for pollution for the

purificatory ceremonies necessitated by Ezhuvas’ bathing in tanks.-® These ex-

clusionary rights were supported by criminal as well as by civil sanctions.

Untouchable Alahars who entered the enclosure of a village idol were convicted

on the ground that “where custom . . . ordains that an untouchable, whose very

touch is m the opinion of devout Hindus pollution, should not enter the en-

closure surrounding the shrine of any Hindu god, . .
.” such entry is a defilement

in \iolation of Section 295 of the Penal Code.**

While Hinduism is seen as a unified and overarching order, it is also seen as

differentiated. The religious obligations and prerogatives of groups differ ac-

cording to their standing In this w hole. Where Brahmans tore the sacred thread

from the neck of an Ahir who had lately taken to wearing it, the Court ruled

that, since he was a Shudra, the wearing of it was not “part of his religion” vis-

a-\is other Hindus To them ic was an assertion of a claim to higher rank. There-

fore the injurj’ w'as not to his religious susceptibilities—an offense—but only to

his digmty.*® Had it been tom by non-Hindus, it might have been an insult to

his religion itself.

In these cases the courts clearly e.xprcss their notion of a rank ordering of all

Hindu groups m a scheme of articulated prerogatives and disabilities One looks

to the position of the caste in the whole—its position on the scale relatiie to the

other groups—to ascertain its rights This approach did not always work to

the disadvantage of the excluded class. In Copala v. Siibrinnama, members of

the Elaivaniyar communitj obtained a declaration of their right to enter the

outer hall of the temple and an iniunction restraining other worshippers from

ejecting them. The court declared that each group enjoyed a pnma facie right

to enter that part of the temple assigned their caste (that is, varna) by the

Agamas (texts on use of temples), that these texts authorized the entry of Shudras

in this part of the temple, and that the plaintiffs were “at least Sudras.” Their

right could be overcome only by proof of a special custom of exclusion.*'®

Similarly, xvhere iMoothans were convicted for defiling a temple by entering

the part open to “non-Brahmans,” the court reversed the connction on the

22. 55 lAC 176 at 1S2.

23. A.IR 1945 .\Iad. 232.

24. A.1JI. 1924 Nag. 121.

25. Sbeo Shankar v Emperor, A I R. 19^ Oudh 348. For another instance in the same neigh-
borhood and nme of a lower caste adopong (and relinquishing) the sacred thread, see Smha
(I960).

26. AJR. 1914 .Mad 363.
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ground that Moothans are Shudras, no lower or more pollunng than the Nairs,

who were allowed to enter the temple.”

Again we see the notion of a single articulated Hindu community in which

there are authoritative opinions (supplied by custom and accepted texts) which

determine the respective rights of its component groups. The effect of this con-

ception of the overarching Hindu order is revealed clearly in the case of Michael

Ptllat V. Barthe. Here a group of Roman Catholic Pillais and Mudalis sued for

an injunction to require the Bishop of Fnchinopoly to re-erect a wall sepa-

rating their part of the church from that entered by “low-caste Christians” and

to declare plaintiffs’ exclusive right to perform services at the altar. The court

characterized the claim as one for “a right of freedom from contact which can

have but one origin . . that of pollution,”** but refused to recognize pollution

as either a spiritual or a temporal injury among Christians. Nor could Christians

constitute “castes” with rights based on their respective purity. Not being

Hindus, plaintiffs “cannot . . invoke the authority of accepted sacerdotal texts

for perpetuating the distinction between touchables and untouchables during a

particular life solely by reason of birth.”** When individuals have placed them-

selves by conversion outside the sacral order of Hinduism, their caste groupings

are not invested with those rights which follow only upon their occupying a

place in that order.**

Exclusionary practices did not enjoy the same judicial support m regard to

“secular” public facilities such as schools, wells, and roads. The courts declared

that no right could be maintained to exclude ocher castes or sects from the use

of streets and roads.*‘ The situation is more compbeated regarding the use

of water sources The Lahore Court held other users had no right to prevent

Chamars from drawing water from a public well** However, other courts con-

ceded that a right to exclude might be upheld if a custom of exclusive use by

higher castes could be proved Such customs were in fact difficult to prove. In

Mamappa v. Vaithilmga, Shanars obtained an order allowing them to use a

large tank on the ground that no custom of exclusion was proved (a right of

exclusion was upheld in regard to one well in the dispute where such a custom

was proved). What is interesting for our purpose is that even in denying the

exclusionary claims of the higher groups, the court reveals an implicit view of

an integrated Hindu community with graded rights The absence of a custom

of exclusion from the large tank, as distinguished from the well, is indicated

by textual passages to the effect that precautions for impurity may be less intense

m a body of water of this size.** Again, in N. D Vaidya v. B. R. Ambedkar, the

court found it unproved that there w’as any longstanding custom of exclusion

Textual provisions indicating that no elaborate precautions against pollution are

n. Kutti Chamt Moothan V Rama Pattar, 1919 Mad 751
28 AIR 1917 Mad 4}1 at 433
29 Id

,

at 442

30 For a similar unwillingness to ecforce cxcdusion in regard to Parsis, since there was no
defflemenc, see Saklat v Bella, 53 lA 42 at 56-7 (PC. 1925)

31. For example, Sadogopachanar v Rama Rao, ILR 26 Mad 376, aff'd 35 lA. 93

32 Kazan Chand v Emperor, AIR 1926 Lah 683
33. 1913 M.WN 247
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required in a tank of that size rendered it “doubtful hether any attempt would

have been made to secure exclushe use of tne water until such time as the tank

came to be surrounded bj houses of caste Hindus.’'^*

In dealing uith evclusionaiy rights, the courts tried to confine themselves to

claims invoh ing civil or properu' rights as opposed to claims merely for stand-

ing or social acceptance. Thus the courts refused to penalize such defiance of

customary' disabilities as failure to dismount from a « edding palanquin or failure

to concede another caste an exclu^se right to ceremonial deference.®® The

prevailing notion ^vas that social and religious matters did not give nse to legal

rights unless the right uas the sort of thing that could be possessed and made

use of. Thus sve find gradation from the temple cases, where there was ready

enforcement of exclusionary' nghls, to water sources, where it seems enforce-

ment might be forthcoming if difficult techmcal requirements were met, to

customs in no way connected with the use of specific propert>% where there

was no enforcement at all.®* But where government intervened, it upheld custom

and this custom w as evaluated and rationalized by the courts in terms of notions

of ceremonial punty and pollution—existing in different degrees among different

groups of Hindus.

It should be emphasized that prescnpnve rights and disabilmes recehed their

greatest governmental support not from direct judicial enforcement but from

the recogniuon of caste auconomv. that is, from the refusal of courts to mter-

fere with the right of the caste group to apply sancnons against those who
defied Its usages or contested its claims. Members of a caste could be outcasted,

and outsiders could be boycotted for nolations of customarj* privileges and

disabilities.*’ The broad sphere of autonomy enjoyed by caste groups peimitted

effecave enforcement of their claims without resort to the courts and with im-

munit)' from governmental interference.

CxSTE Actonomi

Castes were earh recognized as juridical ennues with the right to sue and

be sued, to sue on behalf of their members, and to acquire, hold, and manage

propert}". .More important for our purposes here, the caste was recognized as

a group havmg the power to make rules for itself and to constitute tribunals to

enforce these rules.®* WTuIe caste power wus limited b\ the official courts, which

34 AJJl 1938 Bom. I4<5 at 148

3S. JajJTZjf Emperor, .AlJt 1956 All 554. Goimij

f

Emperor, 1942 Nag 45.

36 XMiile there \\ as no support for these osages at the high court level, there is evidence of

widespread local acquiescence in and enforcement of such practices. See, for example, the ac-

oons of the local officials described in Kazan Cbard v Emperor, AJJt 1926 Lah 6S3, AJJL
1927 Lah. 430, Jisem i Emperor, AJJl 1936 AH 534, Cozmda Amrita v. Emperor, AJJl
1942 Nag. 45.

37 Assemon of caste supenont> by members of one caste over another and withdrawal
of social intercourse does not amoont to criminal defamaaon. Ver.kiea Reddi (Mad. High
Giurt, 1835), reported in X Weir 575. Cf Satrr Maimaji Rot: t. C Heroiee Rot:, I Wen 614
(Mad High Court, 1887), BaHda! i TtinddjJ, 55 Cnm L. J 835 (Nag, 1932). Refusal of
iilkgeis to haie social intercourse with members of an unpopular sect or allow them to use
a well IS irorcnminil anno>-ance or nuisance. RarrdtttJ tr Krrpa Smgb, ISS3 P. R. (Craninal) 3

38 For detailed anal>-5is and references m die area of caste autonomy, see Kfkani (1912),
RamatiKhna (1918), MuUa (1901) The only legwlanon directly unpmgmg on caste autonomy
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had exclusive jurisdiction over many matters (for example, criminal law), on

most matters the caste could make, modify, and revoke its rules. The majority,

or the established authorities within the caste, could not be overruled by the

civil courts on these “caste questions.” Caste questions were said to include all

matters affecting the internal autonomy and social relations of a caste.®* A caste

then might make whatever rules it wished about these matters. It might forbid

the wearing of European clothing, departure from customary headdress, crossing

the sea, it might prohibit intercourse with members who participated in widow

remarriage, it might excommunicate those who failed to observe customary

avoidance of lower castes.*®

The right to have a fellow caste member accept one's food, gifts, or invita-

tions, the right to receive invitations from him, the nght to have precedence

in leading one’s bullock m a procession—in ali these cases of dignity, acceptance,

or precedence within the caste, the civil courts would not entertain a suit.

Again, claims to leadership of a caste, claims to a caste office, claims to enjoy

privileges and honors by virtue of such office, and claims to officiate as priest

were held to be caste questions. Even if the dispute resulted m the expulsion

of one person or faction, the courts would take no cognizance in such cases.

Unw'arranted attribution of loss of caste was defamatory. Bur so long as pub-

lication was not more extensive than necessary to effect the purpose of informing

the caste,*i announcement of a duly pronounced sentence of excommunication

to other caste members was pnvilcged. that is, immune from a claim for defa-

mation as tending to protect the public good **

But the courts were willing to take jurisdiction where they found that the

claim was not merely for social acceptance or dignities but involved enforceable

civil or property rights, which included nghts in caste property, the nght to

offices with pecumary emoluments, and the right to reputation. Even here, the

courts were wary about the extent of intervention and set up standards that

emphasized procedural rather than substantive supervision. The courts would

was the Caste Disabilities Removal Act (Act XXI of 1850, also known as the Freedom of Re-
hgion Act), which provided that there was to be no forfeiture of civil or property rights "by
reason of tenouncing, or, having been excluded from the commumon of, any rehgion, or
being depnved of caste ...”

39 But they did not include the economic interests of ^e group, where these conflicted

with the property nght of a member. See Fothttraju Setty v. Padda Poliah, 1939 (1) Mad. L. J.
Ili5

40 Sri Sukratendar Thntha Sioami of Kathi Mutt v. Prabhu, AIA., 1923 Mad. 587. Cf.
Khtmam v. Emperor, AJit. 1926 All. 306.

41. See Queen v Sankara, lER. 6 Mad 381 (1883), where the use of a postcard to inform
the excommunicant was found to be a “wanton excess of pnviJege ” Cf. Thtagaraya v. Krishna-
sami, lER 15 Mad. 214 (1892) (circulaoon of accusaQon against Brahman to persons of aD
castes m bazaar not pnvilcged).

42. See the Exceptions to SecDon 499 of the Indian Pena) Code (Act XLV of J960). Gen-
erally courts were well disposed toward caste tnbnnals and paid high regard to the beneficent
qualioes of caste disciphne. See, for example, Emprest v Ramanand, 11. R. 3 All 664 at 667
(1881) (“No court would wish to interfere with those domestic rules and laws which regulate

and control the relations between the members of a caste. On the contrary, the tendency would
rather be to countenance and protect them-”), Umed Stngb v Emperor, A.IR 1924 All. 299

at 301 (“So long as caste . . . [remains) one of the fundamental charactenstics of social life

m India, any attempt to mmunize, ignore or brush to one side existing regulanons, exisnng
sanctions or respect for existing decisions most be regarded as contrary to the public good.”).
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entertain claims only. (1) that the decision of a caste tribunal had not been

arrived at bona fides, (2) that the decision was taken under a mistaken belief;

(3) that the decision was actually contrary’ to the rules or usage of the caste;

or (4) that it was contrary to natural justice. The last was the most impor-

tant of these rules. Violations of natural justice included omission of proper

notice to the accused and the denial of an opportunity to the accused to be

heard and to defend himself.

Here \te have a judicial view of caste more congenial to the sectarian or asso-

ciational models than to the sacral one. Castes are seen as independent bodies

with their own internal order, and the nghts and duties of individual members

follow from this order. This order is not determined by the position of the

caste in an overarching order of Hindu society. Although analogies are some-

times drawn from such associations as clubs, corporations, partnerships, or

dissenting churches, the courts never subsume the caste group under any of

these. It IS a group sui generis.** Although some courts speak of the caste as a

voluntary organization in the sense that one can leave it, it was generally con-

ceded that “the caste is a social combination, the members of which are enlisted

by birth, not by enrollment.”**

Is the caste group a “religious body”^ We have seen that the courts refused

to take cognizance of suits for mere “religious honours” or to enforce obliga-

tions they regarded as purely religious. The caste group was recognized as a

proper forum for scnling these religious questions. The caste was recognized

as a corporate body with the right to prescribe and enforce its own religious

doctrine, ritual, and leadership.** But in many cases it could not be character-

ized solely by its religious attributes. “The caste is not a religious body, though

Its usages, like all other Hindu usages, are based upon religious feelings. In

religious matters, strictly so called, the members of the caste are governed by

their religious preceptors. In social matters they lay down their own laws.”*^

Thus the caste unit was not solely religious in its concerns and nature. It was

mixed-panly civil and partly religious** Or as a Madras court summed it up,

“a caste is a combination of a number of persons governed by a body of usages

which differentiate them from others The usages may refer to social or reli-

gious obsen’ances, to drink, food, ceremonies, pollution, occupation, or mar-

riage.” The caste group, then, is not wholly or solely to be charactenzed by

religion, either in doctrine or m practice.**

It is here that we find a departure from the characterization of caste in terms

43 See Appaya v Padappa, ILR 2J Bom 112 (1898).

44 “The Hindu caste is an unique aggreganon SO wholly unknown to the English law that
English decisions, concerning English corporations and partnerships tend rather to confusion
than to guidance upion matters relating to caste” Jetbabhat Narsey v. Chaptey Kooverp, IJLR.
is Bom. 599 at 611 (1891).

45. Raghunath v Javardhan, 15 Bom 599 (1891).
46. See, for example, Dnchand Toiarm i Ghmesbyam, A IJt. 1935 Bom. 361. (Jurisdicaon

of caste includes outcasnng of members for adherence to sub-sect said to be outside Vedic
religion )

47. Raghunath v Javardhan, 15 Bom 599 (1891).

48 Haroon i Hap Adorn, 11 Bom L Reporter 1267

49 MuthusvtaTnt V Manlamant IT.R 33 Mad 352 (1909).
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of an overarching sacral order of Hinduism. Castes are autonomous units with

internal government and charactenzed partly by religious and partly by non-

religious usages. In contradistinction to the personal law®" and to what was held

m the cases involving precedence and disabilities where castes were allocated

differencial religious honor because of their place in the wider Hindu scheme,

here the castes are treated as autonomous and self-sufficient entities whose order

proceeds from internal organs.

This detachment from the context of the wider Hindu society comes out

clearly in the treatment of non-Hindu groups under the heading of caste auton-

omy Here we find that the autonomous caste group is recognized not only

among Hindus but also among Muslims, Jews, Sikhs, Jams, and Chnstians.®^

In this context caste groups are not subsumed under the varnas, they are treated

as a special kind of group Claims of rights and powers which derive from a

place in a larger Hindu order are not recognized among non-Hindu groups.

But where the rights and powers derive from the internal order, customary and

deliberative, of the group as an autonomous entity, they are recognized among

all religions, not only among Hindus

THE NEW DISPENSATION

The Constitution sets forth a general program for the reconstrucuon of

Indian society ” In spite of its length, it is undetailed m its treatment of the

institution of caste and of the existing group structure of Indian society. But

It clearly sets out to secure to individuals equality of status and opportunity,

to abolish invidious distinctions among groups,** to protect the integrity of a

variety of groups—religious, linguistic, and cultural,®* to give free play to vol-

untary associations,** the widest freedom of association to the individual,®^

and generally the widest personal freedom consonant with the public good.**

Without pursuing all these in detail, it is clear that the following general prin-

ciples are consistently in evidence (I) a commitment to the replacement of

ascribed status by voluntary affiliations, (2) an emphasis on the integrity and

50 The personal law inclined away from the sacral view toward a view more Lke that
lound in the caste autonomy area in the recognition o* castes as units whose customs, where
proved, would serve to vary the law of the textbooks

51 See, for example, Abdul Kadir i Dharma, ILR 20 Bom 190 (1895), where the court
observed that ‘ caste” comprised 'any well defined naave community governed for certain
internal purposes by its own rules and regulations,' and was dies not confined to Hindus Cf
Yusef Beg Sahib v Mahq Md Syed Sahtb, AIR 1927 Mad 397, where the court rejected the
notion that the word ' caste” was confined to Hindus and found that it “refers to any class

who keep themselves sociallv distinct or inherit exclusive privileges
”

52 This new dispensation did nor ainvc on the scene suddenly It represents the culmina-
non of more than half a century of increasing ano-caste sentiment among reformers, the
gradual acceptance by politicians of the need for reform of caste, and a variety of provincial
ann-disabilmes and temple-entry legisbtion, and the growing conviction that caste is inimical
to democracy and progress and should pi*/ * restnered role in the new India

53. Preamble, Articles 14 15, 16, 17, 18, 23, 46
54 Articles 14-17, 25-30
55 Articles 25-30, 347, 350A, 3S0B
56 Articles 19(l)c, 25, 26, 30
57. Id

58 See generally. Parts III and IV of the Consatotion.
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autonomy of groups within socieU', (3) a withdrawal of governmental recog-

nition of rank ordering among groups. In order to see how the new constitu-

tional scheme has affected the |udicial \ie\\ of caste, we shall trace recent

developments m the areas previously discussed and in some new problem areas

that have emerged since independence.

Perso>al Law

The Constitution contains a commitment to replace the system of separate

personal laws with a “uniform civil code”®* In spite of its strictures against

discrimination on the ground of religion, the Constitution has been interpreted

to permit the continuing application of their respective personal laws to Hindus

and Muslims. The continuing \ahdity of disparate rules of personal law and the

pow'er of the state to create new rules applicable to particular communities

has been upheld.®^ Within the Hindu law itself, the constitutional ban on caste

discriminauon has not been read as abolishing differences in personal law be-

tween Hindus of different castes. Although legal enforcement of disabilities

against lower castes was sometimes rationalized m varna terms, the use of varna

distinctions m the personal law is not included within the constitutional abolition

of untouchabihty However, the Hindu Code Acts®* of 1955-56 have largely

abandoned the shastraic basis of Hindu law and established a more or less

uniform laiv for Hindus of all regions and castes The new law creates the

hitherto unknowm capacity to marr> and adopt across varna lines and, with a

few minor exceptions, eliminates all of the distinctions along varna lines em-

bodied in the old law.®® Varna has virtually been eliminated as an operative

legal concept, although for the present the courts are required to apply it to

transactions covered by the older law In addition, the new legislation severely

curtails but does not eliminate the opportunities for invoking caste custom in

order to vary the generally applicable Hindu law.®* Where sanctioned by cus-

tom, caste tribunals may still dissolve marriages.®® Where caste is still relevant

to the operation of personal law, its significance is as a vessel of custom and

59. Anicle 44

60 For example. State cf Bombay v Narasu /tppa AIR 1952 Bom 84,

61. The assignment of a community to a ^arna has been held not to consnrute a depnvation
of rights to equality before the law, nor is ic religious discnminanon Sa/igannagondj v Kal-
langonda, AIR. 1960 Mys 147. The classification of the offspnng of a Shudra and his Brah-

man concubine as a candala, the lowest of Untouchables m the traditional scheme, did not
strike the court as unconstitutional in Bachtibbai v Bea Dhmlaxtni, AIR. 1961 Guj 141.

62. That IS, the Hindu ,Marnage Act of 1955, the Hindu Succession Act of 1956, the Hindu
Minority and Guardianship Act of 1956, and the Hindu Adopnons and Maintenance Act
of 1956.

63. Derrett (1958) suggests that the only instances in which varna might continue to have
effect are succession to sannyasis and determination of the maximum age for adoption. The
former is an instance of a \arna role left intact (Siudras cannot become sannyasis), the possi-
bility of \anauon by caste custom also remains intact. Sec Derrett (1963, Sec 592). The latter

IS an instance where custom may vary the law, and custom here is based at least in part on
varna distinctions See Derrett (1963, &c 159 ff )

64 Derrett (1963, Sec 13) lists as matieis remaining open to customary variation the pro-
hibited degrees for marriage, the maximum age of adopuon, the right to dissolution of mar-
riage by a caste tribunal, right to be a sannyasi, nght to maintenance out of impanible estates,

and other joint family rights

65. For example, PreTrtevbhjt v. Chamioolal, AIR- 1961 MP. 57.
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as a body with its own rules and tnbunal rather than as the holder of a position

in a larger system. Here, the sacral view of caste has given way entirely to a

view of castes as autonomous corporate units.*®

Precedence and Disvbilitifs

The Preamble to the Constitution resolves “to secure to all of its citizens

. . . Equality of status and opportunity.” Accordingh, it confers on all its

citizens a fundamental right to be free of discrimination by the state on the

ground of caste The Constitution not only forbids caste discrimination by the

gov'ernment, it goes on to outlaw invidious •.reatment on the basis of caste by

private citizens as well Article 15(2) prohibits discrimination by prwate per-

sons m regard to use of facilities and accommodations open to the public, such

as w'ells, tanks, shops, and restaurants Under these provisions, there is no longer

any governmental pow'cr to make discriminations among citizens on caste lines

Nor may government enforce any customary right to exclude certain castes from

a public facility.** Article 17 provides

“Umouchability” is abolished and its practice in any form is forbidden. The enforce-

ment of any disability arising out of “Untouchability” shall be an offense punishable

in accordance with law.

The guarantee of freedom of religion is explicitly qualified to permit temple-

entry legislation

The Untouchability (Offenses) Act (UOA) of 195S” outlaws the imposition

of disabilities “on grounds of untouchability” in regard to, tnter aha, entrance

and worship at temples, access to shops and restaurants, the practice of occupa-

tions and trades, use of water sources, places of public resort and accommodation,

public conveyances, hospitals, educational insotutions, construction and occu-

66. The caste autonomy recognized here is of a limited kind Castes carry and can ad-

minister established customs, possibly they can abrogate an old custom, but they cannot delib-

erately create new customary law. A caste cannot attract to itself a different body of personal

law by charges of name, etc Sankman v Madbnan, AIR 195J Mad 579 Nor is it possible

to form a caste voluntarily which enjoys even this limited prerogative, since it denves from
the ancient character of the custom rather than the legislative power of the caste Diivani
Acbi V. ChidambaTom Cheitiar, AIR. 1954 Mad 657 Nor can traditional caste piowers be
transferred to a composite group made up of members of several castes EltaOpa v Ellappa,

AJR.. 1950 Mad. 409
67. See also Articles 28{3) and 29(2), which forbid di^nmination in private educational

msutuaons.

68 See, for example, State of Madras v Cbampakam Dorairjan, [1951] SC J 313, Sanghar
Umar V State, AIR 1952 Saur 124 Caste cannot be recognized for electoral purposes The
Constitution rules out caste-wise electorates for parliament and state legislatures. Art 325 Com-
munal electorates m local bodies are unconsuranonal. Nam Sukh Das v. State of UJP,, A 1 R.

1953, SC 384, nor can caste be used as a entenon in delimiting territorial constituencies (by
excluding from a ward “houses of Rajputs in the cast of die village”). Bhopal Singh v. State,

AJR. 1958 Ra) 41.

69. Aramugha Konar v Narayana AIR 1958 Mad 282
70 Article 25(2>b When the (^onsutuoon vras enacted, customary exclusion of lower castes

from temples and secular facilities, previously recognized and to some extent enforceable at

law, had been transformed into statutory offenses diroughout most of India. For a survey of

this provmcial legislation and its continuing efficacy, see Galanter (1961).
71. Act XXII of 1955.
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pation of residential premises, holding of religious ceremonies and processions,

and use of jewelry and finery. Enforcement of disabilities is made a crime,

punishable by fine or imprisonment, and the power of ci%il courts to recognize

any custom, usage, or right which would result in the enforcement of any

disability is withdrawn.

In order to gauge the scope of Article 17 and the UOA, it is necessary to

determine the meaning of “untouchabilin.'.” Although it is yet unclear in detail,

judicial construction so far provides some guidelines. The “untouchability”

forbidden by the Constitution does not include every instance in which one

person is treated as ritually unclean and polluting. It does not include such

temporarj’ and expiable states of uncleanliness as that suffered by women in

childbirth, mourners, etc.^- It does not include atmbution of impurity to wor-

shippers (vis-a-vis attendants) in sacred places,'* nor does it include that “un-

touchability” which follows upon expulsion or excommunication from caste.**

It is confined to that untouchability ascribed by birth rather than attained in

hfe. Further, it does not include every instance in which one is treated as

untouchable in certain respects because of a difference in religion or member-

ship in a different or lower caste. It does nor include the use of varna distinctions

to demarcate Shudras from the twice-bom."* It includes, m the words of the

first court to pass on the issue explicitly, only those practices directed at “those

regarded as ‘untouchables’ in the course of histone development”; that is,

persons relegated “beyond the pale of the caste system on grounds of birth in

a particular class.”^® Thus untouchability would not include practices based on

avoidance due to a difference of religion or caste, except insofar as the caste

was traditionally considered “untouchable” and “outside the pale of the caste

system." Thus disabibties imposed, for example, by one group of Brahmans

on other Brahmans, by Brahmans on non-Brahmans, by “right-hand” on “left-

hand” castes, would all fall outside the prohibition of Article 17.

The meaning of untouchability then is to be determined by reference to

those who hav’e traditionally been considered “Untouchables.” But it is no easier

to define Untouchables than it is to define “untouchability.” “Beyond the pale

of the caste system” is a misleading and unworkable formulation. Ev en the low est

castes are within the system of reciprocal rights and duties, their disabilities and

prerogames are articulated to those of other castes. Presumably the Mysore
court means by this phrase, outside the four v'amas of the classical lawbooks.

In reference to their customarj' rights. Untouchables have sometimes, particularly

in southern India, been referred to as a fifth varna, below the Shudras.” But

m other places they were regarded as Shudras."* For purposes of personal law,

72. See De^jrjjub v Pidnunju, AJR. I9S8 84.

73. Moothatini v Varudeva Kurup, lER. I960 Ker 73.

74 Hadtbjndhu v Birwniali, AJR. 1960 Or. 33, Satfuddm Sahib v. State of Bombay. AJR.
1962 SC. 853.

75. Sangamiagonda v. Kallmgonda, A IR 1960 Mj-s. 147.

76. Dnarajuh v. Padnunna, AJR. 1958 Mys. 84 at 85. See Kandra Sethi v. Metra Sahtt,
XXIV Cunack L. T. 364 at 366 (1963).

77. See, for example, Sankaralmga NaJm v. Rjja Rajeshvan Dorai, 35 lAC 176 (1908).
78 See, for example, Atmaram v. King-Emperor, AJR. 1924 Nag-. 121.
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the courts ha\e nc\cr attempted to distinguish Untouchables from Shudras'®

E\en Ashere Untouchables arc popular!} regarded as Shudras, they cannot be

equated u ith them, since there are non Untouchable groups u hich belong to

this categor}. Thus, the tests used for distinguishing Shudras from the ns ice-

bom cannot be used as a satisfaciors measure of untouchabihtv.

Although the abolition of untouchabilit} amounts to a kind of negatise rec-

ognition of the sacra! order of Hinduism, it is not likeK that the junsprudence

recognizing that order as ill find ness* emplox ment for the purpose of identifs ing

“Untouchables.” In attempting to idennfy Untouchable groups for the purpose

of gis’ing them benefits and preferences, the government has not tried to apply

general entena but has adopted the desnee of compiling lists of castes in each

localit}’ These were drassn up mamh with an e\c to low ntual standing, but

there is an unexen admuture of other social and economic factors.*®

Thus the “untouchabilit} ” forbidden b} bw is confined to discrimination

against certam not readily defined classes of persons It includes not ex cry' dis-

cnnunation against them bur only those imposed because of their position in

the caste sxstem The proxmons making untouchabihty an offense attempt to

distinguish benxeen those disabilities and exclusions imposed on grounds of caste

posiuon, and those xx hich denx e from religious and sectarian difference. Crucial

sections of the Untouchabilit}- Offenses Act are quabfied to make it an of-

fense to exclude Untouchables onK from places “open to other persons pro-

fessing the same religion or belonging to the same religious denomination or

section thereof Thus the scope of the rights conferred on Untouchables by

the UOA depends on the meaning of the phrases “the same religion” and “the

same religious denomination or section thereof ” To the extent that caste dis-

tinctions are conceded of as religious or denominational differences, the rights

of Untouchables are limited Thus exclusion of Untouchables b} Jams is not

forbidden insofar as it is on the ground that they are non-Jains rather than

because of their caste.** In spite of some attempt b} the laxx-makers to mini-

mize such distinctions,** courts haxe (on solid textual grounds) been reluctant

to read the act as obviating these distinctions In State of Kerala v. Veiikiteraara

79 See Muthusjmi v Manlmani, ITR 33 Mad 342 (1909), Maharajah of Kolhapur v
SuTutarirrn Ai.ar, AiR. 192S Mad 497 at521, Xlamckm r,. Poogazananmial, AIR 1934 Mad
323, Bhola Nath %. Emperor, AJR 1924 Cil. 616, Sokan Smgh v Kabla Stngh, AlJt. 1927

Lah 706

80 Such lists denre from carUer anempts (m the I930's) to find a smgle sec of entena to

measure “untouchabihty” (These included such tests as whether the caste in quesuon was
‘‘polluting” or “debarred" from pubbe faohges—which may adnut of no equivocal answer—
and whether they were served by “clean” Brahmans—which has only a local and comparauve
reference ) All attempts to set up tests based on the assumpaon that “Untouchables” are set

off by some uniform and disuncnvc pattern of practices proted inadequate to isolate the
groups which local administrators felt deseiruig of inclusion. Addmonal criteria of po\erT>'
and ilhteracy had to be added The goxernment lists then give httle guide to the meaning of
untouchability There is no adequate inclnsive list of all groups considered Untouchable or any
single set of enteru for idennf>ing them For a discussion of the problem of identifying the

» Tlntouchables,” see Dushkm (1957, 1961)
81. Sec. 3(1)

82. De\arapah v Pad/nannj, A I R. 19S8 Mys 84, State v. Furmeband, A.IR. 1938 MP. 352.

83. See the ‘XtplanaQon” attached to Sec. 3 of the UOA.
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Prabhii,^^ Untouchables were pre\ented from entering the nalainbalavi of a

temple belonging to the Gowda Saraswat Brahman community. Since only mem-

bers of this community ordinarily entered this part of the temple, the court

held that exclusion of Untouchables xvas not an offense, since they did not

belong to the same “denomination or section thereof.” The acceptance by the

court of denominational lines within Hinduism as limiting the operation of the

temple-entry provisions may produce some unanticipated results. For the “re-

ligion” and “denomination” qualifiers also appear in other provisions of the

Untouchability Offenses Act.“ Thus judicial solicitude for the sectarian pre-

rogatives of groups within Hinduism may severely limit the rights granted by

some of the central provisions of the UOA.*®

Since untouchability has been interpreted to include only discriminations

against Untouchables, the legislation against it has not touched discriminations

against other classes of Hindus. Troubled by the anomalous situation in w’hich,

while it is an offense to exclude Untouchables from temples, classes of touchable

Hindus may be excluded w ith impunitj', several states have responded by enacting

supplementary legislation A Bombay act, for example, makes it an offense to

prevent “Hindus of an\ class or sect from entering or w’orshippmg at a temple

to the same extent and in the same manner as any other class or section of

Hindus.”®^ These laws extend protecoon to non-Untouchables, and they also

overcome the sectarian and denominational limitations which the courts have

found m the UOA. Although the states are limited m their power to legislate

directly on the subject of untouchability, this legislation will substantially

broaden the rights of Untouchables as well, for the rights of the latter under

the Untouchability Offenses Act are automatically elevated to a parity with

the new rights which the state legislation confers on caste-Hindus.®® It remains

to be seen whether the denominational prerogatives preserxed by the Untouch-

abibty Offenses Act w’ill be found to have a constitutional foundation

84. AIR. 1961 Ker. 55.

85 The quilific2aon appears in the provisions relating to- use of utensils and other articles

kept in restaurants, hotels, etc., use of wells, water sources, bathing ghats, cremation grounds,
the use of “places used for a public or charitable purpose”, the enjoyment of benefits of a

chancable trust, and the use of dbarmsbahf, wrajf, and nmsafirkhinas Sections 4(ii), 4(iv),

4(v), 4(bc). Strangely enough, it does not appear in Section 4<x) regarding “the observance of

any . . . religious custom, usage or ceremony or taking part m any religious procession ” Thus
Untouchables seem to have access to the rebgious processions of Hindu denominations and
sects, but not to their wells, etc.

86 Courts have also read severe private property restrictions into the Act Thus, a privately
owned well which the owner allows to be used by villagers is not covered. Benudhar Sahu v.
State, 1 LR 1962 Cuttack 256 Nor are religious performances “m an open space” to which the
public IS invnted State of MT v Ttiaram, 1965 (Notes of Cases) 7. See Kandra
Sethi V. Metra Saht, XXIX Cuttack L.T 364 (1963).

87. Bombay Hindu Places of Public Worship (Entr>' Authorization) Act, 1956 (Bombay
Act No. XXXI of 1956). United Provinces Temple Entry (Declaration of Rights) Act, 1956
(U.P. Act. No XXXIII of 1956).
88 State of Botiibay v. Yagna Sastn Punabadasp, 61 Bom. L Reporter 700 (1958). (Under-

the Bombay Act, Satsangis [members of Sw^aminaiayan Sampradaya] could not exclude non-
Satsangi Harijans from their temples.)

89 See discussion on pages 328-29 below. Generally, on the relation of denormnaaonal pre-
rogaaves to temple entry and the abobnon of untouchabibty, see Galanter (1964b).
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“PrOTJCTUE DISCKI^^I^AT^O^”

The attack on discnminaaon is only one side of the attempt to remove the

disabilities of the low er castes For the purpose of securing equality, the govern-

ment IS authorized to depart from indifference to caste in order to fas or the

Untouchables, tnbals, and backward classes These provisions for “protective

discnmmation” are the principal exceptions to the constitutional ban on the use

of communal criteria by government The Constitution authorizes government

to provide special benefits and preferences to previously disadvantaged sections

of the population Reserved posts in government service, reserved seats in legis-

latures,*® reserved places in educational insDtucions, and an array of preferences

and welfar'* measures have been made available to the Scheduled Castes and,

to a lesser extent, to the “backward classes”

As mentioned earlier, the selection of Scheduled Castes has been on the basis

of ritual standing, supplemented by social and economic cnteria No uniform

tests have been used Pollution and impunty in the local scale are important

tests, but considerations of varna as such played a minor role in the process of

selecting these castes

The provisions for “protective discrimination” extend not only to Untouch-

ables but to “other socially and educationally backward classes." Although the

Constitution refers to backward classes, caste groups have commonly been the

units selected as backward Low standing in the ritual order was clearly one

of the bases upon which caste groups have been deemed backward. But vama

as such was never used for this purpose Increasing criticism within and without

the government, and the increasing willingness of the courts to subject preferences

for backward classes to close scrutiny, have caused a trend away from caste m
favor of noncommunal economic and educational criteria The Supreme Court

in Balap v. State of Mysore struck down a scheme for reservations in colleges

for backward classes on the ground that they were selected primarily on the

basis of caste, that is, the groups were chosen on the basis of their ritual and

social standing** It appeared to be constitutionally peimissible for the state to

use castes or communities as the units it designated as backward,** so long as

It selected these units by other criteria, that is, by social, economic, and educa-

tional indices. So far, the Supreme Court seemed to reject the sacral model in

favor of something along the lines of the organic model. Caste groups might

be used, if selected as backward by nonreligious criteria on a relative scale m
which they were measured against other caste groups However, more recently,

the Court has indicated that the caste group may be used to select beneficianes

90. As originally enacted, the ConsDtuaon provided reserved seats in Parliament and the
state legislatures for the Scheduled Castes (diat is. Untouchables) and the Scheduled Tribes
for a ten year period. This has been extended for another ten year period Consntunon (Eighth
Amendment) Act, 1959

91 See note 80 above
92 A “varna” test was advocated by Shn SDS. Oiaurasia, a member of the Backward Classes

Commission, but his contention that the backward classes should be equated with Shudras
was rejected by the commission (Report 1956 1, 44, III, 22ff.).

93 Balaji v. State of Mysore, A.IR. 1963 SC 649.
9*. Id ; Ramakrishna Singh V State of Mysore, AIR. 1960 Mys 338
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of preferences on a much narrower scale than the Balaji case seemed to imply.

In Chitralekha v. State of Afysore, the Court suggested that, while it is per-

missible to use caste (presumably in the sense of standing or rank) “in ascertain-

ing the backwardness of a class of citizens,” it is by no means necessary to take

caste into account “if [government] can ascertain the backwardness of a group

of persons on the basis of other relevant criteria.”*® This confirms the Balaji

view that caste standing is neither a necessarj’ nor a sufficient criterion of back-

wardness. The Court then goes on to say that, while caste may be relevant in

determining the backwardness of individuals, caste groups are themselves not

the classes w'hose back\^ ardness is to be ascertained. It suggests that if the whole

caste IS backward it should be included among the Scheduled Castes.

Apparently, caste groups are not to be used as the umts or classes which

are deemed back^va^d. How’ever, the first High Court to which this case was

cited had no difficulty in approving the use of caste units. It upheld the classi-

ficauon of Ezhuvas as a backtvard class, indicating that this was not based on an

assessment of their impunty but rather of the continuance of disabilities to which

they were subjected. “Habits of thought die hard and slow', and occupations

bke toddy-tapping ca.rr>' their social stigma from one gencraoon to another

and through decades of conduct.”** It is not theu' location m the varna scheme,

but their location m the estimate of others and the impact of this on their

opportunities which the state may take into account.

In the designating of the beneficiaries of protective discrimination, the Sched-

uled Castes are selected by a mixture of nrual and social-economic characteristics.

In this respect the government has used the shadow or negative of the sacral \iew

of caste. However, in selecang baclavard classes, the courts have narrowly con-

fined the use of caste standing it can be used only as an index of social and

economic backwardness and then only in conjuncDon with other tests. The
permissibility of using caste groups as units is open to doubt. Insofar as caste

may be used in this area, it is caste concewed in the organic view—as a group

w'lth a relative share of social, educational, economic resources, rather than as

a group with a given ntual standing.

With membership in caste groups a qualificaaon for preferment of various

kinds, It IS not surprising that disputes have arisen concermng such membership.

In order to qualify for preferences, one must be a member of the listed caste.

In Chatturbhu] Vtthaldas Jasam v Moresfm'or Pareshram, the Supreme Court

deaded that a Mahar who had loined the Mahanubhav'a Panth,*' a Hindu sect

which repudiated the multiplicitj’ of gods and the caste system, remained a

Mahar (thus eligible to stand for a reserved seat in the legislature). The Court

armed at this conclusion on the ground that he had continued to identify him-

self as a Mahar and had retained full acceptance by the Mahar community.

9J. A.I R. 1964 S C. 1821 at 1833. One of the remarkable and confusing aspects of these cases
IS that the courts manage to use the nord caste to mean successitely ( 1 ) "communal unit”
and (2) "caste rank or standing” >vtthout feelmg any need for danficanon or distinction I
ha\e tried here to sort out these meanings.
96 State of Kerala v Jacob Afaihev, 1964(2) Kcr S3 at 60.
97. On the role of this sect m Mahar cradinon, see MiUer (1966).
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The Court concluded that “conversion to this sect imports little beyond an

intellectual acceptance of certain ideological tenets and does not alter the con-

vert’s caste status.”®® Thus the Court saw no distinctive religious content in

membership in the caste, its bonds are “social and political ties” “If the indi-

vidual . . . desires and intends to retain his old social and political ties,” and

if the old order is tolerant of the new faith and does not expel the convert, the

conversion does not affect his caste membership.*® However, the Court recog-

nizes that there is a religious level to caste alHIianon as w ell. It is not only the

convert’s own choice that must be taken into account, “but also the views of

the body whose religious tenets he has renounced because here the right [to

stand for a reserved seat] is a nght of the old body, the right conferred upon

It as a special privilege to send a member of its own fold to Parliament.”’®®

The same question came before the Madras High Court m the case of Shyam-

sunder v. Shankar Deo,’®’ where the question was whether the candidate had

lost his membership in the Samgar caste by loming the Arya Samaj, a Hindu

sect which rejects idolatry and ascription of caste by birth. The Court said

there would be no deprivation of caste unless there was either expulsion by the

old caste or intentional abandonment or renunciation by the convert. Since there

was no evidence of expulsion or ostracism by the old caste, the question was

whether there had been a break from the old order “so complete and final that

... he no longer regarded himself as a member of the Samgar caste.”*®® Here

the Court felt this was refuted not only by his activities but by his testimony

that he believed in idols and m texts repudiated by the Samajists. Again while

rebgious criteria played a secondary role m defining membership in caste, the

Court, like the Jasam Court, conceived of the caste as having some body of reli-

gious tenets One might be a member while repudiating them, but adhering to

them was evidence that one regarded oneself as a member. In these cases, the

view of caste fits what we have called the associational model. It is a group

characterized by a constellation of social and political ties, it has “religious

tenets,” though adherence to them is not a requisite for membership so long

as the other ties are not severed.

In V.V. Gm v. D. Sun Dora the question before the Supreme Court was

whether a candidate had lost his membership in the Moka Dora tribe by becom-

ing a Kshatriya. The candidate was bom a Moka Dora, and his family had

described itself as such in all documents from 1885 to 1923. Since that time

they had described themselves as Kshatriyas. There was evidence that the

98. [1954] SCR 817 at 840

99 Id at 839.

100 Id at 839 Perhaps the “religions tenets" language is here only because the Court used
as authority the case of Abraham v Abraham, 9 AI lA 199 (1663), which involved conversion
from one religion to another with retention of personal law.

101. AIR I960 Mys 27.

102. Id. at 32 The caste referred to as “Samgar" here is evidendy the same as that listed

as “Samagara” m Census of India, Paper no 2 (1960) Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes
Arranged in Alphabeacal Order, p 84 The Sonar caste, mentioned below, are tradmonally
goldsmiths and of a higher social standing, nsnally associated with Vaishya status
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family had adopted Kshatriya customs, celebrated marnages in Kshatnya style,

was connected by marriage to Kshatnya families, employed Brahman priests,

and wore the sacred thread in the manner of Kshatnyas.^o^ candidate’s

election was challenged on the ground that he was no longer a xMoka Dora
and was therefore ineligible to stand for a seat reser\'ed for Scheduled Tribes.

The Supreme Court solved the question by deciding that he had not m fact

become a Kshatrh a because “the caste status of a person in this context would
necessarily have to be determined in the light of the recognition received by
him from the members of the caste in which he seeks entry ’’ Finding no evidence

of such recognition, the court said that “unilateral acts cannot be easily taken

to prove that the claim for the higher status ... is established This recog-

nition test is essentially a variant on the reputation test for the \arna standing

of caste groups. It is notable that it completely excludes any religious test of

Kshatriyahood. One judge (J. L. Kapur), dissenting, vigorouslv reiected the

majority notion that caste is determined in the first instance by birth and can

be varied (at least upward) only by recognition of his claims by members of

the group to which he aspires. He put forward a theory that caste rank varies

as a consequence of the gunas, karma, and mbhavanJ and is dependent on
actions; he found that the candidate had “bj his actions raised himself to the

position of a Kshatri\*a . . The majoritx did not accept this but did regard

the xama order as hierarchic. It was a hierarchy determined by mutual social

acceptance, rather than by possession of traits indicative of religious capacity

or attainments.

So long as they are dealing with caste within Hinduism, whether it is the

precedence or rights of a caste or membership in it, the courts have been

unwilling to describe and rationalize these differences in terms of the sacral

model of caste. They assign only a minor role to the religious content of caste

and avoid invoking the notion of an overarching sacral order m which all castes

are hierarchically arranged. The use of their “untouchability*' as the criterion

for selecting the scheduled castes implies a kind of reverse recogniuon of the

Hindu ritual order. How e\ er, it is clear that such recognition cannot be ex-

tended to the selection of the “backward classes.” The only instance so far in

which x\e have seen implicit reference to a hierarchical ordering is in the case

of the tribals In the Moka Dora case, the Kshatnya status was denied on

grounds that implied such a hierarchy, even though it had no specially religious

content. Howexer, when we moxc to questions which concern persons and

groups outside “Hinduism” we find that the religious content of caste re-emerges.

103. AJR. 1959 SC. 1318 Apparendy the candidate’s family was one of a number of famiLes
of Mokasadars or large landholders who, according to the Election Tribunal, ‘Svould not bke
to be called Aloka Doras but considered themscKes Kshainyas " X\^ ELL I at 38 (1957)
^e tribunal found that the candidate had “totallj g«en up feeling himself to be a member of
me Moka Dora tnbe and considers himself a Kshatri>a” W- For a comparison of the divergent

^preaches of the Election Tribunal, the High Court and the Supreme Court in this case, see

Galanter (1962, pp. 337ff.).
IW. AIR. 1959 SC. at 1327.
105. Id at 1331 “Gunas,” etc. means roughly material namre, deeds and temperament.
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The “Hindu** Component of Caste

The Constitution forbids religious discrimination on the part of the state^°®

and guarantees freedom c^f religion The €»urts have been vigilant in invalidat-

ing governmental measures framed along religious lines.*®* Nevertheless, in some

instances religion has been made a qualification for preferential treatmenr. The

president’s order specifying Scheduled Castes provided that “no person profess-

ing a religion different from Hinduism shall be deemed a member of a Sched-

uled Caste.’’*"® Who is a Hindu’ What is the role of caste in deciding who is

a Hindu’ What is the role of Hinduism in determining membership in a caste

group’

The legal definition of Hinduism, developed for the purpose of applying

appropriate personal law, was not a measure of religious belief, nor was it a

description of social behavior so much as a civil status describing everyone sub-

jected to the application of “Hindu law’’ in the areas reserved for personal

Jaw.**" Heterodox practice, lack of bebef, active support of non-Hindu religious

groups,*** expulsion by a group within Hinduism*‘®--nonc of these removed one

from the Hindu category, which included all who did not openly renounce it

or explicitly accept a hostile religion.'** The individual could venture as far

as he wished over any doctrinal or behavioral borders, the gates would not shut

106 Arts 15, 16

107. Ans 25, 26, 50 On Indian secubnsm generally, see Snuih (1963), Galanter (J965)i

Seminar 67 (1M5).
lOS State of Rajaithan v Pratap Stngb, AIR. IWO SC J209, Sam Sukh Dai v. State of VT.,

AIR 1953 SC State of fatmnu and Kathmir V /agar Naifc, A 1 R 1958 J and K 14.

109 Cansacuuon (Scheduled Castes) Order. 1950, para. 3. An escepaon was included for

Sikh members o( 4 of the 34 Scheduled Castes luted (or the Punjab. In 1956, the main provi-

sion was expanded to include ail Stbhs. $o that it now reads “no person who professes a religion

different from the Hindu or Sikh rebgion shall be deemed a member of a Scheduled Caste.”

The Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tnbes Orders (Amendment) Act, 1956 (Act 63 of 1956),

para 3 Cf. the Government of India (Scheduled Caste) Order, 1936, para. 3, which provided
“No Indian C^nstian shall be deemed a member of a Scheduled Ciste." The Oinsatution
(Scheduled Tnbes) Order, 1950, contains no religious qualifications.

110. Or, more accurately, all who would be subject to Hindu law in the absence of proved
special custom or of a contingency sneb as niarnage under the Special Warnage Act (111 of

1872) On the other hand, it does not mclude all persons subject to Hindu law. Hindu per-
sonal law has somewmes been applied to Christians (ace Abraham v Abraham, supra, note
100) and to Muslims (until the passage of the Muslim Personal law (Shanat) Application Act
XXXVI of 1937) See also Chinnastvamy v Antbonyrwamy, AIR 1961 Ker. 161 (Tamil
Vamya Chrisuan Community of Chittnr Tahjk governed by Hindu law in matters of in-

heritance and succession), cf Mira Devt v Aman Kutnan, AIR. 1962 MP 212 (mbals may
be subject to Hindu law although they are not Hindus).

See the broad definition m the Hindu Mainage Act, 1955, Sec. 2, and discussion in Derrett

(1963, Sec 17ff.)

111 Bhagwan Koer v Bose, 30 1 A. 249 (1903). One remains a Hindu even when he joins

a sect which has non Hindu members State of Bombay v. Yagna Sastn Purusbadasji, 61 Bom
L Reporter 700 {I960)

112 RatamtD Morarji v AJmr General of Madrar, AIR. 1928 Mad 1279 at 1283.
113 The concept of “Muslim” is treated somewhat diSerently There are expressions of the

same negative (no conversion) test See Bbagatan Bakbth Singb v Drtbijai Singh, IXJ2. 6

Luck 487 (1931) Generally it is held that adhoence tt some minimum of beliefs (the unity of

God, the mission of ftfohammed, the authority of the Koran) is necessary and sufficient to make
one a Muslim Narantakathv PeraUe/, 14L R. 45 Mad 986 (1922), /iwan Khm v Habib, \LB..
14 Lah SIS (1933) Repudiation of these beliefs, even without conversion to another religion,

makes one not a Muslim Resham Bibtv. Kbuda Bakbsb, 11..R. 19 Lih. 277 (1938).
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behind him if he did not e\plidtly adhere to another communion.^^* In Chan-

drasekhara Mudaliar v. Kulmtdarcelu Mudaliar'^^'^ the Supreme Court had to

decide on the validity of a consent to adoption by a sapinda ttho disavowed

belief in the religious efficacy of adoption, in Hindu rituals and scriptures, in

atman, and salvation. But the Court found that “the fact that he does not be-

lieve in such things does not make him any the less a Hindu. . . . He tvas born

a Hindu and continues to be one until he takes to another religion . . . what-

ever may be his personal predilections or views on Hindu religion and its

rituals. . .

In the post-constitutional cases imolvnng preferences, the same broad con-

ception of Hinduism has been earned over from the area of personal law. To

“profess” Hinduism merely means to be a Hindu by birth or conversion.**'

Unorthodoxy or lack of personal belief in its tenets does not mean lack of pro-

fession for this purpose. In effect the test seems to amount to a willingness to

refrain from calling oneself something else. Thus, where the election to a

reserved seat of an active supporter of Dr. Ambedkar’s Buddhist movement w as

challenged on the ground that he was not a Hindu, the Court found that “it

has to be established that the person concerned has publicly entered a religion

different from the Hindu . . . religion ” iMere declarations falling short of this

would not be sufficient"* The candidate had supported the movement for mass

conversion by ser\-ing on the reception committee, editing a newspaper sup-

porting the movement, and attending a rally where an oath, “I abandon the

Hindu religion and accept the Buddha religion” was administered by Dr. Am-
bedkac. When those who wished to convert were asked to stand, the candidate

stood But there was no evidence that he did in fact take the oathj the Court

held that in the absence of evidence of such a declaration, he remained a Hindu.***

The same test of public decUraoon was recently upheld by the Supreme Court

114 No proof of formal abandonmeot of his new religion is necessary for the convert to

effect a successful reconversion to Hinduism. While a mere declaraaon is not sufficient to

restore him to Hinduism, acceptance by a Hindu commomty with whatever formalities it

deems proper—e\en none at all—is sufficient Durgaprasadi Rjo i. SundjTSanan^aim, AJR
1940 Mad 513, Gumsaim Nadar v Irtilappa Konar, AIR 1934 Mad 630 However, cf.

Martbanmta v MiimiFKxmt, A IJl 1951 Mad 888 at 890, where the prirnar)’ test is the “in-

tennon" of the tecotwert, the court says “the religious persuasion of a man novv-a-days de
pends on his 'subiecni e preference’ for any religion

”

For purposes of at least certain preferences, re-converts to Hinduism who were bom in

Scheduled Castes are deemed members of the Scheduled Castes But those born in another
religion (for example, whose fathers vtcre converts) ace not treated as members of Scheduled
Ciistes ‘hvhatever ma> be their original family connections" Report for the Conmmsioner for
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (1953, p 132) In the personal law cases, acceptance
b> the communit)’ was a measure of one’s success in re-entering Hinduism, here, Hindu birth
IS the condition of gaming membership in the community

115. A.IR 1963 SC. 185

116 Id at 200.

117 Michael v. Venkatarvarm, AJJl. 1952 Mad. 474
118 Kariradi t. Shambharkar, AIR. 1958 Bom 296 at 297. On the Buddhist movement,

see Zelbot (1966).

1 19 Kar-^adi v Shjrnbharkar, Id at 299 The vagaries of the declaraaon test are illustrated m
RaitanSinghv D«Wer Smgf>, VII EiR 234 (1953), XI EL R. 67 (1955), where the candi-
date had at various tunes desenbed himself as a Mazhabi Sikh, a Hanjan Hindu, a Balmiki,
and % Bilmiki Hindu
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m Punpbrao v. D. P. Meshrani, where the Court found that a conversion liad

m fact occurred.’^'’

Once 1C IS estabhshed chat the candidate has “professed” Buddhism, the ques-

tion arises whether this is a religion “different from the Hindu religion” within

the meaning of the Scheduled Castes Order. Converts to Christianity and Islam

are, of course, non-Hindus But Buddhists, Jains, and Sikhs are treated as

Hindus tor many purposes Hindu is an equivocal term, sometimes used to refer

to adherents of more or less “orthodox” vedic and farahmanical communions and

at other times used to embrace the full array of “heterodox” groups, including

Sikhs, Jams, and Buddhists Yet Jams and Buddhists arc considered non-Hindus

for purposes of preferences, Sikhs were originally excluded and are now men-

tioned separately.’’® The Supreme Court concluded that “Hindu” in the Sched-

uled Castes Order “is used in the narrower sense of the orthodox Hindu religion

which recognizes castes and contains injunctions based on caste distinctions

This comes close to suggesting a positive dehnicion of Hinduism which goes

beyond merely excluding Sikhs, Jams, and Buddhists, to throw doubt on the in-

clusion of those seers which in one fashion or another repudiate caste distinctions

m doctnne or practice This association of Hinduism with caste distinctions is

particularly puzzling in view of the Supreme Court's subsequent indication that

invidious caste distinctions arc “founded upon superstition, ignorance and com-

plete misunderstanding of the true teachings of Hindu religion

The Meshrarn Courc, while mquinng what it means to “profess" a religion

“different from the Hindu" reads the order as requiring that to be treated as a

member of a Scheduled Caste “a person . . must be one who professes either

Hindu or Sikh religion ’’‘*® And it notes that “rhe word ‘profess’ in the presiden-

tial order appears to have been used in the sense of open declaration or practice

by a person of the Hindu (or the Sikh) religion"*'*’ In these dicta the Court

comes perilously close to suggesting a positive religious test tor membership in

Scheduled Castes In spite of the Court’s remarks, it is clear that the Scheduled

120 AIR 1965 SC U79
121 Michael v t’enhasaswaran, AJ R. 1952 Mad 474
122 These groups are Hindu for purposes of personal bw, hut their separateness has been

recognized in other contexts, for example. Jams are noc 'the same religion” as Hindus for
purposes of temple-entry legislation State v PuranchanJ, AIR 1958 MP 352, Deiarajtab
Padmanna, AIR 1958 Afys 84 Yet they are “ Hindus" with the definiuons contained in most
temple entry acts. Cf Constitution of India, Art 25(2) (b) Explanation I Recently the Supreme
C^urt has indicated that the boundaries of Hinduism foe this purpose enfold e\en sects with
historical Hindu connecuons who currently assert that they constitute a distinct religion
Sasm Yagnapurusbadasji v Muldas Bburtdardas Vatshya, AIR. 1966 SC 1119 Differences in

regard to the organization of religious crusts may be recognized by haung a Hindu religious

trusts law which covers Jams and Buddhists but not Sikhs Moti Dat t, SP Sahr, AIR 1959
SC 942

123 Gumtukb Singh t Union of India, AIR 1952 Pun 143, Rattan Singh x Dexmder
Singh, VII EIR 234 (195J), XI EiR 67 (1955). Sec note 109 above

124 AIR 1965 SC at 1184.

125 SastTi Yagna Purushadas]t v Muldas Bbtmdaras Vaishya, supra note 122, at 1135 In ihis

case the court propounds a normative view of Hinduism which seems to withdraw the mantle
of religion from such practicesm AIR 1965 SC at im

127. Id
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Caste Order itself does not establish or sanction such a positive religious test.

It does not require anyone to profess Hinduism, much less practice it. It

merely requires that he not profess a different religion. In determining this, the

profession and practice of Hinduism need be considered, as they are in Meshrtnn,

only for their evidentiar)’ value.

It is clear, then, that Buddhists are excluded by the presidential order. The

Supreme Court merely notes that \%hen a person “has ceased to be a Hindu he

cannot derive any benefit from that Ordcr.’*^®* Persistent efforts by Buddhists

to be treated as members of Scheduled Castes ha\e proved unavailing.*^ Their

exclusion is usually justified on the ground that conversion to Buddhism operates

as loss of caste. “As Buddhism is different from the Hindu religion, any person

belonging to a Scheduled Caste ceases to be so if he changes his religion. He is

not, therefore, entitled to the facilities protided under the Constitution spe-

cifically for the Scheduled Castes.”*®* The central government, recognizing that

conversion itself is unlikely to improve the condition of the converts, has rec-

ommended that the state governments accord the Buddhists the concessions

available to backward classes. Such preferences, less in scope and quantitj' than

those for Scheduled Castes, have been granted in some cases.*®*

In Punjabrao v. Meshratfi. the Supreme Court never reaches the question of

whether the “Hinduism” test for recipients of preferences infringes the consti-

tutional ban on rebgious discriminaaon by the state.**® The constitutional

challenge has been raised in several earlier cases m the High Courts The judicial

response to this challenge presents the problem of characterizing the relation of

the caste group to Hinduism.

In S. Gtirvntkh Singh v. Union of tndis,'^ a Bawaria Sikh protested his ex-

clusion from the Scheduled Castes, in which the President had included Hindu

Bawarias. The Court found that Article 341 empowered the President to select

those “parts of castes” which he felt should be included and that he could select

these parts on the basis of religion. He did not violate Article 1S(I), the ban

128. Id.

129 A bill to this effect was defeated m the Lot Sabba. Nra York Tmes, Aug. 30 1961, p.

2, col 6 On the problems that the “Hinduism test™ presents for the neo-Buddhists, see Isaacs

(1965, p. 117 ff.).

130 Reports of the Contmtssioner of Scheduled Castes end Scheduled Tribes (1957—1958,

I, 25) Tlus ruling is based sauarel>- on the ‘ Hinduism" requirement of the President's Order.
See the statement of Pandit Pane Times of India, Aug 21. 1957, p. 12, col. 3.

131. Report of the Contvnsstoner of Sekedtdei Cirfes and Scheduled Tribes (1957—1958,

I, 25, II, 60) XXTiile some states hare included Buddhists within the backward classes, others

hate continued to treat them Iile Scheduled Castes for some purposes, and still others have
withdrawn all preferennal treatment.

In Maharashtra, where over three-quarters of the Buddhists Lve, they enjoy all concessions
and facilines extended to the Scheduled Castes by the state government. They do not enjoy
the constitunona! provisions for reserved seats or the benefits provided by the central govern-
ment, especially post-matriculaaon scholarships and pob reservations.

132 The question was never raised In the Election Tribunal, the candidate contested the
fact of the conversion. Apparently, counsel for the challenged candidate were eager to argue
that Buddhists were indeed Hindus. The Hirfi Court excluded this issue as a factual question
which should have been pleaded and proved by evidence, but decided in favor of the candi-
date, finding no conversion had occoixed The Supreme Court reversed, finding there was a
conversion. At no staee w as the constitnoonal issue raised.

133. .XJJl 1952 Punj. 143.
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against religious discrimination, since Article 15(4), which authorizes preferen-

tial treatment of the backward classes, operated as an exception to the prohibi-

tions of Article 15(1). The Court conceded that Scheduled Castes were to be

designated on the basis of rfieir backwardnes Bur, finding that the Constitution

vested in the President the entire power to make such determinations, the Court

refused to review his order by considenng whether the Sikh Bawarias were in

fact sufficiently backward to be included. In this situation, it is conceded that

these non-Hindus either constitute or are members of a caste group, what is

decided is that the President’s exclusion of that group (or part of the group) is

unreviewable.^®^

In Michael v Venkataswaran'^^ the religious requirement was upheld against

a Paraiyan convert to Chnstiamty who wished to stand for a reserved seat. Even

if there are cases m which both the convert and his caste fellow's consider him

as still being a member of the caste, the Court found, “the general rule, is [that]

conversion operates as an expulsion from the caste . . a convert ceases to have

any caste."^*® The presidential order, according to the Court, proceeds on this

assumption and rakes note of a few exceptions. The Court declined to sit in

judgment on the President’s determination that simibr exceptional conditions do

not prevail in other instances Thus the presidential order was upheld not because

of an absence of judicial power to review it bur because of its accuracy in the

general run of cases

In /« re Tfeoinari” another bench of the Madras court considered a convert

case which did not involve the presidential order. The Madras government had

extended school-fee concessions to converts from Scheduled Castes "provided

. . that the conversion was of the . . student or of his parent. ...” A Christian

student whose grandfather had converted could not, it w'as held, complain of

discrimination, since converts did not belong to the Hanjan community. By

conversion they had “ceased to belong to any caste because the Christian religion

docs not recognize a system of castes ''*** The concesions to recent convens w ere

merely an indulgence, and the state could determine the extent of this indulgence

The theory that acceptance of a non-Hindu religion operates as loss of caste

reflects the continued force of the sacral view of caste. The question arises in

two kinds of factual situations first, those involving a caste group or a section

TAe cffirvtrew^AiAty o/ cAe presicfentiaf ordbi woiifrf seem open to quesuon in tfie /igAt

of subsequent cases which have firmly established judicial power to review the standards used
by government to designate the recipients of preferenaat treatment Baltrjt v Stale of Mysore,
AIR 1963 Mys 649 There is no indication m die Consucution that executive acuon, even
m pursuance of expressly granted and exclosive cxMistituuonal powers, is immune from judicial
review for conformity with constituoona] guarantees of fundamental rights See Article 12.

The position in the Giimrukh Smgh case most be seen as one of judicial restraint rather than
judicial powerlessness The restraint there expressed seems out of line with later judicial asser-
tiveness in this area

135 Afichaelv Venkatasv.!irm, WVi 1952 Mad 474
136 Id at 478.

IJ7 AIR 1953 Mad 21
138 Id at 88 The exclusion of neo-Buddhists from the preferences for Scheduled Castes

has been similarly justified by the notion that *^Qddhian [does] not recognize castes ” State-
ment of Mr B N Datar m Rajya Sabha, Aog 26, 1957, Reported m Ttmes of India, Aug. 27,
1957, p 10, col 1.
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of a caste made up of members who are non-Hindus, second, those involving

an individual convert. In the first tj^pe, there is little dispute that such persons

as the Sikh Bawarias in the Gurmukb Singh case are, in fact, members of a caste

in one of the segmental senses of caste encountered in the law. The existence

of such caste groups among non-Hindus in India is well known and has long

been recognized by the judiciary.**^ To refuse to recognize caste membership

among such non-Hindu groups implies that the “caste” of which the court is

speaking is not a caste in the sense of a body of persons bound by social ties,

but a caste in the sense of a body which occupies a place in the ritual order

of Hinduism.’^®

The second type of case is that of the individual convert. In such cases, the

question facing the court would seem to be whether the individual convert’s

acceptance of Christianity, Islam, or Buddhism evidences a loss of membership

m the caste group to which he belonged at the time of the conversion. This can

be treated as a question of fact, to be answered by evidence about his observable

interactions with other members of the group. This was the approach taken in

the cases dealing with comcrsions to sects within Hinduism. It is the approach

taken m dealing with converts among the Scheduled Tribes.’*^ It is presumably

the approach that nould be taken with Scheduled Caste converts to Sikhism.

But It is not taken with Scheduled Caste converts to other religions. Yet m at

least some cases of conversion outside Hinduism, there is evidence that the con-

vert continues to regard himself and to be regarded by others as a member of

the old caste."* In dealing with these conversions to religions outside Hinduism,

the courts have forsaken this empirical approach and have treated the conversion

as depriving him of his membership as a matter of law. This conclusion derives

not from the facts of the individual case but from a view of castes as the com-

ponents in the sacral order of Hinduism. When that overarching scheme is

abandoned, so is caste membership.

Cmtz Autono.my

Notwithstanding the common rhetonc about the “casteless” society, the Con-

stitution is quite unclear about the position of the caste group m Indian life.

While there are guarantees to presers'c the integrity of religious and linguistic

139. Cf Report of the Backward Classes Cotrzmission (1956, I. 28ff.).

\40 The inclusion of Sikhs along sMth Hindus in 1956 (see note \09 above) tenders this

Mew e\en less tenable than it might hj\e been earlier. As it stands, caste groups are to be
recognized outside of the Hindu fold, but only among Sikhs and not among Christians, Mus-
lims, and Buddhists.

141 Kartik Oraon v David Munzm, AIR 1964 Pat. 201, Gadipalli Paroyya v. Goyina
XII EL R 83 (1956).

142 The reports are replete svith cases in which converts haie lived so mdisQnguishably with
theit caste fellows that the courts retrospecosely infer a tacit reconversion without either
formal abjuration of the new religion or formal etpisuon and readmirtance to Hinduism.
Durgaprasda Rao v Sundarsatiasi.aram, AIR. 1940 Mad 513, Gurusami Nadar v. Kurvlappa
Konar, AIR. 1934 Alad 630, Vertkatramayya v Seshayya, AJ R 1942 Mad. 193. The “indul-
gence" extended by the state in the Thomas case, supra note 137, seems to reflect an awareness
that recent conierts, if not effeeme members of their old castes, are at least subject to similar
disabilities. And cf. Muthasmit Mudaliar v. Mastlamt, IL R. 33 Mad. 342 (1909), where lifelong
Christians were accepted as members of a Huidu caste



groups,“* there are none for the caste group It would not seem to enjoy any

constitutional protection as such This silence may represent an anticipation that

caste will wither away and have no important place in the new India, or it mav

represent an implicit ratification of the old policy of noninterference

There is a desire to minimize the impact of caste groupings in public life

The government has discouraged the use of caste as a legal identification

Appeals to caste loyalty in electoral campaigning arc forbidden Promotion

of enmity between castes is a serious criminal offense

Apart from explicit restrictions on caste discrimination, there is a tendency

to discourage any arrangements which promote the coherence and integrity of

the caste group as such Thus, for example, the Supreme Court struck down as

unreasonable restrictions on property rights laws providing for pre-emption on

the basis of vicinage. The Court held that the real purpose of these law's was to

promote communal neighborhoods, a purpose which could have no force as

public policy, since the desire to promote such exclusiveness could no longer

be considered reasonable.**^

HJ Arodts 2S-J0, J50A, J50B
144 The Registration Act has been amended to exclude the requirement of caste as personal

identification Indian Registtauon (Amendment) Act, [9f6 (Act XVII of I9f6) Sec 2

145 Representation of the People Act (Act XLIII of 1951), Sec. 123 It is not entirely clear

]ust what sort of appeals are barred by this provision Appealing to Chambhars to elect a

Chambhar brother has been held to be a corrupt election practice Laebhirmi v ]tmuns Frasad

Mukhariya, 9 E L R 149 (Elec Tnbunal, Gwalior, 1953). So also with appeals to Gadarias to

vote for Gadarias and not for Brahmans Sbtt Dun v Baniidas Dbangar [So 2], 9 EX R 325

(Elec Tnbunal, Faizabad, 1954) But an appeal to “all Yadav brethren to do their duty to the

country by voting Congress" is not an appeal on grounds of caste Nor is an appeal to Vishwa-
karmas and Kalakars to vote for a candidate because of his service to their professions Rustom
Senn V Dr Satripoomanand, 20 ELR 221 (Allahabad High Cciurt, 1958) Nor is an appeal

to voters to support a candidate because their caste organizations support his parry (Congress)
Sent Prasad Sitigh v Dasu Sinba, A 1 R 1964 Pat 26 Nor is an appeal to a community not to

vote for a party on the ground of alleged misdeeds to the community Raja Vtjat Kumar
Tnpathi v Ram Stran Yadav, 18 ELR 189 (Athhabad High Court, 1958) Not ate appeals

CO the loyalty of ascriptive groupings smaller than caste Igotra) Pratap Stngh v Nthal Singh,

3 ELR 31 (Elec Tribunal, Pacial*, 1953) Nor are appeals to classes of persons made up of
a number of castes (backward classes). Raja Vtjat Kumar Tnpashi v Ram Saran Yadav, supra
It appears, then, that the forbidden appeals are only appeals to members of a caste to vote for
a member of that caste on grounds of his membership in that caste (or against a member of
another caste on grounds of his membership in that other caste). Presumably all but the most
unsophisticated politicians can manage to avoid this class of appeals

146 Section 153-A of the Penal Code (fim enacted as Act IV of 1898), which provided up
to two years' impnsonment for promoting feelings of enmity between different classes of
Indian citizens, was replaced by a new enactment m 1961 (Act XLI of 1961). The new 153-A
provides

Whoever—
(a) by words, either spoken or written, oi by signs or by visible lepiesentations or otherwise,
promotes, or attempts to promote, on grounds of religion, race, language, caste or community
or any other ground w'hatsoever, feelings of cnituiy or hatred between different religious,
racial or language groups or castes or conunumnes, or
(b) commits any act which is prejudicial to the nmatcnance of harmony between different
rehgious, racial or language groups or castes or cximmunities and which disturbs or is likely
to disturb the public tranquility, shall be punished with imprisonment which may e«end
to three years, or with fine or with both
For an interesting American analogy, see Be««j&tfnKDrt» lUtnots.W US 250 (1951).
147 Bhau Rsm v Batj Nath, A 1 R 1962 S C. 1476 Compare Ram Swarup v. Munshi, A I

R

1963 S C 553, where the Supreme (Dourt took a more lenient view of pre-emption which aimed
at preserving the integrity of the village and familial expectations In this regard the Ckjurt's
view runs parallel to the government’s preference for the village unit overjhe communal one,
for example, in implementation of PanchayauRaj
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What is left of caste autonomy? What remains of the prerogatives previously

enjoyed by the caste group' The caste retains the right to own and manage

property and to sue in court. Section 9 of the Civil Procedure Code, with its

bar on judicial cognizance of “caste questions,” is still in force. Courts still re-

fuse to entertain suits involving caste questions (for example, fitness of an ofiicer

to manage property),^*® and castes retain their disciplinary powers over their

members (for example, a court refused to declare invalid the assessment of a

fine for an alleged breach of caste rules).^*® The caste retains its power of

excommunication.'®'* It is stDl a good defense to a criminal action for defamation

to assert the privilege of communicaong news of an excommunication to one’s

caste fellou’s.'®' Yet these powers are subject to some restriction. The UOA
makes inroads on caste autonomy by making it an offense to expel caste fellows

or boycott outsiders for their failure to enforce disabilities.'®^ And the Repre-

sentation of the People Act forbids the use of caste disciplinary machinery for

political purposes.’®®

In one sense the autonomy of the caste group is enhanced by the constitu-

tional provisions. One of the basic themes of the Constitution is to eliminate

caste as a differentia in the relationship of government to the individual—as sub-

ject, voter, or employee. The Constitution enshrines as fundamental law that

government must regulate individuals directly and not through the medium

of the communal group. The individual is responsible for his own conduct and

cannot, by virtue of his membership in a caste, be held accountable for the

conduct of others. Thus the imposition of severe police restrictions on specified

148 Kanji Gagj, v. Ghikha GmJi, A.1.R 1955 N.VJ.C. 986.

149. Bhat'uad Korns v. Bsi Mtru, AJ R. 1955 Saur. 155.

150. Vsrsdish v, Psfthsjsrathy, 1964 (2) Mad. 417 (in spite of the changiisf social order

“where an individual has done something wrong or prejudicial to Ae interests of his com-
mumc>', the members of his community which, by virtue of custom or usage, is competent to

deal with such maners [can] take a decision by common consent, and so long as such a decision

does not offend law, it can be enforced by the wiU of the commumty.” {Id, at 420). But
composite groups such as “non-Brahmans” and “caste Hindus” do not enjoy the privilege when
they 'indertake to outcaste for caste offenses. Elhppa v. Ellappa, A.IA. 1950 Mad. 409.

The pow ers of the caste closely paraUel those of the club. Cf. T. P. Daver v Victoria Lodge,
AJJl. 1963 S C. 1144 {expulsion for “Masonic offenses”). The grounds for judicial intervention
in such private groupings are analogous to those employed in judicial review of special gov-
ernmental tribunals See Jugal Kiskore v. Sahibganj Aittmcipahty, (review able only for lack
of jurisdiction, procedural irregulanaes, or violaaons of natural justice). See, generally,
C^akraveru (1965).

151. Fandurarn v. Biruarrtbar, AJR. 1958 Or. 256. For a description of the mechanics of
outcasungin the caste here involved (Onssa Telis), see Pamaik (1960). Manna v. Ram Ghulam,
AIR. 1950 AU. 619 (a caste member is bound to publish the resolution “for saving himself and
the caste from the defilement which would take place by acting against the verdict of excom-
niunicauon”M at 620).

152. Untouchability (Offenses) Act, 1955, Sec. 5(2). But cf. Sara! Chandra Das v. Swte,
AJR 1952 Or. 351, where it was held diat unprecaaons against a priest for associatmg with
Untouchables and taking food from them was admonition and did not amount to criminal
defamation.

153 The Representation of the People Act, 1951 Sec. 123 (2), makes it “undue influence” and
a corrupt elecnon practice if one.

. . . (i) threatens any candidate, or any elector, or anj person in whom a candidate or an
elector is interested, with injury of any land, mduduig social ostracism or excommunication
or expulsion from any caste or community, or
(ii) induces or attempts to induce a candidate or an elector to believe that he, or any person
in w horn he is interested, w ill become or will be rendered an object of divine displeasure or
spiritual censure. . .

.”
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castes in certain villages on grounds of their proclivity to cnme was struck down

as unconstitutional, since the regulation depended on caste membership rather

than on individual propensity.^®* Similarly, the Supreme Court held unconsti-

tutional a punitive levy on a communal basis, since there were some lawabjding

citizens in the penaLzed communities.*®® Thus it would appear that regulative

or penal measures directed at certain castes arc beyond the power of govern-

ment, a caste, then, enjoys a new protection from regulation directed at it as

a corporate uhole.

The autonomy of the caste group is also affected by the provisions of the

Constitution which guaranteed the prerogatives of religious groups. Article 26

guarantees to every “religious denomination or section thereof” the right to

establish and maintain religious and charitable institutions, to own and admin-

ister property and to “manage its own affairs m matters of religion." It is in

the application of these denominational rights that we can sec the courts envis-

aging castes m oui sectarian model.

In Srt Venkataramam Devaru v. State of Mysore the government sought to

apply the Madras Temple Entry Act to a temple which the trustees claimed

was exempt as a denominational temple belonging to the Gowda Saraswat Brah-

man community. The government contended that the temple was “only a com-

munal and not a denominational temple” unless it could be established that there

were “religious tenets and bebefs special to the community. . . Finding

that members of the communit>’ brought their own idols to the temple, that

they recognized the authority of the head of a particular math, and that others

were excluded from certain ceremonies, the Supreme Coun concluded that

they were indeed a "religious denommanon ” A denomination’s right to manage

Its own affairs in matters of religion included not only matters of doctrine and

belief but also practices regarded by the community as part of its religion, in-

cluding the restriction of participation in religious services.*®* However, the

Court found that the temple-entry rights granted by Article 25 included such

denominational temples and overiode the denomination’s rights to exclude Un-

touchables completely The denomination’s rights were not entirely without

effect, nevertheless The Court held that the denomination’s rights may be recog-

nized where “what is left to the pubhc is something substantial and not merely

the husk of it
’’ Since the other occasions of worship were sufficiently numerous

that the public’s rights were substantial, the Court was wilhng to recognize

the nght of the denomination to exclude all non-Gowda Saraswat Brahmans during

special ceremonies and on special occasions

Thus we find that the caste’s assertion of its denominational character enables

It to enjoy certain prerogatives. But this view of the caste is of a sect or de-

154 Sanghar Umar Rirnmai v State, AIR. 1952 Smr. 124
155. State of Rajasthan v. Pratap Singh, AJR. I960 S C 1208.

156. AIR. 1958 SC. 255 at 26J.
157. More recently, the Supreme Court has indicated that maintenance of caste distinctions

in places of worship may not m its view be a genuine tenet of Hinduism enucled to the pro-

tection of freedom of religion. See Sastn Yagnapurushadatji v. Muldas Bhundardas Vatshya,

AIR. 1966 S C. 1119, where the Court indicated that such consideranons were supersnaous and

inconsistent with “the true reachmgs of Hmdu rchgion”
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nomination; its claim rests not on its position in the overarching Hindu order

but on its religious distinctiveness.

In Saifuddm Saheb v. State of Bmnbay, the Supreme Court held that the poM er

to excommunicate for infractions of religious discipline is part of the constitu-

tional right of a religious denominaaon to manage its own affairs in matters of

religion.**® The case, involving excommunication from a Muslim sect, held

unconstitutional a Bombaj’ act making excommunication a criminal offense.

This does not imply a similar protection for caste groups as such; it would pre-

sumably protect only those that can qualify as religious denominations It

probably \\ ould not protect excommunication that was merely social and was

not “to preserve the essentials of religion.” Even if the excommunication x\ere

a matter of religious discipline, it would presumably not be constitutionally

protected if the breach of discipline involved failure to obserx'e untouchabilitx'**®

or if Its purpose were political.’*®

Once a caste is recognized as a religious denomination, then as a religious

group it is presumably a "minority . . . based on religion" and as such enjoj’S a

consuturional right under Article 30(1) “to establish and administer educanonal

institutions of [itsj choice.” Article 30(2) pro\ides that, in granting aid to

educational institutions, the state shall not “discriminate against any educational

institution on the ground that it is under the management of a minority, whether

based on rebgion or language.” (On the other hand, once it receives state aid

It cannot discriminate on caste lines m admissions.)*®*

To the extent that its religious (or other) distmetiveness can be construed as

giinng It a “distinct . . . culture of its own,” the caste group may merit the

protection afforded by Article 29(1), which provides that “Any section of . . .

citizens . , . hanng a distinct language, script, or culture of its own shall have

a nght to conserr’e the same.” Article 29 has rarely been considered by the courts

independently; usually it has been menooned only in the context of the assertion

of nghts under Article 30(1). Apparently, ever>’ religious denomination or

section thereof might qualify as a cultural group. Their nght to “conser\’e”

their culture clearly includes the nght to uansmit this culture. In the Bombay
Education Society case, the Supreme Couct refected to “the nght to impact

mstruenon m their own institutions to children of their own community' in

158. AIR. 1962 S.C. 853.

159 E-^commumcation on this ground is forbidden by the Untoachabibey (Offenses) Act,
Sec 7(2). I ha>e seen no posr-consnniDonal case involving this section. ((2f. Sri Sukratendar
Thtrtha StrjTW of Kashi Mult t. Prabhu, AJU. 1923 Mad. 582. for the old law). The conclu-
sion here is by analogy ^ith the Detaru case, supra note 156, where the temple-entry rights
were held to override the denominaaonal nghts The instant situation might of course be
distinguished on the ground that here the excommunicated party is asserting no consiinidonal
right of his own, but is only sncsnonsly asserting the Amcle 17 rights of die Untouchable.
How ever. Article 17 might be read as confemng directly on every person a nght to iirurranity
from caste acnon against him for the purpose of enforcing untouchabflity. Cf. Bottoms v.
Jackson, 346 U.S. 249 (1953).

160 Represenunon of the People Act, Sec. 123 (see note 153 above). Cf. Ram Dial v Sant
Lai, AJK. 19J9 SC 855, where Sat Gum’s Ateats of expulsion from the Namdhari sect of
Sikhs were found to constinite undue influence, a corrupt pracnce sufBciendy serious to void
the election of this candidate.

16J. Art. 29(2).
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their own language” as the “greater part” of the contents of Article 29.*®-

However, more recently the Supreme Court has held that this right extends to

political action to preserve the distinctive characteristics of the group, even

where this involved resistance to, and disparagement of, the cultural claims of

others.*®*

The potential protections of Articles 29 and 30 have been radically enhanced

by several recent judgments of the Supreme Court, which refer to these rights

as “absolute,” in contrast to most fundamental rights, which are subject to

“reasonable restrictions” with a view to vanous public interests. In Rev. Sidh-

rajbhai Sabbaji v. State of Gujarat, the Court invalidated a government order

threatening withdrawal of aid and recognition from a teacher-training institu-

tion which refused to reserve 80 per cent of its places for government appointees.

It held that the right of a Presbyterian Society under Article 30(1) to run its

schools was “absolute” and “not to be whittled down by so-called regulative

measures conceived m the interest not of the minority educational institution,

but of the public or the nation as a whole."*** Thus governmental regulation

of minority educational institutions must be not only reasonable, but “conducive

to making the institution an effective vehicle of education for the minority

community. . . In Jagdev Smgh v. Pratap Stngh, the Supreme Court held

that election appeals to vote for a candidate on the ground that he would con-

serve Hindi (by opposing introduction of Punjabi as a second language in the

schools) was not a corrupt election practice, but was instead protected by

Article 29(1). “The right conferred upon the section of the citizens ... to con-

serve their language script or culture is made by the Constitution absolute. . .
.”***

Presumably, then, any group which can charactenze itself as either “a minority

based upon religion” or a “section of citizens with a distinct . . . culture” may
qualify for a wide range of protections. The characterization of the caste group

by the sectarian model puts it in the constitutionally privileged status of a reli-

gious denominanon. Once so characterized, the group enjoys, to some extent at

least, consatuaonal protection not only in its right to control its religious prem-

ises but also in its rights to excommumcate dissidents, to maintain educational

instituDons free from government regulation which is not in its interest, and

to “conserve” its distinctive culture by polmca! means. Of course this applies

only to those castes which could qualify as “rehgious denominations or sec-

tion[s) thereof.” It seems unlikely, however, that any government could allow

these privileges to some castes and not to others, and in any event it seems

162 State of Bombay v Bombay Educaaon Society, 17 SC.J 678 (1954).

163 Jagdev Smgh v. Pratap Smgh, AIR. 1965 SC 183.
164 AIR 1963 S C. J40 Compare the less stnngent views in In re Kerala Education Bill,

AJ R 1958 S C. 956, Dtpendra Nath v State of Bihar, AIR. 1962 Pat 101 at 108 (Articles

29 and 30 concern “the sphere of intellect and culture" and do “not involve dispensation from
obedience to general regulations made by d\e state for promoong the common good of the

community ”)
,
Arya Pratmidht Sabha v State of BAar, A 1Jt. 1958 Pat. 359.

165 A I.R 1965 S C. 183 at 188 In Koltur Stngb v Mukhttar Smgh, AIR. 1965 S C. 141

(decided after Jagdev Smgh), the Supreme Court, without mentioning Article 29(2) excluded

certain religious appeals from the coverage of corrupt practices. “Political issues which form
the subject-matter of controversies at elecdon meetings may indirectly and incidentally intro-

duce considerations of language or religion"
"
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probable that all castes could produce enough distinctive ritual or doctrine to

qualify as denominations. This view of caste would seem to present difficulties

to those proponents of the casteless societ>’ who advocate prohibition of com-

munal chanties and educational insucurions

NEW MODELS FOR OLD

Before suggesting some of the implications of this new dispensation, let me

summarize briefly the recent changes in the legal characterization of caste. Since

independence, the sacral view has been drastically impaired. In the personal

law’, varna distinctions (and with them the necessity of determining the varna

standing of caste groups) have been eliminated, at least for the future, although

these matters persist for a time. In the area of precedence and disabilities, there

has been a withdrawal of all support for precedence based on ritual standing.

This withdrawal is embodied m provisions against caste discrimination, in the

abolition of untouchability, and in temple-entry laws. The government has re-

versed Its previous policy by now intervening to prevent the imposition of

disabilities and to give preferential treatment to those at the bottom of the

socioreligious order. In administering these preferences, the courts have avoided

giving recognition to the sacral view, at least when dealing with transactions

within Hinduism, although the shadow or mirror of it appears m the definmon

of Untouchables and it appears m an attenuated form in dealing with non-Hindus

Where the sacral order impbcitly remains, its religious content is relatively

diffuse and indefinite. But in other post-independence developments we see caste

given a more positive religious treatment. Alongside the remnant of the older

one, a different image of the caste group is found, seeing the caste group as a

religious unit, denomination, or sect distinguished by its own idiosyncratic cult,

doctrine, and ritual. This we found m the cases involving temple entry and in

the protection of denominational rights.

The associational model which sees the caste as an association characterized

by a complex of characteristics (including but not limited to religious ones) has

been strengthened since independence. The area of caste autonomy, where it

previously prevailed, is largely unimpaired and m some respects enhanced. It

retains a minor but important role in the personal law area. It has been accepted

m the cases involving group membership, at least within Hinduism.

The organic model, which stresses the relative economic, educational, and

occupanonal attainments of the caste group, is used (along with a mirror image

of the sacral view’) in the selection of Scheduled Castes for preferential treat-

ment. For a time, this organic view led a rather vigorous life in the area of

preferences for the backward classes. Its use for this purpose is now greatly

restricted and very possibly fated to extinction

In short, there has been a decline in the use of the sacral model and increasing

reliance on the other models We may think of the courts during the British

166. See, for ex*inple, Narayan (1W5, pp 72, 75), Karve (1961, p 154) (“Contributions to

funds intended to benefit castes or conunonal groups should be stopped by law.”).
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period as conceiving of castes pnmanly as graded components in the sacral order

of Hinduism and secondarily as autonomous associations In administering the

law, they were sensitive to vertical differences among castes (expressed in varna

distinctions and pollution) as well as to horizontal differences (expressed in sec-

tarian distinctiveness and in caste autonomy) The Constitution now forbids the

courts to give recognition and support to the vertical, hierarchical distinctions,

but other constitutional provisions (guarantees to religious denominations and

of the integrity of groups) enjoin the courts to recognize and support the hori-

zontal distinctions. The Constitution can be read as the “disestablishment” of

the sacral view of caste—the courts can give no recognition to the integrative

hierarchical principle, yet the Constitution recognizes the claims of the com-

ponent parts of the system Qaims based on the sacral order are foreclosed (in

personal law reform, temple entry, abolition of unrouchability, non-recognition

of exclusionary rights), but claims based on sectarian distinctiveness or group

autonomy are not

While the integrative and hierarchic elements of the caste system may elicit

no (or little) legal recognition or protection, the new dispensation does not

prevent caste groups from using their resources (including legal protections

and powers) to advance their claims m both “old” (sociontual) and “new"

(economic, political) hierarchies. Indeed, the new view of caste is one that

seems well suited to a situation m which castes have overlapping claims, func-

tions, and positions m each of several hierarchies, in which “horizontal" soli-

darity and organization within caste groups grows at the expense of “vertical”

integration among the castes of a region, in which relations between castes are

increasingly independent and competitive and less interdependent and coopera-

tive (Srmivas, 1962, introduction, chaps 1, 4, 6, Gould, 1963, Rudolph, 1960)

In particular, the new' legal view of caste furnishes recognition and protection

for the new social forms through which caste concerns may be expressed caste

associations, educational societies, political parties, religious societies, unions, etc.

It offers scope not only to the endogamous ]Sti but to “the caste-hke units which

arc so active m politics and administration in modern India” (Srmivas, 1962, 6).

We may anticipate that the new legal view of caste will not only sanction but

stimulate and encourage new forms of organization, new self-images, and new
values within caste groups And the disestablishment of the predominant organiz-

ing model of cultural unity may give new vitality to lesser traditions and new
scope for innovation

We can visualize the judiciary as mediating between the Constitution’s com-

mitment to a great social transformation and the actualities of Indian society.

The couns must combine and rationalize the various components of the consti-

tutional commitment—voluntarism and respect for group integrity on the one

hand, and equality and nonrecognition of rank ordering among groups on the

other They must do this in the process of applying these constitutional prin-

ciples to claims and conflicts which arise within the existing structure of Indian

society. In working out the application of these principles, the judiciary have

produced a picture of caste which no one proposed and no one anticipated.
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We may also visualize the judiciary as mediating between the aspirations of

the “non-caste” (or anti-caste) people, those politicians, publicists, and intel-

lectuals who envision a radical transformation to a “casteless” society, and the

attitudes and concerns of the “caste people.” The courts provide one forum in

which conflicting policies, claims, and ambitions are reconciled. In this process,

the implementation of strictures against caste does not lead to the results antici-

pated by the “no-caste” people. And operating through new channels and with

new concepts, caste will be transformed in ways not envisioned by the “caste

people.” It is just because traditional proponents and modern opponents of

caste are linked together by rhe courts (and other mediating institutions, such

as political parties) that it can confidently be predicted that what will emerge

will be neither the caste soaetv of the imagined past nor the “casteless” society

of the imagined future
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Expla>ation of Law Report Citations

Qtauons of the judgments of courts are given m standard Indian legal form. Thus
citauons of official reports give the names of the first party on each side, the notation
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IL.R. (indicating Indian Law Reports), the \olume number, the title of the senes

(indicating the court) and the page on which the case begins, and, finallj
,
the date of

publication, for example, Gopal v Haiimam, I L R 3 Bom. 273 ( 1879) Citations to the

Ali-India Reporter, the most popular senes of unofficial repons, follow a slightly differ-

ent pattern, for example, Sunder Dnt v. Jheboo Lai, A.IR 1957 All 215 (names,

A.I R.-senes, year of publication, name of court, page on which case begins). There is

a separate AIR. volume published each year for each court The coverage of I LR
and A.IR is overlapping but nor identical Occasionally cases not found in cither of

these series are reported in a local or specialized senes The citation of these follow s

a similar partem.
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14. REGION, CASTE, AND FAMILY STRUCTURE:

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF

THE INDIAN “JOINT” FAMILY

PAULINE M. KOLENDA

T his paper is a comparison of 26 sociological and anthropological studies,

all earned out in India since 1949, which include quantitative data on the

frequency of various types of families.^ The questions with which the re-

search began were these: Do Indians typically live in joint families^* Are there

caste differences in the distribution of family types, with the high castes having

higher proportions of joint families than the middle and lower castes^ Are joint

families more characteristic of landowning castes than of landless castes’ (A joint

family is defined here as a commensal unit composed of two or more related mar-

ried couples plus their unmarried children. Detailed definitions of family types

appear below in the third section of the paper.)

Unexpectedly wide ranges m the proportions of various types of families be-

came evident as the comparisons were made. They suggest that marked regional

and subregional differences in family structure exist in India, largely unrecognized

heretofore. Considerable attention is given in the paper to these as well as to the

questions above. It was necessary, in order to facilitate comparisons, that I go

through a preliminary procedure of equating the definitions of family types used

by over a score of social scientists, no two of whom used the same definitions,

to a standard set of definitions. These definitional translations have been recorded

in detail, but because of the bulk of the total set, they ate not published here

As with most translations, there is awkwardness and inadequacy in them, most

of these are noted in the tables in the fourth section below. 1 can only hope

that on balance the distortions have not been excessive. Two excellent recent

studies (Desai, 1964, Nicholas, 1961) have been omitted because reasonably valid

translations could not be made.^

The process of making comparisons has involved a number of assumptions

1. This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation, Grant number
GS-1261. 1 owe thanks to Joseph Schwartzberg, Cora Du Bois, and Gerald Berreman for call-

ing my attention to three of the studies included here. Joseph Schwarcberg read and com-
mented on the early version of this paper. Gerald Berreman and Adnan Mayer generously
made iheir field census data available to me Others, Kathleen Gough, M G Kulkami, and
Joan Mencher, answered quesnons about their vdlage data. I am grateful for so much help
and cooperation from them and other authors who responded to my requests for permission
to draw on their data.

2. One other recent-study (Ghuiye, i960) was omitted because the 20 pet cent sample of
households reported upon appeared not to be a random sample, representanve of the whole
village.

339
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about studies with incomplete data on family structure, these assumptions are

based upon extrapolation from studies with complete data Some of the decisions

based upon these assumptions, made for purposes of comparison, are probably

incorrect. I must hope again, however, that the essential trends of the overall

comparisons will be valid, and that the final structure is not entirely a house of

cards. The sections below include remarks on the theoretical background of the

study, a listing of the studies included, presentation of the definitions, compari-

sons of the individual studies, and summary comparisons.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The sociologist William Goode has held that most parts of the world are

undergoing a family revolution (Goode, 1963). Almost everywhere in the

future, he predicts, the predominant type of family will be nuclear in structure,

made up of parents and their unmarried children Larger families that include

grandparents, unmarried or widowed uncles and aunts, marned children, their

spouses and unmarried children, and other more distant km are likely to disappear

as industrialization, urbanization, and Westernization gather momentum. Talcott

Parsons, a sociologist who has long inclined toward the same view, has put it

this way “There has been a histone trend to whittle down the size of kinship

units in the general direction of isolaang the nuclear family” (1961, p. 2J7).

Versions of the hypothesis that the nuclear family is functionally appropnate

for a modern urban industnal economy and that the nuclear-family form will

develop wherever a modem urban industrial economy is established are asso-

ciated variously by different students of family change with the names of Parsons,

Weber, Wirth, Linton, Ogburn and Nimkoff, and Burgess and Locke.® Whoever
may be viewed as its author, this hypothesis has already stimulated much research

(Greenfield, 1961, Arensberg, 1955, 1960, Johnson. 1964, Nimkoff and Middle-

ton, 1960, Licwak, 1960a, 1960b; Sussman, 1963, Young and Willmott, 1957),

the accumulation of such research should eventuate in a more adequate theory

of the relationship between family and economy and between family and other

cultural institutions. A number of studies in India have already been guided by
this hypothesis (Desai, 1964, Gore, 1961; Kapoor, 1965, p 54, Morrison, 1959,

Ross, 1961, Sarma, 1964, Shaham, 1961).

It is not my purpose here to review the literature relating to this hypothesis,

nor to assess the weight of evidence supportmg or rejecting it—or, more accu-

rately, refining and developing it into sub-hypotheses. Let me merely say that

studies both m India and elsewhere suggest three points. First, a large number
of variables placeable under the rubrics of industrialization, urbanization, and

Westermzation do seem to relate to, or at least to correlate with, a trend toward

increasing proportions of nuclear families and decreasing proportions of joint

families. In India, factors that appear to be related to this trend are Western

3. Litwak (1960a, 1960b) attributes the hypothesis to Parsons (1953, p 116) Erwin Johnson
(1964) attnbutes the hypothesis to Max Weber (I9S0, p. 111). Greenfield (1961) cites the same
reference m Weber as well as Ogburn and Nunlcoff (1950, pp 469-73), and Wmh (1938)

Aileen Ross (1961) cites Linton (1952, p 84) and Burgess and Locke (1953, pp 26-27).
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secular education, modern salaried occupanons, development of market cash

economies displacing agrarian subsistence economies (Bailey, 1957; Epstein,

1962, p. 307) and changes in family law or legal practices relating to )Oint prop-

erty (Beals, 1955, pp. 86-87, 91-92; Gough, 1952. pp 79, 81; iMencher, 1962,

pp. 236-37). Partly as a result of population pressure on land, there has been

an influx of people, including the more educated, into cities (Gough, 1956,

831-32, Rav, 1956, p. 9, Madan, 1965, pp. 145-51, R. D. Singh, 1962, pp. 44,

77). Where men going to the city leave their wives and children in the village,

their departure may actually seem to strengthen the joint family as Basu sug-

gests (1962, p. 90), or it may lead to break-up through various processes, among

which are the inequality of earnings of brothers, leading to envy and resentment

and the eventual division of households, and a man’s taking his wife and children

xvith him to the city and so establishing a nuclear family.

Second, industrialization, modernization, and Westernization in their various

manifestations may serve to strengthen the fomt family because an economic

base has been provided to support a joint family or because more hands ate

needed in a new family enterprise or because km can help one another in the

striving for upward mobihtx' (Johnson, 1964, Fnedl, 1964, p. 574). With respect

to India, a number of writers have commented on the development of bnde-

groom-wealth, or dowry, and its great increase m extent and cost during recent

decades, partly as a result of the higher demand for educated husbands (Gough,

1956, p. 834, Mandelbaum, 1957, p 252, Kart'e, 1953, pp. 160-61, Saima, 1963,

p. 227). Dowry would appear to function as a stabilizer and to support the joint

family and has been a custom lelated to joint-famiiy living.

Last, Westernization, industrializaaon. and urbanization may not take place at

the same rate or in a neatly meshed, harmonious functional process. Clifford

Geertz, referring to post-independence Indonesia, said that that country: “is

moving from industriahzanon without urbanization toward urbanization without

industnalization’’ (1963, p. 145). Referring to modem China, he points out that

the joint family may break down without industrialization.

It IS clearly possible for development to misfire at any stage, even the iniaal one. Levy
has shown, for example, howr many of the social changes prerequisite to industrialization

look place in China toward the end of the Ching dynasty—most notably the dissolution

of the extended family system—w ithout the promised economic growxh following . . .

(1963, p 3, citing Leiy, 1955, pp 496-536).

Perhaps I have said enough to suggest the complexity of the variables, the

processes, and the issues involved in the testing of the general hypothesis that

the nuclear family is functional for the modem, Western, industrial economy.

More immediately relevant is the fact that the study of family change m India

is bedeviled by the lack of baseline data against which to measure change. We
have little quantitative evidence on the distnbution of familj tvpes at early

time periods. There is some such evidence. Ghurye (1960), for example, studied

a %-illage near Poona for which a census of families had been made by a British

resident. Surgeon Thomas Coats, in 1819 (Coats, 1823, p. 182). From genealogies.
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Hitchcock was able to make a retrospective estimate of famiK structure in 1901

for a section of a village ptt of Rajputs (Hitchcock, 1956, p 155) Gould has

recently reported two sets of statistics on famiU' structure for the same vil-

lage, collected in 1954-55 and 195«M50 (Gould, 1966. p 10). Other anthropolo-

gists, some of whom were mentioned above, have reponed on change m family

structure in particular villages, but there were no existing statistics available for

substantiation

Given the still largely preindustnal condition of India at the present time, and

the dearth of baseline statistics on famil> structure, this paper is meant to provide

a basehne that may be useful for students of future change Furthermore, it may

be useful at the present time. Without such a baseline, grounded in reasonably

sound statisacal data, one may ovcrgeneralizc m various ways about the Indian

family as it presently exists The common belief is that Indians generally live

in “joint” or extended families. On the other hand, the reader of census reports

that show that there are few large families in India may assume that the “joint”

family is a romantic myth The census of India for 1951, for example, showed

that less than one-quarter of the population lived tn hearth groups with seven

or more members (Census, 1951, p. 130). Even social anthropologists agree onl;

m part in their generalizations about the Indian family.

Thus, Irawati Kane suggests that it is the larger or smaller joint family that

is typical of India, S C Dube, on the other hand, suggests that the nuclear

family or small joint familv is typical. Kan'e sajs that in the north, at least,

the joint family divides at the time of its founder’s death, and divides, not into

nuclear families but into smaller joint families. Dube says that, m villages, children

who have grown up and who have “a degree of economic self-sufficiency” break

away earlier, presumably before the father’s death, and that a complete joint

family of any type is rare (Kane, 1953. pp 10-12, Dube, 1959, p. 213).

Again, while Mandelbaum suggests that the jomc family tends to be a rural

phenomenon (Mandelbaum, 1957, p. 247), Dube suggests that it is an “urban

phenomenon, confined mostly to upper-caste groups m tradmonal small towns”

(Dube, 1963, p 197) The nvo writers agree that m rural areas the joint family

is characterisoc of upper castes rather than of lower castes and that those who
accept Western culture are less hkely to live m joint families Dube and BeteiUe

(1964, p. 239) say that the joint family is charactenstic of landowning groups

rather than of landless groups Mandelbaum says that it is characteristic of

“wealthier strata of society.

”

In this paper, attention is directed particularly to the hypothesis that the joint

family is more charactenstic of upper and landowning castes than of lower and

landless castes On the basis of the data available, I also discuss the composition

of the “t>’pical” Indian family. Unfortunately, the data available for comparing

or contrasting urban and rural families are neither sufficient nor appropnate.

THE STUDIES COMPARED

Tweh'e different Indian states are represented among the 26 studies com-

pared West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh,
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Madras, Delhi, Kashmir, Madhya Pradesh, Kerala, Orissa, and Mysore. Five

types of social units were studied: villages; caste communities, districts, taluks,

and census tracts; urban neighborhoods; and classes of high school students. The

studies included are listed below.

Twenty-six Studies to Be Compared on Frequency of Family Types

I. VILLAGES

1. Basu; Kanchanpur, Burdwan District, West Bengal (1962).

2. Berreman; Sirkanda in the sub-Himalayas, Dehra Dun District, Uttar Pradesh

(1963, unpublished data).

3. Bose, Malhotra, and Bharara, Korna, Jodhpur District, Rajasthan (1963).

4. Dube, Shamirpet, Andhra Pradesh (1955).

5. Gould; Sherupur, Faizabad District, Uttar Pradesh (1959, 1966).

6. Lewis; Rampur, Delhi (1958).

7. Mayer; Ramkheri, Madhya Pradesh (1960, unpublished data).

8. Mornson; Badlapur, Thana District, Maharashtra (1959).

9. Sarma and Sen; four villages m Burdwan District, West Bengal (Sarma, 1964,

Sen, 196S).

71. CASTE COMMUNITIES

10. Singh, the Thakurs of Senapur, Jaunpur District, Uttar Pradesh (1962).

11. Cohn, the Untouchable Chamars of Senapur, Jaunpur District, Uttar Pradesh

(1961).

12. Gough, the Brahmans of Kumbapettai, Tanjore District, Madras (1956).

13. Madan, the Kashmin Pandits (Brahmans) of Utrassu-Umanagri, Anantnag

District, Kashmir (1965).

14. Ray, Kanaujia Brahmans of Bira-Narasinghapur, Puri District, Orissa (1956).

15. Dumont, cnumecation of the household composition of a neighborhood com-
posed of the members of a sub-hneage of Pramalai Kallar of Tengalapatti

hamlet, Madurai Distnct, Madras (1957, pp. 54-57).

16. Hitchcock, a patti (ward) of a community of Rajputs of Khalapur, Saharan-

pur District, Uttar Pradesh (1956).

17. Kolenda, a bant (enclave) of Untouchable Chuhras of Khalapur, Saharanpur

Distnct, Uttar Pradesh (unpublished field data).

18. Kapoor, two subcastes of Punjabi Khatris living m Chandni Chowk, Old
Delhi (1965).

19. Woodruff, a “hutment” of Tamil-speaking Paraiyans living in Bangalore, My-
sore (1959).

m. DISTRICTS, TALUKS, CENSUS TR,ACTS

20. Driver, sample survey of Nagpur District, Maharashtra (1962).
21. Bose and Saxena, sample survey of Jalor District, Rajasthan (1964, 1965a,

1965b).

22. Kulkami, survey of Gokak Taluk, Belgaum Distnct, Mysore (1960).
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Hitchcock was able to make a retrospective estimate of family structure in 1901

for a section of a village jan of Rajputs (Hitchcock, 1956, p 155). Gould has

recently reported two sets of statistics on familv structure for the same vil-

lage, collected in 1954-55 and 1959-60 (Gould, 1966, p 10) Other anthropolo-

gists, some of whom were mentioned above, hav'C reported on change in family

structure m particular villages, but there were no existing statistics available for

substantiation

Given the still largely preindustnal condition of India at the present time, and

the dearth of baseline statistics on family structure, this paper is meant to provide

a baseline that may be useful for students of future change Furthermore, it may

be useful at the present time Without such a baseline, grounded in reasonably

sound statistical data, one may oveigcneralize in various ways about the Indian

family as it presently exists The common belief is that Indians generally live

in “joint" or extended families On the other hand, the reader of census reports

that show that there are few large families m India may assume that the “joint"

family is a romantic myth The census of India for 1931, for example, showed

that less than one-quarter of the population lived m hearth groups with seven

or more members (Census, 1951, p 130) Even social anthropologists agree onl;

in part in their generalizations about the Indian family.

Thus, Irawati Karve suggests that ic is the larger or smaller joint family that

is typical of India, S C Dube, on the other hand, suggests that the nuclear

family or small joint family is typical Karve says that in the north, at least,

the joint family divides at the time of its founder’s death, and divides, not into

nuclear families but into smaller joint families Dube tayt that, in villages, children

who have grown up and who have “a degree of economic self-sufficiency" break

away earlier, presumably before the father's death, and that a complete Joint

family of any type is rare (Karve, 1953, pp 1(3-12, Dube, 1959, p 213)

Again, while Mandelbaum suggests that the joint family tends to be a rural

phenomenon (Mandelbaum, 1957, p 247), Dube suggests that it is an “urban

phenomenon, confined mostly to upper-caste groups in traditional small towns”

(Dube, 1963, p. 197) The two writers agree that in rural areas the joint family

IS characteristic of upper castes rather than of lower castes and that those who
accept Western culture are less likely to live m joint families Dube and BeteiUe

(1964, p 239) say that the joint family is characteristic of landowning groups

rather than of landless groups Mandelbaum says that it is characteristic of

“wealthier strata of society ”

In this paper, attention is directed particularly to the hypothesis that the joint

family is more characicnstic of upper and landowning castes than of lower and
landless castes On the basis of the data available, 1 also discuss the composition

of the “typical" Indian family. Unfortunately, the data available for comparing

or contrasting urban and rural families are neither sufficient nor appropriate.

THE STUDIES COMPARED

Twelve different Indian states are represented among the 26 studies com-

pared- West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh,
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Burdwan District, West Bengal, studied by ^Sarma and Sen, the Paraiyans of

Bangalore; the Nayars of Ernad Taluk, Kerala, the subimeage of Pramalai Kallar

of Tengalapatti hamlet, Madurai District, Madras, and the Brahmans of Kumba-
pettai, Tanjore District, Madras. In three other instances, it is nor clear whether

the hearth group and residential group coincide, but the researchers define the

family as a hearth group. These are the studies of the Thakurs and of the Chamars

of Senapur, Jaunpur Distnct, Uttar Pradesh, and the study of Jalor District,

Rajasthan.

In four studies, the family seems to be the residential family group, spoken

of as the “household” in Kanchanpur, Burdwan District. West Bengal (Basu,

1962, p. 89); “residence m the same household” in Nagpur District, Maharashtra

(Dnv’er, 1942, p. 113); the “dwelling” in Sherupur, Faizabad District, Uttar Pra-

desh (Gould, 1959), and the “house site” in Rampur, Delhi (Lewis, 1958, p. 17).

In none of these cases is it stated whether these units coincide with the hearth

group. In the remaining six studies, the bases for delimiting separate families are

not indicated Of these, two studies were done by' researchers of the Central

Arid Zone Institute, Jodhpur, Rajasthan. In another of this research institute’s

studies, of Jalor Dismct, Rajasthan, by Bose and Saxena, the family is defined as

the hearth group, perhaps we may assume that the same definition was used m
the other two institute studies In another, Dube’s study of Shamirpct, Tclengana,

the author speaks of married sons’ breaking away from their parents soon after

marriage (Dube, 1955, p. 133), again perhaps we are justified in assuming that

such units are hearth groups, possiblv hearth-ctrni-dwelling groups.

We find no definitions or statements useful for inferring the definitions of

family or household in the studies of the Brahmans of Bira-Narasinghapur, Orissa,

of Gokak Taluk, Belgaum Distnct. Mysore, or of the high-caste high school

classes in Baroda. In none of the eleven doubtful studies does any indication

appear that the family units enumerated are not hearth groups. Since such a

enterion for definitions is well known, due to its use by the census of India,

and since it has been used m fifteen of the studies, 1 have somewhat arbitrarily

assumed that it is hearth groups which are being compared in these eleven studies.

I have most doubts about this regarding the study' of Gokak Taluk, Belgaum

District, the study of Nagpur District. Maharashtra, the study of the high-caste

high school students of Baroda, the study' of Rampur, Delhi, and the study’ of

Sherupur, Faizabad Distnct, Uttar Pradesh

The umting theme in the definitions used by' so many of the researchers, the

family as the commensal unit, should not disguise the fact that many definitions

in the studies included here list several entena Cohn, for example, speaks of

the joint family as eating from one chulha (hearth). He says further: “This

means sharing property and nghts, pocket book, larder, debts, labour and usually

one head” (1961, p. 1052). For another example, Mayer describes a household

as those who “share a cooking hearth, pool their incomes and have living ex-

penses in common” (1960, p. 177)

Turning now to the other side of the dcfiniaonaJ problem that of the typologies

of composition of families (who shares the hearth mentioned above), the multi-
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plicity of definitions used by the various researchers may again be analyzed for

similar usage Particularly useful for my purposes were the nine studies in which

the data included full or almost full descriptions of the composition of every

family m the population treated. These were the studies of the sub-Iineage of

Pramalai Kallar of Tengalapatti hamlet, Madurai District, Madras, the section

of Rajputs of Khalapur, Saharanpur District, Uttar Pradesh; the Kashmiri Pandits

of Anantnag District, Kashmir; the Nayars of Emad Taluk, Kerala, the sample

from Gokak Taluk, Belgaum Disrncr, Mysore, the hutment of Paraiyans of Banga-

lore, Mysore, and the unpublished data referring to Sirkanda, Dehra Dun District,

Uttar Pradesh, to Ramkheri, Malwa, and to the Chuhras of Khalapur, Saharanpur

District, Uttar Pradesh.

Almost all the studies compared distinguish between joint and nuclear families

(the one exception Kapoor, 1965), although the composition of the units in-

cluded under these rubrics vanes. Fifteen of the studies distinguish types of

joint families on the principles of lineal (father-son) links and collateral (brother-

brother) links (studies numbered above 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17,

18, 22, 24). Sixteen of these studies specify single-person households (numbers

1. 2, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21, 24. 25). Nine specify subnuclcar

households (1, 2, 7, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 24), twelve specify supplemented nuclear

families (2, 7, 12, 13. 14, 15, 16, 17. 19, 20, 22. 24).

The series of compositional categories used in the present study appear below.

(Note that I do not include any relatives in the nuclear family category other

than parents and unmarried children. I confine this term thus because I think

we should use the same definition for the nuclear family m India as in the

United States, if w’e are ever to compare Indian family structure with American

family structure. Further, a family is “joint” only if it includes two or more

related married couples.)

1. Nuclear family a couple with or without unmarried children.

2 Supplemented nuclear family a nuclear family plus one or more unmarried,

separated, or widowed relatives of the parents, other than their unmarried children.

3 Subnuclear family, a fragment of a former nuclear family. Typical examples

are the widow with unmarried children, or the widower with unmarried chil-

dren, or siblings—whether unmarried, or widowed, separated, or divorced—living

together

4 Single-person household.

5. Supplemented subnuclear. a group of relatives, members of a formerly com-

plete nuclear family, plus some other uiunamed, divorced, or widowed relative

who was not a member of the nuclear fanuly. For example, a widow and her un-

married children plus her widowed mother-in-law,

6. Collateral joint family: two or more married couples between whom there is

a sibling bond—usually a brother-brother relationship—plus unmarried children.

7. Supplemented collateral jomt family: a collateral joint family plus unmarried,

divorced, or widowed relatives. Typically, such supplemental relatives are the

widowed mother of the married brothers, or the widower father, or an unmarried

sibling
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8. Lineal joint family: two couples between whom there is a lineal link, usually

between parents and married son, sometimes betu'een parents and married

daughter.

9. Supplemented lineal joint famtly: a lineal joint family plus unmarried, di-

vorced, or widowed relatives who do not belong to either of the lineally linked

nuclear families; for example, the father’s widovtcr brother or the son’s w'lfe’s

unmarried brother.

W. Lineal-collateral joint family: three or more couples linked lineally and col-

laterally. Typically, parents and their tw'O or more married sons, plus the unmar-

ried children of the three or more couples.

11. Supplemented hneal-coUateral joint family: a hneal-collateral joint family

plus unmarried, widowed, separated relatives who belong to none of the nuclear

families lineally and collaterally linked, for example, the father’s widowed sister

or brother, or an unmarried nephew of the father.

12. Other. Some researchers—Woodruff, Kulkarni, Bose and Saxena, and Men-

cher—included an “other” class of families which they did not define, or about

which I could not make reasonable guesses I have retained their categorization.

There were twelve “other” families which I could not classify in the eleven

categories above. These were

1. Among the villagers of Sirkanda, Dehra Dun District, Uttar Pradesh, seven

cases as follow's

3 cases of a Rajput woman living alone with a male servant.

1 case of a grandmother living with an unmarried grandchild,

1 case of a grand-uncle living with an unmarried grand-nephew.

1 case of a woman and unmarried grandchild plus her dead husband’s brother,

1 case of a w oman living with her mother’s brother’s wife.

2. Among the Pramalai Kallar- ] household composed of a woman and her

t\\o unmarried children, her widowed daughter-in-law, and the latter’s

tw'O unmarried children—two related subnuclear families.

f . Aswsswg of t-vnad TafwV, of a gi-afidmoxbti b-viog

with a single unmarried grandchild, 4 households composed of “miscel-

laneous matnlineally related kin” (Mencher, 1962, p. 239).

4 Among the Rajputs of Khalapur one household composed of a man and his

widowed daughter-in-law.

Except for the last residual category of cases, the set of eleven types above

was sufficient for almost ever)’ study. The group for which the categories had

to be supplemented was the pol>g)'nous Khasiya Rajputs of Sirkanda, Dehra
Dun, Uttar Pradesh. The group for W'hich the categories had to be redefined

w'as the matrilineal Nayars and some other castes of Angadi Village, Emad Taluk,

Kerala. The modifications made for the data on family structure for those groups

are commented upon as they appear in the next section of the paper.

The reader may note that there are four pnnciples upon w’hich the classifica-

tion rests. First, a joint family rmtst include two related married couples. Second,
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these couples my be related ImeaBy (csnalh- in a father-son reladonship, occa-

sionaBy in a father-daughter rclarionship), or collaterally (usually in a brother-

brother relationship, occasonally in a brother-sister relationship). Third, the

tnEmnied relatives (including widowed or divorced) who are not children of

any of the married couples in a family supplement the family, sshether it is

a joint, nuclear, or subncclear family. Fourth, where there is no married couple

and the relatives were formerly part of the same nuclear family, then it is a

subnuclear household. If not. it is either an “other” n'pe of household or a

single-person household.

Some researchers—Ma> er. Cohn. Sama. Berreman, and Basu—have separately

classiSed joint families m which the married couples are rebted as parents and

mamed daughter (with her husband and umnamed children), or a married

brother with his mamed sister and their spouses and nnmamed children. In

some of th^ tables in the next secnon. these categories arc retained. In the

overall analj-sis. however, I do nor deringuish between the ordmarv' pamlineal

or fraternal joint families and these bner npes of joint families, devunt m a

socetj' pracnemg patrilineal descent.

There are many addinonal pruiaples used bv researchers that could be added

CO those above to make categories which might be more accuratclj descnpnve

of the families included in each. Some researchers emphasize the number of

generanons present m a famili 'Desai. I9W. Madan. 196'. pp 6“-6S, Kapoor.

1965. pp whether or not a mimed couple have children fBasu. 1962.

p SS). whether there is a stepmother present iBasu. 1952. pp. 9CI-91). whether

or not the coup’e ts legalls or ceremoniaUv mamed iBasu. 1962. pp 8S-S9,

Woodruff. 19^9. pp. 2^29i. or the> differentiate jont families mcluding onl>

two mamed couples from those including three or more cMomson, 1959. pp.

51. '?». or indicate the number of rjpplcmtntan rebD\es present iWoodniff.

1959. p 31 ) If large numbers of rcsearchcis had made u>e of these disanctions.

I might h.2ve included them m the 'et of categories for comparam c purposes

The categories I have set up have been based upon the dranenons most com-

monly used bi the researchers themselves. I do not necessarily adi ocate the future

use in research of the dozen categories listed aboic. bur the\ do represent a

set that has operated rcasonablv well for the comparison of the 26 studies.

Needless to sai. fuaire companson would be grearh facilitated if a sandsrd set

of famils ts'pes did come into currcnci among social «cientists scudvmg the

famil) in India,

Some further comments rebnng to the defiamon of Indian famils tvpes are

pertmenr here Some social saenasts (Madan. 1962a, pp. 1962b, Baile>,

1950. p 347; have adtocated the lunitaaon of the term “joint fanulv” to a

group of rebmes who form a propem -owning group, the co-parcenari family.

It IS useful to distinguish the co-parccnaiy famih from the residential and com-

mensal family grouj». but since the term as used in India seems to refer to

the composnon of the residential and hearth famiK as often as it refers to the

sharing of joint propiem—and, of course, they probably usualK coindde—it is
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worth retaining the popular usage along with specifying adjectives-, the co-

parcenary joint family, the residential joint family, the commensal joint family.

One might substitute the term “extended family” to refer to the latter nvo

types, except that it has come to be used in anthropology to refer to a family

including three or more generations and thus would not ordinarily refer to

what Murdock has called the “fraternal joint family” (1949, p. 33), that is, the

collateral joint family. 1 must admit that my preference for the term “joint”

is probably due to the desire to be easily understood by an Indian audience;

if social anthropologists prefer the term “extended” or some other I would not

seriously object.

What seems far more important is a set of categories that are reasonably de-

senprive of their contents, so that from a title, it is possible to imagine accurately

the compositions of the families included, and that are exhaustive and mutually

exclusive. On the whole, past parsimony—too few types—has resulted in lack of

clarii> and incompleteness. Many studies do not clearly classify single-person

households or subnuclear families. Supplemented nuclear families may be mixed

with joint families, and so on.

Finally, let me make a comment about the “family cycle.” It has become the

practice in anthropological studies of families in primitive and peasant societies

to emphasize the fact that the various stniccural types of famibes are stages in

a family cycle (Fortes, 1949, Goody, 1958, Raymond Smith, 1956; Gray and

Gulliver, 1964, Campbell, 1964) and to present family t>'pes as stages m this

cycle. Some studies have referred to Indian family types as stages in a family

cycle (Desai, 1964, Gould. 1966, Madan, 1965; Cohn, 1961, Nicholas, 1961;

Bose and Saxena, 1965, Shahani, 1961), most of which use statistical evidence.

Let me explain, how-ever, why I do not claim that the eleven types of family

used here are stages in a single family cycle. First of all, we oversimplify reality

if W’e speak of a single family cycle. There are a number of different family

cycles even in the same Indian village jaii community. The most important

factors making for vanation between them include the time of a man’s death

in relationship to the ages and marnages of his children, the number of years

between the \attei in tVieir ages, and vanation in obligation oS cbiidren to parents

and to each other, depending upon birth-order and sex. Furthermore, bet\veen

Indian commumnes there are important variations in the patterning of cycles,

depending upon mores concerning (1) the proper rime for marned sons to

break aw'ay from parents, or married brothers to break away from each other,

(2) whether widow’ remarriage is prohibited or allowed, (3) whether women
are allow ed to Iiv’e alone, (4) w hether w’omen are allow ed to head a household,

and (5) whether legal divorce imoated by women is allowed. Such factors

influence the numbers and proportions of s’anous family types in different re-

gions, as will be shown in latter parts of the paper.

The set of categories is meant to accommodate a variety of cycles, it is not

assumed that they form a single set of stages in a single cycle. This is not to

deny the importance of recognizing that the form of a particular family changes
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over tune. There probably is rarely a “perpetual nuclear family,” as Shahani

(1961, p. 1825) has put it; that is, usuaUy the nuclear family is a stage in a cycle

with other structural types of fanubes.

COMPARISON

As a strategy for comparing these 26 studies, I have divided them into three

types- first, studies of a sample of couples or household heads from a district or

taluk (the studies by Dnver, Kulkami, Malhotra and Sen, and Bose and Saxena);

second, studies of the households of whole villages (the studies by Bose, Malhotra

and Bharara, Gould, Lewis, Dube, Momson, Mayer, Berreman, Basu, and Sarma);

and third, studies of the households of a single-caste community or part-

community, or of three high-caste high school classes (the studies by Gough,

Ray, Madan, Sarma, Kapoor, Mencher, Hitchcock, Kolenda, Cohn, Singh, Wood-

ruff, and Dumont).

Studies vt the District and Taluk Level

In 1958, Driver conducted a survey of the head couples of 1 per cent of the

households of Nagpur District, Maharashtra, there were 2,514 couples in this

sample Such a sampling procedure automatically excluded single-person house-

holds and subnuclear families Since he defined the joint family in terms of two

or more couples and recognized only one type of supplemented nuclear family

(that with one parent present), his definitions do not allow for the supple-

mental presence of unmarried brothers and sisters of the head, or other unmar-

ried or widowed relatives He also did not separate lineal joint families from

collateral joint families

Some time in the 1950’s, Kulkami took a 5 per cent sample of twelve major

Hindu castes, as well as Jams, Muslims, and Christians, from four out of eight

geographical zones m Gokak Taluk of Belgaum District, Mysore. Gokak Taluk

vanes geographically, having hills, highlands, and plains wiihm it. About the

four out of the total of eight zones m Gokak Taluk, Kulkarm says

The first zone, that of the Gokak town, comprises the nver-inundated and the central

canal irrigated area and also includes a pan of the Western hilly tract Having within

It OKQ ma^ot tnvitvs viz, Gokak. and Koniviic wvtK 17/S94 itvd populatwa se-

specuvely, it has also the highest density of 448 persons per square mile. The second

zone of AnkaJgi includes the Kundamad valley region in the Southwestern part of the

taluka and has a density of 349 persons per square mile. The Dhupdal zone covers the

highlands in the nonhwestem part of the taluka adjacent to the first zone and includes

a part of the canal irrigated area Its density is 576, which is second only to the first

zone The fourth zone, that of the village Mudalgi, refers to the plains of the north
covering the last tip of the canal irrigated area m the taluka (Kulkami, 1960, p. 62).

Although he presented his data in terms of fourteen different family types,

and some figures showing the numbers and proportions of single person house-

holds for the entire population, Kulkami did not include either single-person

households, subnuclear families, or most types of supplemented joint families.
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He also did not distinguish clearly between bneal joint families and one type

of supplemented nuclear family (nuclear supplemented by one parent). Kulkarni

did recognize the supplemented nuclear types mcluding unmarried brother and/or

sister, or widow'ed sister.

Thus, neither Kulkarni nor Driver induded single-person households or sub-

nuclear families. Like Kulkarni, Dnver failed to distinguish all the various types

of supplemented nuclear family. (He does distinguish that in which a single

parent is the supplementary relative.) Thus, the categories of the data from

Kulkami’s and Driver’s studies are quite similar when translated into the set

of definitions used for comparison. Below’ appear tables showing the distribu-

tion of family types for Nagpur District, Maharashtra, and for the four zones

of Gokak Taluk, Belgaum District, Mysore.

TABLE I

Family types in Nacpur Disnucr, Maharashtra.

(Studied by Driver)

Family type

Number of

Head Couples
% of

Head Couples

Nuclear family 1,207 52.2

Supplemented nuclear* 412 17.8

Lineal, collateral, supplemented
606-671 26.3 -29^

lineal, supplemented coUateralt 1

>
30

1

Lineal-collateral, supplemented
89-24

1

3.7- 1.0
lineal-collateral

Other _
Total 2,514 100%

• Supplemented nudear family is composed of a nuclear family plus one parent of the head,
t Driver uses a family type of a marned couple plus both parents, and either brother(s) or

son(s). Depending upon whether such a family includes sons or brothers, it is either lineal
or lmeal<oIlacera1. There are 65 such families. These families account for the double sets of
figures m some categories.

Note the rather large variation in proportion of joint families m Gokak
Taluk, a variation of 13 to 17 per cent. In all four zones of Gokak Taluk, how-
ever, there is a higher proportion of joint families than in Nagpur, where 30

per cent of families arc joint. It is likely too that supplemented nuclear families,

those supplemented by unmarried brothers and sisters, are included in the

30 per cent joint families of Nagpur Distnct, so that the proportion of joint fami-

lies as defined in this study is even less than 30 per cent. Since all of the estimates

for Gokak Taluk are higher than the 30 per cent for the Nagpur studs, it seems
very likely that there is a higher proportion of joint families m Gokak taluk.

Mysore, than in Nagpur District, Maharashtra Consistent with this are the

figures indicating a higher proportion of nuclear families in Nagpur District
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120
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219

100%
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100%
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51%

42%-
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62%
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58%
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than in Gokak Taluk, 52.2 per cent in Nagpvir versus 32-37 per cent in Gokak

Taluk.

It should be remembered, however, that Kulkami did not sample from 26

small castes in the four zones of Gokak Taluk that he studied; the seeming

difference between the two geographical areas could be an artifact of a sam-

pling procedure that excluded small castes, possibly characterized by a high

proportion of nuclear families. Inclusion of households from these small castes

might have increased somewhat the proportion of nuclear families in Gokak Taluk,

Mysore.

Social scientists in the Human Factor Studies Division of the Central Arid

Zone Research Institute, Jodhpur, Rajasthan, have repotted a number of studies

including statistics on family structure (Bose and Saxena, 1964, 1965a, and 1965b;

Malhotra and Sen, 1964). In two districts, Jalor and Barmer, Rajasthan, surveys

of large numbers of families were carried out. In Jalor a 20 pec cent random

sample of all families in 41 villages (1 out of every 15 was selected from a list

of villages) was selected and surt'cyed. In Banner District, one out of every

fifteen villages in five Panchayat Samiti areas was selected, and a 20 per cent

sample of families selected and surveyed.

In both studies the term “joint” familv appears to include supplemented

nuclear families, and the nuclear categor>' probably includes single-person and

subnuclear households for Banner District. Note that m both districts the pro-

portions of joint families axe close to, but somewhat less than, half. Since it is

likely that these figures also include supplemented nuclear families, we may
assume that considerably fewer than one-half are joint families as defined for

the purposes of the present study. Noteworthy, however, is the closeness of

the figures for wo districts near each other in western Rajasthan.

TABLE 3*

Types ot families m a sample from 41 villages

IX Jalor District, Western Rajasthan (Studied by Bose and Saxena)

AND IN A SA.MPLE FRO.M 5 pANCHAYAT SaMITI AREAS, BaR.MER DISTRICT.

(Snidied by Malhotra and Sen)

Family Type
Jalor District

No. %
Barmer District

No. %
Single-person 23 1.9 — —
Nuclearf 568 46.5 412 51.76

Other (Subnuclear po5sibly)t 62 5.1 _ —
Supplemented nuclear & joint 565 46J 384 48.24

Totals 1J18 100% 796 100%
* Twenty per cent sample in both studies. Figures for Jalor District from Bose and Saxena

(1964, pp. 299-300, and 196Sb, p. 196) and for Banner District from Malhotra and Sen (1964,
P 21).

t The nuclear category probably includes for Banner District both single-person and possibly
some subnuclear types of families.

tThe authors do not define the “other” type of fan^y, but since h is at first included in a
nuclear category, and appears to include children, we may suppose that it is a subnuclear
family (Bose and Saxena, 196S, p. 196).
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Studies at the Village Le%fl

Another study carried out by the researchers of the Central And Zone Re-

search Institute was done in the village of Koma, 36 miles from Jodhpur in

Rajasthan (Bose, Malhotra, and Bharara, 1963) The investigators were par-

ticularly interested m comparing life in dispersed dwellings (dhaJiis) and that

in compact settlements. The sample of 200 houses out of a total of 405 houses

IS made up of 100 from the compact settlements (out of a total of 207 in the

settlements) and 100 from dbanis (out of a total of 198) As in the studies cited

above, the joint category probably included supplemented nuclear families, and

the nuclear may include single-person and subnuclear households. In this vil-

lage, however, over half the families are joint or supplemented nuclear

The authors, Bose, Malhotra, and Bharara, comment on their data, as shown

in Table 4, as follows

TABLE 4*

Family sthuctuse in joo fa.miues in dispebseo dwelljncs .*\d ioo families

IN COMPACT SETTLEMENTS F«OM VllLACE KORNA, JODHPUR, RaJASTHAN.

(Studied by Bose, Malhotra, and Bharara)

Famtly Type
Dispersed

No %
Compact Settlement

No %
Nuclear (probably includes 42 42 45 45

subnuclear & single person)

Supplemented nuclear & joint 58 58 55 5J

100 100% 100 100%

* Figures from Bose, Malhotra, and Bharan, (1943, p 122)

“The hypothesis that dispersed dwellings have more joint households is not

home out by the data in this study since the difference between the percentages

of joint households in the two settlement types is not significant” (Bose, Mal-

hotra, and Bharara, 1963, p 122) Note that the proportion of joint families is

somewhat higher in Koma village, Jodhpur District, than in Barmer and Jalor

districts (see Table 3 above).

Four of the village studies use rather few categories for family types The

distributions of families for the villages studied by Gould (1959, 1966), Lewis

(1960), Dube (1955), and Momson (1959) can be presented by the categories

nuclear and joint families

Data from Dube’s (1955) study must be treated with caution I have derived

the proportions from the following statement m Dube’s book

[C]ase histones of one hundred and twenty families from the villages were examined.

In 34% of the cases sons had separated from their parents within tw'O years of marriage.

36% separated between two and three years after marriage Separation took place after

three, but within five years of marnage in 28% cases. Only 22% of the sons were still

found to be bving with their parents five >'ears after their marriage . . . (p 133)

Those who can hold together for five years generally continue to h\e under the
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same roof peacefully for a much longer period. NeverrheJess, separadon is known to

have taken place in some cases even after ten to fifteen years of living togedier (p. 134).

The percentages given by Dube above add up to 120 per cent. Since there

were 120 cases in the sample. I suspect the percentages were actually numbers

of cases in each category. If we compute percentages on that basis we find that

34 cases, or 28 per cent, separate from their parents after two years of mar-

riage; 36, or 30 per cent separate between two and three years; 2g, or 23.5 per

cent, separate after three but within five years, and 22, or 18.5 per cent are

still with parents after five years of marriage.

There are various confusions in this way of presenting data. Dube did not

divide families into cohorts representing the varj'ing lengths of time of marriage

of the head couple. Some of the marriages must be of less than five years’

duTaaon. We do not know ho\i he categorized marriages of one, two, three

or four years’ duration of couples who have not yet left the parental household.

Possibly he limited himself only to couples married five or more years, or pos-

sibly he speaks only of marnages of heads of households, if so, he overlooks

the other married couples in the household. We do not know what the sample

of 120 cases represents.

Despite the incompleteness and confusing nature of these data, I have included

this study because it suggests an unusually lo\i proponion of joint families I

take the figure 18.5 per cent, those couples still living with parents after five

years of marriage, as close to the proportion of lineal joint families m Shamirpec,

Telengana.

With the exception of Lewis’ category for single-person households shown

in Table 5 and a categor.' of supplemented collateral (one parent with married

sons) not shoivn in Table 5, and Morrison's explicit inclusion of one type of

supplemented nuclear family (that including a single patent of one of the head

couple) with nuclear family, none of these students explains his categorization

TABLE 5

CO.MPABISON OF FAMILY TYPES IN 4 VILLAGES ShEBUPUR, FaIZABAD DISTRICT, U.P.

(Studied by Gould), Rampur, Delhi State (Studied by Lewis), Shamirpet,

Telengana, Anthra Pradesh (Studied by Dube), and Badlapur,

Thana District, Maharashtra (Studied by Mornson).

Uttar Pradesh Andhra Pradesh Maharashtra

Sherupvr Delhi Shamirpet Badlapur

FatzabadDt. Rampur Telengana Thana Dt.

Family Type
No. of

Families

%of
FarmUes No. % No. % No. %

Single-person — 2 1

Nuclear 19 44 67 45 98 81.5 552* 66
Joint 24 56 81 54 22 18.5 89 14

43 100% 150 100% 120 100% 641 100%

• lacludes an unknown number of supplemented nuclear families, those that consist of a
couple and their unmarned children plus one parent of the head couple.
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of single person or subnuclear (Dube seems to have omitted such households

from his sample) or supplemented nuclear families, nor does any differentiate

clearly between lineal and collateral joint types, or the supplemented joint types.

It seems likely that for three studies (Lewis’, Morrison’s, and Gould’s), the

nuclear category includes some subnuclear households, and for two of the

studies (Morrison’s and Gould’s) it includes single-person households. It seems

likely that nuclear families supplemented by husband and wife’s unmarried

sibling(s) would also be categorized as nuclear by Morrison and by Dube, while

for the other two studies (Gould’s and Lewis’) we may perhaps assume that

supplemented nuclear families are included with joint families.

Granted the incompleteness of the data for my purposes, and the tentativeness

with which one must treat bgaies from Dube’s study, a comparison of the

distnbution shows two trends. First, the two places on the Gangctic Plain, one

in Uttar Pradesh and one in Delhi State, have very similar distributions, 54 per

cent and 56 per cent joint with supplemented nuclear families, as do the two

studies from Centra! India for joint families, 18 5 per cent and 14 per cent.

Second, the two geographical areas show very brge differences m the propor-

tions of joint and nuclear families These data suggest that there may be a much
higher proportion of joint families on the Gangetic Plain than m Central India.

To compare two other studies, one from Central India and one from the

sub-Himalaya region of Uttar Pradesh, let us look at the studies by Mayer (1960)

for Ramkhen, Malwa, Madhya Pradesh, and by Berreman (1963) for Sirkanda,

Dehra Dun District, Uttar Pradesh. Both anthropologists have provided full data

on family types

In Sirkanda, polygyny is commonly practiced, about 15 per cent of marriages

are polygynous (Berreman, 1963, p 150) It was necessary, therefore, to devise

some family types for a community practicing polygyny. In Table 6 a simple

polygynous family is composed of a man, his two wives, and their unmarried

children A supplemented polygynous family is composed of the simple polyg*

ynous family plus some unmarried, widowed, or divorced relative of the head

or of his Mives, other than their unmarried children. A sub-polygynous family

is usually composed of a woman, one of the wives of a man living elsewhere

(perhaps with his other wife), and her unmarned children A supplemented

sub-polygynous is such a household plus an unmarried, divorced, or widowed
relative other than one of the children. A polygynous lineal or collateral house-

hold includes at least one component family composed of a man and two wives

In both Ramkhen, M.P
,
and Sirkanda, U P ,

there are about the same pro-

portions of joint families (23 per cent and 21 per cent) and supplemented nuclear

families (18 per cent and 16 per cent). In Sirkanda, however, there is a con-

siderably lower proportion of nuclear families (24 per cent in Sirkanda versus

41 5 per cent in Ramkhen), and a much higher proportion of persons m some-

thing less than a nuclear family, a household in which no married couple re-

sides (17 per cent in Ramkhen versus 33 per cent in Sirkanda). This difference

probably reflects the combination of pracuces of polygyny and freedom of

women, greater for both than on the Gangetic Plain or in Ramkhen, Mahva.
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Thus, It IS common for a cn-wife to live in a fieldhouse or house afone with a

servant, or relative, or her unmarried children, while her husband lives with

the other co-wife and children

These two villages appear to rank between Badlapur, Maharashtra, and Shamir-

pet, Telengana, with their very low' proportions of joint families (14 per cent

and 18 5 per cent), and the two Gangetic Plain villages with 54 per cent

(Rampur, Delhi) and 56 per cent (Sherupur, U P )
joint with supplemented

nuclear families. (Note that, if joint and supplemented nuclear families are com-

bined for Sirkanda and Ramkhen, the proportions are 37 per cent and 41 per

cent respectively, less than those of the Gangetic Plain villages, but possibly

higher than those for Badlapur and Shamirpet. for which we lack figures on

supplemented nuclear families )

Finally, we compare three studies covering five villages of Burdwan District,

West Bengal the study of four villages reported upon by Sarma (1964) and

the study of Kanchanpur Village, made by Basu (19(52) The family types used

by Sarma and b> Basu can be fitted fairly easily Sarma combines one type of

supplemented nuclear family, that in which a single parent lives with a married

son and his wife and children with joint families, and one type (unmarried

sibling living with married brother and his wife and children) with nuclear

families Basu does not specify supplemented nuclear families Basu specifies single-

person and subnuclear types, while Sarma explicitly combines these types with

the nuclear type Lastly, Basu includes figures for the total population of a

village, while Sarma includes figures for around 80 per cent of the families in

the villages she studied Tables presenting family types for these two sets of

villages appear below

TABLE 7

Family types in Kanchanpur Village, Burdwan District, West Bengal

(Studied by Basu)

No. %

22 8

36 12

116 41

85 30)

23 Sj 39%
3 l)

Total 285 100%

Subnuclear households mav include some single-person households a widow living alone

t These include a married daughter or immed sister’s family

Family Type
Single person

Subnuclear*

Nuclear

Lineal and hneal-collateral

Collateral joint

Ocher lointt

The proportions are strilnglv similar for familv tvpes for villages of the

same district In Kanchinpur, the proportion of joint (probably including sup-

plemented nuclear families) families is 39 pet cent, for the four other villages

m Burdwan District the proportions of joint (with one type of supplemented

nuclear family included) are 36 per cent, 44 per cent, 45 per cent, and 45 per

cent These proportions cover a narrow range, from 36 per cent to 45 per cent.
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These figures appear to be lower than those of the Gangetic Plain villages (54

per cent and 56 per cent for joint with supplemented nuclear). They are about

the same as those for Ramkheri, M.P., and Sirkanda, U.P., and perhaps higher in

proportions of joint families than Shamirpet, Tclengana, or Badlapur, Maharashtra.

Studif5 of a Singlf-Castf ok of a Ffw’ Castes

First, let us consider three different studies of the family structure of vil-

lage jatis of Brahmans, one in iMadras studied by Gough (1956), one in Orissa

studied by Raj- (1956), and one m Kashmir studied bv Madan (1965). In none

of the Brahman jatis does there appear to be a high proportion of joint families.

Again the range is narrow’: 20 per cent to a maximum of 33 per cent. These

three studies do not suggest that Brahmans, as a high caste, have high propor-

tions of joint families. The highest proportion of joint families appears among

the Kashmiri Pandits, note the very large proportion of single-person and sub-

nuclear families, 22 per cent among the Madras Brahmans. Proportions of nuclear

and supplemented nuclear families tend to be similar, differing over a rather

narrow range.

The next set of comparisons includes two different neighborhoods in Cal-

TABLE 8

DiSTRIBtmOh OF FAMILY TYPES IS 4 lULACES IN BuRDW’AN DISTRICT, WeST BeNGAL, IN I953-54.*
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TABLE 9

Comparison of family structom among 3 villace ]Stis of Brahmans:

Brahmans of Kumbapettai Village, Tanjobe, Madras (Studied by Gough),

Brahmans of Bira-Narasinghapur, Pori District, Orissa (Studied by Ray),

AND Brahmans of Utfassu-Umanagw, Anantpur, Kashmir (Studied by Madan),

Madras Brabntam Orissa Brahmans

Kashmir

Brahmans

Family Type Famiites Families Persons Families

No. % No. % No. % No. %
Single person 8 22 11 7 11 1 3 3

Subnuclear — — — — — — 4 5

Supplemented subnuclear — — — — — — 1 1

Nuclear 13 36 66 40 276 30 27 31

Supplemented nuclear 8 22 44 26 233 25 23 26

Supplemented nuclear

or supplemented

collateral 104 l-5t

Joint" 7 20 45 27 408 44 25-28 29*33

36 100% 166 100% 928 100% 87 100%

* Ray's tomt families may include some supplemented nuclear families,

t Among the Kashmin Pandits were four cases (or S%) composed of a head, his manned son
or sons, son’s or sons’ wives, and unmarried children. These are categorized as either supple*
menred nuclear or supplemented collateral joint families

cutta studied by Jyotirmoyec Sarma (1964), and nvo ]5tts of Punjabi Khartns
living m Delhi, studied by Saroj Kapoor (1965). The Lake area of Calcutta is

largely (89 per cent) high caste, made up of Brahmans, Kayasthas, and Vaidyas;

the Shyambazat area is only 45 per cent high caste. The former has a higher

proportion of joint families, 58 per cent, than the “less high caste” area, which
has only 37 per cent joint families

It was difficult to fit the definitions of the present study to those used by
Kapoor m her study of the Khatns. My calculations indicate that the proportion
of joint families (including some supplemented nuclear families) is between 28

per cent and 45 per cent. The high-caste Calcutta neighborhood, the lake area,

appears to have the highest proporuon of joint families of the three urban
neighborhoods, 58 per cent, while the Shyambazar area of Calcutta and the

Delhi Khatns show rather similar proportions of joint families

Both Joan Mencher and John Hitchcock studied traditionally mihtary castes.

Mencher studied Nayars in two census tracts of a village, Angadi, in Emad
Taluk, Kozhikode District, Kerala. Tract 18 was largely Nayar, but included
some other matrilmeal castes, tract 13 contained many Muslims and lower-caste
groups, as well as many Nayar households (Mencher, 1962, pp 238-39)

In order to compare the matnhneal households of these Kerala people with
the patrilineal households of the pbces and castes represented in the other studies,

I had to modify the definitions of family types. The lineal-collateral and lineal

jomt families are equated with “the small tavart” defined by Mencher as com-
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posed of a uoman, her sons and daughters, and the children of one or more

daughters. The husbands of the women usually belong to their mothers’ or sis-

ters’ tavan, although occasionally a man lives in his wife's household.

The collateral ioinc family is Mencher’s “t\\o-gcnerational matrilineal house-

hold” composed of two sisters and their children, or a woman, her children, and

several of her brothers. The subnuclear family is Mencher’s “matrilineal seg-

ment” composed of a woman with her children, the house belonging to the

woman and her husband Uvmg with his own matrilineal km elsew’here. Mencher

also includes in this categorj’ the households of widowed and divorced women

and their children.

Nuclear families are composed of a husband, wife, and children for both

Mencher, and for this study. Some “others,” as labeled by Mencher, have been

equated to my categories supplemented nuclear families, supplemented lineal

families, supplemented collateral point families, single person households and

to a category of “other.”

The distnbution of the types of families for the two census tracts in Angadi

Village, Kerala, is presented in Table 1 1 below. Note the very high proportions

of joint families in the tw’o tracts, 53 per cent and 61 per cent.

Turning to the other traditionally military caste, the Rajputs, John Hitchcock

studied a piitti (division) of a village jatt of Rajputs in Khalapur, Saharanpur

District, m northwestern Uttar Pradesh. Note the low* proportions of joint

households among the Rajputs, 26 per cent

TABLE 10

Comparison of family types in j nlichborhoods of Calcutta (Snidied by Sanna)

AND i Jatis OF Punjabi Kiuntis living i.n Delhi (Studied by Kapoor).

Calcutta Delhi

Lake Area Shyambazar

(W% High (45% High T'vio Jam
Caste) Caste) of Khatn
Famshes families Families

Family Type No. % No. % No. %
Single person — — 6 6

j

.. 2-8
Subnuclear' — — — —

36

j

69-105 70-47
Supplemented nuclear 8 8 21 21

Jomtt 59 58 37 37 41-67 28-45

Totals 101 100% 100 100% 148 100%

* For the Khatns, Kapoor includes with single-person and subnuclear famihes some child-
less couples. The latter are considered to be nnclear families m the present study, thus, there
IS a range of cases in lx>th the single person-subnudear category and in the nuclear category
due to an unknown number, as many as ten, of childless couples. Sarma probably includes
subnuclear families m the nuclear category

t Agam for the Khatns, the joint category mclndes some supplemented nuclear families as
well as joint families, hence there is a range in number. There could be as many as 26 sup-
plemented nuclear families m this category. They are also included in the nuclear-supplemented
nuclear categor>’.
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For contrast, I include in Table 11, as well, the distribution of families in a

very small enclave of Untouchable Chuhras or Bhangis of Khalapur. Note that

they have a considerably lower proportion of joint families, 12 per cent, than

do the Rajputs of the same village (26 per cent). However, the two groups

have very similar proportions of nuclear and supplemented nuclear families.

The Chuhras have somewhat more families of less than nuclear composition (those

with no married couple present).

Thus, It appears that the Naj'ars have much higher proportions of joint families

than do the Rajputs of Khalapur If, however, w'e add to the proportion of joint

families for the Rajputs, their supplemented nuclear families, 25 per cent, the

combined total would be 5 1
per cent, a proportion comparable to the combined

joint and supplemented nuclear families of Shcrupur, Uttar Pradesh (56 per cent),

and Rampur, Delhi (54 per cent).

Another pair of single-caste studies were made m the same village, the study

of the Thakurs of Senapur by R D Singh (1962) and the study of the Chamars

of Senapur by Bernard S. Cohn (1961) Notice that the really large difference

between the Thakurs and the Chamars is in the proportion of collateral joint

families, a difference probably reflcctmg the much slower break-up of the joint

TBALE n
COMPAaiSON OF FAMILY TYPtS IN 1 LARCELY NaYAR CeNSUS TfaCTS IN AnCADI VILLAGE,

Ernad Taluk, Kerala (Studied by Mencher) with a Patti of Rajputs

OF Village Khalapur, Saharanpur District, U P. (Studied by Hitchcock), and

a Basti OF Untouchable Chuhras of Khalapur (Studied by Kolenda).

Nayars wth
Khalapur Some Other Cattes*

Rajputs Chuhras Tract 18 Tract 13

Family Types No. % No % No. % No. %
Supplemented lineal

coUateral 5 5 — —
Lineal-collateral 6 6 1 6

Lmeal 10 9 ~ — 37 42 15 29

Supplemented lineal 2 2 — —
1 1 10 19

Supplemented collateral J 3 1 6 2 2 > >

CoUareral 1 I — S S 7 13

Supplemented nuclcart 26 25 5 32 1 2 5 >

Nucleart 37 36 6 38 13 14.5 9 17

Supplemented subnuclear — —
1 6 _ _ _ _

Subnuclear 6 6 1 6 15 17 6 12

Single-person 6 6 1 6 5 5 5 5

Other 1 1 — — 7 8 5§ 10

Totals 103 100% 16 100% 89 100% 52 100%

• Tract 18 is largely Nayar m caste composition Tract 15 is Nayat plus many Muslim and
lower-caste groups.

t There is one polygynous family inclnded m supplemented nuclear category for Rajputs.
tTh«rs 's one polygynous family included in nuclear category for Rajputs.
§ This category may include some of the categories marked above vith a question mark.
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TABLE 12

Comparison of family types among the Thakurs (Studied by Singh) and

THE Chamars (Studied by Cohn) of Senapub, Jaunpur Pistrict, U.P.

Thakurs Chamars

Family Type No. % No. %
Lineal* 19 30.5 24 20

CoUateralt 28 44 14 11

Other joint — — 4 3

59Nucleart 12 19 72

Single-person 4 6.5 8 1

Totals 63 100% 122 100%

• Singh includes in this category Iineal-colIateral, supplemented lineal, supplemented LneaJ

collateral and supplemented nuclear.

t Singh includes here supplemented collateral also.

t Singh includes here some supplemented nuclear and subnuclear families. Cohn includes

here subnuclear.

family among the Thakurs than among the Chamars. Many Thakur joint families

include adult men who are cousins, few Chamar joint families do.

Shaham (1961) studied 258 high school students from three large high castes

in Baroda the Brahmans, Bamyas, and Patidars. It was not possible for me to

fit my definitions of family types to Shaham’s, so I present her data in terms

of joint, supplemented nuclear, and nuclear families. Note the high proportion

TABLE 13

Distribution of family types among students of three high castes in Baroda.

(Studied by Shaham)

Brahmans Bamyas Patidars

Family Type* No. % No. % No. %
Nuclear 37 54 62 61 28 32

Supplemented

subnuclear

and subnucleart 3 4 2 2 5 6

Joint 29 42 18 V 54 62

Totals 69 100% 102 100% 87 100%

* Shaham does not include families joint or supplemented due to the presence of mother’s
relatives or a widowed sister with her children.

fA family headed by the smdent’s mamed brother, supplemented at least by the student,
probably unmarried.

of joint families among the Patidars (66 per cent) and the low proportion among
the Bamyas (37 per cent), with the Brahmans m between (43 per cent) but
closest to the Bamyas.

Last, let us compare nvo Tamil-^eaking groups, the Tamil Untouchable
Par3i>ans of a hutment in Bangalore cit>% studied by Woodruff, and a sub-

lineage of the traditionally criminal, now largely agricultural, Pramalai Kallar
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of Madurai District, Madras, studied by Louis Dumont. Dumont considers the

Pramalai Kallar to be a middle-ranking caste, or Shudra (Dumont, 1957, pp- 5,

TABLE 14

Comparison of family types among Untouchable Paraiyans of Bangalore

(Studied by Woodruff) ano among a sub-lineage of ex-criminal

Pramalai Kallar, a middle caste of Madurai District, Madras.

(Sradied b3r Dumont)

Bangalore Paratyans Pramalai Kallar

Families Persons Families Persons

No. % No. % No. % No. %
Single person 14 70 7 09 1 4 1 1

Subnuclear 16 80 35 4.3 2 7 6 5

Nuclear I2i 59.0 442 56.0 20 77 85 81

Supplemented

nuclear

26 12.4 120 15.3 1 4 5 4

Joint 24 116 172 21.5 1 4 5 4

Other* 5 2.0 17 20 1 4 6 5

Totals 207 100% 793 100% 26 100% 108 100%

* Other Woodruff does not desenbe this set of families For the PramaUi Kallar sub-lmeage
the "other" family includes a widow and her two children, her widowed daughter m-law, and

the latter’s two children

16). Among both these Tamil-speaking lower castes the proportion of joint

families is very low, 11 6 per cent for the Paraiyans of Bangalore and 4 per cent

for the sub-lineage of Pramalai Kallar of Tengalapatn hamlet, western Madurai

District, Madras

CASTE DIFFERENCES IN FAMILY STRUCTURE IN THE VILLAGE
AND DISTRICT STUDIES

In this section, we return to the studies discussed earlier to consider the pro-

portions of various types of families in various of the castes. Data on caste in

relation to family do not appear in the studies by Driver, Dube, or Sarma Re-

cently, however, Lalit Kumar Sen has published data on the family structure of

categories of castes ui the four Burdwan villages surveyed by Sarma (Sen, 1965)

In Table 15 appear family types by twelve Hindu castes and three religious com-

munities in Gokak Taluk of Belgaum District, Mysore. Since many of these castes

may be unfamiliar to the reader, I bst below the occupations and identifications

of most of them

Lmgayats Sectarians w’ho form a donunant iand-owning caste in Mysore

Panchals Carpenters and goldsmiths (Edgar Thurston says that they in-

clude five classes of workers, those who work with gold, silver,

brass and copper, iron, and stone) (1909, Vol 6, p 41).

Berads Hunters traditionally.

Hanabars Husbandmen
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Kurubas Shephenis.

Uppars Salcmakers.

VadiK Stone-cutters, mud-carriets. construction u orkers.

Hole% as Untouchable agnculmral laborers and stt eepers.

iMadigas Untouchable rope-imkers and agricultural laborers.

Samgars Untouchable leathern orkers.

For those cases that are reasonably well represented in Kulkami’s sample,

one may note the vers- high proportion of joint families (mcluding one tj'pe

of supplemented nuclear family, that supplemented by a single parent of one of

the head couple), 62 per cent and 64 per cent, for the Panchals, high-ranking

amsans, and for the Uppars, saltnukers, probably agnculruralisrs today. Only

four groups out of the fifteen represented has'e fetter than 50 per cent joint

families. Especialij noteworthy is the low proportion of joint families among

the Brahmans, only 37 per cent. Only one group, ver^ lightly represented,

with fifteen cases, the Qinsnins. have a lower proportion, 54 per cent.

This studj IS interesung. then, for the overall high proportions of joint

families, for the highest proporrions being among Shudra artisans and saltmaker-

agncuJturalws, rather than among dominant land-owners, and for almost the

low esr propornon of joioc families being among Brahmans.

Malhotra and Sen compare castes dinded on the basis of pnmai}' occupation

for lamily structure (see Table 16) Although they do not name castes or

TABLE 16

RELaTIONSKT? 8CTWtE.V CASTS A-Vn TTFE OF HOCSSUOLD tS A aCMFUl OF FA-MUjeS

niOM 5 pAMstATAT SAStm .Ajleas in Bajcmsk Distjuct (Studied by Malhotn aad Sen).

Type pf HPusetoU

S'uelejr Jomrt

Carre Occupxion iVo aYo.

.Agnculcoral castes ?06 50,0 206 50 0

Castes raising sheep and goats 18 400 27 600
Occupational castes serving 81 54.4 68 45 6

the needs of aencultunsts

Castes serving 12 48 0 13 52 0
soao-rebgious needs

Castes serving ocher needs 84 58 7 59 41.3

of the eommtinifv-

4Q1 51 8 373 4SJ

• Table frcia Malhotra aad Sea <1^. p. 2>>
families probablv includes supplemented naclsar households.

indicate caste rank, so that it is difficult to interpret the import of their findmgs

for the present study, it is wonh mcluduig here, because it suggests that the

castes raising sheep and goats, probably not of the highest rank, have the highest

propornon of loint families. .Among these shepherd castes are the Raikas (.Mal-

hotra and Sen, 1964. p 27)
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THE VILLAGE STUDIES

1. Gould’s Study of Sherupur, Faizabad District, U.P.

Table 17 shows the numbers of nuclear and joint families in Sherupur by

caste. Although there are very few famJies in each caste, it is noteworthy that

there are joint families represented in all castes, that again the highest propor-

tion of joint families is in a Shudra or middle caste (the Kori), and that of the

four Brahman families only one is a joint family.

TABLE 17

Relationship between caste and family types in Sherupur,

Faizabad District, Uttar Pradesh (Studied by Gould).*

Castes

Brahman Ktbamya Ahir Afarau

Family Type No. % No. % No. % No. %
Joint 1 25 3 60 3 43 2 67

Nuclear J 75 2 40 4 57 1 33

Totals 44 100% 5 100% 7 100% 3 100%

Castes

Lobar Kort Muslim Chamar

Family Type No. % No. % No. % No. %
Joint 1 SO 12 75 1 33 1 33

Nuclear 1 50 4 25 2 67 2 67

Totals 2 100% 16 100% 3 100% 3 100%

• T^ble tdtpnd /com GouM (19S9, p. 3S).

Leivis’ Study of Ra.mpub, Delhi

In Lewis’ study of Rampur, Delhi State, all castes specified in the table he

includes have some joint families (which probably include supplemented nuclear

families); the highest proportion, 70 per cent, is among the dominant land-

owning Jats; the lowest proportion, 19 per cent, is among the Untouchable agri-

cultural workers, the Chamars. However, the Brahmans, with 53 per cent and

the Untouchable Bhangi sw'eepers, with 40 per cent, castes at the top and

the bottom of the caste hierarchy, are not so remarkably different as are the

Jats and Chamars, in the proportions of jomt families within each caste group.

However, no very strong statement about Bhangis and Brahmans can be made
on the basis of such small numbers of cases.

Morriso.n’s Study of Baolapur, Maharashtra

No caste grouping in Badlapur, Thana District, Bombay, has a high proportion
of jomt families. The highest proportions, 32.6 per cent and 28.6, occur among
the outcastes and the artisans. The Brahmans, well represented with R3 families,

have the lowest proportion of joint famibes, only 6 per Cent
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tabu: 18

Relatiovship between caste and family types in Rampur, Delhi

(Studied by Lewis) *

Jats Brabmanj Cbamars Bhangis Othersi

Family Type No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
Single-person 1 1 0 — 1 S 0 — 0 —
Nuclear 23 29 7 47 16 76 6 60 15 57

Joint 54 70 8 Si 4 19 4 40 II 43

78 100% IS 100% 21 100% 10 100% 26 100%

• Table adapted from Lewis {I9J8, p. 17).

t Other castes include 7 Kumhars or Potters, S /funwars or IVater-carners, 4 Dhobis or

Washerman, 4 Khatis or Carpenters, 3 Nais or Barbers, 2 Chtpis or Calico printers or Tailors,

1 Lohar or Blaclismith, and 1 Baniya oi Merchant (Lewis, 1958, p. 16).

table 19

Relationship between caste and family types in Badlapur, Thana District,

Maharashtra (Studied by Morrison).*

Cattet

Family
Brahmans Bazaar Muslims Marathas

Type No % No. % No. % No. %
Joint

Nuclear &
5 6 11 116 12 13.1 7 9.3

Supplemented

Nuclear 78 94 84 884 80 86.9 68 90.7

Totals S3 100% 95 100% 92 100% 75 100%

Casus

Traditional

Agricul- Scheduled

Family turahsis Artisans Service Outcasus Tribes

Type No. % No. % No. % No. %
Joint

Nuclear &
22 14.9 8 28 6 1 77 14 326 9 14 1

Supplemented

Nuclear 126 85 1 20 714 12 92 3 29 67.4 55 85 9

Totals 148 100% 28 100% 13 100% 43 100% 64 100%

• Based on table in Mornson (1959, p 59).

t Bazaar castes include Shopkeepers, Tailor^ Goldsnudis, Oil-sellers, Oerks, and Scribes.

Maraihis include Konkam Marathas, Rao Maradias, Maratha Telis, Tilon, and
Shmde, who call themselves Maratha Knnbts, Yadavs. and Guravs
Traditional agriculturists include Agn, Bhoi, Habsani, and Mahadev Koli

_^Artisans iiicludi. Potters, Ironsmiths, Carpenters, Baskennakers, Tinsmiths, Bricklayers, and

Service include Barbers and Washermen
Outcasres include Mahar, Chambhar, and Bhangi
Scheduled Tribes include tnbals, Thakur, and Katkan
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Mayer’s Studa of Ramkheri, AIadhaa Pradesh

WTiile Adrian Ala>er does not present a table on the distribution of family

t} pes bv caste, a passage {pp. 172-73) in his book can be anaK-zed to suggest that

19 out of 26 castes have one or more “extended" (ioint) families.

BERRE^IA^’s Study or Sirkanda, Uttar Pradesh (Sub-Himalaya Zone)

In 1957, 87 per cent of the population of Sirkanda were Khasiya Rajputs

(Berreman, 1963, p. 29). They belonged to four e.\ogamous patri-sibs (p. 182),

and to at least nine different patrilincages (p. 178). Five other castes made up

the remainder of the population. Table 20 shows the proportion of various t>’pes

of families among Rajputs and non-Ra;puts, and among the four patri-sibs of

the Rajputs. There appear to be no important differences between the more

TABLE 20

CO.MPAJUSON OF FAMILY TYPES A.\IOSG 4 KhASHTA RaJPUT SiBS

AND 5 Nov-Rajput \’illace Jatts IS THE Scb-Hlnlal-AVa Zone

OF Uttar Pradesh (Studied by Berreman).

Khjstya Rjjpnttt

Sib I Stb2 SibS Sib 4 Total Non-
Family Types No. So. % So. % So. % Rajpvts Rajputs

Single person 3 12 4 12.5 2 22 _ _ 9 13.5 2 16.67

Subnuclear, other

less than nuclear

&. supplemented

subpol> gjTious 5 20 7 22 2 22 14 21 1 8.33

Nuclear 5 20 7 22 3 34 _ _ 15 22.5 4 33.33

Supplemented

nuclear 5 20 S 15.5 1 11 1 100 12 18 1 8.33

Simple

polyg)-nous 1 4 2 6 3 4
Supplemented

polyg>-nous 1 4 1 3 2 3

Jomt & poIygjTious 1 4 1 3 2 3 —
Jomc&

non-polj gjTious 4 16 5 16 1 II _ ^ 10 15 4 33.34

Totals 25 ~10Q% 32 100<^ 100% 1 100% 67 100% 12 200%

sizeable Rajput abs. The non-Rajput castes show no instances of polygny
and show a noticeably higher proportion of jomt families 33.4 per cent as

opposed to the Rajput 18 per cent (combining both polyg>Tious and non-polyg-
jmous joint families). The Rajputs also show a higher proportion of subnuclear

and other small families of less than nuclear structure: 21 per cent for Rajputs

as opposed to 8.33 for non-Rajputs. The differences involved in the comparison
between castes in Sirkanda cannot be given much weight, however, since the

numbers of cases involved, especially for the non-Rajputs, are so small.
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B^u’s Stcd\ of Kanchaxpur, Bcrdwax District, West Beng.al

Basu divided the castes in Kanchanpur, West Bengal, into four t>'pes. The high

castes and the higher middle castes had 51 per cent and 50 per cent )omt families,

(probably including supplemenred nuclear families) respectively; the lower

middle-castes had 36 per cent, and the exterior castes 30 per cent.

Sen’s Study of the Four Villages in Burdwan District, West Bengal

Laht Kumar Sen recently published an article on the same four villages in

West Bengal that Sarma reported upon earlier (Sen, 1965). They both partic-

ipated in a team study of these tnllages in 1953-54. Sen actually did the field

uork in the four villages studied (Sarma, 1959, p. 87).

In his paper, Sen presents a comparison of three groupings of castes, upper,

middle, and lower, for proportions of nuclear, extended, and other t>'p« of

families. He finds the highest proportion of e.\tended families (probably includ-

ing supplemented nuclear families) m the middle castes, 51 per cent, and iden-

tical lower proportions, 37 per cent in both the upper and loner castes. Sen

comments: “The common notion that the e.xtended family is characteristic of

the upper castes is not confirmed by the data presented m Table 2.” Concerning

che high proportion of extended families in the middle castes, he says:

“One would suspect the presence of an intervenmg variable in this relationship. One
might hypothesize that the middle classes, as lu many societies, show a conservative

trend in carefully following the accepted and traditional norms. . . [In] rural India

family norms strongly support the maintenance of an extended family .
. (Sen., 1965,

PP. 7-8).

From these district and ritlage studies a number of hx-potheses emerge. First,

there appear to be defitute regional differences in family structure. Thus, there

seem to be higher proporuons of |oint families in Gokak Taluk, Mysore, than

in Nagpur District, Maharashtra, a higher proportion of jomt-c«7»-sopplemented

nuclear families in the Gangenc Plain villages of Rampur, Delhi, and Sherupur,

Uttar Pradesh, than in Shamiipet, Andhra Pradesh, or in Badlapur, Maharashtra,

or in Ramkhen, Madhya Pradesh, or Sirkanda in the sub-Himalayas.

Second, on the other hand, districts or villages close to each other geo-

graphically appear to have quite sinular frequenej' distnbutions. Among the

five villages of Burdwan District, West Bengal, the range of variation in the

proportions of joint (with some supplemented nuclear families) was only 9

per cent. (The range was from 36 per cent to 45 per cent.) In other regions,

ranges of difference are somewhat greater. Thus, there was a range of dif-

ference of 13 per cent to 17 per cent among four geographically diverse zones

of Gokak Taluk, Belgaum District, Mysore, and a range of 12 per cent among
tu o samples and one village from three different districts of xvestem Rajasthan.

M’hile these latter are fairly sizeable variations, they appear not to be as great

as the extreme differences betxvecn the Gangctic Plain villages and those of

Badlapur and Shamirpet in Central India, differences of over 30 per cent. (Since,
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TABLE 22

Types of family as related to caste croupincs ram^^ed Upper, Middle, and Lower

IN 4 VILLAGES IN BORDWAN DISTRICT, WeST BeNGAL

(Reported upon by Lalic Kumar Sen )*

CJTtet

Family

Type Upper,% Middle,% Louer, %
Nuclear 60 4d0 56.0

Extended 37 510 37.0

Other 3 30 7.0

Total 100% 100% 100%

* Based on table in Sen (19d5, p 7)

tSaima (1959, p. 91) lists five categones of castes for these four villages Sen is perhaps

using the same set. She included m “A" or high castes the Brahman and Kayastha (for

Punyagram and Mudafar Falahan only), in “B” or middle castes, the Bagdi-Brahman, the

Bostom, Chutor, Dom-Brahman, Gandhabanik, Goala, Jugi. Kamakar, Kayastha (for Bigra and
Hi;alna only), Moira, Napic, ^dgop, Tambuli, Tanu, Ugra-Kshatnya, m “C or low, she
included the Bagdi, the Baun, Dom. Dole, Garhwal, Ghatwal, Goala (for Bigra only), Han,
Kaivarta, Kalu, Mucht, Namashudra She also had an “S" category for Santals and an “M”
category for Muslims.

The tabulation below, which
cupations

Oecupatwns

IS aken from Sarma (19S9, p

Castes

96), lists die castes and oe-

Heads of

Hotiseholdt

Pnests Brahman 2

Bagdi-Brahman 5

Dom-Brahman 3

Jugi 1

Weaving Tanti 12

Fishing Kaivarta 2

Bagdi (Dulcy) 1

Carpentry Chutor I

Cobbler Aluchi 1

Confectionery Aloira 1

Ironwork Kamar 2

Grocer Gandhabanik 1

Tambuli 2

Boatman Bagdi (Majht) «

however, the figures for Badlapur and Shamirpet probably do not include sup-

plemented nuclear families, and the figures for the Gangetic Plain villages prob-

ably do, the differences between the two sets of villages probably are not as

great as 30 per cent

)

Third, in some places almost all castxs have low proportions of joint families,

for example, Badlapur, Thana District, Maharashtra, in some places, almost all

castes have high proportions of )omt fanulies, for example, Gokak Taluk, Mysore.
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Fourth, in some places there appears to be a positive correlation between

caste rank and proportions of joint families, for example. Rampur, Delhi, and

Kanchanpur, Burdwan District, West Bengal; but m most places proportions

of joint families do not correlate with caste rank, as in Gokak Taluk, Mysore;

Banner District, Rajasthan, Shenipur, Uttar Pradesh; Badlapur, Thana District,

Maharashtra; Sirkanda, Dehra Don District, Uttar Pradesh, or in the four vil-

lages of Burdwan District, West Bengal, studied by Sarma and Sen.

OVERALL COMPARISONS OF REGIONS AND CASTES

In the preceding section, I have tried to compare studies in which family

structure is presented for similar social units—district, taluk, high school class,

or village or caste—and in terms of similar sets of typologies. In this section,

comparability is imposed on the studies by an attempt to use the same set of

four categories for all of them. These are (1) joint, (2) supplemented nuclear, (3)

nuclear, and (4) subnuclear and single-person households. Such a comparison is

made difficult by the fact that most of the researchers did not make all these dis-

tincDons m definition. Thus, in many studies, supplemented nuclear families have

most probably been combined with nuclear families, or with joint families; or

subnuclear and single person households have been combined with nuclear house-

holds, or omitted altogether. The strategy used here has been to compare studies

with full data for these four categones and then to make extrapolations from

these to studies which have not presented full data. The proportions of the four

types of families for the eleven studies presenting separate proportions for each

of them are presented in Table 25.

By comparing these eleven studies, it has been possible to find typical ranges

for the four types of family. Table 24 shows the actual numbers of studies for

each category of family in each decile of percentages. Such a comparison sug-

gests that typically a population has 10 to 19 per cent subnuclear and single-person

households, 30 to 39 per cent nuclear families, 20 to 29 per cent supplemented

nuclear families; and 20 to 29 per cent joint families.

By taking such an approach wc may designate the Brahmans of Madras (22

per cent), the Sirkanda, UP. villagers (21 per cent), and the Nayars of Tract

18 in Angadi, Kerala (22.5 per cent), as having unusually high proportions of

single-person and subnuclear famihes; the Pramalai Kallar of the Tengalapatti

sub-lmeage, Madras (77 per cent), the Bangalore Paraiyans (59 per cent), the

Brahmans of Onssa (40 per cent), and the villagers of Ramkheri, M.P (41.5

per cent) as having unusually high proportions of nuclear families; the Chuhras
of Khalapur as having an unusually high proportion of supplemented nuclear

families (32 per cent), and the Lake area (58 per cent) and Shyambazar area

(37 per cent) of Calcutta, the Nayars of Kerala (52 per cent and 61 per cent),

and the Kashmiri Pandits (29-33 per cent) as having unusually high propor-

tions of joint famihes.

By using the standards of these ranges (10-19 per cent subnuclear and single-
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TABLE 23

4 Famo-y types for u studies of family structure.

Topulation Studied

Single-

Person

and Sub-

Nuclear Nuclear

Supple-

mented
Nuclear Joint Other Total

PramalRi Kallar,

% % % % % %

Maduraj Dr., Madras

Paraiyans, Bandore,
11 77 4 4 4 100

Mysore 15 59 12.4 11.6 2 100

Chuhras, Khalapur, U.P. 12 38 32 12 6 100

Ramkhen, Malwa,M P.

Brahmans, Bira-

17 41.5 18 23 05 100

Narasinghapur, Orissa

Sirkanda, Dehra
7 40 26 27 — 100

Dun. U.P
Brahmans, Kumbapettai,

21 24 16 21 18 100

Madras 22 36 22 20 — 100

Rajputs, Khalapur, U.P.

Kashmiri Pandits,

Utiassu-Umanagn,

n 36 24 26 2 100

Ananinag, Kashmir

Shyambazar, Calcutta

8 31 26-31 29-34 1 100

(45% high caste)

Lake, Calcutta

6 36 21 37 — 100

(89% high caste)

Nayars-Tract 18

— 34 8 58 _ 100

Angadi, Kerala

Nayars-Tract 13,

22 5 14 5 3 52 6 100

Angadi, Kerala 12 17 - 61 10 100

TABLE 24

Proportions for 4 types of families for 1 1 studies

ARRANGED BY PERCENTAGE DECILES

Number of studies m nbtch proporttons were-
For each

type of

family:

ugle-

person and

0-5% 10-19% 20-29% 30-}9% 40-49% 50-99% (0-69% 70-79% Total

subnuclear 4 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 13

luclear

upplemented

0 2 1 6 2 1 0 1 13

nuclear 4 3 5 1 0 0 0 0 13

lint 1 2 5 2 0 2 1 0 13
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person households, 30-39 per cent nuclear households, 20-29 per cent supple-

mented nuclear households, and 20-29 joint households) we have a crude kind

of “typical profile of family structure” m India. With it, %ve can judge the

tj-picalness or unusualness of the family structures reported upon in the other

fifteen studies. In those in which it is hkely that supplemented nuclear families

have been combined with joint families, we mav' combine the ranges to sav

that between 40 and 58 per cent of families would normally be supplemented

nuclear and joint. Where we think that single-person and subnuclear families

may have been combined, we can use the estimate that between 40 and 58 per

cent of families should typically be smgle-person-subnuclear-nuclear households

Table 25 provides a guide for labeling proportions of families Medium is

TABLE 25

Ranges

Supplemented

nuclear Jotnt

Joint combined i.tth

supplemented nuclear

High

Medium
Low

30% or more
20-29%

up to 19%

30% or more
20-29%

up to 19%

59% or more
40-58%

up to 39%

Ranges

Single-person

and subnuclear Nuclear

Nuclear, subnuclear

and single-person

High

Medium
Low

20% or more
10-19%

up to 9%

40% or over

30-39%

up to 29%

59% or more
40-58%

up to 39%

considered to be at the mode, the proportions appearing m Tables 23 and 24 as

the most frequent range for the family type or types in question

By using such a crude measuring profile, w-c find that other unusuallv high

proporuons are these.

For single-person households Kanchanpur, West Bengal (20 per cent)

For nuclear with probably some subnuclear families Chamars of Senapur (59

per cent).

For nuclear Nagpur, Maharashtra (less than 52 2 per cent, probably between

44 and 52 2 per cent).^

4 Dover did not include single person or subnuclear households If we try to imagine what
his results would have been if he had taken a complete sample of all households that in-

cluded single person and subnuclear households, we might gue>s that up to 19 per cent fell

m these categories In that case, his total of 2.314 households would have represented 81 p<r
cent of the total, and 19 per cent more or 543 more cases would have been single-person •

subnuclear. The table would have looked like this

Single person and subnuclear
Nuclear
Supplemented nuclear
Lineal-collateral,

Supplemented lineal

Supplemented collateral

Lineal-collateral,

Supplemented lineal-collateral

Total

1207 42 5%
14%
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For nuclear with probably some subnuclear and single-person- Baniyas of

Baroda (61 per cent).

For nuclear with subnuclear and single-person Shamirpet, Telengana (81.5

per cent), and Badlapur, .Maharashtra (86 per cent).

For joint families the Khatris of Delhi (28-45 per cent).

For joint and some supplemented nuclear families Thakurs of Senapur, U.P.

(74 5 per cent).

For joint and supplemented nuclear families Patidars of Baroda (62 per cent)

For joint Gokak Taluk, .M\sore four zones with ranges of 34-51 per cent; 42—49

per cent, 51-62 per cent, 44-58 per cent Overall proportions range from

40-53 per cent

These places, villages, districts, and taluks, and caste communities can be

placed on a continuum with high proportions of nuclear families at one end and

high proportions of joint families at the other This continuum is presented m
Table 26

The arra> of studies placed along such a continuum suggests with respect to

category those places and castes with the highest proportions of joint families,

tiiat possiblv there is a region with high proportions of joint families m north-

western Ms sore, as suggested bv the data from Gokak taluk of Belgaum District,

Ms sore The placement of the Nasars of Malabar in a cat»gor> of high propor-

tions of joint families is probably no surprise, since rhis caste is famous for its

large matrilineal joint estates To essa> another regional prediction, if we ignore

the urban neighborhoods m Calcutta and Delhi m categones V and IV, in rural

areas there are perhaps Ivgher proportions of joint families on the Gangetic

Plain (Sherupur, L'P. Rampur, Delhi, and Khalapur, U.P.) than in the areas

to the east-Bengal, possibly Onssa (Category II), or to the south—m Central

India, in Madhya Pradesh, and .Maharashtra (Category 11), and Telengana (Cate-

gory 1), and perhaps about the same or more than to the west m Western

Rajasthan (Categories lU and tl) (The populations from Madras and from Baroda

are more scattered m the categories of Table 26 than are those of Uttar Pradesh,

Bengal, Maharashtra, and Rajasthan )

One of the initial questions of the study’ was Do high castes have larger

proportions of joint families’ Turning to this question, we may consider the

various high castes that are ordinanlv considered to be in the various vamas

or divisions of Indian society * They are ranked from high to low; the Brahmans,

the Kshatriyas or warriors, the Vaish>a or merchants, the Shudras or servants,

and the Untouchables The first three are considered to be “twice-bom” or

high varnas, and castes that 1 assume to belong to these vamas in the belief of

the members of other castes in a locality, I shall define as high castes.

First, let us consider various Brahman jatis represented among these studies

\Vc find that Brahmans have high proportions of joint families among the

Kashmin Pandits (34 f>er cent), and m die I..akc area of Calcutta, which is 89

5 The concept of larna cannot be discussed here For my present purposes I use it as a

svstem of caste ranking vhich is almost universaSly known m India and to which rankings of

castes in a lotal svstem are usually cejuated
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per cent high caste (made up of Brahmans, Kayasthas, and Vaidyas), 58 per cent.

Brahmans have medium proportions among the Brahmans of Tanjore District,

Madras (20 per cent joint), in Bira-Narasmgapura village. Pun District, Orissa

(27 per cent), and in Gokak Taluk, Mysore (37 per cent joint, with some supple-

mented nuclear families) and Kanchanpur, West Bengal, where 50 out of 61

high-caste families are Brahmans (51 per cent high-castc families are joint and sup-

plemented nuclear families), in Rampur, Delhi (54 per cent for both joint and

supplemented nuclear families), and in Baroda (42 per cent for both joint and sup-

plemented nuclear families). Brahmans have low proportions of joint families

in the four Burdwan villages studied by Sarma and Sen (where high castes,

which include 33 Brahman and 19 Kayastha families, have 37 per cent joint and

supplemented nuclear families), in Sherapur, U.P (out of four Brahman families,

only one is joint or supplemented nuclear), and m Badlapur, Maharashtra (6 per

cent joint for a population of 83 Brahman families)

These compansons suggest that Brahmans may have high, medium, or low

proportions of joint families m various places As pointed out earlier. Brahmans

may have much lower proportions of jomt families than do castes of lower

rank in a particular locality. This js particularly striking m Gokak Taluk and

in Badlapur, Maharashtra (see tables 15 and 19 above).

There are three village ptis who are considered by themselves and others to

be members of the Kshatriya or warrior varna These are the Thakurs of Senapur,

with 74.5 per cent joint and supplemented nuclear families, a high proportion, and

the Kshatriya of Sherupur, U.P., where three of the five families live m joint or

supplemented nuclear families, and the Rajputs of Khalapur, U.P, who have a

medium proportion of joint families, 26 per cent Maraihas, who are sometimes

considered to be Kshatriyas, arc represented with 80 families m Gokak Taluk,

Mysore, with a high proportion of joint families, 55 S per cent, and with 75

families in Badlapur, Maharasthra, with a very low proportion of 9 3 per cent

joint families.

There is only one group of Banivas represented, the Baniya high school boys

of Baroda, with a low proportion of 37 |>er cent joint and supplemented nuclear

families. Other castes sometimes considered to be “tviice-born,” in the three

highest vamas, include the Kayasthas, Vaidvas, Khatns, and Lmgayats. Kayasthas

and Vaidyas who live in the Lake area of Calcutta would appear to have a high

proportion of joint families 58 per cent Those seven Kayastha and four Vaidya

families out of 61 high-caste families m Kanchanpur, West Bengal, may have a

medium proportion of joint and supplemented nuclear families (The entire 61

families of Brahmans, Kayasthas, and Vaidyas have a SI per cent proportion of

joint and supplemented nuclear families ) The Khatns of Delhi appear to have a

high proportion of joint families, 28-45 per cent. The 344 Lingayat families

represented in the sample of Gokak Taluk, Mysore, have SO per cent joint, w ith

some supplemented nuclear families, a high proportion

Turning from “twice-bom” vainas to Shudra castes, we find that proportions

of joint families among those jatis represented vary from high to low. Some,

probably all landed and dominant castes in the localities represented, have high

proportions of joint families, the Nayars of Kerala (52 per cent, 61 per cent).
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the Patidars of Baroda (62 per cent joint and supplemented nuclear), the Jats

of Rampur, Delhi (70 per cent joint and supplemented nuclear). Castes less

uell known as Jandouncrs but of Shudra varna also have high proportions of

joint families- castes raising sheep and goats including Raikas caste in Banner

District, Rajasthan (60 percent joint and supplemented nuclear out of 45 families);

in Gokak Taluk, the Panchals (62 per cent joint out of 45 families), the Berads

(48 per cent joint out of 100 families), the Hanabars (75 per cent joint, with some

supplemented nuclear out of only 8 families), the Kurubas (55 per cent joint,

with some supplemented nuclear out of 98 families), the Uppars (64 per cent

joint, with some supplemented nuclear out of 84 families), the Vadars (80 per

cent joint, with some supplemented nuclear out of 19 families), the Christians

(54 per cent joint, with some supplemented nuclear out of 15 families), the

Jains (45 per cent, with some supplemented nuclear out of 53 families), and

the AJusJims (59 per cent /ojnr, with some supplemented nuclear out of 106 fatni-

lies), m Sherupur, Faizabad District, Uttar Pradesh, the Murau (2 out of 5 families

are joint and supplemented nuclear) and Kons (75 per cent joint and supple-

mented nuclear of 16 families), and the non-Rajputs of Sirkanda, U.P. (4 of 12

are joint families). Other middle castes, Shudra castes, have medium or low

proportions of joint families. These are:

Mediim proportions (20-29 per cent joint or 40-SS per cent joint and

supplemented nuclear)

All middle occupational castes in Banner, Rajasthan, except those raising sheep

and goats (see Table 16).

Ahirs and Lohars of Sherupur, U.P. (3 of 7 families of Ahirs are joint or

supplemented nuclear, and I of 2 families of Lohars).

Artisan castes of Badlapur, Maharashtra (28.6 per cent joint of 28 families)

(see Table 19 above for names of castes).

]al-cal castes of Kanchanpur, West Bengal (50 per cent joint and supplemented

nuclear of 48 families) (sec Table 21 for names of castes).

Middle castes of Rampur, Delhi (57 per cent joint and supplemented nuclear

out of 26 families) (see Table 18 for names of castes).

Middle castes of 4 villages in Burdwan District, West Bengal (51 per cent of

195 families).

Lov) Proportions (up to 19 per cent joint, or up to 59 per cent joint

end supplemented nuclear)

Jal-acal castes of Kanchanpur, West Bengal (36 per cent joint or supplemented

nuclear of 45 families) (see Table 21 for names of castes).

Muslims of Sherupur, U.P. (1 out of 3 families is joint or supplemented nuclear).

Bazaar castes (11.6 per cent joint of 95 families), Muslims (13.1 per cent of

92 families), traditional agncuIturaJisK (14.9 per cent joint of 148 families), service

castes (7.7 per cent of 13 families)—all of Badlapur, Maharashtra (see Table 19

for names of castes).

Pramalai Kallar, a sub-lineage of Tengalapatti hamlet, Madurai District, Madras

(4 per cent joint).
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Turning lastly to Untouchables, we find again that some have high, some

have medium, and some have low proportions of joint families. These are

listed below.

High joint (SO per cent or more joint or S9 per cent or more joint and

supplemented nuclear)

Holeyas (52 per cent joint, with some supplemented nuclear out of 36 families),

and Sanagars (6 out of 9 families) of Gokak Taluk.

Outcastes (Mahar, Chambhar, and Bhangi) of Badlapur, Maharashtra (32.6 per

cent of 43 families).

Medium joint (20-29 per cent joint or 40-98 per cent joint and

supplemented nuclear)

Bhangis of Rampur, Delhi (40 per cent joint and supplemented nuclear).

Low joint (up to 19 per cent jomt or up to 39 per cent joint and

supplemented nuclear)

Chamars of Sherupur, U.P. (33 per cent joint and supplemented nuclear).

Chamars of Rampur, Delhi (19 per cent joint and supplemented nuclear).

Chamars of Senapur, U.P. (34 per cent joint and supplemented nuclear).

Chuhras of Khalapur, U.P. (12 per cent joint).

Scheduled Tribes (Tnbals, Thakur, and Kaikan) of Badlapur, Maharashtra.

14.1 per cent joint).

Exterior castes of Kanchanpur, Burdwan (30 per cent joint and supplemented

nuclear of 131 families) (see Table 21 for names of castes).

Lower castes of 4 villages in Burdwan District, West Bengal (37 per cent joint

and supplemented nuclear for 400 families) (see Table 22 for names of castes).

Paraiyans of Bangalore (11.6 per cent joint).

These comparisons suggest that there is no simple correlation between caste

rank and proportion of joint families. Within each vama, there are some jati

groups somewhere with high, with medium, and with low proportions of joint

families reponed. Qearly, there docs appear to be a tendency for Untouchable

jatis to have lower proportions of joint families. Table 27 gives a kind of “straw

TABLE 27

SlIMW COUNT OF JStI CFOUFS KAffKED BY VaBHA AND PROPORTIONS

OF JOINT FAMIUES REPRESENTW) IN THE l6 STUDIES.

Vamas

Proportions of Twice-Bam Shudras Untouchables

Jomt Families No. % No. % No. %
High 9 39 16 25.5 6 16

Medium 9 39 26 or 41.5 1 2

Low 5 22 21 33 31 82

23 100% 63 or 100% 38 100%
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count” of the jati groups represented here. Such a count cannot be anything but

suggestive of the relationship between caste rank and proportions of joint families.

It suggests that twice-born castes are somewhat more likely to have high pro-

portions of joint families than are Shudra ptis-, both twice-bom and Shudras are

much more likely to have middle proportions of joint families than are Un-

touchables. Untouchables arc much more Ukcly to have low proportions of

joint families than are Shudras and twice-bom. The hypothesis this table suggests

is that the sharpest division is between the Untouchables and the other castes

in proportions of joint families.

A second question we asked initially w’as. Are joint families more prevalent

among landed castes than among landless castes> Unfortunately, we lack data

on land ownership for many localities or caste communities included here; or

again, in some instances w’e know about land ownership but lack statistics on

family structure for the various castes within a locality. However, some facts

seem clear.

First of all, m every categorj’ along the continuum of nuclearity-jointnccs,

there are castes that are landed, castes that represent in their respective localities

dominant castes owning most of the land. These are for each family type, from

high nuclear to high joint, from Table 26:

I Pramalai Kallar-landed (Dumont, 1957, p. 122), although almost 20 per

cent are landless in the whole hamlet of Tengalapatti.

II Brahmans of Bira-Narasinghapur, Pun District, Orissa, own almost all the

land in the village (Ray, 1956, pp. 14, 8), originally land granted by a king.

III Brahmans of Kumbapettai, Tanjore Distnet, Madras, own two-thirds of

the land in the village (Gough, 1960, p. 18).

Rajputs of Khalapur, Saharanpur District, U.P., own over 90 per cent of

the land in the village.

IV Kashmiri Pandits of Utrassu-Umanagri, Ananmag District, Kashmir, con-

trol almost all the land in the village (Madan, 1965, pp. 159-50).

V Thakurs of Senapur, Jaunpur District, U.P., own almost ail the land in

the village (Cohn, 1961, p. 1052).

Nayars of Angadi village Emad Taluka, Kozhikode District, Kerala, are

landed (Mencher, 1962, pp. 231, 236).

The fact that there are landed castes in every category indicates that having

land and being the dominant caste in a locality is not a cause for high proportions

or even medium proportions of joint families.

The follow'ing facts emerge if we look within villages and ask if the landed

castes or families within a village are more likely to have joint family structures

(Villages and localities arranged by the categones in Table 26).

Category U
1. Kanchanpur, Burdwan District, West Ben^l (see Table 28 for relationship

between caste rank and amount of land ow’ned). The difference in land ownership
IS most marked between the extenor castes (plus Santals and Muslims) versus all
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TABLE 28

Relationship between caste bank and land-holding

ijj Kanchanpur, Buedwah District, West Bengal.*

C<IK«

Amount of High Jal-eal }al-Acal Exterior

LandOvmed No. % No. % No. % No. %
None 6 10 5 10 9 20 11] 85

Up to 5 bighas 14 22 14 30 7 15 12 9

5-20bighas 25 40 24 50 21 47 7 5

21-50 bighas 14 22 4 8 8 18 1 1

50 or mote bighas 4 6 1 2 — — — —
63 100% 48 100% 45 100% 131 100%

•Tible adipted from Basu {1962, p. J3).

+ The high castes include 50 Brahmao families, 4 Vaidyi families, and 7 Kayastha families.

The ]al-cal castes are castes from whose hands the Brahmans accept water to drink. In-

cluded are 19 famiLes of Sadgops (culmaton), 3 families of Ugia-K^hatnyas (culdvators),
15 families of Gops {milknien), 5 families of Tanas (weavers), Moiras (confectioners), and
Malakars (unidentified). The jal-acal castes are castes from whose hands the Brahmans do not
accept water to dnnk, but w ho are not Untouchable. They include 23 families of Subamabaniks
(bankers), 6 families of CJiunans (Lme-makers), 1 family of C3iutors (carpenters). 9 families

of Sunns (liquor-sellen), 5 families of Kaibarttas (fishermen), and 1 family of Vaishnavas
(rebgious mendicants).
The e«eriof castes and groups include 49 families of Bagdis (field laboien), Zl families

of Hans (field laboten), M families of Kotals (agnculturalisis), 22 families of ^uris (eaiTh
cutters), 1 family of Dorns (basketmakers), 8 fanvkes of Santals (trib^), and 2 families of
Mualuns.

Other castes (85 per cent landless versus 13 per cent landless among other castes)

While the pl-acal castes have a somewhat higher proportion of landless families,

20 per cent as compared to 10 per cent each among the jal-cal and high castes, the
differences m amount of land held between the high, the ]al-cal, and the jal-acal

castes are not as great as the differences in their family structure If the reader
will refer back to Table 21, he will note that (oint (probably with supplemented
nuclear) families are 51 per cent for high castes, 50 per cent for jal-cal castes,

36 per cent for pl-acal castes, and 30 per cent foe exterior, Santals, and Muslims.
The companson of the two sets of proportions suggests that, while there is

some correlation betireen land ownership and higher proportions of joint families.

It is not a closely coordinated or strong relationship m Kanchanpur.
2. Four villages in Burdwan Distnet studied by Sarma and Sen. Table 22 indi-

cates that the middle castes in these four villages have a higher proportion of
joint (probably with supplemented nuclear) families. Table 29 shows that owner-
cultivators do have higher proportions of joint families (with supplemented
nuclear families) than do other occupational groups: sharecropper, non-cultivat-

ing owner, agncultural laborer, and others. Thus, while the data suggest that

high castes do not have especially high proportions of joint families in these

villages, the owner-cultivators of land do have higher proporDons (64.86 per cent).

3. Banner District, Rajasthan. Table 16 showed that it was the castes raising

sheep and goats which had the highest proportion of joint (with supplemented
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nuclear families) in the sample from Banner District. The range of proportions

among the other castes is very narrow—a little over lOper cent (41.3-52 per cent).

Such data do not suggest that the landed castes have a higher proportion of

joint families.

Category HI

1. Rampur, Delhi. The caste owning all the land, the Jats, have the highest

proportion of joint and supplemented nuclear families (see Table 18). However,

other castes, the Brahmans with 53 per cent joint and supplemented nuclear

families and the Bhangis with 43 per cent joint and supplemented nuclear families,

have medium proportions despite the dependence on Jats for land (in the case

of five agriculturalist out of fifteen Brahman families), and the landlessness of ten

Brahman families and all of the Bhangis (Lewis, 1958, p. 88). Thus, despite land-

lessness, these castes have medium proportions of joint families.

2. Sirkanda, Dehra Dun District, Utrar Pradesh. Table 20 suggests that the

very small numbers of non-Rajputs in Sirkanda have a higher proportion of joint

families than do the Rajputs. All castes appear to own some land (Berreman,

1963, p. 16), although the low castes, 10 per cent of the population, own only

2 per cent of the land (p. 40). In any case, since there does not seem to be

a positive correlation between rank of caste and proportion of joint families,

disproportionate landowning cannot be an explanation in Sirkanda.

Although we lack data for ocher places represented in the various studies, a

review of five places does not suggest a close relationship between landowning and

high proportions of joint families for caste units. There appears to be a relation-

ship between landowning, provided one is also a cultivator, and a higher propor-

Qon of joint families m the four villages of Burdwan. In Rampur, Delhi, and in

Kanchanpur, West Bengal, castes owning a greater proportion of land have

higher proportions of joint families, but the contrast in rank is sharper than that

of land ownership with respect to proportion of joint famihes.

Thus far, I have tended to reject two hypotheses and have concluded that

I. Except for the tendency of the Untouchable castes represented to have

low proportions of joint families, castes in the other four varnas vary in having

high, medium, or low proportions of joint famiLes. Hence, there does not appear

to be a close relationship between caste rank and proportion of joint families.

2 There does not appear to be a strong closely coordinated relationship between

landowmng castes and castes with high projrortions of joint families.

In the course of this research, I did note differences in customary time of

break-up of joint families. Thus in some places, as among the Thakurs of Khalapur,

joint families tend not to break up until the heads are first cousins. In other places,

they tend to break up after married brothers have lived together for a time after

the father’s death, as among the Kashmin Pandits of Utrassu-Umanagn. In other

places they break up shonly after marriage, as in Shamirpet, Telengana, and among

the Pramalai Kallar. Thus, if we consider the categones of castes and localities

in Table 26 we find-
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Category I

Except for Badlapur, Maharashtra, for w hich I lack information, all the castes

and communities in Category I are characterized by break-up of the joint family

shortly after a son’s marriage, within a fetv years at most, certainly. This would

normally be before the father’s death (Dube, 19>5, p. 133; Dumont, 1957, p. 174;

Woodruff, 1959, p. 17; Cohn, 1961, p. 1052; Shahani, 1961, p. 1827).

Category H

We lack information for Banner District, Rajasthan, and for the Brahmans of

Orissa, and for Nagpur, Maharashtra. In Ramkhen, “there are frequent partitions

of joint households” (Mayer, I960, p. 241); one gathers that married brothers

seldom stay together (pp. 241, 181). Partioon, it appears, takes place either before

or after the father’s death. For Jalor District, Rajasthan, Bose and Saxena say

that “most brothers separate after a few years of marriage, or on the death of

their parents.” (1965, pp. 31, 33). In the four v'illages of Burdwan and in

Kanchanpur, it seems to be customaiy for brothers, at least in the higher castes,

to divide propertj' at or shortly after the father’s death (Basu, 1962, p. 90, Sarma,

1964, p. 194). We lack information for the Brahmans of Orissa, but for the

Brahmans of Baroda, Shaham says, “Even before his children are old enough

CO many, he (the Brahman father] separates to form a nuclear family” (Shahani,

1961, pp. 1825-26).

Thus the castes and communities in Categor>' II appear to be charactenzed by

partiaon of the joint household before, at, or shortly after the father’s death.

CXTECORX ni

We lack informaaon for Koma, Jodhpur, Rajasthan, and for Sherupur, U P.

In Sirkanda, division takes place casually and frequently as parts of a coparcenaiy

joint family move to a field house or a second house to live (Beireman, 1963,

pp. 34-37).

In Rampur, Delhi, and among .Madras Brahmans, division takes place at the

father’s death or shonly thereafter (Lewis, 1958, p. 105, Gough, 1956, pp. 837,

839). Among Khalapur Chuhras and Khalapur Rajputs, divnsion takes place before

the father’s death (Kolenda, unpublished field notes, Hitchcock, 1956, p. 141).

Category I\’

We lack information on Shyambazar.

Among the Kashmiri Pandits for w'hom Madan gives statisnca! evidence, 80

per cent of the divisions take place between mamed brothers {iMadan, 1965,

p. 56).

Among Khatris of Delhi, division takes place after the birth of t\\o or three

children; Kapoor does not relate this to the death of the father or the marriage

of the brother, but she does refer to the early separation of households (Kapoor,

1965, pp. 59, 60).
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Category V

I lack information for the Lake area, Calcutta, and Gokak Taluk, Mysore.

Both Singh for the Thakurs of Senapur and Shahani for the Patidars of Baroda

(Shahani, 1961, p. 1825) say that there are among these groups some families

headed by marned first cousins, the married sons of married brothers. Singh says

that the time of break-up of Senapur joint families is typically in the third genera-

tion, between first cousins (Singh, 1962, pp. 70-71).

Among Nayars it is only recently that the law has changed to favor break-up

into smaller estates (Mencher, 1962, pp. 236-37).

While these data are scanty, they do suggest that the five categories along the

continuum of jointness and nucleaniy do differ among themselves in the patterned

time of break-up of the commensal joint family, at the extreme in Category I,

joint family break-up takes place for a man within a few years of his marriage;

this is normally likely to be well before his father’s death. In Categories II and III,

break-up may take place before, at, or after the father’s death. In Category IV,

break-up takes place between mamed brothers presumably after the father’s

death, and m Category V, either benvcen mamed brothers or between married

first cousias (An amplification of this concern with differences in time of breakup

appears in Kolenda, 1967 )

Our last mmal question was Do Indians typically live m joint families^ Un-

fortunately, most studies do not include statistics on the number of people

included in the various types of families. Nine studies do include such statistics.

A perusal of these statistics, presented in Table 30, suggest that when about 30

per cent of families are joint in a community, the majority of persons, more than

half of the population, live m joint families. Referring back to Table 26, the

nine localities or castes listed under IV and V would probably have the majority

of their members in joint families. Those in III may or may not, those in II and I

probably do not have a majority of persons living in joint famibes.

If we consider the ten studies giving staosacs on persons included for the

proportion of persons in both joint and supplemented nuclear families, we may
estimate that when 35 per cent of the families arc either joint or supplemented

nuclear, most of the population is in these two tj'pes of families. Such a standard

would cover Categories IV., Ill, and II in Table 26. Only in the populations

listed under I would most persons not live in either joint or supplemented nuclear

Families.

The nine studies on which I base these estimates can hardly be considered

representative of India as a whole, they do not represent a systematic random

sample of Indian villages, distncts, or castes Therefore, I hesitate to go on to

the next obvious generalization that Indians typically live m either joint or

supplemented nuclear families. If we refer back to statements by Karve and

Dube cited at the beginning of the paper—Karve's statement that it is the larger

or smaller joint family that is typical m India, and Dube’s that it is the small

joint family or nuclear family that is typical—we may say that both are right m
saying that the small joint family is the typical Indian family, provided that by

t me lull name ot tms vuiage is iviuciaiar-raunan.
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this term the joint family and the supplemented nuclear family, as defined in

this study, are included. As for Karvc’s “large joint family,” it is my impression

from having classified so many Indian families, that the family including more

than two married couples is rare (see column m Table 31 for proportions of

families including three or more couples lineal-collateral). If by a large joint

family, a family with more than two married couples is meant, then these data

suggest that it is unusual. As for Dube’s statement that it is the nuclear family

that is also typical, we may agree that often the most numerous type of family

represented is the nuclear family. If we compare the four main types of family-

single person, subnuclear, nuclear, supplemented nuclear, and joint—referring to

Table 26, among the castes and communities listed under I and II, the most

numerous type of family is the nuclear family; it is not the most numerous type

of family in IV and V. Those in 111 divide, with the nuclear being most numer-

ous in Sirkanda, and among the Afadras Brahmans, the Chuhras of Khalapur,

and the Rajputs of Khalapur, but not the most numerous type in Sherupur, U.P.,

Rampur, Delhi, or Koina, Jodhpur, nius, among the 29 localities or caste groups

represented here, in 18 the nuclear family is the most numerous family type.

But, as suggested above, although it is the most numerous type of family, it is

probably not the type including the majority of persons, except in communities

and castes such as those listed under I in Table 26.

A last question is this Are there more lineal joint families than collateral

joint families in India* For only twelve caste groups or communities is it pos-

sible to compare the proportions of lineal versus coUareral families, or more

precisely the proponion of lineal and supplemented lineal joint families versus

the proportion of collateral, supplemented collateral, lineal-collateral, and sup-

plemented lineal-collateral families* In Table 31, these ten studies are listed

with the proportions of these two categories of families presented. In three

studies, there clearly appears to be a higher proporuon of the lineal type than

of the collateral type These arc Gokak Taluk, Mysore, Ramkheri, M.P., and the

Chamars of Senapur. In five studies, the collateral types are in higher propor-

tion than the lineal types Sirkanda, U.P., among the Kashmiri Pandits, among
the Khalapur Rajputs, among the Khalapur Chuhras, and among the Thakurs

of Senapur In three cases, it is unclear, although it would seem likely that there

are more of the lineal type than of the collateral Kanchanpur, West Bengal, the

four Burdwan villages studied by Sarma and Sen, and among the Nayars of

Angadi, Kerala.

Among the Madras Brahmans, there appear to be no collateral joint families,

among the Pramalai Kallar, the one jomt family is “deviant,” made up of a

widower, his son and his wife, and his married daughter and her husband (Du-
mont, 1957, p. 57).

For other studies we do not know the breakdown of types of joint families—

for Banner District, Jalor District, or Koma Village in Rajasthan, or for Rampur,
Delhi, Sherupur, UP., or Nagpur, Alaharashtra, or for Badlapur, Maharashtra,

for the Onssa Brahmans, for the Khatns of Delhi, Bangalore Paraiyans, or the

two mixed-caste communiues of Calcutta, or the three Baroda caste groups.
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While the evidence on this question is thin, it docs not overu hclmingh sup-

port the assumption that lineal joint families great!) outweigh collateral joint

families However, it should be remembered that lineal-collateral families were

included with collateral joint families above It iyn\ be that there are, overall,

few families composed-of married brothers whose parents arc both dead This

suggests that married brothers with or without parents present may sometimes

be more numerous than simple lineal (that is, stem families) or supplemented

lineal families.

SUMMARY STATEMENT

By^ companng twenty-six studies which included frequencies of familv t) pes

for villages, caste communities, and other populations, I have tried to answer,

tentatively, some questions about family structure

The first question was Is the joint family more characteristic of higher castes

than of lower castes^ Comparisons suggest that it is least characteristic of local

]atis of Untouchables It may be somewhat more characteristic of higher “twice-

born” castes, but Brahmans, attributed high-castc rank widelv over India, more

characteristically have average or medium proportions of joint families rather than

high proportions Among the studies considered here, there were instances of

]Sus of all five of the varnas having high, medium, and low' proportions of joint

families. At best, there is only a partial correlation betw een caste rank and pro

pomons of joint families

The second question was Is the joint family more characteristic of landed

castes than of landless castes* The evidence on this was slight The evidence w e

did have suggested that landed castes may vary in proportions of joint families

from high to low, and that caste rank seems, m seven villages and one district

compared, to be more closely related to the size of the proportions of joint

families than does land ownership

The third question was What is the tjpical Indian familv* An estimate based

on ten studies suggested that not until a communitv has 30 per cent joint families

does the majority of the population live in joint families

While these studies suggest that most Indians do }tot live in joint families, as

de/ined fiene, cfiey do suggest that most fruraf people at /east) five m either a

joint or a supplemented nuclear family While the majority of people may live

in such joint and supplemented nuclear families, the majority of families, defined

here as commensal units, are probably nuclear m structure.

Emerging during the research were other hypotheses First, there appear to

be regional differences in proportions of joint families. It may be that there

are higher proportions of joint families on the Gangetic Plain than in Central

India (represented by studies in Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, and western

Rajasthan), or in West Bengal There may be high proportions of joint families

among most castes in northwestern My'sore State There also appear to be places

such as Gokak Taluk, Belgaum District, Mysore, in which all castes appear to have

high proportions of joint families, and places such as Badiapur, Thana District,
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Maharashtra, where almost all local caste groups have low proportions of joint

families.

Second, there appear to be definite differences in the customarj- time of

break-up of the joint family in various places in India, and the differences in

the mores of break-up correlate tsnth the proportions of joint families. Those

with earlier break-up>—w hen a married son establishes his ow n household sep-

arate from his father’s within a few months or years after his marriage—correlate

with low proportions of joint famih’es; those with medium break-up when mar-

ried sons break up at or shortly after the death of the father—with medium
proportions of joint family; and with slow break-up—where married sons con-

tinue to Ii\e together for long periods after their father’s death, even until their

own sons are grown and married, so that fanuhes headed bv first cousins occur—

with high proportions of joint famihes.

Third, in three places more than one-fifth of the households were occupied

by a single person or by a subnuclear family. These places are characterized

either by prohibition of widow remamage as in Bengal (Karvc. 195?. p. 97^ and

among Madras Brahmans, or by poIyg>‘ny as among the Rajputs of Sirkanda,

U.P., in the sub-Himalaj as. In all three places, women are allowed to live alone

and to head a household. Among the Khasisa Rajputs m Sirkanda, U.P., who
practice polyg>*ny extensively, it is common for a co-wife to live alone with a

servant, relam e, or her unmamed children, while her husband lives with another

wife and children, or with others of his reboves. This pattern nes m with a

pattern of co-parcenar>' joint famihes’ owning two or more houses, often one

in the Mlbge and at least one in the fields.

Although the findings above are based upon comparisons of 26 studies, they

must be considered at best tenadve findings and, at worst, merely suggesave

of new h\*pothescs and new avenues of research on the Indian family. Comparison

has been hobbled throughout by the fact that researchers did not categorize

their data on family structure in the same w ay. In this study I have med to make
the I arious sets of data comparable, but the process has often involved assump-

tioos on my part, assumptions which arc not arbitrarj' but which undoubtedh

haie iniohed guesswork.

Perhaps the main contnbuDon this snid% can make is to stimulate soaal

scientists in India to be more questioning about the phenomena of family struc-

ture, more doubtful about the standard hxpotheses explaining the presence or

absence of the joint family, more open to new possibilities in formulating hypoth-

eses about the latter, more careful in precise definition, and more thorough in

reportmg their field data on family structure.

Throughout this study I have been treating commensal families, hearth groups.

I may ha\e treated some studies mistakenly because other units were actually

counted. In any case, this is onlv one way to define the functioning family

group. One could focus upon the readendal family or upon the co-parcenarx’

family, or upon the kinship neighborhood (Sarma’s term, 1964). Needed espe-

cially are studies considering all of these family units and the interrelationships

between them. It may be that almost all rural Indians live in kinship neighbor-
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hoods-their relatives live next door. As yet, little data on the relationships

between neighbors have been published, except for data on caste composition

and lineage. A notable example of the land of mapping of kinship neighborhoods

needed is that by Dumont for the Pramalai Kallar sub-lincage of Tengalapatti

hamlet, Madurai District, Madras (1957, pp. 52-53).

It may be that the division m the interests of sociologists and social anthro-

pologists, uith the former more interested m the residential family and the

latter more interested in the lineage or local km group, has acted as a kind of

barrier to the study of the family in all the social units in which it can be con-

sidered to be manifested—units that fit one withm another as part of a single

congery, the Indian family. Undoubtedly the appropriate data have already been

collected for many localities and could be prepared for publication.
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15. CHITPAVAN BRAHMAN FAMILY HISTORIES:

SOURCES FOR A STUDY OF SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND
SOCIAL CHANGE IN MAHARASHTRA

MAUREEN L. P. PATTERSON

INTRODUCTION

S
DCTY-FouR FAMILY HISTORIES (Marathi; kula-VTttanta, kula-vrtta, ghxranyaca

ififtasd) were published between 1914 and 1961 in Maharashtra. Over thirty

more are reported to be in preparation at the present time. All the volumes

are, and are to be, in Marathi. The books range in length from 64 to 1,150 pages

and deal with family groups ranging in size from 159 to 2,9-16 males living at

the date of compilation.

Forty-nine of the 64 volumes deal with Chitpavan Brahman families and are

written by Chitpavans. (The others are divided among Deshastha Rigvedi, Kar-

hade Brahman, Shuklayajurvedi, Madhyandin, and Maratha families.) It is gen-

erally agreed that Chitpavan Brahman family-history writing may be divided

into two time periods, 1914 to 19JJ and 1934 to the present (Pendse, 1949, p. 8).

During the first period only five Chitpavan volumes were compiled and published,

while the second period witnessed the publication of 45, of which 21 came out

during the 1940’s alone.

As of 1961, it was claimed that about 41,000 (27 per cent) of the 150,000 living

Chitpavan Brahman males had been covered in the histories published; or in

other terms, over 72 of the approximately 330 surnames had been covered

(Ketkar, 1961, p. 526).

These volumes draw heavily upon historical sources, which include: family

records; documents and papers collected by famous Maharashtrian historians

such as Rajwade, Parasnis, and Sardesai; records and registries kept at pilgrimage

centers by priests traditionally patronized by specific client families. Further, the

compilers use school enrollment lists (reaching back into the nineteenth century)

and the annual public announcements of high school and college graduation, as

well as membership rolls of district local boards, municipalities, and the legisla-

tures, to obtain data on family members.

In May, 1938, while Krishnaji Vinayak Pendse was working on his Pendse
kula-VTttanta^ he applied to the government of Bombay for permission to go
through the Peshwa Daftar^ to look for references to members of his family in

1. This collection compnses over 27,000 bundles of records in Marathi and about 8,000 files
m English owned by the state government and located in Poona. These are the records kept
by the Chitpavan Btahinan Peshwas’ (“Prime Mimsteis'*’) administration, 1714-1818.

397
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the eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century administrative records. His request

was turned down So he and several other family historians formed an organiza-

tion, the Kula-wttanta Sangha (family history association), with the express and

immediate purpose of putting pressure on the government to permit access to

the Daftar. A Chitpavan member of the Bombay legislature brought the matter

to the attention of the government, emment htstonans discussed the matter at the

annual meeting of the Indian Historical Records Commission; and the then Prime

Minister of Bombay (B G Kher, a Karhade Brahman) received a personal appeal

from Pendse, who had become secretary of the Kula-vrttinta Sangha. Finally, on

December 7, 1938, the government acceded to this pressure and henceforth per-

mitted writers of family histones access to the primary sources

Having achieved its objective, however, the Kula-vrttanta Sangha did not dis-

band. Instead, its members decided to constitute it as the central clearinghouse

of information on family history research, financing, writing, and publication.

Pendse remam^d the secretary and srill was in Afay, 1962, uhen I interviewed

him in Poona. The establishment of the Kvla-vrttanta Sangha in 1938 and the

publication of Pendse’s booklet Kula-vrttanta-marga-darsana m 1949 represent

high points in the gradual institutionalization of Chitpavan family history writing.

REGIONAL SETTING

The cultural-linguistic region of Maharashtra has tuo major subdivisions, the

Desh and the Konkan. The Desk is more or less synonymous with the Marathi-

speaking section of the Deccan plateau. This, centered on the upper Godavari

valley, is the old heartland of Maharashtra, the area in which Marathi emerged

as a language and cultural vehicle around the eleventh or twelfth century. This

IS the homeland of the fighting Maratha and Kunbi castes, as well as of the

Deshastha Brahmans, who produced most of the region’s great literary and re-

ligious figures between the thirteenth and nineteenth centuries.

The Konkan is the second major subdivision of Maharashtra. This is the coastal

lowland between the Western Ghats and the Arabian Sea, and comprises the

three districts of Thana, Koiaba, and Ratnagiri. The Konkan lowland stretches

some 330 miles from well north of Bombay City to Goa on the south This area

IS between thirty and fifty miles wide While Marathi is the language of these

three distncts, it gives way to Konkani (a separate language rather than a dialect)

as the spoken language in Goa, though standard Marathi remains the literary lan-

guage of most Hindus in Goa Kannada takes over as the predominant language

in adjacent North Kanara Distnct of Mysore State

While the Konkan is tied to rhe Desh by half a dozen tortuous routes up and

over the Western Ghats (the Sahyadn Mountains, in Marathi), it differs in basic

clunatic and agricultural respects from the plateau For example, its rainfall of

eighty to a hundred inches is four tunes that of the Desh around Poona; rice is

the dominant crop in the Konkan in contrast to millet on the plateau, mangoes,

coconuts, and lately some jure contrast wjth the cotton, tobacco, groundnuts,

and sugar cane on the Desh.
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Bac possibly the most significant difference betw'een the Desh and the Konkan

is one of attitude. To put it briefly, the Konkan has always been a zone of con-

tact between India and countries to the west of her, and the coastal Konkan dis-

tricts, together with Konkani-spealdng Goa and the coastal to\\ns of North

Kanara, have been exposed for centuries to influences and peRons from across

the Arabian Sea. The string of ports from Bombay south to Karuar has had in

turn Roman, Greek, Arab, Abyssinian, Portuguese, Dutch, and English traders,

invaders, visitors, or settlers. It is this stretch of coast, too, which has received

at one rime or another such immigrant groups as the Bene Israel, Parais, Kudal-

deshkar Brahmans, Gaud Saraswat Brahmans, and Chitpavan Brahmans. It is not

pertinent to the present discusaon to go into the place of origin or reason for

immigration of any of these groups. What is pertinent is that each of these groups

has been an intrusive group, physically and culturally differentiated from the

others as well as from the population into which they all came.

One further point is that each of these groups appears to have settled in dif-

ferent sections of the coastal territorj', adjoining rather than intermingling with

the settlements of the others. In this uay, the Bene Israel came to be associated

with the northern part of Kolaba District, Chitpavans, with the southern section

of Ratnagiri (including what uas formerly the small Sawantsvadi pnneely state),

Gaud Sarassvat Brahmans, with Goa and the adjacent coastal section of North

Kanara District.

Of all these groups, the Chitpavan Brahmans were apparently the last to arrive,

and so they ended up with that section of the coast which is by and large the

least fertile and which has the fewest good ports. It would seem that Ratnagiri

District, being thus the least desirable, was easily available, in a frontier-bke way,

and that little competition and few obstacles faced the Chitpavans as they went

about settling down.

Tradiaonally, Chitpavans explain their origin according to the stor>’ in the

Sahyadri Khanda.

Parashtirama slew all the Kshatrivas on earth and was so defiled by this slaughter that

ordinary Brahmans refused to perform any ceremomes for him. At that time the bodies

of /otirreea shfpitTecked foreigners were cast up on the shore of the sea which then
washed the foot of the Sahyadns. Parashurama purified these corpses bj' burning them
on a funeral pyre, or cita, restored them to life, and taught them Brahman rites. These
Brahmans, cita -f- pivarut (“pure from the pyre”!, performed rites for Parashurama and
he wished to reward them with a grant of land. He prayed the sea to give him some
of its domam; it agreed to retire as far west as Parashurama could shoot an arrow
from the crest of the Sahyadris. The arrow was shot and reclaimed a belt of land about
thirty miles broad. The banks of the Vashishthi River, about forty miles north of

Ratnagiri town, ere set apart for the new Brahmans, and in memory of the process by
which they were produced they were called “Chitpavans” and their chief settlement
was called Chitpolan, or later Chiplun tmy adaptation from the account given by
Enthoven (1920, p. 242)1.

Most of the kula-vrttdntas give the Parashurama storj’’ in quite considerable de-
tail, with much elaboration and interpretation.
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From consideration of the several immigrant groups, one more point emerges

that serves to distinguish the Chitpavan Brahmans from the others: all but the

Chitpavans show a basically north-south (that is, coastal) pattern in eighteenth-

and nineteenth-century migration and mobility. The Chitpavan pattern is charac-

teristically east-west (that is, up over the Sahyadris onto the Desh, to Poona and

beyond). This may perhaps he tied, on the one hand, to the Chitpavan association

with administration and government at all levels, and, on the other hand, to the

preoccupation of Parsis, Bene Israel, and Sarasuats, for example, with trade and

commerce in general and in particular with activities centered on the eighteenth-

and nineteenth-century Bntish establishment at Bombay

EMERGENCE OF THE CHITPAVAN BRAHMANS

Parashurama notwithstanding, very little is known about or heard of Chitpavans

until about 1707 a d., when one individual, Bala)i Vishvanath Bhat, appeared on

the scene in the Poona-Satara area. He was brought from Ratnagiri District by an

official of the Maratha government and, on account of his administrative ability

and general efficiency, he quickly gained the attention of the King, Shahu, grand-

son of the great Shivaji Chhatrapati Shahu was so pleased with Balaji’s work that

in 1713 he appointed the Ratnagin man as his Peshwa, or prime minister Balaji

Vishvanath succeeded in stemming Mughal military advances, ran a well-organized

administration, and by the year of his untimely death in 1720 had laid the ground-

work for the subsequent Maharashtrian occupation of a very large part of India.

Balap Vishvanath Bhat was succeeded in the Peshwaship by his son, Bajirao, and

thus began a century of power based m Poona, with the top position held by
members of this Chitpavan Brahman family.

Balap Vishvanath’s appointment as Peshwa started a steady flow of Chitpavan

migrants from Ratnagin District to the de facto seat of power m Poona. The
Peshwa entrusted all manner of important offices to his kinsmen and caste fellows.

From Poona, Chitpavans were dispatched as diplomats, administrators, and mili-

tary men all over the country Not all remained loyal to the Peshwa in Poona,

we find them later settling down as advisers or generals at rival seats of power in

Nagpur or other centers of Maratha (that is, non-Brahman) princes, for example,

Baioda, ludcne, Dvwas, and Gwahor
By the latter part of the eighteenth century, Chitpavans had gamed very great

political power in Poona and the territory under its control, and, as a concomitant

of polinca! power, they had obtained very considerable economic power as well

The virtual usurpation by Chitpavan Brahmans of the Maratha king’s power
(despite the Peshwa’s ceremonial trip to Satara to be invested by the Chhatrapati)

led inevitably to feelings of mutual distrust on the part of Marathas and Chitpa-

vans. This particular aspect of Brahman-non-Brahman conflict has been manifested

in many ways over the years and down to the present day—we may recall the

anu-Brahmanism of 1948 following Gandhi’s assassination by a Chitpavan as the

most violent recent outburst (see Patterson, 1952).

The last Peshwa was defeated by the British in 1818, but as a result of Elphin-
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stone’s policies in the I820’s the Chicpa\ans gained as much as they lost in militar>'

defeat. They were encouraged to continue in their traditional roles of sistri and

pundit and also were encouraged to go in for W'estem learning. They did so and

very successfully, and soon came to hold the same tj-pes of subordinate admin-

istrative jobs in the British regime that they had held during the Peshv-ai. By the

end of the nineteenth century, Chitpavans had obtained far more than their pro-

portionate share of leading positions in politics, education, social reform, journal-

ism, literature, and so forth; this was ovenvhelmingly the case in Poona, but was

unmistakably so also in Bombay, Nagpur, and other urban centers. WTiile some

Chitpavans have attained great wealth, this is unusual, most caste members, and

there are now close to 300,000, are modest of means and in aspirations. WTierever

they may be, Chitpavans seem to retain a hvely consciousness of a great common

bond and, often nostalgically, of a common place of ongin m India, that is, Ratna-

giri District.

BACKGROUND FOR FAMILY HISTORY WAITING

Historical writing is not new to iMaharashtra. It is not quite accurate to say, as

the historian Sardesai (1949, p. 26) does, that it is a “creation of the nineteenth

centur>-’’ or of the days of the British raj, “staned in imitation of the great prose

wnters of the M^est.” In fact, m this respect I tend to agree with G. Dighe

(1961, p. 473) that “The impetus to historv’-wnting came with the nse of the

Maratha state m the seventeenth century. . . . The need was felt by the Marathas

to record their inilicaxy etploics and political e.\penence m wnang, and this took

the form of chronologies, ballads, annals, family accounts, and chronicles.” Actu-

ally, Sardesai (1949, p. 24) turns around somewhat and seems to agree with Dighe

m the following passage;

The Marathas can rightly boast of possessing in a printed form, Bakhars or chronicles,

personal and public letters, news-reports, accounts, government documents, sanads and
deasions, treaties, genealogies, dianes and chronological entries, and various other forms
of historical material, which probably no other people of India has, in the same pro-

pornon or of die same variety.

Ail through the Peshwai, for instance, letters, orders, financial transactions,

grants of land, etc., were carefully recorded and thousands of documents accu-

mulated, these are now stored in Poona. Some 4J large volumes of selections from
what is called the Peshwa’s Daftar have been published to date and comprise a

storehouse of historical material unmatched in other regions.

In addition to official government documents such as the Peshw a’s Daftar, the

iMaharashtnan historical genius expressed itself in stirring ballads and songs g!o-

nfj-ing the adventures and achievements of Shivaji and his followers. This was
historical e.tpression at the popular level, and these captivadng songs aided m
prompting people to be conscious of historical events and in setting the stase for

the writing of histoiy.

The expansion of British administration in the nineteenth century spurred his-
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torica! writing, in large part as a result of the individual interests of such admin-

istrators as Elphmstone and Grant Duff. Various papers were written, for example,

for the English court of arbitration, justifying the accession of one prince rather

than another to Shivaji’s throne at Sat^ra Furthermore, at the district and local

levels, British administrators, first haphazardly and later systematically, went about

collecting information on the territories they' were to govern, consciously or un-

consciously stimulating local residents to commit to writing salient features of

their family’s or locality’’s past.

Again, m the nineteenth century, Maharashtruns w'ho began to learn of Eng-

lish literature appear to have been particularly attracted to the historical novels

of Sir Walter Scott Before the turn of the century, writers such as Hari Narayan

Apte and Nath Madhav had adopted Scott as their model and were turning out

dozens of historical novels based largely on Maratha and early Rajput history.

This literary fascination with history has as its twentieth-century counterpart the

immense popularity of historical movies, especially those so admirably made by

Shantaram and Pendharkar.

Another factor which should be included m any consideration of the sources

and stimuli for family-history writing is the age-old and well-known Brahman

tendency toward classification and quantification In fact, it seems to me that it

IS this very emphasis on categorization and statistical detail that distinguishes the

Brahman from the much more discursive non-Brahman family histones

These then are some of the factors which, m my opinion, have gone into the

creation of an atmosphere conducive to the time-consuming and arduous job of

writing family histones In a word, family-history writing emerged out of the

background of historical documentanon of the Peshwai, out of the absorption

and adaptation in the nineteenth century of Western models, and from a tradi-

uonal propensity for classification

Many of the kula-vrttantas mention the fact that a great amount of genealogical

and family-history writing has been done m the West And several wnters use

this fact to urge more and more families to get their histones w'ritten. One (Khare,

1940, p. 1) specifies an article in the Scientific American which is purponed to

state that so far 1,200 family histones have been published m the United States.

Unfortunately, I have not been able to trace the acQcle, apparently the citation

is incorrect—this is not to say that references in these books cannot be trusted,

for, so far, this is the first I have found that does not work' In any case, it seems

clear that the Chitpavan authors are using American and British examples in order

to spur their caste fellows to greater effort in family-history writing so that they

may “keep up with’’ the West.

THE CHITPAVAN FAMILY HISTORIES, 1914-1964

The year 1914 is generally considered to be the starting point for modern fam-

ily-history writing It was in 1914 that Govindrao Vinayak Apte published his

Apte gharanyacd itihasa This book was compiled on the basis of research in his-

torical documents, interviews with individuals, and a five-point questionnaire
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\\hich Apte had published in a number of Marathi neuspapers. The five ques-

tions were prefaced bv a short statement of the reasons for and the context of

the inquiry. i\iy translation of the \sholc folloxvs-

Public mviuHon

Among a man’s duties a \ cry important one is to publish in book form research done

in many different m aj s into early authenne histor>'. Since the o ork of historical re-

search is verj- difficult and laborious, there must be a number of devoted researchers

in this work. One’s kuljsvimi [male family deit>'l is powerful in contributing to suc-

cess in this.

My aim is to publish in due course complete information regarding Deshastha,

Konkanastha and other Brahmans. Therefore I am now making efforts to collect what-

ever information I can on GoVhale, Patwardhan, Paranjpe, Bapac, Lele, Ranadye, Sathe

and Sathaye. This is an mvitaoon to persons of these surnames to send answers to the

foUoumg questions to the address below

1. MTiat is your original village in the Konkan^

2. MTio are your kulasvimt and kuhdevt [female family deity], and what is their

villager

3. IVho lives m which place in the Konkan, on the Desh, or any other placer

4. MTiat land, inim [inalienable land grant!, jagtr or hereditary position i$ held in

the Desh or Konkan’

5. Give the names of the three principal wage-earners in your house and if yon have

any more informanon put it on the Ime after the name, give bnefly information

on any particularly wealthy person m your family, and if possible please send a

photo Mliat IS the full name and address of the wage-earners in the households’

Please send in copies of deeds, land grants, etc.

Dharmapuri Shri Dana Mandir Yours etc.

Post. Wai Govind Vmayak Apte
Disc. Satara Author of Apte Family History

The response to the plea was reportedlv remarkably good, and the book was
written and published. Possibly it would not have attracted much notice if Lok-
amanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak had not written an enthusiastic renew of it in his

paper, Kesart m xihich he praised Apte for leading the way in publicizing the

valorous deeds and sterling character of his forefathers. And Tilak emphasized

that cverv one should learn about his own forefathers and should follow the ex-

amples they set m service to Maharashtra. Tilak’s favorable reception of the book
w as interpreted by Apte as a command to do further w nting, and he set about

to w rite the histones of three more families, besides encouraging and organizing

the wnting of several more histones by members of their respective families. Apte
died suddenly in 1925, but he had started something that was to become even

more de\ eloped and well organized than he could have imagined For example,
by 1944 w hen the Lele ktih^Tttama was started, the list of questions in the initial

inquiiy had grown to eleven and now included requests for information on edu-
cation, marriage relationships, occupation, etc. B> the time Pendse WTOte his guide
to family-historx- wTiting in 1949, the questionnaire compnsed fifteen rather de-

tailed questions, including three on family deities, ntuals, and special observances,
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and others covering several additional topics not previouslv’ asked about. In 1962,

when the Thosar volume was being prepared, the questionnaire had 56 points to

be filled in and covered four legal-size sheets. These materials are made available

to the compilers by the Knla~vrttanta Sangha m Poona, which, under Pendse’s

direction, urges a standardized format through w hich it is hoped that the books

will become uniform and comparable documents of social and cultural history.

Since 1939, there has clearly been a conscious attempt to tie the findings in one

volume in with those m another, some of the tabular materials show, for instance,

how family A has produced more college graduates than families B and C.

TABLE OF CONTENTS OF A REPRESENTATIVE KULA-VRTTANTA

The Aiarathe kula-vrtwita (Marathe, 1946, pp. xvi, 780) covers a total of 2,862

living males as of the date of compilation Of this number, 2,204 have the surname

Marathe and the remaining individuals, 658, are divided among six sub-surnames

as follows Vidhvans, 240, Chakradev, 144, Khambete, 175, Joshi, 55, Jail, 29,

Ratatc, 15 All are considered to be branches (gharSfiS) of the Marathe kula,

and It seems probable that before long the sub-surname will disappear and will be

transformed into simply the name of the branch This type of process appears to

be frequent All branches belong to the same gotra (Kapi), veda (Rigveda), Sakha

(Shakala), and sutra (Ashvalayana). The xvi + 780 pages of the book are divided

as follows

(1) The initial section contains a list of photographs of sculptures of eleven

deities, at various sites, and the photographs themselves.

(2) The foreword discusses the difficulties encountered m writing the book,

including the first attempt, unsuccessful because of lack of money, in the 1930’s.

It describes the sources of information and the methods used in gathering it

caking notes at Nasik and other pilgrim centers, checking through lists of mem-
bers of all sorts of local bodies, examination results, lists of marriages given in

other kula-VTttantas, advertising in a dozen or so newspapers (space usually

donated by publishers who were themselves Chitpavans), mailing of question-

naires, if possible visiting each village in Konkan where members are reported

to be, acknowledgments and thanks to various persons

(3) This IS a list of the 115 branches of the kula, most of them w'lth geographi-

cal labels

(4) Pages 1-7 of the body of the text arc devoted to general information about

the Marathe kula description of the pot-adnanw or “sub-surnames” attached to

the Marathe k7ila, notes on the gotra, sdkhd, siitra, pravaras (kinship categories

based on the legendary ancestors of the family and on the Vedic texts and com-

mentaries accepted as authoritative by the family), comment on origin of sur-

name, and notes on original place of residence, Ratnagiri-Goa As of 1946, thirteen

generations can be traced for some of the branches, fewer generations for others.

The author gives details about kuladevata and kulacara (deities and rituals) which

differ according to branches of kula

(5) Genealogical tables and biographies (pages 7-628) form the main part of
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the volume, wherein the details gathered during research are organized and pre-

sented according to gharana or “branch of the family.”

The biographies vary in length, from one line to a page or so for well-known

persons, the entries are all by male members of the family, with names of wife

and daughters given within the entry (wife’s father’s name is usually given in

full and his place of residence if known, also name of daughter’s husband and

place he comes from).

Whatever information has been collected on education, occupation, travels,

etc., is given briefly, birth date and death date also, w'here known. Much more

information is given for contemporary or early twentieth-century persons.

A short paragraph at the beginning of the table and biographies for each gha~

rana tells who started that particular branch and where; if the branch was started

by someone who had migrated, details are given; for example, branch number 63

IS called “Ajgaon-Ichalkaranji,” indicating that originally it w'as in Ajgaon, but

one member moved to Ichalkaran)i when granted land there in the early nine-

teenth century.

(6) This section lists names about whom information has not been found. Its

purpose is to alert kula members to these lacunae, so that the second edition of

the book may be more complete.

(7) This IS a list of individuals mentioned prominently m historical documents.

Names and page references to the relevant biographies arc given

(8) This section of the volume, the analytical summary (pp. 632-94), is typical

of the majority of Chicpavan family histories. It is this section, in all these his-

tones, w’hich IS crucial to the use of these books for sociological analysis.

The purpose is to draw a profile of the whole Marathe kula, thus forming a

basis for comparison with other kulas. All the details given m the preceding biog-

raphies W’hich could be reduced to statistical tables are so handled in this part.

These topics are as follows

(a) List of gharauas in the kula, with number of living males and total num-
ber of males ever recorded given for each branch, also number of generations

recorded for each branch—these statistics make it possible to see w hich branch

IS eipandjjjg and which is abovt w vanish.

(b) Age structure, number of living males by five-year age groups. This is

followed by a table shownng number of grandfathers and great-grandfathers

living at time of compilation, together with frequency of five-or-more brothers

of Marathe kula and of sub-surname (gharana 104 has eight brothers).

(c) Education tables show number of living males at pnmary, secondary,

and college level, then number of degree-holders (B.A., M.A., LL.B
,
Ph.D.,

etc.). A separate table show’s number of females at vanous educational levels

and in certain professions (nurse-midwife, w’nter, etc.).

(d) Occupation, twelve categories of occupations are listed, with the num-
ber m each government service (two categories); teaching (English, and

Marathi); railway service, nongovernment employment, trade and commerce,
medicine (Western and. indigenous), law, agriculture, religious mendicancv,

retirement.
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(e) Residential distribution the 2,862 lumg males are listed by name accord-

ing to cit\ ,
tow n, or \ illage of current residence The total number of Alarathes

in a gi\en place is indicated after the name of the town, for example, Poona

(302), Calcutta (14), New York (1) A page reference to the biography sec-

tion i« gi\ cn after the individual’s name

Since the origin of ali .Marathesis Ratnagiri Discricr. we can see how mem-

bers of the ktda ha\e spread within thirteen generations, of 2,862 males, 312

are shown in Ratnagiri District at the time of writing. Preliminary analjsis

shows that persons tend to hve m villages in the Konkan homeland and in

towns and cities after leaving Ratnagiri There is evidence in this and other

volumes to show an association between living in Ratnagiri and agricultural

occupanon, agnculrural pursuits arc not followed after migration to the Desh.

(f) .Marriage relationships the total of S,362 marriages recorded m the

biographies is analyzed by family into which marriage took place, in twenty

pages, families are bsted in alphabetical order, with total number of marriages,

for example, Apte (152), Gokhale (265), page numbers refer back to biog-

raphies so that one can obtain details on each.

A paragraph after the stanstics rather pomtedlv tells of 27 cases of pro-

hibited sa^otra and sapravara nijrriages, and of 29 cases of marriage w’lth non-

Chitpavan Brahmans or non-Brahmans (also with page references to biographies

for details)

(g) List of individual males given or taken in adoption, with kula to or from

which each came, with page references

(h) List of kula-vrttantai published to date, organized by gotra and ac-

compamed by a number of living males covered in each v’olume.

(i) List of contributors 265 persons gave a total of Rs 5,610 over the

period 1940 to 1946, the total expense was Rs 6,384 (We are not told where
the balance came from It might have been from the sale of some of the 480

copies printed, which were priced at Rs 10 each, names are given with the

amount each gave, from Rs 1,000 from one, to Rs 25 and Rs. 10 from very

many, down to Rs 2 from one person )

(9) Index of individuals this takes up 71 pages and is an alphabetical list of

all males mentioned in the text An asterisk before the name denotes that the

person is living at the time of compilation A page number after the name
indicates where detail on him is to be found An analy’sis of the 259 personal

names given to Marathe males shows the frequencv with which names are given-

the most popular is Ramachandra. occurring 401 times for 7,339 males recorded,

Mahadeva js next, with 241, \'ishnu occurs 235 times, Han occurs 181 times, etc

The volume is completed by three pages of information receiv-ed just pnor
to printing, and four blank pages designed for the reader to use for adding

information as he gams it.

Differences do occur in different books In some books, for example, there is

a tendency to include more data about women m the itila, and some books go

so far as to have a separate index of women members Most of the books have

a large number of photographs, usually representing the contemporary family
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group, but sometimes showing older men and women in traditional dress. Since

the nineteenth-centur>’ Chitpavan society put the value of a wido'v at more

or less nil, it is amazing how many photographs of widows are included.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE CHITPAVAN BRAHAIAN CASTE

If the Mahatashttian Brahman “caste cluster^” to use Irawati Karve’s phrase

(1958b, p. 883), comprises 24 castes with a combined population of about

1,500,000, then the Chitpavan caste, with approximately 300,000 persons, com-

pnses only one-fifth of all Brahmans m the region, or in other terms, much less

than 1 per cent of all Maharashtrians.

The internal structure and working of the Chitpavan caste is one of the things

\\ e seem to be able to reconstruct from details given in the kula-vrttanta volumes.

Following is a diagram, based on these books, of some of the basic units within

the caste, that is, the number of exogamous divisions and subdivisions within the

endogamous or dfiyati.

Brahman vama

1 1 1

Maharashtrian

1 1

Brahman caste cluster

1

Chitpavan

1 i 1 1

jatt

1 rrn i rn n
fourteen gotras

1 1 1 1
1

(in all some 330) kulas =
1

ddnaf/rv = upanav

gharana

1 i ^ 1 rn
or sakha, branches dispersed by locality with many

of own ritual t'ariations, special deities, etc.

kutttmba, or household, nuclear, or extended family

(this being the social, economic, ritual basje unit)

Gotra a gotra is generally defined as an exogamous patrilineal sibship whose

members trace their descent back to a common ancestral nshi, or a nshi held

in common by more than one gotra. The fourteen Chitpavan gotras^ are grouped

2. M’e may recall the legend that the fourteen bodies washed up on the shores of the
Konl^an became the fourteen Brahmans purified by Parashurama.
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or three names (hyphenated) which indicate the sequence of settlement and

further migration in the first two or three generations after leaving the original

place.

Adrmnv: Chitpavan surnames, and particularly the “original” ones, are quite

distinctive. They fall into several categories. Aiost of the books dwell at length

on their meaning and derivation. A rough classification of the surnames is as

follows: (1) Some are short, just two characters in the Marathi syllabary and

more or less monosyllabic in English, for e.\ample. Jog, Ok, Bal, Bam, \’‘ad; (2)

some are unthout any clear meaning- Gadgil, Bapat, Achwal, etc.; (3) some are

descriptive- Gore (fair). Kale (dark); (4) some refer to territorial divisions;

Konkane, Marathe, Kanade; (5) othets indicate localit>*, probably the residence

of an ancestor, through the use of the suffix “kar,” thus: Agaxkar, “from Agar”;

Karandikar, “from Karandi,” Ketkar, etc.; (6) Quite a few nowadays are occu-

pational terms, such as Vaidj'a, Pandit, Bhat, Joshi, Mahajan, Muzumdar, etc.

These names are recently acquired, and usually families uith such names can

show that they were originally Gokhales, or Bapats, etc.

so.ME tentati\t: conclusions

My study, u hich deals only with the Chupavan kula-vrttantas, brings up several

questions. We may ask, for instance, u by were these books compiled’ How can

the books be interpreted’ ^\Tiat problems of objectivity are mvohed’ How can

these books be used’ WTiat do they really represent’

A theme that runs through the books with increasing frequency as we get

closer and closer to the present is that the family organization is felt to be good

in itself and to be an end in itself. Within the context of a hostile world, some

of the authors seem to be sa>’ing that it is comforting to know who one’s family

members, kula-bandhu, are, and to watch how they are adjusting to changing

circumstances. And for Chitpavans to think m terms of a hostile world is perhaps

not totally unrealistic, because of the frankly anti-Chitpavan Brahman atmosphere

abroad in large areas of Maharashtra—the anti-Brahmamsm that came to a head

in the violent attacks on Chitpavan property- in 1948 when it became known that

a Chitpaian had assassinated Gandhi Perhaps it is not coincidental that the

increase in family-historj’ uriting begins at the same time (m the 1930’s) as the

somewhat frantic organization of “Brahman protection societies” (Brahniana

Hitas/Xfnrakfuka Sangha, m Satara and Pandharpur), the Chitpavan-dominated

RjiStriya Svayamsevaka Sangha (R.S.S.), and so forth—all of which organization

seems to have reached a peak in the 1940’s along with a peak m anti-Brahmanism,

that is to say, anti-Chitpavanism.

It has been suggested that the vogue of hila-vrttanta writing is essentially escap-

ist; that It reflects a general w istful backward-looking attitude, remembenng the

glories of the days of the Peshwai, or even more recently of the days of B. G.
Tilak. Perhaps the Chitpavans’ looking back at the Peshwai should be considered

more as a genuine fascination with all aspects of history, and as a genuine desire

to contribute toward a more favorable discussion of Maharashtra’s part in

eighteenth-cenrur>' Indian historj’.
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Some of the uses of these books for social science research may be as sources

for the study of social change. For instance, the books show changing occupa-

tional patterns as a family branch has been established somewhere outside of

the Konkan, government service has replaced agneukure or revenue farming, or

work as a mendicant priest, or, in latter da\s, government service has become

less desirable than entrepreneurial activities or employment in nongovernment

service, because of anti-Brahmanism. Further, the books indicate that there is a

tendenev for attainment of higher educational levels to be associated with mi-

gration out of the Konkan Also, the books show what Chitpavaiis aspire to

nouadays otvnership of a house, job security (but no more is government service

consideied so safe as it used to he, pnvate industry or the military services are

now seen as lelatively safe from anti-Chirpavan discnmmation), etc.

These family histones can be used as sources for a study of the structure and

dynamics of the Chitpavan caste. R. P Paranipe’s (1940, p. 5) comment on the

books indicates his belief that they are useful sociological tools which reflect a

cross-section of the caste based on a random sample It seems to me that if these

books were documents meant to create the mosr favorable image possible of the

caste, much in them that actually is not favorable, would of course not be in-

cluded These books are essentially books by and for Chitpavans, they are not

available in the general book market, but mainly from the publisher-compiler

himself, and they are printed in very small editions. They attempt to describe

reality, and they succeed to the extent that the dedicated compilers are able to

gather sufficient information from their ktila-bandhus. This realism, and the fact

that the movement is steadily going on, that new volumes or second editions are

coming out year by year, indicate to me their significance for serious study of

Maharashtrian Brahman caste society.
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16 . TIiME-DIiMENSION AND STRUCTURAL CHANGE

IN AN INDIAN KINSHIP SYSTEAL

A PROBLEAI OF CONCEPTUAL REFINE.MENT

HAROLD A. GOULD

N
ot \E-^rs ago, it became e\'ident to thoughtful students of Indian

social structure that studies of the Indian family were failing to provide an

adequate basis for determining the relationship beween variations m
family structure and the changing structure of Indian societv. Empirical data on

the family Mere not lacking, by the end of the 1950’s there eustcd a considerable

body of empirical data on the Indian family, particularly in its rural manifestations,

Mhich encompassed at least 80 per cent of the country's population. What v.'as

lacking Mere conceptual tools suitable for meaningful organization and analysis

of the data that existed. It is to this problem that the present paper primarily

addresses itself.

Perhaps the greatest deficiency in most early attempts to understand develop-

mental trends m the Indian family was the tendency to viexv the family as a

series or variety of static entities and then to apply to these entities entena of

change that had been deiised m the context of the West’s experience during

the early stages of the industrial revolution, that is, Indian families m ere generally

characterized as cither “nuclear” or “joint,” and then some statement M’as made

about change based on the proportion of nuclear to joint families. The latter

judgment arose from a gcneralizauon propounded by both the Marxist and the

American schools of sociological thought to the effect that urbanization and

mdustiialization break doxvn the extended famiVy and make the neolocal nuclear

familv a necessary’ and inevitable substitute for it.

As good an illustration as any of such ill-advised reification and naive con-

ceptualization is contained m the book Social Profiles of a Metropolis, M’ritten

by Radhakamal Mukerjee and Baljit Singh (1961). In this “social survey of

LucknoM’,” the authors assert

The urban family at present is in tcanation towards the natural family [sicl comprising
the couple and their unmarried children. But the transiaon is in no way complete, and
many families snl! exhibit the features of a joint family—with several generations and a

large number of relations living together (p J7)

It is clear that Mukerjee and Singh do not for a moment question the assump-
aon that urbanization must lead to the neolocal nuclear family, or xxhat they
reveabngly call the natural famil}'. They do not e\en suggest alternative possi-

413
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bilities, let alone explore some of these possihihncs scientifically before drawing

their e\ olutionarx conclusions

One of the first social scientists to oppose the notion that the Indian family

as meeting the challenges of modernization by becoming nuclear was I. P. Desai

(see Kapadia, 1958, pp. 261-66). Because his surs'cy data revealed from several

different standpoints that in the mid-1950’s the ratio of people living jointly to

those living in nuclear families uas about three to one, Desai asked pointedly,

“How far are we correct in assuming the growth of the spirit of individualism'”

Reinforcing this \iew, Kapadia (1958, pp 264-65) savs, “The traditional family

comprising a man, his father, his grandfather and his collaterals within three

generanons, has not yet considerably decreased.”

Bernard S Cohn (1961, pp 1051—55) and Ralph Nicholas (1961, pp. 1057-60)

were among the first to attempt an anthropological interpretation of structural

trends m the Indian family Each of these writers from his respective empirical

vantage point (Cohn in Uttar Pradesh, Nicholas m West Bengal), came to

realize that static categorizations of the Indian family are a misleading basis for

talking about its structure, and what appears to be change in structure on super-

ficial examination mav not be seen as such xvhen less static categorizations are

cmploved

A ket phrase m Nicholas's study of the economics of family types is “What

creates the appearance that the |omt familv sjstem is breaking down is that in

each generation a number of |Oint families are partitioned” (p 1060) And from

Cohn’s studx of Chamar families m Senapur, we hear “Most field workers who
talk about fjmiJ) structure in India freeze processes which take place over time”

(p 1051) Cohn continues “We freeze process to talk about it, but we should

not lose Sight of the fact that for Chamars the joint family is a structural con-

tingent not a fixed form” (p 1055)

What Nicholas and Cohn are suggesting is that we cannot speak meaningfully

of structural change in the Indian familv until we first establish some basis for

differentiating such processes from the merelv normal rearrangements through

tune which the Indian familv, like the human famih' ever\ where, undergoes as

a result of the vicissitudes of demography
, economy, mobility, etc. One conse

quence of these 7iormal rearrangements will be the inevitable emergence of a

cerram quantum of nuclear families whose existence vii// in no sense demonstrate

that the presence of nuclear famibes is automatic evidence of disintegrating

extended families

Fortes and other Bntish soaal anthropologists have prov'ided us with an ad-

mirable conceptual tool for dealing systematically with the necessary distinction

that IS being made here This, of course, is the so-called developmental cy'cle

thesis, w hich accords specific recogration to patterned rearrangements of family

structure through time Fortes writes

WTiat are the mstituDOnil mechanisms and customary activities of social reproduction

in a particular society and how do they operate- ... In all human societies, the work-
shop, so to speak, of social leproducnon is the domestic group . . The domestic group

goes through a cycle analogous to the growth cycle of a living orgamsm The group
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as a unit retains the same form, but its members, and the actinides which unite them,

go through a regular sequence of dianges during the cycle which culminates in the

dissoludon of the original unit and its replacement by one or more units of the same

kind (1958, p. 2).

The question that comes immediately to mind, then, is whether it is possible

to identify the “institutional mechanisms and customary activities of social repro-

ducrion” in Indian society, or at least in some region of it. For, if w-e can make

this idendfication, w e can go a long way’ toward facilitating studies of change

in the Indian family by being able scientifically to determine the fact that some

obser\-ed acdviues are not legitimately characterizablc as change. It is my con-

tendon that a “de\ elopmental cycle” can be posited for India and that empirical

investiganons do substantiate its reality'. In what follows, howeier, I shall be

speaking exclusively about North India, both because it is the area I know best

and because the ennre subcontinent is too vast a mosaic to be dealt with in a

single, brief essay. The logic of my argument, 1 would neiertheless contend, is

amenable to eventual application to the whole of India.

A developmental cycle is a kind of net outcome of the convergence wichm

the domesoc group of numerous forces generated by human social life; that is,

it arises as a consequence not only of the formal structure and logical contradic-

tions of the kinship system but also of such demographic realities as birth, death,

and sex ratios, and of the economic environment in which society’ as a whole

and the domestic group tn particular exist. Under the constant impact of such

powerful and complex forces, it is not surprising that the domestic group does

not simplj’ manifest a single structure which it maintains for all ume Naturally,

each culture has an ideal family structure, cither implicitly or explicitly expressed,

toward which actual domestic organization is oriented so long as no radical

process of change is introduced into the society’. In India, this is the so-called

joint family, which has been recognited as the cultural ideal of domesuc organiza-

tion by anthropology and cradinonal Hindu law ahke. In Mitakshara succession,

for example, the traditional legal system for adjudicating kinship matters over

much of India, the “joint and undivided family” is spoken of as “the normal

condition of Hindu society,” according to Mulla (1952, p 238). It is joint “not

only m estate but also m food and worship.” And it is this cultural ideal which
many Indian and non-Indian social scientists have reified in such a fashion that

w here in practice nuclear families have been found they have been taken as

evidence of the decay of the joint family. But. as Cohn (1961, p. 1052) so rightly

observ'es: “There are several important factors which make the achievement of

the ideal joint family difficult among the Chamars”—and, I might add, among
Indians in general. Clearly’, one of the mam reasons for trying to approximate

this ideal as fully and as frequently as possible is that it facilitates corporate

activ’ity in pursuit of economic, social, and rehgious ends.

Mitakshara succession essentially provides a jural basis for maintaining a house-

hold consisting of male agnates, their w iv es, and their daughters until the latter are

wed. Male agnates compnse the umt of property ownership and control; they
form, in other words, what Mitakshara law calls a co-parcerury; thev are a sort
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of corporation of patnlmeally related male kinsmen who share equally the prop-

erty, the productivity, and the liabilities of the domestic group. Wives, unwed

daughters, and occasionally certain other individuals, enjoy rights of maintenance

but not rights of inheritance in virtue of their membership in the household.'

At the same time, Alitakshara succession makes provision for partition of the

joint property whenever that is the desire of any legal co-parcener who is of

age. In practice, however, it is rare for a partition to be called for in the lifetime

of the patriarch. Patriarchal authority is so absolute as to discourage sons from

making such a demand while their father still lives The ancient sages, notes

Kapadia (1958, p. 208), were opposed to father-son partitions. They decreed

that “sons who enforce partitions against the wish of the father should not be

invited to the sraddha dinner.”

Evidently, the clause legitimizing partitions was primarily designed to protect

brothers from each other after the patriarch died Without such a provision, an

eldest brother, in particular, could appropriate to himself the family property,

thereby denying sustenance to the remaining co-parceners This appears to be

implied in Manu (IX. 104-lli), where it is said (as quoted by Kapadia, 1958,

pp. 207-208).

After the death of the father and of the mother, the brothers, having assembled, may
divide among themselves m equal shares, the estate for they have no power (over it)

while the parents live. Or, the eldest alone may take the whole paternal estate and the

others shall live under him just as (they lived) under their father . . Either let them
thus live tc^ether or (get) apart tl each desires. . . .

There is, m other words, less potentiality for solidarity among siblings than

there is between parents and children in the North Indian kinship system

Brothers' rights in the co-parcenary were protected after the patriarch’s death

by giving each a veto power in the form of the right to call for partition in case

he did not believe the joint property was being used to his personal advantage

A further source of potential disruption is the competition offered to lineal

solidarity by conjugal ties as they develop. The rule enjoining village exogamv
means that bndes are mvanably outsiders to their husbands’ community and

household. Since she has no jural rights in either her natal or her affinal household,

the wife’s security rests almost entirely with her capacity to manipulate the con-

jugal relationship to her advantage. To put the matter in another way, we can say

that a wife’s power in her affinal household grows m proportion as she can divert

her husband’s loyalties away from his Imeat and toward his conjugal ties. As the

domestic group matures, the wife’s power grows with the birth of children and

the simple fact of her increasing familiarity with the manipulative potentialities

inherent in her relations to her affines. When the patriarch dies, the strongest

link in the chain of lineal authority is broken, and thereafter the balance of

power usually swings over to the side of the conjugal relationship Most partitions

of joint families occur at this juncture.

1. The new Succession Law of 19S6 actually gives wives and daughters inheritance rights

equal to those of male agnates, but the effects of this legislation remain to be felt in the

peasant society.
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The change from an earlier paramountcy of lineal over conjugal ties to a later

paramountcy of conjugal over lineal ties has been widely documented in the

anthropological literature. Dube (1955, pp- 142-43) gives a compelling account

of how the wife manipulates the conjugal relationship. In my own work, I found

villagers repeatedly saying that rivalries between the brothers’ wives is a major

source of friction and of the ultimate partition of the joint family. Cohn (1961,

p. 1053) says: “After disputes over food sharing, the most common cause for

separations among Chamars is disputes between wives of brothers or between

wives and their husbands’ mothers.”

Obviously, the foregoing suggests that some kind of limits on the size and

composition of Indian domestic groups are imposed by the logic of the groups’

structure. This is not to say, to be sure, that changing environmental conditions

have not affected the working of this “logic.” It seems highly probable that the

rapid growTh of population, the increasing monetization and individuation of

economic life, the wider opportunities for physical and social mobility and many
other related factors have had the effect of further emphasizing conjugal ties

at the expense of lineal ties and thus of accelerating the trend toward partition

after the patriarch’s demise. But I suspect this to be more a matter of degree than

of kind. At any rate, the sum total of the forces currently at work in the North

Indian family results, in my opinion, In its passing through three phases, during

each of which a characteristic set of events occurs. These may be stated as follows:

Phase 1; Replacement of daughters by daughters-in-law. Phase 2: Demise of the

senior male agnate. Phase 3: Severance of male siblings’ co-parcenary ties. Each

dme these three sets of events occurred m sequence, a North Indian domestic

group has moved through an entire developmental cycle and in doing so has

replaced itself with one or more units of the same kin. Now let us examine these

phases more closely.

Phase 1: Replacement of daughters ufffe daughters-in-ltm'. This is the period

when a North Indian joint family is moving toward what Nicholas (1961) calls

a father-son joint family. As daughters approach reproductive age, tradition

requires that they be sent as brides to another household outside the natal village.

The village exogamy rule means that daughters-in-law are imported from aben

communities, while daughters are exported to alien commumties. In the end,

therefore, daughters, who are not legitimate candidates for carrying on the family,

are entirely replaced in the household by daughters-in-law, who are. For ana-

lytical convenience, this phase can be divided into two subphases.

Subphase A: From the first gauni to occur m the family to the point where

50 per cent of all gaunas have occurred.

Gauria is the ceremonialized departure of a daughter for her affinal household

and amukaneously the receipt of a daughter-in-law into her affinal household,

depending on one’s vantage point. During Subphase A, the daughters predominate

over daughters-in-law in the household, so that the latter are not only subordinate

to mothers-in-law but are outranked by a host of their husband’s lineal kinsmen,

both male and female.
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Subphase B From the point at which 50 per cent of all gaunas have occurred

to the point at which all daughters have been replaced by daughters-in-law.

In this subphase the balance begins to swing m favor of conjugal over lineal

ties. Husband-wife relationships predonunate within the domestic group and

grow deeper and more complex with the birth of children. Unimpeded lineal

loyalties become progressively less easy to sustain as men are confronted with

choices between the welfare of their own wives and children and that of the

corporate unilineal group wnt large. However, patriarchal authority remains de-

asively powerful and usually holds the group together despite mounting internal

stresses Subphase B represents the maximal development of the father-son joint

family, and in its size and complexity corresponds to the ideal of the Hindu joint

family.

Phase 2- Demise of the senior male agnate With the death of the patriarch, the

structure of the joint family alters dramatically. It ceases to be a father-son joint

family, held together by revered patriarchal authority, and becomes what we
may call a fraternal joint family. This is inherently the most unsuble type, and

consequently is normally the least enduring phase of the developmental cycle.

An cldes* brother enjoys neither the moral stature nor the jural authority which

would be required for him genuinely to replace the father and serve as a focus,

to the same degree, of lineal loyalties Fraternal joint families, therefore, lead rap-

idly to partitions of the co-parcenary, except in rare and highly specialized cir-

cumstances At this stage, conjugal ties almost entirely override lineal ties.

Phase 3: Severence of male siblings’ co-parcenary ties. As already noted, Mitak-

shara law says that the demand for partition must be respected. The division of

the joint property among the legal co-parceners is accompanied by the establish-

ment of separate living quarters for each conjugal pair This may be done by
erecting new walls in the ancestral household, by constructing new domiciles, or

both. Partition leads, then, to the establishment of miclear families, w'hich then

set about repeating the developmental cycle. Such nuclear families are, in other

words, what Cohn has called structural contingents, mere milestones on the cir-

cular pathway of temporal changes in the domestic group Their occurrence has

nothing to do with the disintegration of the joint family system, on the contrary,

they are a part of that system.

This phase may also be differentiated into two subphases:

Subphase A From the point of partition of a co-parcenary to the first mari-

tal ceremony conducted for a child of the newly formed unit

It must be remembered that marriages normally occur long before cohabitation

commences, that is, long before gaunas occur. But the first marriage ceremony in

the unit signifies that movement toward the tnulnnucleaied domestic group is

proceeding, that the calculations and maneuvers by which the head of a house-

hold endeavors to assure the eventual replacement of his daughters by daughters-

in-law are activated Until this event occurs, however, the domestic group is a

relatively simple social structure.
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Subpbase B: From the first inarital ceremony conducted for a child of the

newly formed unit until the first gauna.

Although still “nuclear” in structure, the family is at this point, as suggested

above, experiencing a rapid increase in the complexity of its social activities.

Marriages are being contracted and offspring arc being prepared for the assump-

tion of adult economic roles and cohabitation with their spouses. And when the

first gaum occurs, the developmental c>'^c!e has been completed; phase 1 has once

more been reached.

It should be obvious after what has been said that a mere counting of nuclear

far'*Ues in a community or repon can in itself yield very little information about

changes in family structure unless the developmental cycle has been worked out.

For at two different points in time, the ratio of joint to nuclear families will al-

most never be the same, simply because the families comprising the population

being studied will be so differentially affected by the developmental cycle. At

times an earlier sampling will show a higher proportion of nuclear famihes than

a later sampling, and vice versa. In the one instance the naive observ’cr would

assert that the extended family is becoming more prevalent as time pass's, while

in the other instance he w'ould form precisely the opposite opinion. And m either

case he w’ould he wrong.

A brief illustration of this point can be provided through the use of some data

from Sherupur, the eastern Uttar Pradesh village I have known since 1954. There

are 43 households on which I have data for the periods 1954-55 and 1955-60.

Comparing the two secs of data on these same households with respect to phases

of the developmental cycle reveals considerable variation m the brief span of fis’e

years.

PKASea OF THE DEVELOP.MENTAL CYCLE DISPLAYED BY DOMESTIC GSOUPS

OF Sherupur in 1954-55 and 1959-^0.

Phase of
19S4~SS 1PS9~€0

Developmental No. Domestic % Domestic No. Domestic % Domestic

Cycle Groups Groups Groups Groups

1 14 53 21 49

A 6 14 9 21

6 8 19 12 28

2 10 24 8 19

3 18 44 H 34

A 13 31 9 21

B 5 13 5 13

Since phase 3 consists entirely of nuclear families, and phases 1 and 2 of joint

families, the unw’ary observer would no doubt conclude that in Sherupur the

trend is toward an increase in the prevalence of the joint-family system. Actually,

of course, no such trend is provable on the basis of the data, for they reflect

merely the random vicissitudes of the developmental cycle. True structural
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change would be indicated only if, say, sons were separating from fathers on a

large scale and departing from the village to live neolocally and were, in turn,

compelling their own children to do likewise. But such a thing is not happening.

Time does not pennit us to venture into the domain of urban family structure.

It must suffice to say that data I possess suggest that, among menials « ho migrate

to the city, there is a marked tendency to adhere to traditional kinship principles,

especially as these promote corporate arrangements. Life in the city does lead to

some interesting modifications in kinship structure, but mostly these modifica-

tions represent efforts to preserve as high a degree of corporation as possible

under the conditions. Among modem business and professional elites, on the

other hand, there is evidence of some radical changes in the structure of domestic

organization and in the developmental cycle These appear to be in response to

the demands in the high-status modern occupational order for virtually unlimited

spatial mobility.

Along with the obvious utility of developmental cycle theory as a means of

distinguishing true structural change m kinship systems from mere temporal re-

arrangements m their structure, this approach enables us to avoid the tendency

to establish a “type” of family to fit every minor variation in the personnel of

domestic groups Obviously, some varianons m personnel reflect genuinely im-

portant transitions from one phase of domestic organization to the next, while

some are merely incidental and deserve no special recognition I cannot go into

all such variations, but the status of the widowed mother is a good illustration of

the point I tvish to make

Women have rights to maintenance m their husband's )oint family under the

provisions of Micakshara succession, but not rights of inheritance. Therefore,

uhen the patriarch dies, the widowed mother is simply retained as a member of

what IS now a fraternal joint family If and when the fraternal joint familv is

partitioned, the widowed mother will be absorbed as a person with rights to

maintenance into one of her sons’ nuclear households. Her presence in one of

these households docs not make it structurally any different from the other units

which have formed through the partition. For the mother, once she is widow’ed,

plays no role m the processes which are crucial to the movement of the domestic

group into Its subsequent phases of development.

CONCLUSION

This paper merely scratches the surface of a problem that requires exhaustive

research if we are to ever make meaningful statements about changes in the

family structure of societies bke India So little attention has been paid to the

difference between normal rearrangements of domestic organization through

time and genuinely new structural innovations that one wonders whether any

studies of the subject now extant provide us with reliable information Certainly,

the primary failings in studies of the Indian family have been the regrettable

tendency to define structure in static terms and the unfortunate use of outmoded
theoretical formulations to deal with the matter of changes in its structure.
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17. THE INDIAN JOINT FAMILY

IN MODERN INDUSTRY

MILTON SINGER

INTRODUCTION

The relationship of industrialization to family orgamzanon in Europe and

the United States has long been a subject for discussion and theorizing.

The earher views of the economic histonans and social cntics, which

blamed “the industrial revoluaon” or “private propert\'” for destrojmg “the

family” by putting men, women, and children into factones for long hours, have

been replaced by the less apocalypoc news of the sociologists, w ho have restated

the relationship as a transformaaon in family t>'pe. According to this thcor>% the

extended pre-industrial family st’Stcm has been transformed under the influence

of industnalization into a nuclear or clememar}’ famdy system. Support for this

thcorj’ has been marshaled m statistics that purport to show an increasing trend

toward nuclear families in industrial countries, as well as m the argument that

the structure of the extended family sxstcm is functionally adapted to an agn-

culniral societx' but dysfuncaonal m an industnai societx-, while the nuclear fam-

ily is functionally adapave in an industnai societx’ but dx'sfiinctional m an

agricultural society.

Although Created as ariomaoc in many socioJog> rettbooks, this theor>’ has

been challenged during the last fifteen years from three different directions: the

documentation by social anthropologists of the vanety of family sx'stems m dif-

ferent parts of the world, the dacovery by social histonans that the nuclear fam-

ily may hax’c been prevalent and a cultural norm in Europe and the United

States ex en before indvistnahzation, and the finding by sociologists and social

anthropologists that many families in Amencan and European ciaes maintam

w-idespread km ues.^

These findings have reopened many of the questions prexnously considered to

be settled about the relations of family organization to mdustnahzation. Some
sociologists hax'C tried to take account of the comparative study of family sx’stems

in reformulating the general theorx'. Goode <1963), Nimkoff (1963); Levy

(1966); and Moore and Feldman (1960), among others, shoxv famihanty xxith

cross-cultural studies and a strong interest in them. Lex-x’s recent formulation is

perhaps characteristic of this group of sociological xxTiters

1. For ei2mpie. Levy and Fallen <1959), Foistenberg (1966), Greenfield <1961), Firth (1964.
1956); Schneider and Homans (1955), Cuinming and Srfweidet (1961), Sussman and Borchmal
(1962); Bruner (1963).

425
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One of the special charactensncs of relatively modernized societies is their quite unusual

type of family umt. Whatever the previous ideal family structure was, during the

transiaon toward relative modernization, the ideals always change toward what anthro-

pologists and sociologists call a mulnlineal cmniugal family, unless they already took

that form (1966, p. 74).

Social and cultural anthropologists would be more likely to stress the variety

of adaptations to industrialization, as well as the initial variety of kinship struc-

tures. There are some anthropologists, however, whose interest in universal gen-

eralizations IS almost as strong as that of the sociologists and who are tentatively

reformulating the relationship of industry to family organization m terms as

general as those of the sociologists. Among the products of these approaches,

Raymond Firth’s recent paper (1964), “Family and Kinship in Industrial Soci-

ety,” illustrates a characteristic familiarity with recent sociological and historical

studies and a lucid trial reformulation of a general theory. This reformulation,

based on recent studies of kinship in London, is more circumspect and differen-

tiated than the sociologists’.

What the development towards an industrial society probably docs is to break down
the formal structure of km groups, except perhaps that of the elementary family, which
IS most resistant. The lineage, the extended family, the large co-operative cognatic km
unit is likely not to survive as its members disperse mto indostnal employment and

their traditional resources and authority structures lose meaning But personal kin ties

tend to be retained on a selective basis Indeed, they may be even strengthened if the

physical isolaoon of the elementary family i$ promoted by industrial, urban, conditions.

There is no reason then to think char extra-familial kin ties are likely to decrease in our

modem Western society They fulfill a function which, though not strikingly obvious,

IS almost certainly important for the social life of individuals and family units (p 83).

The present paper will attempt to trace the implications of some recent studies

of the relationship of the Indian joint family to urbanization and industrialization,

including a preliminary study of my own in Madras Cjty. I shall be interested

not only m the extent to which the Indian case fits the kind of generalization

formulated by Levy and Firth but even more in the new approaches which the

Indian case suggests for a study of the problem within the framework of social

anthropology.

IS THE JOINT FAMILY BREAKING DOWN?

Recent discussions of what is happening to the Indian joint family under the

influence of urbanization, industrialization, and modernization parallel m many
respects the general trends just summanzed The tendency of these discussions is

to question earlier conclusions that the joint family is breaking down and is be-

ing replaced by the nuclear family. Census data previously used to support such

conclusions are now being reinterpreted or disqualified on the grounds that such

data gave only information about household size, an unreliable index of family

type. The entire question of rural-urban distnbutions of joint and nuclear fam-
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ilies is being reconsidered in the census, other statistical sun^eys, and in case

studies.

These reconsiderations and the new studies based on them offer a considerable

challenge to the thesis of a linear transformacion of the joint family into a nuclear

family under the influence of urbanization and industrialization. They show, for

example, that large joint families are more prevalent in urban than in rural areas

and vary in pre\alence with region and caste, that nuclear households are as

prevalent in 5allages aj. in cities, and that such rural-urban distributions may have

been common in the past. They also show that nuclear households, in both vil-

lages and cities, may, uith the changing domestic cycle of marriages and births,

grow into joint households, and decline with separations and deaths into nuclear

households again. “Jointness” in these studies has become a complex, multidimen-

cional thing including common residence and meals, common \\ orship, common

property, and the maintenance of kin ties e\ en among separated households which

may no longer have any joint property.

With this growing sopWstication, « is no longer posable to support conclu-

sions about the breakdown of the joint family by citing statistics on the frequency

of nuclear households. The burden of proof has shifted: one must distinguish the

cultural ideal of the joint family from its actual occurrence, and attitudes and

sentunems from behavior. Different t\*pcs of joint families (lineal, collateral, and

others) must be distinguished, as must different types of nuclear families One

writer has, m fact, proposed a classification of |oint family types based on differ-

ent aspects of joinmess as well as on the number of generations within a house-

hold (Desai, 1964).

In view of this increasing complexitj’. questions of hou ue are to define “joint

family” or “nuclear family” are now frequently raised. Is a household composed

of parents and their married sons and daughters-in-lan who have not yet had

children to be classified as nuclear or as jomi^ Some wnters would classify such

a household as nuclear because it does not consist of at least three generations.

Others classify it as joint because it represents a phase in a domestic cycle which

will soon grow into a proper joint household as grandchildren are born. Others

carry the domestic cycle analysis one step further and see a joint family growing

out of every nuclear family.

The authors of these studies and discussions have reacted so strongly against

the “breakdown” and linear transfoimaaon theones that they sometimes give the

impression that the joint family never changes except by eternal recurrence of

the nuclear-to-joint-to-nuclear domestic cycle of grouth and decline.-

Yet despite all this new evidence and argument, one connnues to suspect that

the joint family has been changing. Even if one accepts the validity of the domestic

c>cle analysis, the question remains unansw'cred whether the rate of reformation

2 . Among the contnbutois to the discussion ha^e been I. P. Desai (1955, 1956), K. M Kapadia
(1959), Orenstein (1961), Cohn (1961). Bailey (1961), T. N. Madan (1962), Shah (1964),
Kolenda (1968), and H. Gould (1968).

Studies reflecting the new trend include. I P Desai (1964), M. S Gore (1961), K. M. Kapadva
(1958). I. Karve (n.d.; 1965). T. N Madan (1965), A. C Mayer (1960), Orans (1965), A. Ross
(1961), and W. Rowe (1964).
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of joint families out of their nuclear “seeds” is greater or less than it was in the

past, and similarly for the rate of 6ssion of joint families into nuclear. And what

about the argument of functional incompatibility of the joint family with urban

life and industrial organization^ How can that have any cogency if the joint

family never changes but only recurs’ The “no-change” critics have, I believe,

introduced greater sophistication into the discussion but have yet to come to

grips with the problem of change.

By arguing that a joint family is more than a matter of household size or com-

position, of common residence or common property, or of the ratio of nuclear

to joint households, etc., these critics have introduced, albeit implicitly, the more

abstract concept of the joint family as a social structure embedded within the

framework of a specific kind of social system. As a social structure, a joint family

is a nenvork of social relations among persons related in specified ways. These

social relations are crystallized in a set of mutual obligations within a framework

of law or customary usages which defines appropriate norms of behavior for

each category of relative. Whether a parucular group of persons constitutes a

joint family depends on whether this group of persons is held together by the

kind of social network in question, that is, whether the individuals within it are

disposed to discharge toward one another the set of rights and duties specified

in their religious scriptures, legal code, and customary usages The presence or

absence of joint residence, joint property, a particular ser of kin, etc., is relevant

only insofar as it is a part of the total structure of obligations. The presence of

any particular feature does not necessarily make a group of people a joint family,

nor does its absence deprive the group of that status.

This concept of social structure, as Is well known, derives from Radcliffe-

Brown. Its application to the Indian joint family may be earned one step funher

by noting that, as a social system, the joint family may be analyzed into several

distinct components the kinship terminology, the categories of relatives desig-

nated by the terminology and the rules of marriage, residence, descent, inherit-

ance, and authonty, etc. The Indian joint family is usually characterized in terms

of these components as follows it is patrilineal in descent, patrilocal in residence,

patnarchical in authority, and has an inheritance rule that divides family prop-

erty equally among adult males bneally related within at least four generations.

Smee there are significant variations in each of these components in different

regions, castes and tribes, and religious groups, such a characterization cannot be

taken for the Indian joint family. It may, however, be taken as a characterization

of a dominant structural type of Indian jomt family. And I shall so take it in this

paper, setting aside for the time being the matnlineal systems and the other “de-

viations” from this dominant type,

We can now approach the problem of change of this structural type in two

ways synchromcally, by investigating the conditions of equilibrium of the social

system in terms of the mutual adjustments of the component parts so as to main-

tain or restore the structural type, or diacbromcally, by investigating adjustments

which may lead to changes in the type. Radcliffe-Brown called the first type of

change social physiology and the second structural change. We may characterize
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the recent trend of discussion among social anthropologists and sociologists of

the Indian joint family as moving from morpholog>’ to social physiology but not

quite yet arrived at structural change.’

THE GENEALOGICAL METHOD FOR
THE STUDY OF SOCIAL CHANGE

In their collection of data from which they construct the social structure and

the social system of a particular community, one of the field methods social

anthropologists generally use is “the genealogical method.” This was first devel-

oped by W. H. R. Rivers on the Torres Straits Expedition, when he started col-

lecting genealogies to see ^^•hether psycholopcal traits he was studying were

correlated with any genetic differences. He soon found that the genealogies,

when collected to include basic demographic and social characteristics such as

age, sex, kinship terminologies and behavior, personal names, clan names, local

residence, migrations, and social groups, also provided systematic information

about social organization which could be later analj'zed and internally checked.

As it A%as later refined by RadcHffc-Broun and his students, the genealogical

method became a standard technique for collecting the data from w’hich was

constructed the kinship system and the wider social structure, including the rules

of marnage, residence, descent, mhentance, etc.

Curiously, this method has not been much used by social anthropologists for

the study of social change. I say “curiously” because some of the components of

a social system constructed with the use of the genealogical method include rules

of descent, succession, and inheritance. All such rules stipulate intergenerational

patterns of behavior, and, in constructing a soaal system which includes such

rules, the social anthropologists are interested not only in the norms stipulating

the patterns but also in the c.xicnt to which actual behavior conforms to these

norms over several generations. They circumvent the problem of intergenerational

change by treating the constructed social system within a synchronic perspective

of at most three o\ erlapping generations, by postulating the stabilit>" and recur-

rence of the system through longer periods of nme, and by treating the “native”

genealogies as mythological charters for the present social structure rather than

as records of history (for example. Fortes. 1953).

Not all social anthropologists, however, hav'e bypassed the problem of histor-

ical change in social systems. Among those who have given serious attention to

this problem are Eggan, Murdock, L^’i-Strauss, Leach, Firth, and Redfield. Most
of these social anthropologists have not, however, made use of the genealogical

method for this purpose. Eggan, one of the first social anthropologists to combme
structural and functional analysis vnth historical and archeological data, has showTi

the operation of such basic processes of change in North American Indian social

structures as acculturation to white and Indian models, ecological adaptation, and

cyclical alternation between “lineage” and “generational” systems (1966).

3. F. G. Biiley (1960) is CTceptional in trying to deal at least hypothetically with structural
change in the joint family.
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Murdock has surveyed stanstically a world ethnographic sample to arrive at gen-

eralizations about the sequence and inteirelatioiis of changes. In his work Social

Structure his tentaave conclusion was that “rules of descent and the km groups

resulting from them rank highest in relaove efficacy among the major groups of

kinship determinants, followed by forms of marriage and the consequent family

types” (1949, p 182). But he also adds that “the rule of residence is normally

the first aspect of a social system to undergo modification in the process of

change from one relatively stable equibbrium to another, the last aspect to change

being kinship terminology” (1949, p. 183).

Levi-Strauss shares Murdock’s interest in a universal formulation of the proc-

esses of social change, but he does not find any linear sequence of changes among

the components of a social system. His theory, on the contrary, is “dialectical.”

It assumes that the structures of kinship terminologies are to some extent inde-

pendent of the systems of attitude and behavior expressed by them. When con-

tradictions occur in these structures, changes will occur in the systems of

behavior and atutude which tend to resolve the contradictions. Such changes

will, in turn, lead to changes m the terminologies, and so on (1963). Leach has

challenged the assumption of stability by analyzing a case where native models

of the society fluctuate between two poles (1954).

Despite the intention of each to formulate a general theory of social change,

neither Murdock nor Levi-Strauss deals with the kinds of changes in a social

system brought about by industrialization, or even by urbamzanon. Murdock
omits these kinds of changes because his world ethnographic sample does not in-

clude a sufficient number of such cases to be dealt with stanstically, and L6vi-

Strauss omits them because he is personally more interested m studying primitive

cultures before they disappear.

Among social anthropologists, Robert Redfield was most interested in the

question of what happens to preindustnal social and cultural systems as they un-

dergo urbanization and industrialization. In his Yucatan studies he examined the

special case of one such preindustnal system in contact with one special variant

of urban, industrial civilization. In hb later writings he also became interested in

the same question in China and in India, where living traditions of indigenous

urbanism provide a different setang and content for the process of industnabza-

tion. Redfield saw in the broad transformation of Yucatan folk culture and society

into a modem, urban culture and society the operation of such processes as accul-

turation to the new models diffusing outward from urban centers, but he did not

believe that this was the fundamental process at work in the situation. That proc-

ess, for him, consisted in an intricate series of interrelated changes in social and

cultural organization set in motion by the increasing contacts of a folk culture

and society with a modem, urban culture and society.

Redfield’s generalized formulation of the sequence and results of these changes,

which he proposed as a hypothesis, is well known: primitive and peasant societies

tend, when they come into contact with urban societies, to change from a “folk”-

type culture and society into an “urban” type through a senes of interdependent

changes, in the direction of increasing individualism, secularism, and cultural dis-
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organization (Redfield, 1941). It is also well know’n that Redfield’s theoretical

framework was shaped by the writings of Maine, Durkheim, Tonnies, and Weber,

among others. His distinctive contribution, however, does not rest on these ideas

and ideal types but rather on the empirical research he designed to test and refine

the theoretical framework.

It IS easy enough to say, for instance, that societies have been changing from

a kin-based system of “status” to a non-kin-based system of “contract.” But w’hat

Redfield set out to document in detail w'as the nature of the transformation in

the case of a specific society, and he tned to do this by comparing four contem-

porary communities, arranged along a folk-urban continuum in Yucatan.

Valuable as these methods and results have been, they have not depended in

any essential way on a diachronic use of the genealogical method. Nor are they

m any way in conflict with such a use of the genealogical method (see Bruner,

1955, 1956)

Rivers himself did not restrict the use of the genealogical method to synchronic

analysis Although he may have overemphasized a deterministic interpretation of

the correlations between kinship terms, behavior, and social institutions, he also

made quite explicit his belief that the method can be used for the study of his-

torical change. In his 1910 paper on the genealogical method, he says that it is

possible “to write a full and fairly accurate account of the recent history of a

savage community by taking a complete genealogical record of the community

as a concrete background.” “Genealogical details,” he adds, “give definiteness to

the narrative and serve the same purpose as dates in the history of civilized com-

munities” (1910, pp. 81-82). Rivers believed that the application of such an ap-

proach to the inheritance of propert>% for example, was not limited to establishing

a normative rule but included also a detailed history. By the use of the method,

“it IS possible to take a given piece of land and inquire into its history, perhaps

from the time w’hen it w'as first cultivated. The history of its divisions and sub-

divisions on various occasions may be minutely traced” (1910, p. 7).

Sharing Haddon’s interest in recovering disappearing pnmmvc cultures, Rivers

also suggested that his genealogical method could provide a history of these cul-

twies both befoit and after E-wioptan mfluence.

The greatest merit of the genealogical method is that it often takes us back to a time

before European influence. It may give us records of marriage and descent and other

features of social organization one hundred years ago, while events a century old may
be obtained in abundance m all the commumaes with whom I have myself worked, and
I bebeve that with proper care they could be obtained from nearly every people. . . .

Further, the course of the pedigrees is itself sometimes sufficient to demonstrate the
gradual effect of the new influences which have affected the people (p. 11).

I should like to suggest a return to Rivers’ naive faith, as it may now seem to

some, in the genealogical method as a method for studying historical change in

social systems. With the benefit of its now well-understood use for constructing

synchronic social systems, and with our knowledge of the pitfalls of “conjectural

history,” we are ready to explore its possibilities for the study of historical change
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in such systems. These possibilities seem especially promising for the study of

those societies, such as some in India, China, Japan, or Europe, where there is an

abundance of historical and archeological documentation to check the inferences

drawn from oral genealogies. How much can be learned about social change from

genealogical records of remote periods has been demonstrated by some recent

studies of social mobility in China (Ping-ri-Ho, 1962, Hsu, 1965; Marsh, 1961;

Kiacke, 1953). The problem of the hisioncal accuracy of genealogies, moreover,

is less acute for the recent periods in which significant changes have occurred

within a span of two or three generations. Many studies of social mobility and

related changes rarely go beyond three generations from the present. One recent

sociological study of mtergeneraoonal transmission of social traits is based on

data obtained from a sample of three-generation families (Aldous and Hill, 196'';

see also Chow, 1966, Fei, 1953, AI. Freedman. 1958, F. Hsu, 1948, E. Wolf, 1966).

It is not, howeier, necessary to restrict the genealogical method to a three-

generation depth, since historical, archeological, and other forms of indirect evi-

dence may be available on which to base inferences about longer time periods.

Students of human genetics arc frequently able to trace distributive patterns of

genetic traits in family pedigrees of four or mote generations Why should the

student of social change restrict himself to three generations in tracing the pedi-

gree patterns of culturally cransmined traits^

Conducting his research in the Torres Straits, India, and Melanesia during the

heyday of European colonialism. Rivers was, of course, aware of the colonial

distrust of “native testimony.” But he satisfied himself that the accuracy of oral

genealogies could be verified by cross checking and by careful observation of

the context in which they were collected (1910, p 10).

Rivers did not get to make any intensive application of his genealogical method

to the study of recent historical changes His work on the history of Melanesian

society tended to concentrate on conjectural, long-run historical reconstructions.

The application of his method for the study of recent history is long overdue

(Cunnison, 1951, Barnes, 1954).

THE GENEALOGY OF INDIAN INDUSTRIALIZATION

An application of the genealogical method to a study of the relations of the

Indian )omt family to developing industnahzation would be easily understood

in India. This intelligibility derives pnmanly not from familianty with the soci-

ologists’ thesis of breakdown, although the impact of rapid change has aroused

some concern, but from the idiom of family and kin, which is, so to speak, en-

demic and pervasive in the language of the people. Examples of this idiom are

easily found. The accepted view of the Vedas is that their different branches

were revealed to different seers and transmitted in the different family lines to

the present. Brahmans and members of other orthodox upper castes are sal! likely

to identify themselves in terms of the particular Veda which belongs to their

iamily line, as well as in terms of gotra and Imeage. The great epic, the Mahabha-
rata, tells the story of a quarrel between relatives which was so bloody and intense
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that Arjuna shrank from killing his kinsmen until persuaded by his divine chari-

oteer Krishna that his duty as a warnor left him no choice. The Puranas, in prin-

ciple at least, are supposed to chronicle the histones of royal dj nasties, their

migrations, and their descent from the pantheon of deities. There is m fact an

“ori^n story" for practically even.’ caste, tribe, sect, village, town, and temple,

which traces its history from particular “founders” through the genealogies of

their descendants. These stories are more often “origin myths” chan true histones,

although they may frequently embody genuine events which have been recorded

by professional genealogists.

For Indians these “origin stones” are perhaps more significant as “charters,”

in iMalinowski’s sense, justifying present status and status aspirations, than as his-

torical records. This may be one reason w hy sociologists, social anthropologists,

and historians tend to avoid use of the genealogical approach to social change

they are afraid they may end up \inting another “origin myth” for some social

group in search of illustrious “founders.” Besides, the history of industrialization

in India is so recent, hardly a hundied years old, that it would not be very plausi-

ble for any group lo claim a long family tradmon m industrial employment. For

these reasons, perhaps, recent students of change m Indian family structure have

preferred other methods, such as contrasting the acculturating trends of West-

ernization and Sanskritization among upper and lower caste families, respectively

(Snmvas, 1942; Cohn, 1955), (he adaptations of village families to different eco-

logical and economic conditions (Bailey, 1957, Epstein, 1962, Nicholas, 1961,

Leach, 1961), or comparisons along a rural-urban continuum (Orans, 1965, Gore,

1961). Genealogies are collected, to be sure, but usually for the purpose of con-

structing synchronic kinship systems, not for the purpose of studying changes

in such s>'stems in relation to changes in the social components. Where genealogies

have been used diachronically, as in personal memoirs or in selected family his-

tories, thej’- have been used incidentally, or to illustrate their functions as “social

charters,” not in the conce^t of a systematic approach to the study of social

change. A few exceptions arc beginning to appear, but in general the method is

still not recogmzed or accepted. (Shah and Shroff, 1958, Kan'e, 1963, Cohn, 1961,

Rowe, 1968, Patterson, 1968, Tandon, 1961, Sinha, 1962, Freed, 1963).

The risks in the genealogical method are worth taking, however. It is a method

which offers a good prospect of avoiding se\ eral sterile assumptions w hich have

beset the study of modemizaaon in India and elsewhere. One of these is the

assumption that modermzation is an abstract force, in the form of industry or

urbanism, confronting the force of tradmonahsm m the form of traditional

societies and traditional cultures. Another is that such confrontation must lead to

the breakdown of the traditional social and cultural forms, or, if in a particular

case this breakdown does not occur, then the forces of traditionalism must have

been too strong and w e should expect a failure of modernization and a persistence

of the traditional forms. In reference to Indian modermzation these assumptions

have usually led to s\\ eeping generalizations about the incompatibility betxvecn

the joint family, the caste sj'Stem, and Hinduism, on the one hand, and the forces

of modem industry, urbanization, science, technology, and education, on the
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other. The research problem is then posed as one of either demonstrating the

breakdown of these “traditional” institutions under the influence of the forces

of modernization or, if this is not possible, demonstrating that the persistence

of the “traditional” institutions is a major obstacle to modernization Since the

“modern” and the “traditional” so often coexist in India, we are led by the

application of such reasoning to the conclusion that either India is an anomaly

or it IS in a state of “transition” from a tradmonal to a modern society.

The genealogical approach, by contrast, need not assume that the joint family,

and other traditional institutions, either are passive recipients of the “impact”

of modernizing forces or are inert survivals, and obstacles to modernization; nor

need it treat the varying mixtures of the modem and the traditional as anomalies.

By looking at the development of industry through family histones, a perspective

is opened on how particular groups of people adapt their traditional institutions

to changing conditions and how, under such circumstances, they may evolve new

institutions. The problem of what happens with the growth of industry to the

joint family, as a characteristic cradinonal msncution, can then be investigated

m a concrete way without prejudging the incompatibility of joint family structure

with industrialization.

Conclusions about the functional incompatibility of industry and the structure

of the joint family, insofar as they are empirically based, usually cite three kinds

of supporting evidence (1) the prevalence of tie nuclear family in countries

that have become industrialized, such as England and the United States, (2)

examples of how well adapted the joint family was in an agricultural condition

of society, and (3) examples of industrial backwardness in countries where an

extended or joint family is prevalent I have already referred to the second

thoughts which historians and sociologists are having about the first kind of

evidence, suggesting that a nuclear type family may have preceded industrializa-

tion in these countries, and that industrialization may actually broaden the net-

work of some kinds of km tics There is also a special kind of fallacy to be

noted in the use of the second and third kind of evidence This involves a

comparison of cases of successful adaptation of the joint family to agricultural

conditions with cases of unsuccessful adaptation under industrial conditions And
since the duration and geographical scope of agricultural conditions are so much
more extensive than those of induscnal ones, the selection is doubly biased, the end

product of a prolonged and widespread process of tnal-and-error adjustments is

compared with the early, sporadic efforts at adapting to industrialization

This kind of biased selection of the evidence can be avoided and a more adequate

understanding achieved of the functional relations between industrialization and

the joint family by studying successful industrial families in the context of a

society with a strong tradition of joint family organization. Such a study would
select a group of successful industrial leaders and would try to trace their family

histories in terms of basic social components residence, household size and

composition, maintenance of km oes, occupational succession, subcaste affilia-

tion, education, control and inhentance of joint property, authority structure

and household management, rehgious bekefs and practices, etc The patterns of
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intergenerarional persistence or change in the^ components can then be inter-

preted in. rektion to the associated processes of urbanization, industrialization,

and modernization in which the families are involved. These interpretations would

not be linear, causal statements about the effects of urbanism or industry on the

joint family, but u'ould rather analj'ze the variety of forms which the [oint

family structure assumes in specific urban and industrial conditions in terms of

their adaptive, functional significance under these condiuons, and would identify

the major variables which might account for the obserN’ed variety of adaptations.

Generalizations drawn from this kind of study would of course be quite restrictea

in scope, being limited by the nature of the sample and the stage of industrializa-

tion of the society from u’hich it is drawn. They would nevertheless suggest

hj'potheses about basic processes of adaptive change which could be tested with

other family histories in more advanced stages of industrialization.

INDUSTRIAL LEADERSHIP AND
THE JOINT FAMILY IN MADRAS CITT'

Introductiov

I have started such a study by collecting the family histories of mneteen out-

standing industrial leaders in Madras Oty. These were selected on the basis of

their local reputations as successful industrial leaders and by the capitabzation of

their companies. A detailed report of this study will be published elsewhere. In

the present context those preliminary results which throw new light on the ques-

tion of functional compaubility between the jomt family and industry will be

summarized. The orgamzaaon of the summar>’ will emphasize those factors gen-

erally regarded as destructive to the joint family, namely, residential mobility,

occupaaonal mobUity, scientific and technical education, monetization, industrial

organizanon, and so on.

The study is preliminar)' and incomplete in several respects. It deals primarily

wth the families of industrial leaders (owners and managers) and not with those

of workers and other industrial employees. The analysis and conclusions are not,

therefore, intended to apply to all industrial occupaaons. A more serious limita-

tion arises from the fact that 1 had no opportunity to collect the “tradmonal”

kinship systems of the families studied. The absence of such data makes it very

difficult to generalize about trends of change in their kinship systems brought

about by industrialization. To some extent this defect can be mitigated by ref-

erence to some of the excellent kinship studies nou' available on some of the

South Indian groups (for example, Dumont, 1957, and references, Gough, 1956,

1961; Leach, 1961, Mcncher, 1965, Srmivas, 1942, Yalman, 1962, 1967), and I

have used these where relevant. But m xdew of the numerous variations among
different families, castes, commumdes, and regions, the use of such studies does

not solve the problem. In a complete study, the “traditional” kinship systems of

just those families who hax'c moved into industr)' and urban Iwing would have to

be reconstructed as they e.\isted in their native x illages and towns. Such a recon-

struction would take its point of departure from the genealogies provided b\
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living members, and one would need to supplement these with local historical

studies of these families.

Most of the data were collected from January through March of 1964, when

I was in India, some of the background information was collected on two earlier

trips in 1954-55 and in 1960-61. The industrialists were sclecteo by asking knowl-

edgeable people, including indosinalists themselves around Madras City and in

other places, to name the leading indusmalists of the city, and by identifying the

owners or managing directors of companies in the city with a capitalization that

would fall into the census definition of “large” or “very large” industry. In the

end, the two lists coincided fairly closely. A general manager of a successful

public sector industry was also included for comparative purposes, as well as the

State Minister of Industnes Three industnalists on the original list had to be

dropped because they were not in the city during the period of the study.

Statistical and historical information about industrial development and partic-

ular industries m Madras City and Madras State was obtained from the State

Mmistry of Industnes, from the Superintendent of the Census in Madras Qty,

from the Madras Record OfRcc, from the records of the Commercial Office of

the American Consulate in Madras, as well as from literature published by some

of the companies.

There are nineteen industnal leaders in the study, representing eighteen dif-

ferent families. Seventeen are heads of industries in the private sector, one is a

general manager of a pubbe sector industry, and one is State Minister of Indus-

tries. Nine of them are Brahmans, four are Chettiyars, one a Gujarati Hindu, one

an Andhra Kamma, one a Mudabyar, two are Muslims, and one is a Syrian

Christian.

The products manufactured by the companies owned or managed by the eight-

een industrial leaders include texales, automobiles, trucks, buses, tires, batteries,

bicycles and bicycle parts, railway wagons and coaches, diesel engines, railway

wheels and nms, cement and cement-manufacturing machinery, carborundum,

chemicals, plastics, chemical feitibzets, insulators and electronic equipment, farm

equipment, leather, sugar, liquor, and candy. The total number of employees of

these compames in 1964 was 45,470, and the total paid-up capital was Rs.

272, 247,380.

The mneteen industrial leaders, and their eighteen different famihes, are not

necessarily a “representative sample” of industnal leaders in Madras State or in

India. They are a group of identified individuals and families known to be play-

ing a significant role in industnal development. The Mimster of Industries has

referred to them as “the cream of the industrial clas.” For purposes of an inquiry

into the social elements and motivations of a newly emerging class of successful

industnal entrepreneurs, it is precisely “the cream,” the pace-setters and creators

of new standards, that needs at this point, I bebeve, to be studied.

Intergenerationai. Change

The dominant intergenerationai pattern among the families of the industrial

leaders seems to be change and mobili^. Even if we restrict the perspective to
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the three-generation span that is usually taken to mark a synchronic cycle, the

changes are numerous and striking. While all of the industrial leaders were bom
in a village or small town, all of them now live in a metropolitan center. The

majority of them, about twelve out of nineteen, live in small nuclear households

with their unmarried children. When their daughters marry, they go to live

with or near their husband’s family. When the sons marry, they are “kicked out”

of the parent’s home, as one leader who likes Amencan slang described it. The

trend to a smaller number of children is unmistakable: in only one case out of

eighteen has a leader had significantly more children than his father. He was an

only child but has eight children hunself. In the other cases the reverse trend is

dominant, usually going from a range of five to eight children for the father to

a range of one to three for the son. Belief in and practice of birth control are wide-

spread among the leaders. One of them had himself sterilized about 24 years ago

and persuaded all the male members of his family and about 3,000 of his male

employees to do the same.

The changes in occupational patterns are equally striking. Most of the indus-

trial leaders have entered industry recently ten between 1931 and 1940, five

between 1941 and 1950, three benvcen 1951 and 1960, and one in 1962. Their

previous occupations were in commerce chiefly (nme), and to a lesser extent in

government service (four) and salaried employment (four). Their fathers' occu-

pations also tended to concentrate in commerce (eleven) and in government serv-

ice (four), and so did their paternal grandfathers’ occupations, seven in commerce,

tuD in government seivnce, two m law. Other than these concentrations the re-

sidual occupations of the other fathers, grandfathers, and great-grandfathers is

generally given as landlord

The high frequency of previous occupations in commerce, that is, trade and

banking, is not primanly explained by traditional caste occupations, since nme
of the industrial leaders were Brahmans and only four belonged to the traditional

South Indian merchant community, the Chettiyars.

Seven of the nineteen industrial leaders were the founders of their own com-
panies and were also the first m their families to enter industry. In six other

cases, the father was the founder and family pioneer, in one case a father-in-law,

m one a mother’s brother, and in one a grandfather. In only one case had the

company been founded outside of the family, by Bntish merchants in 1785.

A college education is not a prerequisite for industrial leadership, to judge from

the educational background of the Madras industrialises. Five of the nineteen have

never been to any kind of college, and three of these were founders of the com-
panies they now head. Of the fourteen who had “some college” education, eight

had specialized training (two were chartered accountants, three obtained Bachelor

of Science degrees, two obtained Master of Arts degrees m economics, and one

specialized m automoave engineering). Of the four “founders” in the college-

educated group, three had some specialized education and one did not But there

seems to be no specific kind of specialized education that qualifies for industrial

leadership in this group. One chartered accountant (F) is a founder and another

(J) is not. Of the three who had Bachelor of Saence degrees (L, N. M), one of
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^\hom V. 2S 3 founder, none seemed to think that their specialized science educa-

tion prepared them for their industnal roles, and two of these, in fact, shifted

to advanced work in economics and polincs. The third said that, if he were re-

born, about the only change he w’ould make would be to take a degree in eco-

nomics instead of in geology. Those who did take advanced degrees in economics

(H, E) seem to make good use of their training in the analysis of industrial prob-

lems for specific industries as well as the problems of industrial development in

India generally Three of the leaders taught themselves engineering (A, K, and

M), one on the basis of no previous college training, one on the basis of an arts

degree, and one on the basis of a B5c. in geologj' and an iM.A. in arts. Some expe-

rience in related occupations and in the technical traimng programs in India dur-

ing World War II, sponsored by the British, gave them the opportunity for this

specialized learning. Only the automotive engineer (I) passed directly from his

specialized training into a line of work in hts father's enterprises which made full

use of his training

Over a four-generation perspective there is a definite upgrading of educational

quahfications, as well as a tendency for the families to specialize m engineering

and scientific fields None of the fathers or grandfathers of those industnal leaders

without college education had any college education themselves. On the other

hand, all the sons of these leaders are college trained or are now' in college, and

in at least three of these families (A, R, S), the sons have received technical engi-

neenng training in England

Of the fourteen fathers of industnal leaders w’ith some college education, five

fathers had some college training, four had none, and m five cases the informa-

tion was not definite. Of founecn paternal grandfathers, seven had not been to

college, four had received legal training, and the information was not available

in three cases Two of the grandfathers without college traimng w’ere identified

as a “Sanskrit pundit” and a “Tamil poet,” designations W’hich imply a high level

of learning within the traditional culture.

The sons of the college-trained leaders have for the most part exceeded their

fathers in level of education completed, in degree of specialization m science and

engineering, and in going abroad for their specialized traimng Nine of the four-

teen leaders, for example, have soas who have been trained in engineering or m
mdustna! chemistry, and in six of these cases, the specialized education w as re-

ceived in England or the Umted States. In several cases where the sons are now
m school, the fathers are planning to send them abroad for scientific or technical

training One 13-year-old, the son of a leader who himself had about two years

in a commercial college, is already bemg prepared to enter Harvard.

Structural Change or Structural Persistence^

Were we to concentrate on these evidences of intergenerational change in resi-

dence, household size and composition, occupation, and education, we should be

compelled to conclude that the trend to riie nuclear family is unmistakable and

that this trend is functionally associated with the move to the city and industnal

entrepreneurship Such a conclusion would, however, be incomplete and mislead-

ing, smee the evidence presented was dehberately selected to answer the question
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are there any intergenerational changes that indicate a structural change in the

joint family system associated with urbanization and industrialization’ Suppose

we now raise the question of whether there is any evidence for the intergenera-

tional persistence of the joint family system. Such evidence is not hard to come

by. In fact, for every item of evidence indicating strucniral change, there is a

complementary item of evidence indicating structural continuity and persistence.

So, for example, the move to the city has not destroyed large family households.

At least four of the leaders maintain very large joint households and another three

have moderately large ones. When the married sons are “kicked out” they may

not be kicked very far. They may be given a bungalow in a family compound

or a house nearby. Contact is also maintained with relatives in village and town

through visits to them on the occasion of weddings, births, deaths, etc., and

through philanthropies in the form of a school, a college, a clinic or hospital, or

renovation of a local temple. Relatives also come to the city for life cycle rites

or to ask for help, and they send children to be raised and educated in the city.

The occupational mobility into industry appears less discontinuous in the light

of the background of experience m closely related occupations of trade and bank-

ing which most of the leaders and their families possessed. The growth patterns

of most of the family industries show that those who were in trade or banking

had opportunities to learn about manufacturing processes, costs, market condi*

tions, new ventures, possible sources of capital, etc. And those leaders who came

from government service also shared access to such opportunities through special

assignments, wartime experience and training, unusual contacts, etc. Even the new
trend toward highly specialized training in saence, engineering, and business

administration among the sons, nephews, and grandsons of the industrial leaders

represents but a new version of the old principle of families specializing in one

or several closely related occupational lines. The character of the occupation may
be changing but not necessarily the principle of family specialization.

How this transition from the “older modem” to the “newer modern” occupa-

tion has been made is illustrated by the example of L’s family. Law and govern-

ment figure m the older generation L’s father and grandfather and his father’s

five brothers were all in government service and w'ere chiefly employed in rail-

way offices. Five brothers-in-law were also in government service, one brother

w'as a teacher, another brother was a lawyer. The brothers’ and sisters’ sons and

the leaders’ own children reflect the newer trend toward a specialized technical

profession. His own son has a Ph.D. in chemistry, as has his elder brother’s son,

a younger brother’s son is an electneal engineer. Among his four sisters’ sons,

four are engineers, one has a Ph.D. in chemistry and is employed by the Indian

atomic energy commission, one is a medical officer in the air force, and there are

among them as well a university professor, a government administrator, and an

army officer. This also illustrates the diversification of government services, which
have come to include many different kinds of highly trained technical professions

The evidences for structural persistence and continuity could be greatly ex-

panded, and so could the evidences for structural change. Rather than continue

to match the two kinds of evidence item for item, I want now to discuss what
to make of such apparently conflicting evidence. The usual rule of evidence.
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which says to consider the preponderance of evidence and draw the conclusion

accordingly, does not seem to apply in this case. Qualitatively, the evidence for

structural persistence and continuity seems to me just as strong as the evidence

for structural change.|Quantitativcly, the evidence seems to favor the hypothesis

of structural change, at least in the sense that there are more nuclear households

than joint households among the industrial leaders in the city. But this quantita-

tive preponderance of nuclear households does not necessarily indicate a break-

down in the joint family system for reasons already given ^families living in

nuclear households continue to maintain numerous joint family obligations and,

for the most part, continue to subscribe to the norms of that system. Even those

one or two exceptional families who self-consciously subscribe to the norms of

a Western-style nuclear family have not abandoned their joint family obligations

and many features of that system, such as arranged marriages, separation of the

sexes in eating and visiting, and joint domestic worship From the perspective of

the domestic cycle, there are indications as well that as children grow up and

are marned the pattern of modified joint households will reappear

If the available evidence does not favor the hypothesis of structural change

over the hypothesis of structural persistence and continuity, or conversely, what

conclusion can be drawn’ 1 should like to suggest, since there is strong and un-

equivocal evidence for both hypotheses, that we conclude, contrary to the usual

view, that structural change and structural persistence are not mutually exclusive

phenomena, that both are occurring simultaneously Once we accept this con-

clusion we can then put such questions to the evidence as “In spite of the many
changes taking place in the joint family system, what evidence is there for the

persistence of that system’’’ and “In spite of the evidence of persistence of the

joint family system, what changes arc occurring that arc new and tending to

modify the system’’’

On the previous assumption of the mutual exclusiveness of structural change

and structural persistence, to put both of these quesuons to the same set of data

created a sense of paradox, if not contradiction With this assumpnon dropped,

the paradox is gone too Moreover, we are now free to concentrate on the dy-

namics of the processes of functional adaptation involved m the changes and

persistences rather than on ty'pological analy'sis of family structures

ADAPTIVE PROCESSES

Among the families of the Madras industnal leaders the following processes of

functional adaptation operate to maintain or modify* joint family structures in an

urban and industrial setting

C0MP4RTME>TAI.IZATI0X

The separation of work and residence that comes with modern industry and

urban life is more than a physical separation It also symbolizes separate spheres

of conduct and norms the home becomes the sphere of religion and traditional

values, office and factory become the sphere of business and modern values. The
home IS culturally defined as the domain of one’s family, one’s caste, one’s reli-
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gious community^ and the norms appropriate to these groups are in operation

there. The office and factory, on the other hand, are defined as a domain which

includes non-relames, other castes and religious communities, and foreigners.

The norms of behavior in this context are quite different from the home context:

English is used, Western dress is worn, intercaste contact is frequent, food and

drink may be taken which are not served at home, and the techniques and con-

cepts of modem science and technolog>' engage the attention. When the indus-

trialist goes home he symbolizes the change in context by changing into

traditional dress and by speaking Tamil or his regional language.

Compartmentalization is an adaptive process which permits the incorporation

of innov'ative patterns of thought and behavior associated with modern industry

without too direct a collision with traditional modes of thought and behavior.

So long as the rest of the family is maintaining the traditional observances, the

industrial leader, and his employees as well, feel free to depart from the tradi-

tional patterns in the office, in the factory, on trips abroad, and elsewhere outside

of the home.

Vicarious Ritualizatiox

Compartmentalization may reduce the conflicts benveen the traditional and the

modem spheres, but it does not eliminate them altogether. Other processes of

adaptation are necessary to cope with the remaining confficts and instabilities

engendered by modernization. If an industrial leader spends twelve to fourteen

hours a day in his office or preoccupied with business affairs, he cannot give as

many hours as his father or grandfather gave to ntual and ceremonial observances

or to scriptural study. Although most of the Hindu industrialists are convinced

they are good Hindus, this belief is based not on a personal conformity to ritual

observances but on a “vicarious ritualizarion.” They contract their daily ablutions

and prayers from four hours to fifteen minutes, done while shaving or w'ashing,

but maintain that symbolically “the W'orship is no less.” Similarly, weddings, birth

ceremonies, sacred thread ceremonies, and the other life cycle rites ha\’c all been

contracted, and some have been consolidated. Weddings which took at least a

W'eek in the village are now’ done in a single day with a religious ceremony in

the monung and a reception in the evening in a public hall hired for the purpose.

On all these occasions the industrial leader docs not assume personal responsi-

bility for carrying out the ritual observances. He delegates that responsibility to

professional domestic priests w’hom he eniplo>'s for the puqiose and to his wife

and children, who have the time. He also increases his personal religious merit

by making gifts to the priests, to temples and maths, and by supporting chari-

table endow'ments of all kinds.

Vicarious rituahzation is one of the major wa>s in which the family of an

industrial leader has been able to "Sanskridze” its domestic and social life at the

same time that the leader has been “modernizing” life at the factor>' and office.

Separ-^tion of Ownership and Control

The separation of woik and residence and the process of compartmentalization

have not prevented the carrj'over of certain principles and practices of joint fam-
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ily organization into the sphere of industrial organization. Except for the public

sector industry and one private sector company, all the other companies are

family firms. This is true even of the very largest public limited companies in

which the controlling family owns only a small fraction of the stock. Effective

family control has been maintained through a number of different organizational

devices, the most important of which is to have the company’s affairs managed

by a “managing agency” which is owned and controlled by the family, to organ-

ize the company as a subsidiary of a “parent” company which is family controlled,

and to appoint members of the family to the managing directorship and to the

board of directors of the company These devices of indirect control of indus-

trial firms are also familiar in the United States and Europe, where they have also

developed with the separation of ownership from control in the modern corpora-

tion. And It IS probable that they were introduced into Indian business under

British and Western auspices 1 should like to suggest, however, that the separa-

tion of ownership from control has parallels in the structure of the )oint famiK,

and these parallels make it relativel) easy for Indian loint families to adapt the

principles and practices of household management to industrial organization

Controlling authorit> in the Indian joint family resides in the famil> head or

manager, usually the father or eldest male. He makes the major decisions on all

important questions, including the disposition of lOint famil> property Gener

ally he is expected to consult other members of the famil>, but his decisions are

supposed to be binding on all once made If the manager of the famih is the

father, he “owns” a portion of the joint family propert). This portion mas be

but a fraction of the whole, since, in the South Indian patrilineal system, he shares

the joint family property with his sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons Each of

them has a right to a portion of the joint properts when it is divided, a right to

ask for a division, if of age, or through his guardian, if not, and a right to be con-

sulted on important decisions concerning the management of joint familv affairs

Members of the joint family who are not co-parceners are entitled to maintenance

but do not have a say m the management or m the questions of partition

The relationship of the manager of a joint family to the co-parceners and other

family members is thus analogous to the relationship of the managing director

of a company to its board of directors and stockholders In each case there is a

separation of ownership from control The controlling authority does not neces-

sarily own a major portion of the shares but has the major responsibility for mak-

ing major policy decisions on the affairs of the group with due consultation And
in each case the maintenance of an undivided, expanding organization depends on

the decision-making abilities of the manager and the acceptance of his authonts

by the “owners ”

Household Management in Industry

The structural and organizational parallelism between joint family management

and business management is not merely formal. It is appreciated by the industrial

leaders and sometimes made the baas of a direct extension of the same principles

from the rural joint family household into modern industry. In fact, the tables of
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organization of some of the industrial 6nns resemble a genealogical chart of the

coparceners of joint family property.

The process of extension usually begins with the way in xvhich the father

trains his sons. There are seven families among our group who have clearly ex-

tended the traditional pattern of joint-family organization in their industries. In

three of these (C, I, R), the father, who was the founder of the family industries,

was quite aware of the advantages of joint-family organization in industrj' and

deliberately set about to train his sons from an early age to this pattern. The

description of one of these three families (I) is quite characteristic of all of them.

The father, who died in 1955 and was descnbed by one of his sons as a very

severe “disciplinarian,” had inculcated mutual respect and tolerance in his five

sons from an early age. Each of the sons was encouraged to pursue an educational

career suited to his interests and abilities in engineering, finance, arts, or business

administration. Except for the eldest son, who lives in the family village and

manages the family lands, each of the other four sons has a specialized industrial

responsibility, managing a separate operation in the family business. In addition,

two grandsons have also been trained and brought into the business, and several

others are being trained to come in.

The “founding father” laid down the following rules for the conduct of all

family enterprises

(1) No member of the fanuiy should have propeny of his own or outside invest-

ments.

(2) No member should maimam a separate bank account outside the jomt-family

account, all of a member’s financial transactions should be known to the others.

(3) All profits should be reinvested in the family business

(4) Shares in the busmess should be held only by the descendants m the male line

(5) All the houses and automobiles used by the family should be owned by the com-

pany and be made available to family members when they w ork for the company In

addition, each son’s wife could draw a fixed allowance for the e.xpenses of her separate

household and for entertainment and travel.

These rules, which are simply an adaptanon of traditional jomt-family prac-

tices to industrial life, were in practice modified in some respects. When the

father retired, he sold his holdings in the business, which w ere equal with those

of each son, to his five sons at par value, in equal shares, for about fifteen lakhs

of rupees. He then gav e the cash to his three daughters. Each son is supposed to

provide for a similar division in his wilL This procedure is intended to keep the

holdings m the familv and also to avoid “son-in-law problems.” Recently, how-
ever, some of the granddaughters as well as grandsons have been given shares m
the busmess. And, after the father died, the brothers agreed to leav’e their estate

to a family trust, w hich will then run the business. Such a trust is required under
present laws to spend 75 per cent of its holdings for the purposes for which it

w as created but may retain 25 per cent subject to municipal and business taxes.

At the present time the family makes a v'aricty of charitable contributions, reli-

gious and secular, of about two lakhs of rupees per year.

All major company decisions are discussed at informal meetings of the broth-
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ers, which take place at least once a month. These decisions require complete

consensus, on the assumption that if anyone has a reasonable proposal he should

be able to persuade the others. Two members of the third generation, sons of the

oldest brother, are already on the board of directors of the company, and several

others are being groomed for such posts.

CvcLES OF Authority

There are indications that some younger sons, and grandsons, of the pres-

ent generation of founders are not generally concent to follow in their father’s or

grandfather’s footsteps and need to be given scope and opportunity for making

their own decisions, if the family industrial enterprises are to be kept within the

family. In several families, fathers and grandfathers are aware of this restlessness

in the younger generation and have given the young men special “projects” to

manage and develop One hears more cases of such restlessness among the third

generation than among the second generation* grandsons of founders arc more

likely to break away from their father and the family business than are sons of

founders. There is probably an alternating generational cycle at work here which

is a function of the structure of authority and affection in the joint family, as

modified by the personality of the father, and by the changing structure of

opportunities.

A strong father, who has himself broken with his father, may succeed m rais-

ing his sons as a loyal “band of brothers” who will not break away from him or

insist on a division of the family property, even after he is dead. But the more

successful he is in this, the more submissive his sons will have become, and the

less authoritarian they will be as fathers Other things equal, this is probably the

"psychodynamic” explanation of the relatively greater rebelliousness of the third

generation over the second.

Other things are rarely equal, however. A man may not have enough sons, or

opportunities for industrial leadership may change from generation to generation

and in relation to opportunities for political and other kinds of leadership The
recent emergence of industry as a field for leadership in Madras State is under-

lined by the fact that, of the nineteen leaders interviewed, eight were the first

generation of their family in industry, ten were second generation, and only one

was third generation.

In starting industrial enterprises, the present generation of seven founders de-

parted from traditional family occupations and started on new paths It is there-

fore relevant to ask whether the founders also “broke” psychologically with their

fathers The information on this point is quite interesting. In one case the father

strongly disapproved the son’s occupational choice (F), in three cases the sons

quarreled with the fathers and left home between the ages of 17 and 21 (A, H, Q)
to make their own way in Madras Gty. Two of these quarrels concerned the

father’s alienation of the mother’s affections by taking a concubine or a second

wife. In one of these quarrels, the son set up a new household at the age of 18

with his mother and his mother’s brother just one year after arriving in Madras

City. The mother’s brother was also his partner in the firm he eventually founded.
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In rvvo other cases (D, K), the fathers died when the sons were still young,

aged 6 mo.iths and 13 years, respectively. One of these fatherless boys was raised

in Colombo, Ceylon, by his mother’s brother, who also became his father-in-law

and who initiated him into the business of trade and moneylending. When he

started his own industrial enterprise, he took as a partner his mother’s sister’s

husband. The second fatherless boy was raised by an elder brother whom he

eventually tOok as a partner in his first mdustrial venture.

Six of the seven leaders tvho were founders, then, did experience some kind

of psychological break with their fathers. Of the tw'clve “non-founders” there

are ttvo w’ho m'enrioned losing their fathers while still young (N, P), and none

mentioned quarrels with the fathers. One leader who lost his father was raised

and adopted by one of his father’s brothers, w'as taken into the family business,

and is now a managing director of one of the family’s industrial subsidiaries. In

the second case, the father died when the son was 7, the boy w’as sent to Madras

City to be raised and educated by his mother’s brother, who had already founded

a successful family business m trade. He has since succeeded his uncle as leader

of the family business. None of the other ten non-founding leaders seemed to

have experienced a psychological break with his father, or at least none revealed

any special feeling about this problem. All but one are continuing in the family

business.

The role of substitute father in cases were a leader lost or quarreled with his

father and left home ivas taken by a mother’s brother in three cases (A, D, P),

by an elder brother in one case (K), by a father’s brother in one case (N), by

employers in tw’o cases (F, Q), and by an unspecified person in the last case (H).

The substitute father generally also initiated the boy into business and became

closely associated with him in an industrial career. What kind of person became

the substitute father depended in part on the reasons for the break with the

father and in part on the aiailability of brothers, uncles, sympathetic employers,

etc.

Before we conclude, however, as some American studies have done, that a

psychological break with the father is a necessary or sufficient condition for m-
dustrxil leadership, we should rernember that most of rbe ren non-founders who
presumably suffered no psychological break wath the father have already dem-

onstrated effccuve and successful industrial leadership We should also need more

information than we have about w’hether the fathers of the non-founders who
were themsehes founders expenenced a break with their fathers, as well as in-

formation about the relations of the present founders to their sons, and about

those sons who broke with their fathers and did not become industrial leaders.

CONCLUSION

Linril quite recently, a prevailing sociological theory asserted that the joint and

extended family structure was cverx'where and inevitably transformed into nu-

clear family structures under the influence of urbanization and industrialization.

This theory based itself on the alleged history of such transformations in Europe
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and the United States and on the alleged functional incompatibilities of joint and

extended family structures xvith such requirements of urban and industrial life as

residenaa! and occupational mobility, a highly complex and specialized division

of labor, a moneazed economy, advanced saenufic and technical training, large

capital requirements, and corporate organization. The comparative studies by

social anthropologists of di\ erse family s>’stems did not at first seriously challenge

this theorj because they dealt chiefly with the simpler societies and because they

tended to concentrate on sjmchronic anal}*sis of presumably stable social systems.

This situation generated a senes of false dilemmas between generalization and

comparison, betxxeen x\orld-wide uniformities and regional and cultural diversi-

aes, and between structural transformation and structural stability, etc. Only as

sociologists have become interested in the comparative studies of social systems,

and social anthropologists in structural change within complex societies, have

these false dilemmas ceased to dominate discussion and has a more productive

convergence of sociological and anthropological approaches begun to develop

One of these new er approaches is the use of family histones to study social and

cultural change, including change m family systems. This method has been used

by sociologists and social htstonans to study social and occupaaonal mobility. It

has also been used in genetics and medicine to trace pedigree patterns in the m*

hentance of selected traits In social anthropology, however, the approach, known
after W. H. R. Rivers as the “genealogical method,” has been somewhat arbi-

trarily restneted to oral genealogies and the sv nchromc study of social systems.

Rivers himself did not so restnet the method but looked upon it as a promising

way to get data for recent social history I should like to suggest that Rivers’

genealogical method, if freed from the synchronic restriction, does indeed offer

a powerful means of collecting social data for the study of both structural change

and structural continuity of family systems and of other kinds of social structure.

It seems to be an especially appropriate method for the study of w hat happens

to the Indian joint family in an urban and industrial setting

In a prelimmar> applicaoon of the method to study a group of outstandingly

successful industrial leaders in Madras Gc>, I found that, while there have been

striking changes within three generations in residenual, occupational, educational

and social mobihty, as well as in patterns of ritual observances, these changes have

not transformed the tradinonal joint famih' structure into isolated nuclear fam-

ilies. On the contraty, the urban and mdustcia! members of a family maintain

numerous ties and obhgations with the members of the family who have re-

mained m the ancestral village or town or have moved elsewhere. And within

the urban and industnal setting a modified joint family organization is emerging

The metropolitan mdustrial center has simply become a new arena for the work-
ing of the joint family system

The natural history of the process is similar to the changing relations of the

“stem” and “branch” families in Japan, although primogemture is not a regular

feature of the Indian jomt familj’. ^When a member of the Indian joint family

first moves to the city and goes into mdustry, he may become a “deviant” and

peripheral outpost in relation to his family’s ancestral sear and traditional occu-
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pation. As he succeeds and prospers, however, when he marries, begets children,

and builds an urban house and an industrial empire, he soon establishes a “branch”

center in relation to the ancestral estate. Eventually, as tics with the natal village

or town become attenuated, as more relatives move into the city and into indus-

trial occupations, the urban “branch” may become a ne^v “stem” sending out

new shoots into other cities and towns with every new branch office or plant of

the family company.

This natural history is characterized by the operation of adaptive processes,

some of which change the structure of the traditional joint family system and

some of which minimize the conflicts with the new conditions. Among such

adaptive processes identified in Madras are compartinentahzation of the domestic

and social sphere as “traditional and religious” and of the industrial sphere as

“modern and secular”; vicarious Titualtzation; the separation of ownership and

control both in the orgamzation of the family and in the organization of the in-

dustrial corporation; and the extension of the practices and principles of house-

hold management of the rural joint family to business management.

The possibility and effectiveness of these adaptations depend on the existence

of structural congruities between the joint family system and the reqmrements

of modem industry and urban life, upon the intelligence, motivation, and ability

of the actors, and upon a favorable legal structure and climate of opinion.

It is perfectly true that modem industry m India is characterized generally by

such features as urban location, the separation of place of work from the place

of residence, a widely extended market for its products and services, a monetized

economy with an institutionalized credit system, a complex division of labor

and an occupational structure based on highly specialized technology requiring

scientific research and technical training, a separaaon of legal ownership from

management, and a hierarchical structure of management interested m the intergen-

etational continuity of the cncerpnse. But it is not at all true that the joint family

system is struccurally and functionally incompanble with these features of mod-
ern industry and therefore either is a major obstacle to the development of indus-

try or IS inevitably destroyed by the progress of industry. On the contrary, the

foregoing evidence drawn from the family histories of successful Madras indus-

trial leaders suggests that the traditional joint family system and many of the

practices associated with it offer some distinct advantages for organizing an in-

dustrial enterprise.)

The joint family proiudes a nucleus of capital which can be used for the

technical and speaahzed education of its members, for starting new ventures,

and for operaang or expanding existing industries^ In the living four generations

of a common ancestor, his sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons who constitute

the co-parceners of joint-family property at a given time, the family provides a

well-structured pattern of authonty, succession, and inheritance based on the

relationships of father and sons, brother and brother, uncle and nephew. This

structure, as it turns out, also meets many of the requirements of mdustnal organ-

ization for direction, management, diversification, and continuity. Decisions can

be taken by mutual consultation and consensus. The varied talents of family
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members can be trained and utilized for a variety of industrial operations—fiscal,

administrative, engineering, etc.—as these develop, within the parent company

and in the establishment of subsidiaries And, as older members retire and with-

draw’ from active life, the continuity of capital and management is replenished

from the pool of joint-family fnends and personnel. With a living horizon of

three or four generations visible at any given time, its extensibility into the future

limited only by the family’s fertility, the scope for industrial foresight and plan-

ning seems practically unlimited.

This structural congruence between joint-family organization and the organ-

ization of industrial firms seems at first sight to be so great that one wonders how

the opinion of their inherent incompatibility ever got started. The harmonies we

have sketched are to be found in the hypothetical “ideal” circumstances only In

pracuce there may be many disturbing factors an insufficiency of mutual trust

and cooperation among the co-parceners, or an insufficiency of sons and grand-

sons, or inadequacies of ability and motiv’ation And, in addition to these internal

failures, there are the external disturbances emanating from discouraging laws and

taxes, public criticism, unfavorable economic conditions, industrial problems in-

cluding the growing capital requirements, and the threats of nationalization In

view of these many sources of possible disturbances of the “ideal” pattern of ad-

justment, It IS surprising to find, among the cases of our industrial leaders, several

approximations to the “ideal.”

The relative frequency of occurrence of joint families versus nuclear families

in industT}’, how ever, has not been a mafor interest of this study. This has not

been a statistical survey but an analysis of a small number of identified families

who have produced successful industrial leaders The major interest of the anal-

ysis has been in the ways in which these families have functionally adapted their

pre-industrial social structures to industry, in the varied range of these adapta-

tions, and m the major vanable factors which account for this range Among
these factors we have identified the following as perhaps the most important, the

demographic patterns of births and deaths m particular family lines, the patterns

of child rearing, especially of sons by fathers, the occurrence of “pioneer” tv'pes

of personalities, the availability of economic opportunities, the tax structure and

the legal framework generally, nauonal industrul policy, and the attitudes of

pubhc opinion toward family dynasties in industry. Secular and religious ideol-

ogies play their part, too, but chiefly through their influence on the other factors

Hinduism, as such, is not a major factor, although the way in which specific

Hindu rites and doctrines have been adapted by these industrial families shows

analogies with Max Weber’s analysis of the relation of the Protestant ethic to the

nse of European capitalism. That, however, is a subject for another paper'

The internal and external limitations on the joint-family in industry are not

absolute or decisive They must be taken into account in assessing the future of

the family firm, bur they may also be modified fay counter efforts. The Hindu
Code’s admission of daughters to equal inheritance with sons, for example, would
seem to undermine the patnlineal, patrilocal kind of joint-family organization of

industry, by bringing in daughters and their husbands and children. Yet there is
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no intrinsic reason why the patrilineal, patrilocal family pattern should not even-

tually adapt itself to the broader pattern if that proves functional for industnal

organization. In fact, we have noted several cases where sons-in-Iaw have been

brought into the business because there were not enough sons available. It is

likely that urban residence patterns will minimize the distance married daughters

move away from the parental household The psychological tension between

father-in-law and son-in-law is not in any case any greater than that between

father and sons, and the tension among brothers-m-law’ is probably no greater

than that among brothers.

The reluctance of sons to follow* their father’s occupational careers can also

be neutralized, as some of the industrialists have found, by giving the sons respon-

sibiliaes that will satisfy their desires for challenge, initiative, and independence.

In any case, the future of the Indian joint family in mdustr>' does not depend

on the conversion of Hindus to a Protestant ethic or on the increasing spread of

wucleat-type faroiUes. Such changes may only change the specific forms of family

organization without destroying the family principle. What is more likely to de-

stroy the family basis of industnal organization is a ta.v policy which makes it

impossible for families to accumulate sufficient capital for starting or expanding

a business, or a policy of nationalizing the private-sector industries. Although

many of the industrial leaders said that they would be willing to continue as man-

agers of public sector industries in the event of naaonalizanon, one wonders

whether their motivations would not undergo profound changes if their industrial

activity w’cre complctelv' divorced from family organization.
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PART VI:

Language and Social Structure



18 . SOCIAL DIALECT AND SEMANTIC STRUCTURE

IN SOUTH ASIA

WILUAM BRIGHT

T
he recently GRo\^’IN•G FIELD of socioHnguistics may be defined as the study

of the relationships between language and society, this is correct, but

vague. Modem socioHnguistic study differs from earlier interests m these

relationships in that it views both language and society as structures, rather than

as mete collections of items. It represents a departure, at the same time, from pre-

vious trends in linguistics which attempted to ignore social influences and to

treat language as homogeneous or monolithic; it focuses, rather, on linguistic

diversity within the social unit, and on the correlations between such diversity

on one hand and social functions on the other hand.

It is possible to disunguish several dimensions of linguistic study, each involv-

ing two or more alternative features. Thus, studies of sociolinguistic diversity

may be classified along a dimension of extent, with three possible features: tftuU

ttdialectal, where socially conditioned varieties of a single language are used

within a single socict>% such as “U” \ersus “non-U” speech m Great Britain

(Ross, 1954), multilingual, ivhcre different languages are used within a single

society, as English and French arc in Canada, and Tnultisocietal, where contrastive

studies are made of the functions of diverse languages within separate societies.

A second dimension of sociolinguistic study concerns the conditioning factors

of linguistic diversity—the socially defined elements which determine the choice,

within a particular society, of altemaovc linguistic forms. This dimension com-

monly involves three features. One is the social identity of the sender^-, this may
be defined in tenns of social strata, as in the case of “U” versus “non-U” British

usage mentioned above, or in terms of other socially recognized classes of speak-

ers, as where differences are found between men’s and women’s speech. A second

conditioning factor is the social identity of the receiver, or, in some cases, the

person spoken about; this factor is involved in the use of special honorific speech

styles widely reported from the Orient and from Oceania. The third conditioning

factor IS that of the social settmg, including all relevant elements other than the

identities of the persons involved in the commumcation. This factor conditions

such usage as, for instance, the reported special language used by the Apaches

when on the warpath (Opler and Hoijcr, 1940); more commonly, it conditions

widespread differences between formal and informal language, differences which

have been variously labelled as literary versus colloquial, WTitten versus spoken,

1. Terms here are from Hymes (1962, p. 25).
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non-casual versus casual, and “high” versus “low” (where these last terms refer

not to social strata hut to differences of presage between, for example, literature

and informal conversation). In soaenes with formal and informal styles which

are sharply divergent yet genetically related, such as the standard French and

the Creole language used side by side in Haiti, we characterize the situation as

one of diglossta (Ferguson, 1959).

In South Asia, we have of course to deal w’lth sociolinguistic diversity both of

the multilingual type—as in the competition between English, Hindi, and regional

languages—and of the mulodialectal type. It is the latter which concerns us here.

If we consider the variant forms of Kannada, for instance, first eliminating the

element of geographical dialect differences, we find at least txvo kinds of socially

conditioned diversity The identity of the receiver is, to be sure, not as impor-

tant in India as elsewhere, specifically honorific styles are not prominent there.

The factor of situation, however, carnes great w'Cight. Specifically, some situa-

tions are socially defined as formal and require the use of formal Kannada, these

situations include the acts of wnnng (in most cases), of public address, and of

performance on the stage Other situations arc socially defined as informal and

condition the use of informa] Kannada, these include most situations of commu-

mcation with family, friends, and casual acquaintances The differences between

formal and informal Kannada are great, and a situation of diglossia clearly exists.

The same is apparently true of the other major South Indian languages, and (in

a less clear-cut way) of Bengali In Hindi, on the other hand, though there are

certainly differences bet\seen formal and informal usage, the division is less sharp

and more comparable to what we are familiar with m most European languages.

However, the factor of formality in linguistic diversity is not our primary

interest in the present context We are concerned rather with the identity of the

sender as a condiaoning factor and specifically with his caste affiliation, as it is

correlated with differences of caste dialect Such differences have been widely

reported, the general picture is of a dichotomy between Touchable and Untouch-

able usage in North India, as against a three-way division in South India between

Brahman, non-Brahman, and Untouchable dialects. It should be made clear that

caste dialects are independent of the dichotomy between formal and informal

styles It may be true that the higher castes more often have the opportunity to

receive an education and thereby to become proficient in the formal style But
formal usage is quite a separate system from high-caste informal usage, it is used

in a substannally unifomi way by all educated people, w’hatever their caste back-

ground may be.

Descriptions of Indian caste dialects, like other sociolinguistic studies, have
usually been organized along another dimension, corresponding to the divisions

of language structure recognized by desenpove linguists The features usually

noted under this heading are phonological, grammatical, and lexical. Under the

phonological rubric, we may be told, for example, that Brahman Kannada initial

/h/ corresponds to non-Brahman zero, in examples like Br. haaltt, NBr aalu,

“milk Under grammar, it is explained that Brahman Kannada has the locative

morpheme ~alh corresponding to NBr. -aap. Under lexicon, such differences as

Br sinima, NBr bayskoopu, “movies,” are noted (Bright, 1960),
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Most of the data of this kind which have been published essentially involve

differences of phonological shape between semantically equivalent utterances.

That is, both Brahman and non-Brahman dialects have morphemes meaning “milk,

locative, movies”; these morphemes have the differing phonemic shapes haalu vs.

aalu, -alii vs. -aagi, and swinia vs. bayskoopu, respectively. These differences may

be accounted for historically in a variety of ways, involving considerations such

as regular sound change, borrowing, or analogical change. But the fact remains

that such comparisons do not point to any differences in structure between the

two caste dialects compared. The dialects have the same grammatical units, but

in different phonological shapes. If we use the term “morphophonemics" to refer

to the part of linguistic description which accounts for the phonological shapes

of grammatical elements, then we may say that the type of description of caste

dialects which has been illustrated above is altogether a matter of morphopho-

nemic comparison.

In some publications, to be sure, comparisons of caste dialects have also pointed

out that one dialect has a different inventory of basic elements than another.

Under phonology, for instance, k can be stated that the difference betsveen Kan-

nada Br. haalu, NBr. aalu, “milk,” reflects the fact that the Brahman dialect has

an /h/ phoneme while the non-Brahman dialect does not, furthermore, the

Brahman phonemes /f z 1/ are also lacking in the non-Brahman dialect. Under

the heading of grammar, however, it becomes harder to find reports of structural

differences. It is clear that sometimes one variety of a language will use inflec-

tional machinery where another variety will use syntactic constructions, as in

formal Urdu savaalo javaab (“question-and-answer”) versus informal savaal aur

javaab (Gumperz and Naim, 1960, p. 116). But such comparisons reflect dif-

ferences in means of expresrion, not differences in underlymg grammatical

categories. And under the lexical heading, we again find very scant report of

differences deeper than those of the morphophonemic level.

The suggestion I would like to make is that caste dialects may differ not only

in various ways that are phonologically definable but also in important ways
which are reflected in differences of grammar and vocabulary, but which derive

basically from different semantic structures, that is, caste dialects, like separate

languages (but probably to a lesser degree) may reflect different ways of classi-

fying nonlinguisnc phenomena, whether subjective or objective.

The scarcity of data on these differences prtrfjably reflects several factors. For

one thing, semantic differences are less obvious to the investigator than the other

types which have been mentioned. In addition, semantic structure has only re-

cently become a favored area of research for descriptive linguists. Even so, the

published data on Indian social dialects provide evidence which is quite adequate

to establish that difference in semantic structures is in fact present. The follow-

ing are illustrative of the data to be found:

(1) In the Tamil of Kumbakonam and Chidambaram, according to Bloch

(1910, pp. 18-19), the Brahman dialect distinguishes terms for “elder sister’s hus-

band,” and “younger sister’s husband,” and “wife’s brother”; certain non-Brah-

man groups use a single term.
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(2) In ifce Tannl of Kmnbaionain and nniniangahm. Brahmans use a single

term for ‘“wife’s sister,” but non-Brahmaas distinguish “wife's older sister” from

‘Vife’s younger sater” (Bloch, 1910, pp. 18-19).

(3) In the Kannada of Dharwar, Brahmans address mother and elder sister with

the same forms, while non-Brahmans (Lingayats) mate a distinction. There is a

pattern in addressing father and elder brother (.McCormack, 1960, pp.

85-87).*

(4) Also in Dharwar, Brahmans use a ^gle morpheme -a of general purpose

addres; Lingayats distinguish -Jpa, used to men, from -bt, used to women; and

Uhtocchables add fecial elements for addresing a son-in-law and for addreaing

afinal kin (.McCormack, 1950, pp. £6, 90).

(5) Again m Dharwar, Brahmans and lingayats distinguish two cases of the

noun srhich can be called Accusative and Danve, but the Untouchable dialect

shows merger of the two cases into one (McCormack, 1950. pp. 89-90).

(6) According to Ramaswami Aiyar (1936, p 903). the Brahman dialect of

Tulu has a single third-person honorific pronoun zmi. w here the non-Brahman

(haltct retains a distmenon (made elsewhere m both dialects) between jjtw, “Tie

(honorific) there,’ and Treeru, “he (honorific) here.”

In addicon to the above cases, it cuy be of interest to point to some data on

semantic difierences between formal and tniormal snies m Indian languages.

(1) In Hindt formal usage tends to distinguish jjfr, “this,” from “these,”

and fji. ‘“that" from te, “those." Informal usage tends to obb'terate the singular-

plural disanctioa, emplosmg ye, “das. these.” and to, “that those" (Gumpeiz
and Naim, 1960. p. 115).

(2) Fonsal Hindi distineuishes yadt or agar, “if," from yaJyapi, “although,”

and formal Urdu distinguishes agar, “if.” from agara or baaJaaki, “although”; but

informal Hindi-Urdu merges the two meanings as agar, “if, although" (Gumperz
and Naim. 1950, p. 115).

(3) Formal Kannada distinguishes present and future tenses, infomial Kannada

has a single “non-past” "^idi forms corresponding to the formal present tense

(Bright 1958. p. 21).

(4) Fonnal Kannada and Tamil distinguish neuter smgular from neuter plural

in demonstratives and (as subject markers) in verb forms, but many informal

dialects use just one form (corresponding to the formal singular) for both singu-

lar and plural meanings.

(5) In the Tamil reported by Shanmugam PiUai (1960, p. 38), the formal sts'le

has a single third person plural pronoun, indifferent as to gender; but the in-

formal srj'ie adds pronouns with specific masculine and feminine reference.

McUorcacl’s data diat elicrced the rmr-.mect by Fnedridi (1^1, p. 167), that “the
<iogparaare coepoeemai atulyss of die teins ta two coangnocs dialects is
pe^ps cf greater dieoreccal signif.caocc iban die telatjrely banal issne of laagnage as ‘aa
Mei o. social sums.’ ” Howexei, snch cotnpaianre eompoaennal Innship analj'ses from caste
da.eca are st21 not available In a recent paper, Sbanmngam PiUai (1955) compares Ida tenns
frera rinrteen castes ta a Tamil coemnmity, bst his teatest is in the terms pecultar to angle

**“5 he does not give the complete data whidi woold [
ig M i .

' i i a semantic aaalyas.
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Differences in semantic structure, like those illustrated above both for caste

dialects and for formal-informal st>des, have, it may well be supposed, counter-

parts in other sections of the total social structures with which they are associ-

ated. It would be unduly venturous at diis point, given the scarcity of data, to

launch into wider speculations and to suggest that semantic differences between

caste dialects may reflect differences in value systems from one caste to another.®

But if field workers w’lll turn their attention to semantic structures, and if more

data on the subject are made available, then it may indeed be possible to fit seman-

tic diversity into a larger understanding of how caste functions.
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19. THE STRUCTURE OF VARIATION:

A STUDY IN CASTE DIALECTS

A. K. RAMANUJAN

T his is a study in the structure of v'ariadon in Brahman and non-Brahman

caste-dialects.^ Though this paper inventories in reasonable detail the iso-

glosses for t\vo caste dialects, the chief purpose is to shoM' that these caste-

isoglosses are not isolated, piecemeal differences but are patterned in certain ways.

It is part of a larger search for configurations that pattern isogloss formation in

social dialects. Morphological isoglosses, especially paradigms, are found to be

specially useful for this purpose (see section on free vanants below).

Ta\o colloquial varieties of Indian Tamil, the I(yengar) and the M(udaliyar)

dialects, are chosen as examples. The Tengalai Iyengar dialect is a m ell-marked

B(rahman) dialect, distinctly recognized as such by the Tengalai Iyengars them-

selves and by other castes in the speech community. The Mudaliyar dialect is

considered an upper-caste N(on-) B(rahman) dialect. Both are easily available

ever>'M’here in the Tamil area, so that regional variants can be separated from

caste variants. Only those isoglosses shared by the members of a community in

different regions are considered the “markers."

It has been pointed out in the bterature again and again {for example, Bloch,

1910, Bright, 1960, Bright and Ramanujan, 1964. PiUai, I960, Zvelebil, 1960, 1964)

that variation m Tamil is regional as well as social.* The social parameters are

cducated/uncducaicd, urban/rural, formal/mformal, castcj/casteg and so on.

There arc differences in the speech of different subcastes, for example, Mudaliyar/

1. The data aie mostly drawn from niy own recordings and field notes, checked against and
supplemented by printed sources cited below. The field work (1963-64) on Tamil, Kannada,
and Tulu social dialects was made possible by a grant from the Amencan Insoture of Indian

Studies. I wish to acknoii ledge here tny indebtedness to die Institute.

WTiile most of the conventions of tianscnptioa for Tamil are well known to fellow norkers
(such as that underlined r, are alveolar, p, /, etc., are retrofie.x), we may mention mo dela-
tions' long vowels are shown by double letters, for example, /aa/, /u/, and unrounded [ui]

IS written /u/.
2 SocuJ and rarfr dialects should be distuiguished. A carre dialect is only one kind of jorwl

dialect. Formal and informal varieties of speech could also be considered social dialects, as

their linguisac features co-vary with social contests. On the other hand, formal and informal
varieties are Lke st>les in that they may, and usually do, coexist in the repertory of the same
speaker. Anyone who controls the foirnal dialects will also haie an informal dialect, except in
self-conscious “pathological” cases of purism Caste dialec^ like regional dialects, tend to be
mutually exclusive, that is, a person who speaks a Brahman dialect may or may not speak any
other In intercaste or interregional commumcatton, imperfect stereotypes of other dialects
may be used, as suggested below in the discussion of free variants. Some of these distinctions
are roughly shown in the diagram belowr. The intcracnon and mixture of formal/mformal,
and of the various caste and regional dialects is a fascmating study, but we will refer to it
here only m passmg where relevant.

461
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Chettiyar, both non-Brahman, or lyer/Iyengar, both Brahman. Without going

into details, the main dialect divisions may be diagrammed as follows;

Tamil

Formal Informal

In this rather simplified diagram of the dulecc picture, the urban/rural, educated/

uneducated, Hindu/iMusIim contrasts are omitted, as no exact information is avail*

able on such matters yet. The regional divisions are impressionistic (see Zvelebil,

1964, for suggestions). There arc no branchings under the formal variety, for

caste and regional differences arc mostly neutralized in the formal style.

We could have placed all the regional branchings under both the Brahman and

non-Brahman nodes, or vice versa. There is good reason to believe that region

and caste are independent variables, ever>’ Tamil speaker must be idenufied for

both. Some isoglosses are clearly geographical. (For a qualification of this view

see secDon on the function of a social dialect below.) For instance, roughly south

of Tirunelveli and Ramanathaporam we hear imppadu for “thirty”, north of

Tirunelveli it is Tmppadu. In the written dialect and educated Tirunelveli speech

it is nruppadii Uneducated B and uneducated NB speakers (say, children ;ust

beginning school) were found to say tmppadu. So the form may be unambigu-

ously assigned to uneducated Tirunelveli or Ramanathapuram Tamil rather than

to any caste.

The variety of competing subcaste forms within the B and NB dialects was

reduced by the choice of just two subcastes for intensive analysis. Any com-

parison with other B or NB subcastes will show that all B subcastes are distinguish-

able in speech from any NB subcaste, that is, B subcastes like Iyer and Iyengar

share overall speech features, despite differences, NB subcastes (like Mudaliyar,

Chettiyar, Vellala) also have recognizable overall features.

All our informants were urban and educated. The dimension of “horizontal”
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dialect variety was eliminated by chooang our data from three cities, Madras,

Mayuram, and Madurai, and considering only the a-geographic variants for each

dialect.

THE VERB SYSTEM

Let us begin unth what is obviously the most conservative subpart of the

language, the verb-system. The forms in the first Tamil column represent the

W(ritten) or Formal dialect. It will be assumed here that in most casesW furnishes

us with the underlying, even historically prior, base-forms (for evidence and

argument, see Ramanujan, 1963). W forms are given in transliteration; I and M
forms are written in a phonemic transcription.

The relevant morphological variations are most marked m (a) the present tense

and (b) in the 111 person neuter singular past. The endings are italicized.^

Verbs: Present Tense, Neuter Singular

Gloss W 1 M
It is 1. xrukktratu aukku veukkudu

It kills 2. Voikiratu kolrciw VoWudu

It walks 3. mtikkrratu mdzkradu mdzkkudu

It comes 4. viTukiratu vztadu vzxudu

It goes 5. pookiratu poordiu poovudu

Note thatW has only two forms for the neuter present tense. 1 and 3 are strong

verbs, they take -kkiratu, 2, 4, 5, are weak verbs, they take -kiratu. The I forms

have four different shapes for the same endings: -kin, -radu, 'kradUy -adu. The

M forms have only two, corresponding to the W forms, -udu (the -v- in poo-v-

udu is inserted automatically by general rule) and -kkudu.

Verbs: Present Tense, Masculine Singular

\V / M
He is 1. iiukkiraan iruiti^fla \nkraa

He kUIs 2. koltirjjn kolrod kolrii

He walks 3. nztakktraan nadaj^rad mdiktaa
He comes 4. vznikiraan varii varrad

Note that W has again only two kinds of endings, and M likewise has two,

whereas I has four.

3. As the concern of this paper is to illnstrate a grammatical “drift” or configuration, and
not morphological idennficaaon of segments, the techiucalides of morphology are kept to a
mimmuiti. For instance, in the next paradigm, we could identify -tku of I iru + kku as a
^rtmanteau morph represennng two morphemes, that is, present tense and HI person neuter
>Ve could point out the vowel harmony in the M endings, for example, udu. Or we could set
up rules deriving from a single base both B and NB forms. Such a presentanon would show
formally what we describe informally here- given W as die base, the B dialect would require
(a) more rules, (b) rules with more restneted conditions, le., more provisions for excep-
tions, than the NB dialect.
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Verbs: Past Tense, Neuter Singular

W I M.

It was 1. iruntafw Uundudii irundwectt

It killed 2. konrdiu kanaudu konn«ec«

It walked 3. natanutu mdandudu nadanduceu

It came 4. vanttfta vandudu vandwecu

It went 5. pooyims pooccu pOQCCU

It brought 6. vaankirrK vaangifiu vaangiecH

Here W has only two forms for the neuter personal endings ~atu and -rru. I has

three- ~udu, -ecu, -ttu. The M forms have only one basic -{u)ccu, obviously

generalizing the pooccu-paradigm (S), shared by both dialects.

Verbs: New Casses

When we examine the morphophonemic classes of verbs in W, I, and M, we
find again that I has a few more than M, i.e. utkaar “sit.”

W I M
He sat 1 utkaamdaan okkaandaa^ okkaandaa

The I form is unique in the language in having retroflexes only in the past tense

suffix. A retroflex consonant m the past would ordinarily entail a retroflex in the

stem-final. But in utkaar, the stem-final is r. The M forms fit the paradigm of

other verbs such as seer, “join”:

Present okkaarraa seerral

Past okkaandaa seendal

Future okkaaruvaa seeruval

The reflexive post-verb -kol is another example. While has many regional

variants, the overall I and M markers may be fairly represented by the following:

W I Al

He IS doing (reflexive) pannikko/kiraan pannii&k/raa pannikfdraa

He did (reflexive) pannikkonfaan pannindla pannii&zltaa

He will do (reflexive) pannikko/vaan pannippaa^ panmkiduvia

The W forms of -kol are morphophonemically regular:

Present -kolkiraan

Past -kontaan

Future -kolvaan

The I forms are unusual. But for the retroflex -nd- (as in the utkaar paradigm

above), the whole conjugation of -kol- is assimilated to the tense endings of a

strong verb like nada:

4. Most I dialects I have recoided seem to have dus form; some have okkaandaa. Since
wntmg this paper I have found Tuharu “move”—iMlw{ufaa “he moved” in a Ramanathapuram
Nadar (NB) dialect.

5, Often a free variant, papmkkuvaa, nluch makes the paradigm wholly “irregular.”
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I and At / Reflexive ~kol

He walks mAikkaraa -kkiraa

He w’alked nadawrfia -ndaa

He will walk mdippaa -ppaa

On the other hand, the reflexive -kol in M has been re-worked on the- model of

vidu, “leave, let go," the only other important and frequent aspect-marker in the

language. Adverbial participle -)- vidu gives us the completive aspect of the verb,

adverbial participle kol gives us the reflexive. Unlike the -vidu and -kol forms

of I, m iM both aspect markers belong to the same general class, the vtdu-c\zss-

M Adv / andM 1 and M Adv
PP. + kol vidu PP. -f- vidu

Present pzmukidrzz vfdtii pann/draa

Past pznmkittzz. vitfzA pannit/aa®

Future pannii^idm’aa vidtr/zz pann/duvaa

1 Adv
PP. + kol

Present pannii^ir^

Past panniwi/ai

Future panmppaa

In ever>’ one of the above four examples (one may easily cite other verbs as

evidence), we find that the Brahman I is the overdifferentiated dialect compared

to the other two. M has invariably regularized its paradigm, even where W has

“irregularities" as in the past neuter singular or has nvo different classes of verbs

like ~kol and vidu. Neither 1 nor M is close to W. Both have innovated in their

different ways.

Such analogical leveling oc regularizing of forms in M (filling out and sym-

metrizing paradigms) is not confined to the verbs. We see the same tendency in

other subs>’stems also, we will cite here only a few examples from pronouns. The
examples will also point up the special differentiating developments in I.

PRONOUNS

Pronouns: I and II Person Singular

W / M
I 1. naan naa naa

My 2. en en, e en, e

To me 3. enakku neekku enakku

You 4. mi nil mi
Your (sg.) 5. un on, 6 on, 6

To you 6. u^akku nookku onakku

6. There are further special features m I for Adv. PP. + tiiw, not found m W or M. In
the neuter past, 1 has ptnniduttu when one would expect pjrmjntudu, found both in W {pm-
Tuvinatu) and M. In fast AI speech, there are further assimilanons. both partnihttaa and
pj77ra(fj)rt44 are pronounced pamuttaa.
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M corresponds to W exactly, by regular rules like vowel + final nasal in W =
nasalized vowel in M, I (2), u becomes o if the next syllable has an a (6) etc, on

m (5) IS probably a back-formation from onakku.

But I has two unpredictable forms neekku (3) and nookku {6)J To my
knowledge, these are the only two examples in the language of this kind of meta-

thesis and vowel change (quite common in Telugu under different conditions):

enakku * ne-akku neekku

unakku * onakku » no-akku nookku

Pronouns. Ill Person

W I M
He avan ava ava (or avc

She aval avo ava

W / Af

He/She avar avar avaru

(polite)

They (he/she) avarkal avaa avanga

They (masculine) - - avanuha

They (feminine) - - avaluha

Here the M forms are the overdifferemiated ones, but they arc perfect examples

of the M tendency to generalize and fill out paradigms. BothW and I have gender

distinctions in the singular, but are defective m having none in the plural M fills

It out wjrh avanuha “chey-masculine” and avaluha “they—feminine.”

W I M
Sg. PI. Sg PI. Sg. PI.

The componential diagrams below point up the fuller symmetry of M as com-

pared with "VT and I

If and I

7. Zvelebil (1964, p 254) says that “an Aiyangar (Vaishnavite) Brahman would not tend

to use the form /ne.kku/ . . but /enaWn/.” But my data attest /neekku/ for both Iyer and

Iyengar speakers.
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Non^urer Pmnnun

4- Gender

+ Plural — Plural

+ Masculine — Masculine -}~ Masculine — Ma«:ulinc

avanuha avaluha ava ava avanga

DERIVATIONAL EXAMPLES

Words in the feminine gender can often be derived from the masculine forms

by the addition of -cci, in W, M, or I.

W Al and I

Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine

Qutcaste paraiyan paraicci paraya paracci

cowherd itaiyao itaicct edeya edecci

M generalizes this sufliz and adds it to many feminine kinship terms;

W 1 At

younger sister 1 tankai tange tangacci

sisfer-in-law 2. maimini maccini maccimcci

(sister of spouse)

sister-in-law 3. No cognate No cognate attaacci

(elder brother’s wife)

Similarly, one finds that where I has two separate unrelated words for rela-

tionships like “brother” and “brother’s wife,”’ M has two dcrivationally related

words (1, 2 below), often one is denved from the other by the addition of a

general feminine suffve 4).

W / At

son-in-law 1. manimakan, maappillai maaple marumaha

daughter-in-law 2. marumakal, naattuppen maattuponnu marumaha({)

elder brother 3. annaa, annan annaa annaa, anna

elder brother’s 4. anni {') manni anm
wife

imni has the same feminine suffix (-t) as the following

IF At and I

grandfather 1. paattan paatta

grandmother 2. paara paacti

blind man 3. kurutan kunida

blind \\ Oman 4. kurun kurudi etc.
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These grammatical configurations, of generalization (M) and specialization (I)

m paradigms, appear in other parts of the grammar also. Many phonological and

lexico-semantic examples can be given. Here we will content ourselves with a

couple from each domain There are syntactic examples also but they are too

complex for brief presentation.

PHONOLOGY
Generally, I tends to have more contrasts than M in every position. For in-

stance, medially in M the retroflex « and I do not contrast with alveolar t} and /,

nor does r (retroflex continuant) contrast with / (retroflex lateral). The retroflex/

alveolar contrast in nasals and liquids is characteristic of I.

W 1 M
calf 1. kanru kannu kannu-^kannu (free variants)

eye 2. kannu kannu kannu-wkannu

stone 3 kallu kallu ka!Iu>,>kallu

toddy 4. kallu kallu kallU'*.’kallu

road J. van van valwvali

outdoors 6. veil veil veli«,.vcii

LOAN’-PHONOtOCV

This is probably the right place to talk about the phonology of loan-words

hke buumt, “earth,” btiy^, "fear,” batni, “bus.” Urban dialects, Brahman as well

as non-Brahman, keep the initial voiced consonants and other such "non-Tamfl”

features of such loan-words. Furthermore, “non-Tamil” features hke initial voiced

stops (for example, ^i(irf«,"bus”), postnasal voiceless stops (for example, pgmfu,

"pump"), seem to decrease in frequency as we go from Madras toward the south

(see PiUai, 196?). But jt is probably true that Brahman speakers everywhere tend

to pronounce English and Sanskrit loan-words with a semblance of English and

Sanskrit pronunciations, and resist their assimilation to the Tamil system (for

example, by de-voicmg initial voiced stops in btittmi, bassu, etc.). This resistance

seems to fit m, not so much with the prevalence of literacy (which, certainly,

is one contributing factor), but with the general conservation m Brahman speech

of differences, of contrasts in the system We will return to this shortly

VmvELS

Confimng ourselves to the native vocabulary, we find many more contrasts

preserved in 1 than in M, for instance, in final position, e and a, a and 6 do not

contrast in M.

W I M
me (accus.) 1. ennai enne enna [^enna*]

what Z. nna enna ('enna'J enna ['enna*j

Most final a's are somewhat fronted in bothM and I. But in M, final e's are backed

toward a, so the two vowels are indistmguishable.
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Similarly, the final a and 6 of I tend to run together in M.

W I M
he 1. avan ava ava

tree 2. maram maro mara

Thus, there seems to be not only a smaller inventory of phonemic contrasts,

there is also a neutralization of contrasB in many positions in M.

LEXIS

Kikship Terms

In the sphere of lexis and semantics there are many examples again of the same

phenomena. There are many more names for kin in I than there are in M.® (This,

of course, correlates with different marriage practices, but the results fit the

general I and M patterns.)

At /

son-in-law I. marumaha maaple

younger sister’s husband 2. maccaa maaple

wife’s brother 3. maccaa macema

elder sister’s husband 4. maccaa attimbeer

(see Bloch, 1910)

Food-Words

In the domain of food-words. Brahman speech in general and I in particular

are notoriously overspecialized (see Bloch, 1910), the intimate relationships of

food and ritual are relevant here. It may also be noted in passing that the B-words,

especially I-words, make little distinction between temple food-offerings and

the food served at home. For instance, the I-word for cooked rice (saado) is

obviously derived from a Sanskrit loan-word, prasaadd, “food-offering in a

temple.” During cercmomal feasts, the word prasaadd itself is regularly used

instead of saado “cooked rice.” NB (here M) speech uses the B-words exclu-

sively for ceremonial cooking {tahhe) and temple food {prasaadd). Wc need not

go into the details and wider implications of these distinctions. Neither do wc
need to point out the purely lexical differences between I and M. The B pro-

liferation of lexical items (and the resulting extra dhisions in the “semantic

space”) IS well illustrated m the literature. One example will sufiice:

/ M
drinking water 1. turto tanni

water in general 2. jalo tanm

non-dnnkablc water 3. tanni tanm

8. See PiUai, 1965, where he shows diat die Brahmans and the Muslims have the highest
“caste-inarked” isoglosses in kinship terms. See especially pages 64-65, which support the
thesis of this paper. Pillai does not list the M km terms listed by me (for example, rruccaa)
because he defines “caste-markers” as lexical items characteristic of each caste. A word like

macciS would be found in Mudaliyar as well as id other NB castes.
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In the light of the remarks made above, we must add that AI uses tiirto for

the holy water they receive from the pnest in the temple 1 qualifies it usually

by an adjective perioftaal tiirto “god's holv w’ater”

Free variants

Most of the above statements regarding I and M could be made with minor

modifications with regard to other Brahman and non-Brahman caste dialects.

We have ignored here the fact that Brahmans generally use some non-Brahman

forms (like kaluvti for alambu, 'Si'ash,” panmkittu for pmvuvdu, “having done”

[reflexive]) when speaking to non-Brahman addressees Similarly we have ignored

the fact that, in phonology and lexis, many non-Brahmans (certainly M) have

several 1 forms as free variants “bird,” I patu, M parave~patsi, “cooked rice,” I

saado, M sooru-saado (see above for free variants in phonology).® But the

grammatical items we have cited throughout do not usually have such free vari-

ants This is one reason why morphology, rather than phonology or lexis, seems

crucial and decisive m this contrastive study

GENERAL REMARKS

At first glance, it appears that [ innovates more than M. But a closer look shows

that both I and M innovate (compared to W). but in dilferent directions I

toward differentiation, M toward generalization, of paradigmatic patterns. In no

simple sense is one dialect more “conservanve” or “archaic” or resistant to in-

novation than the other It must be noted also that bilingualism on the part of

the Brahman speakers does not really account for the innovations, as either both

dialects have many of the same loan forms with different distributions and In

differently adapted shapes (“worship,” I puuje, M puuse), or in both cases the

innovations are intra-Iinguiscic (as in the verb morphology, see section on verbs

above). What seems relevant is the fact that M assimilates many of the loan-words

(puuje * puuse) but I does not, I keeps the non-native characteristics

intact and unassimilated, just as it keeps the irregularities of its morphology un-

assimilated. Of course, both literacy (in the community, not necessarily in the

individual informant) and precise knowledge of other languages help in the

general process of this fastidious upkeep of differences

Evidence from Tulu

That literacy is not crucial is suggested by examples from Tulu. Tulu was

first suggested as a test case by Bright (1960). Phenomena similar to those in

9. PJlai (1965, p 65) observes “The Mndaliyais tned to imitate the speech of tfie brahnuns
to elevate themselves in the soc.al hierarchy Even now it is a common scene m some of the

Mudahyar families for the older people to repnmand the younger generaoon for speaking
Lke sudras when they don’t speak like brahnuns This is perhaps the reason for the greater

percentage of common core [m kinship teimsl between the brahmins and the mudaliyar. But
if die castes m group IV [fishermenl and V [padaj/aebt] tried to imitate the brahmins, they
would be subiect to ridicule ” The wide and si^tematic differences in the grammatical systems

of I and M dialects demonstrated in this paper appear all die more stnkmg in the light of

the above remarks
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Tamil characterize Shivalli (Brahman) and Santa (non-Brahman) dialects Among

the many examples, only one will be presented here.

B NB
1. maroto marota

2. niirudo niiruda

i. aanuno aanuda

4. kastanta kastada

5. arita of the rice kurita of the sheep

(a variant)

(See Aiyar, 1932. The forms are given here in phonemic wriring. Aiyar gives

them m broad phonetic transcription.)

Note here again the four forms (fiv'c, including the variant 5) in B and the two

in NB genitives. Locathes and datives also exhibit such overdifferentiations in B.

“The negativ'e ending (i)n is sometimes fully conjugated for gender, number

and person in a few negative tenses m the Brahmins* dialect” (Aiyar, 1932, p. 905).

THE FUNCTION OF A SOCIAL DIALECT

Some suggestions may be hazarded as possible explanations for these structured

differences in dialect change First of all, the I or even the whole Brahman com-

mumty is a minonty. It is isolated by ntual status. The dialect differences appear

to be used as expressions of social idcntit). This is confirmed by the fact that

most of the grammatical characteristics of I are unaffected by regional variation,

they are insulated and preserved by the sense of social identity. There is also a

greater range of variation among NB dialects both regionally and sect-wise, than

among the B dialects Anyone attempnng Tamil dialect-geography necessarily

must concentrate on the NB dialects.

The sclf-identifying function of a dialect for a given community is evidenced

dramatically m Tulu, which had no scr.pt or written literature till recently. The
Shnalli Brahmans are characterized by their phonology, which has simply one-

to-one correspondences for certain consonants of the non-Brahman dialects.

e NB
coconut tree I. taa/e taare

see 2. ruup- ruup-

which' 3. jaane daane

But significantly, in one of the most common w'ords, where NB has B reverses

Its usual corresDondence (j = d)

B NB
not iddi i‘]]i

Evidence is indirectly supplied also by the number of lexical items that the

Smarta Iyer Brahman shares with non-Brahman castes’

of the tree

of the water

of the boy

of the trouble
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/ {lytngar) Iyer andM
saattumadu raso

tinikkannanudu paayaso

ttninolaa tolasi etc.

: a more recently formed sect than the lyers may
have something to do with further discriminations in this vocabulary of sclf-

identity.

a soup-hke dish

a sw’cet porridge

basil

The fact that I Brahmans a

Linguistic Self-Consciousness

The self-consciousness regarding linguistic markers (which we offer as one

of the forces conserving morphological differences etc.) is attested again by the

amount of linguistic correction vis a vis NB forms in a B home. In fact, many
of the NB forms are constantly used in B homes only with emotional charges

when one is angry with a child or when one is ironic or pejorative.

I M
worship 1 puuje puuse

punishment for children 2. puuse

food saado sooru < saado as free variant)

food (pejorative term) 4. sooru

ear 5 saapdu linnu ( saapdu as free variant)

guzzle, etc. (pejorative) 6. tmnu

Verbal Culture

The general B conservation of traditions, the attention paid to exactitude in the

oral learning of texts, may also be mentioned as possibly relevant to the daily

maintenance of linguistic differences, “irregularities,” and non-nanve pronunci-

ations. (For some insightful remarks on the relation of phonology to internalized

value systems in caste dialects, see Fricdncb, 1961 )

CONCLUSION

One may, in closing, say that the function of B dialects seems to be self-

identificaaon, incracaste communication, thcit structure is a product of this

funcaorung process. The characteristics of NB dialects seem to be (as seen in

us general simplification of paradigms, etc.) the result of their functioning as

incercaste media of communication (compare Bombay Hindi and its simplifica-

tions of Hindi grammar). It is not surprising, therefore, that the colloquial

standard that appears to be developing all over Tamilnad is based on non-

Brahman coUoquials.
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20. OCCUPATION AND RESIDENCE

IN RELATION TO DHARWAR DIALECTS

WILLIAM McCORMACK

INTRODUCTiON

P
REVIOUS STUDIES of Kannada social dialects have shown that linguistic differ-

ences in spoken Kannada correlate with the major sociocultural division

between Brahman (hereafter B) and non-Brahman (hereafter MB) castes.

For example, Bright and Ramanujan have demonstrated that these “class dialects

innovate independently of one another, and in two ways . . . conscious [upper

class or B] and unconscious [lower class or NBJ” (J964, p. 1112), The present

study moves to build on the earlier work, though it is also understood that only

a beginning has been made in exploring soaal class differences in Kannada

language variability, that there are sundry complicating regional distinctions

as well, as m self-selection of the linguistic elements which differentiate B from

NB, and that the features w'hich mark social identity of Kannada speakers are

relatively trivial from the standpoint of an overall core or deep structure for the

language. Thus to characterize B semantic structure as “elaborated code” and

NB semantic structure as “restricted code,” as is done below for Dhar%var dialects

of Kannada, would seem to reinforce Bnght’s and Ramanujan’s point about the

conscious/unconscious qualitative polarity for B and NB linguistic change, re-

spectively (Bernstein, 1964a, 1964b, 1964c, Lawton, 1963). The thrust of studies

of socially distinctive features of speech, both in India and elsewhere, has been

to indicate that a social structural component exists for language. The studies

from India seem the more significant because many of the linguistic markers of

social identity in the caste social interaction situation are consciously recognized

by a sizable percentage of speakers (McCormack, 1960, Gumperz, 1965, p. 86).

The present study adopts a correlational model for connecting selected variables

of the sociocultural context, namely, the residential situation of speakers and the

occupational role of speakers’ family head, with morphological and semantic

variables of the spoken language as derived from elicited texts. In a general sense,

the study represents a correlation of language signs to the life styles of their

users. Alternatively, one might view the approach as involving a contrastive

study of “speech-cultures” as between B and NB. In this regard, Gumperz’ con-

cept of “verbal repertoire” as the linguistic corollary of status and role interac-

tions (“speech varieties [in a connminityj each associated wirii particular kinds

of social relationships”), and Bernstein’s hypotheses on the relationships between

speech coding and social structure, seem most relevant (Gumperz, 1965, p. ^5;

475
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Bernstein, 1964c). Also relevant to speech cultures in Dharwar are the data, in-

cluded below, on family use of second languages, that is, spoken Marathi, spoken

and written English, and written literary Kannada.

Since this study proceeds from analysis of texts that were tape-recorded in

speakers’ homes by two Indian interviewers, and of a supplementary questionnaire

administered after the texts were elicited, there is no direct indication of the

appearance of the tabulated linguistic variables in “natural" speech settings. This

is indeed a limitation, for although I have observed a considerable amount of

speech interaction in Dharwar in connection with other linguistic and cultural

studies, much of this observation has penamed to males, whereas the respondents

for this study were females. Of course, and however regrettable, observation has

traditionally played a small role in dialectology, linguists as a rule having drawn

their linguistic boundaries on the basis of printed lists and te.xts. There were

experimental cgncrols in this study a specified procedure was followed in drawing

a sample of interviewees, though this procedure was not successful in achieving

a randopi selection of Dharwar families, a standard pictorial stimulus was used

to elicit texts, rather than a verbal stimulus, which might have skewed results in

the direction of more verbally oriented respondents, instrumentation was used,

in the form of a tape recorder; and the ebated texts were subjected to quantifica-

tion, tabulation, and simple statisacal analysis.

So far as the comparative value of this study is concerned, it appears that

occupational role is a key vanabte in understanding the generation of class dialects

in India, England, and America alike. In view of this, Gumperz’ characterization

of Indun linguistic variability in terms of “argot,” which has connotations of

trade jargon and cant, is particularly appropriate. At the same time, the present

study establishes a correlation becu'een the occupational role of family-household

head and the speech of the female respondent, and the implication of this, and of

Bernstein’s work as well, is that “argot" and “mother tongue” (or vernacular) are

to a degree overlapping categories. It would follow that Gumperz’ very appro-

priate term, “argot,” is not to be construed too narrowly as “any speech variety

distinct from that used around the home and by the local peer group,” at least

not in Dharwar.

The texts on which this study is based were elicited from 62 women, 18 B
and 44 NB, who were residents of Dharwar Oty, Dharwar District, northern

Mysore State, in the summer of 1963.’ The 1961 Indian census of Dharwar de-

scribed It as Mysore State’s tenth city in size, with a total population of 77,163

persons. The Department of Social Anthropology and Social Welfare of the

Kamatak University, Dharwar, had completed a first sampling for its own census

of Dharwar by April of 1963. From this, I drew at random a sample of every

hundredth household until a hundred households were drawn (at an estimated

average of five persons per Indian household, the universe for this sample was

approximately 50,000 persons).

1. The leseaich reported here was performed pursuant to a contract wwh the United

States Office of Educanon, Depinment of Health, Educaaon, and Welfare I also wish to

acknowledge supplementaiy grants from the American Council of Learned Sociencs and the

Research Committee of Duke Umversity.
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It was assumed that the incompleteness of the university’s census at that time

might not aiTect the language study, but this assumption proved wrong. Our

questionnaires revealed marked selection against agriculturalists and, m an areal

sampling sense, against those suburbs which arc more outlying and difficult to

reach and which are populated mainly by farmers. Of the 100 households, less

than 10 per cent were in agriculture, as compared to the 1961 census figure of

12 per cent for Dharwar. More particularly, only two of the nineteen Lingayat

households in our sample were agriculturalist, as against our guess-estimate of

50 per cent of Dharwar’s Lingayat households. On the whole, the sample was

biased against blue-coUar occupations generally and thus agrinst castes whose

members are primarily blue collar. While the 1961 census of Dharwar reports

about 37.7 per cent employment in government service and teaching—the main

components of our ‘Vhite-collax” category—we found that at least 60 per cent

of our B households, and 45 per cent of our NB households, fell in that category.

The 18 B women of the sample belonged to four subcastes, and the 44 NB
women belonged to eighteen subcastes, nine of which are affiliated with the

Lingayat caste-sect. Most heavily represented in the B group was the Vaishnava

Brahman subcaste, with thirteen respondents, and in the NB group, the Lingayat

Panchamsali, with mne respondents. The Panchamsali, according to the 1881

census for Dharwar District, are the most numerous of the twenty-odd Lingayat

subcastes in the discncr. They are traditionally agriculmralist, and comprised then,

and probably now, about half the Lingayat population of the district, being about

three and one-half dmes as numerous as the next most populous Lingayat sub-

caste, the priestly Jangamas.

Two of the B women had migrated from Karwai and Belgavan districts, re-

spectively, while ten of the NB women had come from districts other than

Dharwar, chiefly from Bclgaum District. Non-native speakers of Kannada were

excluded from the final sample.

As for residential distribution within Dharwar, eight NB women and nine

B women lived in two of three residential areas where B's were in the majority.

The remaining women in the sample were distributed among seventeen out of

T? residential areas, wards, or suburbs, where NB's were in the majority.

The interview procedures started with a request to a woman in each of the

100 households of our original sample to respond verbally to the stimulus of

eleven line draivings depicting people m Indian sociocultural situations, plus one

calendar photo of a temple. The respondent, usually a wife but m two cases a

daughter, then described the pictured material in her “normal” spoken style of

Kannada. Ultimately, the 100 households were reduced to 62, by nearly 40 per

cent, through circumstances beyond the control of the interviewers. Some house-

holds contained no women, some famibes had removed from the aty, still other

families were not Kannada-speaking, and six respondents were of families that

were unwilbng to cooperate. Of these six, al! were NB, four were blue-collar in

occupation, and two were of “cx-Untouchable” castes—all perhaps explanatory

of their not understanding the puipose of a study of their speech. At the conclu-

sion of the taping session, the intetvicwets, a local NB male college student and
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a female anthropologist from northern India, elicited replies to a questionnaire.

This included items on the caste and sect of the respondent, her age, the occupa-

tion of the male household head, the places of origin of both husband and wife,

the date of their in-migration to Dhan;rar, and the languages known and the

publications read in the household.*

SOCIAL VARIABILITY INDEXED BY GRAMMATICAL MARKERS

The 62 texts were scored first for frequency of substitutions for selected gram-

matical traits that represent public norms for the respondent’s B or NB caste.

Sixteen subsntutions were scored in all (Table 1), but the texts were divided into

TABLE 1

Regional and social dispersion of marker traits.

Brahman* Non-Brahman

Meaning Dbaruor Bangalore Dbaruiar Bangalore

It is ad» tde aytf ayti

Inside -oUge -alii -aaga -aaga

Infinitive •Ukke •ook -aak -aak

Paraciple .00 •00 •aa -aa

Sit kuut- kuut- hunt- hunt-

Reflexive koo- koo- iorti- kont-

Go hoog’ hoog- hont-

{and hok-)

(h)ok-

Even though 'oadru •aadru -aara •aara

Verbal compound •tf- -ir- (absent) (absent)

Indefinite 0 -o -a -a

' All the fotnu characteristic of Brahmans, save —cok, can be desenbed as “literary that is,

occumng nonnally in the wncten language. None of the non-Brahman forms are m the

same sense Lterary.

B and NB sets from the beginning, so that only eight substitutions were scored

per group. Of the total sixteen, twelve were "paired” in the sense that the NB’s

use of a B form such as ada was scored, and a B's use of the NB equivalent, aytt,

likewise was scored. The six “pairs,” so defined were as follows, ads/aytt, -olage/

~aaga, ~likke/-aak, -ooZ-aa, kmtt-/kunt-, koo-/kont- The remaining four were

not paired: hant- and -aara were scored as substitutions in B texts, and -ir- (in

verbal compounds) and -o were scored as subsntutions in NB texts. Although we
have preferred to discuss these traits as “morphological,” since all, or nearly all,

are structurally equivalent in their use in sentences, they might more strictly be

classed as differences in “lexicon," that is, differences in selection of forms. A
possible exception would be the last two, -ir- and -o (indefinite), which might be

viewed as NB adoption of a B (and a more bterary) syntactic pattern The rea-

2. I wish to express thanks to Marion Diengdoh Pugh, who collected and transenbed the

Kannada texts, and to Shn R3 Hiremath and Shninau Suneela Ramaswuny, who assisted Miss

Pugh in collecDon and tianscripDon respectivdy.
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sons for selecring these particular sixteen traits for scoring were discussed in an

earlier paper on Dharwar dialects (McConnack, 1960), and will not be repeated

here except to note that the traits were originally chosen with the help of a panel

of Dharwar college students who, on the basis of them, successfully identified

social dialects of speakers from taped interviews with those speakers.

It was asserted in the earlier paper on Dharwar dialects that grammatical

markers of social identity are self-consciously perceived by Dharwar speakers.

Confirmation comes from the present study, as there is a significant positive

mtratextual association (P < ,02)* betw’eeo NB adoption of B traits and NB
adoption of features borrowed from written literary Kannada—an association

that would be expected in view of the Dharwar stereotype of B's: that they speak

“like books” (Bennur, 1959). Viewed more widely, the Kannada situation of

course represents a variety of “diglossia,” according to which the literacy of the

B elite group reinforces their using written forms as an integral part of their

distinctive speech patterns (Ferguson, 1959). An interesting and additional aspect

of Dharwar diglossia, however, is the identification of use of Marathi with the

B elite group-this because the historic Maratha Empire dominated the Karnatak

region in which Dharwar is situated, and B’s, Peshwas, and other local B's formed

that empire’s administrative cadre. Thus fourteen of the eighteen B respondents

of our sample reported use of Marathi by some family member, and a significant

association (P=.0167) was established between NB speakers’ adoption of B
morphological elements and their reporting some family knowledge of Marathi.

A similar situation appeared with regard to English, for fifteen of eighteen B
respondents reported that English was spoken by a family member. This is con-

sistent with recruitment policy and administrative practice in higher education

and government m the region today. The association between NB use of English

and NB adopaon of B morphology was significant at the probability level of

P= 07.

Labor has reported, for phonological markers of social identity in New York
City speech, that a speaker’s awareness of a norm may be correlated with his

frequency of violating the norm in casual speech (Labov, 1965, p. 109). A
uwaUs WAV sss Dt.-arK-a5, if pas’sAigm W£»V4 bt titpsersacd -as

follows, greater awareness of (phonological) norm / higher frequency of own
violation of It . high frequency of NB adoption of (morphological) trait asso-

ciated with B speech / high frequency of B adoption of the equivalent trait

associated with NB speech. The adage “set a thief to catch a thieP’ would cover

the phenomenon in terms of folk psychology, “projection” being the pertinent

psychoanalytical term, and “hypercorrection” being another related concept that

IS familiar to both students of language change and language teachers. However,
3 statistical demonstration of intercorrelation of B and NB groups on the paired

morphological traits runs into the difficulty of the rank-frequency constant in

language (Zipf, 1935), so that simibr possibilities of occurrence of substitutions

in both B and NB texts might be due to this and/or to equivalence in “grammati-

3. This figure for probability, and all which follow unless otherwise specified, was reached
by applying the chi square test to a fooifold conongency table.
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cal” meaning of the pairs Labov’s data did not suffer from any such shortcoming,

since his correlations were figured between subjective statements by respondents

about norms and the same respondents’ violations of these norms in speech be-

havior. If It is hypothesized that Dharwar B’s and NB’s share a perception that

B speakers are “wordy,” very verbal, or “learned” (Bennur, 1959), this stereotype

of B’s would afford a possible measure of the B group's position as norm-setters

in the significant associaaon (P < .01 by the median test of association m a four-

fold table situation, [McNemar, 1962, p. 376]) between the length of an NB
speaker’s text, by word count, and the frequency of B morphological traits appear-

ing in that text. Again, however, the association between length of text and

frequency of NB substitutions of B elements may reflect only that a greater

opportunity for deviance to be expressed in frequency terms exists in the longer

texts.

B deviance, that is, substitution by B’s of NB morphological elements, did not

reveal a significant association with cither of the primary sociocultural variables

tabulated in this study. It is possible that our outside-view classification of eleven

B families and seven B families into W (white collar) and BL (blue collar)

categories, respectively, was simply not meaningful from the inside view, since

the roles traditionally ascribed to B’s, those of priest and government adminis-

trator, are W. That is, all B's may be perceived by self and by others as W rather

than BL, irrespective of cheir real employment situations and job roles Neither

did any statistically meaningful relationships emerge between 6 residence m
NB residenaal areas and the frequency of B adoption of NB traits. Idiosyncratic

and rural background might be relevant m explaining B adoption of NB morphol-

ogy, since 2$ per cent of the total B sample’s usage of NB traits ivas contributed

by one speaker of rural origin who resided in an NB ward It was perhaps true

of her that in spirit she had never left the village—a context where B phono-

logical norms, at least, closely approximate NB speech.

Of the two sociocultural variables, residence and occupation, only W occupa-

tion by NB’s reached a statistically sigmficant level of association with frequency

of NB speaker’s adoption of B traits. Thus, by the median test employed in

conjunction with the chi square technique for a fourfold table of frequencies

comparison, there was obtained a probability level for association of VV occupa-

UOTi and NB adoption oi B uatts 'wtiveix indicates a tVianct association of this

magnitude would be reached but once m fourteen times (P = .07).* While these

results do not of themselves lend strong import to the relationship between NB
occupauonal role and selection of B morphological traits, they do form part of an

overall picture in which occupauonal role is a predictor of NB approximaoon of

B-style “elaborated code” semanoc features, of NB adoption of B-style literary

borrowings in speech, and so on. A further argument for a significant relationship

between the variable of occupauonal role and B features m NB speech is an

apparently distinctive W, as compared to BL, pattern of selectivity from among

4 Yates’s correction for continuity was embodied in the formula for frequency comparison

for a fourfold table by the chi square technique as suggested by McNemar (1962, p 226)

. N(|BC-AD|-N/2)«
* “ (A4-B)(C+-D)(A-|-C)<B+D)
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the B morphological traits. Thus in a sample of 38 NB’s, 20 W (52.6 per cent)

and 18 BL (47.4 per cent), theW contribution to the total frequency of occur-

rences of each of the B traits was as follows: sia 89.8 per cent, koo-, 81.8 per

cent-, kuiit-, 71.6 per cent, olage, 70.5 per cent, ~ir~, 69.4 per cent; -oo, 65.2 per

cent; -likke, 64.28 per cent; -o 46.3 per cent. The finding that ada is the form

most favored in the dialect of W,NB families accords with the general impres-

sion, based on observations in “natural” speech settings, as well as on speakers’

subjective statements about norms, that the ada/aytt pair is most salient for

marking B \ersus NB social identit}’’ of a speaker. Still greater weight accrues

to the variable of occupation in that regular reading habits failed to relate sig-

nificantly (P = .219) to NB adoption of B morphological traits. No other direct

informarion on the amount of formal education of respondents w'as solicited, but

if j’cars of schooling can be assumed to correlate negatively w’lth age of respond-

ents—since female schooling is recent even for B’s in Dharw'ar—then the absence

from both NB and B groups of significant associations between age and frequency

of substitutions of grammatical traits would seem to strengthen the argument for

the importance of the association obtained between features of speech and occu-

pational status of household head,

SEMANTIC FEATURES OF THE TEXTS
ELABORATED AND RESTRICTED CODES

First comparative inspection of B and NB texts immediately yielded the im-

piession of a difference beween the nto sets which has hitherto been described

for English and American speech as “elaborated” versus “restricted" code and/or

as “middle” versus “lower” class dialect (Bernstein, 1964b, 1964c; Lawton, 1963,

Schatzjnan and Strauss, 1955). The more precise recent thinking on this subject

has been by Bernstein (1964a, pp. 259-60; see also Lawton, 1963), who describes

an ideal-type restricted code as follows.

The pure form of a restricted code would be one where the lexicon is wholly predict-

able, therefore also the organizing structure, ... If the code k restricted, by definition

so is terbal planning. . . . The bond relating the thinker to the concrete and desenprive

will become progressively nghter with the cumulative effect of the use of the restricted

code.

In point of fact, B’s proved to be more dramanc m descnption, to take an

interest m the actions of people in the pictured situations, and to use lexicon that

was less predictable from the pictures themsebes, while NB’s rex-ealed a more
exclusive concern w'itii descriptive details such as how the pictured figures ac-

tually looked with respect to dress, phj’sical appearance, and so on So striking is

this difference between B’s and NB’s that the single B respondent who confined

herself to concrete detail, and who was also second among B’s in frequency of

substitutions of NB morphological elements, perhaps desen’es pause as to her

family’s claim to B status. This speaker was a member of a family practicing the

goldsmith trade, and goldsmiths, as a caste m South India, hav-e long claimed B
status, but with small success. Ac the same time, it should be cautioned that by far
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the major content of all texts, both B and NB, was “restricted" m that it was

overwhelmingly concrete and descriptive. On the other hand, this may represent,

at least in part, the fact that pictorial stimali alone were used in the eliciting

situation.®

To compare the 62 texts for the presence or absence of elaborated code features,

selected indicators were resorted to. Elaborated code was redefined in terms of

two components; P, or the attribution of purposive behavior to the pictured

figures (indicating a degree of verbal planning), and or the attribution of

emotion to the figures (indicating a degree of onentation to other persons). E
without P appeared in the text of one B respondent, but in none of the NB texts.

Combined EP appeared in the texts of six B respondents and six NB respondents.

P alone was far the most common, appearing in the texts of 10 B respondents

and 24 NB respondents. The total numbers of respondents who attributed E, EP,

or P to the pictured figures were seventeen B’s (94 per cent of Bs) and thirty

NB’s (68 per cent of NBs). Of course, if the goldsmith interviewee is re-ranked

from B to NB, the percentage figure for B respondents rises to 100 per cent and

for NB respondents decreases slightly. In scoring for elaborated code, one attribu-

tion of E, EP, or P to a pictured figure was reckoned sufficient to have indicated

the presence of elaborated code in the text—this because the nondirection em-

ployed by the interviewers, m order to eliat as much text as possible, yielded

responses to individual pictures which were difierential in length and occasionally

absent. In this situation, a comparative frequency count for E, EP, or P could

not be sufficiently controlled. It is to be noted, however, that multiple appearances

of EP and P were nor limited to B texts.

Since the strongest association obtained in this study was between elaborated-

code semantic features in NB texts and W occupation of the NB families con-

cerned, the discussion of the inevitable complexities and ambigumes of defining

occupations as W has been reserved for this time. By an original and “minimar’

categorization, eighteen NB households were included in the W category, and

all eighteen respondents from these households appeared among the thirty NB
respondents displaying elaborated-code features However, the finding presented

in the section above, on the association of NB adoption of B morpholog>’ with

W occupation, was based on a “maximal” categorization of 25 NB households as

W, the respondents from which also all displayed elaborated-code features. Ac-

cording to the maximal W category, 25 of 30 NB elaborated-code scores are

explained by W occupation, and this makes a stronger case for the pivotal role

of occupation than does eighteen out of thirty. Either way, there is the association

for NB texts ofW occupation and presence of elaborated-code features.

Since all, or nearly all, B respondents displayed elaborated-code scores, there

was no differential response to be examined in terms ofW versus BL occupation,

or, indeed, in terms of residential differences.

Unlike the situation for NB adoption of B morphology, it is quite probable

that formal education plays a direct role in the appearance of elaborated-code

S. It IS not known, for example, how modi the interviewers’ directive to respondents to
"describe the pictures” may have had a consequence of ehating concrete, descriptive responses.
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features among NB’s. The evidence for NB’s stems from a significant association

(P = .037) between respondent-reported regular family reading habits and elab-

orated-code score. However, it would be more in keeping with the total direction

of our findings, including that on the relationships between B morphology and

W occupation, to regard this assodadon as merely incidental, and derived from

a common and high correlation of both reported reading habits and elaborated-

code scores withW occupation. It is an additional fact that only three of seventeen

“reading” families occur in the BL category.

DISCUSSION

The present study has explored a series of relationships involving, on the

linguistic side, morphological sets that mark a speaker’s social identity in a more

or less self-conscious way, and features of elaborated versus restricted semantic

complexity that seem less likely to rise to the social consciousness of speakers,

qua language. Nevertheless, both sets of features, morphological and semantic,

have been shown to be associated with (I) B status as ascribed by the caste

system, and (2) NB status as achieved via W occupational role. If a social-

funcuonal idiom were to be adopted here,* Merton’s distinction between manifest

or direct, and latent or indirect, functions of social roles, institutional patterns,

social norms, and so on (Merton, 1957, p. 51), would seem to be applicable to our

data on B/NB speech cultures. Thus morphology can be seen as directly marking

a speaker’s social identity (manifest function), and elaborated code semantic

features can be seen as indirectly adapove, through verbal planning and person-

orientation, to W occupational role (latent function). In these terms, the appear-

ance of BL occupations for B speakers is either funcaonally anomalous or

dysfunctional. It is probable that most Dhanvar speakers do not perceive it so,

for example the assumption is still made (in a snJl but partially secularized—de-

Brahmanized—culture) that W occupation is a constant ascriptive aspect of B
caste status. On the other hand, the present data at least pose the possibility that,

once an association of B status and BL occupadonal role is perceived, this situation

would be upsetting for related linguistic norms, expectations, and speech-cultural

values, unless there is also a redefinition of values concerning BL occupational role.

6. Vanous other models for a mediaaonal structure which might meaningfully link the

sociocultural and speech \anables isolated by this study have been considered. The most
promising came from commumcaaon engineering (information theory), from which the

hypothesis was denved that a linkage might exist between social decision-tnaking power, that

IS, “infonnaaon” (Cherry, 1957, pp 242-41) and B speech-culture. However, no empirical test

was discoseted to support this hypothesis, and one test contubuted negative evidence. The
latter attempted to measure information content of the texts by a specificity index. For this,

a sample of 14 B”s and 29 NB’s who responded to the calendar-picture snmulus were scored
as S±, according to whether they somehow specified the name, locaaon, or builder of the
picrured temple (S-f-), or not (S— ). The S scoring, however, did not correlate (in the con-
venuonal chi square frequency comparison employed for a series of fourfold tables) with any
of the sociocultural or speech variables of this study. The test for association of S score
with B status, W occupation, length of text, residendal situation of speaker, and semantic
complexity (as mdexed by E, EP, and P components) produced figures which were remarkably
close to those one would expect on the basis of chance association alone.
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